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all fatal mishaps in military aviation and has been

namedas a factor in many high-profile civilian
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vestibular or balance system, cause them to misinterpret their positionin flight relative to Earth or
otheraircraft. Often, pilots do not know they are
disoriented until it is too late.
This book is unique becauseit is the first to cover
the entire spectrum ofspatial disorientation in
flight. This text draws on the knowledge of expert
authors from a broad background, several of

whom have worked with the AFRL Human
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humansensory systems that evolved for life on
the ground. The book examinesthe structure and
functions of the vestibular organsof the inner ear
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situations.
The book also examines the visual mechanisms
that contribute to perceptions of self motion and

describes the contribution of psychological factors to spatial disorientation. The book defines

the types ofvisual and nonvisual illusions pilots
experience in flight.
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ground-based training methodologies, in-flight
sorties, instrument training, and display design.

The book examinesthe long history of spatial
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of aircraft in mathematical detail, and explains

Muchofthe bookis technical, but it is also rich in
real-world statistics and anecdotes about accidents
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and close calls that have been attributed to spatial
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Foreword

To date there has never been an entire book written about the subject
of spatial
disorientation (SD) in aviation. Reasons may vary but mostlikely it is because
our
understanding has only recently matured to a level that enables a sufficient number
of researchers to investigate and write about the different aspects of this known
aircrew killer. Although the consequences of SD have been knownfor a long time,
only within aboutthe pastten years have most researchers reached agreement ona
commondefinition, which has allowedthe scienceto flourish. Our understanding
of SD can be compared to our understanding produced from cancerresearch of
a few decades ago. Much wasbeing learned, yet a vast amount of knowledge
remainedto be discovered. Andjustas that cancer research produced an enormous
amount of information about causes and methodsof prevention, investigation into
SD countermeasures is now following the samecourse.
SD is a many-faceted problem. Oddly enough,in onesituationit may rapidly
impair one’s ability to fly an aircraft, yet in another under the sameset ofcircumstances, it may not. Moreover, causes are numerous. The more commonly
understood causesconsistof visual illusions, vestibular and postural perceptions,
and erroneous cognitive interpretations—some are well understood, while explanations for others are just beginning to unfold. Thereinlies the real challenge of
solving the SD problem andthe need for a book dedicated to the subject of SD in
aviation.
This broad-faced book begins with a historical overview of the early discovery
of SD (referred to at the time as pilot vertigo). It continues into the neurological,
physiological, and psychological mechanismsofspatial orientation and how normally functioning body systems produce misperceptionsofthe aircraft’s position,
motion, and attitude. The seriousness of the problem is explained in detail with a
review of bothcivil and military SD-related accidents. Following this explanation
is a chapter dealing with ground and flight training philosophy, including descriptions of devices used to optimize training practices. This chapter is followed by
two others describing the means by whichflight information is presented to the
pilot via the flight instruments in an effort to enable the pilot to avoid any unrecognized SD throughthe use of a vigilant instrument cross-check. In these two
chapters the relationship between aircraft movementandthe flight instruments
used to recognize aircraft movementis explained. Also, suggestions are made for
using the more commonresearch techniques of quantifying SD. Thelast chapter
describes forward-thinking ideas that should prove useful for future research and
development.
The authors—a selection of experts who have both research skills in the subject and extensive flight time—tell of their own experiences, their lessons learned,
and their research findings. They have assembled a large amountof information
pertinent to the causes and countermeasures of SD. There are other theories and
ideasstill emerging, as mentioned throughout the book, but mostof the morethoroughly understood reasonsof SD are explained. Notably,the authors have included
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Preface
The conceptfor this book dates back to March 2000, when Lt. Col. Karl Fried]
and
Maj. Jim Ness of the U.S. Army Medical Research and Materiel Command—acting
on behalf of the Armed Services Biomedical Research Evaluation and Management

(ASBREM) Committee—visited our researchfacilities at Brooks AFB, Texas, and

asked us what could be doneto improvethestate of knowledge concerningspatial
disorientation in the aviation environment. We responded that no comprehensive
reference text had ever been published on this expansive subject, although several
excellent chapters on the topic were available, and that such a text would be quite

useful to aviation operations, medicine, and research.

It was decided after this meeting that the U.S. Army would fund a workshop
of leading experts in spatial disorientation countermeasures research from around
the world, andthat the event would be followedbythe publication of a book solely
devotedto the topic of spatial disorientation in the aerial environment. The U.S. Air
Force Research Laboratory later joined forces with the Army Medical Research
and Materiel Commandin fundingbothefforts. The resulting conference,entitled

“Recent Trends in Spatial Disorientation Research,” was held in San Antonio,
Texas, in November 2000 and consisted of 29 presenters and over 80 attendees.

Shortly afterwards, the authors—most of whom were amongthepresentersat the
conference—beganwriting this book.
Althoughtitled Spatial Disorientation in Aviation, this book presents a comprehensive treatmentofthe various topics related to both spatial orientation (SO) and
spatial disorientation (SD)as they relate to flying. After an introductory chapter,
the text is divided into three major sections dealing with SO mechanisms, SD in

flight, and SD countermeasures, respectively. While in other sources the topic of

motion sickness has been included in somegeneral chaptersrelated to spatialorientation (e.g. Gillingham and Previc, 1996)—mainly because many of the same
visual and vestibular mechanisms mediate both phenomena—thetopic of motion
sickness is mentioned only briefly in thistext.
The three SO mechanisms chapters deal with nonvisual, visual, and cognitive mechanisms. Chapter 2 reviews the structure and function of the vestibular
organs—the semicircular canals and otolith organs—as well as the somatosensory/proprioceptive and motor systems involvedin the maintenance ofspatial orientation. This chapter also highlights the functional limitations of our nonvisual
orientation systemsin the aerial environment. Chapter 3 describes the fundamental
“ambient” visual mechanismsinvolved in perceiving self-motion andself-position
in space and presents a general model of how humansinteractin three-dimensional
space, as well a discussion of the neurophysiology of ambientvision. Cognitive
and attentional aspects ofspatial orientation are reviewed in Chapter4, whichalso
addresses the relationship between situational awareness and spatial orientation
and the contribution of specific psychological impairments and phenomenato SD.
The three chapters that speak to the problem ofspatial disorientation in flight

deal with SD accidentstatistics, nonvisual illusions of flight, and visual illusions

xill

XIV

comof flight. Chapter 5 focuses on SD accident statistics across the variousflying
aviation.
military
and
munities, principally general aviation, commercial aviation,
It presents case studies of SD mishapsand also describes the processes involved in
investigating and recreating an SD mishap. Chapter 6 reviewsthe specific SD illusionsofflight that can primarily be attributed to ambiguousorerroneous vestibular
signals (and, in some cases, abnormal somatosensory and motorprocessing). This
chapter also contains somepractical adviceto flight surgeons and aircrew concerning medical or physiological conditions that affect functioning of the nonvisual
orientation systems during flight. SD illusionsof flight that primarily are of a visual nature are reviewed in Chapter 7, which also addresses the specific illusions
caused by various displays and viewing devices.
Thefinal section of the book deals with SD countermeasures and includes chapters on SD training, flight displays, and advanced countermeasures technologies.
Chapter 8 reviews the various SD training methodologies, ranging from didactic
instruction and ground-based SD demonstrations to in-flight SD demonstration
sorties and instrument training practices. Chapter 9 presents general flight display concepts, with an emphasis on presentations of attitude and other primary
flight information included on head-down displays. Chapter 10 discusses specific
SD and information-processing issues pertaining to head-up displays and helmetmounted displays (including night-vision devices). Finally, Chapter 11 presents
a glimpse of both current and future technologies that may befielded to either
substantially reduce or even eliminate SD in the future. These technologies range
from three-dimensional audio andtactile situational awareness systems to automated warning systems and even automatedflight systems that maneuver the
aircraft out of danger. This final chapter also discusses how future aircraft capabilities, such as agile flight, may generate new SD problemsthat will need to be
counteracted.
The intent of producing this book is not only to present a review ofthe current
knowledge on major SD topics but also to provide practical advice to aircrew,
aeromedical professionals, and researchers and developers concerning SD. The
ultimate goal is for readers to learn about the seriousness of the SD problem in
flight and to then use that knowledge to reduce or eliminate the numberofaccidents
caused by SD.
Weare indebted to many individuals for their help in bringingthis text to fruition.
In addition to Karl Fried] and Jim Ness, Lt. Col. Todd Heinle of the U.S. Air Force
Research Laboratory’s Joint Cockpit Office was instrumental in funding andplanning both the conference and book, and Dr. Robert Foster of the Department of
Defense Research and Engineering Directorate provided supplemental funds for
the project. Bruce Stuck and Dr. Wes Baumgardner helped managethe contractual
effort for the U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force, respectively. Kathy Hitt and Christy
Graham of General Dynamics not only helped produce the conference, but also
provided invaluable technical editing support throughout the course of this writing and ultimately prepared the text for publication. Julie Larcher provided extra
graphical and technical support for Chapter 5. The following experts helpedreview specific chapters: Dr. Jim Lackner (Chapter 2), Dr. Jeremy Beer (Chapter3),
Dr. Chuck Antonio (Chapter 7), and Kevin Greeley (Chapter 10). Finally, Dr. Alan
Benson provideda critical review of all but one chapter prior to final revisions
being made.

XV

Lt. Carl Crane and Maj. William Ocker,
c. 1930. (Photo courtesy of Pam Crane).

Dr. Kent Gillingham,c. 1990

Wededicate this textbook to the important SD researchers who precededus at

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas (formerly Brooks Field—and now Brooks City-

Base). Three of these individuals, shown in the photos above, deserve special
mention: William Ocker, Carl Crane, and Kent Gillingham. While stationed at
BrooksField as military officers in the late 1920s and early 1930s, Ocker and Crane
performed experiments that demonstrated how flying with instruments countered
spatial disorientation, developed the first instrument training programs, and coauthored a seminal textbook entitled Blind Flight in Theory and Practice. Carl
Crane further inspired many to enhance flight safety through improving flight
instrumentation and training, and he was a personalfriendofone us(Bill Ercoline).
Dr. Kent Gillingham arrived at Brooks AFB in the mid—1960sas a young military flight surgeon and later headed the U.S. Air Force Spatial Disorientation
Countermeasures Program as a civil servant. As a physician, physiologist, and
private pilot, he becameoneof the world’s leading experts in spatial disorientation
and wrote several influential chapters on this topic. In the late 1980s, Dr. Gillingham hired both of usto assist him in SD countermeasures research and mentored
us until his untimely death in 1993. He was posthumously honored with the first
Kent K. Gillingham Award for Spatial Disorientation Research bestowed by the
Aerospace Medical Association.
As we have beeninspired toward continuing the effort to eradicate spatial disorientation in aviation by these undaunted advocates of SD countermeasurestraining
and research, we hope thereaders of this book are similarly motivated.
Fred Previc
Bill Ercoline
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Chapter 1

Spatial Disorientation in Aviation: Historical
Background, Concepts, and Terminology
Fred H. Previc*
Northrop Grumman Information Technology, San Antonio, Texas

William R. Ercoline’
General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems, San Antonio, Texas

I.

Definition

PATYALorientation (SO) is arguably the most fundamental of all behaviors
that humans engagein, and it involves a large numberof different sensory
and motor systems and brain regions. Spatial disorientation (SD) represents a
failure to maintain SO, which in the flight environmentall too frequently proves
catastrophic. Indeed, SD, as broadly defined, constitutes over 25% of all fatal
mishapsin military aviation and an even larger percentage of mishapsspecifically

related to pilot factors.!

Spatial orientation and disorientation are commonly used terms in neurology
and neuropsychologyas well as aviation, and they meandifferent thingsto different
professions. Someone whosuffers from brain damageandis spatially disoriented,
for example, might have an inability to tell right from left, or might have trouble
finding his or her way around unfamiliar surroundings. This is not what spatial
disorientation refers to in the aviation environment, however. In the aviation world

spatial orientation mainly refers not to our lack of awareness of our position and
motion relative to particular places on Earth but in relation to Earth-fixed space
in general. According to its most widely used definition, one that has been accepted by a large numberof countries, SD refers to the pilot’s: “... [failure] to

sense correctly the position, motion or attitude of his aircraft or of him/herself

within the fixed coordinate system provided by the surface of the earth and the
gravitational vertical” (Ref. 2, p. 419). Added to this standard definition is the

This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis notsubject to copyright protection
in the United States.
*Senior HumanFactors Specialist.
"Senior Scientist.
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caveatthat”... errors in perception by the pilots of their position, motionor attitude with respectto his aircraft, or their own aircraft relative to otheraircraft, may
also be embraced within a broader definition of spatial disorientation in flight”
(Ref. 2, p. 419).
Whatthe precedingdefinition implies is that the inability to maintain one’s or1entation with respectto particular objects or places on the ground— for example,
landing at the wrong airportor other types of “getting lost,”—- doesnot fall within
the precedingdefinition of SD. Rather, such incidents would fall under the general
category of geographical disorientation. Another way to view the distinction between spatial and geographical disorientation relates to the functionsof the three
major types of primaryflight instruments, as described in Chapter 1 of the United
States Air Force Manual 11-217, Volume 1, Instrument Flight Procedures*: con-

trol (attitude and engine power/thrust displays), performance(altitude, airspeed,

heading, vertical velocity, acceleration, angle of attack, and turn-and-slip indi-

cators), and navigation instruments (bearing-and-course indicators, range indicators, and glide-slope indicators). Spatial orientation is maintained by meansof the
control and performanceinstruments, whereas geographical orientation is mostly
maintained with reference to the navigational instruments (Ref. 4, see Chapter9,
Sec. II.B). Although somedefinitions of SD do not include an erroneousperception of altitude,’ misperception of altitude is clearly SD by the standard definition
becauseit involves an erroneoussense of “position ... within the fixed coordinate
system provided by the surface of the earth and the gravitational vertical.”
The secondpart of the definition goes beyondthe problem oforienting in relation
to Earth-fixed space to include the perception of the pilot’s relationship to his or
her own aircraft—as in the “break off” and related phenomenain whichthepilot
might feel detached andflying from outside theaircraft (Chapter 4, Sec.V1), as well
as parameters suchas separation distance andclosurerate relative to other aircraft.
Misperception of these latter elements might or might not occur in association
with other manifestations of SD, and by no means should all midair collisions

be listed as SD mishaps. However, some midair accidents can occur because the

pilot is unaware of his or her ownaircraft’s velocity or trajectory in space, that
is, a manifestation of SD. How such SD-related midair accidents might occuris

illustrated by the crash of two U.S. Air Force (USAF) C-141 aircraft in the early
1990s. The prelude to this mishap occurred whenthe second C-141 aircraft in the
formation of four engagedin a slow, evidently undetected roll away from the lead
aircraft. This undetected changein bankattitude might have led to a visualillusion
of the lead aircraft dropping in altitude that resulted in the pilot of the rejoining
aircraft to push the control column forward, that is, nose down, thereby lowering

his aircraft into the lead aircraft. As might be expected, broadening the category
of SD mishapsto include disorientation relative to other aircraft results in a large
increase in the SD mishaprate.
Whatis termed SD today wasnot alwaysreferred as such. Until the 1970s, SD
wasalso referred to as aviator’s vertigo or pilot vertigo, while spatial orientation
wasoften referred to as aerial equilibrium. The term spatial orientation appeared
in a classic early text on instrumentflight,° and the term spatial disorientation was
used shortly thereafter.’ Although SD was a commonly used term by the 1950s,
“vertigo” wasstill included in place of SD in aerospace medical textbooks until
1971 (Ref. 8) and in USAF mishap formsuntil 1989. Today,vertigo is recognized as
a distinct set of symptomsthat can accompany SD—usuallyreferring to dizziness,
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light-headedness (“giddiness” in the olderliterature), visual-field instability, or
other physical or emotional sensations producedby the motions of flight—whereas
SD is recognized as a phenomenon that can occur with or without such sensations.
Indeed, all too manypilots have gone to their death never feeling or suspecting
that anything was amiss with their aircraft’s altitude or trajectory. What might be
experienced during one type of SD might be verydifferent than whatis experienced
during a different type, as will be discussed further in Sec. IIL.
Anotherrelated term that became widely used in the 1980s and 1990sis Joss of
situational awareness (LSA)(see Chapter4,Sec. IF). This term, which dates back

to World WarII, was the subjectoflittle research interest until the 1980s. It is a more

generalterm than SD,asit refers to the loss ofa pilot’s “perception of the elements
in the [aviation] environmentwithin a volumeoftime and space, the comprehension
of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future.”? Because
spatial orientation is undoubtedly a “key element in the aviation environment,”
spatial orientation is generally considered to be a subsetof situational awareness

(SA).'°!! Thus, any pilot suffering from SD also has LSA,althoughthe reverse

is not always true. For example, a pilot can lose his or her navigational sense
and suffer from geographical disorientation (and, by definition, LSA) without
losing spatial orientation. Nevertheless, non-SD components of LSA,especially
attention-management deficiencies, often precipitate SD. Any cognitive state or

process that results in losing SA (fatigue, distraction, task saturation,etc.), or the

task itself of regaining lost SA, can divert the pilot’s attentional resources and lead
to a failure to properly crosscheckthe flight instruments. The relationship between
spatial orientation and situational awareness is shownin Fig.1.
A final term that has been used in conjunction with SD is controlled flight into

terrain (CFIT).!7!° According to Wiener,!*? CFIT can be defined as “... [those
accidents] in which an aircraft, under the control of the crew, is flown into ter-

rain (or water) with no prior awareness on the part of the crew of the impending
disaster” (Ref. 13, p. 171). This definition implies that the crew must be flying
the plane (engine failure or physiological incapacitation is excluded) and that
no evidence exists that the pilot initiated a control action prior to the point at

which the collision could not be averted. For example, an accident in which a

futile last-second effort to alter the aircraft’s flight path occurred could still qualify

Fig. 1 Illustration of the relationship between spatial orientation and situational
awareness. In this scheme spatial orientation is a subset of situational awareness.
(Adapted from Ref. 11.)
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as CFIT. Although the vast majority of CFIT accidents involve a misjudgment
of altitude and therefore should be classified as SD, some CFIT mishaps might
also result from geographical disorientation. If, for example, a pilot maintains
adequate terrain clearance for a particular set of geographical coordinates that
mistakenly differ from those the aircraft is actually flying over, the pilot might
not be aware of impending mountains, powerlines, etc.'4 Also, CFIT accidents
typically occur during only one particular type of SD (Type J), in which the pilot
is unaware of his or her misjudgmentof terrain clearance (see Sec. III), whereas
in many SDsituations the pilot might befighting a perceptual mismatch between
perceived and actual altitude to maintain control of the aircraft before impacting the ground (Types II and III SD). [Another term that has recently been used
by the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) to categorize mishaps
involving humanerrors is “aircraft contro] not maintained.” This term is synonymous with neither CFIT nor SD, but the number of SD-labeled mishaps de-

clined considerably after the NTSB introduced this term in 1987 (see Chapter 5,
Sec. IV.B).]

II.

Historical Background

Virtually from the moment humansbeganto fly in maneuverable aircraft, they
experienced SD. This is because our nonvisual and visual sensory systems were
designedovertens of millions of years of mammalian evolution to maintain spatial
orientation in a terrestrial environment. Conversely, our sensory systems turn out
to be poorly suited to the abnormal acceleratory environmentofflight, which can
include prolonged turning andlinear accelerations not typically encountered on
Earth (except in vehicles). As stated by Gillingham and Previc (Ref. 4, pp. 339,
340), SD occurs because of the following:

The evolution of humans saw us develop over millions of years as an aquatic,
terrestrial, and even arboreal creature, but never an aerial one. In this development, we subjected ourselves to and were subjected to manydifferent varieties of
transient motions, but not to the relatively sustained linear and angular accelerations commonly experienced in aviation. As a result, humans acquired sensory
systems well suited for maneuvering under our own poweron the surface of the
earth but poorly suited for flying. Even the birds, whose primary mode oflocomotion is flying, are unable to maintain spatial orientation and fly safely when
deprived of vision by fog and clouds. Only bats seem to have developedthe ability
to fly without vision, and then only by replacing vision with auditory echolocation. Considering our phylogenetic heritage, it should comeas no surprise that
our sudden entry into the aerial environment resulted in a mismatch between the
orientational demands of the new environmentand our innate ability to orient.
The manifestation of this mismatchis spatial disorientation.

The recognition that SD is a serious problem in aviation did not come immediately, but rather occurred mostly during and just after World War I. Even prior
to then, however, many of the common SDillusions were already known from
research performedin the terrestrial environment, principally by Ernst Mach.
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Pre-1919 SD Research

The credit for muchof our early understanding of SD goesto the great physicist
Ernst Mach.'> Mach’s fundamental contributions to fluid mechanics led him to
the study of the vestibular system and its mechanisms. He becameinterested
in the vestibular system and its role in motion detection during a train ride, in
which hefirst encountered what waslater to become knownasthe somatogravic
illusion:
“I myself became interested in consideration of movementsensation during a research project on fluids containing suspendedparticles, which one of my students
carried out at my suggestion. ... My view at that time was that the whole body
contributed to movementsensation. The supposition of a special organ for movement sensation was far awayat that time.... A chance happening led me back
to the study of motion sensation.I noticedthe tilting of houses and trees while J
wastraveling around a curve in a railroad. This is easily explained if one directly
senses the resultant inertial acceleration. Although the physiological side of this
subject wasstill very foreign to me even on reconsideration ... this observation
was nevertheless sufficient to stimulate my thoughts in their current direction”
(Mach, Fundamentals of the Theory ofMotion Perception, 1875, pps. 2, 3; cited
in Ref. 15, p. 140). [Interestingly, Mach perceived somethingthatis infrequently
observed—the movement of the external visual world in response to a shift of
the gravitoinertial vector, which normally only occurs for gravitoinertial shifts
>15 deg and in subjects who are above average in field-dependence (see
Chapter 3, Sec. III).]

Machwentonto studyin his laboratory many prominent vestibular SD illusions
using a rotating chair and a primitive centrifuge. He discovered or reproduced the
somatogyral, somatogravic, oculogravic, oculogyral, and Coriolis illusions (see
Chapters 6 and 7), although they were not known assuch at the time. He also
understood the key vestibular mechanism involved in angular motion sensation,
namely, the torque or pressure of the endolymph on what waslater determined to
be the cupula, and the confusions generated between ourinability to distinguish |
inertial forces from gravity, the basis of the somatogravic illusion.!° Mach also
studied visual-vestibular interactions using measurements of subject-fixed target
displacements during whole-body movements and by addinga striped cylinderto
his rotating chair. He is generally credited with first studying the phenomena of
angular and linear vection (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.A.1) and with first recognizing
the importance of peripheral vision to it, as he described in 1875:
The observersits inside a hollow, turning, lined cylinder. When this drum alone
is kept turning for minutes one quickly notices himself turning in the direction
opposite to the drum along with all those things which are not hidden by the
drum.... After several repetitions of this experiment it seems to be as though
the peripheral part of the visual field appeared to be placed in motion mosteasily.... Various formsof this illusion are recognized, when onestands on a bridge
over running water or observes movingtrains from still railroad car, whereby
different parts of the visual field take on different movements” (Mach, Fundamentals of the Theory ofMovementPerception, 1875, pp. 85, 86; cited in Ref. 15,

p. 143).
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Fig.2 Barany chair developed in 1906 by the Nobel Prize-winning Austrian otologist
Robert Baranythatis still in use in most spatial disorientation countermeasurestraining curricula to demonstrate susceptibility to vestibular illusion. (Photo reproduced
with permission of Lt. Col. Carlton, 12th ADS/SGGT, Randolph Air Force Base,
Texas.)

Mach did not conduct his studies in isolation, and many famous European
scientists conducted similar work duringthis period, including Purkinje and Ewald.
Onevestibular scientist who requires special mention during the early part of the
20th century is Robert Barany, who developed many commonly used vestibular
screening tests (caloric nystagmus, positional nystagmus) and investigated the
brain pathways involved in the vestibular-ocular reflexes. Besides being awarded
the Nobel Prize for medicine and physiology in 1913, his major contribution to
countering SD lies in the reduced-friction chair that bears his name—the Barany
chair (Fig. 2), which to this day remains a mainstay of ground-based SD training
curricula (see Chapter 8, Sec. III).
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SD Research from 1919-1945

This period was marked by the emergenceof a clear understandingof the threat
posed by SD in the aerial environment, as well as the beginnings of SD countermeasures efforts. Despite the many SDillusions that had been discovered in
the laboratory prior to this time, how a pilot could overcomesuchillusions in the
aerial environment by meansoftraining and flight instrumentation remained a
perplexing and contentious issue throughout mostofthis period.
The flying experiences during World War I led manyflight surgeons and scientists around the worldto the conclusionthat vestibular processing was problematic
in the aerial environment. Indeed, over 100 papers onthe topic of the vestibular
system in the aerial environment were published between World Wars I and II
in a dozen languages.!° Initially, the emphasis was on vestibular screening, and
several countries started using various devices and tests before sendingtheir pilot

candidatesinto the air. The list of countries included England, where the neurol-

ogist Henry Headstudied aviation-related vestibular problems,'’ as well asItaly,

France, and the United States.'® In the United States Capt. David Myers tested

manypilots on a variation of the Barany chair known as the Jones—Baranychair.
Another device used in the United States—the Ruggles Orientator—was a threeaxis, interactive device that proved less effective as a screening device than as
the progenitor of a long line of flight-simulators (see Fig. 3). [Indeed, a modified
version of this device becamethefirst patented flight simulator, whose rights were
later acquired by Edwin Linkof Link Aviation (later Singer—-Link) fame.] Postural
and other equilibrium tests were used as the chief criteria for accepting or rejecting pilots, along with the length of the postrotatory nystagmusinterval following
the cessation of a prolonged turn. The use of postrotatory nystagmus, which is
an oculomotor measure of the inertial lag of the endolymphin the semicircular
canals (see Chapter 2), was somewhatarbitrary and was foundnotto be predictive
of which pilots would later succumb to SD. For example, the United States Army
Air Services (later to become the U.S. Army Air Corpsand eventually the USAF)
required the postrotatory nystagmus to be between 16 and 36 s, which led to the
rejection of many pilot candidates who then joined other air forces and became

excellent aviators.!”

Given the predictive failure of the burgeoning vestibular screening programs,it
was clear that something more was neededto deal with SD in flight. The Dutch

flight surgeon van Wulfften Palthe’? provided a good account of many SD problems

encountered during flight, including the somatogyral and somatogravic illusions
and the effects of pressure vertigo. He attempted to distinguish between those
caused mainly by the vestibular system and those involving the pressure sense
(referred to as deepersensibilities). One illusion that van Wulfften Palthe described
in detail was the somatogravicillusion in bank, which occurs whenthe centrifugal
force emanating from the center of a turn combines with the force of gravity and
thereby leads the aviator to feel level whenhis or her aircraft might have actually
assumed a large bank angle. From his studies, van Wulfften Palthe!? concluded
that, even for the most proficient aviator, spatial orientation requires vision:
Itis very difficult to imagine, when oneseesan aeroplanein the air, standing almost
vertically on its side, instead of in a horizontal position and making rather rapid
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Fig. 3 Photo of the Ruggles Orientator, c. 1920. (Reproduced with permission of
Hangar9, Brooks City-Base, Texas.)
turning movements, that the occupants perceive nothing of it when their sense
of sight is eliminated. Yet we know that such ts the case and that none of those
with whom the series of experiments were made, had morecorrect perceptions
regarding the position and movement of the aeroplane than they might have
obtained by simple guessing (Ref. 19, p. 421).

Although van Wulfften Palthe supported the use of vestibular screening to some
extent, he also recognizedthe valueofflight instruments to maintainingspatial orientation. Such a view was even more powerfully articulated by Lt. John Macready
of the U.S. Army Air Service, in an excerpt from an article that described his
historic first nonstop transcontinental flight across the U.S. in 1923:
Few people realize that flying is practically impossible unless there is some exterior, fixed point that the pilot may use to obtain a sense of balanceorposition.
If there is no horizon, no light nor any fixed object a pilot cannottell the position
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that the plane is in except from the instruments in the cockpit. When the light
disappearsa pilot can fly by the instrumentsfor a certain length of time, probably
fifteen (15) minutes, but he would becomevery apt to become confused andlose
his sense of balanceentirely if there were no fixed pointthat he could see within

twenty minutes (Ref. 20, p. 64).

Whatis interesting about the preceding passageis it expresses Macready’s clear
acknowledgement of the need for instruments as well as a certain ambivalence

aboutthe use of them (e.g., the 15-min limitation). To some extent, this was because

flight instrumentation wasstill in its relative infancy in 1924. Only seven years
earlier Elmer Sperry of the Sperry Gyroscope Companyinventedthefirst of the

modern primary flight instruments, the “turn” indicator, which was modified from
a device used on ships. Indeed, it was common throughout the 1920s to remove or

cover the instruments from the cockpit panel, as manypilots still arguedthat flying
without instruments waspossible if one hadthe right mentalattitude or instinctive
ability.
In 1926, an important event happenedat Crissy Field in San Francisco, California, to change the course of instrumentflight in the United States and the world.
Captain William Ockerof the U.S. Army Air Corps, a veteran pilot who had flown
Sperry’s first turn indicator to study its application to flight, experienced the illusory turning sensation, which became knownas the somatogyralillusion, during
a vestibular screening examination provided him by Capt. David Myers.® Ocker
shortly returned to experience the same phenomenonwith a turn indicator, which
allowed him to correctly discern the true direction of self-motion. That demonstration convinced Capt. (later Col.) Ocker that not only instrument flying, but
also training to perform instrumentflying, was essential to pilots. With missionary zeal Ockerset out to train all types of pilots on instrument (then known as
“blind’’) flying procedures. Using his Ocker Box (Fig. 4), which contained a turn
indicator, in a darkened environment(the box), he trained someof the most famous
aviators of the day, including Charles Lindbergh, Amelia Earhardt, and Charles
Kingsford-Smith. Ocker also helped implementinstrumenttraining programs with
a numberof flying organizations, including the U.S. Mail Service and Pan Amer-

ican Airways, whose Mexican division becamethefirst commercial air service to

fly safely in all-weather conditions. One instrument flying course, developed in
1930 for U.S. Army Air Corps pilots at Kelly and BrooksFields in San Antonio,
Texas, became knownasthe “Institute of the Blind” (see Fig. 5). Ocker also teamed
up with colleagues such as Lt. Carl Crane, a pilot, engineer and inventor who had
a harrowingfirst-hand experience with SD,to conduct spatial orientation experiments in blindfolded humansandpigeons. [On flying a congressman’s son from
Selfredge Field, Michigan, to Bolling Field, D.C., Lt. Crane became disoriented

in rain and fog and entered a “graveyard spiral.” He only recovered when he flew
just past the sign on top of the Statler Hotel in Detroit. Lieutenant Crane had a
long and distinguished career as an aviator with the U.S. Army Air Corps and in
later life becamefriends with one of the authors (Bill Ercoline).] Ocker and Crane

replicated the “‘spiraling tendency” that Schaeffer”! had earlier shown to exist
in humansdeprived of vision and also showed that pigeons require vision to fly
(Figs. 6a and 6b). The latter experiment was conducted to showrecalcitrantpilots,
whothought they were like birdsin flight and did not need flight instruments, that
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Fig. 4 Photo of Col. William Ocker (Standing) and pilot trainee with the Ocker
box attached to a Jones—Barany chair. (Photo reproduced with permission of Pam
Crane.)

even birds could not fly by their own sensations when they were deprived of an
outside reference (Carl Crane, personal communication, June 1975).

In the meantime Sperry would team up with a group ofpilots and scientists
in the United States to design the first instrument suite that allowed for total
instrumentflying, in a project funded by the Guggenheim Fund andcarried outat
Mitchel Field in Long Island, New York. This team would be led by a recent Ph.D.
in aeronautics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology by the name of
Lt. (later Gen.) James Doolittle.2? Besides the turn and airspeed indicators al-

ready in existence, the Guggenheim-funded effort produced an advancedradio

altimeter and the first artificial horizon, which showedanairplane against a line

aligned with the real horizon. The developmentof the advanced instrumentdisplay
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Fig.5 Certificate from oneof thefirst instrumentflying courses in the United States,
knownastheInstitute of the Blind. [Reproduced with permission of Maj. Gen.(Ret.)
James Burwell.]

a)

b)

Fig. 6 Photos from two of Col. Ocker’s and Lt. Crane’s demonstrations during
the 1920s: a) the spiraling tendency during blindfolded locomotion in humans and
b) the refusal to fly by blindfolded pigeons whenreleasedataltitude. (They elected to
harmlessly glide to ground.) (Photo reproduced with permission of Pam Crane.)
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Fig.7 Photo of the Guggenheim-funded experimental cockpit flown by Lt. Doolittle
in 1929 duringthefirst blind-flight sortie. (Photo reproduced with permission of USAF
Instrument Flight Center, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas.)

suite (Fig. 7) allowed fora seriesof blind flights that included takeoffs and landings
in 1929 (thefirst by Lt. Doolittle with a safety observer onboard) andthefirst solo

blind flight by Capt. Albert Hegenberger in 1932.°77

The year 1932 marked another important milestonein the history of instrument
flight—the publication of the first major text on instrumentflight, Blind Flight in
Theory and Practice by Maj. Ocker and Lt. Crane.° Thistext, written while Ocker
and Crane were teamedat Brooks Field in San Antonio, Texas, described the history

of instrument flight, the major instruments available at that time, and procedures
for instrumentflight training and operations. It included an illustration of a novel
integrated, pictorial flight display (Fig. 8) and a concept for grouping instruments
accordingto their function in oneofthe first descriptionsof the basic T arrangement
(Ref. 6, pp. 115-120). It also distinguished betweenthe instrumentsfor maintaining
spatial orientation vs those for navigation (which they termed “avigation’’). Finally,
Ocker and Crane offered a seminaldefinition of spatial orientation in flight as “an
adjustment of position or change in position with respect to the three principal
axes [including gravity] (Ref. 6, p. 25) that is close to the standard definition
used today (see Sec. I in this chapter). [Unfortunately, Maj. (later Col.) Ocker was
independent minded and waseventually court martialed on two occasions. During
his secondtrial, in which he was acquitted, Ocker called some of the most famous

aviators in historyto testify in his defense. One of these—Orville Wright of Wright
Brothers fame—stated in a deposition that “[Ocker’s] campaign of education has
had more influence in bringing about the use of instruments than that of any other

person.”?]
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Fig. 8 Illustration of the pictorial flight integrator display (from Ref. 6). One of
the first attempts at grouping information according to function, that is, control and
performance information on onedisplay.

By 1937, over 300 papers had been written on the topic of blind flight.*4 The
development of instrumentflight as a countermeasure to SD was not withoutits
controversies and pitfalls, however. One major controversy that developed in the
1930s concerned the motionofthe artificial horizon(attitude) display. The Sperry
artificial horizon that was designed and flown by Doolittle and others during the
early blind flights consisted of a line that moved in synchrony with the movement
of the outside horizon, muchasif the latter were viewed through a periscope from

inside the aircraft; hence, it became known as an “inside-out” attitude format.

Ocker and Crane’s integrated flight display concept, on the other hand, showed
a miniature aircraft changing its bank andpitch relative to a stable horizon,asif

the aircraft were viewed from behind; hence, it became known as an “outside-

in” attitude format. Sperry’s artificial horizon that integrated both bank-and-pitch
information becamea standardearly on,as the engineering prototype of Ocker and
Crane’s display was not built until after World WarII. The supposed advantagesof
the inside-out concept were touted in an influential paper by Poppen,”° although
no formal comparisons between the twoattitude concepts had been conducted
at this stage. It became clear during World WarII that flying with an insideout attitude display could be very confusing to pilots, and the controversy has

remained to this day*® (see Chapter 9, Sec. III.A.1). A more serious problem

facing aviation between the world wars involved instrumenttraining. Instrument
flying manuals were poorly written and confusing,® and instrumenttraining was
only sporadically adopted by most air services. This pitfall became especially
apparent in the United States during the early days of World WarII, whenpilots
were rushed into service and as many as 50 noncombatcrashes a day occurred.
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Colonel Joseph Duckworth recognized the problem and recommendedthe creation
of an instrumentflight school that wouldtrain all instructor pilots on the use of
instruments. His recommendation led to the establishment of the U.S. Army Air
Force’s first Instrument Pilot Instructor School at Bryan Field, Texas, in 1943, as

well as a dramatic decrease in the numberof U.S. pilots lost to noncombat-related
accidents during the latter course of the war. Graduates from this program would
receive a “green card” thatcertified their instrumentrating. (A USAF award for
contributions to instrumentflight was later named for Joseph Duckworth, which
the authors of this chapter were honored to receive in 1995, as members of the

U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory’s SD Countermeasures team.)
C.

SD Research from 1945-1970

The beginnings of formal SD research occurred during this era and were concentrated in four main areas: SD mechanismsresearch, SD mishap andincidence
studies, primary flight displays, and SD training research.
The person most associated with the beginnings of postwar SD mechanisms

research was Dr. Ashton Graybiel, who for several decades headed the SD re-

search program at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAMRL)
in Pensacola, Florida (Fig. 9a). Although the somatogyral and somatogravic illusions were known since the time of Mach, Graybiel and colleagues formally
investigated their in-flight occurrence’ as well as their ocular counterparts (the
oculogyral and oculogravic counterparts) in terms of threshold, time course, types

of visual cues, and many other factors.78~°° The reference to the oculogyral and

oculogravic illusions by Graybiel and colleagues actually preceded the use of the
terms somatogyral and somatogravic by Drs. Alan Benson and Fred Guedry, who
distinguished betweenthe illusory effects on the bodily (somato) vs the visually
manifested (ocular) effects (see Chapter 6). Dr. Graybiel assembled a very large
and distinguished team of NAMRLscientists, including Dr. Fred Guedry(Fig. 9b)
and began a long collaboration with NASA in the 1960s dealing with the visuomotor and perceptual effects of weightlessness. The NASAresearcheffort in the
area of SD would eventually bring in prominent academic teamsled by Dr. James
Lacknerof Brandeis University and Dr. Larry Young of the MassachusettsInstitute
of Technology (MIT). Dr. James Lackner would later marry Dr. Ann Graybiel, the
daughter of Capt. Graybiel and a prominent neurophysiologist in her own right,
and would conduct most of his research at the Ashton Graybiel Spatial Orientation Laboratory at Brandeis University. Anotherhistorical noteis that the first two
living recipients of the Aerospace Medical Association’s Gillingham Award for
spatial disorientation research were Dr. Alan Benson and Dr. Fred Guedry, in 2000
and 2001, respectively.
By the end of this era, several other teams of SD researchers would surface
around the world. One of these would be at the USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine (USAFSAM)at Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, under the direction of
Dr. Robert Cramer, where a young USAFcaptain by the name of Kent Gillingham would begin his career andlater inherit and expandthis SD researcheffort to
include the authors of this chapter. Other SD research was conductedin civilian
agencies suchas the Federal Aviation Administration’s Civil AeromedicalInstitute
(now knownasthe Civil AerospaceInstitute), under the direction of Dr. William
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a)
Fig.9a Captain Ashton Graybiel, head of the SD program at the U.S. Navy Aeromedical Research Laboratory and the leading SD researcher during the 1960s and 1970s.
Fig.9b Dr. Fred Guedry, a noted SD researcher and colleague of Graybiel’s at
NAMRLsince the 1970s and winner of the Aerospace Medical Association’s Gillingham Award for SD research. (Photos reproduced with permission of Dr. Fred Guedry.)
Collins, and NASA’s Ames Research Center, under the direction of Dr. Malcolm

Cohen. Basic and applied SD research also flourished in different parts of the
world, with Dr. Alan Benson heading a groupat the Institute of Aviation Medicine
in England, Dr. Vladimir Ponomarenko leading a team ofresearchers at the Russian Institute of Aviation and Space Medicine, and Dr. Geoffrey Melvill-Jones
played a leading role in the Canadian SD program. Oneperson whoisnot usually
mentioned in conjunction with SD research was Dr. James Gibson, whoin the
early 1950s translated his experience as a researcher in the Army Air Corps in
World WarII into influential ecologically based theories of how humansvisually
orient in three-dimensional space, including the aviation environment.*!
Thefirst formal SD surveys and mishap analyses also began after World WarII.

Vinacke** published a survey dealing with what was termed aviator’s vertigo as

early as 1948, and another vertigo survey was published in 1957 by Clark and
Graybiel.*° The first formal SD mishap survey appears to be that of Nuttall and

Sanford,** and this was followed by two other USAFstudies based on mishap

data from the 1950s and 1960s.*°-*° Interestingly, the percentage oftotal mishaps

attributed to SD in each of these studies ranged from 4—9%, whichis about half

the 15% or more found in recent military aviation studies.!-8-!-37 This difference

is best explained by 1) the higher percentage of logistical (e.g., engine failure)
mishaps that occurred in the early days of high-performance flying and 2) the
concept of SD as synonymouswith vertigo, which would exclude most Type I SD
(see Sec. III of this chapter).
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The first systematic research into primary flight displays andtheir role in preventing and recovering from SD beganjust after World War II by Dr. Paul Fitts

and colleagues at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.*® Basedon an analysis

of almost 500 incidents ofpilot error,*” it becameclear thatpilots were struggling
to read and maneuvertheflight instruments. One particular problem that occurred
about 7% of the time wasthe pilot’s perception of the wrongroll direction (bank
angle) on the attitude display, which thereby contributed to a roll-reversal error
(see Chapter 9, Sec. III.A.1). As noted by Fitts and Jones, “The proper directions
of motion of flight instruments for maximum ease of sensing has been underdiscussion since instrumentflying was inaugurated. ... However, after 20 years, the
results of the present investigation indicate clearly that the problem has not been
solved satisfactorily. ...” (Ref. 39, p. 22).
The U.S. Army Air Corps soon undertook an effort to investigate many aspects
of primary flight displays,*° and a great manystudies were conductedin the ensuing
25 or so years dealing with the proper wayto depictattitude and other primary flight
parameters. One of the leading display researchers during this time was Dr. Stanley
Roscoe, who collaborated with both industry and governmentagenciesin studying
a variety of primary flight displays, including inside-out, outside-in, frequencyseparated, predictive, and periscopic ones. By the early 1970s, however, few truly
novel concepts had been adoptedby flying communities around the world, and the
cockpits of the early 1960s looked much like the pre-war ones except that they
contained many more gauges, novelflight-director displays, and, in some cases,
color-coded attitude displays. Toward the end of this era, however, one important
development was to take place—the development of the head-up display,first
for targeting purposes and then as a platform for primary flight information (see
Chapter 10).
The final major advance during this era occurred in the area of SD training
devices.*! For over 40 years the Barany chair was the mainstay of SD training,
and it continues to be even today in many flying communities. By the 1960s,
simulated cockpits were addedto rotating platforms in an attempt to add realism
to the basic turningillusions.*” Thefirst of the SD trainers with planetary motion
capable of generating > +1 G of force was developed in 1964 at the USAFSAM,;
this device was knownasthe spatial disorientation demonstrator (Fig. 10). In 1967,
the first planetary device that allowed pilots to actually fly into such illusions as
the somatogravic pitch and graveyardspiral with a true-reading attitude instrument
was also developed at USAFSAM; this device, knownasthe spatial orientation

trainer (Fig. 10), was the forerunnerof the modern advanceddisorientationtraining
devices.
D.

SD Research from 1970 to the Present

The pace of SD research quickened considerably during the last part of the 20th

century. Over half of all SD studies were conducted in the 1990s alone, whereas

little change occurred between the amountof SD research conductedin the 1970s
and 1980s (Fig. 11). One of the more significant developments that occurred in
this era was the accumulation of the knowledgein various areas (e.g., mechanisms,

flight displays, training) into comprehensive SD chaptersin leading aviation medical textbooks. Indeed, the term spatial disorientation replaced aviator’s vertigo as
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a)
Fig. 10 Twoof the first planetary SD countermeasurestraining devices developed at
the USAFSchoolof Aerospace Medicine during the 1960s: a) the spatial disorientation
demonstrator and b) the spatial orientation trainer.

an aeromedical topic in leading textbooks only beginning with Benson.“ Two of

the more notable SD chapter authors duringthis period were Dr. Alan Benson245*7
and Dr. Kent Gillingham.**®

In terms of SD mechanisms, scientific verification of various in-flight illu-

sions, including the g excess,” inversion,°° and postroll illusions,>! continued.

An even greater advance occurred during this period in our understanding of the
mechanisms of visual orientation. Although Mach had recognized the important
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Fig. 11 Graph showingthe trend in the overall number of SD publications and the
trends in the numberofattitude display, SD training, and SD mishap papers from
1940-2000.*
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contribution of peripheralvisionto spatial orientation,this concept resurfaced in an
influential review of visual-vestibular interactions by Dichgans and Brandt, pub-

lished in the Handbook of Sensory Physiology in 1978.°* The distinction between

focal and ambient vision—the system contributing to spatial orientation and most
visual-vestibular interactions and dominated by the peripheral visual field—-was
first applied to the aviation and vehicular worlds by Leibowitz and Dichgans”° in
1980 andlater includedas part of an expanded model of humanvisualinteractions

in three-dimensional space?’ (see Chapter3, Sec. II).

The numberof SD mishapstudiesalso greatly increased after 1970, and thefirst

analysesofcivilian® and rotary-winged SD mishaps” were published in the open

literature. Interestingly, the numberof civilian SD mishapsturnedoutto be less than
reported for military aviation—only 2.5% in Kirkhametal.’s study,>* although SD
mishaps constituted approximately 10% of thefatal mishapsin general aviation. In
contrast, the rotary-winged SD percentage turnedoutto be higher (21% in VinwyJones’ study>>) than in fixed-wing aircraft. A slew of mishap analyses and SD
surveys from aroundthe world were publishedin the 1990s, as the implementation
of electronic mishap databases made such analyseseasier to perform,andthefirst
analysis of SD mishap trends across decades was performed.°°
The advent of the head-up display (HUD)andlater on night-vision devices and
other helmet-mounted displays (HMD)created additional SD “traps” for pilots,
for numerousreasons: nonintuitive primary flight symbology, smallfields of view,
excessive clutter, etc. (see Chapter 10). One of the major milestones in SD countermeasures research was an attitude awareness workshopheld at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in 1985.°’ Manyof the problemsof the newerflight displays were
discussed, and out of this meeting came an impetus for more intuitive, ambient
primary flight displays and for greater standardization offlight-instrument symbology. Two working groups which coordinated several experiments designed to im-

prove and standardize HUD symbology werelater formedin the UnitedStates.°*?

Progress also was madein the developmentofperipheral attitude displays, including the peripheral vision horizon display,” and electronic flight displays known
as multifunction displays began to appear in the cockpits of aircraft around the
world. Synthetic visual displays such as the highway in the sky were designed to
present both navigational and spatial orientation information in a more intuitive

mannerthan in the past®!®* (see Chapters 9 and 10).

In the training arena the first formal studies of ground-based training effectiveness in the early 1970s gave way to the developmentof sophisticated hybrid
systems involving both SD demonstrators and flight simulators by the mid-1990s.
In addition, initial attempts at in-flight SD countermeasurestraining in the 1970s
were followed by more comprehensive and systematic in-flight training regimes
by the late 1990s.°° In the 1970s and 1980s Dr. Alan Benson(see Fig. 12) cohosted

two AGARDsymposia dealing with SD countermeasurestraining issuesand

authored an AGARDtraining report entitled Orientation/Disorientation Training
of Flying Personnel.’®®
Despite much debate as to the value of ground-based SD demonstrations, advances in computer capability eventually facilitated the development of an SD
countermeasurestraining device known as the Gyrolab 2000 by the Environmen-

tal Tectonics Corporation. This device, delivered to three nations (United States,

Germany,and Japan)in the early 1990s, included a widefield-of-view (FOV) com-

puter scene, a reconfigurable head-down and HUDinstrumentsuite, computerized
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Fig. 12 Dr. Alan Benson,head of the SD research program at the United Kingdom’s
Institute of Aviation Medicine, a leading SD researcherin the 1970s—1990s, and winner
of the Aerospace Medical Association’s Gillingham Award for SD research. (Photo
reproduced with permission of Dr. Alan Benson.)

motionin four axes (pitch, roll, yaw, and planetary), and three degree-of-freedom
flight simulation (see Chapter 8). By the end of the century, an even more imposing
SD countermeasures training device was being developed for the Royal Nether-

lands Air Force by AMST. This device, known as the Desdemona, is designed

to have a fully computerized, nontraditional, six-degree-of-freedom motion base
(see Chapter 8, Sec. III.D).
Despite the important gains in SD awareness and knowledge during the past
three decades, the SD problem has not gone away. Indeed, one recent mishap
study suggests that SD, as broadly defined, might actually haverisen during the
second half of the 1990s. Thefailure to eliminate SD promptedthe U.S. Congressto
fund a five-year effort aimed at reducing the number of CFIT/SD mishaps, which,

in turn, led to the funding of an International SD conference in San Antonio, Texas
(see Preface), the development of an SD Website,* and the funding ofthis first

comprehensive SD textbook.

“Data available online at http://www.spatiald.wpafb.af.mil [cited 27 Oct. 2003].
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III.

Types of SD

Spatial disorientation can take on various forms, depending on the flight situation
andthepilot’s reaction to it. Most researchers distinguish between two SD types—
Type I (unrecognized) and Type II (recognized)—although many researchers also
add a third category (Type III, or incapacitating).
In Type I SD the pilot does not consciously perceive any of the manifestations
of SD, that is, the pilot experiences no disparity between natural and synthetic
(instrument-derived)orientation percepts, has no suspicionthat a flight instrument
(e.g., attitude indicator) has malfunctioned,and feels that the aircraft is responding
well to his or her control inputs. Basically, the pilot is oblivious to the SD episode
and controls the aircraft in accordance with false orientational percept. This type
of SD, which has in the past been termed misorientation by some aeromedical
professionals, is what occurs during most CFIT mishaps, in which the pilot does
not appear to make any control movementto avoid an impact with the ground.
It can be assumed that most Type I SD incidents occur because the pilot is
not maintaining concentration on the primary flight instruments, because of distractions that cause either prolonged fixation on other cockpit information(e.g.,
warning lights or audio messages) or prolonged fixation on targets outside of
the cockpit. By some accounts it is also the type that is mostlikely to result in

SD mishaps.!° A recent USAF mishap study® showed that 100% (13 of 13) of

SD mishaps between 1989-1991 were Type I, and a recent Canadian Air Force
study®’ showed 12 of 14 SD mishapsto beof the TypeI variety. In contrast, a U.S.
Navy study?’ found mostfighter aircraft SD mishaps to be of the TypeII variety.

However, Bellenkeset al.,*’ as well as a later U.S. Armyhelicopter survey,°° found

the largest percentage of rotary-winged SD mishapsto be of the Type I variety.
In Type II SD the pilot consciously perceives some manifestation of SD. Pilots
might experience a conflict between what they feel the aircraft is doing and what
the flight instruments showthatit is doing or between their perception ofaircraft
orientation and whattheir out-the-window viewtells them. Sometimesthis occurs
after a long period of glancing away from the instrumentsorafter breaking out of a
cloud in an unusualposition,as first described by van Wulften Palthe.!? Often, the

first reaction of pilots during Type II SDis either to not believe the instruments or
to misconstrue the position ofthe horizon or other out-the-windowterrain features.
An exampleofthe formersituation involved a C-5 aircraft over the Indian Ocean in
a near-fatal SD incident. Just priorto the aircraft’s entering a stall, the copilot was
heard to say ““What’s up with the inertial nav[igation system]?” when the electronic
attitude indicator showed the aircraft was climbing into stall rather than flying
level (whichit was essentially doing relative to the experienced gravitoinertial force
vector). The fact that primitive orientation sensations triumphoverthe information
provided by flight instruments (whose failure rate in currentaircraft is extremely
rare) or a cognitive knowledgethat true horizons donot“tilt” in space is a testament
to the powerfulinfluence exerted by our preconsciousorientational systems.
It is important to stress that pilots might not realize that they are disoriented
during Type II SD but only that there is a discrepancy between whattheir natural
orientation senses convey vs what their synthetic orientation systems can glean
from their flight instruments or other consciously processed information. Sometimes, the conflict is barely noticed and the pilot quickly resolves the discrepancy,
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but on other occasionsthe pilot might suffer from the physiological and emotional
symptomsthat are generally referred to as vertigo (see Sec. I ofthis chapter). The
pilot canstill control the aircraft in Type II SD but might not “feel right” as he
or she attempts to fight off the discrepant, primitive orientation sensation. One
common description of Type II SD bypilots is of a leaning percept in a level
aircraft (i.e., the “leans”) (see Chapter 6, Sec. IV.A). Another common occurrence

is whenpilots report that they “had a bad case of vertigo on final approach.” !9

Althoughonly a minority of SD mishapsareattributable to Type IL SD,itis likely
that at least some Type I mishaps mightactually be Type II situations in which
pilots might recognize the conflict between the synthetic and natural orientation
information but might misinterpret their instruments or might not have sufficient
timeto react. In one suchinstance, an F-15E pilot rolled into an overbank in poor
weather over water, but he could not discern his aircraft’s attitude initially from

the HUD pitch ladder and subsequently from the head-downelectronic attitude
indicator. Had the pilot not ejected in time, his lack of control input would have
been attributed to Type I SD, although we know from hislater testimony that he
refrained from corrective action because be was unable to determine which wayto
movethe stick. Another example ofthis is an F-16 pilot who again ejected just prior
to impact with his aircraft heading nose down into the ground. Later testimony
indicated that the pilot thought he was in a much shallower bank and pulling a

climb maneuverto evade a lead aircraft, but in reality was actually in an inverted

bank andpulling the nose down. Thepilot realized his aircraft was not responding
as it should haveto his stick pull, but he did not havesufficient time to realize what
was causing the failure to climb. Even thoughthe pilot was clearly experiencing
Type I SD,hadhenotlivedto tell about his experience the mishap would have
probably been labeled as Type I SD because he did not makeanyaction to reduce
the overbank in the final seconds.
If Type II SD transitions into a more dangerouslevel of disorientationstress,
some researchers argue that a third type of SD results, namely, Type III orinca-

pacitating SD.*'° There are manyreasons whypilots can becomepsychologically

incapacitated during SD, suchasan inability to control the aircraft manually, an
inability to read the flight instruments, and/or concomitant psychological aberrations resulting in distorted time perception, heightened anxiety, and dissociative
sensations involving loss of connectedness with the aircraft. In the “giant-hand”

phenomenon,’’° for example, pilots can be psychologically incapable of mov-

ing the control stick in the direction necessary to level the aircraft because of the
intrusion of preconsciousorientational inputs to the vestibulospinal motor system
that controls their arm (see Chapter 4, Sec. VI.D and Chapter 6, Sec. VII.A). The

inability to read the flight instruments can be a consequence of uncontrollable
vestibulo-ocular nystagmus (knownasvestibulo-ocular disorganization), as can
frequently occur during aerodynamic spins’! and in cases of pressure-induced
vertigo (see Chapter 6, Sec.VII.B and VIII.A). Psychological aberrations that can
affect the pilot’s confidencein his orherability to fly the aircraft occur in many
forms (see Chapter 4, Sec. VI), but perhaps the most dramatic of theseis the breakoff phenomenonin whichthe pilot feels physically detached (i.e., lying outside)

the airplane.’

Researchers have debated whether disorientation stress should be classified as

a separate SD type. Some researchers'”°’ have lumped the SD situations just
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described aboveinto a TypeIII category, partly because the procedures involved
in recovering from this type of SD can be somewhatdifferent than when control of
the aircraft is not in jeopardy. For example, one procedure for overcoming the gianthand phenomenonis to remove one’s hand from the controlstick and reapply stick
control by meansof the thumb and forefinger, which bypassesthe vestibulospinal
reflexes; however, this procedure would notnecessarily be of value in overcoming

Type II SD. One the other hand, Benson**’ has argued that Type II SD and TypeIII

SD are too similar from a perceptual standpointto justify a separate category and
that the difficulty of overcoming the SD should not be a paramount consideration in classifying SD episodes. The debate over whether a separate Type Ill
SD category should exist or not is not merely an academic concern, as some flying
communities (e.g., the U.S. and Canadian Air Forces) use the Type III SD designation in classifying mishaps, whereas others (e.g., the U.S. Navy and United
Kingdom’s Royal Air Force) currently do not.
A general sequence of events can be described that often leads from Type I
to Type III SD. Initially, the pilot can fly without awareness of being oriented
differently than intended (Type I SD), for anywhere from a brief momentto an
extended periodof time lasting tens of secondsor even longer. In the vast majority
of instances, a recognition bythe pilot that the aircraft is not in the appropriate or
perceived orientation in space occurs (Type II SD), which usually precipitates an
effort to reestablish proper control of the aircraft’s motion.If the conflict between
the natural and synthetic orientation percepts is too great or the pilot becomes otherwise incapable of maintaining proper spatial orientation, extremedisorientation
stress (synonymous with Type III SD) ensues with a resulting disintegration of
skilled flying and,in rare cases, a failure to recover the aircraft. Usually, however,

the pilot is able to reestablish control over the aircraft, although it might take a
considerable time to reduce the disorientation stress to a manageable level. An
illustration of the progression from Type I SD to disorientation stress (Type Hl
SD) is shownin Fig. 13. It must be emphasizedthatnotall instances of TypeII or
Type III SD progress through anearlier stage. For example, one might immediately
recognize an SDsituation and experience its conflict, thereby avoiding Type I SD,
or one might experience Type III SD in the form of a giant hand without having
previously experienced a Type II conflict (see Chapter 4, Sec. VI.D).
IV.

Aircraft Motionsin Flight

To understand and describe SD phenomenaproperly,it is important to understand the fundamental principles of motion and the nomenclature used to describe
aircraft motions. Because someofthe motion terminologieswill be used repeatedly
throughoutthis book, a review ofthem will be providedin this introductory chapter.
An even moredetailed discussion of aircraft motions is contained in Gillingham

and Previc.*

A.

Basic Motion Terminology

There are two types of physical motion: linear motion (translation) and angular motion (rotation). Linear motion can be further categorized as rectilinear
(i.e., motion in a straight line) or curvilinear (i.e., motion in a curved path). Each
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of the preceding motions can be further described in terms of various parame-

ters, the most basic of which are displacement, velocity, acceleration, and jerk.

Table 1 classifies the major linear and angular motion parameters that are used by
SD researchers and other professionals, along with their symbols andunits.
1.

Linear Motion

The basic parameter of linear motion is linear displacement. The other three
major parameters—velocity, acceleration, jerk—are derived from the concept of
Table 1

Linear and angular motion symbols and units

Motion
parameter

Linear

Angular

Symbols

Units

Symbols

Units

Displacement

x

0

Velocity

v

m
In mile (kn = 1852 m)
m/s

degree
rad = 360/27 (deg)
deg/s

Acceleration

a

Jerk

j

kn (0.514 m/s)

m/s?
g (*9.81 m/s’)
m/s*
g/s

w

a
Y

rad/s

deg/s?
rad/s*
deg/s*
rad/s*
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displacementover time. Linear displacementx is the distance and direction of the
object under consideration from somereference point; as such,it is a vector quantity, having both magnitude anddirection. Displacement in the flight environment
can be described in a numberof units, including feet (usually in reference to feet
above ground), meters (m), kilometers (km), statute miles (1 mi = 1609 m), and
nautical miles (1 n mile = 1.15 statute mi, or 1852 m). In this book all linear
displacement and motion will be described in meters, whichare the units used in
the Systeme Internationale d’ Unites (S.I.), but also in feet in referenceto altitude
above ground and changesthereof.
Linear velocity v occurs whenlinear displacement is changed during a period
of time and is a vector with both a direction and magnitude. The formula for
calculating the magnitudeofthe linear velocity, that is, the mean linear velocity v
during a time interval At is as follows:
X2 — *1

v=

(1)

where x, is the initial linear displacement, x»is the final linear displacement, and
At is the elapsed time. Linear velocity of the aircraft is described in terms of
meters per second or kilometers per hour and in nonmetric terms such as knots
(1 kn = 0.51 m/sor 1.85 km/h) and ft/min (in reference to climb or descentrate).

Linear velocity can also be described at a particular instant in time, that is, as At

approacheszero. In this situation the instantaneouslinear velocity can be defined
as the first derivative of displacement with respect to time dx /dt.
Whenthelinear velocity of an object changesovertime,the differencein velocity
divided by the elapsed time is referred as the mean linear acceleration a. The
formula for acceleration is
v2 — Vj

a=

(2)

where v; is the initial velocity, vz is the final velocity, and At is the elapsed
time. Linear acceleration is described in terms of meters per second squared. For
example, anaircraft that accelerates from a dead stop to a velocity of 100 m/s in
5 shas a meanlinear acceleration of 20 m/s”. The instantaneouslinear acceleration
is the second derivative of displacement (d?x /dt’) orthefirst derivative of velocity
(v or dv/dt) with respect to time. A very useful unit of acceleration is g9, which
is equal to the amountof acceleration exhibited by a free-falling body near the

surface of the Earth, 9.81 m/s*. To convert values of linear acceleration given in

meters per second squared into g units, simply divide by 9.81. In the preceding
example the aircraft’s mean acceleration 20 m/s” can be expressed in g units as
2.04 g.
A final, less widely used linear motion parameteris jerk j, which refers to the
rate of change ofacceleration over time. Meanlinearjerk is calculated using the
formula:
a2 — aj

Ar
J————

3
(3)
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where qj is the initial acceleration,a> is thefinal acceleration, and At is the elapsed

time. It has been argued by someresearchersthat neurons receiving inputs from the
otolith organs of the vestibular system respondto jerk,” although most respond
to linear acceleration andtilt (see Chapter 2). Although the metric unit for jerk is
meters per cubic second,it is more customary to speak of jerk in terms of g-onset
rate, measured in gs per second.
2.

Angular Motion

The derivation of the parameters of angular motion parallels the scheme used
to derive the parameters of linear motion. As with linear motion, angular displacement, velocity, and acceleration are all vectors with a specific direction and
magnitude. The basic parameter of angular motion is angular displacementrelative to a referencedirection. Angular displacement, symbolized by 0, is generally

measured in degrees, revolutions (1 rev = 360 deg), or radians (1 rad = 1 rev/2z,

or approximately 57.3 deg). The radian is the angle subtended by a circular arc
of the same length as the radius ofthe circle and is the S.I. unit for angular displacement. [The radianis a particularly convenient unit to use when dealing with
circular motion (e.g., the motion of an SD demonstrator) becauseit is necessary
only to multiply the angular displacementin radiansby the length ofthe radius to
find the valueofthe linear displacementalongthe circular path.]
Angular velocity w is the rate of change of angular displacement. The mean
angular velocity occurring in a time interval At is calculated as follows:
02 — 0;

Ai

Oo= -_

(4)

where6)is the initial angular displacementand6)is the final angular displacement.
Instantaneous angular velocity is 06 /dt. An aircraft following a standard rate turn
of 3 deg/s travels 180 deg in one minute, which can also be described as 0.5 rpm
or as 0.052 rad/s.
The rate of change of angular velocity is termed angular acceleration a. The
mean angular acceleration is calculated as follows:
©. — Wj

a — ft
;

(5)
5

where «, is the initial angular velocity, w is the final angular velocity, and At
is the time interval over which the angular velocity changes. If a figure skater
spinning at 3 rev/s (1080 deg/s, or 18.9 rad/s) decelerates to a complete stop
(O rad/s) in 2 s, the mean angular acceleration a is —9.5 rad/s”. Instantaneous
angular acceleration is symbolized either as the second derivative of angular
displacement (d’6 /dt7) or as the first derivative of angular velocity (dw/dt) with

respect to time.!°

Although not commonly used by SD researchers, the final major parameter
derived from angular displacementis angular jerk, the rate of change of angular
acceleration. Its description is completely analogousto that for linear jerk, with
the exception that angular rather than linear symbols and unitsare used.
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Fig. 14 Illustration of the concept of centripetal (radial) acceleration and centrifugal
force. An object A movingin circular path has a tangentialvelocity v, equal to the
object’s angular velocity in radians/second w multiplied by the radiusof the path r,
a centripetal acceleration a, equal to v7/r, and a centrifugal force F, equal to the
object’s mass m X a,.

A special type of angular motion—radialor centripetal acceleration a,-—tesults
in curvilinear (usually circular) motion and producesa similar physiological reaction to that of linear acceleration. Radial acceleration acts along the line represented by the radius of the curve and is directed toward the center of curvature
(Fig. 14). Radial acceleration occurs as a result of a continuousredirection of an
object’s tangential velocity v,. The occurrence of radial/centripetal acceleration
in an aeromedical context is exemplified when an aircraft pulls out of a dive or
whenthe gondola of an SD demonstrator moves aboutits center-post in planetary
rotation (see Chapter 8, Sec. III). The value of the centripetal acceleration a, can
be calculated given the tangential velocity v, and the radius r of the curved path
according to the following formula:

2

U;

ag = —_

r

(6)

For example, the centripetal acceleration of an aircraft traveling at 300 m/s
(approximately 600 kn) with a turning radius of 1500 m generates a centripetal
acceleration of (300 m/s)*/1500) or 60 m/s* (6.12 g). Centripetal acceleration a,
can also be calculated directly from the angular velocity of the planetary body w
and its radius r from the center of rotation using the formula
ac = wr

(7)

where w is the angular velocity in rad/s. One can convert readily to the formula
for centripetal acceleration based on tangential velocity [see Eq. (6)], given the
following equivalence:
v; = or

(8)

For example, to calculate the centripetal acceleration generated by an SD demonstrator having a 2.4-m arm and engagingin planetary rotation at 30 rpm, Eq.(7)
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is used after first converting 30 rpm to rad/s (i.e., 3.14 rad/s). Squaring the angular velocity and multiplying by the 2.4-m radius, a centripetal acceleration of

3.14? x 2.4 m/s’, that is, 23.66 m/s?or 2.4 g,is obtained.

B.

Gravitoinertial Force Environment

Linear and angular parameters are important for describing the motion of the
aircraft, but they are less important from a physiological standpoint than are the
forces and torquesthat result from linear and angular velocities and accelerations.
In this section the concepts of force and torque will be discussed and applied to
SD phenomena.
1.

Force, Torque, and Inertia

Force is an influence that can produce linear acceleration, that is, changes in
linear motion. By contrast, a torque produces angular motion or changes thereof.
Torque has dimensionsof both force and length because the torque is applied as
a force at a certain distance from a centerof rotation. The S.I. unit of force is the
Newton, whichis the force required to accelerate a mass of 1 kg at 1 m/s”. The
S.I. unit of torque is the Newton-meter. Force is sensed by theotolith organsof the
vestibular system and by pressure sensors in our skin, whereas torque is sensed
primarily by the semicircular canals of the vestibular system (see Chapter 2).
According to Newton’s second Law of Motion,

F =ma

(9)

where F is the unbalanced force applied to an object, m is the massof the object,
and a islinear acceleration. [For the case of the apparent force (termed centrifugal) resulting from radial or centripetal acceleration, F, = ma,.] To describe the
analogoussituation pertaining to angular motion, the following equationis used:
M=Ja

(10)

where M is the unbalanced torque (or moment) applied to the rotating object, J is
the rotational inertia (momentofinertia) of the object, and a is angular acceleration.
Another concept related to force is momentum. Theproduct of mass and linear
velocity (m x v) is knownas linear momentum. Momentum can only be changed
when a force is applied over time: FAt = mvz — mv,. This also holds true for
angular momentum,whichis the product of momentofinertia and angular velocity
(J x w).
Thus, the massof an objectis the ratio of the force acting upon the objectto the

acceleration resulting from that force. Mass, therefore, is a measureof the inertia
of an object, thatis, its resistance to being accelerated. Similarly, rotational inertia

is the ratio of the torque acting upon an object to the angular acceleration resulting
from that torque—again, a measure of resistance to acceleration. The concept of

inertial force is inherent in Newton’s third Law of Motion, which states that for

every force applied to an object there is an equal and opposite reactive force exerted
by that object. Thus, inertial force is an apparent force opposite in direction to an
accelerating force and equal to the massof the object times its acceleration. For
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example, a forward-accelerating aircraft exerts an inertial force that is equalto the
productof the pilot’s mass and the aircraft’s acceleration and is expressed as seat
pressure on the pilot’s back (See Chapter 2, Sec. XI).
2.

Gravitoinertial Forces

Physicists since Mach have recognized that gravitational and inertial forces
cannot be distinguished; hence, a pilot in a maneuvering aircraft is almost continuously exposedto a gravitoinertialforce environment. The combination ofinertial
force and gravity yields a resultant gravitoinertial force vector whose magnitude
and direction are calculated as a vectorial sum of the two forces. As a result of
the outward centripetal force generated during a coordinated turn in combination
with gravity, for example, the pilot of the inwardly bankedaircraft normally experiences a resultant gravitoinertial force vector that is oriented downward through
the aircraft. This force also exerts downwardpressure on the pilot’s blood flow
(thereby increasing the risk of loss of consciousness) as well as pressure on the
pilot against the bottom of the seat (see Chapter2).
Aswith the individual forces themselves, the resultant gravitoinertial force vector is described in terms of G units. Strictly speaking, G is a measure ofrelative
weight:

G=—
Wo

(11)

where w is the weight observed in the environment underconsideration and wyis
the normal weight on the surface of the Earth. Weight,like force, is the product of
the object’s mass m and its acceleration a, such that
w=ma

(12)

Whenonly Earth’s gravity is present, the magnitude of the force vector is equal
to the object’s mass times the acceleration caused by gravity, namely, 9.81 m/s”
(or 9.81 N for a 1-kg object). The calculation of G can be further simplified as
the ratio between the existing acceleratory field a and the acceleration caused by
gravity go:

G=—=— = —

(13)

Thus, whereas g is used as a unit of acceleration referenced to the acceleration

associated with gravity (e.g., a. = 8 g), Gis reserved for describing the resultant
gravitoinertial force vector produced by that acceleration referenced to the gravitational force (e.g., F = 8 G, an 8-G load,or pulling 8 Gs). For example, when
a 1-G forward acceleration (thrust) is applied to an aircraft that is flying level, the
pilot experiences both an opposite (backward) 1 G inertial force as well as the
downward 1-G force of gravity, which sum to a resultant gravitoinertial vector of
1.414 G, whichis tilted backward from the gravitational vertical at an angle of
45 deg (see Fig. 15). In contrast, a pilot leveling off from a climb experiences the
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1 G Inertial

1 g Acceleration

1 G Gravity
1.41 G Resultant
Gravitoinertial
Force

Fig. 15 Ilustration of how an inertial force combines with gravity to produce a
resultant gravitoinertial vector that represents the sum of the two individual vectors.

centrifugal force in an opposite direction to gravity, so that the resultant gravitoinertial vector is less than 1 G (perhaps even negative). A confusion of the direction
of the gravitoinertial vector with the direction of the gravitational vertical is the
source of many SDillusionsin flight (see Chapter6).

C.

Description of Aircraft Motions

Linear and angular motions of the aircraft in space are typically described in
reference to three principal Cartesian axes (see Fig. 16). The three linear axes are
the longitudinal (fore-aft), lateral (right-left), and vertical (up-down) axes. Angular

motion about the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes of the aircraft is termed

roll, pitch, and yaw, respectively. Hence, the longitudinal axis is referred to as the

Fig. 16 Illustration of the system used to describe aircraft linear and angular motion
(in italics) in reference to all three Cartesian axes.
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roll axis, the lateral axis as the pitch axis, and the vertical axis as the yaw axis.
By contrast, angular position or direction is referenced to the Earth, with bank
referring to the lateraltilt relative to the horizon, elevation (and more commonly
pitch) referring to the verticaltilt relative to the horizon, and headingreferring to
the angle (0-360 deg) about an Earth-vertical axis in relationship to the direction
of true north. Although termslike roll and bank are often interchanged, they are
often quite different. When the aircraft is in a 90-deg vertical climb, for example,
roll motion about the longitudinal axis would not lead to any change in bank.All
of these aircraft parameters are discussed further in Chapter 9 in referenceto the
aircraft instruments.
Mostlinear accelerations in aircraft occur along the longitudinal axis (where
thrust usually occurs) or the vertical axis (where lift develops) or some combination
thereof. Most angular accelerations in fixed-wing aircraft occur in the roll-andpitch planes, although yaw motion is common in rotary-wing aircraft as well
as fixed-wing aircraft performing spins and other aerobatic maneuvers. Vectoredthrust (“agile”) aircraft that have only recently beentested and fielded operate with
still greater freedom of linear and angular motion than do traditional fixed-wing
aircraft (see Chapter 11, Sec. III).
A practical system for describing linear and angularaircraft accelerations and
forces (torques) is shown in Fig. 17. This widely used nomenclature” refers to
the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical axes as the x, y, and z axes, respectively.
Linear and angular accelerationsare labeled a and a, respectively, and their inertial
reactions are referred to as G and R,respectively. The positive directions for
accelerations are forward (+a, ), upward (+a,), and rightward (+a, ), whereas the

positive inertial reactions are reversed (i.e., backward is +G,, downward is +G;),

LINEAR ACCELERATION ax, ay, az

4~
es

+Qy

+Qy

ANGULAR ACCELERATION Q,,Qy ,Qz

|

ANGULAR REACTION Ry,Ry, Rz

Fig. 17 Nomenclature for labeling the direction of linear and angular accelerations
andinertial reactions (forces/torques).
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AoA <

Fig. 18 Thedistinction between the pitch attitude of the aircraft (9) andits velocityvector (-y) during landingrelative to a line that projects to the horizon (dashedline).
The sum of 0 and 7+ is angle-of-attack (AoA).

except in the case of the lateral axis (where rightward force is termed +Gy). Radial
acceleration is similarly described, such that the acceleration directed toward the

center of an aircraft turn is, in a banked aircraft, mostly +a,,, and the resulting

centrifugal force is mostly +G,, or G, for short that is, head to foot. The direction
of angular motions can also be namedaccordingto this convention,in that positive
roll acceleration (+a, ) is clockwise to the right, positive pitch acceleration (+a)
is downward, and positive yaw acceleration (+a) is to the left (see Fig. 17).

However, although these motions are shownrelative to the head,asis appropriate

for laboratory experiments, the vertical angle of the head is not always aligned
with the vertical axis of the aircraft during flight.’ Hence, SD researchers must be
careful in specifying the reference system used to describe motionsas they impact
the pilot.
Although the preceding terminology is adequate for describing the direction
of aircraft motionrelative to a starting position of the aircraft, it is not adequate
for completely describing the motion of the aircraft in space. Hence, researchers
use an additional term to describe the motion/trajectory of the aircraft relative to

Earth-fixed space, namely,its velocity-vector. The velocity-vector, or y, usually

approximatesthe orientation and acceleration of the aircraft, for example, rolling
and yawingtheaircraft to the right results in a turning oftheaircraft in that same
direction. The velocity-vector can deviate quite substantially from the orientation

of the aircraft during landing, however. This is because the reduction in airspeed on

approachresults in reducedlift and lossofaltitude, despite the nose-highattitude
of the plane whenit flares (see Fig. 18). The difference betweenthe aircraft’s pitch
and velocity vectors is knownas the angle of attack (AoA). (Angle ofattack also
is typically denoted by the symbol q, but in this text a will refer exclusively to
angular acceleration.) In most aircraft AoA can only reach a few degrees before
a Stall results, but vectored-thrust and other advanced high-performance aircraft
can maneuver with AoAsequal to 20 deg or more. Whether to display orientation
information in termsof aircraft attitude or velocity vector is a complex issuethat
will be discussed further in Chapter 9.
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V.

Summary

Spatial disorientation is a relatively mature researchfield that has steadily developed over the past century. Although laboratory discoveries by Mach andothers
provided someofthe initial insights into the causes of SD illusions, research into
the causes and prevention of SD in the aviation environment began in earnest only
after World WarI. In the 1920s and 1930s, the developmentofflight instrument
displaysand flight instrumenttraining madeit possible forpilotsto fly safely in all
kinds of weather. A steady expansion of the body of SD knowledge occurred after
World War II, and the amount of SD research accelerated rapidly in the 1990s.

Thefirst efforts to treat spatial disorientation in flight as a comprehensive discipline began in the 1960s and 1970s and ultimately led to the creation of thisfirst
comprehensive textbook on SD.

As the SD research field matured, so did many of the concepts, definitions, and

other terminologies used by SD researchers. Some of the terminology related to
the types and axes of motion have gained near-universal acceptance, and a standard
definition and usage of even more general conceptual terms such as controlled flight
into terrain; loss of situational awareness; TypesI, II, and III SD; etc. have been

embraced by at least the majority of SD researchers. To ensure that SD research
continues to progress and mature asa discipline, future researchers will hopefully
review the hundredsof papers that currently form the core body of the knowledge
in this area—the vast majority of which are cited in this textbook—and adhere to
the commonly accepted SD terminology.
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Chapter 2

Nonvisual Spatial Orientation Mechanisms
Bob Cheung*
Defence Research and Development Canada, Toronto, Canada

I.

Introduction

I NFORMATIONaboutthe attitude, heading, and velocity of the body, with re-

spect to the fixed frame of reference provided by the gravitational vertical and
the surface of the earth, is necessary for head stabilization, postural control, orientation, and locomotion. Posture maintenance and self-motion perception is based
on simultaneousstimulation of the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems.
To a lesser extent, the auditory system also provides information on orientation.
Within this multiloop control system the individual components are mutually interactive and partially redundant because their functional ranges overlap. To the
extentthat their functional ranges do notoverlap, the individual components com-

pensate for each other’s deficiencies. For example, if visual function is normal

and external visual cues are unambiguous, low-frequency (<1-2 Hz) visual signals provide reliable sensory information from whichorientation can be perceived

correctly. However, under instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), where the

pilot has meager,if any, visual information outside of the instrument display, and
at higher motion frequencies, vestibular information playsa significantrole. In the
latter case observed targets move with the head as suppression of unwanted eye
movementsrelies on a visual pursuit mechanism thatcanfail at frequencies as low

as 0.5 Hz.!

Our perception of correct orientation based on these sensory systems is developed under a normal G environment. Therelative contribution of the various
sensory systems is significantly altered when exposed to unusual gravitoinertial

environments such as in the air, in space, or underwater. For example, once we

are airborne and subjected to abnormalor unusualaccelerative forces the information provided by different sensory modalities, particularly the vestibular apparatus
and proprioceptors, might be interpreted incorrectly with potentially dangerous

This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentand is not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
*Senior Defense Scientist.
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consequences. The effective muscular response is redirected to maintain control
of the aircraft rather than the maintenance of posture and equilibrium. Under continuous variation in both the magnitude and direction of the apparent gravitational
field and prolongedrotational movements, the central nervous system (CNS)has
the added responsibility of determining which sensory information is valid and
which is not. When presented with reduced and or conflicting sensory information, it is normal to experience episodesof spatial disorientation (SD).
Disorientation is not limited to the aerial environment. During a prolonged space
flight and until somelevel of adaptation is attained, astronauts often experience un-

stable vision, motor-control disturbances, reduced eye—handcoordination,illusory

self- and/or scene-motion, and space-motionsickness.” Preflight and postflight data
suggest that adaptation in orbit and readaptation upon return to Earth involve a
change in the sensorimotor integration of vestibular signals, most likely from the
otolith organs. Specifically, while the otoliths detect head tilt and translation on
the ground, no changesin otolith signals are associated with headtilt in prolonged
weightlessness; hence,the brain reinterprets all otolith signals as indicating linear
translation and corresponding eye movementreflexes and self-motion perception
are also altered accordingly.’ Following return from orbit, the interpretation of
otolith signals as linear motion persists until readaptation to 1 G occurs.
When a person is submerged underwater in an accident, such as helicopter
ditching, somatosensory cues are markedly reduced, because the muscles that
are normally responsible for posture and balance are neutrally buoyant and not
subjected to the normal effect of gravity. The otoliths of the vestibular system
normally respond to tangential shearing forces and detect changesrelative to gravity but becomeineffective beyond 90 deg from vertical. They do not recognize
whether the body is upright or inverted. Finally, the visual frame of reference
underwater can be lost as a result of a reduction of ambient light, being ob-

scured by bubbles and debris, or confusion caused by the underwater magnification
effect.
Therefore, SD occurs when subjects lose the ability to sense accurately their

position, motion, or attitude within the fixed frame of reference, regardless of
whethertheyare in flight, in space, or underwater. When SD occurs on the ground,

it is usually attributed to some underlying pathology of the inner ear or the CNS.
In the air, however, SD must be regarded as an extension of a normal physiological
response,in the absence of any pathology, which implies that it cannot beentirely
prevented. This chapter reviews nonvisual mechanismsoforientation; the visual
mechanisms oforientation are dealt with in Chapter 3. An overview of spatial
orientation mechanismsin flight is followed by a description of the anatomical
and physiological function of the vestibular system, its influence on cardiovascular control, its habituation, and its contribution to gaze stability and alignment
to vertical. Vestibulospinal motor mechanisms and somatosensory, auditory, and
cortical inputto orientation will also be discussed.

Overview of Spatial Orientation Mechanismsin Flight
A schematic diagram showing the various sensory organs and components of
perception that are involved in spatial orientation in flightis illustrated in Fig. 1.
Sensory information available for orientation can be divided into twolevels: the
conscious and subconscious. At the conscious level auditory cues provide for
II.
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Schematic diagram of the mechanismsofspatial orientation in flight.

sound localization, and focal vision is for object recognition and identification of
flight instrument displays and symbolic data (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.D.2). ConSclous processing requires interpretation and intellectual construction from available information. At the subconscious level ambient vision is employedfor visual
guidancein positioning and orienting. Also, subconscious vestibular cues are used
for detection of angular andlinear acceleration, including gravity. The tactile and
nonvestibular proprioceptive cues are for inertial force and linear acceleration
detection. Neural processing in the CNS includes integration and interpretation
of these sensory inputs and their comparison with internal models. These internal
models are formulated based onpast experience andtraining, which,in turn, generate expectations concerning estimation of the current motion,position, andattitude
of the aircraft. Finally, the execution of the intended motor command occurs in
response to current perception of aircraft motion.

II.
A.

Vestibular Input to Orientation

Labyrinth

Both the organ of hearing and the organ of balance are housed in the inner
ear or labyrinth. The labyrinth is made up of the bony labyrinth, a series of
channels embeddedin the petrous portion of the temporal bone on each side of
the head. Inside these channels, surrounded by a fluid called perilymph—high
in sodium Nat and low in potassium K+ concentration—is the membranous
labyrinth, which more or less duplicates the shape of the bony channels andis
constrained within the bony labyrinth by strands of connective tissue. The membranouslabyrinthis filled with endolymph(high in Kt and low in Na* concentration)
and is composed of two different anatomical structures that subserve two distinct
functions: the cochlea (organ of hearing) and the vestibular apparatus (organ of
balance).
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B.

Vestibular System

The vestibular sense does not have the conscious prominence ofother orientation systems,such asvision, hearing, and touch. Normally, we are not aware of any
vestibular dimension in our sensory experience. Only with clinical malfunction or
provocative stimulation of the vestibular system—with resulting dizziness, nausea, vomiting, and other symptoms—doesthe functionof the vestibular mechanism
attain prominence. As mentioned before, the membranousportion of the vestibu-

lar apparatus is embeddedwithin the bony labyrinth on each side of the skull and
consists of three semicircular canals, a utricle, and a saccule. A schematicillustra-

tion of the anatomical relationship among the semicircular canals,the utricle, the
saccule, and the cochlear duct is depicted in Fig. 2.
The vestibular apparatus, as a whole, functions in somerespects like an inertial guidance system.It is an extremely sensitive device that provides information
concerning movements of the head in space andits orientation to gravity. Our
knowledge of the vestibular function is most complete for the primary canal and
otolithic afferents. Relatively little progress has been madein understanding receptor mechanismsand the functional importance of the efferent vestibular system.
At a frequency range between 0.1 and 5.0 Hz, which correspondsto that normally
generated during natural movements such as locomotion, stepping, and jumping,
the activity of the first-order afferent signals from the semicircular canals is close to
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being in phase with velocity.* At a lower or higher stimulus frequenciesthe afferent signal shifts toward acceleration. Angular velocity of head movements during

normal locomotoractivities seldom extends beyond a periodic time of 10 s, and

shaking the head at frequencies higher than 5 Hz is quite uncomfortable. For linear translation the otolith afferent response, at a frequency range between 0.2 and
1.0 Hz, has the characteristic of a position response with a relative constant gain
and a phase near zero across the frequency band.”
A considerable amount of knowledge has been accumulated regarding central vestibular reflex mechanisms. The major vestibular reflex systems include an
ascending vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) that stabilizes gaze and ensures clear
vision during head movements, particularly those that occur during locomotion.
The otolith-ocular reflex becomes important when headtranslations cause image
slip upon the retina, especially when viewing a near object. Naturally occurring
head motion has both rotational and translational components so that both the
otoliths and the semicircular canals contribute to the generation of compensatory
slow-phase eye movements. The implications of the VORfor spatial orientation
are discussed in Sec. V ofthis chapter.
The vestibular system also senses changes in posture for cardiovascular and
other homeostatic control systems because significant changes in the orientation of the body (e.g., from supine to standing upright) result in stimulating the
vestibular system at the time of movement. Therefore, the vestibular system could

potentially anticipate the special demandsof these regulatory systems during postural changes, allowing for rapid compensation for the altered posture. A descending vestibulospinal system is involved in head, limb, and postural control,
and it provides input to the antigravity extensor muscle during quiet stance and
locomotion.
Asindicated in Sec. II, the mechanism of spatial orientation is “multimodal,”

that is, information from the vestibular receptors is actively integrated with the
information from other perceptual systems. Moreover, the multimodal system of
orientation is adaptable. For example, if the vestibular system is damagedorremoved, the orientation system can learn to function without it. To appreciate that
SD can result from the normal reactions of the vestibular system to motion stimulation in three-dimensional flight, an understanding of vestibular anatomy and
physiology is required.
C. Morphological and Physiological Considerations
of the Semicircular Canals
The semicircular canals are the primary receptors for angular accelerations,
independent of the distance from the center of rotation. The term semicircular
canal is not an accurate description because each canal functions as a complete
and independentfluid-filled torus. Each of the canals formsnearly 5 of a torus, with
the remaining third sharing a commoncavity with the utricle. The lumen (space
in the interior) of the canals is elliptical, with a mean diameter of 0.3 mm. In humans
the lateral (also referred as horizontal) and posterior (also referred as posterior
vertical or inferior) canals have a radius of curvature of 1.6 to 1.9 mm, whereas
the superior (also referred as anterior vertical) canal has a radius of curvature of
about 2.2 mm (Ref. 6.) The planes of the three semicircular canals (the lateral,
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posterior, and superior canals) are approximately orthogonal. Whenthe head is
held naturally erect, the fore-aft diameter of the lateral canals is pitched up by an
angle of 25-30 deg with respect to the Horsley—Clark stereotaxic plane,the plane
through the lower marginsof the orbit of the eye and the auditory meatus(external
ear canal). The posterior canals lie in an almost vertical plane, whereasthe superior
canals lie in a plane inclined at an angle of approximately 15 deg to the vertical.
Both the posterior and superior canals lie roughly at 45 deg from the frontal plane.
Whereasthe planes of the lateral canals of the two ears are parallel, the plane of
the posterior canal of one ear is nearly parallel to the plane of the superior canal
of the contralateral ear but orthogonal to the plane of the posterior canal of the

contralateral ear.’

Neurophysiological findings have suggested that any head movementexciting
a canal on oneside of the head inhibits the corresponding canal on the otherside.
It is the difference in the responses of synergic canals that is interpreted by the
brain as an angular head motion. Hence,the vestibular system is said to function
as a “push-pull” balance system.® The disposition of the canals into three approximately orthogonal planes, with the canals in the two ears acting synergistically,
permits generation of afferent signals indicating angular acceleration about any
axis. However, the canals on oneside are not exactly orthogonal, and synergistic
pairs are notprecisely parallel; therefore, there is no plane of rotation that stimulates
only one pair of canals. In addition, the semicircular canals are not aligned with
the respective interaural (pitch or y), dorsoventral (yaw or z), and naso-occipital
(roll or x) axes of the head. However, they work in harmonyto signals in rotational
motion aboutanyorall three of the Cartesian coordinate axes.
Eachcanalis filled with endolymph, whichbyvirtueofits inertia flows through
the canal whenever a componentof the angular acceleration of the head is in the
plane of the canal. Flow of the endolymphdeflects the cupula, a gelatinous mass
of mucopolysaccharides that forms a moveable diaphragm across the canal at a
swelling near the junction of the utricle called the ampulla, as seen in Fig. 3. The
ampulla contains the sensory epithelium called the crista ampullaris. It is believed
that the cupula normally functionsas a fixed, weakly elastic diaphragm rather than

a hinged door as suggested by Steinhaussen”:!° and DohIman.!! In frogs,this has

been convincingly supported by a movie of cupula movements during sinusoidal

rotation of the semicircular canal.!? Instead of acting like a hinged membrane,the

cupula remains attachedat both extremities, bulging likea fixed, elastic diaphragm
in the direction offluid movement. Based on physical principles, exceedingly small
displacements are to be expected. Therefore, the cupula could well beattachedall
around its margins without significant modification of the canal’s hydrodynamic

response.!°

The neural transduction function is carried out by the cupula andthecrista
ampullaris. Figure 3a is a schematic of an idealized semicircular canal. Thecrista
ampullaris contains many multiciliated hair cells, each with a single kinocilium
and some60 to 100stiff stereocilia arranged in a regular pattern that protrude into
the cupula as shownin Fig. 4 (Ref. 14.) Endingsof the vestibularafferentfibers are
in close contact with the hair cells. The cell bodies of the 19,000 neurons supplying

the crista ampullaris and the maculae (to be discussedin Sec. III.G) on eachside of

the head are located in the vestibular ganglion. The vestibular nervejoins afferent
fibers from the cochlea to form the eighth cranial nerve or statoacoustic nerve.
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Eachvestibular nerve terminates in one of four portions (lateral, medial, superior,
and inferior) of the ipsilateral vestibular nucleus in the brain stem and in the
flocculonodular lobe of the cerebellum. Second-order neurons descend down the
spinal cord from the vestibular nuclei in the vestibulospinal tracts and ascend
through the medial longitudinal fasciculi to the thalamusand on to the motornuclei
of the extraocular nerves that control eye movements and eventually terminate in
the primary vestibular projection area of the cerebral cortex.
Lowenstein and Wersill’° first pointed out the relationship between the morphological and functionalpolarization of the hair cells. According to the Lowenstein—
Wersiall theory, bending ofthe stereocilia towards the kinocilium during deflection
of the cupula causes excitation (depolarization) and an increasein the discharge of
vestibular afferents. Bending of the stereocilia away from the kinocilium causes
inhibition (hyperpolarization), decreasing the resting discharge of the vestibular
nerve.!°!7 During a leftward head rotation, deflection of the cupula toward the
utricle (utriculopetal) in the left lateral canal increases the firing rate in the left
ampullary nerve, while deflection away from the utricle (utriculofugal) in the right
lateral canal decreasesthe firing rate in the right ampullory nerve. In the superior
and posterior canals, utriculofugal cupula deflection increasesfiring rate, while
utriculopetal cupula deflection decreases it. Therefore, nerve fibers running from
each ampulla, projecting in turn to the vestibular nuclei at the brain stem via
the eighth nerve, are the means by which information about angular motion of the
headis relayedto the central nervous system. A schematic of the vestibular sensory
cells and neural elements, including the kinocilium andstereocilia,is illustrated

in Fig. 4b.
The neural pathways that connect the vestibular apparatus with the brain and
spinal cord are complex. Readers are encouraged to refer to the Mammalian
Vestibular Physiology by Wilson and Melvill Jones!® for details. The vestibular
nuclei consist of the superior, lateral (Dieters’), medial, and descending(inferior)
nuclei. These nuclei also receive and serve to coordinate visual and somatic information. The vestibular nuclei, in turn, project neural signals to the cerebellum,

oculomotornerves, and spinal cord, where suchsignals excite the vestibulo-ocular

reflex and the reflex contraction oflimb and body muscles. Both vestibular afferent
fibers and axonsof neuronsin the vestibular nuclei reach the vestibulocerebellum
where inhibitory Purkinje cells and excitatory fastigial neurons exert their influence on the vestibular nucleus neurons. The activity of the vestibular nuclei is
continually undercerebellar control.
Cumulative evidence!””? suggests that the vestibulo-cortical pathway coursing
through the thalamus is concerned with the control of body position and orientation in space. Evidence for a vestibulo-thalamic projection is supported by
electrophysiological studies in alert monkeys, where units in the thalamus exhibit consistent activity changes during sinusoidal rotation.”! These thalamic units
can also be activated by proprioceptive stimuli. Various regions of the cerebral

cortex that receive vestibular inputs**:** have also been identified in the monkey.

These regions include portions of the intraparietal cortex (area 2v), the central
sulcus (area 3av), the posterior end of the insula (the parieto-insular vestibu-

lar cortex, or area PIVC), and the medial superior temporal visual area (MST).
Recently, using functional magnetic resonance imaging during caloric,”

galvanic,”° and optokinetic”®’ stimulation, human analoguesofthe areas as just
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described wereidentified. It is suggested that at least some of these areas, such as

MST, PIVC, and 2v, contain multimodal neuronsthat respond to vestibular and

visual or somatosensorystimulation.

D.

Semicircular Canal Dynamics

Angularacceleration of the head in the plane of a particular semicircular canal
results in net flow of endolymph relative to the canal walls in the direction opposite to that in which the headis turning. This is because of the inertia of the
endolymph,whichinitially tends to stand still as the canal rotates. The movement
of the endolymph causesthe cupula to deflect, with a latency defined as the time
taken for the deflection to reach 1/e (e is the exponential constant = 2.718) of
its maximum value after an acceleration of the head. This inertial (short) time
constant of the cupula is in the order of 3-5 ms, based on physical measurements
in humans”® and in recordings of the latency of responses in the primary affer-

ents of monkeys.”? However, if the rotation continues at a constant velocity the

endolymph quickly begins to rotate at the same speed as the canal, because of
the elasticity of the cupula andthe friction between the endolymphandthe canal
walls. As a result, the cupula returnsto its resting position during constant velocity
rotation. The time taken for the cupula to regain its nominal resting position after
cessation of the stimulusis the elastic (long) time constant. A direct measurement
is unavailable, but from the persistence of nystagmic (involuntary) eye movements
to vestibular stimulation and the subjective response decline using magnitudeesti-

mation it has been estimated at 10-20s for the lateral canal.°°-°? These valuesare

greater than would be predicted from the mechanical properties of the semicircular canals. In other words, the estimated elastic time constant doesnotreflect the
restoration time of the cupula but the time taken for the neural events to subside.
The difference represents a perservation of the raw vestibular signal in the brain,
which has been proposed asthe velocity-storage integrator mechanism.**;*4 One
of the fundamental functions of the velocity-storage integrator is hypothesized
to be related to the central estimation of head-angular velocity with respect to a

gravity-centered reference system.*>:*° Presumably, the elastic time constantalso

plays an importantrole in the latency of vection (the visually induced sensation of
self-motion), which is also in the order of 10 s (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.A).
Deflection of the cupula is produced by changes in head velocity within the
physiological range of 0.1-5.0 Hz in humans.!® The canal-cupula-endolymphsystem behaves in many wayslike a heavily damped torsion pendulum, and some
psychophysiological effects are predictable from the differential equation describing its behavior.”® This mathematical model of semicircular canal function

waspresented first by Steinhaussen!® and reviewed by Mayne,*’ Goldberg and
Fernandez,® and Howard.** In summary, when a person rotates the head with an
angular acceleration of a in the plane of a particular semicircular canal the approximate force acting on the cupula is related to the displacement by

Ha(t) = K@ + Y(d6/dt) + H(d’6 /dt’)

(1)

where H is a mass-dependent, effective moment of inertia of endolymph and
cupula; a is the angular acceleration of head rotation; K is a position-dependent,
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elastic-restoring factor on the cupulaafter it is displaced from its neutral position; 6
is the angular displacement of endolymph and cupula; YT is a velocity-dependent,
damping constant reflecting the viscous drag exerted by the canal wall as the
endolymphflowspastit; and f is the elapsed time taken.
Becausethe lumen of ahumanvestibular canalis about 0.3 mm in mean diameter,
its viscous resistance is high for moderate velocities, and the massof the endolymph

is small. The elasticity of the cupula is small compared its viscous resistance.
Therefore, the torsion pendulum equation can be simplified as
Ha(t) = Y(d6/dr)

(2)

Because H and Y are constants, at moderate velocities head acceleration is proportional to the angular velocity of the cupula. Equation (2) can be rewritten as
a(t) « dé /dt.

(3)

Integrating Eq. (3) with respectto time (i.e., f a(t) = f dO /df) results in
woxéd

(4)

where w is the angular velocity of the head. Therefore,it is the angular velocity of
the headrather than acceleration thatis proportional to the angular displacementof
the cupula. Therefore, at the velocities and durations of normal headrotationsthe
canals act as integrating accelerometers. When the headrotates very slowly, the
viscous resistance becomes smaller than the inertial resistance, so that H(d26 /dt7)
becomes the dominant factor and the response of the system is proportional to the
acceleration of the head; this is also the case at higher frequenciestoo.

Therefore, consistent with the dynamic model of the semicircular canals just
described, angular acceleration of the head in onedirection is regularly followed
by deceleration as the head is moved sinusoidally throughrelatively small angles.
In this case the semicircular canals evoke appropriate sensations of motion and
compensatory eye movements to the motion undergone by the head. The two opposeddeflections of the endolymphand cupulae(aswell as the two opposed neural
events associated with acceleration and deceleration) tend to nullify each other by

the end of the motion,leavinglittle residual deflection oraftereffects. However, the

situation is quite different when we are exposedto angular accelerations of longer
duration and whenvision is not available. Following aninitial acceleration to a
constant rotational speed, the subjective sensation ofrotation gradually subsides
after 20-30 s. After a short delay most subjects will perceive a slow rotation in
the opposite direction, which soon disappears. A suddencessation ofrotation will
give rise to a sensation of rotation in the opposite direction, which persists for
about 30 s and is followed by a sensation ofslow rotation in the original direction
of motion that eventually disappears.
E.

Thresholds for Angular Motion Perception

For an angularacceleration less than 10 s in duration to be perceived, the product
of the intensity of acceleration in deg/s” and the time (in seconds) of application
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must be equal to 2.5. This is known as Mulder’s law and is expressed as
at = 2.5 deg/s

(5)

where a@ is magnitudeof acceleration and T 1s time of application.
In other words, the weaker an angular acceleration (up to a certain threshold
limit), the longer it must affect the perceiving subject. The limits of perception of
an angular acceleration are determined notonly by the value of the acceleration
but also by its duration.
Guedry’? provides an excellent review on the thresholdsof perception of angular
and linear acceleration. Most of the sensitivity studies, using subjective indications
to determine threshold, describe the rotation of a subject about the yaw axis. As a

result, there is a limited amount of information describing the sensitivity to angular accelerations about the pitch androll axes. In general, available data suggested
that z-axis thresholdsare higher than x- or y-axis thresholds.*° The values obtained
also depend on individual differences among subjects; different psychophysical
proceduresandvariousrotation devices were employed in determining the thresholds.
The stimulation of the canal is dependent on the magnitude of the angular acceleration and the time for which it is applied; these parameters must be taken
into account when determining threshold. Because the somatosensory system also
respondstofast transients and vibrations, its contribution cannot be neglected. For
sustained angularacceleration longer than 10 s about the yawaxis, the mean threshold values were reported as 0.035—4.0 deg/s” (Ref. 41). Another study indicated
that the thresholds of vestibular perception for yaw,roll, and pitch rotation under

sustained acceleration are 0.14, 0.5, and 0.5 deg/s” respectively.” The threshold

for direction detection of a transient angular movement with durations of 1-5 s
about the z axis (sitting upright) is 1.5 deg/s and is significantly lower than for
angular stimuli about the y axis (lying on the side) and x axis (lying supine) at

2.07 and 2.04 deg/s, respectively.** In everyday life prolonged rotation seldom

occurs. The duration of the stimulus is usually shorter than the time constant of
the cupula-canal-endolymph system, and hence the threshold of the sensation of
rotation is related to the magnitude of the velocity change rather than the acceleration. In flight, the acceleration thresholds are likely to be much higher than
measured in laboratory settings because of the more stressful environment. The
pilot is preoccupied with the control and navigation of the aircraft, communica-

tions, and mission execution. Theseactivities can distract him or her from the task

of orientation and motion detection and serve to increase the thresholds of motion
perception. By contrast, the presence of a subject-fixed target light substantially
lowers angular-motion thresholds because of the oculogyralillusion (see Chapter 7, Sec. II.B.4). In addition, thresholds are lower with increasing frequency of
angular movement, a dynamic that mirrors the increasing sensitivity shown by
primary vestibular afferents with increasing frequency.
F.

Limitations of the Semicircular Canals in Flight

Based on the canal dynamics already described, when flying straight andlevel,
the cupulae are in their neutral positions (not being deflected in any direction).
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Fig.5 Hydrodynamic properties of canal-cupula-endolymph system, as viewed from
behind the pilot (modified from Ref. 44).

Whenthe pilot rolls to the left, the cupulae in the vertical canals will, after the
inertial time constant of 3-5 ms, be deflected by the angular acceleration in the

roll axis and will generate a signalreflecting angular velocity in that axis. A correspondingsensationofrotation to the left peaks for approximately 4 s. During a
prolonged constant-velocity rotation, the cupulae of the stimulated canals return
to their neutral position, and the subjective velocity and the corresponding sensation of rotation disappear within 10 s. On stopping the roll suddenly, the cupulae
are initially deflected through angles equal but opposite to the original angular
velocity, and the corresponding sensation is of rotationto the right. Subsequently,
the cupulae return along an approximately exponential time course back to their
neutralposition. The hydrodynamicpropertiesof the canal-cupula-endolymph System during a sustained roll and uponcessation of the roll maneuverare depicted
in Fig. 5.
Because ofthe different physical dimensions of the lateral and vertical canals,

one would expect characteristic differences in the cupular response between these
canals during and after acceleration. Canals in the vertical plane have lowersenSitivities and shorter time constants than dothe lateral canals. The time course of
cupularreturn has been estimated by postrotational decayofthe resulting illusory
sensationofrotation andby following the slow-phase angularvelocity of compensatory nystagmus. The postrotational decay of nystagmus was foundto be shorter
in roll (4 s) than in pitch (7 s) and yaw (16 s) (Ref. 45). Shorter time constants
suggest that the response-decay rate following angular acceleration is greater. The
subjective response to yaw rotation was also confirmed to be 16 s as comparedto
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7 s for pitch rotation.*° The sooner the cupula returns, the sooner the sensation of

rotation stops, even if actual rotation is physically occurring. Therefore,in the case
of pitch androll, there is a greater underestimation of velocity. Using the above
time-constant values, for a 360-deg roll (point roll or barrel) taking 6 s and having
a constant angular velocity of 60 deg/s throughout, the apparent rate of roll will
have fallen to 18 deg/s at the end of the maneuver, and the total perceived roll

displacement will only amount to approximately 230 deg. Therefore, if the pilot
starts the roll from an erect position he or she will feel still upside down after one
complete turn, assumingthat visual and otolith inputs are not available. Teleologically, we are better “programmed” for lengthy yaw rotation than for pitch and
roll rotation. Moreover, SD causedbyrapid roll rotation in flight can be attributed
to the failure of the neuromuscular mechanism to follow the sequence of events,

resulting in impaired cardiac function and involuntary oculomotor response about

the nasooccipital x axis.*’

|

In short, the limitations of the semicircular canals in the perception of angular
acceleration can be summarized as follows: 1) a limited threshold of vestibular
perception: 0.14, 0.5, and 0.5 deg/s? for sustained yaw,roll, and pitch motion and
1.5, 2.1, and 2.0 deg/s for transient (<5-s duration) movements in yaw,roll, and

pitch; 2) a perceived angular velocity that is progressively less than the actual
angular velocity during prolongedrotation; 3) an absence of sensation of rotation
during constant velocity rotation; 4) an apparent sensation of rotation in the opposite direction during deceleration; 5) a persistent apparent sensation of rotation
in the opposite direction, after physical rotation has actually stopped; 6) a greater
chance in developing error in roll than in pitch, which in turn is greater than in
yaw; and 7) a rotation-induced involuntary oculomotor responsethat destabilizes
the retinal image.
G. Morphological and Physiological Considerations of the Utricles
and Saccules
The utricle and saccule, connected by small ducts at an acute angle, are identical histologically and are often referred to as the otolith organsor otoliths. The
otolith organs respond to the magnitude and direction of linear acceleration and
to head tilts relative to gravity. The sensory epithelium of the otolith organ is
known as the macula. The macula contains supporting cells and hair cells with
bundlesofcilia that project into the otolithic membranes or otoconial membranes
(Fig. 6). These membranesconsistof a gelatinous substrate in which are embedded
otoconia (calcium carbonate crystals). The octoconia are denser, with a specific
gravity of 2.94 (Ref. 48) than the endolymphandsurroundinggelatinoussubstrate.
The deflection of the cilia of the hair cells in the otoliths depends upontherelative motion or position of the otoconia with respect to the supporting substrate.
The effective stimulus for the otoliths is the tangential shearing force acting in
the plane of the macula.?? Therefore, the action of gravity or linear acceleration
on the otoconia results in displacement of the otolithic membrane and consequent
bending of the cilia of the hair cells. Bending of the cilia generates changes in
the activity of the vestibular branch of the eighth nerve, innervating the macula.
Whenthe headis upright, there is a resting frequency of impulses generated by
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Fig. 6a Schematics of the sensory epithelium of the utricular macula.
Fig. 6b Electronmicrographof the otoconia or calcium carbonate crystals.
Fig.6c Freeze-dired preparation of the utricular macula showingthecilia of the hair
cells.

the hair cells and a spontaneous resting discharge in the utricular and saccular
nerves, just as in the ampullary nerves. However, static otolith information has no
utility in weightlessness. During the weightless phase of parabolic flight maneuvers, it is relatively commonto feel upside down(inversion illusion) in relation
to the aircraft or to feel that both one’s body andthe aircraft are inverted (see
Chapter 6, Sec. III.A.3). Visual, tactile, and cognitive factors also play impor-

tant roles in the inversion illusion.°? Whenthe headis tilted on Earth,the resting

frequency ofthe otoliths is altered to signal the new position of the headrelative to the gravitational vertical. The behavior of the otolith afferents has also

been described,*! and somestudies have addressed the response of central neu-

ronsto otolith stimulation.°”?> However, the proposed utricular shear mechanism
may not explain all of the increased perceived tilt under high-G load. One appealing explanation proposed by Correia et al.°* is that once the hair cells are
bent by a shear componentof specific force any subsequent compressive component would result in further bending of the hair cells. This action could increase the afferent signal and presumablyincreasethe perceivedtilt under high-G
loading.
I.

Utricular Macula

The utricular macula lies on the floor of the utricular sac in the approximate

plane of the lateral semicircular canals, although its anterior end turns even more
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upwards. The directional sensitivities of sensory cells on either side of a dividing crest knownasthe striola are of opposite polarity, with the kinocilia on hair
cells on either side oriented towards each other.’ Commonto both utricular and
saccular macula, a functional-polarization vector presumably reflecting the morphological polarization of the hair cells that it innervates characterizes each otolith
neuron. Asin the hair cells in the crista ampullaris, accelerations that cause the

displacements of the hair bundles toward the kinocilium result in a depolarization
of the cell membrane and an increase in the frequencyof afferent neural discharge.
Oppositely directed accelerations result in a corresponding decrease of neural discharge. Implicit in the Lowenstein—Wers4ll theory (Sec. II.C) is the notion that
displacements of the hair bundlesat right angles to the polarization axis should be

ineffective.

During yaw rotation, which places the utricular plane in the plane of rotation,
the rotational component of the motion presumably stimulates an equal number
of cells with opposite polarization axes in each utricle on the two sides of the
head, therefore resulting in a zero output. Because the centrifugal componentof
the rotation produces equal but opposite stimulation ofthe utricles, it is suggested
that these opposedinputs from the twosides are cancelled in the vestibular nuclei.
Therefore, the otolith organ has been found to be unaffected by intense angular
acceleration.~° Tilting of the head from verticalposition in anydirection results in
the bendingofcilia of at least someofthe hair cells. Therefore, the utricular macula
is most effective in detecting the gravitational vertical when the headis laterally
upright and inclined approximately 25-30 deg forward in a normalgravity environment(as the planeof the utricular macula is approximately parallel to the plane
of the lateral canal; Sec. III.C). It is least effective when the headis tilted close
to and beyond 90 degto the vertical. A review of the linear and nonlinear forceresponseproperties ofotolith neuronsto static headtilt is provided by Goldberg and

Fernandez.®

In addition to responding to the direction and magnitude of the Earth’s gravitational field, the otoconia are displaced wheneverthe head is subjected to linear
acceleration. Therefore, there is a fundamental ambiguity in the signals from the
otolith organs. Following Einstein’s Equivalence Principle, the otoliths cannot
distinguish between gravitational forces and sustained inertial reaction forcesre-

sulting from linear acceleration. For instance, the effect of a sustained horizontal

linear acceleration of value a, acting in the plane of the inertial utricles, is theoretically indistinguishable in magnitude from the effect of holding the head at
an angle ¢ to the vertical, whose sine function is equal to a. In other words, the
otoliths indicate the orientation of the head relative to the gravitoinertial force
(GIF). The output of the otolith organs is interpreted as a bodytilt rather than a
linear acceleration if the latter is prolonged, and novisionis available (see Fig. 7).
However, other sensory inputs as well as past history of motion exposure can be
useful in clarifying the otolith signals.
The Torsion Pendulum Modelcan also be applied to the dynamic characteristics
of the otolith organ. Howard** noted that the shearing force acting on the otolith
organ is the product of the excess mass of the statoconial membrane (massofthe
membrane minus the mass of an identical volume of endolymph) and the linear
acceleration acting in the plane of the macula. The resistance stemming from the
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Fig. 7 Otolith ambiguity during sustained acceleration. The inertial G effect of a
horizontal acceleration a,acting in the plane of theutricles, is indistinguishable from
the effectof tilting the head through the angle whosesineis a.

elasticity, viscosity and mass of the otolith system opposes this shearing force

[Eq. (6)].

Ba(t)=Kx + y(dx/dt) + m(d?x /dt”)

(6)

where # is the excess massof the statoconial membrane,a the linear acceleration
acting on the plane ofthe macula,« the elastic (position-dependent) resistance, y
the viscous (velocity-dependent) resistance, m the mass (acceleration-dependent)

resistance, x the linear
displacement of the otoliths, and ¢ the time.
2.

Saccular Macula

Thecavity ofthe utricle is linked with that of the saccule by wayofthe utriculo-

saccular duct. The plane of the saccular macula, on the medial wall of the saccule,

is perpendicularto that of the utricle, suggesting that the saccule should be more
sensitive to vertical (dorsoventral) acceleration than to horizontal (naso-occipital
or interaural) acceleration.It is assumedthat the humanutricular macula is mainly
stimulated by shearing forces acting parallel to the horizontal plane and the saccular macula predominantly by shearing force acting parallelto the vertical plane.
However, exact information onthe orientation and position of the human macular
surfaces is sparse.
Unlike in the utricluar macula, the hair cells on either side of the striola in the

saccule have kinocilia oriented away from each otherrather than toward eachother.

There are other important differences between utricular and saccular units, aside

from their polarization directions. The humansaccule has only 19,000 receptors
as comparedto the 33,000 ofthe utricle.°’ Saccular neuronshave, onaverage,half
the sensitivity to specific force changes, as well as half the resting discharge.”
They also show a markednonlinearity, with decreased sensitivity in the inhibitory
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direction for specific force magnitudes exceeding 0.6 G. Theprecise location of
this nonlinearity remains speculative, but Fernandez and associates suggestthatit
is at the hair-cell level.
The precise function of the mammalian saccule remains a matter of discussion.
As mentioned earlier, it is generally accepted that the saccule plays a role in
detecting linear acceleration along the dorsoventral axis, thereby contributing to
spatial orientation. Supporting evidenceis provided by neurophysiologicalstudies.
Fernandez and Goldberg”! identified two classes of peripheral neurons innervating
the otolith organs of the squirrel monkey: one (142 units) whose vectors lay near
the plane of the utricular macula and the other (115 units) with vectors near the
plane of the saccular macula. The large numberof saccular vectors obtained from
combinations of static gravitational stimuli provided convincing evidence that
saccular afferents serve the same general equilibrium function as the utricular
ones, at least in the squirrel monkey.
The influence of the saccular macula in consciousspatial orientation in humans

is less clear. Malcolm and Melvill Jones*® and Melvill Jones and Young’? showed
that oscillatory gravitational acceleration along the dorsoventral z axis of the body,

which primarily stimulates the hair cells of the saccule, leads to uncertain and

usually erroneous perception of the direction of motion. The authors suggested
that the paucity of vertical representation in the saccular otoliths could be largely
responsible for the particulardifficulty attached to sensing body motionina vertical
direction, although central processing could also be involved.
Another uncertainty regarding the saccule stems from the fact that ablation of
the mammalian (squirrel monkey) saccule does not lead to any marked postural
or locomotor deficits.©° Furthermore, it is not known howsaccular inputs are used
in tilt estimates. As mentioned before, the receptors are stimulated whentherelatively dense otolithic membrane glides over the sensory epithelia in a tangential
direction. Each receptor cell has a direction of maximum excitability, this being
the direction of shear of the otolith membranethat causes the greatest increase in
the frequency of action potentials in the first-order afferent neuron.!> Based on
this interpretation, and the histological data of the guineapig, vertical acceleration
will generate little response from the utricular organs becausethey lie close to
the horizontal plane and a maximal response from the saccular organs because
their planes are close to the vertical plane. However, recent work by Curthoys
et al.°! suggests that both the utricular and saccular maculae in the guinea pig have
pronounced curvatureso that vertical shear forces might well stimulate regions of
both the utricular and saccular maculae. Other experimental results suggest that
utricular ablation would destroy the integrity of both the semicircular canal and
utricle, but this is less true of saccular ablation, thereby resulting in less equilibrium
disturbance.
Historically, the saccule has also been linked to sound and vibration detection.

In fishes and amphibians parts of the vestibular apparatus are involved in audition. Recently, it has been shown that in cats a sizeable fraction of vestibular afferents with irregular activity was acoustically responsive. Labeling experiments
demonstrated that these acoustically responsive afferents innervate the saccule,
have cell bodies in Scarpa’s ganglion, and project to central regions both inside

and outside the traditional boundaries of the vestibular nuclei.®” Further evidence

also suggests that acoustically responsive afferents trigger acoustic reflexes of the
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sternocleidomastoid muscle in humans,®*:°* and measurementof such reflexes can
provide a relatively simple test for saccular dysfunction.
H.

Thresholds for Linear Motion Perception

In a static environmentthe otoliths accurately detect head orientation with respect to the apparentvertical. However, this ability is modified by habituation, for
example, during a prolongedstay in the tilted position, that presumably occurs in
the central interpretation of the otolith signal. The perception of linear motion has
been less extensively studied than the perception of angular movements, because
of the greater difficulty with which controlled whole-body linear motion stimuli
can be generated without mechanical and acoustic cues. In general, the threshold
for the detection of linear movementof the bodyis higher than for detection of head
movement. The thresholds for the detection of discrete translational movements
are higher than the threshold for the detection of sustained oscillatory motion, and

the threshold decreases with increasing frequency.*? Between 0.016—0.25 Hz,the

otolith organs function as linear velocity indicators. The importance of cues other
than those from the otolithsin the perception of linear acceleration cannot be absolutely excluded. For example, tactile receptors associated with kinesthetic information from the limbact in a fashion similarto that of otolith organs. For frequencies
above 1 Hz, orientation perception reflects a combination of visual, otolith, and
somatosensory influences. However, for frequencies below 1 Hz somatosensory

mechanoreceptors do not appear to contribute to the perception of movement.©
According to the comprehensive review by Guedry,*? there is a wide scatter of
experimental data concerning threshold values below 1 Hz. This could be explained
by differences in the orientation of the subjects to the gravitational vertical and
to the stimulus vector or by the differences in the apparatus and psychophysical
method employed. During sustained horizontal linear (step) acceleration, detection thresholds for the direction of discrete movement were 0.01 m/s” (0.001 G)
when the subject was supine and 0.06 m/s* (0.006 G) when the subject was upright. The difference in threshold has beenattributed to the angle of the imposed
acceleration relative to the average utricular shear plane.4* The mean threshold
for the detection of discrete transient movements in the horizontal plane was
found to be significantly higher in the Z-body axis (0.15 m/s) than X-body axis

(0.06 m/s*) and Y-body axis (0.06 m/s’), increasing sensitivity with decrease in

duration of transient linear movementofprimary afferents. The greatersensitivity
of the subjects in the x and y axes than z axis wasattributed to the differences

in the geometrical position of the utricules and saccules.® As mentioned earlier,

linear acceleration in the x and y axes predominantly acts as a shear stimulus
on the utricular maculae, whereas z-axis accelerations predominantly stimulate
the saccular maculae. The threshold for the detection of linear motion was corroborated by Borelet al.°’ in head-free subjects, the threshold for linear acceleration along the y axis in darkness is reported to 0.004 m/s,” and the threshold
for the perception of the direction of motion is about 0.007 m/s’. It appearsthat
weaker linear stimuli led to motion detection but resulted in erroneous estimation of the direction of motion. Such an ambiguity in the perception of motion
has already been described during vertical motion with subjects sitting upright
(Sec. III.G.2).
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There is limited information on the effect of Earth orientation on the threshold

of linear motion. Walsh®*-®reported that the threshold for perceiving vertical os-

cillation along the x axis (lying supine or prone) and y axis (lying on the right or
left side) is higher than for horizontal oscillation along the sameaxes(i.e., sitting
upright facing direction of motion for x and sitting sidewaysfor y).
I.

Limitationsof the Otoliths in Flight

Whenthe linear acceleration and gravity vectors are summatedduringflight, the
new direction can be interpreted by the pilot as the true vertical, depending upon
his or her perceptual andintellectual assessment of howthis position wasattained.
In time, pilots realize that the resultant gravitoinertial vector can be mistaken
for vertical when the resultant vector is actually tilted relative to the Earth. For
example, during takeoff in an aircraft a strong forward acceleration of the aircraft
can be interpreted as pitching upward, resulting in an overestimation of the actual
pitch angle during ascent. This is the somatogravic illusion, which is discussed
in detail in Chapter 6, Sec. III.A. If the visual horizon is obstructed, as when the

aircraft is in the clouds or during night takeoff from aircraft carriers, the pilot
may correct for the apparent upwardpitch by pitching the aircraft down and then
flying it into the ground or water. These observations highlight the fundamental
importance of vision during sustained motion.
Despite the ambiguousresponseto inertial accelerations by the primary otolith
afferents during translational motion and tilting movements, the oculomo-

tor responses are appropriately compensated for the correct translational component of head movement (to be discussed in Sec. IV.B). Two neural computational strategies have been proposed to distinguish between head orientation
(gravitational acceleration) and linear headtranslation (inertial acceleration). The
multisensory integration hypothesis suggests that information from the semicircular canals, otolith organs, and other sensory inputs are all required to distinguish
between headtilt and translation.°*”’° Alternatively, the frequency-segregation hypothesis suggests that high-frequency accelerationsare interpretedas translations,
whereas low-frequency accelerationsare interpreted as tilts.”! Recent evidencein
the rhesus monkey” indicates that semicircular inputis essential in resolving the
tilt-translation ambiguity centrally. When the semicircular canal is inactivated,
horizontal eye movements (appropriate for translational motion) could no longer
be correlated with head translation. For frequencies greater than 0.1 Hz—in which
range the vestibulo-ocular reflex (to be discussed in Sec. IV.A) is important for
gaze stabilization—it appears from Angelaki et al.’s study that the oculomotor
system discriminates between headtranslation and tilt primarily using the multisensory integration strategy rather than frequency segregation ofotolith afferents.
In other words, neural computation requires linear acceleration information from
the otolith receptors as well as angular velocity signals from the semicircular canals
to correctly estimate the source of linear acceleration andto elicit appropriate eye
movementresponses.
The limitations of the otoliths can be summarizedas follows: 1) no transduction
of linear velocity, but only linear acceleration; 2) an inherent inability to distinguish
between gravity and sustained linear acceleration of the body; 3) accuracy for
determining the direction of the vertical only with the head upright pitched forward
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25-30 deg, becausethe utricular macula andlateral semicircular canals are pitched

up by 25-30 deg with respect to the Horsley—Clark plane; 4) a limited threshold
(Y and X = 0.005-0.01 G; Z = 0.01—0.1 G); and 5) a higherthreshold and greater
error in detecting vertical motion.

IV.
A.

Vestibular Contribution to Gaze Stability

Angular Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex

Our eyes are the most important sense organs that provide information about
the orientation of the body with respect to the immediate environment and the
position andattitude of the aircraft relative to the surface of the Earth. Whenflying
in conditions of goodvisibility, the task of determiningthe orientation oftheaircraft

is relatively straightforward. It is primarily an extension of the perceptual skills
first acquired in childhood (natural orientation). In conditions of poorvisibility
(whenflying in cloudsorat night), pilots must determineaircraft orientation from
cockpit instruments. In the latter case the visual information lacks the naturalness
and the strength of external visual cues, and symbolic information also requires
correct interpretation (synthetic orientation).
In general, the maintenanceof visual orientation in a dynamic environmentis

greatly enhanced bythe factthat the retinal imageis stabilized. Decreasesin visual
acuity begin to occur once the velocity of inappropriate eye movements exceeds
3-5 deg/s. One of the most serious threats to the stability of the retinal image
comesfrom the observer’s own head movement. Becausenatural head movements
are of high frequency, the visual system—encumbered byrelatively slow retinal
processing (about 70 ms)—cannotproduce compensatory eye movementsthatstabilize the retinal image. Onthe contrary, the vestibulo-ocular reflex has a latency
of less than 16 ms and promptly produces slow-phase eye movements that compensate for headrotations. Therefore, during angular acceleration about the yaw
axis (e.g., to the right) the slow-phase compensatory eye movementswill be to the
left so that the angle of gaze does not change and the imageof the world remains
relatively stationary upontheretina. If the slow componentis to theleft, it follows that the return eye movement(fast phase) is to the right. This compensatory
action is termed the angular VOR,andit almost perfectly compensates for head
oscillations that occur during walking, running, or simply shaking one’s head.
Eyestabilization is normally brought about by the combinedaction of optokinetic
and vestibular influences. Normal head and body movements produce alternating accelerations of opposite signs with short intervals between. Asa result, the
slow-phase VOR eye movements are temporary andlead to a stabilized image.
Compensation for yaw andpitchrotation is quite efficient with a gain of 0.7-1.0,

butit is less efficient for roll rotation, where the gain is about 0.5 or less. The hor-

izontal angular VORis mediated most directly by a three-neuron arcconsisting of
the primary afferent, a secondary neuronusually foundin the ipsilateral rostral medial vestibular nucleus, and the oculomotor neuron (see Fig. 8). The involvement
of these neurons in the angular VORhas been well characterized (see Ref. 73 for a

review).
The vestibulo-ocular reflex is now quantifiable in three dimensions, and it has

been employed to study the interaction between the horizontal VOR and head
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Fig.8 Schematic drawing of how the angular vestibulo-ocularreflex is mediated by
a three-neuron arc: a) primary vestibular afferent, b) ipsilateral rostral medial and
superior vestibular nucleus, and c) the oculomotor neuronstage.

orientation. Tilting the head out of the horizontal plane of rotation immediately
after cessation of motion results in postrotatory horizontal nystagmus, vertical
nystagmus following roll tilt to the left or right, and torsional nystagmus following pitch-tilt downwards or upwards. The axis of eye rotation alwaysshifts
toward alignment with gravity following postrotatory tilt, which suggests neural
processing is required to resolve the sensory conflict.’4 Similarly, postrotatory eye
movementsafter passive headtilt indicate that while the initial VOR responseis
expressed in a head-fixed frame determined bythe orientation of the semicircular
canals the late componentappears to undergoa central transformation from headfixed to gravity-centered coordinates.In other words, stabilization of the VOR

is meant for Earth-fixed but not head-fixed targets. Central representation of the
angular motion signals in gravity-centered coordinates contributes to the ease of
multisensory integration and motor control.
Early studies suggested that the angular VOR is cancelled by using the smooth
pursuit system. It is believed that when subjects cancel their VOR by observing
a target that moves with the head vestibular eye movementsresult in a slip of
the retinal image, which will, in turn, activate smooth pursuit. This is based on

the observation that smooth pursuit and VOR cancellation have similar frequency
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responses and the fact that patients with smooth pursuit deficits generally exhibit
cancellation deficits as well. In general, ocular following, or smooth pursuit, contributes little to the cancellation above 1 Hz and nothing above2 Hz.
In flight, however, where the aircraft movements are frequently of muchlarger
amplitude and longer duration, the concerted action of optokinetic and vestibular influences can break down, owing largely to the limitations of the vestibular
sensors. During motion, the instrumentdisplays in aircraft and other movingplatforms can move in unison with the head. If there is a tight coupling between the
head and the display during such movement, the VOR will interfere with reading the display at certain peak angular velocities and frequencies. In this case
involuntary nystagmus as a result of vestibular stimulation can occur. Consider
the case of leftward rotation about the yaw axis. During initial acceleration to the
left, the eyes drift to the right (slow phase). As the head continues to turn, the
eyes recenter by a saccadic eye movementto the left (fast phase) with a velocity
of 300 to 800 deg/s and then recommencethedrift to the right. The slow and
fast phases create a sawtooth pattern. Nystagmus is namedby the direction of
the fast componentandby the plane of movement. In the preceding exampleit is
called left horizontal nystagmus. During the period of constant velocity, the slowphase eye velocity abates and becomesless effective in assisting the eyein fixating
Earth-fixed targets. During deceleration, the reversed direction of nystagmus and
its persistence after stopping continue to impair vision for both Earth-fixed and
head-fixed targets. Figure 9 illustrates a typical vestibular nystagmustracing using
electronystagmographywith slow phaseto the right (upward tracing) and the fast
phaseto the left (downwardtracing).
The nystagmusofa pilot with vision restricted to the interior of the cockpitis
partly suppressed by a visible head-fixed display. Even with visual suppression,

Fig.9 Example of vestibular nystagmus. It always has two components: 1) the slow
phase, which is the compensatory eye movement generated by signals arising from
the vestibular apparatus; and 2) the fast phase, which is a saccade in the direction
opposite to that of the slow phase. Thedirection of nystagmusis designated according
to the direction of the fast phase. In this example the headis accelerated about the
spinal axis to the left, and the head movementis said to be “in” the horizontal plane;
endolymph movementis in the lateral (horizontal) semicircular canals, and the eye
movementis horizontal. The compensatory (slow phase) of nystagmusis to the right,
because that is the eye movementthat will compensate for a head movement to the
left. It then follows that the fast componentis to theleft.
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however, the maximum slow-phasevelocity could still be greater than 3—5 deg/s,
whichis sufficient to degrade visibility of fine details on instrumentsbriefly until
the partly suppressed nystagmus abates. Disruption of ocular stabilizing reflexes
can result in the instability of the retinal image, resulting in oscillopsia or loss
of situation awareness. Oscillopsia can be likened to a television image with a
vertical or horizontal hold, resulting in a jostling, to-and-fro, or up-and-down
visual motion. Reduction in visual acuity is related to the magnitude of the angular acceleration, the amount of resulting nystagmus, and the subject’s ability
to control the nystagmus. It is often reported that, aircraft at higher rates of
rotation, pilots can neither fixate upon the instruments nor uponthe external visual
field.
Blurring of vision as a result of torsional nystagmus during x-axis rotation has
been reported to be weak in comparisonto that resulting from rotation in the y and
z axes. However, experimental evidence’? suggests that the inappropriate torsional
nystagmus produces an apparent deflection of the horizon indicator (an apparent
flicking back and forth) during andafter roll maneuvers involving high peak angular
velocities. This perceptual aberration could be disturbing to a pilot attempting to
use the horizon indicator and could lead to a suspicion of instrument malfunction.
Melvill Jones”° obtained video recordingsof pitch, roll, and yaw eye movements
of pilots during eight-turn spinsin flight. The results suggested that compensatory
eye movements during the maneuverfailed to stabilize the retinal image, with the
greatest discrepanciesin the roll plane. Duringa roll, the pilot is looking forward,
and the associated nystagmic eye movementscausedby vestibular and optokinetic
stimuli will be rotational ones about the nasooccipital x axis. Such eye movements
will initially be useful to maintain a stable retinal image. However, their usefulness
progressively decreasesas rotation continues, until a stabilized retinal image is no
longer possible. On stopping the roll, torsional nystagmus will be induced by
stimulation of the semicircular canals, and the pilot will see an apparentrotation
of the horizon, even whenphysical rotation has ceased.
B.

Translational Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex

The VORhastraditionally referred to the eye movements in response to head
rotation, a canal-mediated effect. Although considerable attention has been given
to vestibulo-ocular interaction during angular motion of the head as might occur
during an aircraft spin, less attention has been given to vestibulo-ocular interaction
during linear motion (translation) of the head. The usefulnessof the translational
VORas a compensatoryreflex for linear head movement has been much debated
in the last 30 years. Such interaction might occur while viewing a stationary or

moving display during vertical takeoff and landing operations.”

The compensatory eye movements induced bytranslational acceleration along
the naso-occipital x, interaural y, and dorsoventral z axes are termed the translational (or linear) vestibulo-ocular reflex. The translational VOR was believed

to be negligible in humans until Buizza et al.’® showed that for geometric rea-

sons the gain of this reflex should be a function of target distance. Paige’? and
Schwarz et al.®° showedthat the translational VOR could be substantial in humans
if the target distance is not large. Because most natural head movementsare a
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combination of linear and angular motion,it is important to understand how these
two distinct componentsofthe vestibular system interact centrally in orderto produce appropriate eye movements. Such considerations are particularly important
for pilots because ofthe translational accelerations experienced during flight. This
is especially obvious when onerecalls that the centripetal and tangential accelerations occurring when flying high-performanceaircraft are actually translational,
not pure angular, accelerations. Given the large translational accelerations experienced by pilots, proper functioning of the translational VORis clearly essential
for these individuals. Because otolith functioning is essential for proper determination of the direction of the gravity vector, failures within the otolith system
have the potential to cause serious SD. However,little is presently known about
the central pathways that mediate the translational VOR and about the convergence of canal and otolith inputs in the generation of a net translational VOR
response.
Whenflying high-performancejets, a translational VORalongthe naso-occipital
axis can be invoked. Recently Tomlinsonet al.®! reported that translational VOR
along the naso-occipital axis, in the horizontal plane, is a highly robustreflex,
particularly at high frequencies (>1 Hz). The magnitude of the latency of the
reflex is less than 20 ms (Fig. 10), far less than previously believed. Because
of a muchlonger latency of visual following mechanisms, suppression of these
reflexive eye movements by smooth pursuitis not possible until at least 130—150 ms
after movement onset. Because peak eye velocities of more than 80 deg/s were
attained within less than 100 ms following movementonset, visual degradation
should be severe. This short latency can have important consequencesin flight
situations, as sudden accelerations at frequencies greater than 2 Hz will induce
reflexive eye movementsthat will function to destabilize vision.
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Fig.10 Latency of the translational VOR. Theeyes begin to converge less than 20 ms
after the onset of head movement.
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There are two proposed gaze strategies during linear motion. Tomko and

Paige®*? measured translational VOR during horizontal motions along the inter-

aural, naso-occipital, and the intermediate axes at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. This
paradigm allows for the reorientation of the head andotoliths relative to linear
motion. It was observed that regardless of eye position in the head or head orientation relative to motion, the translational VOR behaves according to the kinematic

requirements of compensatory eye movements when subjects were exposed to
linear motion along the x, y, and z axes. For example, when horizontal gaze
shifts from rightto left, but vertical gaze remains down, the horizontal eye movement component shifts from 0 to 180 deg in phase while the vertical responses
remains fixed. Based on this evidence, it was proposed that eye-position information mustintegrate with otolith inputs rapidly, accurately, and continuously to
determine gaze relative to the axis of motion, in order to account for the rapidity
with which the reflex must adjust its response characteristics. By comparing the
measurement of gaze displacementat the end of linear motion (along the nasooccipital and interaural axes) and the relative displacement of the target, Israel
and Berthoz®*? demonstrated that healthy human subjects could correctly estimate
the distance that they have been transported along in complete darkness. Antici-

pation of the target on the outward path, and not on the return, is in accord with

the model of double integration of the otolith signal, suggesting that linear path
integration is the basic sensory mechanism.™ [Centralfiltering is required to distinguish between translational and gravitational acceleration: low frequency is
used as an estimate of gravity, whereas high frequencyis interpreted as translation
(see Sec. III.]). A double integration of the high-frequency component could then
provide an approximation of position in space. ]
The interaural translational VOR has also been investigated in humans. It has
been shown that transient linear accelerations of 0.08 and 0.17 G evoked compensatory slow phases whosevelocities were enhanced in proportion to acceleration magnitude and target proximity.® More recently, it was demonstrated that
during interaural translations subjects are able to cancel their translational VOR
very effectively at 2 Hz (by visual fixation) and can reducetheirreflex sensitivity
by about 25% at 3 Hz.*° The robust and short-latency nature of the translational
VORalongthe interaural axis should be considered in any environmentinvolving
high translational accelerations. When viewing targets located at optical infinity,
the eye movements evoked by such accelerations are inappropriate. As just mentioned, the translational VOR along the naso-occipital axis is also very robust,
although the evoked eye movements were generally much smaller. Given this, as
well as the recent observationsthat the translational VORalongthe interaural axis
can be cancelled up to 3 Hz (see Fig. 11), naso-occipital accelerationsare unlikely
to pose many instrument readability problemsfor pilots. The cancellation of this
reflex is far better than might have been expected. Thus, when viewing neartargets
that move with the head, such as the heads-up display (HUD)in high-performance
aircraft, the displays should remain readable so long as the acceleration remains
below 3 Hz, especially if the symbols are kept large. However, if translational accelerations exceed 3 Hz, particularly in the interaural direction where the evoked
eye movementsare large, the ability to read instruments might be seriously compromised. A special consideration of the impactof interaural translation on SD is
included in Chapter 11, Sec. HI.
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Fig. 11 Typical eye and head movements during (interaural) tVOR cancellation at
3 Hz with a 20-cm target. Note that the subject was able to maintain vergence. The
eye position is in degrees and the headposition is in centimeters. The dark lines are
the best-fit sinusoids.
V.

Interactions Between the Semicircular Canals and Otoliths

The semicircular canals detect angular accelerations relative to the head during
head movementand contribute sensory input for appropriate reflex action relative
to the axis of motion. Perception of how this axis is oriented relative to gravity
depends uponsensory inputs from the otoliths and the somatosensory systems (to
be discussed in Sec. X), and appropriate reflex actionrelative to the Earth depends
uponthe synergistic integration of these other systems with the semicircularcanals.
The otoliths provide both static and dynamic orientation information relative to
gravity and contribute to the perception oftilt and linear acceleration. The perception of linear acceleration is derived from a combination of changein position
information from the otoliths and the absence of angular velocity information from
the canals.
There are majordifferencesin the vestibulo-ocular and psychophysicalreactions
to rotations aboutaxesthat are vertical or horizontal with respect to the Earth.*’ A
constant velocity rotation about an Earth-vertical axis does not lead to a maintained

response. In contrast, when the subject is rotated about an Earth-horizontal axis,

as on a barbecuespit, there is a persistent unidirectional nystagmus superimposed
on a sinusoidal (direction-changing) componentand a corresponding sensation of
turning. The effects depend on the continual reorientation of the headrelative to
gravity, and the sinusoidal component most likely has an otolithic origin. Following the cessation of a prolonged rotation about a horizontal axis, nystagmus and
the subjective sensation of rotation disappear rapidly, in contrast to the extended
postrotational decay following rotation abouta vertical axis.°® These studies have
also shownthat following sustained vertical-axis rotation postrotationaltilts away
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from the Earth vertical induce an attenuation of the nystagmus, previously known
as “dumping” whenthe graviceptor cuesare inconsistent with rotation cues. Based
on studies describednext, the idea of dumping might not be appropriate as the nystagmusis shownto transfer to other axes as the nystagmusis increased rather than
attenuated in some axes.
Earlier studies in humans*’ and more recent studies in squirrel monkeys 72,90
demonstrated that information from the semicircular canals influences the interpretation of graviceptor cues. For example, in monkeys, a 45-deg postrotational
tilt induced a percept of linear acceleration and evoked an induced VORthat
contributed to the total VOR. Similarly, when humansubjects are tilted after be-

ing rotated at a constant velocity about an Earth-vertical axis the eye movement
response evoked by suchpostrotational tilt also includes a component that compensates for the estimated linear acceleration even when no linear acceleration

occurs.?! Merfeld et al.?! suggest that illusory tilt can beelicited by information
from the semicircular canals and that these measured responsesare consistent with
an internal neural model that serves to resolve sensory ambiguity (see Sec. III.I).

Furthermore, in response to combined lateral translations and head tilt about

the roll axis it was found that the VOR in rhesus monkeysgenerates robust compensatory horizontal eye movements. The response is independent of whether or
not the interaural translation componentis canceled outby a gravitational component causedbytheroll-tilt, but it depends on functional semicircular canals.”” The
evidence suggests that the vestibular system controls both head tilt and velocity
with respect to a gravity-centered reference system and that the brain uses both
otolith and semicircular canal signals to estimate head motion relative to gravitational space. These findings are consistent with the postulate that whentilted
away from the Earth vertical the transient angular motion is detected primarily
by the semicircular canals and the persistent changed bodyposition is sensed by
the otolith sensor. Similarly, the absence of an expected canal input during linear
acceleration allowsus to infer acceleration rather than headtilt initially; at longer
intervals whenthe canal signal would normally dissipate, the sense of acceleration
gradually turns into a sensation of headtilt. Because sensory systemsoften provide
ambiguous information,it is likely that neural processes are used by the different
sensory systemsto resolve such ambiguities.
VI.

Visual-Vestibular Interaction

Visual-vestibular interaction is a process by which the visual and vestibular
signals inform us of our position and motion in space and serves as a modelfor
the study of intersensory conflict and integration. In studying visual-vestibular
interactions, psychophysical results on motion perception, postural reactions, and
eye movements are correlated with single-unit activity in the peripheral nerves,
brain stem, and cortex. During headrotation, visual-vestibular interaction reflects

synergistic influences of vestibular and visually guided eye movements, in which a
high-passfiltered angular VOR combines with low-passfiltered visual-following
mechanisms(see also Chapter 3). It is proposed that a similar mechanism applies
during linear head motion. Otolith responses to translation are high-passfiltered
and extend beyondthe capacity of visual-following mechanisms.’! Interest in the
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practical applications of visual-vestibular interactions grew out of the problemsof
blind flying and pilot disorientation in the early days of aviation and increased with
the introduction of mannedspace flights in the 1960s, with the developmentof
space shuttle flights and in anticipation of projected long-duration flights to Mars
and elsewhere.
A mismatch between simultaneousinputs from the sensory systems canelicit
a displeasing distortion of static orientation and an erroneousperception ofselfmotion or object motion. Normally, the surrounding visual scene movesin the
opposite direction to head movements. When werotate our headto the right about
the yaw axis, the visual scene moves to the left and vice versa, but when the

aircraft banksto the right andthe pilot is devoid of external vision (as when flying
in clouds) the visual sceneof the cockpit does not bankto theleft but ratheris fixed
with respect to the aircraft and will appear to move in the samedirection (e.g.,
the oculogyral illusion, Chapter 7, Sec. II.B.4). Therefore, the visual information
signals no motion, but the vestibular and somatosensory cues signal banking to
the right. This is an example of visual-vestibular mismatch, and the solution to the
pilot is to rely on the interpretation of the flight instruments.
A well-established phenomenon arising from visual-vestibular interaction is
circularvection, a sensation of self-rotation in a stationary subject exposed to a
rotating visual field. As discussed in Sec. III, the vestibular system cannot detect
self-motion at constant velocity and thus requires supplementary visual information. The perception of self-motion during constant velocity movementin an
inertial frame is generally dependenton the visually induced sensation of motion.
This phenomenonhaspractical applications in the design offlight simulators and
in the understanding of someSD illusions. The visual requirementsfor circularvection and the effects of visual motion on the oculomotor system are discussed in
Chapter 3, Sec. IV.A.
Findings that pseudo-Coriolis effects can be induced by headtilts during visually induced motion provide further evidence for a functional visual-vestibular
convergence.”’ Pseudo-Coriolis occurs whena senseofrotationis visually induced
without actual motion; when this apparent sensation of self-motion is combined
with head movements, it results in a similar effect as one would have felt dur-

ing Coriolis stimulation (Chapter 6, Sec. II-B). Moreover, electrophysiological
evidence”™* demonstratesthat the thresholds for object motion detection are significantly increased during circularvection. The similarity of sensations engendered
by visual and vestibular stimuli suggests that visual and vestibular neural signals
converge at somesite in the central nervous system. Visual-vestibular convergence

has been shownto occurin the vestibular nuclei, thalamic, cerebellum, subnuclei,

and vestibular cortex. For example, optokinetic stimulation has been foundto induce a direction-specific modulation of the resting discharge of single cells in the

vestibular nuclei of goldfish, rabbits, and rhesus monkeys.?*-9>~%8 The directional

specificity of these neuronsis generally opposite for visual and vestibular stimuli.
For low-frequency angularoscillation (0.1 Hz) about the Earth-vertical axis, visual
cues largely determine the activity of the vestibular nuclei units. The vestibular
nuclei activity is driven almostentirely by the vestibular system at frequencies beyond 1.0 Hz, whereas both visual and vestibular inputs play a role at frequencies

from 0.1-1.0 Hz (Ref. 99). A recent study”? using positron emission tomogra-

phy demonstrated that visual motion stimulation resulting in circularvection not
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only activates the medial parietal-occipital visual area bilaterally, but it also simultaneously deactivates the parieto-insular vestibular cortex (see also Chapter3).
This finding suggests a reciprocal inhibitory visual-vestibular interaction as a multisensory mechanism for self-motion perception (see Chapter 3, Sec. V).
A similar interaction betweenvisual and otolith inputs is knownaslinearvection.
Detection of suprathreshold vestibular stimulation was impaired by a simultaneously moving visual pattern inducing linearvection,!°! which demonstrated the
dominantinfluence of visual input on vestibular thresholds. As described earlier,
the otolith organs respondto higher-frequency stimuli than visual inputs in detecting self-motion,as sustainedtilt is detected at low frequencies bytheotolith organs.
The idea that visual inputs might complementotolith inputs is also supported by
the finding that neuronsin the cat’s vestibular nucleus receiving afferents from the
otoliths respondto translational self-motion andalsoto translational movementof

a large visualfield relative to the stationary animal.!°
VII.

Vestibular Influence on Cardiovascular Control

G-transition effects often accompany changing orientation during someflight
maneuvers. These are defined as the spectrum of physiological and psychophysical effects induced by rapid changesin gravitoinertial forces, alternating between

hypogravity (<1 Gz) and hypergravity (>1 Gz) and vice versa.!™ The effects

of changing from hypogravity to hypergravity include reduced cardiovascular
G-tolerance and reduced efficiency in physiologic recovery mechanisms. The
effects of the reverse, that is, hypergravity to hypogravity transitions, include
pronounceddisorientation, delayed recovery from G-inducedloss of consciousness or blackout (if the pilot succumbed to these conditions already), and in-

creased discomfort.!°*!> Von Beckh!™referred to the reduced G-tolerance and

greater strain as “a logical consequenceofthe transition from hypogravity to hypergravity.” Regarding SD during G-transitions, he speculated that it was caused
by incorrect vestibular cues. Morerecently,it has also been reportedthat, following
exposure to —Gz and off-axis +Gz in flight, some pilots experience sudden onset
of vertigo and SD.'°° The condition is commonlyreferred to as “wobblies”by pilots or as vector-related vertigo (see Chapter 6, VII.C). Furthermore, there is some

evidence on interaction between G tolerance and vestibular stimulation. Upon recovery from a prolonged and rapid roll (greater than 200°/s), it was documented
that susceptible pilots experienced both SD and reduced G tolerance, leading to

blackout at an unusually lower G level.*”!°’ As early as 1943, vestibular stimula-

tion was shownto induce significantfall in blood pressure and reduction in pulse

rate.'°* It is reasonable to assumethat a similar mechanism might be responsible

for the reduced G threshold.
Recent animal studies provide convincing evidencethat the vestibular system
is involved in compensating for posture-related changes in blood pressure.

Decerebrate cats with intact vestibular pathways!!!° demonstrated an increase

in sympathetic nervous system output during pitch rotation, but not during
roll rotation. These cats also underwent removal of other key structures of the
CNS (e.g., upper cervical root transection, cerebellectomy, baroreceptor denervation, and vagotomy). Bilateral transection of the vestibular nerves in para-

lyzed, anesthetized cats impairs hypotension compensation.!!! The gain of the
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vestibulo-sympathetic reflexes during pitch rotation is constant across stimulus
frequencies and is in phase with the change in head position, implying that the
vestibular influence is primarily of otolith origin. Anatomically, direct connections between pertinentareasofthe brain (e.g., vestibular nuclei, locus coeruleus,

and brainstem pathways) controlling the sympathetic nervous system have been

mapped.!!? Neurons have been identified in the medial vestibular nucleus where

pitch responses predominate, suggesting that the medial vestibular nucleus might
also be an important relay for information about orientation within the pitch

plane.!!°

In humans, the observation that galvanic and caloric stimulation can bring about

significant changes in blood pressure and pulse rate!°*1!4.!!> has been extended

to Coriolis and pseudo-Coriolis stimulation.!'®-!!* However, these stimuli also

provoked nausea and discomfort that have led to cardiovascular effects (psychologically or otherwise). Clinical observations indicate that a significant number of
patients with peripheral vestibular disease are susceptible to orthostatic hypotension after standing up, following a sustained supineposture.!!? Fore,aft, or lateral
linear acceleration produced an increase in systolic blood pressure (7-9 mm Hg)
in normal subjects sitting upright but to a lesser extent in “idiopathic” vestibular
patients whose eye movementresponseto either caloric or rotational stimuli was

<10% of the normal population.!*? An immediate increase in muscle sympathetic

nerve activity with head-downneck flexion suggests a vestibulo-sympathetic re-

flex effect!*!'!2? because the change in muscle sympathetic nerve activity is one of
the important compensatory mechanismsin maintainingarterial pressure. Thereis
some evidencethat orthostatic hypotension induced by head-downto head-uptilt

in pitch orientation is more effectively compensatedthan headtilt in roll.!7* Thisis

not surprising from an evolutionary standpoint because we often pitch forward but
seldom have to roll more than 5—10 deg. Further, this movementis limited to the

uppertorso; in other words, teleologically we are not “hard wired” to roll. On the
other hand,the greater sensitivity to pitch might be a residue of the transformation
of our hominid ancestors from a quadrupedal postureto a tree-climbing one.
Other formsof vestibular stimulation also affect cardiovascular responsesin humans. For example, high-speed yaw rotation (120 rotations per minute) caused progressive tachycardia, narrowingofpulse pressure, a drop in meanarterial pressure,
and, inferentially, a drop in cardiac output.!*4 It was shownthathigh angularacceleration (with peak acceleration at 125 deg/s”) of the head about the yaw axis reduces
the baseline baroreflex responsiveness by 30%, inhibits vagally mediated barore-

flex control of heart rate, and impairs orthostatically induced tachycardia.!*° The

attenuating effect of vestibular stimulation on baroreflex function could potentially
compromise blood pressure regulation and cerebral perfusion during rapid G transition exposures. In flight, the extent to which vestibular stimulation can impair
G-tolerance has yet to be determined.
Excessive blood pooling in the lower body during +G, positive acceleration
or other vertical movement is associated with reduced or uneven blood flow
within the intracranial circulation. A steep gradient in blood pressure is normally
present between the aorta and the terminal arterioles of the brain stem. If systemic pressure drops, the arterioles are deprived of blood flow. The vestibular
nuclei might be vulnerable to this form of ischemia. The interaction between SD
and acceleration is an important issue because next-generation thrust-vectored
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superagile aircraft provide greater multiaxis maneuvercapability (see Chapter11,
Sec. ITI).

VIII.

Vestibular Habituation

A significant concern regarding the vestibular system and SD has been centered
on the possibility of abolishing or reducing undesirable vestibular responses by
repeated exposure to appropriate stimulus conditions. The term habituation is used
here referring to the reduced response upon repeated exposure to angularor linear
acceleration. On the other hand, adaptation can generally be referred to as the
process by which we become adjusted to a new environment. It is well-known
that experiencedpilots, like figure skaters and ballet dancers, learn to suppress
inappropriate vestibular responses. Aschan!”° reported that duringflight training
fighter pilots progressively build up a resistance to vestibular stimuli, as measured
by clinical rotary tests, and that conversely this resistance is lost after a period
away from flying. In general, experienced fighter pilots have shorter postrotatory sensations and shortened postrotatory nystagmus following specific angular

decelerations!*° and Coriolis stimulation!”’ than do nonpilots andpilots with in-

frequent flying duties. Significant differences in postural control ability among
fighter pilots, helicopter pilots, and candidates for flight training have also been

observed.!? However,the implication that fighter pilots make less movements in

maintaining balance could beattributed to other confounding variables, for example, training might have affected the postural-control mechanism independently
of any vestibular effects. Although differences between pilots and nonpilots have
been reported for subjective responsesto repeated angular acceleration, habituation

to linear motion sensitivity has not been demonstrated. !??

In the laboratory there is abundant evidencethat repetitive vestibular stimulation (yaw rotation) can lead to a reduction of postrotatory nystagmus, subjective
reactions, and the oculogyral illusion. A comprehensive review is provided by
Collins.!°° For example, in humansthere is a 30% decline in the slow phase of
nystagmusresulting from unidirectionalrotation. Several lines of evidence suggest
that habituation is a form of learning because vestibular habituation can only result
from unusual stimulation (caloric and unidirectional stimulation) outside the normal frequency range of velocity transduction in humans(0.1—5.0 Hz). Sinusoidal
rotation provides no conflict between vestibular and visual input, and there are

no postrotatory effects by which such conflicts could arise. The habituation phenomenonalso fails to describe adequately the dynamicprocesses that occur under
certain conditions as a result of repeated vestibular stimulation. For example, the

horizontal VORis also capable of a remarkable degree of adaptation!*!; human
subjects wearing reversing prisms for several days show a substantial reduction in
the gain of the VOR and a phase reversal of the reflex. When the prismsare re-

moved,the phase returns to near normal within a few hours, whereasthe restoration

of the gain required a few weeks. Subjective orientation and motor control were
also shown to be appropriate in both the normal and reversed visual conditions.
Anissue of both theoretical and practicalinterest, especially regarding motion
sickness and SD, is the extent to which habituation to one kind of vestibular stim-

ulation can transfer to other kinds of stimulation. In this case habituation is used
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to describe the situation where a change in susceptibility to airsickness or SD involves conscious mentalactivity, such as learning the characteristics of the motion
environmentto predict future movements. It has been shownthat individuals who
are subjected to a motion stimulus that provokes nausea and vomiting tend, with
repeated exposure, to becomeincreasingly resistantto its nauseogenic effect. This
habituating response hasbeenseenin a variety of situations, such as onboard ships,
in spaceflight, and in the laboratory. For example, habituation to Coriolis stimulation in the laboratory has been shown to demonstrate a gradual decline in Coriolis
effects, for example, a reduction in the perceived orientation change, a reduction in
the unpleasant sensations, and an increase in tolerance to the nauseogenic effects
of the cross-coupled stimuli (Chapter 6, Sec. II-B). During yaw rotation, when
head tilting was practiced in a given direction, the symptomsgradually subsided

but only for the practiced direction.'°* The preceding evidence suggested that there
are central modifications (or recalibration) of reflexes and sensationsoriginating

from semicircular canal stimulation. The gradual decay ofotolith neurons during
sustainedtilt, that is, short-term adaptation,*’ also suggests central modification of
otolith activity. Certainly, prolonged exposure to hypergravity adapts the otolith
organ at least temporarily.
The suggestion of vestibular exercises (achieved through gymnastics) to reduce
susceptibility to airsickness has been proposed by Popov.!*? However, the phenomenon of vestibular habituation or possible adaptation raises many questions
that have not been resolved. This is partially because acquisition of habituation
showsindividual variation. The factors that determine the rate of habituation are

unknown. As just discussed, habituation can occur to a specific combination of

motion cuesandnotto all provocative stimuli. In addition, the neurophysiological
mechanismsthat underlie habituating responses are unknown. The potential for
long-term adaptation is also unclear. Certainly, the adaptation hypothesis cannot
explain adequately the mannerin which motionsicknesssusceptibility varies with
exposure to provocative motions. Whether habituation to certain SD illusions could
improvethe ability to overcome them remainsto be investigated.
IX.

Alignment with the Gravitational Vertical

Itis generally agreed that control of self-motion and orientation in space depends
on vestibular information that is supplemented by visual and somatosensory motion cues. For example,in the perception of vertical orientation, incoming otolith
signals convey the orientation of the head with respect to the GIF. Whenverticality
is assessed by meansof a visual task, the orientation of the retina with respect to
the head is predominant,at least for large tilt angles. A luminousvertical or horizontal line in a totally dark setting appears to tilt when the headis tilted about the
naso-occipital axis. When the headtilt is greater than about 70 deg, the luminous
line appearsto betilted in the opposite direction up to a maximum ofabout 10 deg.

Theeffect is known as the Aubert (or A) effect, namedafter its discoverer, !*4 and

it is consistent with the perceptual underestimation of a large head tilt. For smaller
angles of headtilt (less than 30—40 deg), the luminous line appearsto betilted in

the same direction, and the effect is known as the Miiller (or E) effect. The Miiller

effect is what one would expect from an overestimation of the headtilt. There are

wide individual differences in the Aubert and Miiller effects, with many subjects
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experiencing only the Aubert effect. These two effects might be of somesignificance regarding spatial orientation during night flying, although it is uncommon
that pilots would tilt their head up to 70 deg.
There have been a numberof attempts to explain the Aubert and Miiller effects, but there is no satisfactory agreement on the overall mechanism. A comprehensive review of the subject can be found in Howard!*° and morerecently
in Bronstein.!*° The interaction between the magnitude of the Aubert and Miiller
effects and the degree of body tilt resembles a sine function. It was suggested
that the effects are related to the shearing force acting on the utricular macula,
whichis also a sine function of bodytilt.!°” It has frequently been overlookedthat
during theinitial portion of the headtilt there are stimuli from the neck recep-

tors, semicircular canals, and utricles as well as haptic receptors. When the canal

stimulation subsides, the tilt percept is maintained by the neck receptors and the

utricle. More recently, Mittelstaedt!**!°? has indicated that under certain circum-

stances, when other receptors are absent or whentheir inputs are ambiguous, the
visceral receptors can influence the perception of verticality. Clear dissociation of
the subjective postural vertical and subjective visual vertical was foundin patients

with acute unilateral vestibular disorders, and it could also be induced in normal

subjects by visual motion stimuli in the roll plane.!*° Prolonged lateral body tilt

was shownto bias the A effect and the subjective postural vertical in both normal
subjects and vestibular patients, suggesting that these effects are likely mediated
by somatosensory as well as otolith inputs. The subjective visual vertical was
foundto betilted in the direction of the motion, but the subjective postural vertical
was not. These findings suggest that different sensory modalities convey different
and sometimes conflicting information concerning verticality. It is likely that the
internal representation of verticality involves multisensory inputs.
It has been proposed that ocular counterrolling could account for part of the
Aubert effect. Ocular counterrolling is the reflex rotation of the eyes about their
visual axes in a direction opposite to head movement when the headis rolled
about the naso-occipital axis. The eyes can counterroll up to 10% of the head
tilt angle. The static componentof ocular counterrolling is the displacement of
the eyes from their normally vertical orientation when the head is held tilted

relative to gravity. It is now considered to be mediated by the utricles!4°!4!

and has been used as a relatively pure indicator of utricular function. The proposed relationship of ocular counterrolling to the Aubert effect is unclear since
both subjects with normal vestibular function and subjects with bilateral loss of
vestibular function demonstrated both the Aubert and Miiller effects. On the
other hand, subjects with bilateral vestibular loss do not demonstrate ocular

counterrolling. !42

Despite the A and E effects, the perceived horizon appears relatively stable
becausestability of body orientation and dynamic postural control are maintained
through the integration of afferent and efferent inputs involving the sensorimotor
systems. The hierarchical organization permits modification with respect to the
relative importance of each sensory modality in maintaining posture underspecific
environments. For example,it has now been demonstrated that whenpilots bankthe
aircraft during visual meteorological conditions (VMC)they consistently tilt their
head in the oppositedirectionof the bankin an attemptto stabilize the horizon on the

retina.'*?-'* The headtilt is presumably caused bythe optokinetic cervical reflex
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(OKCR), driven by rotation of the peripheral visual field. Similarly, optokinetic
torsion during head tilt also contributes to the stabilization of the horizon (see
Chapter 3, Sec. IV.A.3.). Finally, as discussed earlier in Sec. V, central resolution
of gravitoinertial signals has now beenestablished based on the evidencethat the
VORis aligned with the horizon during posttranslation headtilt.
X.

Vestibulospinal vs Corticospinal Motor Mechanisms

The vestibular system plays an importantrole in the regulation of body posture.
Activation of the labyrinth leads to a variety of reflexes of the body and limb
musculature that result in stabilization of the head and body. In humans, for exam-

ple, the Fukudatestof vertical writing!* andits modifications!**!*” demonstrated

that the vestibulospinal tract can be evoked by relatively weak rotatory or caloric
stimulation that cannot induce nystagmus. The deviation in writing induced by mild
labyrinthine stimulation can be explainedasa result of changesin the tonusofthe
upper extremity musculature caused by impulses originating from the vestibular
apparatus and passing through the vestibulospinaltract.
The principal motor pathway from the brain stem to the spinal cord includes two
vestibulospinal tracts that originate in the vestibular nuclei: a lateral vestibulospinal
tract (LVST) and a medial vestibulospinal tract (MVST). They are located in the

anteromedial column of the spinal cord, and they excite motor neurons located

primarily in the medial portion of the anterior horn. Two reticulospinal tracts—an
excitatory pontine reticulospinal tract and an inhibitory medullary reticulospinal
tract—terminate on the medial motor neurons of the anterior horn. Embedded
within the lateral vestibulospinal tract and the pontine reticulospinal tract are the
tectospinal tract originating in the mesencephalon and the interstitiospinal tract
originating within the reticular formation. Motorneuronsin the anterior horn control the axial musculature of the body andthe girdle musculature of the shoulders
and hips and the proximal portion of the limbs.
Vestibular signals are sent to the vestibular nuclei and on to the spinal motor
centers of the LVST and MVSTandto the reticulospinal tract. Together, these
descendingtracts constitute the medial brainstem pathways, whose importantrole
in the regulation of posture, by action of the proximal and axial muscles, was

described by Lawerence and Kuypers.!4*!4? This complex of pathways and motor

neurons provides contraction of the antigravity muscles while inhibiting the flexor
musclesto prevent their opposition to the antigravity muscles. The medullary reticulospinaltract tends to inhibit the antigravity muscles while providing some degree
of excitation to the flexors. The vestibular nuclei have reciprocal connections with
the spinal cord. Ascendingspinalinputs includedirect spinovestibularfibers, some
of which are collaterals of spinocerebellar pathways. Other spinal inputs are provided by indirect pathways that might be responsible for the influence of natural

stimulation, such as joint receptors.!°°

The organization of the central nervous system and the subcortical mechanisms
controlling posture and locomotion suggests that the CNSis not limited to information processing aboutthe position of the body andits relation to its environment.
It is also informing other parts of the nervous system about whatit is doing before any motor response has been effected. The corticospinal pyramidaltract not
only generates motorneuron activity to voluntarily control skeletal muscles, but
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it also sends collateral branches to influence sensory activity in dorsal column

nuclei.'°' Sensory stimuli are conveyed to the CNS overspecific pathways, with

variable latency depending upon the length and complexity of the sensory route.
For example, visual information affects premotor pyramidal tract neuronsafter a
relatively long interval (more than 100 ms), whereas impulses from tendons and
joint receptors reach the premotor region more promptly (in less than 25 ms). By
the time the pyramidaltract neurons becomeactive, the incoming information has
been processed and modulated in the spinal cord, brainstem, thalamus, sensory

cortex, association cortex, and in the column of neurons where the pyramidaltract
neuron is situated. The pyramidal tract output can also enhanceits own afferent
input. When the cortical motor neurons discharge, they act directly upon motor
neurons of the spinal cord as well as nerve cells in their own cortical column,
the basal ganglia, and the cerebellum. Presumably, the circuits through the basal
ganglia are for the modification of posture in preparation for the execution of an
intended motor command. The cerebellum serves to modulate and stabilize the
movement, and the reticular formation provides an overall gain control. During

the movement, information is returned to the brain from receptors in muscle, ten-

don, joint, and skin receptors. Neural integration occurs in the spinal cord and
brain stem, and signals are projected to the cerebellum (through the spinocerebellar and vestibulo-cerebellar tract) and transmitted to the thalamus, sensory, and

motor cortex.
The vestibulospinal reflex was proposed as one of the potential contributing
factors to the giant-hand phenomenon,a false sensation that the aircraft control
system is malfunctioning because a giant hand is perceived to be guiding the

aircraft. !°2-!°> This phenomenonis discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, Sec. VII.

Under some circumstances, vestibulospinal feedback can even affect the perceptual experience, as exemplified by the difference betweenthe aftereffects of active
and passive whole-bodyrotation. After prolonged active rotation the aftersensation is not one of turning in the opposite direction as would be predicted from the
semicircular canal response, but rather of turning in the same directionasthepre-

ceding turning motion.'** If the bodyis relaxed in the laboratory, the head,torso,

and legs tend to twist in the samedirection as previous turns. The phenomenonhas
been termed the antisomatogyralillusion.'>° It demonstrates that unusual vestibular stimuli can induce reflexive motion of the head, torso and limbs that may not be
appreciated by the subject, yet they can influence performance. Presumably, during prolongedactive rotation, cupula deflection decays towardthe neutral position
with superimposedcyclic variation related to perturbation in head velocity. Upon
deceleration, because of the time-dependentdecay, it produces a cupular overshoot
and an opposite vestibulospinaleffect. The prolongedactive turning could also lead
to vestibular preprogrammingofinsufficient torque to stop the body. A derangement of normal neuromuscular mechanismsasa result of vestibular stimulation
is also possible. The difference in after-sensation can have potential implications
for the perceptual experiences of pilots who actively generate unusual vestibular
stimuli in flight maneuversand continueto control the aircraft after maneuversare
completed.
There is also a difference in the dynamics of eye movements inducedbyactive
VS passiverotation. Nystagmusinduced by active rotation of the body hasa higher
gain; presumably, the vestibular responses are augmentedby those inducedbytrunk
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and leg movements. Accordingly, postrotatory vestibular nystagmus was shown
to be reducedafter active rotation because the somatosensoryafter-nystagmus(as
described in Sec. XI.C) is opposite in direction.!>4 It suggests that proprioceptive
feedback associated with active turning and stopping can augment perrotatory
vestibular nystagmus and suppresspostrotatory vestibular nystagmus. Thealternative explanation for the difference is that our CNS monitors the effort of will
(efference copy) and sendsthis information (as a corollary discharge) to the sensory
systems.
Despite the antisomatogyral effect, observed in the laboratory, it should be
noted that pilots do experience graveyard spins. The graveyard spin is a false
sensation of rotation about the vertical (yaw or dorsoventral) axis (see Chapter6,

Sec. II.A). Inone survey!» even experiencedinstructorpilots reportedthisillusion.

Moreover, having control of the aircraft does not prevent even more commonly
experienced postrotatory sensations and nystagmus. Nevertheless, experienced
pilots “fly subconsciously,” maintaining and correcting the equilibrium oftheir
aircraft automatically. They do notresist gyration, but rather spontaneously adjust
their bodies to follow the changes of position in order to maintain orientation.
It is proposed that experienced pilots develop what is referred to as fusion, in
whichthe aircraft is said to become a mere extension of their voluntary control
of motion.” Therefore, the sensations of experienced pilots are probably shaped
by their active control functions andare different from those that are engendered
by passive stimulation in laboratory devices. This could partially account for why
experienced pilots are much moredisturbed by fixed-base flight simulators with
moving visual scenes than are novice pilots. Therefore, it is likely that the pilot’s
active control of his aircraft reflexively shapes his perceptual experience, which
highlights the importance of maintaining flying practice.
Recent studies of the OKCR during VMCflights could serve as an example of

the preceding postulate. As discussed in Sec. IX, both simulator! and in-flight
studies!suggest that the OKCRaffects pilots differently while actively flying

(active group) or in a passive supervisory role (passive group). It was reported that
pilots who werenotactively flying, but were in a supervisory role, had a greater
onset rate of head tilt than the actively flying pilots.!°’ A numberof explanations
for the OKCR attenuation in the active group were proposed, including greater
cognitive activity and motor output in maneuvering the control stick in the active
pilot group.

XI.
A.

Somatosensory Input to Orientation

Proprioceptive and Tactile Sensors

Altered gravitoinertial force patterns that elicit vestibularillusionsalso stimulate
the somatosensory receptors and impose changing sensorimotor control demands
on body posture and movements. The somatosensory system consists of proprio-

ceptors and cutaneous tactile sensors. Proprioception, or kinesthesis, includes the
subcutaneous and kinesthetic muscle-activity sensors, which enable an individual

to determine body position, movements in space, and the level of force that must
be exerted to make a movementand to maintain the position of a joint against a
resisting load. When combined with other senses such as vision, proprioception
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Muscle spindle

Joint capsule
Fig. 12

Pacinian corpuscle
Key proprioceptors andtactile sensors.

provides feedback for skilled movements. In most vertebrates the proprioceptive
and tactile systemsare the first sensory systems to develop becauseearly in development the somatosensory system requires information concerning the direction
of the gravity vector to properly control the antigravity muscles.!°’ Muscle and

joint senses contribute to the maintenance of equilibrium; in fact, the information
received from the controlstick is, next to vision, probably the most important factor

in the maintenance of equilibrium in flight. The resultant GIF vector increases or
decreasesthe stretching of muscles, particularly the extensor musclesof the neck,

head, trunk, and limbs. This action produces changesin reflexes that maintain the

body’s normalspatial relationship to gravity. The force of gravity also produces
sensationsof pressure,and the resultant GIF also changesthe information supplied
by the cutaneousreceptors by altering the normaldistribution of these sensations.
Finally, the somatosensory system is intimately related to the perception of acceleration (G-force). Therefore, the importance of the somatosensory system in the
flight environment should not be overlooked. Figure 12 illustrates the key proprioceptive and cutaneousreceptors that are involvedin spatial orientation in flight.
Major proprioceptors are located in the muscle, tendons, and joint capsules. In
the muscle the stretch receptors are primarily located in the intrafusal fibers in
the muscle spindles innervated by gammamotor neuronsandarranged in parallel
with the larger extrafusal muscle-fiber group, which is innervated by alpha motor
neurons. The annulospiral and flower-spray endingsin the intrafusalfiber signal
changesin the state of voluntary musclestretch.If the muscle and the muscle spindles it containsare stretched, then action potentials are transmitted to the CNS from

the annulospiral and flower-spray endings. The frequency ofthe action potentials
is proportional to the degree of stretching. As the muscle spindle is stretched and
becomeslonger, the impulse frequencyin its fiber increases. If the muscle shortens
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by contraction of the extrafusalfibers, the tension on the muscle spindle is relaxed,
and the dischargerate will decrease. Hence the muscle spindle signals the length of
the muscle. A series of experiments by Goodwinet al.'©° demonstrated clearly the
role of the muscle spindle in the perception of limb position and movement. The
otolith-spinal modulation of the antigravity musculature of the body affects both
alpha and gamma motorneuronal activity that determine the gain of the muscle
spindle. It has been demonstrated that high levels of spindle activity in a vibrated
muscle, with respect to the alpha and gamma motorneuroninnervation,are interpreted as stretch. This “stretch” is referred to the joint or joints about which the
vibrated muscle acts. By vibrating the appropriate muscles, it is possible to illicit
illusory motion of the body in any desired direction.'®! Morerecently, it has also
been shownthat during a limb movementcontrolled by contraction of the lengthening muscle, muscle spindle information from the lengthening muscle continues
to play an importantrole in the accurate perception of limb movementandposition

sense.!64

Lackner!suggests that the skeletal muscular control is actively tuned to the
1-G terrestrial force background and that the muscle spindle is crucial for the
adaptive tuning. In altered gravitoinertial environments, as in weightlessness or
during a high-G turn whentotal limb weight is increased, the normal relationship among patterns of alpha and gamma motorneuronactivity, muscle spindle
dischargelevel, and the resulting movementof the body isaltered, leading to erroneous information aboutlimb position and control. In weightlessness, the otolith
influence is diminished, possibly leading to a decrease in the gain of the spindle
and a degradation of position sense.
A secondtypeofstretch receptor, located in the tendons, is called the Golgi tendon organ. The receptors are arranged in series with the extrafusal musculature and
respond to changesin tension. Both muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organsprovide a sensory basis for myotatic (spinal) reflexes to stabilize a joint, and they help
to maintain the foundation of posture and locomotion. However, proprioceptive
stimulation does not necessarily result in a corresponding conscious perception.
Becauseof the different arrangement of the muscle spindles and tendon organs,
they produce different patterns of nerve impulse discharge when the muscle contracts. For example, if a muscle is stretched nearits resting length, most spindle
afferents responded readily to stretch, whereas the Golgi tendon organ afferents
producevery poorstretch responses.!™ This situation results from the fact that the
thresholds of tendon organs are higher than those of the muscle spindles. Moreover, for a given length, the discharge frequency of the tendon organ is always
lower than that of the muscle spindle.
The joint capsules contain Ruffini-like (spray-type) receptors and Golgi tendon
organsin ligamentsthat are slow adapting,as well as a small numberof Paciniform
corpuscles. Few slowly adapting Pacinian corpuscles and free-nerve endings are
found in the connective tissue enclosing the joint. The joint capsules are compressed andstretched as the joint moves. It has been suggested that mechanoreceptors in the joint capsule signal the position of a joint as well as the direction
and velocity of its movement, but not the force acting on it.!© Specifically, the
receptor discharge rate for a certain joint position reflects both the position of
the joint at the end of the movementand the velocity of movement. However,recent research!suggests that joint-receptor afferents lack the spontaneousactivity
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recordedin other receptors, such as in skin and muscle, and they do not contribute

significantly to the conscious perception of limb position during active movement.
The threshold for the knee joint is 0.5-0.7 deg, when movement is made at
1—2.5 deg/s. As just mentioned, convincing evidence suggest that muscle spindles are involved in proprioception although they mightplay a lesser role during
passive movements. Therefore, a primary factor in the perception of joint angles
relates to the interpretation of muscle—spindle afferent signals in relation to alpha
and gammapatterns of muscle coactivation. In addition, cutaneous mechanoreceptors in the dorsal skin of the humanhandandfingerjoint are shownto provide the

CNSwith detailed kinematic information for movements of the hand.!®” When a

conflict is artificially created between the input pattern from skin mechanoreceptors and that of muscle—spindle afferents, humans seem to primarily judge finger
joint movements and postures on the basis of sensory cues from the skin.!®* The
neurophysiological evidence that afferent information from skin mechanoreceptors is important for proprioception has been extendedto other bodyparts: e.g.,
the humanthigh. Afferent information from the slowly adapting receptor (SA III)
in the hairy skin of the human thigh was shownto effectively encode both static

and dynamic aspects of passively imposed knee-joint movements.!©

In summary, muscle-spindle and joint receptors provide the pilot with feedback
about the motion of aircraft through force or displacement of the control stick or
rudder pedals. However, it should be noted that proprioceptive receptors do not
respond to a single physical stimulus because velocity, tension, and orientation to
gravity all affect the receptor simultaneously. Furthermore, input from the body’s
pressure receptors and the otolith organs both help in detecting inertial forces resulting from linear acceleration. Sensory inputs from these two sources generally
agree, even if the sensation is erroneous. For example, illusions related to stimu-

lation of the otolith organs, such as the somatogravic and inversion illusions (see
Chapter6, Sec. III), are usually reinforced by “‘seat-of-the-pants” sensations. Consequently, it has been suggested that the CNSutilizes a combination of sensory
inputs from various receptors as a basis for the kinesthetic sense, which supports
the notion that proprioception is not a unitary sense such as vision and audition.!”°
B.

Somatoreceptors (Touch and Pressure)

The subcutaneouspressure receptors are capable of informing individuals of
their position in relation to the Earth, if they are in contact with Earth-bound
objects. The pressure receptors are stimulated by the pressures created on the
gluteal region whensitting, on the feet when standing, or on the back whenlying
down. They provide the seat-of-the-pants sensation often referred to in flying.
Althoughearly aviators believed they could determine their aircraft’s position by
the seat-of-the-pants, they were often fatally mistaken. Forces encountered in the
flight environment can lead to completely erroneouspercepts, if these pressure
receptors are relied on for orientation (for example, pressure on the pilot’s back
and gluteal region during forward acceleration). Somatosensation is not designed
to orient individuals in three-dimensional space but rather to inform them of the
relative motion andposition of their body parts.
The three main types of mechanoreceptors are the intensity, velocity, and acceleration detectors. Similar to the proprioceptors, several types of mechanoreceptors
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are simultaneously stimulated by the mechanical stimuli encountered in everyday
life. For example, sensations of touch and pressure on the soles of the feet, the
gluteal surface, and other parts of the skin are mediated by several mechanoreceptors in the skin and underlying tissues. These mechanoreceptors include 1) very
rapidly adapting lamellated Pacinian corpuscles for vibration and transient touch,
2) moderately adapting Meissner corpuscles for the detection of the velocity of
skin deformation, 3) slow-adapting, spray-type Ruffini endingsfor sustained touch
and pressure, and 4) moderately slow-adapting Merkel’s disks for static displacement and velocity. The tactile feedback from the controls of the aircraft is of great
value to the pilot, although as stated earlier, flying by the seat of the pants can be
deceiving. Touch has been proposed as a warning mechanism in future cockpit
design, by enabling part of the control stick to stimulate touch receptors and attract the pilot’s attention. This technology is used in warning systems such as
‘stick shakers,” in which the control stick is shaken violently to warn against

an impendingstall. More recently, Rupert'’! has demonstratedthattactile cues,

spatially distributed on the body surface, can signal aircraft orientation to pilots
during dynamic flight conditions. This technology is discussed in Chapter 11,
Sec. [V.B.2.
C.

Interactions Between the Somatosensory and Other Sensory Systems

As mentionedearlier, the important influence of somatosensory cues on human
spatial orientation has not always been recognized, although experimental evidence
on the active “‘stepping-around” phenomenonsuggests a somatosensory-vestibular
convergenceat the vestibular nuclei and the thalamus. Apparent stepping around
in the dark (without actual displacement and consequently no stimulation of the
peripheral vestibular system) can inducesensation of self-motion, with concomi-

tant nystagmus,!” and it evokes Coriolis-like effects!”? (see Section XI.D). Limb

movements that are directionally concordant with muscle torque in generating
body motionalso yield arthrokinetic effects, which augmentperrotational nystagmusandsustain the sensation of turning.!”4 Similarly, arthrokinetic motion information from the upperlimbin blindfolded stationary subjects generates convincing

linear vection and overrides discordant suprathreshold vestibular input.'’> These

studies suggest that afferent somatosensory information from muscle, joint receptor, and cutaneous mechanoreceptors of the human upper limb andthigh are
sufficient to induce apparent sensation of motion andthat arthrokinetic information
has a predominant effect on the perceived direction of self-motion under certain
circumstances. Anatomically, convergence of vestibular and somatosensory sig-

nals at the cortical level has been established!”° and is of functional importance

because both systems provide information about position and movements of the
body.
A widerangeofsituations has been identified in which touch and pressure cues

have a profoundinfluence on humanspatial orientation. Recent studies'’”'7® have

shownthat spatial information about body posture derived from fingertip contact
with a stationary surface, coupled with other proprioceptive information, serves as
an indicator for body sway.In bilateral labyrinthine-defective subjects, light touch
of the index finger with a stationary surface during quiet stance can serve as an
effective substitute for vestibular function in minimizing postural sway.'”? Tactile
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and pressure receptors also inform the individual of contact with other objects,
such astheaircraft seat and controlstick, and by inference, the Earth. When good
visual information is unavailable, intense periodic touch and pressure stimulation
to the body surface can determine the apparentorientation of the body,overriding
the contribution from the otolith receptors. On the other hand, the unusual force
patternsthat elicit vestibularillusionsalso stimulate the tactile and proprioceptive
receptorsof the body and imposealtered sensorimotor demandson the coordination
of body posture and movements. It has been documentedthat non-1-G background
force levels, that lead to alterations in the effective weight of the head, limbs, and

body, can, in turn, alter the apparentfeel of controls. 89:18!

Two of the sensory organsthat are involved with spatial orientation, namely,
the vestibular apparatus andthe eyes, are situated in the head. The headisfree to
move(to a certain extent) relative to the body, which suggests the necessity for an
adequate integration with the somatosensory system to maintain space constancy.
Experimental evidence indicates that vestibular and neck-input exert opposite influences on posture.'®* In particular,roll tilt (head displacement) increases the contraction ofipsilateral limb extensors, whereasrotation of the body overa stationary
head (neck displacement) producesrelaxation of the same muscles. Similarly, unilateral labyrinth deafferentation produces a postural asymmetry characterized by
head andbodytilt towardsthe side of the lesion, hypotonia in the extensor muscles
of the ipsilateral limbs, and hypertonia in the extensor muscle of the contralateral
limbs. These findings suggest that the interaction between the somatosensory and
vestibular system also serves to determineheadposition.
As discussed in Sec. III.I, in order to perceptually discriminate between inertial and gravitational acceleration, multisensory integration at the CNS level
is required. Mayne’® proposed that this is achieved by centralfiltering: a simple
first-order low-pass filter is used as an estimate of gravity to determine spatial
orientation with respect to the vertical, whereas the high-frequency component
is interpreted as translational acceleration. [A low-pass filter greatly attenuates
high-frequency input but passes low-frequency inputs (e.g., the constant force of
gravity) with little loss of amplitude.] The somatogravic effect as measured by
the subjective vertical was reexamined using counter-rotation (so as to eliminate
angular motion) in a short-arm centrifuge to overcomethe problem ofinteracting

angular motion.!®* Specifically, the phase relationship betweenthe gravitoinertial
force vector andthe subjective vertical was reexamined.!** To derive the linear mo-

tion, gravity should be subtracted from the gravitoinertial force vector as sensed
by the somatosensory system by employing a simple first-order low-passfilter.
Accordingly, the estimate of the subjective vertical should lag behind the shift of
the GIF. However, there is no evidence that the simple first-order low-passfilter
is sufficient to explain the tilt sensation during linear acceleration, as reflected
by the inconsistent phase response between the subjective vertical indication and
the gravitoinertial force vector exhibited by the subjects.'*4 The results suggested
that the somatosensory system, neglected in previous somatogravic studies, might
play an important role. The relatively fast adaptation to pressure exerted on the
body surface!®° suggests that the somatosensory afferents behave like a high-pass

filtered specific force. Graybiel and Clark!®reported that labyrinth-defective sub-

jects used somatosensory cues in perception of bodily position and that performance improved with the practice. Therefore, these studies provide further
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evidencethat the perception of subjective vertical is determined by a combination
of individually weighted vestibular and somatosensoryafferents.
D.

Somatosensory (Arthrokinetic) Nystagmus

Based on available evidence described in the preceding section,it is not surprising that purely somatosensory nystagmus, in the absence of concurrent vestibular
and optokinetic stimulation, can be generated. Bles and Kapteyn!”* recorded nystagmic eye movements in subjects who stepped on a small rotating platform in
darkness at such a rate that they did not actually move. Arthrokinetic nystagmus
can also be evokedin stationary subjects seated in darknessinsidea rotating drum,
tracking the rotating cylinder by placing their hands on its inner wall.!®’ Both
types of nystagmushavea latency of several seconds after stimulus onset and a
gradual buildup of slow-phase velocity. The direction of the nystagmusis in the
compensatory direction (stabilizing the visual surround), as if subjects had been
actually moving. Upon stopping, the nystagmuspersists in the same direction for
a minute or so. Patients with bilateral labyrinthine deficits exhibit characteristic
abnormalities of somatosensory nystagmus, with rapid onset and rapid buildup
to slow-phase velocity and an absence ofafter-nystagmus.'*® This is presumably
causedbythe lack of conflicting signals from anintact vestibular system. Arthrokinetic enhancement of smooth ocular tracking during linear motion has also been

described.!*?

XII.

Auditory Input to Orientation

Details concerning the anatomy and physiology of the organ of hearing (the
cochlea) will not be discussed here. However, the functions of the auditory sensory system regarding spatial orientation, and current research into using acoustic
orientation indicators as a potential SD countermeasure,are briefly described next.
A.

Auditory Orientation Information

Oneof the functions of the organ of hearing is sound localization. The determination of the direction from which sound emanates depends upondetecting the
difference in time ofarrival of the stimuli in the two ears. It also depends on the
consequentdifference in the phase of the sound wavesat the twoears, as well as
the loudness onthe side closest to the source. It has been shownthat stationary
auditory information presented adjacentto each ear can affect body and head sway

in sighted and congenitally blind human subjects.!”°

Illusions of self-rotation, accompanied by nystagmus with slow phase in the
direction opposite that of the apparent self-rotation can be induced in a stationary

subject in the dark with a rotating sound field.!?! “Internal” soundfields, created
by dichotic stimulation, are effective as well as external sound sources. However,

whenthe contoursof the laboratory were visible to the subject, auditory stimulation
elicited neither illusory self-rotation nor nystagmus. These findingsare partially

confirmed by Marme-Karelse and Bles!”* in that apparent self-rotation can be

induced by a single sound source attached to a rotating drum, but the effect is
muchless than those induced by visual stimuli.
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Binaural sound localizationis of limited use in determiningorientation in flight
because of high ambientnoiselevels and internal soundreflection, especially within
the small confines of some cockpits. Noise also emanates from the interaction of the
aircraft and the air through whichit is moving (boundary-layer noise and noise from
the aircraft). Aircraft noise is derived from powersources including transmission
systems, propellers (e.g., on helicopter rotors), and jet efflux. The contribution of
these various sourcesto total noise will largely depend on the type of aircraft,
phaseofflight, and location of the listener. As a comparison, normal speechhas a
level of about 70 dB, whereas high-performance military aircraft and helicopters
can produceinternal noiselevels of up to 120 dB. Levels above 125 dB are painful,
and rupture of the tympanic membraneis estimated to occur at about 160 dB.
There is some evidencethat suggests that real or apparent motion, similarto that
encounteredin vehiculartravel, can affect an individual’s ability to process binaural

time differences.!? In addition, the localization of a sound source in termsof a

Cartesian reference frameis influenced by the changein direction of the resultant

force.'** This phenomenonhas been termed the audiogravic illusion and will be

discussed in Chapter6, Sec. V.
Although significant information about aircraft position and flight trajectory
can be obtained overthe radio during flight operations, such information mainly
provides geographic orientation. In some cases noise generated by the boundary
layer and the engine can contribute to the perception of velocity by meansof the
frequencies andintensities of airspeed and can contribute to the perceptionofpitch
attitude and angle of attack.
B.

Acoustic Orientation Research

In theory, acoustic displays of primary flight parameters allow pilots to maintain spatial orientation ofthe aircraft while visually occupied with other tasks. The
potential of a stereophonic acoustic orientation instrument (AOI) to help maintain
aircraft control whenpilots’ vision is either occupied or temporarily incapacitated
was examined in two studies. An AOI has been demonstrated to be effective, both

in a simulator!”® and in a research aircraft,!*° in allowing blindfolded pilots to

maintain control of aircraft bank angle and, to a lesser extent, maintain vertical

velocity. However, under conditions of heavy workload, whenthe pilot must complete certain secondary tasks requiring visual and cognitive activity, the presence

of the additional auditory signals can compromise secondary task performance.!%

With the development of powerful digital-signal-processing techniques and
using head-related transfer functions (see Chapter 11, Sec. IV.B.1.), virtual threedimensional auditory displays can be generated in real time with minimal mental
transformation or interpretation.'?’ The primary advantage of three-dimensional
auditory cues is that there is a direct correspondence with the spatial information
desired during spatial localization. The pilot can use the information directly without visual processing, so that it is fairly easily processed in parallel with other
visually demandingtasks.
Basic research in the design andthe effectiveness of three-dimensional auditory
displays has been performed. Broadband signals encompassing frequencies from 1
to 13 KHz have beenidentified to accurately localize signals actually presented from

a range of spatial locations.'”* The ability to localize a virtual auditory source was
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evaluated under varying levels of sustained (+G,) acceleration.'”’ Nosignificant
increasesin localization error were found between +1.0 and +5.6 G,, but significant errors occurred at the +7.0-G, level. Flight-test results of three-dimensional
audio technology demonstrated successful audio-cued target acquisition. Relative
to a no-visual and no-sound condition, pilots subjectively reported a decrease in
target acquisition times, an improvementin speech intelligibility, an increase in

situational awareness, and a decrease in pilot workload.?”

In the presenceof visual displays, however, the three-dimensional auditory display did not demonstrate a significant effect in enhancingspatial awareness.~"! The
preference for the visual display might be causedby limitationsin the levelofintegration with three-dimensionalaudio. In simulated flight, when paired with a twodimensional visual display, the three-dimensional auditory display was demon-

strated to be effective as a radar display.7°* Although the ability to distinguish left

from right can be quite accurate in adverse situations, the accuracy of elevation
judgments decreases and front/back confusion increases with relatively small de-

viation from ideal conditions.7°° These studies suggest that further developmentof

three-dimensional auditory technology is required to reach the performancelevel
of advanced three-dimensional visual displays.
A numberof outstanding issues that need to be explored include the degree to
whichspatial auditory cues provide predominant sensory information when conflicting vestibular or visual cues are present during spatial disorientation. Similarly,
the selection of an auditory display that is distinguishable from other auditory cues
and background noise in the cockpit needs to be investigated. Most of the studies
supporting three-dimensional audio displays have been conducted in controlled
laboratory or in-flight settings. It is not clear if the reported performance enhancementcan be transferred into the dynamic real-world flight environment.It is also
necessary to establish that spatial auditory cues for orientation can be effectively
utilized by pilots in conjunction with otherflight tasks. Thus, the usefulnessof the
three-dimensional auditory display as an acoustic attitude indicator and the optimization ofits use in aircraft require further research (see Chapter 11, Sec. [V.B.1).
XIII.

Cortical Input to Spatial Orientation

Many of the sensory cues that we receive are subconscious, especially the

vestibular, kinesthetic, and ambient visual cues; conversely, focal visual cues

and audition are processed mainly in the conscious domain. Ourintellectual response mightbe in the subconsciousor conscious domain. Although our conscious
thoughts often overrule our subconsciousones, irrational fear or anxiety canstill
occur. Fatigue, fear, anxiety, mental stress, and inexperience in instrumentflying

are predisposing factors in the perception of SD illusions andtheir effects on aircraft control (see Chapter 4, Sec. ID). Because fatigue and altered circadian rhythms
modify physiological responses, it is not surprising that performance measuresduring simulated disorientation in the flight simulator were found to be significantly

degraded after sleep deprivation.?" The performancetests include mood,alertness,

cognition, spatial orientation, postural stability, flight accuracy, and recovery. All
of the cognitive assessments used in this study were visually based tasks, andit
is possible that visibility problems could partially account for the degradation in
both flight and cognitive performance. Sleep deprivation also resultes in increased
sensitivity to Coriolis stimulation and interference with the vestibular habituation
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process.*9:2In addition, a pronouncedincrease in the latency of signaling the

onset of turning during Coriolis stimulation suggests that performance capabilities
were affected.
Sensory localization relative to the body vs orientation in space were thought

to be independent processes. However, recent research??”78 suggests that local-

ization relative to the body and orientation in space are interdependent processes
in the CNS. For example, exposure to weightlessness affects the control and appreciation of body position and orientation. During weightlessness, perception of
one’s Own orientation is dependent on the presence and absence of contact cues
and whetherpart of the body is visible with respect to the architecturally defined
horizontal and vertical reference of the vehicle. Limb position sense is degraded
as a result of a decreased otolith-spinal modulation of the antigravity musculature.
Finally, cognitive factors and previous exposure (experience) to the weightless
environments also play an important role. Adaptive changes to weightlessness
are initiated when sensorimotorerror exceedsa certain limit and results in postural remapping of the changing position of eye in the head or head on the trunk.
These postural remappings produce changesin sensorylocalization that are compensatory for the weightless state that initiated the process of adaptation. Based
on this evidence, Lackner and associates hypothesized that CNS processing of
sensory information about the gravitoinertial environment conjointly determines
sensory localization and spatial orientation. The multisensory, motor, and cognitive
strategies used in adaptation to weightlessnessare not unique as similarities to the
adaptation to an increased force environment can be drawn. Typical SD mishaps
in flight occur when the visual orientation system is compromisednot only because of reducedvisibility, prolonged rotation, or a changing gravitoinertial vector
but also during periods of temporary distraction, increased workload, and visual
flight rule—instrumentflight rule (VFR-IFR) transition. The CNS must recompute
orientation with the only informationat its disposal, which are the continuousbut
erroneous vestibular and somatosensory inputs.
Behavioral, neuroanatomical, and neurochemical evidence of the role of cere-

bral cortical processing in humanspatial orientation was reviewed by Previc.*°? A

brief summaryonthe cortical processing of the vestibular and somatosensorysystem is described next. The brain mechanisms that mediate our perceptual-motor
interaction are said to operate within the domainsof four major cortico-behavioral
systems: a dorsolateral peripersonal, a ventrolateral focal-extrapersonal, a ventromedial action extrapersonal, and a dorsomedial ambient-extrapersonal space
(see Chapter 3, Sec. V.B). Although vision remains the primary sensory system,
the degree of visual dominance varies across the four systems. Vestibular and
somatosensory systemscontribute significantly in the peripersonal and ambientextrapersonal realms. Within the dorsolateral peripersonal system vestibular information providesthe position of the head in space andis integrated with the optok1netic, vestibulo-ocular, pursuit, and vergence eye movements. The somatosensory
system provides information concerning the positions of the eyes, head, upper
limb, and torso movement. Available evidence suggests that integration of the visual, vestibular, and somatosensory information takes place mainly in the posterior

parietal lobe.*??

The cortical componentof the ambient extrapersonal system is least understood
and least differentiated. Within the dorsomedial ambient-extrapersonal space the
vestibular system providesinertial information concerningthe direction of the head
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relative to gravity in order to stabilize oculomotor function in space by means of
the OKCR and VOR. Somatosensory inputs provide information concerning the
proper orientation of specific body parts relative to gravity and the control of
the lower limb movements. Somatosensory information is processed in the anterior parietal lobe. The cortical projection of vestibular inputs was discussed in
Sec. III.C; it includes the dorsomedialportion of the superior parietal lobe and the
retroinsular cortex in the parietal-temporal junction, and the main integration centers for vestibular, optokinetic, and somatosensory inputs. Finally, dopaminergic
cortical systems are implicated in locomotion and motivation in extrapersonal
space, whereas noradrenergic (arousal, attention) and serotonergic (arousal, autonomic control) systems are hypothesized to facilitate peripersonal function. The

reader is encouragedto refer to Previc*’” for details.
XIV.

Summary

In terrestrial environments our perception of position, motion, andattitude with
respectto the fixed frameof reference provided bythe gravitational vertical and the
surface of the Earth is based on the neural integration of concordant, complementary, and redundant information from the visual, vestibular, somatosensory, and,

to a lesser extent, auditory systems. The successful maintenance of orientation
dependsonthe availability of reliable sensory information, the proper integration
of these sensory inputs in the CNS, the formulation of appropriate patterns of
response,andfinally, the effective execution of such responses by the body musculature. Unfortunately, the relative contributions andreliability of the various
sensory systems involved in the perception of one’s orientation are significantly
altered when exposed to unusual gravitoinertial environments such asin flight,
space, and underwater. Vestibular and somatosensory information can no longer
be relied upon, owing to continuousvariations in both magnitude anddirection of
the gravitoinertial vector and to the prolonged rotational movements to which a
pilot is normally exposed. Consequently, all responsibility for acquiring reliable
information dependson vision, although this sensory modality is not immune to
illusory and erroneousperceptions (see Chapter 7). The integration of information
in the CNS is complicated by the necessity of sifting reliable from unreliable signals and bythe fact that the motion ofthe aircraft has six degrees of freedom. The
effective muscular response must be directed through new channels to maintain
aircraft control, rather than maintaining balance and posture. As result, pilots
are forced to deal with flight-control challenges that are not always matched with
their natural and learned aptitude. Other factors that predispose pilots to SD include their level and currency of instrumenttraining (see Chapter 8) and their
physical and mental state (see Chapter 4). In the absence of underlying pathology,
SD should be regarded as an extension of a normal physiological response to an
altered gravitoinertial environment. The implication is that SD cannot be avoided
or entirely prevented. However, training, flight displays, and other technologies
can mitigate the effects of SD on flight performance and improveflight safety.
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Chapter3

Visual Orientation Mechanisms
Fred H. Previc*
Northrop Grumman Information Technology, San Antonio, Texas

I.

Introduction

PATIALorientationis carried out by many different sensory and motor systems
in the brain, principally the visual, vestibular, somatosensory/proprioceptive,
and ventromedial motor systems. Ofthe different sensory systemsthe visual system
is arguably the most importantfor maintaining orientation,and in highly structured
environments it predominates over the other sensory systems in a manner known

as visual dominance.!

The predominanceofvisual orientational inputs stems from at least three major
factors. First, visual inputs emanate from practically the entire three-dimensional
space lying in front of us and do not emanate from localized pointsin the environment, as do sounds. Second, visual inputs provide a precise spatial mapping that
offers, at least in central vision,a spatial resolution of ~1 min of arc, which exceeds

that of the auditory system by over an order of magnitude.” Third, visual inputs,

unlike those from the vestibular system and,to a lesser extent, the somatosensory

one, do not habituate during constant-velocity motion. Hence, the visual system
continues to provide precise information concerning the spatial layout of the environmentover time andis crucial in detecting motion and altitude above ground
in nonaccelerating vehicles. Unlike many other creatures, humansdo not possess
effective atmospheric-pressure detectors and magnetoreceptorsthat sensealtitude
or position on Earth directly (see Ref. 3). Without good visual information our
perceptual systems begin to break down,and ourorientation in Earth-fixed space
suffers. Such breakdownsare exemplified in circling behavior while walking up-

right and blindfolded in a 1-G field on earth,*° in velocity underestimations when

we pursue a slowly moving target, and in orientational misjudgments when we
are tilted relative to gravity or are subjected to a tilt of the gravitoinertial force
vector away from zero (see Chapter7).
This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
* Senior Member, TechnicalStaff.
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Conversely, the visual system is limited by the fact that it is a very sluggish
system relative to the nonvisualorientational systems. Whereas the auditory system
has 1-ms resolution in determining spatial location of a sound source and the
vestibular system relays signals to the eye movement control centers in aslittle
as 12 ms, visual signals require approximately 100 msto reachthe visual cortex.
For this reason we can pursuevisual targets at much higher sinusoidal velocities

while moving our head, which evokes vestibular signals, than with our heads

Stationary and only visual pursuit being used. Whereas head-free tracking can
effectively follow target velocities as high as 10 Hz, visual pursuit beginsto suffer
at frequenciesas low as 0.5 Hz (Ref. 7; see also Chapter 2, Sec. VI).
As will be detailed in Sec. II, there are now believed to be multiple systems in
humansthatparticipate in various visual perceptual-motor functions in different
realms of three-dimensional space.” The system thatis believed to play the major
role in maintaining orientation in Earth-fixed space is known asthe ambientvisual
system. The term ambientrefers to the fact that we are typically not consciously
aware of the visual inputs that weuseto infer ourorientational status. It was first

coined by Trevarthen® and Held?in referenceto visual localization capabilities and,

in an extrapolation of Schneider’s!® two-visual-system concept, was contrasted

with the focal visual system, which was more involved in pattern vision in cen-

tral vision. The two-modes-of-processing concept was later applied by Leibowitz
and colleagues to a number of phenomenarelated to vehicle control and Spatial

disorientation. '':'* Leibowitz and colleaguesdistinguished betweenthe following:
A focal mode whichis concernedwith object recognition andidentification andin
general answersthe question of “what.” Focal vision involves relatively fine detail
(high spatial frequencies) and is correspondingly best represented in the central
visualfields. Information processedby focal visionis ordinarily well-represented
in consciousnessandiscritically related to physical parameters such as stimulus
energy andrefractiveerror.
and

An ambient mode which subserves spatial localization and orientation and is
in general concerned with the question of “where.” Ambient vision is mediated
by relatively large stimulus patterns so that it typically involves stimulation of
the peripheral visualfield and relatively coarse detail (low spatial frequencies).
Unlike focal vision, ambient vision is not systematically related to either stimulus
energy or optical image quality .... Presumably becausethey involve subcortical
structures, the conscious concomitant of ambientstimulation is low or frequently
completely absent (Ref. 11, p. B4-1).

Previc” later distinguished between two peripherally dominated perceptualmotor systemsin the primate brain: an action-extrapersonal system used in navigation andorientation to objects in topographical space(e.g., location in a room)
vs an ambient-extrapersonal system used in maintaining orientation in Earth-fixed
(gravitational) space. It is this latter system that is most closely aligned with the

function of spatial orientation as defined in this textbook (see Chapter 1, Sec. I)

and with the other major sensory systems involved in spatial orientation (e.g.,
the vestibular and somatosensory/proprioceptive). This system will hereafter be
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Four behavioral realmsin three-dimensional space. (Reproduced from Ref.2.)

referred to as both the ambient extrapersonal system and the ambient system,
with the visual portion of it knownas the ambient visual system. By contrast, the
focal-extrapersonal system in Previc’s scheme will be considered synonymous

with the focal visual or focal system.(It has also been argued!’ that two ambient

visual systems exist—a primitive one dominated by inputs from the peripheral
visual field and a “high-level” one that responds more to complex motion in the
central visual field. Despite some quantitative differences in the way the central
and peripheral portions of the retina process motion, as discussedlater in Section
IV.A,thereis little evidence for a qualitative division of the ambientvisual field.)
In the remainderof this chapter, the specific functions of the ambient visual
system, the requirements for adequately stimulating it, and the neural networks
subservingit, will all be discussed in detail.

II.

Nature of Three-Dimensional Space

According to a recent model,” the three-dimensionalvisual space around us can
be compartmentalized into four major realms: a reaching space ( peripersonal),
an object-recognition space (focal-extrapersonal), a topographical space (actionextrapersonal), and an Earth-fixed space (ambient-extrapersonal) (see Fig. 1).
These spacesare notrigid, in that focal-extrapersonal space—linked to the position of the eyes—can move in all three planes as the eyes move, whereas
ambient-extrapersonal space represents the most distant portion of the visi-

ble world, whether that be the frame of a small room or the distant horizon

outdoors.

Each of the systems dealing with a particular realm of three-dimensional space
has its own preferred portion of space,its preferred sensory and motor pathways,
and its unique coordinate system. For example, the peripersonal system and especially the focal extrapersonal system rely mostly on central vision, where reaching
and object recognition take place. Indeed, the resolution of the retina decreases

by an order of magnitude at 15 deg off axis'* and cannot support detailed pattern
recognition beyond this point. Whereas the peripersonal system primarily deals
with visual inputs within binocular reaching space (2 m), the focal-extrapersonal
system generally deals with objects ranging from slightly inside peripersonal space
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to distant space, depending on wherethe ocular fixation pointlies in depth. Conversely, the action-extrapersonal and ambient-extrapersonal systems deal with our
interactions within the entire visual field and require the inputs of peripheral vision.
Action-extrapersonal space appears to be centered around 30 m in depth whereas
the ambient-extrapersonal system relies on the most distant portion of the visible world. In terms of vertical biases, the peripersonal system controls reaching
in lower-field, near-body space (where the arms reside), whereas the focal and

action-extrapersonal systemsare oriented toward more distantobjects in the upper
field (because more distant space is biased toward the upper field as a result of
the slope of the ground plane up and away from us). The ambientvisual system,
on the other hand,relies on distant visual cues located below the horizon because

we mainly use nearby ground objects to help gauge our motion in space!>!© and

ground texture to help to determine the slant of the world. The movement of a
large portion of the distant field is also the mostreliable indicator that self-motion
has occurred in space, as local motion in distant space can represent movement
of objects and motionin near space can be perceived aslying within the subject’s
inertial frame.
In terms of sensorimotorinteractions, the focal-extrapersonal system is in many
respects the simplest one, relying almost exclusively on visual inputs and oculomotor scanning.” The other systems all make use of bodily signals emanating
from the vestibular and somatosensory/proprioceptive systems in addition to vision, as well as auditory onesin the case of the action extrapersonal system. The
other systems also make use of movement circuits besides eye movements, for

example, arm control by the peripersonal system, horizontal head control by the
action-extrapersonal system, and control of the entire body (including the lower
limbs) by the ambient-extrapersonal system.7
Finally, the four systems appear to use different spatial coordinate frames in
interacting in three-dimensional space.” The peripersonal reaching system istied
mainly to a trunk- or shoulder-centered coordinate frame, the focal-extrapersonal
system aligns the world in terms of retinotopic space linked to the position of the
eyesin the orbit, the action-extrapersonal system is centered aroundthe head, and
the ambient-extrapersonal system revolves around the gravitational vertical and
Earth horizontal. The four systems can operate somewhat independently of one
another. For example, the reaching system is neither concerned with recognition
of objects (becauseit mostly deals with objects that have already been recognized)
nor with where the reached-for object is located within our larger topographical environment. Similarly, the focal-extrapersonal system is less concerned with
where our armsare located in space or whether our posture is upright than in
the bringing the searched-for object into our central vision (fovea) for inspection
(e.g., foveation). Conversely, the action-extrapersonal system is less concerned
with what a particular object looks like in detail than in orienting to it because
of its general salience or using it as a spatial landmark to guide our locomotion. Finally, the ambient-extrapersonal system is less concerned with where we
are located in a particular environment than in the orientation of our posture and
movementrelative to space in general.
Nevertheless, all systems are somewhat dependent on the ambientvisual system.
For example, reachingis affected by gravity, a perceptually stabilized visual world
is necessary to processthe details of objects, and the calculation of head position
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requires knowledge of how ourbodyis positionedin space. In some respects, then,
the ambient visual system servesas the bedrockfor the other systems,” as evidenced
by the fact that the ambient visual system interacts in a widely distributed manner
with the rest of the brain (see Sec. V.B).
III.

Function of Ambient Vision

The general function of ambientvision is to stabilize the world perceptually in
Earth-fixed coordinates. Specifically, ambient vision provides us with a veridical
three-dimensional spatial frame, including the distance and slant of the world,
our tilt relative to it, and our motion within it. A number of cues are used by

the ambient visual system to perform the precedingtask, including motion flow,
linear perspective, texture size and density gradients, motion parallax, brightness
gradients, and aerial perspective. All of the importantvisual cues in ambient space
are monocular, as the contribution of binocular vision is primarily within the first
few meters surrounding us(i.e., peripersonal space). Indeed, a structured ambient
visual world looks and behaves fundamentally the same whetherone looksatit with
one eye closed or with both eyes open, although binocular vision does improve

spatial perception in impoverished environments.!’ The remarkable feature of

ambient vision is that it essentially turns, in a preconscious manner,the various
ambientvisual cuesinto referents that then help to yield a stabilized and mostly

veridical visual world. For instance, coherent visual motion over a wide field of

view (FOV)allows us to perceive self-motionin a stable world; the convergence of
linesin linear perspective helpsus perceive depth in a Euclidean world in which the
lines appear to remain parallel as they recede; and the rotation of the visual world
on our retinas when wetilt our headsin thelateral plane leads us to perceiveself-tilt
in an upright world. In this sense ambientvisionis very similar to what Gibson!®
termed the visual world, which he contrasted with the pictorial visualfield:
Pictorial seeing then differs astonishingly from ordinary objective seeing. The
field is bounded whereas the world is not. The field can changein its directionfrom-here but the world does not. The field is oriented with referenceto its
margins, the world with reference to gravity. The field is seen in perspective
while the world is Euclidean..... In the field...shapes are deformed during
locomotion, as is the whole field itself, whereas in the world everything remains
constant and it is the observer who moves(Ref. 18, p. 42).

The way in whichvisual signals from the ambientsystem help stabilize the world
remains somewhat mysterious, but a number of perceptual and motor responses
have been implicated. For example, ambientvisual scenes affect the position of
the body via inputs to the vestibulospinal system! and influence head position by

meansof the optokinetic-cervical reflex, or OKCR.2%! Visual scenes further alter

eye position by meansof optokinetic nystagmus (OKN), whose slow phase compensates for motion of the head in the horizontal and vertical planes, and torsional

eye movements that partly compensate for headtilts in the lateral plane.2? Nu-

merous models havepostulated, therefore, that perceptual stability requires inputs

from the ambient visual system.*?-”4 However, no single optokinetic mechanism

is in and ofitself sufficient to stabilize the world, for example, the magnitude
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of optokinetic-cervical reflexes and torsional eye movementssaturate at less than

20 deg in the roll plane,”°:?*> the onset of visually mediated postural reactions

is too slow (~1 s) to avoid substantial displacement of the visual world,”© and
even OKN requires time to build up.’ It is generally held, therefore, that ambient visual inputs contribute mainly sustained, low-frequencysignals to our spatial
orientation system, whereas nonvisual systems provide a more transient signal to
help stabilize our perceptual world in the immediate aftermath of self-motion(see
Refs. 7 and 27).
The predominanceof low-frequency signals in visual orientation is reflected in
the visual frequencies and motionsthat are most likely to produce postural changes
and the visually induced illusion of self-motion knownasvection (see Sec. I'V.A).
The predominanceof sluggish signals in visual orientation is further illustrated
by the finding that the decomposition of visual motion caused by eye movements
vs self-motion in space can only be accomplished visually when the oculomotor
speed is below 2 deg/s. Above 2 deg/s, nonretinal information aboutthe velocity
and direction of the eye movementsis neededto correctly infer one’s heading in

space.”°

The effectiveness of ambient vision in stabilizing the perceptual frame is well
documented when weare movingin a well-structured environment. For example,
in experiments that manipulated the motion ofthe visual environment during head
rotations, subjects could detect as little as a 2-3% offset of the visual world.”*

In a structured environment a good level of perceptual stability (~5%) during
lateral head turns is achieved even for a relatively small FOV (40 deg). Similarly, the perceived vertical does not deviate from the actual one when our heads
are tilted in a structured visual environment.’ The tolerance for scene deviations
during eye movements (8%) is slightly greater than for head movements, presumably because of weaker proprioceptive signals concerning eye movements””
and a tendency during eye movements to attend to a small region surrounding

the target.>! The stability of the visual world is still less during fore-aft loco-

motion, with more stability occurring during the normal (forward) direction of

locomotion.”?

Thestability of the visual world begins to disintegrate when briefly presented
visual fields or those with small extents are used. This can easily be demonstrated
by placing a tube in front of one’s face and slowly moving one’s head (and eyes)

across the visual field. In contrast to a full-field viewing situation, the world will

noticeably appear to movein the direction opposite to ones slow head movement.
A breakdownin perceptual stability has also been shownto occurin the laboratory
during slow pursuit movements, resulting in the occurrenceof illusory movements
of stationary small targets or briefly presented large visual backgrounds, known

as the Filehneillusion.*2* During lateral (roll) head tilts, an illusory motion of a

small line opposite to the headtilt, known as the Aubert or A effect, occurs for head
tilts 60 deg or larger.’ (A smaller and less consistent illusory target motion with
the head, knownasthe E effect, occurs for head tilts between 30 and 60 deg; see

Chapter2, Section IX). The instability of the visual world in the absence of ambient
vision is also dramatically evidencedafter a long period offixation on a small spot
in an otherwise darkened environment, which leads one to erroneously perceive
random gyrations of the spot (see Chapter 7, Sec. II.B.4 for a fuller discussion of
the autokinetic illusion).
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Thestability of the structured world in full view is not absolute, however. Whenever we make a movementthat is unplanned, suchas pressing on and displacing
our eyeball in its orbit whenthe othereye is closed, the world might appear to move
because we havenotprovided an efferent signal to ignore the visual movement.
Also, there can be noticeable “jumps”in the visual world during high-acceleration
activities such as running and jumping, which produce what has been termedoscillopsia. Oscillopsia is not a problem for the average person moving about in our
world, but it can be a moreserious problem in persons with damagetotheir vestibular organs and in astronauts returning from space, whoseotolith organs are less
sensitive to (and hence, less able to compensate for) shifts in the head relative to
gravity.** Yet another exampleofa “stability” failure is when we place our headsin
an inverted position or wear inverting lensesorfly inverted; the world does not ac-

tually appear “upright”in this situation, although it might feel upright.!:!® Indeed,

a strong dominanceof upright ambientvisual inputs over discrepant gravitoinertial
signals in the form of the somatogravic illusion only exists if the gravitoinertial
tilt signals are 15 deg or less.*° Beyond 15 deg oftilt, seated subjects begin to feel

tilted even whena tilted visual room is level relative to them.*4 When standing

upright and receiving powerful somatosensory input from the soles of their feet,

most subjects feel a visual room to betilted evenattilts of only 5 deg.

A powerful ambient visual system is not always beneficialto usif it presents an
image of the world that deviates from Earth-fixed space. This is shownin Fig. 2,

Fig. 2

Illustration of an Ames room thatis actually slanted to the right but appears

level (Source unknown).
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Reproduction

Original
Fig. 3

Illustration of distortions of spatial memory. Original scene shownatleft;

remembered scene shown atright.°®

which depicts a specially designed Ames room that has an illusory horizontality
and perspectivein its tiles that leadsto an illusion of objecttilt. This type ofillusory
room,described in Ittelson,*° leads to an impossible situation in whicha table level
with the actual ground appearstilted, whereas the room itself appears upright.‘This

situation, which resemblesthe false horizons and surface planes that have proven

deadly in actual flight (see Chapter 7, Sec. II), can be explained in simple terms as
the dominance of the ambient-visual reference frame over the focal-extrapersonal
(object-recognition) system.
The Ames room providesa vivid illustration of the discrepancy between what
appears on ouractualretinas vs the space that is perceived by higher-level centers
in our brain (i.e., the “psychic” reflection of space). Although in mostsituations
psychic spaceis fairly veridical, this is less true of the space that we remember.
Space within a 30-m radius can be remembered fairly well after brief delays,*’
but numerous studies have shown that we tend to rememberpreviously viewed
scenes as moredistant and wide angle than wasoriginally the case, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. This phenomenoncan contributeto the distance overestimations (and hence,

lower than normal approaches) commonly experienced by pilots when landingat
airports when the surroundingterrain is obscured by poor weatheror by night(see
Chapter7, Sec. II.B.3).
IV.

Ambient Visual Mechanisms

In this next section the specific ways in which ambientvisual scenesaffect our
orientation in space will be described, with a particular emphasis on which visual
cues and portionsof the visual world are mostcritical for controlling eacheffect.
The three mechanismsto be reviewedrelate to perception of self motion in space,
orientation to the vertical, and slant and distance relative to the ground.
A.

Perception of Self-Motion in Space

As humansand other creatures move through space, the visual world undergoes
changes consistent with our three-dimensional trajectory of motion (Fig 4). The
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Fig. 4 Illustration of the optical flow associated with forward flight above ground.
(Gibson, James J., The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems. Copyright © 1966
by Houghton Mifflin Company. Reprinted with permission.)

motion of the visual world has been termed the optical flowfield, first described

by Gibson.*? The flowfield has been parceled into four mathematical components
by Koenderink*’: translation, as occurs during pure vertical or lateral movement
in space; divergence, as in the expansionofthe flowfield during forward location;
curl, as occurs during angularrotation, particularly in roll; and deformation, which
with changes in gaze angle during locomotion.
It is also possible to specify mathematically the optical flow rate of objects in
the environment during forward locomotion using the formula:

rate B = (v/r) sin B

(1)

where £ is the angle of the target from the center of the visual field in degrees,
v is forward velocity, and r is the radial distance to the target.4! Note that the

greater the distance r of the target from the observer, the less its flow rate as a

consequence of the observer’s translatory motion. This produces a phenomenon
known as motion parallax, in which distant objects move less than nearer objects
during self-motion, creating a shearing motion that provides a cue to distance?”
(see Sec. IV.C.2). A variant of Eq. (1) allows forward velocity to be scaled in eye
heights above ground,using the term v/h, so that a global optical flow rate can
be specified. The need for using an eye-height scaling metric is because the same
v/h (in eye heights per second) can be obtainedfor a seated passenger(eye height
of ~1.5 m) in a car traveling near the speed limit (110 km/h) on an expressway

as can be obtained while flying at Mach 1 (~1180 km/h) at 15 m above ground.
This relationship can be importantin situations where the pilot might over-rely on
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motion cues to judgehis or her altitude above ground andfail to maintain proper
clearance (see Chapter7, Sec. II.A.4).
Whereas continuous visual motion is not required in topographical wayfinding,** it is more important in perceiving and controlling our orientation in
Earth-fixed space,as reflected in the breakdownsin postural control, manual control, and motion perception that occur in a flickering environment.“*° Opticalflow discrimination is reportedly one of the few basic visual measures that predicts flight performance.*’ The optical focus of expansion can be used bypilots

in aim-point estimation during landing,*® and dynamic changes in runwaysplay

angle (the angle which the projected edges of the runway makes with a line
perpendicular to the horizon) can be used during curved approaches.*? How-

ever, other researchers have questioned the role of motion cues in landing

performance.°”>!
I.

Vection

The flowfield is manifested as changesin the retinal image, which can then
be used to infer self-motion through space. When visual motionsrecreate the
optical flow patterns that normally accompany real-world motion in a particular
axis, they often give rise to an illusion of motion in that same plane knownas
vection. In its classic form vection refers to the sensation of self-motion opposite
to the movementofthe visual scene, although vection can also occur to moving
tactile and, to a lesser extent, moving sound sources (see Chapter 11, Sec. IV.B.1.c

and IV.B.2.b). Vection wasfirst investigated over 125 years ago by Mach,” who
described the situation of a train passenger sensing illusory motion in response
to the opposite movement of an adjacent railway car (Fig. 5). It can occur in
response to yaw, pitch, and roll motion (in which cases it is referred as angular

vection), as well as in response to linear motionin all three axes (in which caseit
is knownas linearvection). Although similar in many respects, the three types of
angular vection also exhibit some unique aspects. For example, yaw vection around
the Earth-vertical axis (also traditionally termed circularvection) is arguably the
strongest of the three types, mainly because there are no inputs from the otolith
organs to contradict the vection. Pitch vection is more likely to be asymmetric
than the other two types, with downward motion reputed to produce stronger
vection than upward motion, possibly because of the ecological prevalence of
downwardterrain flow during forward motion. Roll vectionis distinguished by its
saturation at a much lowervelocity (30 deg/s) than angular vection in the other

two axes.”

Theability to accurately infer self-motion from visual scenes requires the ability
to distinguish optical flow caused by the movementof one’s body from movement of objects in the world or movements of the eyes. Indeed, when a moving
scene slowly begins to produce vection after a latency of several seconds the
external scene itself begins to slow down and might even appear to stop. Object motion is generally characterized by local discontinuities in the flow pattern
(i.e., relative motion) andis therefore distinguishable from flow generated byself-

motion, which is uniform across the entire visual field. Movementofthe retinal

image caused by saccadic eye movementsis also distinguishable from optical flow
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Vectionin the railroad car, as described by Mach.(from Ref. 53.)

during self-motion by its greater speed, but during slow pursuit movements the
retinal imagebyitself is more difficult to discriminate from a heading changein

space.”°

Vection can leadto spatial disorientation (SD) in theaerial environment, especially during helicopter hovering (see Chapter7, Sec. II.A.4). Among fixed-wing
pilots, however, vection is rather infrequent because 1) mostterrain optical flow is
very slow, given the typically large distances betweenthe aircraft and the ground
and 2) most optical flow occurs in association with actual motion oftheaircraft.
Nevertheless, vectionis still a very useful phenomenon to review becauseit sheds
light on which properties of visual scenes are most importantin influencing our
orientation in space.
Despite our ability to characterize the optical flowfield mathematically and the
fact that optical-flow rate provides an invariant measure of our self-motion in
space,it is unlikely that the humanbrain actually performssuch a formal, complex
analysis. Rather, much evidence suggests that the humanbrain uses simpler metrics in determining the speed anddirection of self-motion in the environment. For
example, several studies suggest that the rate at which “edges” flow past us, which
is controlled by a combination of texture density and speed of self-motion, is generally a more powerful cue to forward speed thanis global optical-flow rate.>>»>6
(Although edge rate per se is not sensitive to altitude but only to airspeed and
changes thereof, a misperception of forward airspeed might nonetheless prevent
a correct resolution of the already described flow-rate ambiguity resulting from
the tradeoff between ground speed and eye heights above ground.) This is why
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we feel that we are going muchslowerthan ouractual speed on an expressway
(few edges), whereas the reverse occurs on a small road through a forest (many
edges). Texture-density effects have also been observedin the case of angular vection, where low-spatial-frequency gratings (containing fewer contours per degree
of visual angle) are generally more effective than high-spatial-frequency gratings
in generating vection, although this might not be as true for the central visual

field.5”>8 Finally, our estimation of how fast we are approaching terrain appears

to be mainly based on the expanding size of objects’? or a combination of expandingsize and edge raterather than a globalanalysis of the three-dimensional
optical flow. Indeed, humanstend to misperceive a large object moving toward
them ata slower speed as moving faster than a smaller object moving at a faster
speed.
2.

Visual Requirements for Vection

This section will examine the visual requirements for generating vection and
other motion-linked visual orientation phenomena. The following factors will be
discussed: field-of-view effects, temporal frequency, spatial factors (including optical quality), and fixation and attentional issues.

Perhaps the most widely studied stimulus parameter related to vection is FOV.
Most of these studies have examined the effects of the area or location of the
stimulus and its eccentricity in two-dimensional space, but a substantial number
have also studied how the radial distance of the stimulus affects the perception
of vection. Most researchers who have studied FOV effects on vection have con-

cluded that vection is dependent on the area of the stimulus,°”although some

researchers have claimedthe peripheral field to be more importantthan the central

field even whenthey are equated in area.-+-°-°° Because visual area increases by

the square of distance from thecenter of the visual field, peripheral stimuli of the
same lateral extent in terms of eccentricity clearly produce a greater amount of

vection than docentralstimuli, although this has not always been found.°”"°* Many

commonly experienced vection episodes tend to occur when large objectin the
peripheral visual field moves, although this might partly be because vection iS
strongest when we donotactually attend to the vection-inducing display as would
be morelikely in peripheralvision.
Although mostlaboratory studies have shown thatlittle vection is produced by
stimuli within the central 50 deg,“+® vection can be elicited even by a minimal
real-world visual environment. For example,a pilot once relayed to methathe felt
forward acceleration (i.e., getting closer) toward what he thought wasan airplane
with twotail lights during a night sortie; in fact, the “plane” turned outto be two
aircraft, each with onetail light, that were separating. The roles of the central
and peripheral visual fields can also differ depending on what type of motion is
involved. For example, radially diverging flow is better seen by the centralretina,
which makes sense in that such flow typically occurs in the center of the visual
field when we locomote forward and gazein the direction of motion (see Fig. 4).
Conversely, lamellar or parallel flow, whichis typically seen at the observer’s side
during forward locomotion, is more powerfulin the retinal periphery.® The lower
thresholds for processing motionin the central retina’? might help compensate for
the fact that radial flow near the focus of expansion in central vision has a slower
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velocity than does lamellar flow in the periphery.®? Lamellar flow might be more
useful in judging acceleration and altitude, which might partly account for the
importanceof the visual periphery in producing vection and in controlling aircraft

altitude and airspeed.”!

In line with the reliance of ambient vision on the mostdistant portion of the
visual world, it has been observed,in the case of scenes having competing radial
distances, that scenes which are perceived as lying in the background dominate

over onesperceived as foreground in termsof vection.!°®-72-"6 Tp particular,little

or no vection can beelicited when observers view a moving foreground against a
stationary background. Attesting to the higher-order perceptual nature of vection,
the ability of visual backgrounds to suppress vection dependsnot on their actual

distance but on their perceived distance.”’ In line with the ecological basis of

vection, it has also been shownthatthe ability of stationary background scenesto
suppress vection is greater for circularvection than for linear vection produced by
expandingflow patterns.’’ Thisresult is to be expected becausethe distant visual

field does not move very much during locomotion (see earlier discussion), whereas

the visual displacement during an angular motionis the samefor both nearandfar
objects.
In terms of temporal parameters, slowly moving or slowly changing visual
scenes generally tend to produce the greatest amount of vection. According to
Berthoz and colleagues,’*’? linear vection in particular appears to resemble a
temporally low-pass system, with a roll off around 0.1 Hz. In normal subjects the
experience of exclusive self-motion in tilted roomsis eliminated when the roommotion frequency reaches 1 Hz (Ref. 35). This is not surprising in that vection in

the laboratory typically requires 5-10 s to develop,” which would correspond

to frequencies of 1 Hz or below.(Shorter latencies can occur with richly structured,
real-world scenes, however.) Typically, both angular andlinear vection also reach
a saturation velocity before falling off with increasing visual speed (see Refs.
54,
68, 78, and 80), with roll vection peaking at a lowerstimulus velocity (~30 deg/s)
(Ref. 54) than yaw vection (~60 deg/s) (Ref. 80). The preceding findings confirm
that the visual mechanisms mediating vectionare not driven by transient motions.

On the other hand, the fact that vection also tends to begin to “habituate”
after

10-20 s indicatesthat its temporal responseis not completely low pass.
Spatial and optical factors also exhibit an important influence on vection. As
notedearlier, both global motion analysis andvection are influenced by the
number
of texture elements in a scene. When sometexture elements in a scene are
stationary, vection is a function of the number of elementsthat are moving, up to
about
50% (Ref. 66). However, vection does not necessarily increase in magnitude
with
increasing texture density whenall texture elements are in motion.°8 Higherspa
tial
frequencies (associated with a greater number of edges) tend to produce
greater
faster vection’® and a greater perceived speedin the vection-producing
stimulus,
without necessarily increasing the magnitude of vection. As noted earlier,
some ev-

idence suggests that yaw vectionis strongest at an intermediate spatial frequency,>’

with higher spatial frequencies playing a greater role in centrally
mediated
vection and lowerspatial frequencies driving vection in the periphery.>*
This might
be because the peripheral visual field, which is generally less sensitive
to higher
spatial frequencies, has more trouble organizing the high-frequency
information
into coherent stimulus motion. Whatis certain, however, is that the
higher spatial
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frequencies (e.g., details) in a given stimulusare not needed to produce good vection. For example, degradation of a stimulus by reducing its overall luminance or

contrast (by blurring) haslittle effect on the magnitude of vection,”:*' although

visually mediated postural stability might be somewhat reduced.
Finally, it must be recognizedthat vection is ultimately a higher-order perceptual
(albeit largely preconscious) phenomenonthat involves an inference concerning
what is moving in the world. Hence, it is susceptible to where the observer 1s
attendingorfixating. Generally, vection is reduced whenobservers fixate upon the
optokinetic scene. In this case observers are more likely to treat the scene as an
object and perceive object-rather than self-motion.”? Onthe otherhand,if observers
fixate upona stationary objectthat is superimposedin frontof the optokinetic scene,
vection is markedly enhanced, with the scene appearing stationary and the object
appearing to move with the observer. These different percepts are partly caused by
the fact that there is more smoothretinal motion used for generating angular vection
whenthe subject does notpursue the optokinetic stimulus, but they are also partly
related to attentional factors. For example, if a subject merely attends but does not
actively pursue the optokinetic background stimulus, the sensation of vection 1s

reduced. This confirms our subjective experiencein thereal environment, in that

vectionillusions are most likely to occur when large portionof the outside world
begins to move when weare notattending toit.
3.

Other Effects ofAmbient Visual Motion

In addition to vection, ambient visual motion influences a numberof other phenomena,including shifts in the subjective vertical and straight-ahead, postural
shifts mediated by vestibulospinal reflexes, manual biases, and at least two oculomotorreflexes. In general, postural reflexes appear to be more closely linked
to the ambient visual mechanisms determining vection than someof the other
phenomena.
When weview an optokinetic stimulus moving about an Earth-vertical vertical

as
axis, we also tend to perceivethe straight-aheadas deviated in the same direction

the stimulus motion.®? Thisillusory shift of a static percept can be as much as 9 deg,
for a wide-FOVstimulusrotating at 100 deg/s. A similar phenomenon occurs when
we view a wide-FOV stimulusrotating around an Earth-horizontalaxis in roll. In

this case a deviation of the subjective vertical occurs, which reaches a maximum

of about 15 deg. These deviations are in somecases linked to motor biases, such
that path displacements in forward walking are comparable to the deviation of the

straight-ahead during wide-FOV yaw stimulation®® and manualbiases to wide-

FOV movingroll stimuli are also on the order of about 15 deg (Ref. 64).
Visually induced posturalbiases typically occurin the direction of scene motion,
for example, a rightward bodytilt occurs while the observer viewsrightwardroll
motion(Fig. 6). Postural biases have been shownto bevery closely linked to mech-

anisms determining vection,®* as would be expected given that both phenomena

pertain to the movementof the overall body in space.” Like vection, visually induced postural changes are dominated by inputs from the peripheral retina and

the more distant visual background.®78? Visually induced postural responses

appear to dependentonthe area of the moving stimulus,©8*® although one study

also
found a central advantage for equal-area stimuli.° Visual postural effects are
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Fig.6 Effects of counterclockwise and clockwise visualroll motion
on postural sway.
(Reproduced from Ref. 26.)

stronger for scenes with a high texture density (spatial frequency).** Like
vection,
visual postural responses are also influenced by the type of flow (e.g.,
radial vs
lamellar) in the central and peripheral visual field. Visually induced
postural
changes generally occur with a shorter latency than does vection,”© but they
exhibit a similar low-pass temporal response peaking about 0.1 Hz (Refs.
85-88).

However, postural biases do not as closely match theshift of the
subjective visual

vertical in response to wide-FOVroll motion, in that the former only tend to
be a
few degrees (because the human bodyis inherently unstable and greater deviatio
ns
would lead to frequentfalls), whereas the visual vertical can deviate up to
15 deg
(see preceding discussion).
The effects of visual scenes on manualcontrolare different from those on postural control in several respects. First, manualcontrolis relatively more influenc
ed by

central (<50 deg) visual motion, and even a three-fold advantage in peripher

al

area leads to only a small manual bias favoring the peripheral visual stimulus
.™
However, both manual and posturaleffects are dominated by coherent visual
motion beyondthe planeoffixation. This makessensein that manual reachinga
ctivity
predominantly occursin the central 60 deg ofthe visualfield andto nearbytar
gets,
which one superimposeson the more distant ambientvisualfield (Ref.
2; Fig. 1). In
terms of temporal frequency,visual effects on the manual system are
dominated by
higher frequencies than visually mediated postural effects and vection,®
* although
they still are predominantly low frequency (peaking at <0.5 Hz).
The effects of visual motion on the oculomotor system can also be mediate
d by
the ambient visual system, but only in some instances. One oculomo
tor response

that might be related to ambient mechanismsis optokinetic
torsion, the rotation

of the eyes in the same direction as a movingroll stimulus (see
Fig. 7). Like the
optokinetic-cervical reflex, optokinetic torsion helps to stabilize the
horizon during
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Cc)
Fig. 7 Three types of visually induced eye movements: a) torsion, b) horizontal
nystagmus, and c) cyclovergence.

a posturaltilt (in this case a headrelative to gravity); also like the OKCR, optokinetic torsion saturates at ~15 deg. Optokinetic torsion is best when wide-FOV
motion is presented to the observer,”” andit exhibits a low-pass temporal response
similar to vection.22 Though closely related, vection and optokinetic torsion are

a
not identical, however, as optokinetic torsion does not reverse its direction after

moving scene stops, whereas vection aftereffects do occur in response to a moving
roll stimulus. Also, vection appears to be slightly more dominated by the visual
periphery than is optokinetic torsion.
Another oculomotor system that is affected by wide-FOV visual motion is optokinetic nystagmus, which refers to the movement of the eyes in response to
fronto-parallel linear motion and yaw andpitch angular motion (Fig. 7). The slow
phase of OKN movesin the same direction of the visual stimulus and complements vestibularly generated slow-phase nystagmus (see Chapter 2, Sec. IV) in
helping to stabilize the position of the eyes in space during head movements. Some
researchers?” have argued that OKN and vection are closely related, but most studies suggest that OKN is driven by a separate system. For example, OKN is severely

diminished whenthe central 20 deg ofthe visualfield is removed,”! andit is domi-

nated by motion in the plane of fixation.°? Accordingly, OKN is driven by a coplanar and central (<50 deg) stimulus whenthelatter is placed in conflict with motion

from a moredistant and/or larger surround.®-°° Another indication that OKN and

vection are not closely related is that vertical OKN whencreated by visual pitching is usually asymmetric, with upward OKN slow phase faster than downward

OKN,°? whereas vectionis not always asymmetric in the same direction as OKN.”?

[One explanation for the vertical OKN asymmetry relates to the already discussed
slant of the ground plane away from us andthe generally higher vestibular-ocular
gains for near objects.”* Optokinetic nystagmus to upward-moving scenes should
have a higher gain because the slanted ground-plane comes “closer” to us (and
our
thereby moves faster) when wetilt our heads downward than when wetilt
world).]
visual
the
of
movement
heads upward(resulting in downward

Perception of Self-Tilt in Space
ting
A second important function of ambientvision is to convey how wearetil
posture
upright
our
maintain
to
in space. Whereas on Earth we use these inputs
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Rod-and-frameillusion.

during standing and locomotion,pilots use this information to keep their aircraft
upright while flying. As with ambient motion,tilted ambient scenes influence
both
perception (e.g., the sense of upright) as well as postural and oculomotor responses
.
In terms of perception of the upright, tilted ambient scenes can influence
both
our perception of roll and pitch. In the case ofroll, this percept is referred
to as
the subjective vertical. In the case ofpitch, the percept has beenreferred
to as the

visually perceived (apparent) eye level.?>° It has already been noted that upright,

structured visual scenes prevent misjudgments of the vertical when subjects
are

tilted; conversely, tilted visual scenes can lead to illusions ofself-til
t. One of the

classic demonstrations of how even modestscenes influence the subjectiv

e vertical

is the rod-and-frameillusion.”’ In this illusion surrounding a vertical line with a

visual frame(typically a luminous square)results in subjects setting the
line (or
perceiving vertical) in the direction ofthe frametilt in order to maketheline
appear

vertical (see Fig. 8). The rod-and-frame illusion, if carried out in
an otherwise dark
room, does not require a very large visual frame to achieveits
effect; in fact, the

rod-and-frameillusion typically reaches a maximum ofabout 5-10 deg
for a frame
diameter of about 20 deg. The rod-and-frame effect maximizes at 20-25
deg of
tilt because increasing visual tilt makes the frame appear more like
an upright
diamond (which would be the case at 45 deg oftilt).
There is dispute among researchers whether the rod-and-frameeffect
truly represents an ambientvisual effect. Some researchers have arguedthat this
effect is an

induction effect rather than a true ambient visual effect and
is similar to other S1Ze,

shape, and motionillusions in which a surrounding stimulus of one
appearanceor
motion inducesthe opposite appearance or motion in an enclosed
smaller stimulus
thatis neutralor stationary in appearance. Indeed,the induced-motion
phenomenon
in which a small spot appears to move opposite to a larger surround
(e.g., a moon
against moving clouds) has been shownto differ from other ambient
visual phe-

nomenain terms of both FOV (moreinfluenced by central
stimuli) and stimulus

depth (more influenced by coplanar stimuli).’©° In support of the
induction

hypothesis, the rod-and-frame effectitself is clearly influence
d by the

size of
the gap between the rod andthetilted frame, regardless ofthe size ofthe frame.°
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Other researchers argue that the rod-and-frame effect is both an induced phenomenonat small frame sizes (<10 deg) and an ambient visual phenomenon when
larger framesizes are used.In support of this “dual” hypothesis, large frames have
been shownto affect perceived headtilt in that seated subjects usually align their

headsin the direction of the frame wheninstructed to align it with gravity.'°°!!

However,the head and bodytilts are typically much smaller (by about 50-75%)
than the tilt of the rod, suggesting that ambient orientational influences cannot
account for the entire rod-and-frame effect, even with larger frames. Moreover,

Previc et al.88 were unable to produce a postural bias in a standing subject even
when a computer-generated scene with an extremely large (+100 deg) FOV was
used, so that somatosensory input from the feet might be sufficient to break the v1sual effect. Ocular torsional effects have also been producedby large,static,tilted
visual frames, but these are typically less than a degree,!°? which is considerably
less than that produced by a scene moving in roll andfar less than the magnitude
|
of the rod-and-frameeffect.

A stronger visual dominancehas been achievedwithtilted rooms, dating back to

the “haunted swings”at fairgrounds in the late 1800s. Tilted roomsthat are painted
to seem furnished have proven capableof creating substantial self-tilts and shifts
of the subjective vertical (see Sec. IV.D.1). Furnished rooms have been knownto
producetilts of the visual vertical of as much as 15 deg (Ref. 104), whereas rooms
that lack a clear polarity produce tilts of only a few degrees at most. Conversely,
viewing a level room eliminates all sensations of tilt when subjects are exposed
to gravitoinertial shifts of up to 15 deg (Ref. 33). The contribution of natural
scenes to our upright sense is further confirmed by the fact that individuals who
have been forcedto live continuously in tilted buildings following earthquakes can
tolerate room tilts of up to 4 deg relative to gravity,!°> despite the incongruence of
their visual and graviceptor inputs. (Indeed, this authorlived for many years in a
hillside building that wasslightly tilted, without ever noticing its tilt until it was
subsequently discovered during a foundation survey.)
Onepostural reflex induced by visual roll tilt that has received a considerable

amountofinterestin recentyears is the optokinetic-cervicalreflex.” In a seated

individual this reflex producesa tilt of the neck in the direction of the scene up
to a maximum of about 15-20 deg (Refs. 20 and 25), which helps to keep the
head aligned with the horizon during tilts of the body relative to gravity (see
Fig. 9). Although the effects of FOV on the OKCRare not as clear cut as for
whole-body postural effects and vection,2° this reflex does not occur whenpilots

view a limited-FOVartificial horizon on the cockpit instrument panel. Hence,it

is considered important for understanding the different orientational frames of
reference used bypilots in controlling aircraft attitude during actual flight (see
Chapter 9, Sec. III.A).
Ambientvisualtilt effects have also been studiedin the pitch plane, with similar
results to the effects of tilted visual frames in roll. When subjects view a room
tilt
tilted in pitch, a stationary light spot appears to be displaced opposite to the
rupwardpe
an
produces
wall
back
of the room, for example, a downward-tilted
ceived shift of the spot and vice versa.!° Correspondingly, subjects perceive the
is
level of their own eyes to move with the room; for example, a back wall that
level
eye
perceived
of
lowering
a
in
tilted downward by about 20 deg will result

by about a third of that amount.!° Subjects shift their posture in the direction
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Fig.9 Illustration of how the headis partially aligned
with the background horizon
(thin horizontal line across center of photo) during
the optokinetic-cervical reflex
(solid line on back of copilot’s head represents orienta
tion of aircraft; dashed line is
orientation of head). (Photo reproduced with permiss
ion of Cmdr. Fred Patterson.)

of the pitched room by about the same amount when
Setting it to the perceived
gravitational vertical.!°’ Some of these visual-pitch effects
evidently do not require a fully structured environment, as two upright paralle
l lines placed on an
otherwise dark wall can, when pitched, prove as effecti
ve as a fully lit room in
influencing perceived eye level. (This is not true of
two horizontal lines when
pitched, however.) The intersection of two vertically
parallel but pitched lines on
the central vertical meridia ofthe retinas is evidently
a sufficient cue for perceived
eye

level.'°° However, twopitched lines do not approach the
effectiveness of a
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to pilots experiencing dangerous inversion illusions during flight
Sec. II.A.3).
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Fig. 11 Ambiguity of slant and distance approaching runways of
equal length and
width from the same range. The runwayprojection is shown below each
figure: a) approaching a level runwayat a low altitude, b) approachinga level
runwayat a high
altitude, and c) approaching an up-sloping runway at an altitude
lower than that of
Fig. 11b. The altered slant angle in Fig. 11c produces a runway
projection or splay
angle (....) that is similar to what occurs when flying at a higher
altitude above a
normal surface plane (Fig. 11b) and can lead a pilot to overesti
mate altitude.

of the earth’s surface) and optical slant (which also takes into account
the visual]
angle between the eyes and the ground). Optical slant can occur
in the absence of
geographicalslant.'°°] Distance andslant informationare especial
ly importantfor
judging altitude above ground while flying. The reason that they
are considered
together is because many of the samecuesare used in Judging both
slant and depth
(€.g., perspective). Unfortunately, there exists a fundamental
ambiguity between
the perception of surface slant and distance, which causes problem
ssimilar to the
already noted optical-flow ambiguity in judging altitude above
ground. As shown
in Fig. 11, flying over upsloping terrain decreases the perspect
ival splay angle, as
would normally be the case when flying at a higheraltitude.
Hence, flying over an
upsloping surface tendsto create the illusion of flying too high
and a corresponding
tendency to lowerthe altitude of the aircraft (see Chapter
7, Sec. II.B.3).
Aswith other ambient visual phenomena,distance andslan
t judgments can be
quite poorin an impoverished visual environment. In such
environments observers
tend to overrely on the size and shape of familiar objects!
"8 because ordinarily
changes in the retinal size and shape of objects reflect
changes in their distance
or slantrelative to us (see Sec. IV.C.3 for a further discuss
ion of size and shape
constancy). Observers are also influenced by rememberedsp
atial layout and specific distance tendencies derived in part from the resting
state of accommodation
and
vergence (see Sec. IV.C.1). In a structured environ
ment, on the other hand,

observers’ distance estimates tendto be close to veridical. 1°
I.

Binocular Cues to Distance and Slant
The issue of how much

and under what circumstancesbinocular cues contrib
ute
to ambient distance and slant perception has been debate
d for many decades. The
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major binocular cues involve 1) retinal disparity (the differently located imagesof
a more orless distant object on the retinas of the left and right eyes, 2) convergence(the angle of offset betweenthe visual axes of the two eyes, with increased
convergence associated with fixation on nearer objects), and 3) accommodation
(the focusing power of the lens, which is closely tied to convergence and increases with decreasing viewing distance). In general, binocular cues are believed

to be most valuable for judging distances within peripersonal space (2 m),737:109

which is why binocular cues are important in reaching and other manual

behaviors.!!011!

Retinal disparity is involved in perceiving both static depth and motion in depth,
as well as surface slant. In principle, retinal disparity provides very precise estimates about the relative depths of objects, but it must be scaled by vergence
information to provide absolute depth information!'!? and is a somewhatsluggish

system.!!3 Indeed,retinal disparity (in the form of horizontal shear disparity) 1s

a very poor cue for detecting sudden changesin surface slant, although it plays a
more importantrole at longer inspection durations.!!? Horizontal retinal disparity

is a cue primarily for detecting the depth and motionin depth of smaller targets, !!4

a
although the vertical disparities resulting from different perspective views of
disRetinal
section).
this
in
scene require much larger FOVs(see later discussion
parity is also of limited value at large distances; although underideal conditions
retinal disparity can extend out to 200 m, disparity information is believed to be
of little value beyond ~50-75 m (Refs. 109 and 115). Indeed, it has repeatedly
e
been shownthat binocular vision is not required for normal landing performanc

in aircraft.!!4

Vergence is another binocularcue to the depth of objects, but absolute knowledge of vergence position has been shown to be of dubiousutility in judging

depth.!!61!7 Indeed, individuals can make large tracking vergence movements

verwithout seeing any movement of a target in depth.'!® Like disparity cues,
small,
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by
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ground plane with these displays (see Chapters 7 and 9). [For example, it is
difficult to focus on a distant object when a more proximalstructuredfield
(e.g., a
splattered windscreen) is superimposedonit, in what is known as the Mandelb
aum
Effect.!?7]
Oneset of binocular cues that might be important forthe registration of visual
slant are the cyclodisparities resulting from theslant of the visual world as
well as
torsional misalignment and cyclovergenceof the eyes (see Fig. 7c). It is
generally
agreedthat the horizontal cyclodisparities (in which the shear gradient from
the top
to bottom of a slanted imageis opposite in the two eyes) are usefulin perceiving
surface inclination. However, a morerecent theory suggeststhatit is the differenc
e between vertical and horizontal disparity shearingthat contributes to our percepti
on of

slant.'*® The vertical disparities are best detected with wide-FOV stimuli,!!? which

weuseto torsionally align our eyesto the properslant of the overall
visual world.
Cyclodisparities are nullified by cyclovergence movements, which are
disjunctive torsional movements of the eyes. In the example shown in Fig.
7c, known
as incyclovergence, the left eye is rotated clockwise andthe rightwar
d one counterclockwise (from the standpoint of the observer). Cyclovergencei
s useful in a
situation wherein the disparity of the tworetinal imagesvaries as
a function of
elevation and distance from the observer. In incyclovergence, for
example, the
image of the upper-mostportion of a vertical plane is mostlikely
to appear at a
coplanaror uncrossed (far) disparity, whereas the image of the lower-mos
tportion
of the groundplane occursata crossedor “near” disparity. This
results in the “topaway” slanted ground plane being in complete binocular registry.
The fact that
incyclovergence is stronger than the ecologically inconsistent excyclov
ergence!28
indicates that cyclovergence mightbe important in perceiving and
adjusting for the
top-away visual slant of the world. Several other pieces of evidence
suggest that
cyclovergenceis related to ambient visual processing, including
the fact that 1) it
requires FOVs beyond 40 degto be effective: 2) it exhibits
a low-pass temporal
response, being dominated by frequenciesless than 0.1 Hz
(Ref. 129); and 3) it
is ordinarily not under voluntary, conscious control. Thus, it
is possible that the
capacity of the ambient visual system to perceive a parallel
(Euclidean) ground
plane despite its optical inclination might dependatleast partly
on the complex
interplay of cyclodisparity information and cyclovergencestate.
2.

Monocular Cues to Distance and Slant

Beyond a few meters, the world looks essentially similar
whether oneis viewing
it throughone eyeorboth. This makesit clear that whatev
er are the contributions of
binocular cuesto our perception of three-dimensional
space they are notcriticalto
it. A goodillustration of the predominance of monocularcue
sis the rotating Ames
trapezoidal window(see Fig. 12). Rather than an object
with transparentpanes,this
“window”is actually a trapezoidalfi gure whose monocu
lardepth cues (perspective
and shading) are incompatible with oneofits edges appeari
ngin frontas it turns.
Hence, if it is viewed from a few meters away, a three-dimens
ional Ames window
doesnotappearto rotate 360 degasit spins aboutits
centervertical axis, but rather
appears to alternately rotate back and forth 180 deg.
Inside of this distance, the
actual rotation of the figure can be discerned becaus
e of retinal disparity and other
binocular cues.
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The major static monocular cues to depth and surface slant are derived from
the three-dimensional geometry of the visual world.!® These cues include linear
perspective (the convergence of parallel lines upon a radially distant vanishing
ally
point), compression or foreshortening (gradients that compress the moreradi
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retinal disparity, their use is also mainly confined to peripersonal space,198,109

Other monocular cues to depth such as luminance gradients, aerial perspect
ive,
heightin field, and occlusion have also been implicated in distance percepti
on.
One reason for regarding linear perspective, compression, and texture
density
as ambient visual cues is that we are not consciously aware of the slant
of the
world that is present on our retinas as we look outat the groundplane. Rather,
we
perceive the normal groundplane as a Euclidean (flat) surface extendin
g outwardto
the horizon. A second reason for regarding perspective, compression,
and texture
density as ambientvisualcuesis that they tend to be less effective with
very small

FOVs,'*:1°! although almost all monocular-depth cues have been studied with

FOVsless than 50 deg. Finally, all three of these cues are available
for distance
judgments at the large distances at which the ambient visual system
normally

operates in the outdoor environment.!°

Perspective is arguably the most powerful cue to distance, altitude,
and slant,
especially if there are clear lines present (as on a grid). Like optical
flow, perspective is scaled for eye-height, with decreasing altitude resulting
in larger

splay angles.'** The best-known example of how perspective affects perceived

distance (as well as perceived size) is the corridor illusion, first
described by

Gibson'® (see Fig. 14). Other examples are the illusory Ames room** and
Ames

windows, a terrain version affected judgments of aimpoint
elevation during

Fig. 14 Corridorillusion, Showing the three major
monocular cues to depth: perspective, compression, and gradient of texture.
(Gibson, James J., The Perception of
the Visual World. Copyright © 1950 by Houghton
Mifflin Company. Used with per-

mission.)
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simulated landings.'?? Numerous studies have shown that perspective exerts
a powerful effect on distance perception, although it cannot totally dominate
over other distance cues.!°8 One typical study showed that false perspective
information simulating corridor lengths of 675 and 225 cm (when the actual
corridor lengths were 450 cm) led to perceived lengths of 459 and 332 cm,

respectively.!°4 Grid textures that provide good perspective (as well as compres-

sion) information are much more effective than random textures in overcom-

ing false retinal disparity gradients during slant perception,'!? at least for long,

static exposures. Vertical textures containing meridian lines with good perspective
cueing (Fig. 13c) have been shownto be bestat influencing surface inclination judgments. However, perspective is not as effective when the texture is

irregular.!!°

Compression has until recently been viewed as less effective than perspective
in judging optical slant.!°8 Generally, subjects tend to underestimate the amount
of surface slant on the basis of compression alone, and their slant judgments are

dominated by perspective cues whenthelatteris placed in conflict with them.!!3-13>

However, other findings indicate that compression can be effective in perceiving

slant,!2° especially for curved surfaces.'*°

The least effective of the three most important static monocular depth cues
appearsto be texture-density. The use of texture-density cues alone leads to gross
of
misperceptions of surface slant, with slant estimates attaining only about 20%
suffers
density
texture
on,
compressi
and
e
perspectiv
to
predicted value.!©8 Relative
1s
the further disadvantage in thatit requires the assumption that a surface texture

reversals of the
homogeneous; otherwise, changesin surface density can lead to

geometrically predicted texture gradient. When flying over a sparsely vegetated
to
terrain, for example, local increases in elevation (e.g., ridges) would be expected
cooler
the
However,
altitude.
constant
a
at
flying
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a
o
spacingt
decrease texture
the
temperatures and greater rainfall at higher elevations can actually produce
in
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most
be
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n
informatio
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compleme
to
able
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whenit
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the preIn simulated flying tasks perspective has clearly been shown to be
of
direction
the
to
parallel
lines
dominant cue. For example, a texture containing
texture
a
to
superior
be
to
shown
been
has
13a)
Fig.
forward motion (such as in
(such as in
containing only lines perpendicular to the direction of forward motion

Fig. 13b).’!-!32137 In actively controlling altitude, perspective lines by themselves

of cues. The
can be even moreeffective than grid textures containing both types
by the
caused
be
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g
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in
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advantage of perspective
lar
perpendicu
a
of
movement
substantial
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by
motion
fact that forward
loss
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resulting
changes
(compressive) texture, thereby adding “noise” to the

of altitude.!32 This is why in a hovertask containing lateral as opposed to forward
The advantage of
disturbances/motion perpendicular textures fare much better.!7*
even if only two
7!°?
textures,!3
dot
to
compared
when
greater
is
splay
perspectival
perspective lines are presented.'*”

and degree of
The remaining monocular cues to depth vary in their range

based on the
effectiveness.!°? Two cues—aerial perspective and luminance—are
e!®
perspectiv
Aerial
rain.
decreased brightness andcontrast of the moredistantter
refers to the lowered contrast andbluishtint ofterrain

located in the distance, caused
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Fig.15 Illustration of aerial perspective, which increases the brightness, reduces
the
contrast, and addsa bluish tint to the more distant terrain.

by greater atmospheric scattering of short-wavelength light. Aerial perspective is
much reduced for thinner and less hazy atmospheres, for example, astronauts reported on the moonthatdistant mountains appeared muchcloserthan they actually
were. An example of aerial perspective is shown in Fig. 15. Luminance gradients
also affect perceived perception, '“° although they play a less powerful role in
depth
judgments thanthey doin orienting to the upright, particularly in the daytime.!
®
For example, becauseof aerial perspective and reduced shadowing in the distance
distant hills might actually appear brighter than nearby ones(Fig. 15). However,
a
nighttime or otherwise impoverished scene with reduced brightness and
contrast
(e.g., a nighttime runway enveloped by mist or light fog) will appear farther
away
than is actually the case. This leads to serious problems in maintaining
the proper
approach and clearance during landing and while wearing night-vision
devices
(see Chapter7).
Height in field and occlusion also contribute to our perception of distance.
Heightin field can be used as a depth cue because ofthe ecological
tendency for
the terrestrial ground plane to slope upward and away from usso that more
distant
objects are located higherin the visual field. Although height in field
is a more
powerful cue than oncebelieved,?’ it has reportedly little value beyond
50-100 m
(Ref. 109) in judging the distances of objects and might beless relevant
in the
aerial environmentin whicha pilot is oriented more perpendicularly
to the ground
plane. However,the perceived elevation of the horizon, in reference
to the runway
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aimpoint, reputedly provides an important andessentially height-invariant cue to
pilots in estimating their glide slope during landing.~°
Occlusion is a powerful cue to depth atall distances, but it is only a cue to
relative rather than absolute depth andit is useless when a surface plane as seen
from above isflat and free of occluding surfaces. Occlusionis also limited when
the occluding surface cannotbe distinguished from the occluded surface because
of sparseterrain, as an adequateterrain is required to perceive both the optical-flow
and texture-gradient cues that distinguish surfaces from one another.
In summary, static monocularcues to slant and distance are very powerful and
caneasily override binocular cuesto depth (especially beyond 2 m) and even optical
flow cues. Ofthe static monocular cues, perspectival splay (from parallel lines) and
compression (from lines perpendicular to the direction of forward motion) exert
the greatest influences over distance and slant judgments and appear to operate

in a mostly ambient fashion. However, monocular cues such as known-size and

perspective are based on assumptions about objects andterrain features that can,
as discussed in the following section, lead to serious misjudgments concerning
one’s orientation relative to the ground.

Size and Shape Invariance in Judgments of Distance and Slant of Objects
Oneof the fundamental assumptions that we make aboutourperceptual world is
that objects are inherently rigid,that is, they do not spontaneously changetheir size
and shape,butrather exhibit constancy. Thisis particularly true of our focal visual
system, which is responsible for recognizing objects rather than in determining
their motion ororientation in space. If we from experience assumethat an objectis
associated with a characteristic size and shape, then changestoits projective size
and shapeon the retina should be associated with changesin the angle or distance of
our viewpoint. For example, a larger-than-normalprojective shape wouldindicate
that the objectis closer to us. A highly trapezoidal shape would be construed as a
rectangle thatis tilted away from the frontal plane. These principles are knownas

3.

the size—distance invariance and shape-slant invariance hypotheses.'”*

These invariances are far from perfect andare, at least in impoverished en-

vironments, consistently violated, for example, object slant tends to be grossly

underestimated whenonly one or two monocularcuesare available.'”'*!:!** Nev-

ertheless, there are clear instances when perceived size and shape do influence
distance and surface—slant judgments in the aerial environment. The effect of abnormalsize on distance judgmentsis greatest when the objectis a familiar one and
the judgment is made in a reduced-cue environment, for example, smaller-thannormalplanes(e.g., drones) look moredistant than larger-than-normalplanes(e.g.,
C-5 cargo planes), contributing to a velocity overestimation in the former case and

a velocity underestimation in the latter case.'*° This illusion has contributed to

serious distance misjudgments in nighttime landings and other low-level flight
situations (see Chapter 7, Sec. II). However, the distance misperception might
be limited to the object itself and might not affect the overall scale of the surrounding room,if the latter is visible.!°8 The shape—slant invariance has also been
shownto be very weak,althoughit can also influence surface—slant judgments in

reduced-cue environments!®8 and affect glide-slope judgments during nighttime
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landings. For example, the projection of an upsloping runway,or the outline of
a runwayat night, might appear to have a greater perceived length-to-end-width
ratio (i.e., will appear less trapezoidal) than a normal runway.>>:!*! Because of
shape-constancy, a pilot might presume not that the runway has changed in its
projective shape but rather that he or she has changed his approach angle or distance to it (see Chapter 7, Sec. II.B.3 for a further discussion of illusory landing
situations).

D.

Simulating Ambient Vision

A majorgoal of research aimedat understanding the mechanismsof ambientvision is to be ableto recreateit usingartificial systems, such as spatial disorientation

demonstrators (see Chapter 8, Sec. III). The fact that visual dominance occurs
so

readily in the real world under normalphotopic(i.e., daylight) viewing conditions
provides one important guidepost to synthetically creating a realistic ambient visual scene. The findings described throughout this chapter concerning self-motion
perception, distance perception, and other ambientvisual phenomena also provide
insights as to what is needed to reproduce ambientvision. Despite all that is known
concerning ambient vision and despite the supposed immersiveness of typical virtual reality displays,it has actually provenvery difficult to recreate ambient vision
except when usingall but the most sophisticated computer-generated imagery or
three-dimensional structured environments.
The difficulties in reproducing ambient vision are illustrated by the problems
in Overcoming oneparticular nonvisual disorientation illusion—the somatogra
vic
illusion. This illusion is experienced ina forward-accelerating vehicle as a pitch-up
sensation because of the backwardtilt of the resultant gravitoinertial vector away
from gravity (see Chapter6, Sec. III.A). This illusion is easily broken when viewing
a normal daylight scene through an aircraft window, but all attempts in novice
subjects to break this illusion using SD demonstrators including the Advanced
Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator (ASDD) at Brooks Air Force Base,
Texas

(see Chapter 8, Sec. III.D), have proven unsuccessful.!02:!44:145 These failures

have occurred despite the fact that ASDD possesses a very wide FOV (58
deg x
114 deg) and nearly collimated scene image.

1.

Requirements for Synthetic Visual Systems
Based on knowledgeofthe cues required for generating ambient visual
perceptions, there are at least five general requirements for a synthetic visual
system to

recreate the ambientvisual world. First, such a system should possess
a wide FOV,

subtendingat least 60 deg and preferably >100 deg in extent. Although
real-world
scenes do not have to subtend that much to dominate ourorientational
percepts

and create a stable visual world, they, too, have a lowerlimit
to their effectiveness

(usually <10 deg) and are moreinfluential as their area is increased.
A major problem forartificial systemsthat “wrap around” is that they mustbe correcte
d fortheir
spherical projection, that is, a scene that depicts roll motion around
a horizontal
axis while looking straight ahead must show vertical motion when
looking 90 deg
off axis. Second, artificial scenes should be generated at an optical
or physical
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distance exceeding the effective range of most binocular mechanisms—optical
infinity for a virtual scene and a distanceofat least 5 m (and preferably larger) for
projected scenes. As with real-world scenes, synthetically created scenes must be
perceived as lying outside the observer’s vehicle or frame of motion. For example,
distant real-world imagesthat are perceived as lying outside of one’s frame of motion (such as the ground surrounding a runway,as seen through a small passenger
window) can overcome a somatogravic illusion on takeoff muchbetter than can a
larger imagethatis perceived as lying within the observer’s frame of motion (such
as the bulkhead panelin the aircraft). However, a wide FOV anddistant optical
projection are not in and of themselvessufficient to duplicate ambientvision, as
evidenced by the effects of different visual fields on the oculogyral illusion—the
illusory motion of a head-fixed target during vestibular stimulation (see Chapter7,
Sec. II.B.4). In a recent study!an optically distant stripe pattern subtending
>100 deg was no more successful than a near image subtending <40 deg in
overcoming this illusion. Indeed, ramping up the planetary (angular) velocity of
the ASDDto producethe desired centrifugal (inertial) force in recreating the somatogravic illusion leads to noticeable oculogyralillusions, despite the wide-FOV
and optically distant projection of the ASDD’s visual system.
The other three requirements pertain to the temporal and spatial resolution of
the display and its overall scene content. Ideally, the temporal resolution should
be as high as possible—a minimum of 30 Hz andpreferably greater. Even though
visual orientation systems are sluggish, artifacts (e.g., aliasing) introduced by
insufficient temporal resolution can destroy the realism and believability of the
computer-generated imagery. Likewise, temporal lags in head-slaved visual systems can destroy the realism of an out-the-window scene and must be kept within

100 msorless.!47 Limited spatial resolution can also be detrimentalifit leads to

spatial aliasing and other artifacts; as with temporal resolution, the issue 1s not
the resolution of the ambient visual system so muchas a need to maintain image

realism. Given that the humanhas a ~0.5 minofarc spatial resolution, the closer

one can cometo matching this limit is desirable. Approaching this resolution requires a very high pixel density—over 2000 per display for a typical small-window
(40 deg or less) display—and proper blending of multiple displays to achieve a
sufficient high-resolution yet wide-FOV image. Finally, an artificial scene must
have sufficient content to both stimulate the ambient visual system and create the
level of detail expected of a real-world, daylight scene. Structured visual scenes
with manypictorial cues appear to work better than sparse visual displays.'*° In
judgingaltitude in virtual or projected computer-generated imagery, the overall
numberof objects in a scene might be even more important than the amount of

detail per object.!”

ional
Generally, moving rooms, tilt-translation devices, and other three-dimens

structures have been shownto achieve “‘visual dominance” to a greater extent than
virtual devices. One such furnished room, used by Ian Howard and colleagues in
devices
their visual orientation studies, is shown in Fig. 16. Even tilt-translation

few
that are composed of wooden boxes with painted grids can easily overcome a
tilt
the
reinterpret
can
degrees of tilt when the visual scene moves and subjects
threshontilt
effects
no
contrast,
By
acceleration.
sensation as a result of linear
olds were found in a recent study using the ASDD’s visual system and a scene

depicting forward motion.'°° Of the computer-generated displays large dome and
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Fig.16 Furnished room used by Ian Howard and colleaguesin
their visual orientation
research. (Photo reproduced with permission of Dr. Ian Howard.
)

other visual simulators appear to present a more compelling visual
world than do

helmet-mounted displays (HMD).'>! Indeed,high-fidelity simulated environments

can generate ambient visual effects such as the optokinetic-cervical
reflex, even
if the subject is wearing night-vision goggles with their restricted
FOVsand distorted optics.*° Several problems continue to plague HMDfrom anorient
ational
perspective, including inadequate spatial resolution, temporal
lags during head
movements,illusions and distortions caused by binocular misalig
nment, and sen-

sorimotoraftereffects, !48: 152

Even helmet-mounted scenes can be effective if they are constru
ed to represent
the outside world, however. One study showedthat angular sensatio
ns induced by
a wide-FOV HMDscenethat presented a camera view ofthe
room in which the
observer wasseated were able to duplicate the Coriolis-induced
pointing errors

produced by actual motion.'*? What is most importantfor a synthetic scene
is that

it believably represents the movement of Earth-fixed space.
Slight optical or other
distortions do not appear to destroy the ambient capabilities
of a scene as long
as the observer believes the actual Earth-fixed Space around
him orheris being
transmitted or rendered. Onthe other hand, a seemingly capable
visual system that
does not achievethis believability will not achieve adequate visual
dominance and
will fall prey to many motion-related visual illusions; hence,
careful study must
be undertaken with virtual visual systems before completely
windowless cockpits

become adoptedin flight.!%4
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Use of Focal Visual Displays to Simulate Ambient Vision
Given the difficulties in simulating ambient vision with large virtual scenes,
small synthetic displays that engage the centrally dominated focal visual system
(Sec. II) are even less likely to reproduce ambientvisual functions. For example,
attitude displays on the vast majority of current aircraft depict an artificial horizon
that is conformalin roll to the actual horizon as viewed from the insideof the aircraft and are, therefore, termed inside-out displays. However, such generally small
(<5 deg) displays evidently do not stimulate the optokinetic-cervical and other
stabilization reflexes that real-world scenes do,”! so that the artificial horizonis
presumably not stabilized in the same mannerasis the real horizon. This discrepancy leads manypilots to be confused abouttheirroll attitude and is manifested in

2.

reversals of the controlstick roll inputs in recovering from unusualattitudes'*>!°°

(see Chapter 9, Sec. II.A.1). Consequently, many researchers have proposed that
attitude displays processed by the focal-extrapersonal system should reflect how
the outside world is represented in our mental model of space, which contains a
stable horizon,rather than attempt to simulate ambientvision directly. This belief
hasled to the developmentofattitude displays that show a moving aircraft symbol
againsta stableartificial horizon,as if viewed from behindthe aircraft; hence, they
are termedoutside-into displays.!*°
Somedisplay designers have attemptedto use larger inside-out displays that span
the entire cockpit, such as the peripheral vision horizon display.!°’ However, such
displays have not proven successful in eliminating attitude interpretation problems, including those associated with roll-reversal errors.'©° Inside-out attitude
formats that present synthetic terrain information on collimated, “see-through”
head-up displays. !°® can offer a more effective means of engaging natural ambient
vision because their symbology contains prominent monocular depth cues(e.g.,
perspective, texture gradients) and1s overlaid on the pilot’s view of the outside
world. However, no data currently exist to indicate that see-through synthetic terrain displays actually stimulate ambientvisualreflexes in the absenceof an outside
view.

Individual Differences in Susceptibility to Ambient Vision
Thereis considerable variability among individuals asto the latency and strength
isual
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exposed to greater vestibular stimulation both prenatally (because of greater
testosterone-induced motor activity and turning) and postnatally (because of
greater participation in sports).'°? Nonrighthanders are also reportedly less field
dependent,'®* and this, too, might be related to the strength of their vestibular

signals.'°* Finally, it has been shownthat field dependence might be greater for
both children under seven years of age!™and in elderly individuals.34!®: 166 This

might also be caused by vestibular factors, in that central vestibular processing
has notyet fully matured in the children below the age of 10 and a decline of both

peripheral andcentral vestibular function is knownto occurin the elderly. !

Theinfluence of vestibular inputs in determining the strength of vection is more
clearly suggested by findings from two groups of individuals in whom vestibular function is impairedor altered: labyrinth-defective individuals and astronauts
in the weightless environment. Individuals with bilateral vestibular loss experience heightened vection*> and can, unlike normal subjects, readily perceive 360
deg of self-motion in pitch.!©’ Patients with vestibular loss also show increased

postural sway in response to wide-FOV scene motion.2*:!6 In similar fashion,

astronauts exposed to a weightless environmentand decreased graviception show

both increased vection, ©!” self-tilt,!© and visually induced postural sway.?2 The

role of normal graviception cues in inhibiting vection and other ambientvisualeffects is further supported by the increased roll-and-pitch vection that occurs
when
subjects are positioned to the side or inverted rather than in their normal
position

relative to gravity.?>!7!

Becausepilots mustorient to the outside visual world rather than to their
nonvisual orientation signals, which are typically not aligned with gravity
because of
the inertial forces during flight that shift the resultant gravitoinertial
vector away
from gravity (see Chapter 6, Section II), it might be presumed thatthe
y, too, are
more visually field dependent. Tworecentstudies suggest that pilots
rely more

on visual inputs in overcoming the somatogravic and somatogyralillusions, !44!72

but a third study found no differences between pilots and nonpilots
in the effects

of visual scenes on their thresholds for perceiving roll-and-pitchtilt.!5° A greater

field dependence amongpilots is also suggested by the greater susceptibil
ity of

experiencedpilots to simulator sickness,!*” a special type of motion sickness that

is created by movingartificial scenes and that correlates positively
with vection
susceptibility.'’? Finally, there is preliminary evidence that pilots
are posturally

more susceptible to visual scene motion in conflict situations.!74 Obviously,
fur-

ther research is needed to determine conclusively if pilots rely
more on visual
orientation cues, but there is no evidence at this point to suggestt
hat the reputedly
greater field dependence ofpilots is caused by abnormalvestibula
r processing in

this population.!74"!76

V. Neurophysiology of Ambient Vision
Ambientvisual functions are carried out in a large numberofbra
in regions in
humans and other mammalian species. Whereas nonpri
mate species use mostly
primitive, subcortical pathwaysfor maintaining ambient visual
systems that closely
parallel their nonvisual orientation systems, humans
and other higher primates
appear to have extensive cortical networks subserving ambient
vision.
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The visual system can be subdivided into different systems, depending on the
functionalspecialization in question. One majordivision involvesthe cone system,
which predominates in the fovea andis specialized for photopic (daytime) vision,
color vision, and visual acuity. This system can be contrasted with the rod system,
whichis active only at low (scotopic) levels of illumination andis capable of greater
spatial and temporal summation (and hence, lower thresholds for perceiving dim
light). The cone-rod distinction is not all that relevant to the aerial environment
in that pilots basically rely on their cone vision even at night, given that the color
coding of cockpit instruments must be discernible at all times.
Ofgreater relevance to ambientvisual orientationis the distinction between the
parvo and magnosystemsofprimates. These two systems, both of which are active
at photopic levels of illumination, are named on the basis of where their retinal
pathwaysterminate in the lateral geniculate nucleus—the upperfour and lower two
layers being referred to as parvocellular and magnocellular layers, respectively.
Cells in the parvocellular layers exhibit a sustained response and show a greater
spatial resolution and color specificity, whereas cells in the magnocellular layers
respond more transiently and appear to be more involved in motion processing. 7”
Thus, the parvo system in its cortical stages appearsto be better suited to perform
focal-extrapersonal processing in central vision, whereas the magno system appears more capable of performing the peripheral motion processing required for

ambient vision.”
A.

Subcortical Ambient Visual Centers
The primary subcortical centers for visual orientation are the vestibular nuclei,

vestibulocerebellum, and the ventroposterior area of the thalamus. All of these
structures are knownto receive both wide-FOVvisual and vestibular signals. Other
subcortical regions such as the superior colliculus and putamen can also help to
integrate visual and vestibular signals, but these are notas likely to be involved
in ambient visual processing. For example, neurons in the superior colliculus
do not possessthelarge, directionally selective receptive fields that are required
for ambient vision.2 On the other hand, the basal ganglia (and the putamen,in
particular) can serve to integrate visual and nonvisual activity for predominantly
focal and peripersonal functions rather than ambient extrapersonal ones; indeed,
d
one study showedthatvisually mediated postural responses are actually heightene

following lesions of the basal ganglia.’

The source ofthe signals to the ambient visual subcortical centers is not entirely
clear; in nonprimatesatleast,it is likely that wide-FOVvisual signals correspond
optic
accessory
the
by
d
transmitte
are
ing to the planes ofthe semicircular canals
into the
system (AOS)leading from theretina to the nucleus of the optic tract and

midbrain tegmentum.!”? Although a recent brain imaging study!8° demonstrated
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motion in
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Subcortical ambient visual centers, therefore, presumably receive the bulk
visual inputs from cortical visual processing centers.”
been shown
Neurons in the vestibular nucleus and other brainstem areas have

181.182
to respondto vestibular, somatosensory, and wide-FOV visual signals. !%
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The visual responses of neuronsin the medial vestibular nucleus tend to be more
sluggish thantheir vestibular responses, !*! andthe visual responsesgenerally tend
to complementthe latter in terms of their directional sensitivity. For example,
most neurons that respond to rightward acceleration prefer leftward visual motion,
with the combination of the two stimuli increasing the firing of the neuronstill

further.'*'-'®? Because the moresluggish visual responses help overcomethe typ-

ical phase lead of vestibular neurons at low temporal frequencies, the combined
signal tracks the velocity of the motion stimulus muchbetter.!®2 No studies to date
have implicated the vestibular nuclei in processing wide-FOV visual motion in
humans,but this can relate to the limited spatial resolution of functional imaging
techniques and the smallsize and variability in the location ofthe vestibular nuclei
in humans.
The vestibular nuclei send a majorprojection to the vestibulocerebellum, which
consists of the flocculus, paraflocculus, nodulus, uvula, and fastigial nucleus.
The
vestibulocerebellum is perhaps the major site of subcortical integration
of the
ambient visual and vestibular signals, as well as a major visual-vestibular
integration center for the control of eye and head movements. In the pigeon
neurons
in the vestibulocerebellum respond to wide-FOV angular motion in axes
that are
located horizontally and at vertical angles of ~45 and ~135 deg relative
to the
midsagittal plane,thatis, the planesof the semicircular canals.!83 A further
visualvestibular parallelism is found in the preferred directions of vestibuloc
erebellar
neuronsto visual translation, which correspond to those of the otolith
organs. !83
Similar wide-FOVresponseshave been obtained from neuronsin the
AOSof the
pigeon and rabbit, which is not surprising in that the AOS provides
a major direct
and indirect input into the ambient visual neuronsofthe vestibulocerebellu
m,at
least in nonprimates. Therole of the cerebellum in visual orientation
has generally
been confirmed by functional-imaging and postural-sway studies in
humans. The
vestibulocerebellum wasstrongly activated in a recent functional imaging
study,

which used wide-FOVvisualroll stimuli.!*4 Cerebellar lesions in humansare also

knownto increase overall postural sway, but the evidence is mixed
as to whether

they do so whenvisual stimuli are available, 78-185

Ambient visual processing also occurs in the ventroposterior
thalamus, which
is believed to receive proprioceptive information anda direct projectio
n from the
vestibular nuclei. Buttner and Henn!®° showedthatcells in this
region respond to

both sinusoidal rotation in darkness and, in about 50%
ofcases, to moving visual

fields. No simple summation of the visual and vestibular responses
occurred in

this area, however.

B.

Cortical Ambient Visual Centers

Ambientvisual functions in humans, particularly those that
involve perceptual
phenomenasuch as vection and judgments of the subjective
visual vertical, are
highly dependent on the integrity of the cerebral cortex. Even
visually mediated
postural reactionscan,to a lesser extent, require visual cortical process
ing. !87 Until
recently, little was known concerning the representation of
ambient vision at the
level of the cerebral cortex. Research conducted during the
past decade, however,
has considerably expanded our knowledge of where and
how ambient vision is
represented cortically.
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Action

Extrapersonal

Ventrolateral
Focal Extrapersonal

Fig. 17 Four cortical networks corresponding to the four behavioral realms shown
in Fig. 1. Medially projecting pathways are shown in stripes. (Reproduced from
Ref. 2.)

There appear to be manysites in the parietal and parietal-temporal areas of the
cerebral cortex where visual-vestibular integration occurs. !88 However,not all of
thesesites are necessarily centers for ambientvision. Previc” put forth a model that
posits four distinct cortical networks that correspond to the four behavioral realms
described in Sec. II. These systems, projected onto the monkeycortex,are shown
in Fig. 17. A dorsolateral cortical system is responsible for reaching and other
peripersonal activities, and this system includes manysites of visual-vestibularinteraction that are mainly involved in the control of smooth (pursuit and vergence)
A
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b)

Fig.18 Medial-occipital-parietal lobe activation (darkened area) to wide-FO
V moving texture-fields: a) midsagittal view and b) coronal view from backof
brain. (Reproduced from Ref. 184.)

their inputs mainly from the magno-visual pathways (see Ref. 2). Gattass et
al.!89
werethe first researchers to proposethat these visual pathways subserved ambient
vision. In a study of 26 patients with lesions to the occipital-parietal cortex,
!?°
about half reported a marked reduction in the magnitude of their vection
sensations with horizontal stimulation, in addition to exhibiting impaired
OKN and
other optokinetic reflexes. The requirement of an intact occipital cortex
in perceiving normal vection was further confirmed in a study of patients
with hemianopias (half-field losses), who could experience normal vection with stimulati
on
of their normal half-field but not with the half-field represented in
their damaged cortex.'8” Finally, the role of the occipital-parietal cortex in ambient
vision
was confirmed by tworecent functional brain imaging studies that
used wide-

FOV (>95 deg) visual motion. Both of these studies!®4!9! used positron
emis-

sion tomography (PET) and showedextensiveactivation ofthe occipital
-parietal
region to wide-FOV motion, regardless of whether it was random
or coherent
(see Fig. 18). These results confirm that the occipital-parietal region
processes
the elementary ambient motion signal but might not be responsible
for processing the coherence of the visual stimulus itself, as would be required
to perceive

the direction of self-motion.'** However, at least one study has shown that
the

medial-occipital-parietal cortex might specifically process vection-

motion. !%

inducing visual

Activity in the dorsal portion of the occipital-parietal cortex
correlates with

activity in the posterior-temporal-parietal area,!®4 which appearsto be
the single

most important cortical region in the processing of the coherenc
e (anddirection)
of the wide-FOV motion stimulus. This region lies behind the
primary vestibular
cortex, locatedin the posterior portion of the insular region lying
at the junction of

the parietal and temporalcortices in thelateral sulcus (Sylvian fissure).'?3:194

This

retroinsular region also receives input from somatosensory and
even auditory spatial orientation sensory inputs.!95 The primary vestibular cortex
receives from the
aforementioned ventroposteriorportion of the thalamus andis
interconnected with

at least four other processingsites locatedin parietal andfrontal cortex.!94

Several

pieces of evidence point to the importance of the retroinsu
lar ventral temporal
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Sylvian region, whichlies anterior to the better known middle-superior-temporal
region that receives both visual and vestibular signals in the monkey but which
might be more involved in pursuit eye movements. First, at least two monkeystudies have shownthat the retroinsular region is replete with neuronsthatpreferlarge,

moving textured fields.!°*!°> Second, lesions to this area in humans have been
shownto disrupt the perception of the subjective visual vertical'** and vection.!8/
Finally, functional brain imaging studies!*”'®*!"! have shown that the posterior

temporal region is activated specifically by the coherence of the wide-FOV textured visual motion.In the Previcetal.!** study the retroinsular activation consisted
of an elongated area spanning 4 cm vertically from the base of posterior-parietal
cortex to the middle of the posterior temporal lobe.
Oneinteresting aspect of the cortical ambient visual system is that it seems to
be reciprocally related to cortical vestibular activation. Forinstance, stimulation of
the vestibular cortex has been shownto inhibit activity in visual cortical processing
areas, whereas stimulation of visual cortical areas by wide-FOV moving textured

fields can inhibit the primary vestibular cortex.'”” This finding mightcorrelate with

the hypothesis, expressed in Sec. IV.E,that the magnitude of vection is inversely
proportional to the strength of the vestibular signal that would ordinarily inhibit

it. Like the vestibular system’s projection to the cerebral cortex,'**'°° that of the

ambient visual system appears to be predominantly contralateral. Just as leftward

turning excites primarily the left canal and right vestibular cortex,!* so, too, does

the complementary rightward visual yaw motion’’’ stimulate mainly the right

hemisphere.
All of the cortical systems shown arebelieved to have a frontal-lobe component
to them, but this component remains poorly identified in the case of the ambientextrapersonal system. Clearly, there are regionsin the frontal lobes that respond to
Earth-fixed orientation cues, as evidence bythe illusions of inversion ofthe visual
world that can occur following frontal as well as posterior (parietal-temporal)

cortical lesions.!”®

The ambient visual network might eventually turn out to be much more

widespread than the preceding accountsuggests. In two recent studies!®4!97 that
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visual environments. The three major perceptual influences of ambient vision
are
on our sense of self-motion in Earth-fixed space (vection), our perceived selfposition in Earth-fixed space, and our perception of the slant and distance
of
the terrain around us. Although ambient visual cues are generally reliable
on
Earth, important cues such as optical flow and perspective are more ambiguo
us
while flying at variable altitudes above ground. Besides contributing to
spatialorientational percepts, the ambient visual system also influences both
postural
control and the control of other motor systems (manual and oculomotor)
that are
less closely linked to orientation in space. Generally, ambient vision is
dominated
most by distant, wide-FOV scenes that appear highly realistic, but what
is most
important is that the observer believes the visual scene to be linked
to Earthfixed space. Certain individuals lacking strong input from their vestibula
r system
appear to be especially susceptible to the influence of visual scenes,
andit is
also possible that other groups such as pilots might rely more on ambient
vision
despite apparently normal vestibular systems. Although ambientvision
is largely
a preconscious system that does not require a great deal of attention
al resources,
it nevertheless appears to be mostly dependentupon cortical visual
processing in
humans. Its diffuse representation in the cerebral cortexattests to its
fundamental
importance to our entire perceptual-motor apparatus.
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Chapter 4

Psychological Factors
Valerie Gawron*

General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems, Buffalo, New York

P SYCHOLOGYis the study of the mind and behavior and how that behavlor is affected by personality, mental and physical state, experience, task,
and environment. Each of these psychological factors and its relation to
spatial
disorientation (SD) is described in detail in this chapter.
I. Personality and OtherTraits
Personality is “the complex of characteristics that distinguishes an individua
l.”!
Personality has been studiedin relation to SD. For example, Ponomarenkoeta
l.”
began with a quote from Captain S. S. Ivanov, a world-class pilot:
“In aviation
cowards are not chided they are washedout.” Certainly one of the character
istics
of pilots is bravery or more specifically the ability to withstand the fear
of heights
and speeds, equipmentfailures, maintenance errors, hazardous
weather, and, for

military pilots, hostile enemyactions. This bravery canlead pilotsinto
situations
that induce SD,such as flying 1) into weather while carrying injured personne
l,
2) while under pressure to complete a mission,or 3) while fatigued (see Sec.
IT.A)
to develop tactics for new aircraft. Other relevant personality character
istics are
succumbing to pressure to makea flight, overconfidence, love of flying,
spatial

ability, and lack of discipline.

A.

Succumbing to Pressure to Make a Flight
Pilots increase their risk of SD by bending to pressure to make
a flight. In
an analysis of U.S. civil aviation helicopter spatial disorientation
accidents from
1983-1996,one ofthe top factors reported was “pressure to makethe flight”
(Ref.3,
p. 16). Similarly, it was concluded from a questionnaire complet
ed by 8800 Canadian pilots (1084 airline transport, 1969 commercial, 285 helicopt
er, and 5480
private) that pilots who had had accidents were more likely to have
“flownin spite
This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis
not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
*Fellow.
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of advice from others” or “been pressured into flying under marginal conditions
when they didn’t wantto fly” (Ref. 4, p. 43). These authors, however, made no
attempt to correlate personality traits to type of aircraft accident.
In contrast, Mortimer’ focused only on SD accidents. In a review ofaircraft
accidents reported by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) during
1983-1991, he concludedthat the following psychological factors were involved
in the SD accidents that occurred during this period: pressure to completethe trip,
concern about the weather combined with discounting “their own deficiencies and
lack of adequate experiencein such conditions and inexperience which forced the
pilot to use spare cognitive capacity to the other tasks” (p. 1310).
B.

Overconfidence

For military pilots other personality traits appear to be related to SD accidents.
Sanders and Hoffman® compared the personality traits of pilots who had been
involved in a pilot-error accident (SD wasincluded in this category) and those
who had not. Personality was assessed using Cattell’s Sixteen Personality Factor
Questionnaire. The subjects were 51 U.S. Armyhelicopter pilots. The pilots who
had beenin pilot-error accidents were morelikely to be self-sufficient rather than
group dependent, more imaginative than practical, and more forthright and less
shrewd than pilots who had notbeenin a pilot-error accident. These results were
extendedin later study involving 66 helicopter pilots.’ For SD accidents Kuipers

that
et al. concluded, based on interviews with 209 Dutch F-5 and F-16 pilots,

personality characteristics played a substantial role (F-5 88%, F-16 86%). These
characteristics included overconfidence, lack of vigilance and risk awareness, and
false sense of safety.
C.

Love of Flying

“The mostintimate secretof the flying manarises from the genesis of the wings,
as they are not of metal, but of Spirit, doling out in a measure whichisstill a great
mystery, ...a kingdom in the sky, grounded by rules, but unbounded by the love
of flying” (Ref. 2, p. 35). Love of flying leads some pilots to fly beyond their
capabilities, for example, in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) without
instrument-flight-rules (IFR) training and in conditions that might induce SD (e.g.,
whiteout).

D.

Spatial Ability
“Spatial ability is a basic dimension of human intelligence, clearly separate
from verbalintelligence or general reasoning ability” (Ref. 9, p. 103). In a classic
study, Clark and Malone!° measured theability of 242 U.S. Naval Academycadets
d
to identify headings between cities. They reported large ranges in the estimate
correy
negativel
were
headings, including some that were 180 deg off. Errors
(—0.13),
lated to the spatial visualization portion of the Guilford—Zimmermantest
Academy
Naval
U.S.
the
by
routinely
used
test
nsion
a mechanical comprehe
Total
(—0.14), the American Council on Education Q (nonlanguage) (—0.19) and
Armed
U.S.
the
of
part
as
d
scores (—0.15), correctness of expression develope
Examining
ForcesInstitute tests (—0.15), mathematics developed by the Central
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Board of the Naval Air Training Command (—0.18), and personal
estimate of ori-

entation portion of the Guildford—Zimmermantest (—0.19). Clearly,
poor spatial
ability is related to visualization, mathematical, and spatial orientat
ion (SO) abilities. Spatial ability is critical to maintaining SO especially at low
altitudes. As
Taylor!! states, “There are large individualdifferences in the frequen
cy with which
pilots become geographically disoriented on low-altitude attack training
missions”
(B9-7). Likewise, Boer arguedthat pilots with good spatialability
are less susceptible to “disorientation” (Ref. 9, p. 103).
E.

Lack of Discipline

In a study offive fatal accidents (four Indian Navy and one Royal
Air Force),
Dudani!? reported a predominance of supervision and discipli
ne factors. These
factors included unauthorized low-level flying and aerobatics.
Further, Green and
Taylor’? provide case studies in which personality contributed
to an aircraft accident. A pilot with a “history of indiscipline” struck powerlines
while performing
illegal low-level flight; anotherflew at 10 ft (3.05 m) over water,
turned, and struck
the water. Although low-altitude flight over water to minimize
the risk of detection is a standard procedure in helicopters, because of the risk
of SD, it is not
performed unless directed to do so. As can be seen from the
representation in
Fig. 1, the margin of safety is very small for these maneuvers.

Fig. 1 Low-levelflight over water showing the very
small margin of safety in such
operations. (Reproduced with permission ofthe U.S.
Departmentof Defense.)
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nuclear aircraft
Fig. 2 Unauthorized, low-altitude flyby during deployment of the
ntof Defense.)
Departme
U.S.
the
of
on
carrier USS Stennis. (Reproduced with permissi

Morerecently anotherpilot flew within 10 ft (3.05 m) of an aircraft carrier (see
the
Fig. 2). No one wasinjured, but the pilot was grounded for 30 days. Again,
lted
haveresu
could
SD
fleeting
and
slight
even
and
small
very
is
margin of safety
in loss of the crew andaircraft, and damageto the aircraft carrier.
Il.

Mental and Physical State

The mental and physicalstate of pilots has been an infrequently discussed topic
pilots
in SD. The reasons are many but most stem from the perceived need for

their perceived
to be perfect, that is, pilots cannot make mistakes. They limit

drugs
susceptibility to fatigue (Sec. II.A), emotion (Sec. II.B), stress (Sec. IL.C),
never
can
they
Finally,
6).
(Sec. II.D), poor health (Sec. II-E), or injury (Chapter
to
like
pilots
“Few
ILF).
(Sec.
(SA)
s
awarenes
acknowledgea lossof situational
nd
understa
to
quick
are
most
yet
ion,
malfunct
sensory
a
to
ility
admit susceptib
p. 619).
when another pilot experiences the same type of problem” (Ref. 14,
is
status
flight
their
threatens
that
Pilots, as a whole, love to fly, and anything
those
of
many
discusses
section
This
pilots.
other
usually hidden—even from
have retired or
hidden topics—topics that manypilots talk about only after they
only to a trustedfriend.
A.

Fatigue

overlap the
Fatigue is multifaceted and complex. Theeffects of fatigue not only
combine
also
they
but
,
emotion
and
n,
cognitio
ogy,
physiol
areas of performance,
types of
general
two
with other states, such as boredom or drowsiness.!° The
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fatigue are peripheral (physical) fatigue and central (mental
) fatigue. Physical
fatigue is generally defined asa reduction in capacity to perfor
m physical work as
a function of preceding physical effort. Mentalfatigue is inferre
d from decrements
in performanceon tasks requiring alertness and the manipu
lation andretrieval of
information stored in memory.!®
Fatigue was defined as measurable decrements in perform
anceofan activity
caused by the extendedtimefor performingthe activity.
This definition led to the
traditional understanding that as a subject’s time on task
increases his or her per-

formance decreasesin linear fashion. 5 However,
other factors can also influen

ce
fatigue. For example, a 1983 study of naval aviation acciden
ts suggested that the
major contributors to fatigue might be the total time spent
at work (inclusive of

the task) and the time of day at which the work occurs.!”
Other researchers have
also studied this relationship.!® In 1996, Stoner!? used anonym
ousquestionnaires,
physiol

ogical measurements (mean arterial pressure, pulse,
and pulse pressure),
the ArmedForces Vision Tester, and hematological measur
ements (complete blood
countand sedimentation rate) to try to predict early fatigue
in 42 Navy EP-3Eaircrews. However, none of the physiological or hemato
logical measurements varied
between fatigue and normalstates, although 14% of
personnel did show increased
tendenciesfor visual phorias that could be related to
SD.!°
Landing or takeoff under emergency conditions, dealing
with in-flight emergencles, and ingress underfire are difficult circumstances
for the mostvigilant crews,
and burdening crewswith fatigue from sleep deprivation
cancripple their abilities
to deal with emergencies. In fact, the U.S. Air Force (USAF
) Safety Centerrelates
that of 92 Class A incidents—thosethatinvolve over
one million dollars worth of
damage orloss of life—between 1972 and 1995, 60%
of these incidents were related to sleep deprivation.2° Long transmeridianflights
have almost three times the
incidentrate of shorterflights.2! The fact that human error
or loss of cockpit coordination causes as many as 75% of accidents strongly implica
tesfatigue and circadian
disruption.”? Dramatic deficiencies in operational perform
anceare also easily observed

in simulatortests (in commercialairline aircraft simulators,

for example?3).

In a military example SD and fatigue associated with
a demandingnight flying
schedule and development of new tactics might have
contributed to the crashes
of two USAF/Lockheed F-117A fighters in 1986 and
1987 (Ref. 24, p. 22). Flying while fatigued is not unique to USAFpilots. Based
on a survey of 104 naval

helicopter pilots, Tormes and Guedry?5 concludedthat 32% had
experienced SD
caused by fatigue

. Recently, LeDuc et al.2° observed eight UH-60
rated aviators while they performed missionsin a desktop NUH-6
0 simulator after varying
lengths of sleep deprivation. Hover performance wasdeg
raded, along with SD recovery. Recovery time was significantly longer when
fatigued (90.5 s) than when

rested (78.0 s).7°

Repetitive missions can lead to chronic fatigue and
increase the humancost of
long-endurance missions. Frequently, these operati
ons involve multiple days of
sustained operations withlittle sleep or poor sleep
between missions.2” The impairmentassociated with repetitive, long-duration flights
was documented during

Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm?®:” and in a simulat
or study. 39
The deterioration of physical and mental performancea

ssocia

desynchronyis well documented in aviation humanfactors ted with circadian
research23:3!—33 Aircrewsare at particular

risk because they often musttakeoff at night, conseq
uently
experiencing altered light and dark cycles. Light
exposure can disrupt normal
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Panic
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Poor crew coordination

Violation offlight discipline
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Fig. 3 Frequency of occurrence of psychophysiological
37, p. A5-2.)
Ref.
from
ed
(Adapt
iators.
associated with SD in U.S. Navalav

ue might take longer
circadian cycles*’ so that recovery from mission-inducedfatig
ycles.
lightc
for crews exposed to unusual
to promote vigilance
Pharmaceutical techniques have been an effective means

are safer (better tolerated)
or induce sleep, and new compoundsare available that

al.
and moreefficacious. These are discussed in detail in Gawron et
B.

Emotion

of feeling.”! EmoEmotion is “the affective aspect of consciousness” or “a state
” (Ref. 36, p. 65).
ntation
tions can reducethe“pilot’s ability to resist spatial disorie
hysiological
psychop
many
found
and
s
Ninow et al.2” studied SD in naval aviator
occurrence
their
of
cy
frequen
the
and
factors
These
SD.
factors associated with
panic does
cited,
tly
are presented in Fig. 3. Note that, although the least frequen
more well
to
similar
rate
a
t
occur in these highly select andhighly trainedpilotsa
ation.
coordin
crew
poor
and
fatigue
as
such
knownandoften reported factors,

reverence, serenity, anger,
Pilots often do not admit to feelings of fear, awe,

are rampant of
or grief and yet all of these affect their flying abilities. Stories
to get them to
iots
compatr
their
pilots physically injured off base pleading with
ogical injury
psychol
of
Stories
injury.
the
report
a civilian doctor who would not
tent because
nonexis
almost
are
one
loved
a
of
loss
the
of
result
a
such asgrief as
psychological injury can be hidden from the flight doctor.
1.

Fear

ing of this chapter,
As indicated by Captain S. S. Ivanov’s quote at the beginn
not admit to fear.
to
lots
somepi
leads
ice
coward
with
fear
the association of
equipment
people:
most
But pilots are exposed to conditions that instill fear in

ous weather, and, in military
failures, maintenance errors, heights, speeds, hazard

what the pilot sees, in a
pilots, hostile enemyactions. This fear canliterally affect
to one researcher, “asking
phenomenoncalled paradoxical cognition.*® According
as asking him notto
tive
aseffec
a subject to ignore [stimulus elements] may be
oteillustrates
ousqu
anonym
ing
follow
The
8).
p.
think of pink elephants” (Ref. 39,
this phenomenoninflight.
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The crew chief told me to keep an eye onthe fuellevel since
the guy who had
previously flownthe airplanereported “anomalies”, Whatthe heck
are anomalies?
A guy in another squadron had auguredin, the week before dueto
fuel exhaustion.
Would I be next? I started out with my usual crosscheck followed
bya glanceat
the fuel. Fifteen minutes into the flight I did my crosscheck butthen
staredat the
darn fuel gauge. Did you knowif you lookat something long enoughit
moves? By
the time I realized I was seeingthe fuel load increase (and I was
NOTattachedto
a tanker) I wasspatially disoriented. I could have been on mybackf
orall I knew.

In an early study Doppelt*® stated that 55% of the pilots surveyed reporte
d

that vertigo did not occurin training flights but did doing
the same maneuversin
operational flight due to the “scare factor” (p. 5). Further,
“heightened neuropsychological arousal as in conditions of acute awareness elicited
by imposed high
workloador perceived threat may result in behavioral regress
ion with a return to

more primitive or infantile modes of response, like
the breakdown of complex

learnedflying skills and higher mental functions” (Ref. 41,
p. B2-6).
Based on data from Desert Storm, Durnford et al.42 Stated,
“Flight over the
desert and wartime were twofactors linked to increased
severity of SD episodes.
The fact that there was no similar significant link for flight
over snow (or water)
suggests that wartime maybe the key factor” (Ref. 42,
p. 76). “In 43 percent of
worst ever episodes, aircrew were not immediately aware
of being disoriented”
(Ref. 42, p. 76).
The fear associated with SD does not have to be related
to physical danger.
De Giosa* reported from a survey of 100 Italian pilots
that over 60% attributed
perceptual disturbances to economic worries. Other respons
esindicated thatpilots
were predisposed to perceptual disturbances when flying
as a passenger rather
than pilot, suffering from alimentary excesses, or wearin
g a helmet. All of these

situations can be related to the fear stemming from
loss of control, illness, and
the threat of attack. Conversely, there is an exhilar
ation that comesfrom fear. This

exhilaration comesfrom the adrenalinethat is pumped into
the bloodin a primitive
“fight or flight” response. For some pilots, such an adrenal
ine rush defiesthe innate
fears of speed and height, as with the following anonymouspi
lot:
“T always pushedthe envelope—any envelope—speed,altitu
de, G.If the airplane
didn’t shake,rattle, and roll I wasn’t flying at the edge.
The problem with flying
at the edgeis falling off. Many a time I lookedat my attitude
gauge andrealized
I was plummeting to the earth when I thought I wasstre
aking forthe sky.”

This phenomenon might have a neurochemical basis.
Specifically, intense stimulation such as pushing theaircraft envelope can causeth
ebrain to release dopamine. Dopamine produces a feeling of euphoria that
can be very addictive. This
hypothesisis further supported by work atthe Nation
al Institute of Mental Health

in Bethesda, Maryland, in which blood flow
measurements of cocaine addicts

showed an increase in the left caudate section of
the brain, an area with a high
density of dopamine receptors.
The relationship of neruochemical addiction and flying
is supported by research
conducted in the former Soviet Union. “A danger
ous occupation demands...a
sociopsychological readiness to work under extrem
e conditions... and... an exceptionally adaptable nervous system allowinga flexibl
e brain function to provide
creative processes, such as intuition, forecasting,
and heuristics”, (Ref. 2, p. 19).
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the
These authors conclude that pilots differ from professionals who work on
ground in a numberof biochemical and psychophysiological respects.
cal substances of
Secretion of hormones, enzymes, sugar, and other biochemi

10 to 12
flyers are normally 3 to 4 times higher, and duringflight, many even be

plane, is equal
times greater; tension and concentrationin the first hour on fighter

flight,
to 8 hours of stress for any groundtransportation operator (driver); during
nal
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G
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changedea
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space,
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the
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25).
p.
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(Ref.
brain
the
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forces, which represents a double stress

2.

Awe

upon with
The sky has alwayshelda fascination for humans. It has been gazed
to get up
ability
their
in
unique
are
Pilots
time.
of
ng
wonder from the beginni
e how
illustrat
close and personal with the sky. The following anonymous quotes
SD.
of
risk
the
the fascination with celestial events can increase
piercing
I was above the thundercloudson a darknight and could see the lightning
and miles.
the night. It was the best light show I had everseen. It went on for miles
course before
Miles in whichI losttrackofaltitude and heading. We were miles off
I could tear my eyes away from the sight of that lightning.

It is formed
The mostbeautiful sight I have ever seenis a halo aroundthe aircraft.
like being
It’s
rainbow.
the
of
colors
the
reflects
crystal
each
and
by ice crystals
force myself
caughtinside a prism. Each timeI find myself inside a halo I haveto
amazed how far
to look back into the cockpit to check the attitude and often am
off straight-and-level flight | am.

Probably the most commonly reported phenomenon reported to
set:

instill awe is sun-

lookedas if they
I had never seen so many colors of orange and red. The clouds
and oranges
shape
changed
clouds
the
as
watched
were giant spongesof color.I
I realized I had
bled to red and finally maroons. It was 100 miles (161 km) before
bankedthe aircraft to get a better view of the incredible sunset.
3.

Reverence

or godsas dwelling
Sincethe beginning of time, humans have imaginedtheir god
led somepilots to
has
flying
while
Earth
from
ion
separat
The
.
in the heavens
experience being with God:
about the mission
WhenI took off that day I wasn’t thinking about God—only
and boring.
tedious
rather
was
it
ather
sone,r
dangerou
a
wasn’t
It
to be flown.
s in all
eternitie
for
ng
stretchi
heavens
the
I looked out the windscreen and saw
lt like I was in the
slowlyfe
and
life
after
the
and
e
aboutlif
thought
I
ns.
directio
I heard a voice inside
presence of God. I wasn’t afraid or angry, just at peace.
thousandsoffeet.I
metelling me to lookatthe altimeter. I had slowly climbed
(Anonymous).
me
left
peace
of
sense
The
e.
returned to my assigned altitud
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Serenity

Manypilots have experienced a sense of sereni
ty, of peace, of separation from
the problems of the world. The perceivedst
illness can be comforting as well as
a source of disorientation as attested by the
following anonymous quote: “Once I
reached myassigned altitude, I took a deep
breadth andall the world’s problems
seemedto
drain away. The skies were blue and here
there was

no war, no illness,
no poverty, no ugliness. I flew for 20 minutes
before ] realized I was in a shallow
bank and probably had been for a long time.
”

5.

Anger

Angeraffects perception andfocus (see Fig. 4), as
is demonstrated by the saying,
“I was so angry I couldn’t see straight.” Althoughthe
re is an outward accommodative shift that occurs with strong emotion,“ therei
s a psychological componentas
well. Angerresults in focusing attention on the object
of that angervs appropriate
orientation cues, thereby precipitating SD. The follo
wing anonymousquotes illustrate this consequence:
“The dogfight lasted less than one minute and J watched
asthe planeI hit burst
into flame andthe other attacker broke off. Then I saw
my wingmangoafter
the remaining attacker. We were nearly out of fuel. I
called my wingman and
ordered him back. Hereplied, “I’m going to get that
@#&&. The #$@ shotat
me!” I watched as he banked wildly to catch up with
the survivor. “Attitude!
Attitude!” I shouted over the radio, Something in my
voice finally got through
and my wingman returned tostraight and level. “@#$%
I thought I wasstraight
and level!” He wasin fact 45° nose down.”

Fig.4 Angry pilot fixated on exacting a toll
with his airplane on someoneor something. (Reproduced with permission of Ron Colgro
ve.)
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whensuddenly the windscreen
“T was delivering medical suppliesto a disaster area
due to a bullet. The #$@ we
was
crack
the
that
ately
cracked. I realized immedi
started a dive-bombing run but I
weretrying to help were in fact shooting at us. I
the shooter! I was 15 ft off the
on
ts
blanke
and
drugs
realized I only could drop
ground before I pulled out and began to climb.”

6.

Grief

ption of the world and can
Grief is another emotion that colors a pilot’s perce
lead to SD:
The folks in the mission
Nine days after my son’s funeral 1 was back flying.
asked how I was doing.
or
prebrief went on as usual. No one mentioned my son
reconnaissance and I
was
n
missio
The
ed.
launch
and
e
I climbed into the airplan
was a lot of white
there
back
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had my handsfull until I started for home. Cruisi
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that
n
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in
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I
that
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e thatit
believ
I
day,
this
To
out!”
watch
,
“Daddy
g,
shoutin
heard my son’s voice
wastruly his voice, not my imagination (Anonymous).
C.

Stress

response
Stress is the response ofthe body to any demand made onit. The body’s
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Table 1

Aviation stressors

a

Anxiety stressors

Height

Level of training

Pressure changes
Acceleration

Level of confidence
Unfamiliar aircraft

Motion
Turbulence

Unfamiliar route
Unfamiliar airport
Poor runway
conditions
Poor weather

Low humidity
Glare
Vibration
Noise

Cold
Heat
Inactivity
Uncomfortable
personal
equipment

Lowfuel
Malfunctioning
navigation equipment

Lowaltitude

IFR andnightflying
Fearof losing face

Lack of confidencein

EEE

Emergencystressors

Personal stressors

Control/trim
malfunction
Enginefailure
In-flightfire or
explosion
Midaircollision

Birdstrike

Hangover

Ditching

Minorillness
Self-medication

Loss of formation

Lack of family

leader
Disorientation

In-flight
incapacitation

|

Flying stressors

aircraft design

Hunger
Fatigue
Lossof sleep

support

Anger
Frustration
Worry
Oversensitivity
Guilt
Memories of
horrifying sights

e

e

and threatened with divorce. The third
case involved a naval

aviator who was a
recovering alcoholic and had been recently divor
ced, denied visitation to his child,
and been passed over for promotion. I
n addition he ha d impregnated a former
girlfriend and wasbeing investigated for parti
cipation in the Tailhook incident.
Onthe positive side, experienced pilots might
be able to handle the heightened
stress created by the flying environmentitse
lf better than less experienced ones.
For example, Krahenbuhletal.47 compared catecholam
inelevels of pilots who had
received power- on-stall and spin recovery training
in a ground simulator andthose
who had not. The catecholamine levels were
measured after their in-flight exposure to power-on stalls and spin recoveries
. There were twosignificantdifferences:
epinephrine level was lower, andthe nore
pinephrine/epinephrineratio was higher
in those who hadreceived simulator trainin
g relative to those who hadnot. The authors interpreted these data as indicating re
duced arousalin the experienced pilots.

D.

Drugs

The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) can reexamine and revoke an alrcrew’s certificate when an aircrew mem
ber is “

underthe influence of alcohol” or
taking a drug that “affects the person's
faculties in any way contrary to safety.”
The majority of data on how dru gs affecting
flight safety have been from alcohol studies. These data are from accid
ents, laboratories, ground simulators
, and
actual flight. The results of each type of
data are summarized next. In addition,
previous discrepancies between ground
simul ator andflight-test results are also
summarized.
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1.

Accident Data

-alcohol-concentration (BAC)
In the first accident analysis to search for blood
158 fatal aircraft accidents that
of
35.4%
effects, Harper and Albers*® reported that
almost 50%

of 0.015% or above). In
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or higher.
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0.04%
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types
other
than
fatal accidents occurred at night (38%)
alcohol at 0.04% or higher in 146
More recent work by Canfield et al.3 reported
nts between 1989 and 1993.
of the 1845 pilots who died in civil aviation accide
ed that 0.04% or greater BACs
eport
In arecent study, Hordinsky and Kuhlmanr
that occurred from October
nts
accide
on
aviati
l
were found in 8.2% ofall genera

on-related fatalities
1988 through September 1989. Li et al.5 examined 337 aviati
found 7%of the
They
1994.
red in North Carolina between 1985 and

that occur
ranging from 0.02 to 0.14%.
pilots and 15% of the nonpilot occupants had BACs
20 to 29 years old flying
aged
pilots
were
0.10%
over
All fourfatalities with BACs
tedthat pilots with “driving
nighttime general aviation aircraft. McFadden” repor
ntrisk. Canfield et al.>’
accide
while intoxicated” convictions have an increased
occurred 1994 to 1998
that
nts
accide
on
aviati
reported 124 out of 1683 pilots in fatal
reported incidence
also
s
author
These
vel.
BACle
0.04%
had BACsabovethelegal
e,
ana, cocain and amphetamines
of controlled dangerous substances such as mariju
1998) and benzodiazepines (49
and
(89 of 1683 pilots who crashed between 1994
medications (240 of 1683),
ogical
neurol
and
ar
of 1683), prescription cardiovascul
as antihistamines. For example,
and over-the-counter drugs (301 of 1683) such
gmus (PAN) might be a factor
Gibbons°® suggested that positional alcohol nysta
).
VIII.B
Sec.
6,
in alcohol-related accidents (see Chapter

2.

Laboratory Data

s of alcohol on pilot performance
Muchofthe research usedto test the effect
atuses. For example, Jovy et al.>?
appar
test
prior to 1970 was based on simplistic
on a psychomotor performancetest
examinedthe effects of 0.09 and 0.11% BAC
to choose, from a poolof differently
apparatus. This device required the subject
opening of corresponding size in a
an
sized pellets, a suitable one to place into
an 8% performance decrement with a
rhythmically revolving roll. They reported
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0.09% BAC legal limit and
a 21% decrement with a 0.1
1% BAC.These BACsare
well above the 0.04% BAC
and the test equipment was
never evaluated in terms
ofits ability to generalize to
aircraft.
Collins et al.© evaluated
tracking performance during
angular acceleration.
In the presence of angula
r acceleration, there were
decrementsat 1, 2, and 4h
after ingestion (0.074, 0.073,
and 0.047% BAC). Without
acceleration there were
significant decrements cau
sed by alcohol only four hou
rs after alcohol ingestion
(0.047% BAC),
A numberofresearchers trie
d to evaluate the combinede
ffects of alcohol and
flight stressors such as mot
ion andaltitude. Ryback
and Dowd?! measured the

occurred 6-10 h after alc
ohol ingestion. During ang
ular accelerationtests, few
shorter-duration beats of
er,
nystagmus occurred 1-2
h after alcohol ingestion.
The

Gilson et al.° investigated the

combined effects of alcohol (0.
0.077% BAC), motion (dy
000, 0.027,
namicorstatic vestibular
stimulation), and display
mination (0.1 or 1.0 ft-L)
illuon the performance of 24 mal
e collegestudents. Tracki
errors increased in dynami
ng
c stimulation for each pos
itive BAC level] overbaseli
BAC. There were no alcoho
ne
l decrements in the Static
motion condition, Tracki
CIrors were also greater in
ng
dim Ulumination than in
bright illumination. Based
these results, they conclu
on
ded that alcohol would deg
radepilot performance mos
in turbulence and at night.
t
In the followin& year Schroe
deret a].%4 examined com
pensatorytrackingperformance of 24 males while
Stationary and while oscill
ating in pitch and yaw. BA
levels were 0.081, 0.0
C
75, and 0.047%, respec
tively, 1, 2, and 4 h
losing, Significantly mor
after alcoho]
e tracking errors occurr
ed in the yaw position wit
notion for the alcohol Sro
h no
up at | and 4 h after dosing
than for the placebo group.
fracking performance was
poorer for the alcoho] gro
up at | and 2 h after dos
n both planes with motion
ing
. Burton and Jaggars®©
exposedeight adult subjec
ustained +G, acceleration
ts to
after alcohol doses of 0
to 3 oz (89 ml). There wer
ignificant decreases in bot
e
h weapons firing time and
the amount of time the tar
‘as On the screenas the alc
get
ohol dose increased. Simila
r decreases occurred in the
leasures as acceleration
se
increased from 1—+6 G,.
Decrements were greate
le combined alcohol/+G,
st in
condition.
Collins”trained eight privat

e pilo

ts (flight hours ranging fro
Perform two time-shared
m 160 to 20,000 h)
tasks. The first was a two
-dimensional, compensat
acking task; the second Was
ory
a single-choice, visua] rea
ction time (RT)task that
curred once every 30 s.
Blood alcohol content was
0.091% immediately afte
-ohol dosing and 0.012%
r
8 later. Reaction times
were Significantly longer
> alcohol groupthanfor
for
the placebo group | h afte
r alcoho] ingestion. There
were
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antly greater 1 h after
cking task errors were signific
simulated altitude. For the tra
ohol ingestion.Just
alc
r
afte
h
to alcohol ingestion or 8
r
prio
n
tha
ion
est
ing
l
oho
alc
errors between ground
e no differences in tracking
as for the RT task, there wer
simulated altitude.
vodka) on
level and 12,000 ft (3660 m)
he effects of alcohol (bourbon and
ing tasks:
Collins and Chiles®”°* examinedt
low
fol
the
med
for
per
pilots. These pilots
vigilance
the performance of 11 private
4-m
, 3)

ice RT task
satory tracking, 2) 10-cho
1) two-dimensional, compen
6) speech comprehension.
and
ing,
solv
m
ble
task, 5) pro
r alcohol
task, 4) mental arithmetic
up made more errors 4h afte

k the alcohol gro
For the dynamic-tracking tas
ed significantly more
up did. A trained rater report
gro
o
ingestion than the placeb
l group than for the
amic tracking for the alcoho
ocular nystagmus during dyn
the vodka group was
ice RT task, performance of
placebo group. For the 10-cho
alcohol. For the 4-m
ing
est
cebo group 4h after ing
pla
the
for
that
n
tha
se
wor
rer than for the placebo
of the vodka group was poo
vigilance task performance
ce of both the bourbon
stion. In addition, performan
group 4 after alcohol inge
or 8 h after alcohol
after ingestion than prior to
4h
se
wor
was
ups
gro
ka
and vod
contradictthe eight-hour
stated that their data did not
les
Chi
and
s
lin
Col
n.
stio
inge
and altitude must also be
combined effects of noise
rule but cautioned that the
manceat 0.08% BAC on
reported decrements in perfor
considered. Collins et al.©
pattern discrimination
and
pensation, tracking,
com
nal
sio
men
-di
two
,
time
reaction
ic, problem solving, or
l effects on mental arithmet
oho
alc
no
e
wer
re
The
s.
task
s.
speech-comprehension task
ery at 0 and at 0.10%
pilots using a cognitive test batt tests: maze tracing,
13
ed
test
al.”
Stokes et
ing
low
fol
alcohol effects for the
BAC. There were significant
and risk taking. There
king, dual-task tracking,
trac
der
visual scanning, first-or
al numbertests. Horne and
the hidden figuresor the visu
0.035,
were no alcoholeffects on
of eight womenat 0.000,
vigilance performance
BAC,
35%
0.0
at
n
Gibbons”! measured the
Eve
g.
nin
eve
y afternoon and in the
earl
the
in
BAC
BAC
the
r
70%
the
0.0
and
evening. Nei
in the afternoon than in the
the
d
che
mat
ce
there was greater decrement
man
perfor
ween alcohol dosing and
nor the time separation bet
current regulations.
ohol on a readinessevaluated the effects of alc
Morerecently, the FAA has
breath alcohol content of
even men were tested at
percent
to-perform test./2 Seventy-s
ant alcohol effects on RT,
8%. There were signific
sed with
rea
inc
y
all
0.02, 0.04, 0.06, and 0.0
nic
oto
mon
ormation processingthat
in RT at
correct, and measures of inf
reported significant degradations

breath-alcohol contents. Millar

et al.’3

peak BAC (0.07%).
3.

a
Ground Simulator Dat
l on pilot
of the effects of alcoho
n 15 major evaluations
simulator
All
2.
le
To date, there have bee
Tab
in
d
are summarize

ulators. These
performance in ground sim
0% BAC, and significant
effects of alcohol at 0.1
al
ent
rim
det
wn
sho
e
hav
studies
5% BAC.
observed even below 0.0
performance deficits are
Flight Data
study has been performed
simulator studies, only one
gle-engine Cessna
In contrast to the 15 ground
tely 30 years ago ina sin
ima
rox
app
ted
duc
con
in flight. It was

4.

Table 2

0.000,
0.025,
0.050,
0.075

Testbed
PhaseII

Duration
lh

Boeing
727-232
ground

Numberof flights
8 per subject

Subjects
2 air carrier
captains and 2 air
carrierfirst officers

Measure
Errors and deviations

significantly increased as
a function of BAC
Seriouserrors significantly

simulator

75

0.000,
0.080

Flight

Results
Total errors

increased from 0.000 to

Notstated

simulator

Notstated

Volunteers

Discomfort ratings errors

0.025% BAC
Nodifference

Dumpingfuel at

0.08% BAC

Gear downat high
speed at 0.08% BAC
Attempting to land
10,000 ft above localfield
elevation at 0.08% BAC
Failure to correct
76

0.000,
0.011

Aerosoft 2000

Notstated

fixed-based

4 simulated
approaches

simulator

8 male pilots
Airline Transport Pilot

licensed

Vertical duration from
glideslope

Horizontal deviation

from glideslope
Deviation from optimum
77 (also

0.030,

published

0.060,

as 78)

0.100

General

Aviation
Trainer,
model 1

lh

6 per subject

approach speed
12 USAF

instructor pilots

errors at 0.08% BAC and
up to 14 later
Nodifference
More in 0.04% BAC

especially if not all

engines operative

More in 0.04% BAC

Ratings of four USAF

Performance was

Combinedtotal seconds
of error (i.e., deviation
in altitude, heading,
turn rate, airspeed,
vertical velocity, and
ball angle)

0.060 and 0.100 than for
the 0.000% BAC
Nosignificant

flight examiners

SYHOLOVA TVWOIDOTOHDASd

BACs, %

significantly poorer for

difference between 0.000
and 0.030% BAC

(Continued)

6S}

Reference
74

Summaryofalcohol research conducted in ground simulators

Reference
79 (also

published
as Henry

et al.®?)

BACs, %
0.025,

0.055,
0.085

Testbed
General

Summaryof alcohol research conducted in ground simulators (continued)
Duration
1h

Aviation

Numberofflights
4 to 6 per

Subjects
22 nonrated men

subject

Measure
Total secondsof error

(i.e., sum of seconds in

deviation in altitude,

Trainer,

heading, turn rate,

model 1

airspeed, vertical

velocity, and ball
angle)
Combinedtotal seconds
of error(i.e., sum of
secondsin flight
segment deviation in
altitude, heading, turn

rate, airspeed, vertical

81

0.000,
0.040,
0.100

Frasca 14]
simulator

O9l

Table 2

15—20 min

28 per subject

14 private
pilots

velocity, and ball
angle)
Meanabsolute
difference in degrees

from assigned heading
Meanabsolute
difference in feet from
assignedaltitude
Numberof
communication
frequency errors
Numberof transponder
code errors
Whetherpilots correctly
entered
communication
frequencyat the outer
marker

Results
Performance was

significantly poorer for

0.025 and 0.085 than for

0.000% BAC

Performance was
poorer for each of three
segments,for the entire
flight, for airspeed, and
for vertical velocity
Time on target and
numberof problems
solved were significantly

different from 0.000%

BAConly for the two
highest BACs
Olderpilots (30 to 62 years
old) were farther off
course than younger (20
to 29 years old)
For distance off
course, older pilots were
significantly impaired at

0.100% BACas
compared to 0.000%

BAC
All pilots made more
radio errors at 0.100%
BACthan at 0.040%

BAC

<

G)
zZ
D
O
a

Se

o

Frasca 141
simulator

15—20 min

28 per subject

14 private pilots

Closest distance between
subject’s aircraft and
target aircraft
Numberofincorrect
vertical avoidances
Timeto detect far targets
on the horizon
Engineoil detection
Carburetor ice detection
Ground track distance in
feet from centerline
during takeoff
Absolute difference in
degrees from runway
heading during takeoff
Absolute difference in
knots from assigned
airspeed during climb
out

Absolute difference in
feet from runway
centerline during
approach

Older pilots made
more severe heading
errors than youngerpilots

Moreseverealtitude

errors occurred at both
0.040 and 0.100% BAC
than at placebo;
decrement was especially
large for olderpilots at
0.100% BAC
At 2 pilots were
farther off assigned
course in alcohol than in
placebo condition
Pilots made more
radioerrors in alcohol
condition at 2 h
No hangovereffects
24 or 48 h after 0.10%
BAC oncourse or radio
errors

Absolute difference in
feet from glideslope
during approach

SYOLOVA IWOIDOTOHDASd

0.000,
0.040,
0.100

Absolute value in change
of aileron in degrees
during approach
Standard deviation of
aileron movements
during approach

(Continued)
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81

c9t

Table 2

ors (continued)
Summaryof alcohol research conducted in ground simulat
I

Reference

BACs, %

Testbed

Duration

Numberofflights

Subjects

Absolute value in change
of elevator in degrees
during approach
Standard deviation of
elevator movements
during approach

8]

Results

Measure
—

NOYMVS A

Lateral distance from
centerline in feet at
touchdown
Distance in feet from the
ideal touchdown spot
Difference in degrees
from ideal heading
during touchdown
Vertical speed during the
last 0.86 s before

82

83

0.04,
0.10

0.000,
0.010

Frasca 141
fixed-base

20-25 min

simulator

Frasca 141
fixed-base
simulator

35—40 min

Twice eachat
0.04, 0.10,
then 2, 4, 8,
24, and 48h
after
12 at 0.10%
BAC,2, 4,8,
24, and 48h

7 young (X =
25.3) 7 old
(X = 42.1)

28 male pilots
aged 21-51

after
12 at 0.00%
BAC,2, 4, 8,
24, and 48h
after

a

touchdown
Course error
Radio errors

Larger for older
Larger for BAC
Moreat 0.20 than 0.04

Perceived intoxication
Rating overall
performance
Standard deviation in

Morein 0.10% BAC
Worse 0-4 after 0.10%
BAC
Larger 0-8 h after 0.10%

performance

BAC

BAC

en

oo

ATC 610
movingbase

45 min

10 male, 2
female pilots

simulator

85

0.000,
0.040

ATC 610
ground

45 min

2 per subject

simulator

12 male private
pilots

Threshold to detect
angular motion
Altitude error
Altitude variability
Target detection
Horizontal head
movements
Timeto detecttarget
Pitch-and-roll yoke
contro] movements
Attitude indicator pitch
and roll
Vertical speed
Course deviation
Altimeter

86

0.000,

0.040

86

0.000,
0.040

Frasca 141

Notstated

fixed-based
simulator

Frasca 141
fixed-based
simulator

2 per day for 2
days

12 male pilots
instrumentrated aged

23-49, 250-6000 h

Not stated

2 per day for 2
days

8 pilots
instrumentrated aged

23-60, 160-2500 h

Direction gyro
Airspeed
Instrument departure
procedure error
IFR flight control error
Errorin position reports
Failure to question
erroneous clearance
Communication error
Frequencyof navigation
errors
Problem solving time

Communication error
Flight control error

Higher threshold
0.04% BAC
No difference
No difference
No difference
BACdecrement was
greater when alcohol was
received on Day1 rather
than on Day 2
Significantly poorer
overall performance with
alcohol

Significantly poorer
VORtracking, collision
avoidance, vertical control,
vertical control limits,
altitude at 0.040% BAC
Moreerrors 0.04%
BAC
No difference
Nodifference
Nodifference
No difference

SYHOLOVA IWOIDOTOHDASd

0.000,
0.040

Moreat 0.04% BAC
No difference
Nodifference
Nodifference

(Continued)

Ol

84

a

Reference
86

BACs, %

Testbed

0.000,
0.040

Frasca 141
fixed-based

Duration
Not stated

Numberofflights
2 per day for 2
days

simulator

86

87

88

0.000,
0.040

Frasca 141
fixed-based
simulator

Not stated

0.000,

Aerosoft 200
fixed-base
simulator

40 min

0.020

0.0,
0.0225,
0.045,
0.09

89

0.08,
0.04,
8 h after
0.08

Illinois Micro
Aviation
Computer
fixed-base
simulator
Frasca 141
fixed-base
simulator

20 min per

flight

75 min per
flight

2 per day for 2
days

Subjects

8 pilots
instrument rated aged
23-58, 200-3000 h

8 pilots
instrument rated aged

32-54, 170-5000 h

8 male pilots
instrument rated

4 per session
for 2 sessions

8 male general
aviation pilots 21—23
years old

11 male, 12
female licensed pilots
21-40 years old

Results

Measure
Aircraft control error
Checklist procedure
error
Approach chart
procedures error
ATC communication
error
Numberof missed
approaches
Quality of landings
Approacherror
Communication error
Deviation in altitude,
speed, track-keeping
Checklist
implementation
Navigation error
Communication error
Altitude deviation
Lateral and vertical
tracking deviation

No difference
No difference
No difference
More at 0.04% during
missed approach
No difference
Morelanding errors
at 0.04% BAC
Nodifference
Nodifference
Nodifference
Nodifference
No difference
Moreat 0.02% BAC
Significant decrement
at highest BAC only

Sternberg RT

Significant difference

Summary score
computed as mean of

on correct RT
Significant decrement
in performanceat 0.08%

general flying and
communication scores

v9Ol

ors (continued)
Summaryof alcohol research conducted in ground simulat

in false RT but no effect

BAC

No decrement8 h after
No genderdifferences in
performance
Womenhad
significant faster
disappearancerates
eee

NOYMVS A

Table 2

ca

Frasca 141
fixed-based

75 min

simulator

6: placebo or
alcohol
predrink,

28 pilots
instrument rated

Oil pressure detection
Traffic avoidance

0.08% BAC,
8 hours after

91

0.000,
0.100

P-3C ground
simulator

Notstated

2 per subject

Communication
frequency errors

Approach performance

10 Navy P-3C
Orionpilots

Takeoff heading
Landing heading
Localizer deviation
Glide-slope deviation

Yaw ontakeoff

Yaw on landing

Hangovereffect for
youngerpilots
Slowerafter 0.10% BAC
Worseafter 0.10%
BACinfirst than second
session treatment, time,
age, orderinteraction
Significantly greater
yaw on takeoff 14 h after
attaining 0.100% BAC
than in control condition
Standard deviation of
heading errors was
greater 14 h after
attaining 0.100% BAC
than in control condition
Variability in
glide-slope error
significantly greater 14 h
after attaining 0.100%
BACthanin control
condition

SYOLOVA WOIDOIOHDASA

0.000,
0.080

SO}
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M Billings, et al., 1991
O Billings, et al., 1972
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Fig. 5

gs et al.’4 and
Alcohol andflight performance errors—a comparison ofBillin

Billings et al.”

have not
172 at the Ohio State University.°* Billings et al. concluded that, “We
exists in
ent
impairm
nt
significa
no
which
at
level
alcohol
blood
a
determined
d in a
resulte
BACs
flight” (Ref. 92, p. 39). Although the study showed various
enced
inexperi
and
ced
experien
both
significant number of performance errors by
8-h
andthe
BAC
0.04%
ns(e.g.,
regulatio
current
the
pilots, the implications for
d.
addresse
lly
specifica
not
rule) were
In amorerecent study Billingset al.’4 compared their results in a B-727 ground
two
simulatorto the Billingset al.” results (see Fig. 5). The differences between the
(Bed
controll
being
aircraft
the
of
ty
complexi
1)
g:
studies includedthe followin
subjects
al.’*
t
(Billingse
subjects
the
eof
experienc
2)
;
complex)
727 being more
Billings
were much moreexperienced, and includedfourair carrier pilots); and 3)
ground
complex
a
used
al.’4
et
et al.°2 used an actual aircraft, whereas Billings
0.075%).
through
(0.00
BAC
with
d
increase
errors
simulator. In both studies total
0.00%
In the 1991 study there were significantly more errorsat 0.025% than at
BAC.
The research summarized earlier indicates that alcohol degradespilot perfors. In
mance. Nonetheless, a large percentage of pilots drink alcoholic beverage
medical
the
audited
General
r
Inspecto
tation
Transpor
of
ent
1986, the Departm

had had their
statements of 711,648 active pilots. About 10,300 of these pilots

Aldriver’s licenses revoked or suspendedasa result of alcohol-related offenses.
l
(Nationa
ions
applicat
medical
ontheir
ion
informat
most 8000 did not report this
registradriver
and
rt
self-repo
the
both
From
1987).
Hearing,
tion
Driver Registra
laboratory,
tion data, it is clear that pilots do drink alcohol. From the accident,
forpilotper
degrades
alcohol
that
clear
is
ground simulator, and flight-test data, it
ng
processi
r
vestibula
altered
nd
alcohola
ng
concerni
findings
mance. Based on the

risk of SD 1s also
(see Chapter 6, Sec. VIII.B), it can be assumed that the specific

increased with alcohol consumption.
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Poor Health and Medications

Tormes and Guedry?> concluded, based on a survey
of 104

naval helicopter
pilots, that 11% had experienced SD while
having symptomsofa cold or flu and
1.9% with self-treatment using over-the-counte
r drugs. In another example Jarvis™
reportedthat“At least one ofthe pilots (in F-15
SD accidents] was thought to have
been using medication withoutthe knowledge
and concurrence of flight surgeon.
This may have impaired his physical and mentalstat
e” (Ref. 93, p. 33).
F.

Loss of Situational Awareness

Situational awarenesshas been defined as “the percep
tion of the elementsin the
environmentwithin a volumeoftime and space, the
comprehensionof their meaning, and the projection oftheir status in the near future
” (Ref. 94, p. 36). Perception
is defined as Level 1 SA, comprehensionas Level 2, and
SA Projection as Level3.
Sipes and Lessard”> defined loss of SA as “disorientat
ion due to the loss of perception of the overall picture” (Ref. 95, p. 912). They found
that 57% of 141 students
attending the USAF Advanced Instrument School report
ed experiencing loss of
SA,with one F-15 pilot reporting 300 incidencesof minorl
oss of SA. The range of
frequenciesof occurrence wasone to 300, with a mean of
13 and a standard deviation of 35. Kuiperset al. reported lower percentages of LSA
based on interviews
with 209 Dutch military pilots: 29% with F-16 and 27% with
F-5 pilots.
LSAis generally associated with high workload conditions. For
example, Knapp
and Johnson in a review of F-16 class A mishaps from 1975
to 1993 reported
that “air-to-air engagements were associated with a higher
proportion of pilot
error (71%) than wasair-to-ground (49%)” (Ref. 96, p. 777).
Channelized attention, loss of situational awareness, and spatial disorientati
on accounted for approximately 30% ofthe total pilot-error accidents.Pilot-er
ror factors included
improper procedures, training deficiency, distraction, low
proficiency, compla-

cency, inadequatebriefing, task saturation, overconfiden
ce, inattention, confusion,
overmotivation, habit pattern, stress, and unwillingnes
s to admit mistakes. Lyons

et al.”’ made similar observations from USAF accidents during
1989-1991: selective inattention (31%), channelized attention (77%), and
distraction (38%)
were leading causes of LSA. Boehmeconcurred that “histo
ry has shown that

loss of situational awareness (as a result of channe
lized attention, distraction,

or task saturation) is involved in a majority of all Ops error
class A mishaps”
(Ref. 98, p. 19).

Jones and Endsley”’ reviewedall entries in the NASA Aviation Safety

Report-

ing System, covering the period of January 1986—May 1992,
that used the term
situation awareness, and categorized them according to type
of error made (see
Fig. 6). Of the total entries, 111 involved SA errors on the
part of the crew and
32 on thepart ofthe air traffic controllers. The researchers
further categorized the

SA errors into Level 1 SA (data not available, failur
e to monitor, misperception),
Level 2 SA (use of incorrect mental model, overreliance
on defaults), and Level 3

SA (lack of mental model, overprojection).
These researchers also investigated 24 NTSBaccidents
that occurred between
1989 and 1992. The largest number (17 or 71%) of these
accidents was caused by
error by the aircrew,air traffic controller (ATC), or both.
Fewer numbers were
caused by mechanicalfailures (38%) or inclement weath
er (33%). The researchers
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Fig. 6 Types of errors in SA reported in NASA Aviation Safety
and Endsley; Ref. 99,
Jan. 1986—May 1992. (Reproduced with permission of Jones
p. 509.)
related, 4 were
focused on the 17 human-error accidents. Of these, 15 were SA

and 6
caused by physiological degradation associated with fatigue or drugs,
(Accitask.
a
omitting
as
such
es,
stemmed from violation of existing procedur
ed
dents could be included in multiple categories.) The data from the SA-relat
on as
distracti
task
t
highligh
and
7
Fig.
in
factor
by
zed
summari
are
s
accident
involved
the leading contributor to SA error. Of these SA-related accidents, 72%
Level 3 SA.
problems with Level 1 SA, 22% with Level 2 SA, and 6% with

Greene!° stated that SD is “inextricably entwined with the concept ofloss of

situational awareness” and that Type I SD

and relearises when the conscious mind performs non-controlrelated tasks
ce
accordan
in
s
whichflie
mind,
ious
subconsc
the
to
aircraft
gates controlof the
(periphwith inputs received from the inner ear (vestibular apparatus), ambient

n, channelized
eral) vision, and the “seat-of-the-pants”. Such factors as distractio

of conscious
attention, and task saturation are all associated with the removal
distortion
Temporal
ing.
ouspilot
subconsci
in
result
and
control of the aircraft
by the
_.. appears to occur in direct proportion to the amountof stress perceived
.
individual (Ref. 100, p.1.)

judgment
Johnson stated that to avoid SD, “...situational awareness involving
distance is required”
of terrain height, aircraft attitudinal awareness, speed and

(Ref. 101, p. B2-2).
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Vigilance Over-reliance Stressors
distraction distraction
on automation

Other

Fig. 7 SA errors associated with NTSB-reported
aircraft accidents, 1989-1992,
(Reproduced with permission of Jones and Endsley; Ref.
99, p. 510.)

Previc et al.'°* argued that spatial orientation is a subset of SA (see Fig.
1).
Situational Awarenessis knowledgeofthe aircraft’s location
in space (position
and attitude), awareness of the environment (terrain geograp
hy and features,
weather-related conditions such as turbulence and icing), underst
anding communication (within the cockpit and via the air traffic controller),
correct reading
of the instruments, and knowledgeof malfunctioning controls and/or
instruments

(Ref. 103, p. 123).

Spatial orientation is only knowledge ofthe aircraft’s orientat
ion in space. Although spatial orientation is a subsetof SA, they have become synony
mous among
many aircrews andflight surgeons.
Situational awareness requires both system SA and environmental
SA. System SA includes 1) system status, 2) functioning andsettings;
3) settings of radio, altimeter and transponder equipment; 4)air traffic control
communications
present, 5) deviations from correctsettings; 6) flight modes
and automation entries and settings; 7) impact of malfunctions/system degrade
s, and settings on
system performance andflight safety; and 8) fuel, time, and
distance available
on fuel.'* Environmental SA includes knowledge of weather
formations (area

and altitudes affected and movement); temperature, icing,
ceilings, clouds, fog,
sun, visibility, turbulence, winds, microbursts; instrum
ent flight rules vs visual

flight rules conditions; areas and altitudes to avoid; flight
safety; and project

ed
weather conditions.'™ For military aircraft SA also includes tactical SA.
Tactical SA
includes 1) the identification, tactical status, type,
capabilities, location

and flight dynamics ofother aircraft: 2) a knowledge of
one’s own capabilities

in relation to other aircraft; 3) aircraft detections,
launch capabilities, and tar-

geting; 4) threat prioritization, imminence and assignments;
5) current and projected threatintentions, tactics, firing and maneuvering; and
6) mission timing and

status, !%4

The final types of SA include spatial/temporal SA and
geographical SA. Spa-

tial/temporal SA includes a knowledge of 1) the
aircraft’s attitude, altitude,
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flight path; 2) any deviation from
heading, velocity, vertical velocity, G-loading,
lities; 4) projected flight path;
flight plan and clearances; 3) the aircraft capabi
of the

a knowledge
and 5) projected landing time.'°* Geographical SA includes es, airports,
t, terrain featur
1) location of one’s own aircraft, other aircraf

cities,

to designated features; 3) runwaypoints, and navigation fixes; 2) position relative
ons; and 5) climb/descent
way and taxiway assignments, 4) path to desired locati

geographical
points.!°4 To summarize, spatial orientation is in relation to Earth;

I).
orientation in relation to topography (see Chapter1], Sec.
aphical SA has been a
geogr
and
ation
orient
l
spatia
en
The relationship betwe
Singh!argue in favor of
source of some controversy. For example, Navathe and
from geographic SD,
ror,
separating SD, which they attribute to receptor inputer
both of these from
guish
distin
they
and
which they attribute to navigational error;

g!°°
loss of SA, which theyattribute to a central error. Previc et al.!°2 and Cheun
ude
tincl
doesno
that
argue for a broader, more traditional definition of SD, but one

geographical SD (see Chapter 1).
d in many inciHowever,spatial and geographicalorientationsare closely relate

nts, Taylor concluded,
dents. Based on an analysis of aviation incidents and accide

and asstressful
“Geographical disorientation in flight can be insidious, compelling
spatial disitate
precip
on
can
as spatial disorientation. Geographical disorientati

ation of the error 1s
orientation and vice versa. In severe cases, where the realiz

iours leading to
sudden, there is evidence of panic and disorganization of behav
the following
ded
r
provi
Taylo
B9-1).
p.
11,
(Ref.
ft”
aircra
the
l
of
loss of contro
flight without
in
ented
accident synopsisto provehis point: “A pilot became disori

ation, when he
realizing it. He was aboutto land at what he thought washis destin

sed by
suddenly realized it was the wrong airstrip. He became so shaken and confu
B9-8).
p.
11,
(Ref.
ft”
aircra
d
the
lande
crash
he
that
ation
n
this sudde realiz
chers
In contrast to the spatial-geographical controversy, virtually all resear
state,
l.
omeryeta
Montg
As
SD.
to
currently agree that loss of SA can lead
to
ion
s
attent
pilot'
the
when
red
trigge
be
to
likely
“A disorientation event is
d
elize
chann
ding
(inclu
issues
ssing
l
proce
Menta
ere.
elsewh
drawn
flying is
er, distraction,
attention, task saturation, habituation, inattention, negative transf

standing”
and temporal distortion) mustbe part of our spatial disorientation under
(Ref. 107, p. 147).
III.

Experience

ce.
Spatial orientation, like other spatial behaviors, is dependent on experien
(1966),
on
Templet
According to Howard and
nce
Spatially coordinated behavioris construed as the development and maintena
spatial
dbythe
conditione
and
molded
whichare
atters,
of a repertoire of responsep
objectives
characteristics of the body, and of the physical world in such a way that
s only
behaviori
ed
coordinat
Spatially
achieved.
y
may be rapidly and accuratel
structure and
possible because there are many predictable features of the body’s
of the structure of the world (Ref. 108, p. 7).

the amount
There are four aspects of experience that are related to SD: 1)
III.B),
(Sec.
ces
experien
on
based
ion
expectat
2)
of flying hours (Sec. III-A),
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3) learning that occurred (Sec. IlI.C) and4) train
ing received (see Chapter 8). One

author'”” adds memoryas an experiencefactor.
A.

Numberof Hours

Someresearchers have found that pilots with low
flight time have the greatest
risk of SD. For example, Mortimer concluded from
an analysis of generalaviation
accidents that “pilots in SD accidents lacked the
flight experience necessary to
recognize or cope with the stimuli that induce SD,
which was compounded by
fatigue, alcohol/drugs or pressure and other psych
ological and physical impairments” (Ref. 110, p. 25). Kuipersetal.,8 based on interv
iews with 209 Dutch F-16
and F-5 pilots, concluded,that target hypnosis (see
Sec. VIB) in youngerpilots
is a factor in SD. Onedifference between novice and
experienced pilots might be
scanning behavior. Bellenkeset al.!!! compared the scann
ing performance of 24
private pilots. They compared the behaviorof those with
1 h of instrument flight
time (novices) with those with 80 h ofinstrument flight time
(experts). Experts had
shorter dwell time, and they more frequently checked instr
uments that were unchanged. The authors inferred from these data that the expert
s had a better mental
model ofpatternsof aircraft response.
Situations in which the awareness of environmental eleme
nts is restricted to a
single element can producespatial disorientation. This comm
only occurs in the
student pilot who, under the stress of attempting to perfo
rm a demanding and
unfamiliar task, allows his attention to be confined to one aspecto
f his task. Yet,
even the experiencedpilot, when presented with a high workl
oad, when anxious,

or when unduly aroused, can lose efficiency (Ref. 41,
p. B2-6). Students and

experienced pilots are both affected, however.
However, experiencedpilots are not immune to SD. Moser revie
wed Air Force
accident data from 1964—1967 and concluded“the pilots invol
ved in 91 percent of
the spatial disorientation accidents had accumulated over 1,000
hourstotal flying

time” (Ref. 112, p. 174). Braithwaite et al.113 concluded from
accident records and

a survey of aircrew experience that there was no association betwe
en SD factors
such as aircrew experience, flight qualification, or aircraft type
rating. Similarly,
Durnfordetal. stated, “Experience, whether measured in terms of
qualifications or
flying hours, offers no protection against SD”(Ref. 42, p. 75). Jarvis
also addresses
the issues of currency and concluded that “the third factor noted
[in F-15 SD
accidents] included the level of or recency oftraining of the
pilot: inexperience
with instrument flight and a lack of recent instrument flying
skills” (Ref. 93,

p. 33). Baker and Lamb''* reported that 44% of the commuterand air-ta
xi pilots

whocrashed in the Colorado Rocky Mountains hadless than
100 h in type but
most had over 1000 h total flight time. Thus, flight hours in
type can be a better
predictor of SD susceptibility.

Finally, based on analysis of 192 USAFSDfatalities, Barnum and
Bonner! 15

concluded:

The average pilot who will be involved in future similar
accidents ... will be
around 30 years of age, have 10 years in the cockpit, and
have 1,500 hours of
first pilot/instructor pilot time. He will be a fighter pilot
and will have flown
approximately 25 times in the three months prior to his
accident (Ref. 115,
p. 898).
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B.

Expectation
to climb and vice versa; if
If pilots pull on the stick, they expect the aircraft
d. Throughouta flying cadescen
to
t
aircraf
the
they push onthestick, they expect
Someare so highly developed
reer pilots develop hundredsofthese expectancies.
action and“see” the expected
that they become automated—thepilots perform the
ited to responses alone
notlim
s
consequenceevenif it does not occur. Expectationi
ation may be misininform
y
sensor
ct
“Corre
but can also occur with perceptions.
tancy—by coning of
expec
of
errors
g
causin
e,
exampl
—for
terpreted by the brain
other environmental stresses
attention (fascination), high or low arousal states, and

s system”(Ref. 116,

such as hypoxia and hyperthermia also affect the central nervou
p. 1931).

edge of certain viewed
Grunwald et al. note, “The observer has a priori knowl

or planes. These
objects, like size, shape, or parallelism or perpendicularity of lines
layout that best
spatial
a
truct
assumptions are used in a 3-D process to recons
117, p. 425).
(Ref.
nates”
coordi
object
the
to
matchesthe perceived lines-of-sight
but through
retina,
the
ngon
changi
ually
contin
is
s
object
of
For example, the size
object
given
a
extensive interaction with the environment humanslearn thesize of
menon
pheno
This
gle.
and use the learnedsize to determine distance and aspectan
Chapter 3,
is called size constancy and is important to visual perception (see
Sec. IV.C.3).
than on
Perception in pilots depends on deploying stored knowledge rather
logical
l
psycho
genera
“Some
responding directly to stimuli. As Monesi states,
s influfactor
d
as
invoke
be
can
s,
theorie
ion
concepts, like expectancy or detect
These
B2-6).
p.
41,
”
(Ref.
errors
tual
percep
ning
explai
encing perception and
e
becaus
ceived
misper
be
may
inputs
ry
“Senso
SD.
to
lead
can
rs
tualerro
percep
ents
judgm
ous
Errone
ence.
position and motion perception1s based on past experi
the so
of aircraft attitude, misinterpretation of lights when flying on a dark night,
error”
tual
d
percep
induce
ancy
expect
of
les
examp
all
are
called lean on the sun
(Ref. 41, p. B2-6).
Oneform of expectation is based on geography because humans respond based
i
on experiences in a particular geographical location with its characteristic stimul
pilot
“A
Singh:
and
he
Navat
ed
by
provid
is
le
examp
and environment. A good
rn
from tea plantation-covered East India, on completion of a ferry to a Weste
he
finals,
on
trees
ptus
base, roundsoff high for landing. Flying overtall eucaly
tea
of
r
plants
shorte
the
over
flying
to
used
underestimates his height, since he is
gardens, which give him a different perspective” (Ref. 118, p. 256).
e,
Somebehaviorsare so highly trained that they become automatic. For exampl
tor
indica
ngle
roll-a
the
of
experienced pilots will often subconsciously make use
ately
for speedy correction of extreme bank attitudes, if this indicator is immedi

below the artificial horizon.!!9 Eichner and Mason!”” believe that repeated practice

automated.
in realistic environments is necessary to make the correct responses
ary to
necess
itis
SD,
I
t
Type
Trumbo and Montgomery concur: “Fortraining agains
by
bed
distur
sare
ocesse
l
mentalpr
norma
e
establish dynamic scenarios in whichth
lized attention,
such things as temporal distortion, distraction, inattention, channe

ed
task saturation, and habituation”(Ref. 121, p.142). Further, LeDucet al.”° report

stressed the
that a simulator could be used to produce spatial disorientation but
SD.
I
Type
t
agains
train
needfor realflight to
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Learning

Learning is defined as “to gain knowledge
or understanding of or skill in by
study, instruction, or experience.”! Learning
includes self-study, formal training
(such as describedin Chapter 8), and experience
. Learning is also defined as “‘to
acquire knowledgeorskill or a behavioral tende
ncy.”! Lack of knowledge, as well
as these behavioral expectations as described
in the preceding section, plays a
major role in SD.
Spatial disorientation can occur not only becau
se of erroneousor absent sensory information but because of a pilot’s defici
ent understanding of the factors

and mechanismsthat result in SD.!22 Both SD training and
instrument
lots must be trained in the tricks of the trade. Benson and Burch
ard!22 describe
how persis

proficiency have been shownto affect the risk of SD
(see Chapter 8). Further, pi-

tent disorientation in pilots can be dispelled by maki
ng a readjustment ofthe seat harness and the performanceofrou
tine cockpit checks, which

divert attention from distracting yet clearly false sensation such as

the “leans,”

!??
Other pilots have found that a quick shakeof the head
“topples the internal gyros” or more accurately provides new sensory input whichi
s sufficient to disrupt
conflict (Ref. 122, p. 21). Other learned behavior to count
eract SD include the
following:
Whensuddenly confronted with strong illusory sensations,
or wheredifficulties
are experienced in establishing orientation and appropriate controlo
f theaircraft,
the advice to the pilot is: (1) Get on to instruments; check
and cross check. (2)
Stick on instruments; do not attempt to mix flight by external
visual references
with instrumentflight references until external visual cues
are unambiguous. (3)
Maintain correct instrument scan; do not omit altimeter. (4)
Seek help if severe
disorientation persists. Hand over to co-pilot (if present), call
ground controller
and other aircraft, check altimeter. (5) If control cannot be
regained, abandon
aircraft (Ref. 122, p. 21).

IV.

Task

Several task characteristics have been associated with
SD. These include workload, transitions inside and outside the cockpit, distract
ions, and crew coordination.
A.

Workload

Based on interviews with 209 Dutch F16 and F5 pilots,
Kuipers et al.® concluded that last-minute changes in planning, unclearprefli
ght briefings, and “hot
scrambles” caused by high workload and wrong priorit
y settings brought pilots

into unexpected situations, which led to extra worklo
ad and in somecases to

SD.
Workload appears to be increasing in modern aircraft.
In one of Gillingham’s
articles, he stated, “modern aircraft designs and
mission requirements have sub-

stantial impact ... the phenomenal ability of current high-pe
rformanceaircraft to
roll, pitch, accelerate, gain orlose altitude, and otherwise
change spatial orientation
parameters very quickly, presents a significant challengeto
the pilot to maintain a
continually accurate assessmentof those parameters” (Ref.
123, p. 302).
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B.

Transitions

1.

Transitions Between Weather Conditions
occur as a result of loss of
SD in visual flight rules (VFR)/IFR transitions, may
clouds, optical flow cues,
the
into
ons
transiti
pilot
a
As
.
vection
of
ion
percept
not be present. The twomay
,
vection
of
on
sensati
a
which normally produce
on of vection. As a
dimensional primary flight displays do not generate a sensati
flying in visual
while
vection
with
ted
associa
were
result, control inputs, which
from typical visual
meteorological conditions (VMC), are suddenly dissociated
an approach, the
motion cues. As the aircraft motions take it into VMC during
will be influenced
pilot will look out the cockpit window andhis control motions
gain of informaby the transformations that are taking place in the world. The
y flight displays.
tion in the world may be different than the gain of the primar
tion content
The pilot must adjust to differences in scale, format, and informa

text, SD has been shownto be
In Chapters 7 and 9 and elsewhere throughoutthis
transitions between weather
by
associated with disruption of visual scans, caused
t, between displays, and
cockpi
the
side
andout
conditions, between viewing inside
between tasks.

(Ref. 124, p. 36).

Similarly, Tormes and Guedry”> concluded that 62% of naval helicopter pilots

and 49%
had experienced disorientation during transitions between IFR and VFR
night.
at
flight
forward
to
deck
flight
during transitions from hover overa

Transitions Between Inside and Outside the Cockpit
their return
Collins and Harrison concluded from a survey of F-15C pilots after
outside the
to
inside
from
ons
transiti
“visual
that
from operation Desert Storm
associated
were
flight
of
ns
conditio
t
differen
under
al)
reciproc
cockpit (or the
who
pilots
96
were
with the occurrence of SD episodes” (Ref. 125, p. 405). There
56
and
s)
question
choice
e
(multipl
respondedto the first section of the survey
in
ons
transiti
Visual
s).
question
nded
(open-e
ction
who responded to the secondse
during
on
transiti
visual
than
SD
produce
to
ely
morelik
times
3.26
weather were
on than
night. There were nearly twice as many SD episodes with visual transiti
without visual transition.

2.

3.

Transitions Between Displays
known.
Spatial disorientation related to transitions between displays is well

“In all but a few
In commenting on SD in the Tornado aircraft, Dell states,

cuesto headscases the disorientation has occurred ontransferring from visual
wn dishead-do
the
on
ation
concentr
by
e
overcom
only
and
(HUD)
up display
rehave
they
until
tation
play (HDD). Somedid not dispel the feeling of disorien
,
reported
Jarvis
,
evidence
further
As
7-4)
gained visual conditions.”(Ref. 126, p.
e:
procedur
pilot
a
to
relates
s]
accident
SD
F-15
[in
“The second factor noted
to an instruwaiting until the last moment to make the transition from a visual
f. 93,
rs”(Re
maneuve
turning
during
nts
mentreference and making head moveme
p. 33).
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Transitions Between Tasks

Accordingto Jarvis,?? of special import to SD is
the transition between formation
and soloflight using information on the HUD:
Pilots should be cautioned against use of the
HUD during instrumentflight and
during the periodoftransition from formation
flight to solo flying during night
and/or instrumentconditions. Manypilots, partic
ularly those who had not flown
older operational fighter aircraft, seem to be over
dependent on the HUD when
flying the aircraft. The HUDis a compelling displa
y, which draws the pilot’s
attention andina situation wherethe pilot requires
rapid recognitionof his attitude,
altitude, airspeed and the rates of change of each, the
information is not always
easy to find on the HUD.Pilots who reported less
dependence on the HUD
expresseda lesser problem with spatial disorientation
(Ref. 93, pp. 34, 35).
C.

Distracters

Distracters are often a factor in SD incidents and acciden
ts. For example, Durn-

ford and Crowley'*’ concluded that distraction was involv
ed in 44% of all SD
accidents. Their data were from a survey completed by three
experienced flight
surgeons for U.S. Armyhelicopter accidents from May 1987-A
pril 1992. In another aircrew survey distraction was present at the onset of
the SD episode in 40%
of the SD cases. Ironically, there was no link between fatigue
and SD in either
survey. Durnfordet al. reported:
There were few identifiable episodes of visual or vestibul
ar illusions in this
accident series. Classical causes of spatial disorientation
—such as “whiteout”,
“brownout”, and inadvertent entry into IMC’ wererelatively
rare (accounting for
25 percentofthe spatial disorientation accidents). By contrast
, distraction of the
aircrew from maintaining a safe flight path appears to have
played a major role
(Ref. 128, p. 21).

Braithwaite et al.!!3 concluded from a survey of accident recordst
hat there were
distracters inside the cockpit in 26% of SD accidents and outside
the cockpit in 29%

of SD accidents. Braithwaite et al.!29 reported distraction to be an important

factor

in helicopter accidents involving night-vision devices (NVD),
based on U.S. Army
helicopter accidents from 1987-1995. Specifically, 14.4% ofthe
accidents involved
distraction from outside the cockpit, including other aircraft
Operating nearby
and events occurring at the place of departureor at destina
tion. One of the most
common distracters is a failed instrument. Disorientation
caused by instrument

failure and the unresolved conflict occurs relative
ly often, with 21% of pilots

in the survey, Sipes and Lessard!20 experiencing this illusion
between one and
10 times. Similarly, Tormes and Guedry”> concluded that
29% had experienced
spatial disorientation as a result of distraction by aircraft
malfunction and 25% by
a faulty instrument.
D.

Crew Coordination

Multiperson crews also experience SD (Fig. 8), but there
is a strong psychological benefit of being accompanied by another crew membe
rat night or in difficult
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Joe, you were

supposed to keep
us right side up!

Fig.8

.)
Multicrew SD. (Reproduced with permission of Ron Colgrove

Storm data, Durncircumstances(Ref. 126, p. 703, their Fig. 9). Based on Desert

ationsorflying
ford etal. stated, “Experience, whether measured in terms of qualific
sufficient prots
hours, offers no protection against SD. Neitheris having twopilo
of episodes
percent
40
in
tated
tection; both aircrew were simultaneously disorien
nt and
importa
an
played
ation
coordin
crew
good
involving NVDs. Nonetheless,
75).
p.
42,
(Ref.
s”
episode
many
in
beneficial role
V.

Environment

g
There are many environmental factors that have been linked to SD, includin
of
purpose
The
weather.
unnatural sensations associated with time of day and
visual
this section is not to exhaustively review these unnatural nonvisual and
w will
overvie
brief
a
Rather,
7.
and
6
Chapters
in
d
reviewe
sensations, which are
na
phenome
gical
psycholo
ed
SD-relat
various
the
nd
understa
better
to
be presented
to be presented in Sec. VI.
A.

Unnatural Sensations

definition
The Merriam Webster’s American Dictionary provides the following
organ.”!
sense
a
of
ion
for sensation: “awareness(as of heator pain) due to stimulat
,“the
However
.
innerear
the
and
eyes
the
The majorsense organs involved in SDare

tation on earth,
sense of hearing, clearly of limited importancefor spatial disorien

sensations
may prove useful during flight operations” (Ref. 41, p. B2-1). Further,
of which
neither
ion,
deprivat
can be affected by inadequate cues and sensory
normally occurs on the Earth’s surface.
1.

Inadequate Cues

of SD
“Inadequate cues probably accountfor the most important single causes
rarely
is
n
sensatio
of
absence
the
s
incident
SD
of
s
accidents. In fact, in account
n that
sensatio
sory
ongillu
otherstr
or
vertigo
ted
unexpec
the
is
it
reported;rather
is described” (Ref. 41, p. B2-4).
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The primary sense used by humansis vision.
All major sensory systems can
provide inadequate or misleading cues during
flight. As Leibowitz states:
Because vision is almost always accurate on
earth, the natural tendency is to
rely on the sense of vision during flight. It is clear
howeverthat in the aviation
environmentthis can be dangerous. Vision is not
always reliable in detecting the
presence ofother aircraft; it is essentially useles
s for perceiving self-motion in
the absence of ground cues; it is subject to errors
in the perception of velocity
and height during nighttime orother degraded observ
ation conditions: and object
motion perception is unreliable at night and during
other impoverished observation conditions. The essential messageis that pilots
must be made aware ofthe
capabilities andlimitations of their visual systems and
apprised of the fundamental differences between vision while self-locomoting
on the ground and whenin
the aircraft (Ref. 131, pp. 108, 109).

Vision of the outside world can be further degraded by
glare from the sun,
dazzle effects of sunlight on water or snow, or feature
less terrain or water
(see Chapter 7). This degradation is further compoundedby
poordisplays within
the cockpit (see Chapter 9). Rupert contends “SD mishap
s occur because aircraft designers, engineers, and specifically human-factor
s engineers have failed
to provide pilots with the information in a formatthat will
permit them to fly as
intuitively as they walk abouton the earth” (Ref. 132, p. 72).
This is especially true
with two-dimensional displays. Recent work on viewing perspec
tive displays suggests that “interpretive behavior associated with viewing perspec
tive displays in
which the sinusoidal pattern of azimuth errors is induced by
the difference between the 3D stimulus and its 2D projection, and by the conseq
uencesof the geometric differences between the station point and the observe
r’s actual position”
(Ref. 133, p. 439).
The vestibular system also provides inadequate cuesin flight.
The vestibular
system is well suited for routine ground operationslike turning
the head, walking,
running, jumping, falling, etc., but for flying it is inadequate. This
is because the
frequency response ofthe semicircular canalsis inappropriate underth
e conditions
of angular acceleration prevalent in flight and because the otolith
organs cannot
distinguish between the force of gravity and otherlinear acceler
ations acting upon
the flyer (see Chapter 6). The vestibular system thus makeserrors,
and these errors

can result in spatial disorientation.>°

In addition,there are conflicts between visual cues and vestibu
lar and proprioceptive cuesin flight. It is these conflicting cues that have been
identified as major
factors in SD accidents (see Chapters 6 and 7). Conflict situati
ons in which visual
cues contradict vestibular and other proprioceptive cues result
in disorientation

incidents, if the aviator is not able to disregard sensati
ons ofattitude or motion,
particularly when the visual cues are reduced (Ref.
41, p. B2-5). Again, these

conflicts do not normally occur on the earth’s surface.
The effects of inadequate cues are best summarized by Dowd:

In his natural environment man, by using his functioning
sense organs and muscular effectors, is an almost perfect cybernetic mechan
ism for maintaining his
position, attitude, or motion. In flight, however, man
is far from perfect in this
respect, especially when heis deprived of good visual
contact with the earth.
Of utmost importanceis his ability to respond to instrum
ents, which present him
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2.
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Weather

In 1965 Doppelt*® administered a questionnaire
to 55 rated USAF pilots. Only
two of the 55 did not report having SD episodes
(vertigo). The average was 21.7
episodesper pilot or 7.5 episodes perpilot per 1000
flying hours. In other results,
90% of the SD occurred in weather, 75% at night,
50% during formation flight,
and 42% during refueling.
In particular, flying immediately beneath an overcast,
in a cloud, or on top of
one wasparticularly conducive to producing vertigo. This
was more severe when
flying at night. ... Many pilots described lack of confide
nce, a psychological

factor of relevance,in theirattitude display instrum
ents and madereference toa

need for a secondattitude horizon (Ref. 40, p. 5).

Tredici’“° also warnedabouttheeffects of heavyrain, which
reduces vision enough
to render invisible such objectsas aircraft, powerlines, flag
poles, and trees. The
rain drops can act as prisms and can cause faulty distance
judgment because by
acting as filters lights can appear less intense and therefore
give one the illusion
of being at a greater distance (see Chapter 7).
VI. SD Phenomena Related to Psychological Factors
Psychological factors have been a mostly overlooked componentin
SDresearch,

training, and accident investigation. However, without conside
ration of these fac-

tors, it is difficult if not impossible to explain the six SD phenome
nadescribed
in this section. Therelationship between these phenomenaandt
he psychological
factors discussed in Secs. I-V are summarized in Table 3. Ascan
be seen from
Table 3, psychological factors singly, but more often in combination,
lead to SD
illusions. Thesix illusions listed in Table 3 are described in the followi
ng sections.
A.

Break-Off

Breakoff is a “feeling of detachmentfrom theearth at high altitude
or in poor
visibility” (Ref. 130, p. 40). Symptomsare characterized by an
altered awareness
of the pilot’s orientation and relationshipto the aircraft or the Earth
when flying at
high altitudes or in visual conditions of flight comparableto those
experiencedat

high altitude. Benson'*! identified four types of break-off in pilots of fixed-w
ing

aircraft: 1) break off without false perception of aircraft orientat
ion, where pilots
feel overcomebya feeling of unreality and remotenessfrom the
aircraft; 2) break
off with instability, wherepilotis suddenly overcomeby feeling
of isolation and
of being out of touch with the aircraft andthat the aircraft is
being balanced as
if on a knife edge; 3) break off with quantitative disorientation,
where pilot has
a feeling of being out of touch with the aircraft, which might
be accompanied
by feeling of dizziness and a false perception of the aircraft’
s orientation; and
4) break off with qualitative disorientation, where pilot begins
to feel out of touch
with the aircraft and uneasy or experiences a qualitative error
in the perception of
the aircraft’s altitude or motion.

Benson'** reported that 23 of 72 pilots who had become disoriented in
flight

had feelings of unreality and detachment. The feelings occurre
d in monotonous
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phases of light and reduced visual conditions.
Forfixed-wing pilots (19) these
feelings occurred above 30,000 ft (9144 m). For
helicopterpilots, however, they
occurred between 500 and 10,000 ft (152 and 3048
m). Twenty-one ofthepilots

had accompanyingillusionsofaircraft attitude and motion.
Benson'*? suggests
that these were

caused by vestibular asymmetry. Anxiety was report
ed by almost
all of the affectedpilots, but the frequency of occur
rence was much lower among
the Sipes

and Lessard'*° subjects. Only 8 of 141 (6%) pilots in the surve

y of
Sipes and Lessard!2° had experienced the phenomenon
,with a mean frequency of
occurrence of 17.
The break-off phenomenon might be related to the qualit
y of light at high altitudes. There is a slight increase in the intensity of light
as altitude increases to
100,000 ft (30,480 m), butits distributionis so modified at
high altitude that most
appears to come from below, wherescattering of light by air
molecules, moisture,
and dust particles is greater and where clouds can create a
bright visual floor.
The sky above therefore appears darkerataltitudes with less
light falling on the
cockpitinterior.!!© This suggests that break off might also be
related to sensory

deprivation, as discussed in Sec. V.A.2.
B.

Fascination

Fascination is said to occur when a pilot, for one reason
or another, ignores

orientation cues while his attention is focused on some other object
or goal.*®
Fascination mightbe related to hypoxia, fatigue, drugs, and personal
ity factors?

as well as task novelty. !“4
Clark et al.'distributed a questionnaire to 226 naval aviation students ask-

ing them to describe their experiences with fascination. The students
who completed the questionnaire had experienced fascination an average of 2.47
times in
basic training and 3.42 times in advanced training. Two types of fascinat
ion were
identified: type A, in whichthe pilot restricts his or her attention to a
nalrow area
(e.g., target or landing strip) and cannot perceive other objects in view,
and type
B, in which the pilot perceivesall of the objects in view but is blocked
from responding. The researchers further broke each type of fascinationinto categori
es:
Type A fascination subclassifications:

A.1) Multitasking causesfailure to perceivecritical information (e.g.,
performing a strafing run and not maintainingaltitude).
A.2) Fixation on single object causesfailure to perceive critical
information
(e.g., concentrating on lead’s position in formation and failing to maintai
n straight
and level flight).
A.3) Preoccupation with irrelevant objects causes failure to perceive
critical information (e.g., watching smoke from rocket launch
and disregarding
attitude).

A.4) Concentration on a single instrument causesfailure to perceive
critical
information (e.g., watching airspeed indicator and forgetting Wing
position).
A.5) Daydreaming(e.g., staring off into space and forgettingto
fly the airplane).
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ever, Kuipers et al.> reported that 7% of Dutch F-5 pilots
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form
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fixation
target
e,
literatur
fixation. In the cognitive engineering

tentional blindness. !47:!48 The likelihood of this phenomenaincreases with shared
phecharacteristics and expected target such as size and color. An associated

nomenon,contingentorienting!*?!>° occurs when the match between expectation

and stimulus is high. A pilot would turn toward any stimulus matching his or her
expectation. A classic exampleis landingat the wrong airport but one that matches
the size and layoutofthe designatedairport. This has been referred to as “believing
is seeing.”
C.

Flying Carpet

D.

Giant Hand

This illusion can be characterized as an example of overconfidence. Kuipers
et al.8 reported the occurrence offlying carpetillusion in 4% of Dutch F-16 pilots.
Sitting high and comfortable on top of a high-performanceaircraft like the F-16,
somepilots get a false sensation of safety and the feeling that nothing could happen
to them. They then maycruise into bad weatherwithlittle vigilance or mightfly
muchtoo low without seeing the danger.

Gillingham and Previc!“ describe the giant-hand illusion as one in which the
pilot perceives falsely that the aircraft is not responding properly to controlin
seemattitude
desired
the
puts because every attempt to bring the aircraft to
ingly is resisted by its tendency to fly back to another, more stable attitude”
sen(Ref. 144, p. 86). In more graphic words, giant hand is a “false banking
In the
40).
p.
130,
(Ref.
wings”
ofthe
one
downon
pushing
hand
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of
sation
ced the
Sipes and Lessard®> survey 35% ofthe pilots stated that they had experien
times.
four
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occurren
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Malcolm and Money!>! reported data on three occurrences of the giant-hand
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to restrain it” (p. A10-2). In one instance!*? the pilot
(a physician)felt the control
column being pulled from him as though by a
“giant hand.” Hetried to center
the control column by pulling on it with both hands
and both knees, but with no
success. Realizing he wasdisoriented, he releasedhis
grip on the stick and watched
as it floated backto the central positionbyitself. For
several minutes thereafter, he
wasable to control the aircraft only by graspingthe contro
l column with thumb and

forefinger. King'** claimedto suffer from a subjective impression

thatthe aircraft

wasin a steep bankto the right, and that wheneverhecl
osedhis whole hand over

the stick it appeared to be thrown forcibly over towards the
left. The second case
occurred in a fighter aircraft after the pilot turned off the
afterburner. The third
case occurred during a bomb-diving attack when the pilot found
he couldnotpull
out of the dive even by using both hands andhis leg. The stick
was firmly held
well forward andto the left, and so he pushedit further forwa
rd and eventually

recovered control by doing an outsideroll.!5!
Lyons and Simpson'>» presenta slightly different description ofthe first case

presented. While in a left-hand climbing turn, he [Dr. King] bent
his head down
andto the right to find the radio compassaudio switch and he experi
enced violent
vertigo. Hesaid “upon attempting to level the wings, I experienced extrem
econtrol
stiffness and found that even using both hands and knees I could not
move the
control columntotheright... . It felt as though a giant hand wasthrusting
thestick
to the left” (Ref. 153, p. 64).
In another account a T-38 pilot reported experiencing the giant-handillu
sion
while flying through layered cloud decks. Theinstructor pilot wasflying
position
2 in a two-ship formation with the studentsituated upfront. They were vector
ing
for landing at about 3000 ft—just above the tops of the lower deck with
another

deck of clouds above them. Aslead initiated a turn and descent, the
pilot went to

follow,andthe aircraft did not respond. The pilot applied full strength to the
point
of getting a sore shoulder. Thepilot transferred control to the student, who
had
no problem.Thepilottried again to maketheturn butstill failed, even thoug
h the
student wasnot having a problem.Thepilotstated, “The feeling the probl
em was
mechanical was overwhelming.” The pilot had remainedin visual contac with
t
the

lead aircraft the entire time, but he did not experiencedistress.

In January 1986 a single-seat fighter pilot ejected because of the gianthand
phenomenon.Thepilot wasflying lead in a two-ship formationat night in
instrument conditions. While in a right descending turn, he turned his headto the
right
to check wingman’s position and had the overwhelmingsensationof rolli
ng to the
left. The giant hand illusion might be linked with instrument flying condit
ions.

For example, Lyons and Simpson!*? interviewed 97 USAF pilots and foundthat

15 of them had experiencedthe gianthandillusion, always during night
or under
instrument meteorological conditions. Fourof the pilots mentioned its
occurrence
during formation flight. Onepilot had multiple episodes.

According to Malcolm and Money,!*! there are four conditionsthat might be

necessary for the giant handeffect to take place: 1) a state of anxiet
y or mental
arousal must be prevalent for some minutes prior to the incident; 2) the
control of
the aircraft involves a motor task of one or both hands; 3) immediatel
y prior to the
event, the pilot is distracted from the immediate task of controlling
the attitude of
the aircraft; and 4) the resultant gravity vector is been rotated forwa
rd (as during
deceleration), or the pilot felt that he was pitched forward, as whendi
ving or during
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et al. 54 created a situation where pilots could not “level” the altitude display, but
que.
they did not find a significant advantage of the thumb-and-forefinger techni
r.
Whether they created a true giant handillusionis notclear, howeve
E.

Suddenly Unfamiliar

This SD phenomenonis extremely disconcerting. One moment the pilot 1s confidently aviating, navigating, and communicating. The next moment, he or she

is unsure which modetheaircraft is in, where the aircraft is in relation to known

landmarks (geographic disorientation), and/or unsure with whom heorshe is communicating. The second type of the suddenly unfamiliar phenomenonis the most

common. Clark!5 distributed a flight experiences questionnaire to 336 U.S. Air

Force, Army, and Navy active duty pilots. Question 11 was “T had a full view
of the bay with the lights all around it. It seemed like a totally strange place, although normally it was quite familiar” (p. Al-2). The following numbersof pilots
respondedyesto having this experience: 23 (out of 65) during transport, 25 (out
of 105) during training, 15 (out of 39) at flight altitude, 31 (out of 13) in single
places, 34 (out of 99) in helicopter, and 27 (out of 137) in the 1956 sample ofpilots. Kuipers etal.,® based on interviews with 209 Dutch military pilots, reported
that many ofthe pilots (44% F-5 and 56% F-16) experienced thisillusion and had
stayed at controls but were “amazed, confused or shocked”(p. OV-E-10). The loss
of match to expectation can be extremely disruptive.
F.

TemporalDistortion

One of the most common SD-related psychological phenomena is temporal
distortion. Time distortions occur during manystressful events, including SD situations. According to Ponomarenkoetal. (Ref. 2, p. viii), “one of the typical errors
the
in an emergency situation is incorrect time perception.” Whenoverly stressed,
temporal
,
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clock
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time
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other underarousedstates estimated time relative to actual time is
reduced(i.e.,

time constriction).!°° Pilots have reported temporal distortion both prior to
and
during SD.
VII.

Summary

Spatial disorientation does not occur in a vacuum.Itis the result of the natural
sensations that are misperceived, inaccurately processed by the brain, improperly
responded to based on personality, mental and physical state, and experience,
and limited by the characteristics of the tasks that must be performed and the
environmentin which they occur.
Six illusions have been described in Sec. VI and linked in Table 3 to psychological factors described in Secs. I-V. All but oneofthe illusions (giant hand) stems
from lackof and/or inadequate cues. Allofthe illusions involvelossofsituational
awareness, and someare also associated with poorspatial ability. Although pilot
personality can play a large role in individual SD accidents,it had little to do with
illusions with the exception of overconfidence, whichis central to someillusions
(e.g., flying carpet). Expectation is part of many illusions. Given the prevalence
of LSA inillusions,it is not unexpected that lack of knowledgeis also prevalent.
Mental stress is common to most illusions. The break-off illusion is the best example of emotion affecting perception or vice versa. Clearly, the psychological
factors associated with SD illusions mustbe either designed or trained away if SD
accidents are to be reduced.
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Chapter 5

Spatial Disorientation Mishap Classification,
Data,and Investigation
Stephen J. H. Véronneau*
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I.

Introduction

NSIGHTinto spatial disorientation (SD) mishaps highlights the complex in-

teraction of human, machine, mission, and environment. That complexity is

accentuated by the inadequacyof the pilot’s sensory systems to provide reliable
informationin the flight environment. Unlike an accident stemming from medical
incapacitationas a result of a disease or a physiologicalstressor, such as hypoxia,
a spatial disorientation mishap usually involves the normal reaction of a fully
functioning human.It is the challenging environmentin whichthat healthy individual must function that often renders his or her usually effective physiological
“equipment” to be inept.
The maladaption of the otoliths and semicircular canals to the flight environment, as discussed in Chapter2, all too often leads a pilot to perform inappropriate aircraft control actions and becomea part of the chain of events leading
to an accident or incident. Although this natural physiological deficiency has
been demonstrated to thousands of pilots with deceptively simple devices such
as the Barany chair, many fail to recognize or overcomethe unreliability of the
vestibular-sensory inputs and subsequently fail to break the mishap chain.It is
the responsibility of the accident investigator to determine at what point the chain
could have been broken andto suggest an informed remedy. To do so requiresastute insight into the typical sequence of an SD mishap. Accident investigators must
determineif the pilots’ visual and vestibular inputs contributed to an inappropriate

This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentand is not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
“Bioinformatics Research Team Leader.
‘Member, Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures Research Team.
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flight-control response. They mustalso determineif the subsequentaircraft orientation or performance degradedto a point from whichthe pilot reasonably could
have recognized the flight anomaly andhis orher role in causing the deviation.
Finally, accident investigators must project themselvesinto the pilot's experience
and judge the appropriateness of an intervention action taken or omitted.
Although an SD mishap sequenceis not a disease processperse, with sufficient
acceleration stress a debilitating medical condition can develop,that is, severe nystagmusorpilot vertigo. Also, rare medical conditions can contribute to a pilot’s
experiencing SD and the severity of thereof. For example, congenital (see Chap-

ter 2, Sec. IV) anomalies, such as absence or abnormality ofthe vestibulo-occular

reflex (VOR), can predisposea pilot to disorientation in turbulent instrument meteorological conditions (IMC). Similarly, certain medications and food supplements
can increase a pilot’s susceptibility to SD. The potential impact of medical issues
must be considered when investigating a mishap for possible SD involvement.
Thetypeofflight operation involved often determines the depth of understanding
gained from a mishap investigation. For example, investigation of military and air
carrier or other commercial mishapsis facilitated by the larger numberof persons
involved in the fact gathering and by the nationwide availability of expertise to
assist in particular areas of complex data integration and analysis. Conversely,
accidentinvestigation for general aviation (GA), or public, not-for-hire operations,
doesnotfair as well. Budget constraints and the relatively common occurrence of
GA accidents haveled to the need for someinvestigating agencies in countries with
high per-capita GA activity to limit the extent of the investigation,finish the report,
and moveonto the next investigation. Some of those agencies have petitioned to
eliminate GA accidentinvestigations altogether in certain categories.
Another hindranceto thoroughinvestigation of SD affects on GA mishapscenters on available resources with whichto ascertain the presence of SD. Investigators
must devote a great deal of time and energy in gaining sufficient knowledge and
training to be able to examine GA accident scenes for evidence of material defects
or problems in the operation, maintenance, and repairof aircraft. Consequently,
less attention has been paid to becomingproficient at evaluating human factors
contributions and the presence of SD in particular. To compoundthe problem,there
is a lack of expertise to assist the GA field investigator in analyzing the human
factors contribution to a mishap. In addition to the issues just mentioned are the
facts that human factors evidence 1) is perishable; 2) is overlooked because of
inadequate reconstruction tools, and 3) meets resistance in the review process. Resistance during review often stems from the investigator’s inability to completely
quantify and present the magnitude of SD effects in a particular individual, as
compared to his or her adeptnessat providing straightforward,traditional failure
analysis of hardware items.
Overcoming these obstacles to identifying the causes of aviation mishaps is
the focus of this chapter. Toward that end, the chapter will explore the role of
SD in the progression of human factors events that lead to an aircraft mishap.
It will identify the three types of SD as used in mishap investigation and address their relationships to specific mishap characteristics. The chapter will also
present a summary analysis of SD mishap data, someinvestigative techniques for
determining the presence and impact of SD in a mishap, and some examples of
applying those techniques. The aim of this chapter is to equip operations, management, and investigative individuals with the necessary appreciation of SD asa
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powerful humanfactors element sothat its prevalence in aviation mishaps may be
diminished.
Il. HumanFactors Modeling
There have been manyattempts to categorize and organize humanfactors components of mishaps. Civilian aviation authorities and individual military services
have all developed classifications and investigator guides to meettheir particular needs. Among the multitude of such efforts are several that merit particular
mention here as aids to the field investigator. The following schemas provide a
useful and simple underpinning to understanding human factors involvement in
an accident and can be employedto extract an SD componentof a mishap.

A. Man—Machine-Medium-—Mission—Management Model
of System Engineering
The man—machine—medium-—mission—management model (also known as the
5-M risk management model)is an effective tool for examining the natureof accidents andis part of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)internal flight safety
program. As a concept, it began with T. P. Wright, of Cornell University in the
1940s, who introduced the man—machine—environmenttriad into aviation safety.
A fourth “M” (management) waslater added in 1965aspartof the University of
Southern California curriculum in system safety. E. A. Jerome addedthe “mission”
factor in 1976 to the overall model, although it had been usedin military-oriented
flight safety courses before that time.! The components of the 5-M model are

defined as 1) mission—thecentral purpose, function, or objectives; 2) man—the

human element, which can include a multiple dimension because of multiperson

interactions; 3) machine—the hardware and software components, including the

regulatory aspects; 4) medium—the physical environment, both ambient and operational; and 5) management—the overarching aspects, procedures, policies, and
regulations external to the flight deck. Figure 1 illustrates the various interrelationships of the individual elements and howthearea of interest often lies in the
interface among them. Theinteractions of the human operator (i.e., man) with
the equipment, task, and environment(i.e., machine, mission and medium) are of
particular interest to the mishap investigator.*
B.

SHEL(L) Model

The elements of the SHEL (L) model are 1) software—the rules, regulations, and
operating procedures, including the regulatory aspects; 2) hardware—the physical components; 3) environment—the ambient and physiological aviation environment; 4) liveware—the human element; and 5) liveware-liveware—a multiple
dimension caused by multipersoninteractions, such as crew resource management
(CRM)andpilot—air-controller communications.'
“Further reading on the 5M model is available at the FAA Office of System Safety (ASY)
website at the following URLs: http://nasdac.faa.gov/Risk/SSHandbook/cover.htm and http://nasdac.
faa.gov/Risk/SSHandbook/contents.htm [cited Oct. 2003].
"Further reading on the SHEL modelis available at the following URLs: http://www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/
home/mas/doc/icdsn2000.pdf and http://goethe.ira.uka.de/~sujan/olos/shel_model.html [cited Oct.
2003].
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Fig. 1

Five-M model of system engineering.

Elwyn Edwardsdeveloped the original SHEL model in 1972 (Ref. 2), and Frank
Hawkins modified it in 1984 (Ref. 3). The elements of the model are diagrammed
in Fig. 2 to illustrate their interrelationships and are modified to show that the

Liveware factor can include more than one person, hence, the second “L.” The

interface between each of the elementsillustrates their interactions and effects on
each other and suggests that assorted modifiers will produce variation in human
performance in the aviation environment.
C.

Reason’s Human-Error (“Swiss Cheese”) Model

Professor Jim Reason’s human-error model, the so-called swiss cheese model
(Fig. 3), has been widely accepted into several, varied human-error investigation

Environment

Fig. 2

SHEL(L) model of humanfactors interrelationships.
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Reason’s (swiss-cheese) human-error model.

efforts, even recently including the investigation of medical-practice errors.4 Aviation mishapinvestigation has particularly benefited from the theoretical framework
that the modelhas providedsinceits introduction in 1989 (Ref.5). Investigation of
aviation mishapshasrevealed that there is a sequence of actions, each seemingly
unrelated to each other, but in reality linked together in a timely chain of events,
which leads to the accident outcome. An interruption of any of the links in the
sequence would have prevented or mitigated the accident occurrence. The model

illustrates how, thankfully, aviation mishapsare rare events because of the defen-

sive depth of the multilayered safety measures that are in place. Most potential
mishap sequencesare blocked,andit is the rare combination of events that gets
by all of the layers. Violations, slips and lapses, and errors categorize the various
elements that constitute both active andlatent failures of the system being studied
in a mishap sequence. Although the forms and expressions of humanerror, along
with the interaction of humanswith technology, seem to be infinite in variety, the
root causes of seemingly disparate mishaps have much more in common whenanalyzed from this model’s perspective. Because aviation accidents occur relatively
infrequently, commonalities can be established only through collecting long-term,
detailed human factors information from each one. Such analysis must be given
emphasis equalto that traditionally placed on failure of the hardware systems.

D.

HumanFactors Analysis and Classification System
The Human Factors Analysis and Classification System (HFACS), developed
by Scott Shappell and Doug Wiegmann,° incorporates elements of the Reason
a
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Fig.4 H¥FACS modification of Reason’s human-error model diagram. (Adapted from
Ref. 5 and reproduced with permission of Ref.6.)

human-error model, as well as those of other frameworks. They have categorized
the layers of defense as organizational influences, unsafe supervision, preconditions for unsafe acts, and unsafe acts (Fig. 4).
Their HEACS, which is shownin detail in Fig. 5, can be used both during the
field investigation andin later analysis. The system enablesthe investigator to spot
trends in organizational influences, unsafe supervision, preconditions for unsafe
acts, andin the unsafe acts themselves. It also provides a meansto determineif the
errors in the chain of events leading to the mishap are predominantly violations,
decision based, skill based, or perceptual in nature. Remedial measures can then
be targeted, allowing a multidisciplinary and comprehensivesafety solution to be
enacted (Ref. 6).*
These conceptual frameworks or systems for understanding aviation mishaps
have been developed over the years and are complementary in many ways.
Regardless of which framework is employed,it is vital to remember that the
most importantaspect of accident investigation is to pursue the root cause(s) as
far as the evidencetrail or reconstruction techniques will permit. Continuing to
ask “Why?” rather than accepting the first categorization of a particular mishap
*More information on the HFACScanbe obtained at http://www.hf.faa.gov/docs/cami/00_07.pdf and
http://www.aviation.uiuc.edu/new/html/ARL/conference/shappellwiegavpsy01 .pdf [cited Oct. 2003].
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Fig. 5 HFACS modelerrorclassification system. (Reproduced with permission of
Shappel and Weigman; Ref.6.)

will advancethe art and science of mishap investigation andassist in the prevention of future tragic events. In addressing the “Why?” question,it is important
for the investigator to be persistent in the collection of SD indicators and patient
in explaining the mechanismsof spatial orientation and disorientation to those
who might have difficulty understanding the physiological and human factors
constituents of SD.

IiI. Spatial Disorientation Mishap Classification Issues
Determining trends and conducting other analyses of SD mishaps are affected
by how onedefines a SD mishap,the taxonomyusedto delineate types of SD, and
the relationship of a mishap classified as SD related to those of other categories.
Understanding these issues is essential to appreciationof the scope of the problem
and to developing appropriate preventionstrategies.

A.

Spatial-Disorientation Classification Effects on Incidence
The manner by which onedefinesorclassifies spatial disorientationis important
in terms of assessing the rate at which SD occurs. Early military aviation mishap
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surveys (e.g., Refs. 7 and 8) typically reported SD mishaps as comprising less
than 10% of the total number of Class A mishaps (mishaps in which fatality
or financial loss in excess of $1M occurred). Later military surveys, which used
standard definitions adopted by leading SD researchers, found that SD mishaps

either definitely or possibly contributed to 10-22% oftotal accidents.”~* still-

higher SD accident percentage was reported by Braithwaite et al.,!° who reported
an SD mishap percentage of 31% in U.S. Armyrotorcraft accidents. Additionally,
Neubauer!® concluded that 27% of all U.S. Air Force (USAF)accidents could be
attributed to broadly defined SD. Bothof the latter two surveys included cases that
involved conditions of sensory illusions in the SD category, regardless of whether
or not SD was explicitly coded by the investigating flight surgeon.
Someresearchers (e.g., Refs. 17 and 18) have argued for a narrow definition of
SD whenestimating the contribution of SD to overall aviation risk. For example,
Navathe and Singh!’ argue that SD should be limited to illusions resulting only
from input error, namely, visual, vestibular, and somatosensory illusions. Accord-

ing to Navathe and Singh,!® commonillusions involving cognitive factors such as
“lean-on-sun,” “breakoff,” “coningof attention,’ and even misjudgmentsofheight,
speed, or distance should not be considered as examples of SD. Using their very

conservative definition, Singh and Navathe'® reported that only 2.1% of all Indian

Air Force mishaps (and only 7.9% of those mishaps involving fatalities) were attributable to SD. Using a broader definition of SD, Navathe and Singh reported that
nearly 20% of fatal mishaps were SD related. The restrictive definition proposed
by Navathe and Singh!’ wasrejected by leading SD researchers, including Previc

et al.!? and Cheung.”°

Neubauer!® similarly showed that mishapstatistics might reflect very different
contributions of SD, depending on the definition used by the mishap board or
investigator. In a survey of USAF Class A mishaps from 1994-1998, Neubauer
reported that 12.2% of all mishaps were SDrelated based on the specific citation
of SD bythe flight surgeon. However, 27% of all USAF Class A mishaps were SD
related if mishaps causedby variousillusions(e.g., misperception of speed/closure;
misperception of distance/altitude/separation) were categorized as SD related—
whetheror not they were ascribed as such in the original mishap report.
Mostresearchers and flight surgeons today accept that such categories as misperception of distance, altitude, or separation fall within the standard definition

of SD presented in Chapter 1, Sec. I. This convention is relevant now given a
larger percentage of human-error-related mishaps increasing SD risk associated
with all-weatherandall-terrain flying, flying with night-vision devices (NVD) and
other factors relating to advanced technology. In military aviation, particularly,
the current definitional usage of the term “SD mishap” results in an effective SD

contribution of approximately 20-30% ofall Class A accidents.'®

Indicators and Correlation to Types of Spatial Disorientation
The categories of Type I (Unrecognized), Type II (Recognized), and ‘Type Il
(Incapacitating) SD are correlated with characteristic actions and their results in

B.

Table 1 (see also Chapter 1, Sec. I). (As noted in Chapter 1, Section I, not all

flight-safety agencies use the Type III SD category.) The classifications are not
perfectly exclusive, and cases can be found with elements of each mixed together.
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Correlations of mishapindicators to types of spatial disorientation

Spatial
disorientation

Description

Type
J—Unrecognized

Unrecognized by the
pilot; no conscious
perception of SD

Type II—Recognized

Recognized, conscious
manifestation of a
problem.Pilots often
incorrectly refer to
this experience as
vertigo.

Type
I1I—Incapacitating

Vestibulo-occular

discoordination and
inability to exercise
manual control. Pilot
experiences
overwhelming
physical or emotional
stimuli.

Accidentcorrelates
Distractions as antecedents to the
accident. Crash with no distress
or concern expressed. No
“mayday” or other than routine
communications. Unusual or
inappropriate aircraft attitude, but
pilot does not make any
appropriate corrective action.
Pilot is apparently oblivious to
the situation.
Pilot recognizes conflict between
perceived and intended or
expected attitude. Can assume
that the instruments are operating
incorrectly. Might not properly
react becauseofdifficulty
accepting indicated correct
control input or might just be
puzzled aboutthe situation.
Confusion mightpersist after
recovery and lead to
compounding of the SD problem.
Dramatic impairment or
incapacitation; nostableretinal

image caused by nystagmus.
Vestibulo-spinal reflexes can
make manipulation of the
controls difficult. Could be
accompaniedbypanic, fear,
motion sickness (sopite
syndrome), or helplessness.

Mightfreeze on the controls.

Althoughpilots needonly be familiar with a general conceptofthe three categories,
it is very helpful for the investigator to use these specific designations in orderto
support clear discussion and data analysis. Application of the three types of SD
whenreconstructing a mishap sequencesimplifies determining SD impact on the
accident outcomeand helps focus recommendationsfor corrective actions.
Rarely, one mightfind an orderly sequenceofevents in an individual mishap with
Type ISD progressing to Type II and then possibly to Type III. However,it is more
likely that there will either be no progression or someoverlap in categorization. The
majority of mishaps exhibit mostly Type I SD and then perhaps a short period of
Type II SD, resulting in either recovery or a crash.It is generally agreed that Type I
SD mishaps are relatively more common amonghelicopter pilots than among

fixed-wing pilots.” '!-'° This predominance mightsuggest that visualillusions are
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more important to Type I SD because they also are most likely to be encountered by helicopter pilots.!° However, both visual and vestibular illusions can produce Types I or II SD orboth. TypeIII SD is mainly related to vestibular stimulation
and dependsuponsufficient discoordination betweenthe vestibular system and the
extraocular muscles to produce incapacitating nystagmus or manual-control incapacitation. Only a few Type III SD mishaps have been reported.*
SD is a particularly lethal threat to solo pilots and should be immediately suspected in any unexplained mishap involving single-piloted aircraft. In multicrew
aircraft it is unlikely that all flight crew members will experience the same degree
or type of disorientation at the same time, which does confer some protection from
an accident. However, with visual illusions and distractions that involve all cock-

pit crew members the possibility of concurrent impairment doesarise. A chain of
events that interferes with the situational awarenessofall flight deck members will
overcome the advantage of multicrew cockpits and should raise the suspicion of
the investigating human performanceexpert as to the presence of SD.
The crash of Air New Zealand Flight 901 into Mount Erebus in 1979 is an
excellent case study of such SD factors having a collective effect. Prior to that
mishap, the company changedtheaircraft’s autoflight computer program without
informing the flight crew of the change, andthe aircraft flew a slightly different
course towards the mountains of Antarctica than normal. The presumptionsof the
crew were of previouspatterns of flight on the same route, and, thus, they did not
expect any differencesto arise in the mishap flight. In the reduced visibility even
individuals familiar with the terrain could not detect the small change in visual
perspectives from familiar landmarks, and the crew convinced themselves ofbeing
on course. Eventually, the crew felt uncomfortable with their flight but could
not conceptualize or verbalize anything other than overall discomfort. The first
officer suggested a 180-deg turn, but the captain was not convinced ofthe need to
reverse course. Therising terrain was not apparentin the whiteout conditions until
the alarm from the ground proximity warning system (GPWS) system sounded.
The subsequentcrash that resulted in loss ofall life onboard was causedin part
by the unknown programming change in the navigation equipment, the visual
limitations of the pilots, and the visual illusions of the flight environment. All
crew members succumbedto thoseillusions after the chain of events led to their
collective loss of situational awareness.
C. Relationship Between SD and Controlled Flight into Terrain
and Weather

Therelationship between SD andcontrolled flight into terrain (CFIT) is readily
apparent from consideringtheir definitions. Asillustrated in the preceding section,
CFIT occurs when an airworthy aircraft, under the control of a qualified pilot, is
flown into terrain (or water or obstacles) with inadequate awarenessonthe part of
the pilot of the impending disaster. Spatial disorientation, as defined in Sec. I, of
Chapter1, is the pilot’s failure “to sense correctly the position, motion orattitude
of the aircraft or of him or herself within the fixed coordinate system provided by
the surface of the earth and the gravitational vertical” (Ref. 21, p. 419). A “failure
*For an example of a Type III SD mishap, see NTSB case NYC 91FA239 at http://www.ntsb.gov/
ntsb/brief.asp?ev_ id=20001212 x 18160&key=1 [cited Oct. 2003].
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to sense correctly” is synonymous“inadequate awareness,” and, assuming nosuicidal intentionson thepart ofthe pilot, one can reasonably deducethat no CFITaccident could occur withoutthe pilot’s being unawareof his or her spatial orientation.
The connection between SD and CFIT can also be made with mishap factors,
most notably loss of control and weather. Accidents involving CFIT andloss of
control in flight account for 17% of all commercial aviation fatalities, thereby
constituting the two most prevalent causesof loss of life in worldwide passengerjet operations.* More than half of the CFIT accidents occurred during flight in
IMC. Weatheris the numberone causal factorcited in GA accidents and has been
the greatest contributor to the fatality rate in that community. Weather-related GA
accidents most often involve an unplannedor and/or suddenflight into IMC while
operating undervisual flight rules (VFR), which leads to CFIT orloss of control
resulting from either SD orstructural failure of the aircraft. Weatheris also often
a contributing factor in GA accidents in which improper instrument flight rules
(IFR) approaches and crosswindor tailwind landings were attempted.
In light of the preceding outlined correlations,it requires only a small leap of

faith to concludethat there is some overlap between SD, CFIT, and IMC/weather-

related mishaps. However, SDis often not cited as a causalfactorin those accidents.
This omission is likely because of the already mentioned lack of research, lack
of education of investigators, or a combination of factors including the difficulty
of reconstructing the sequence of events in a SD mishap. The underreporting of
SD factors is unfortunate, as it negatively impacts the effectiveness of many of
the countermeasures developed to prevent CFIT and weather-related mishaps.
Conversely, to assist in the developmentof effective SD countermeasures (see
Chapters 8, 9, and 10) it is important for the accident investigator to intensely
evaluate all related categories that might include SD components.
Ona positive note, several interrelated countermeasures to CFIT accidents have
already commenced. The FAA is working in partnership with industry to study
and identify CFITrisk factors, develop interventions for commercial airlines and
GA,and revise guidance material and regulations. The requirement for enhanced
ground proximity warning systems (EGPWS), which the FAArefersto as terrain
awareness and warning systems (TAWS), arose out of the plan to prevent CFIT
accidents. Versions of EGPWSsuitable for GA aircraft and helicopters are now
on the market. Lastly, numerous FAA/industry partnership initiatives, including
the National Aviation Weather Strategic Plan and the Aviation Safety Program
Educational Curriculum for Pilots, are underway to ensure that more complete,
accurate, and timely weather information is available to all pilots./
IV.
A.

MishapStatistics

Historical Background and General Issues

The effective humanfactors investigator mustpossess an appreciable knowledge
of the general frequency of SD-related mishapsand howthat frequency has changed
over time. This section provides a foundation for such awareness by providing the
*Data available online at http://www.boeing.com/news/techissues/pdf/2000_Statsum.pdf [cited Oct.
2003].
"Further reading on GA CFIT Prevention is available at the FAA CAMI Website at http://www.
cami.jecbi.gov/aam-400A/Brochures/CFIT.htm [cited Oct. 2003].
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results of several analyses of the impact of SD in military andcivilian accidents
over the past 50 years. Mostof the data presentedrelates to operations within the
United States or by U.S.-based operators. Occasionally, comparisons are made
to operations by other nations in order to highlight specific points. The included
synopses and discussions address several categories of mishaps, but they are not
inclusive of every type of flight operation.
Gillingham and Previc* compiled an excellent overview of the nature of the SD
threat and pastanalyses of SD mishaps covering 1950—1990.* This summary of SD
statistics points out that the incidence of SD-related aircraft mishapsin the USAF
doubled during that period. They suggest that, although one might then deduce
that the concentrated efforts to inform and train USAFpilots to overcome the SD
problem had notgainedthe desired effect, another explanation might exist. They
postulatethat, in light of a reductionin overall mishaptotals and rates of occurrence,
the emphasis on safety education has actually paid off. Similar reductions seem to
be the trend in civil aviation, as will be later described in further detail. However,

as the costofthe aircraft weapon system andan already high public expectation of
safety in aircraft operations increase, there is much room for further improvement
in reducing the expensive losses in lives and equipment brought about by SD
mishaps in both the military and civil aviation communities. The following is a
general treatmentof those losses andincorporates Gillingham and Previc’s findings
as a foundation.
Nuttall and Sanford”?first reported that in one core sector of the USAF between
1954 and 1956 SD led to 4% of all major aircraft mishaps and 14% of those
that were fatal. In a similar review of a different segment of the USAF over a
four-year span, Moser® reported that from 1964-1967, 9% of all major mishaps
resulted from SD and that those SD accidents produced 26% ofall flight fatalities.
Although the specific percentages of SD involvement in the Moser study were
twice those of Nuttall and Sanford, the differing variables of type of operation
yield direct comparison ineffectual. However, in both cases the SD contribution to

fatal mishaps wasthree times the percentage of overall SD incidence, suggesting
a particular lethality of the SD mishap.
Barnum and Bonner’ in a review of USAF mishapdata from 1958-1968 found
that that SD wasa causative factor in 6% (281) of the 4679 major mishaps and 15%
of the 1462 fatal mishaps. They also reported the extremely high mortality associated with SD in that 75% (211) of the 281 SD mishaps werefatal. For the years

1968-1972, Kellogg** showed that SD continued to represent approximately 6%

of all major mishaps and that SD mishapswerestill very likely to producefatalities.
Overthe next two decades, the contribution of SD to major mishapsandfatalities
saw notable increases. Freeman!? reviewed the major USAF mishaps occurring
from 1980 to 1989 and found that 13% (81) of the 633 major mishaps during
that period involved SD. Freemanalso noted that 14% (115) of the 795 fatalities
occurred in SD-related mishaps. In a later study Davenport” reported that from
1991 to 2000, 20% (65) of the 323 Class A mishaps, 39% (36) of the 92 fatal
mishaps, and 19% (60) of the 310 fatalities in the USAF were SD related.!
*This summary is also available at the USAF Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures Website at
http://www.spatiald.wpafb.af.mil/disorientation.asp [cited Oct. 2003].
These findingsare also available at the USAF Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures Web site at

http://www.spatiald. wpafb.af.mil/RecentTrends.aspx [cited Oct. 2003].
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The manner in which SD was manifested in different categories and expense
of USAF mishapsis also noteworthy. Freeman! attributed about 25%
(81 out
of 356) of the USAF mishaps that were caused by operator error and occurred

between 1980 and 1989 to have been SDrelated. Additionally,
he reported that

of the losses of F-15 and F-16 aircraft—the premier fighters of the USAF—
30%
(26 of 86) resulted from SD. Also, whereas the USAF annual dollar
loss because of SD mishapspriorto the 1980s approximated $20 million per
year, that
cost more than doubled to $50 million yearly from 1980 through 1989.
Gillingham and Previc”” concluded that the annual cost doubled again to
nearly $100
million in the first few years of the 1990s. Certainly part of the reason
for the
escalating monetary toll was caused byinflation and rising costs of aircraft.
Accentuating the latter point is Gillingham’s and Previc’s emphasizing
that even
higher capital losses have occurred in some years from mishaps
involving extremely expensive aircraft. However, in those cases dollar cost does
not address
the more practically important aspect of the dramatic degradation in
missioneffectiveness that resulted from no longer having available the services
of the limited,
special-capability weapon systems. One can see from these figures
that spatial
disorientation poses a formidable threatto efficient and effective combat
resource
management.
Regarding the “face” of SD at the personal level is a comment
by Barnum
and Bonner’ aboutthe average USAFpilot involved in a SD mishap:
“He will
be around 30 years of age, have 10 years in the cockpit, and
have 1500 hours
of first pilot/instructor pilot time. He will be a fighter pilot and
will have flown
approximately 25 times in the three months prior to his accident.”
In furtherdelineating the nature of the typical SD incident, Gillingham!’ deduced
that most USAF
SD-related mishaps involve Type I disorientation; slightly less
than half are associated with Type II; and a very few implicate Type III. The
sources of the
disorientation appear to be about evenly distributed between
visual and vestibular/somatosensoryillusions, and they often stem from a combina
tion ofthe two. As
an example of such an apportionment, Lyons and Freeman?® conclud
ed that from
their in-depth breakdownof eight USAF Type I SD-designated
mishaps occurring in 1988, two apparently resulted from visual illusions, three
from vestibular
illusions, and three from bothtypes.
The U.S. Navy (USN)experience in the 1980s highlights some
other interesting
aspects of the operational correlation of SD.° From 1980-1989,
112 Class A flight
mishaps were determined to have involved SD as a definite,
probable, or possible
causalfactor. Half of the 40 definite cases occurred in daytime,
and 20 took place
at night; 43% (17) were overland flights, and 58% (23) were
over water. Thirteen
of the SD mishaps were fatal, claiming 38 lives. Thirty-tw
oaircraft, including
15 fighter/attack aircraft, 6 training aircraft, and
11 helicopters, were also lost.

Corresponding to that of Barnum and Bonner’s stereotypical
USAF SD-mishap
pilot, the average total of flight hours for USN pilots involved
in an SD accident
was 1488 hours. Similarly, the USAF, USN, and U.S. Armyha
veall experienced
comparable overall incidence of SD-related mishaps in spite
of the operational

diversity amongthe services.27-28

The civil aviation experience with SD in mishaps is analogou
sto that of the
military, but to fully appreciate the extent of the problem
one mustconsider the
effects of SD in relationship to the differencesin types
offlight operations. Each
type of operation has its own challenges andstrengths
in overcoming the effects
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investigation, as the investigating body often will not identify an SD
factor as
significantly contributing to the mishap. Unfortunately, other factors are
sometimes
considered as being morecentralto the mishap sequence for several reasons,
such
as holding a higherpriority in an organization’s operational emphasis or
being more
easily implemented in procedural changes. This misclassification is an
example of
not following a root—cause-oriented approach to mishap investigation
and,rather,
selecting a popular concept asthe focus.
As an example, such attachmentof an in-vogue categorization to mishaps
might

have occurred in the USAF from 1980-1989. During that time,
loss of situational

awareness (LSA) wasassigned as a factor in 263 mishaps that resulted
in 425

fatalities and together cost over two billion dollars!” (Freeman,J. E.,
personal

communication, 1990). Although LSAis a legitimate psychological
phenomenon
that began to receive great emphasis during thoseyears, the term
might have been
overused in classifying mishaps. The point in question regards
the relationship
of situational awareness (SA) and SO. Succinctly put, one can lose
SA without
losing SO,but the converse is nevertrue (see Chapter 1, Sec. I). It
is quite possible
for a pilot’s state of awarenessrelative to a specific situation to
be dangerously
degraded while being concerned with any numberofflight or mission
components,
€.g., geographical position or weaponstatus, without his or her
losing their SO.

However,it is illogical to assumethat in most cases when
LSAresults in a mishap

that the accident would not also be the result of the pilot’s erroneou
s perception

of aircraft orientation in relation to obstacles, terrain, water
or reference aircraft

(i.e., SD, as delineated in the standard definition). Therefore, one
can reasonably
assumethat in at least the preponderanceof the just-mentioned LSA
mishapsthe

pilots were,at a critical moment, unawareoftheir actual aircraft
attitude, altitude,

or other flight parameters. They almost assuredly must have fallen
victim to SD.

Because of such misclassifications, the careful student of
accident Statistics will

suspect that many more SD-related mishaps occurthan are recorded
. Regardless
of the questionable purity of the data, analysis ofit provides valuable
insight into
the role of SD in flight mishaps and will be addressed in more detail
in Sec. IV.B
and IV.C.
B.

Civil Aviation

In an attempt to gain insight into the role of SD in civil mishaps
, the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) database, covering 1983-1
997 and comprising some 35,000 cases, was searched for using the followi
ng codes: spatial
disorientation, aircraft control not maintained (ACNM), andvis
ualillusions. [At
the time of this writing, data from the two last years (1998
and 1999) were incomplete in terms of final accident determinations. However,
the available data
are included in the charts for informational purposes.] Cases
were handled individually so that missing fields, such as pilot age or flight time,
could be matched
and reconstructed from other government databases. Then,
the data were ageregated, and individual identities were stripped, producing some
interesting revelations.
Thefirst finding of note wasthat the NTSB rarely cited visual
illusions as factors
or causes in accidents (Fig. 7). This rarity is most likely
a result of the already
training inadequaciesfor accident investigators. Second,
the review indicated that
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Fig.8 SD-related civil aviation mishaps with NTSB codings
of SD, SD, and aircraft
control not maintained, and SD andvisualillusion. (Source
: NTSB database.)

can be very difficult and the facts very elusive. Thus, this inheren
t difficulty inevitably leads to the use of a more generic code, suchas aircraft
control not main-

tained, which by definition will include some cases of SD.
Thesepotential errors

in the data notwithstanding, the NTSB review provides someenl
ightening information.
To permit more useful comparisons of the NTSB data, closer scrutiny
of all the
cases will be madeto eliminate overlapping causes as well as to
try to determine
mishap rates for each category. Figure 8 presents NTSB mishap
data of cases
counted as either solely SD, a combination of SD and ACNM, or
SD and visual
illusion. This figure illustrates the small, known overlap betwee
n SD and ACNM
codes. However, it seems clear that there are cases accumulated
in the ACNM
category that were likely SD mishaps or would have a large
SD componentas
a factor. It is logical to assumethat, unfortunately, the much
larger number of

ACNM-onlycasesstill include some misclassified cases
of SD, whichare lost to

analysis. Similarly, one must assumethereis potential for other
definition overlaps;
for example, as described earlier some cases of SD can be
concealed within the
CFIT category. The remainderofthe discussion of the NTSB
data will be concerned
solely with accidents that have SD coding as a cause orfacto
r and will not address
the ACNM orthevisual illusion coding.
Civil mishaps involving SD occurin all phases of flight
(Fig. 9); however,
there is preponderance within descent, cruise, and maneuve
ring. Thereis also a
sizable proportion occurring in the “not reported” category.
Theprolific use ofthis
nondescript category is a data-quality issue plaguing all
accident databases and
again reflects the diminished time and resources availabl
e for GA investigation.
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Unfortunately, in the often-uncontrolled flight enviro
nment of GA, there is some-

times no means to determine what wasthe phaseof flight prior
to the accident.
Figure 10 illustrates that the vast majority of SD mishaps (94%
ofthe 644 cases)
occur during FARPart 91 flight operations, whichis the regulat
ory oversight of GA
activity. However, Fig. 10 also shows by the four mishaps attrib
uted to Part 121
(domestic air carriers) the two in Part 129 (foreign air carriers
), and the 27 in
Part 135 (air-taxi) highlight that commercial operations are
not free of risk from
SD. The figure suggests that air taxi operations are the main
area to target for
improvement in commercial Operations in order to reduce the
frequency of SD
mishaps.
According to the NTSB database, the percentages of SD mishap
s occurring in
IMCand visual meteorological conditions (VMC)were 63 and 32%,
respectively,
with about 5% not reported as occurring in either category. By
looking more
Closely at the VMC and IMCdatasets (Fig. 11), one.can see that
although the
IMC SDaccidents are roughly split equally between night and day,
2/3 of the
VMC-associated SD mishapsoccurat night, and 1/3 occur during dayligh
t.
Figure 12 showsthe average age for pilots involved in SD mishapsbyyear.
It
illustrates a gradual aging of pilots who sustain a SD mishap,consist
ent with the
gradual overall aging of the pilot population as a whole. Figure 13 contain
s the
averagetotal flight time and the averageflight time in the previous 90
days for
pilots involved in SD mishaps, by year. The series averagesfor total flight
time
and 90-day flight time are 1650 and 55h, respectively.
A more detailed analysis of flight hours and pilot age reveals that the greates
t
variation in the minimum and maximum flight hours per SD mishap
pilot occurs
in GA operations (ranging from 10 to 25,000 h) and commuteroperations
(spanning 600 to 18,000 h). The average total flight time is the least in GA operati
ons,
butit is still impressive at 1428 hours. For other commercial operations
the average flight experience is quite high—10,773 hours for domestic carrier
operations;
8,124 hours for foreign carrier operations; 4275 hoursfor air taxi operati
on; and
Proportions of Civil SD Accidents Occurring in VMV & IMC 1983
- 1999
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1%
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Fig. 11 Light conditions and day/night breakdownforcivil
aviation SD accidents in
visual meteorological conditions. (Source: NTSB.)
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Spatial Disorientation Pilot Average Age

Fig. 12

Average ageofcivil aviation pilot experiencing SD,by year. (Source: NTSB.)

13,032 hoursfor agricultural flights. From these datait is evident that even experinot
enced pilots are not immunetotherisks of spatial disorientation. Thisreality is
and
ots,
humanpil
in
SD
to
ility
susceptib
ersal
near-univ
surprising becausethere is
of
additional experience does not always makepilots immuneto the typical chain
robagementp
events in an SD mishap. Distractions, preoccupations, and task-man
lemsconspire to breach the layers of defense and result in an accident.
The average age of SD-mishappilots, grouped by the type of flight operation,
does not demonstrate muchvariation. The 35—45-year range captures the majority
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of the mishaps except for agricultural operations, in which the
average age of
SD-mishappilots is 54. No reason for this age group shift has been
identified, but
one might suspect it could be caused by decreased motorskill
reaction time in
older pilots. The high-risk nature of agriculture operations—pre
dominately cropdusting flights—is derived from flight maneuvering in very close
proximity to the
ground and obstructions, wheretime to react to errors in orientat
ion is severely
limited.
To fully understand the significance of SD inthecivil quarter,
one must gain
a perspective of overall civilian aviation safety and risk. First
one must consider
the relatively low incidence of accidents in large air carrier operatio
ns. Indeed, in
spite of ever-increasedutilization ofthe airspace and increased
numbers ofaircraft,
flights and passengerscarried, the worldwide commercial aviation
accident rate has
actually declined (Fig. 14). In the face of such improvement,i
t might be tempting to
categorize the relatively infrequentlossesattributed to SD as
acceptable, especially
because the overall accident rate is already very low andrepr
esents the lowest

among all modes of commercial transportation. Howeve
r, it is clear that in the

public eye even the current rateis alarming in termsof lives
lost, and froma business
perspectiveit is expensive in terms of equipmentand litigat
ion. To compoundthose
concerns, One must recognize that in spite of the cited decline
the accidentrate
has leveled off over the past decade and has shown little
tendency for further
abatement.
Some efforts are underwayto attain additional reductions
in the incidence of

commercial accidents, such as that by the U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration.

The stated goalof the FAAis to diminish the accident rate

in commercial aviation in
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Fig.15 Comparisonofair carriers, commuters,air taxi, and GA accidentrate trends.
(Source: NTSB.)

In the review of the mishaprates in Fig. 15, it should be noted thatin the early
to mid 1990s the regulations pertaining to scheduled air carrier operations were
widened in scope to include all large turboprop commuteroperations, leaving
only the nonscheduled and smaller commercial operations in the air taxi group.
This accounting adjustment might explain the immediate decline in the commuter
accidentrate, but, interestingly, is not reflected in a changein theair carrierrate.
One might surmise that the more stringent operating and training environment,
along with 100% multicrew manning in the cockpits of the large air carriers,
contributed to their retaining a low incidence of mishaps.
Asillustrated in the preceding discussions, and indeed as is necessary in all
Statistical analyses, caution must be exercised in drawing sweeping conclusions
from historical data. A particularly poignantillustration lies in the fragile separation
between a great year for aviation safety and what might have happenedwithjust one
mishap. For example, in 1998 there were no passengerdeaths in scheduledairline
operations. In March of that year, however, a CFIT accident nearly occurred in
San Francisco that would havetragically and radically altered the year’s statistics.
In that incident a Boeing 747sustaineda failure ofthe right inboard engine during
a climb shortly after takeoff with 307 passengers and crew onboard, including
two other pilots in the cockpit jumpseats. With great difficulty the first officer
flying the plane used control wheelinputs to counter the right yaw induced by the
enginefailure, instead of using appropriate rudder, and he becamedistracted from
monitoring aircraft airspeed (Type I, unrecognized SD). Additionally, the captain
wasalso distracted from monitoring airspeed while troubleshooting the engine
problem (also Type I SD). No input was noted from the two other pilots in the
cockpit jumpseats. The aircraft slowed in the climb until the stick shaker (stallwarning) activated (TypeII, recognized SD), whereuponthe pilots lowered the nose
to avert the impending stall. When the GPWSalert soundedas they approachedthe
rising terrain of Mount San Bruno aheadof them,the crew pulled up and missed
the terrain and obstructionsby less than 100 ft (30.5 m). If the aircraft had crashed,
it would have beenthe greatest accidentalloss oflife in United States history as a
result of an aircraft mishap.
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Thus, very little margin for error separated a banneryearin aviation safety from
one that would have held disastrous losses. A cursory use of that year’s statistics
mightnot haveled to any significant change in operations andtraining procedures.
However,it is interesting to note that in the years following that near-fateful day,
the FAAhasplacedincreased priority on airmanship issues and the CFITrisk.
Finally, although reported SD mishapsconstitute a small proportion ofcivil aviation mishapsthey are a persistent and probably stealthy threat that appears to be
worthy of selective emphasis. Successful SD countermeasureswill impactall types
of aviation operations, including thosein the civil community, as there will always
be an essentially universal susceptibility of humanpilots to SD illusions. To achieve
measurable success in improving the overall aviation safety climate, such as the
FAA’s goal of an 80% reduction in the commercial accidentrate, then manyofthe
so-called minor contributors to aviation risk must be addressed. Spatial disorientation is one such factor that can be clearly identified and specifically addressed.
C.

Military Aviation

The following sections break out SD mishapstatistics by military service. Although the formats and classifications for each service differ somewhat, correlations among them can easily be made, allowing overall SD trends in military
aviation to be determined.
Il.

U-.S. Air Force Statistics

In the early 1990s a tabulation of LSA and SD data for the USAF during the
1980-1989 time span!” revealed how expensive SD accidentsare in termsoflives
lost and financial costs. A summary of those data is shown in Table 2. From the
total of 633 mishaps, 795 lives and approximately $4.5 billion were lost. Purely

SD mishaps exacted a toll of 115 lives and $539 million, whereas the combined

SD/LSAcategory accounted for 437 lives and over $2 billion in losses.
The cost of SD mishaps to the USAF hasbeentabulated for the past decade and
is shown in Table 3. This table compares SD costs with the total costs of Class A
mishapsas well as with a subset of mishapsof particular interest to the USAF, that
caused by G-inducedloss of consciousness (GLOC).” [One of Davenport’s main
points in the GLOC comparison wasto highlight the muchgreater impact of SD as
a mishap factor than that of the more infamous GLOC. He also emphasized how a
Table 2

1980-1989 USAFclass A aircraft mishaps (from Ref. 12)

Category
Mishaps
Fatalities
Cost, US$

Total

Operations
related

SD
related?

LSA
related’

SD/LSA
related

633
795
4452M

356
515
2558M

81
115
539M

263
425
2012M

270
437
2045M

4SD = spatial disorientation.

bLSA = loss of situational awareness (channelized attention, distraction, task
saturation, and so on).
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USAF SD mishapsandcosts (from Ref. 25)
Total
fiscal years
1991-2000

Category
Class A mishaps

323

Cost

$5.5 billion

Fatal incidents

92

SD/class A
mishaps, %

GLOC/class A
mishaps %

65/20.2

>$1.4 billion/26.8
36/39

11/3.5

$174 Mil/3.2
7/76

concerted effort to combatan identified threat (as was begun toward GLOCin the
1980s) can dramatically improveflight safety. ]*> The table shows how considerable
the SD-related costs are in that they comprise 20% of all Class A mishaps and 27%
of all USAF mishap costs, whereas GLOC-related mishaps represent only 3.5 and
3.2%, respectively, of Class A mishaps.
Of additionalinterest is the comparison of SD mishaprate trendsto thoseof all
Class A and human factors (HF) mishaps (see Fig. 16). In contrast to a decline in
the overall USAF Class A mishaprate as well as that for HF mishapsin the 1990s,

the USAF SDrate wasrelatively constant over this period. These opposing trends
suggest that mishap prevention methods have been more successful in affecting
HF elementsother than SD than SDitself.

With respect to specific USAF missions and tasks, Davenport”? showed the

fighter/attack community 1sat highest risk for SD (see Fig. 17). These data confirm

previous data and observations by Barnum and Bonner’ and Gillingham!” (see

Sec. IV. A). It has been suggested that the high risk of the fighter/attack mission is
caused by a combination offactors: 1) the single-seat cockpit; 2) an environment
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Fig.16 USAF overall and humanfactors mishaprate trends 1991-2000. (Reproduced
with permission of Davenport; Ref. 25.)
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Fig. 17 USAFfighter/attack and overall SD mishap rate from 1991-2000. (Reproduced with permission of Davenport; Ref. 25.)

of multirole tasking combined with high-speed, low-altitude maneuvering; and 3)
decreased training resources, especially in recent years.
Finally, the impacts of specific, associated factors in USAF SD mishaps are
shown in Fig. 18, most of which are those conventionally assigned to LSA. Not
surprisingly, the largest number of cases of LSA involvement in SD mishaps
is attributed to attention managementfactors. This correlation reflects the fact
that a diversion of attention from maintaining SO will naturally lead to SD,

most likely Type I (unrecognized), and that it will affect the pilot’s ability to

recover from a Type II (recognized) SD condition. According to Davenport,”

the most prominent attention-managementfactors are channelized attention, distractions, and habit-substitution/interference. The next most important category
is judgment and decision making, particularly with respect to task misprioritization, course of action selected, and failure to use accepted procedures. The
third largest factor affecting attention management is the category of mission
demands.
2.

U.S. Army Statistics

This section focuses on U.S. Army helicopter mishaps, as rotary-wing aircraft
operations comprise the bulk of Armyaviation. It is recognized that the U.S. Army
also suffers from a large numberof fixed-wing SD accidents, but they will not be
further analyzed because the Army’s experience with these aircraft is similar to

that addressed in preceding sections.””"*°

The contribution of SD to U.S. Army mishaps has only recently been comprehensively compiled. Despite earlier reports from the United Kingdom concerning
British Army helicopter SD accidents, the first mishap survey for the U.S. Army

published in the open literature was that of Braithwaite et al.,’° who reviewed
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SD Mishap Associated Factors
Fig. 18 Associated factors leading to USAF SD mishaps from 1991-2000. (Reproduced with permission of Davenport; Ref. 25.)

993 U.S. Army helicopter accidents from 1987-1995. Their findings are summarized in Table 4. These researchers concluded that SD contributed to 31% ofall
U.S. Army rotary-wing mishaps during that time span,a finding that closely mirrored the outcome ofprior technical reports, which showed that SD contributed

to between 15-30% of major U.S. Army rotary-wing mishaps.'° The major new

findings of Braithwaite et al.'> were that most helicopter SD accidents were of

the Type I variety, most occurred at night, most involved visual illusions, and that

in 23% of the cases both front-seat crew members experienced SD. Braithwaite
et al.'° also showed that SD accidents were very expensive compared to non-SD
accidents, costing over twice as much in dollars and almost three times as much
in lives lost (see Table 4).
In a more recent study of U.S. Army rotary-wing accidents from 1996~—2000
(Ref. 32), atotal of 505 mishaps were reviewed revealing 133 SD mishaps, 355 nonSD mishaps, and 17 mishaps of unknown origin. After discarding the unknown
cases, a further analysis was made on the remaining 488 that revealed that SD
played a role in 27% of them. Overall and SD mishaprates for rotorcraft in the
U.S. Armyoverthe past decade are shownin Fig. 19. Although the overall trendis
essentially constant, comparing 1996-1999 with 1991-1995 alone suggeststhat the
SD accidentrate is not decreasing and might,in fact, be slowly increasing. Unlike in
the 1998 review by Braithwaiteet al.,!° mishaps caused by SD were equally likely
to occur during night and day but moreso duringthe night than did non-SD mishaps.
Figure 20 depicts the preponderanceof SD relative to the severity of the mishap
by referring to mishaps categorized as Class A (fatal or major financial loss),
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Table 4

Important comparisons between U.S. Army SD and non-SD
accidents (from Ref. 15)

Factor
Total numberof accidents
Percentageofall accidents
Percentage of class A accidents
Total cost of accidents
Average cost per accident?
Total lives lost
Averagelives lost per accident*
Meanheight above groundat time of the
emergency*
Meanairspeedat time of the emergency?

SD accidents
(categories 1 and 2)

Non-SDaccidents
(categories 3 and 4)

299
30.8
36
$46.789 million
$1.62 million
110
0.38
65 ft

694
69.2
18
$49.950 million
$0.74 million
93
0.14
455 ft

28 kn

44 kn

“Significant difference (p < 0.0001 ont-testing).

Class B (nonfatal and significantfinancial loss), and Class C (nonfatal and moderate
financial loss). The chart indicates that the greater the mishap severity, the more
likely SD wasinvolved. Specifically, the percentage of SD-related Class A mishaps
was double that of non-SD Class A mishaps(see also Table 4). The percentage
of Class B mishapsresulting from SD wasevenhigherin relative terms, whereas
the percentage of Class C mishaps was 12% lowerthan that of mishaps stemming
from non-SDfactors.
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Fig. 19 U.S. Armyoverall and SD-specific mishap rates for rotorcraft from 19912000. (Reproduced with permission of Ref. 32.)
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Fig.20 Proportion of U.S. Army SD and non-SDaccidents from 1996—2000, by severity. (Reproduced with permission of LeDuc; Ref. 32.)

The experience in the U.S. Armyrotorcraft fleet highlights a unique SD issue for

helicopter operations reportedin a previous study by Braithwaite et al.,*> namely,

that classic nonvisual SD accident scenarios such as those described in Chapter
6 were uncommon(1 of 133). Instead of occurring as a result of illusions such
as false pitch or the black hole, most SD accidents were caused by inadvertent
drift and misjudging distances (116 of 133). These areas of special application
to the rotary-wing environment might not be easily combated with conventional
approaches to countering SD. Further highlighting the role of visual illusionsis

the finding of Braithwaite et al.** in a different study that the percentage of SD
accidents in which NVDswere in use was double that of non-SD accidents.

3.

U.S. NavyStatistics

The first major study of U.S. Navy SD mishaps was performed by Bellenkes
et al.? and covered Class A mishaps occurring between 1980-1989. Bellenkes
et al.” found that only 5% (33) of 660 total Class A mishaps were definitely
attributable to SD, although possible, probable, or definite SD was implicated in
17% (112) of such mishaps. An equivalent numberof mishaps occurred over land
and sea and at various times of day. There wasno effect of pilot experience, as
indicated by the nearly 1500 flying hours possessed by the average SD-mishap
pilot. Finally, Bellenkeset al.? found a similar number of Type I and Type II SD
mishapsoverall, but Type I mishaps predominatedin helicopters, whereas TypeII
SD accidents were more commonin fixed-wingaircraft.

Johnson" reviewed the USN and U.S. Marine Corps (USMC)recent experience

with SD mishaps from 1990—1998.* In this review 392 (248-USN; 146-USMC)

Class A flight mishaps were foundforfiscal years 1990-1998 (see Table 5). The
overall number of Class A mishaps per year showed a decline from 1990-1998.

*This study is also available at the USAF Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures Web site at
www.spatiald.wpafb.af.mil/RecentTrends.aspx [cited Oct. 2003].
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Table 5

U.S. naval safety center reports: FY 90-FY 98
(from Ref. 35)

Category

SD mishaps

Non-SD mishaps

51
13
104
2.04
1730
663
8

341
87
267
0.78
1607
743
22

No. mishaps
Percent of total mishaps
Fatalities
Fatalities/mishap
Meanflight hours
Meanhoursin type
NVGsin use

However,as illustrated in Fig. 21, a comparison of the SD and non-SD accident
counts shows a more rapid decline in non-SD mishaps. This tracks with the USAF
experience, as discussed earlier. The phase-of-flight distribution for both SD- and
non-SD-related mishaps were comparable, with both types morelikely to occur
in flight as opposed to during takeoff or landing phases. The proportion of SD
mishaps in VMCand IMCflight was 67 and 33%, respectively. A slight majority
(56%) of all SD mishapsoccurred during the day, whereas 82% of non-SD mishaps
occurred in daytime. Hence, SD-related mishaps contributed to about 70% of the
total numberof nighttime Class A mishaps. There wasa greatly increased number
of SD mishapsat night for helicopters and a substantially increased incidence of
SD for fixed-wingaircraft during the day (Fig. 22).
The information in Table 5 provides a concise summary of the USN experience with SD, which closely follows that already described for the other military
services. From these mishapstatistics one can note that SD plays about the same
part in total mishapsas the other services (13%), and, as with the USAF and U.S.
70
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Fig. 21 Numberof overall and SD mishaps for U.S. Navy from 1990-1998. (Reproduced with permission of Johnson; Ref. 35.)
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Fig. 22 Number of USN SD mishapsbytypeof aircraft and time of day from 19901998. (Reproduced with permission of Johnson; Ref. 35.)

Army, each SD mishapclaims on average nearly three times more lives than nonSD mishaps. Aswith the sister services and the civilian community, the involved
pilots are often very experienced aviators. It is also interesting to note that 16%
(8 of 51) of the SD mishaps involved NVD use—a mishap sourcearea that might
increase as night operations become moreprevalent (see Chapter 7, Sec. III.C).
V.
A.

Investigation Concerns and Techniques

Explaining SD to Other Mishap Investigators

Humanperformance experts are met with someinimitable challenges when addressing the role of SD in a mishap. For example, they regularly find themselves
having to explain the various physiological aspects and manifestations of visual
and vestibular illusions to other accident investigators. The SD terminologyoften
seems confusing to lay investigators, who are adept at analyzing distinct material
failures and procedural errors but frequently question the validity of these seemingly obscure, humanfactors considerations. Similarly, although manypilots and
some investigators are familiar with the anatomy of the semicircular canals and
the angular vestibular illusions, they are not as familiar with the linear acceleration
and visual illusions. Consequently, it is incumbent upon the HF expert to clearly
present the mechanisms and effects of SD on the mishap sequence in order to
gain the fullest acceptance of his or her findings. One useful approach is to use
visual aids to document, explain, and educate investigators and pilots as to the
presence of SD factors in an aircraft accident investigation. Also, reconstructive
techniques that make use of easily repeatable numerical calculations and analysis will assist in the acceptance of SD investigative concepts. Some examples
follow.
The photographoftheairfield in Fig. 23 illustrates the problems of expectation,
scale effects, and visual cuesto height and distance. When shownthis photograph
and askedto describe the aircraft’s orientation relative to the runway, most respondents report the aircraft as being high onright base leg to a short final approach.
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Photograph of remote-controlled aircraft airstrip near Dayton, Ohio.

They then advise aborting the landing and going around in order to improvethe position of the aircraft. In reality, the aircraft is low to the ground and is approaching
an airstrip for radio-controlled aircraft. The airfield is in correct visual proportion
but is very small! Such demonstrationsare highly effective in makingthe pointthat
a normally functioning, healthy pilot can fall victim to dangerous misperceptions.
In addition to photographs and diagrams, flight simulation can also be a most
helpful tool in explaining the powerof vestibular and visual illusions that confuse
pilots and create false sensations of orientation. Full-motion flight simulators actually makeuse of linear acceleration illusions to enhancethe virtual reality of the
simulated flight within the constraints of their fixed bases. Because in these simulators there is no capacity to achieve sustained longitudinal acceleration, gravity
is used instead (see Chapter 8, Sec. III.E). By rotating the cab without presenting a correspondingpitch alteration in the visual surround, pilots experience the
sensation of forward acceleration. Conversely, by rotating the cab downwardwithout a corresponding changein the visual presentation the force of gravity is also
employedto give the pilots a sensation of deceleration in flight or of braking on
taxiways and runways. This concept can be usedto illustrate why during a takeoff
or go-aroundin the real aircraft the pilot experiences both longitudinal accelerations as well asthe redirection of the perceived gravity vector. Becausethe resulting
sensation of pitching up can be quite strong, the pilot who does not make reference
to the attitude indicator will underrotate the aircraft (see “Somatogravic Illusions”
in Chapter6, Sec. III.A). If the false-pitch illusion is further reinforced bya visual

illusion of a false horizon, such as a shoreline or other extended cluster of lights

with ocean or unlighted terrain in the distance (see Chapter 6, Sec. III.A.2), the

pilot’s compulsion to push the nose down can become overwhelming. It is easy
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to relate the preceding illustration to routine activities of every pilot whohasutilized a simulator. All have trained to proficiency in acceleration and deceleration
maneuvers, although most have notrealized the role played by the underlying
physiology ofthe otoliths organs. Also, familiar to manypilots is one of the most
common problemsseen by flight instructors—that of the training pilot’s executing inadequate pitch-up during the go-around as a result of being distracted with
various tasks such as reconfiguring the aircraft. Citing such standard practices and
lessons learned can aid the investigator in convincing his or her audience of the
presence of an SD illusion in a mishap.
The potential for even morerealistic testing of an accident theory or the demon-

stration of acceleration, as well as visual illusions, exists with state-of-the-art

equipmentthat is used in select research andtraining activities around the world.
Thesedevicesare not only capable of imitating linear acceleration illusions, as just
described for fixed-base simulators, they can actually replicate the forces of the
illusion through their sustained rotating, or planetary motion. These machines,
such as the USAF Advanced Spatial Disorientation Trainer addressed in more
detail in Chapter 8, have an additional benefit of duplicating angular accelerations
and offer the unique capability of generating directed gravitational forces on the
pilot’s physiological sensors in the same manneras occursin flight.°° The devices are very scarce and would notbe easily obtained for investigative purposes;
however, to the investigator facing a particularly puzzling accident scenario with
high-level managementinterest, this tool might prove useful in determining the
effect of acceleration on the mishap chain.
B.

Reconstruction Techniques

The essence of aircraft accident investigation is the reconstruction of the sequenceof events that led to the mishap. With there being a huge numberofpossible factors in any given case, a variety of techniques have evolved over time
to assist investigators in collecting the data needed to evaluate each aspectof the
flight sequence. These methods include forensic practices for examining controlsurface fracture patterns, computer procedures to redisplay radar tracings, voice
stress analysis, and processes to examine breakup and other deformations of the
fuselage to estimate impact forces. The use of video processing techniques, even
one as simple as inverting the video signal, can also be quite helpful. In one case
of a civil SD mishap, an inverse image made from a handheld video camera used
in the cockpit enabled visualization of the fuel flow gauge. Then, in the nonenhancedvideo the visible horizon wasstudied to determine the pitch and bank ofthe
accidentaircraft prior to its departing controlledflight and impacting the ground.
1.

Animated Flight Motion

In recent years tools have been created to assist investigators in finding patterns
in flight data and in-flight visualizations that help pinpoint SD factors in aircraft
mishaps. Software was developed in the 1990s to use the data streams recorded
on flight-data recorders (FDR) and the cockpit voice recorder to enable visualization of the flight sequence. From these data an animated model ofthe aircraft
can be driven by the software to recreate the sequenceofaircraft motions in three
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Fig. 24 Video reconstruction of flight path of an American Airlines MD-82 prior to
crash in Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1999.

dimensionsandto recreate the instrument readingsin the cockpit. This technique
allows investigators to visualize the meaning of vast amounts of data that previously had to be painstakingly examined in tabular form. The software produces
an aircraft motion sequence that can be viewed from anyangle, including a view
from the cockpit. Limitations to these reconstructions include the paucity of data
from older FDRs (inoperative or too few channels). Even on newer FDRs, not
all needed data are stored, and the voice recorder only recordsthe last 30 min of
conversations in a repeating, overwriting loop. Animated reconstructions of accidents have successfully been used by the NTSB, the Australian Bureau of Air

Safety Investigation (BASJ), and other safety agencies. A more recent evolution of

the technique was usedin the investigation of an MD-82 accidentat Little Rock,

Arkansas(see Fig. 24).
2.

Force Calculations

The availability of acceleration data from FDRsalso makesit feasible to determine the presence of patterns of aircraft motion that might have resulted in SD.
In particular, one can reconstruct the G forces that the pilot experienced during
the flight in order to examine the effects of acceleration on the otoliths. Using
straightforward vector analysis, one can calculate the gravitoinertial force (GIF)
vector to allow comparison with the actual flight path as determined from radar
returns, the FDR, and eyewitness statements. Figure 25 illustrates the geometric
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relationships between longitudinal acceleration F, and gravity F,—also termed
normalacceleration in someaviation contexts—and the resultant GIF F,. The GIF
is the force to which the pilot’s vestibular system will be exposed. Although the
pilot’s head position in the cockpit might not be precisely known, the GIF serves
as an approximation of the perceived vertical, which determinesthe perception of
pitch attitude (see Chapter6, Sec. III.A).

The equation for finding the GIF magnitude is F? = F? + F?, and the angle

between the GIF and F, can be calculated from the inverse tangent (tan—!) of
(F,/F,), converted from radians to degrees. The GIF can then be plotted concurrently with the actual pitch acquired from the FDR to allow comparison of
GIF vs actual aircraft pitch over time. Figure 26 shows how a comparison of the
calculated GIF with FDR data leads to the conclusion that the pilots succumbed
to a misperceived pitch attitude. In this example involving the crash of a U.S.

Air DC-9 in Charlotte, North Carolina,the pilot’s initiating a catastrophic down-

ward pitch of the aircraft during a missed approach might have been intendedto
correct an erroneously perceived climbing attitude. The transfer function of the
vestibular system and the interaction of the semicircular canals with the otoliths
are not modeled with the preceding simple calculation, but these effects are small.
Research being done by the Vestibular Research Group at the Naval Aeromedical
Research Laboratory in Pensacola, Florida, addresses theselatter effects. Results

of that group’s efforts have been incorporated into a more comprehensive model
that was used in reconstructing an Airbus 320 accident involving a somatogravic
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Perceived Pitch

Fig. 26 Comparison of the GIF-estimated perceived pitch vs actualaircraft pitch for
a US. Air DC-9 mishapin 1994.

illusion during a night missed approach at an island airport in the Persian Gulf
region.
C.

Representative Mishaps

The following mishap investigations illustrate the kind of information the investigator needs in order to fully examine the accident sequence of events in an
SD-related mishap. The summaries are written in essentially the same mannerin
which a formal report summary would be constructed. Note the manner in which
the descriptions and explanation of the SD factors are reported in order to enable maximum understanding by lay personnel. Someof the information in the
summaries might seem extraneous to a human-factors focus, but its inclusion is

to provide perspective regarding what factors can be ruled out as well as those
that seem to have contributed to the chain of events. When the crew can be in-

terviewed, or when there is sufficient information from the flight data or cockpit

voice recorders, there might be sufficient humanfactors details to make a conclusive case for an SD contribution. On other occasions, it might only be possible to
reconstruct strong circumstantial evidence of SD precursors.
Both of the mishaps illustrated in this section deal with night takeoffs and
involve the somatogravic illusion with additional, mitigating factors. In these cases
the specific illusion experiencedis called the false-pitch illusion or sometimes the
false-climb illusion. As noted in Sec. V.B.2, this illusion occurs whenever the
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aircraft accelerates in a forward direction and the GIFrotates backwards from

the gravitationalvertical, leading to an erroneousfeeling of a nose-up attitude.
1.

Piper Chieftain Dark-Takeoff (1998)

On 15 January 1998, a Piper PA-31-350 Chieftain was on a passenger flight
from Edmonton to High Level, Rainbow Lake, Edmonton and Calgary, Alberta.
Following an uneventfulflight to Rainbow Lake,the aircraft departed in darknessat
19:35 local time on an IFR flight to Edmonton.Shortly after takeoff from Runway
27, the aircraft collided with trees and terrain approximately 3000 ft (915 m) west of
the departure end of the runway. The nine occupants sustained only minorinjuries,
but the aircraft was substantially damaged. [Synopsis based on the Transportation
Safety Board of Canada (TSB) Final Report A98WO0009.]
The weather wasclear with unrestricted visibility and light winds. The ambient
lighting conditions were described as dark with no moon,little illumination from
the night sky, and no lights to the west of the airport. The operator chartered
the aircraft and pilot from another company. The company had flown the route
for the operator in the past; however, the pilot had not previously flown for that
operator. The pilot had been employed as a charter pilot for approximately six
months, held a valid airline transport pilot license, and had accumulated 3700 h
of flight time, including 93 h on the Piper PA-31 aircraft and 590 h at night. His
background includedflight instruction and charter operations, with the majority
of his charter experience being as a single pilot. He had never received formal
dual-crew-memberflight training, recurrent groundtraining or simulator training
that emphasized CFIT preventionstrategies.
The operator routinely assigned two pilots to comply with the requests of a
numberof regular passengers and to inspire their confidence. In accordance with
that policy, a “copilot” occupiedthe right seat in the cockpit, but he was, in fact,
a customerservice representative and not a flight crew member. He held a commercial pilot license with an instrumentrating, but did not hold a pilot proficiency
check for a Piper PA-31. The captain preferred to operate the aircraft as a single
pilot, and the copilot was not assigned any formal cockpit duties.
There were no reported mechanical abnormalities with the aircraft. It wasfitted
with an approved supplementary device that increased the maximum permissible
takeoff weight from 7000 Ib (3182 kg) to 7368 lb (3349 kg). Runway 27 at the
Rainbow Lake Airport is 4500 ft (1373 m) long, with low-intensity ruanway-edge
lights, green threshold and red-endlights, and no approachlighting. It slopes uphill,
and departures are accomplishedinto rising terrain.
Each passenger waspermitted to transport a maximum combined weightof 50 Ib
(23 kg). When thetotal load exceeded the gross weight of the Chieftain on any leg
of the flight, it was the operator’s policy to removethe secondpilot from the flight
before reducing the numberof passengers. Neither the chartered company northe
pilot had been advised ofthis policy.
The pilot completed a computer-generated flight plan and gross weightcalculation, but there was no evidencethat center-of-gravity calculations were performed.
The original VFR flight plan indicated that there would be a fuel stop in Peace
River on the return leg. However, when the aircraft arrived in High Level, the
pilot was informedthat the operator did not normally stop in Peace River forfuel
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and preferredthat the aircraft not do so in orderto ensurethat the flight remained
on schedule. The pilot consulted with the copilot and was advised that one male
passenger had beenreplaced with a female passenger, that most of the passengers
would betraveling “light,” and that several of them weighedless than the standard
passenger weight. The pilot amendedthe flight plan and addedfuel to complete a
VERflight to Rainbow Lake and an IFR flight to Edmonton. A copy ofthe original companyflight plan indicatedthat the pilot had originally planned to leave
Rainbow Lake with 504 lb (229 kg)of fuel.
Calculations completed after the accident indicated that approximately 850 Ib
(386 kg) of fuel were on the aircraft at the time of departure from Rainbow Lake.
Weightand balancecalculations using estimated baggage and standard passenger
weights indicated that the aircraft was at approximately 7473 lb (3397 kg) on
takeoff from Rainbow Lake andthat the center of gravity was nearthe aft limit.
Calculations using passenger self-reported weights indicated that seven ofthe
nine passengers exceeded the standard passenger weight, that the aircraft was
approximately 7683 lb (3492 kg), or about 315 Ib (143 kg), above the approved
gross weightat takeoff and that the center of gravity was about 0.9 cm aft of the
aft limit.
The aircraft struck several trees while wings level in an approximate 3-deg
descent.It cameto rest upright, and the cockpit and cabin sections remainedintact.
The wings-level impact attitude, the shallow impact angle, the small tree size, and
the presence of approximately 0.61 m of snow onthe groundall contributed to
maintaining the deceleration forces within the limits of human tolerance. The
aircraft was reportedly equipped with a survival kit, as required by regulation, but
investigators did notlocate thekit in or neartheaircraft.
Aircraft using Rainbow Lakeairport typically take off from Runway 09 during
night departures if wind conditions permit, as several lights are then visible to the
east. Onarrival at Rainbow Lake, the pilot had been advised by the copilot of a
minor frost heave in Runway 09 near the runwaythreshold. To avoid therisk of
damaging the nose wheel duringtakeoff, the pilot elected to depart on Runway27.
The pilot selected 10 deg offlap for takeoff and rotated at 85 kn (157 km/h)indicated airspeed. He believedthat the aircraft became airborne at 90 kn (167 km/h)
approximately halfway down the runway and that he had established and maintained a positive rate of climb. He reported that he was waiting for the aircraft
to accelerate to the blue-line speed (best single-engine rate of climb) of 107 kn
(198 km/h) priorto lifting the flaps whenthe aircraft struck the trees. The landing
gear andthe flaps were in the up position at impact.
Soonafter liftoff, the pilot was confronted with dark, featureless terrain. The

takeoff acceleration combined with darkness and the absence of external visual

cues might haveledto the false-pitch illusion. However,the extent,if any, to which

somatogravic illusion contributed to this accident was not determined. Rather, the
TSB analysis focused on thepilot’s applied IFR/night-takeoff technique, the influence of the copilot, the communications between the chartered company and
the operator, the request to change the flight plan, and theeffect of the overweight
condition of the aircraft on the departure. Individually, these factors wouldlikely
not have been significant enough to cause an accident. When combined with dark
ambient conditions and an uphill takeoff toward rising terrain, these factors collectively established a window of opportunity for an SD accidentto occur.
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The pilot’s night departure technique is consideredto be the active failure in this
accident. Night departures in dark conditions require full use of the aircraft flight
instruments, andit is essential that the pilot achieves and maintains a positive rate
of climb. In the absence of accurate outside visual cues, the pilot must rely on the
aircraft instruments to maintain airspeed and attitude and to overcome anyfalse
sensations of climb. The pilot was either relying on outside visual cues during
the initial climb and/or using only a partial instrument panel scan while being
influenced by the false-pitch illusion. Pilots can overcome false sensations by
flying the aircraft with reference to the attitude indicator, altimeter, vertical speed

indicator, and airspeed indicator, whichin this case would likely have allowed the

pilot to detect that the aircraft was notin a climb. The appropriate technique would
have been to climbat the aircraft’s best rate or best angle-of-climb speed until all
obstacles had been cleared, rather than to become preoccupied with reaching the
blue-line airspeed.
The role of the copilot is somewhat ambiguous, and his presence does not
appear to havecontributedto the safety of the flight. Because he wasnot familiar
to the captain and because he wasnot delegated flight-crew responsibilities, his
participation during the flight created a situation of crew resource mismanagement.
The copilot’s remarks regarding the weight andflight-plan changes at High Level
appear to have encouraged the captain to cancel the planned fuel stop at Peace
River. The copilot did not advise the captain that, if weight was a concern, he
could remain in Rainbow Lake. The copilot’s apparent well-intentioned advice on
the frost heave near the threshold of Runway 09 influenced the captain’s decision
to take off on Runway 27, which wasuphill toward rising terrain and hadnolights
visible after departure.
The estimated weight ofthe aircraft at takeoff (~315 lbs or 143 kg above the
approved weight) and theaircraft’s center of gravity (which was at or beyond
the rear limit) would have increased the takeoff distance and reduced the climb
performanceofthe aircraft. The request to the captain in High Levelto add fuel in
order to avoid a stop at Peace River contributedto the aircraft’s being overweight
on departure from Rainbow Lake.
Communication betweenthe operator and the chartered company with regard to
the duties of the copilot and the weightof the aircraft at departure from Rainbow
Lake was inadequate. Both companies were familiar with Piper PA-31-350 capabilities, and the weight and balance calculations performedprior to theaircraft’s
leaving Edmontonindicated that the trip would have to be accomplished with a
fuel stop at Peace River to accommodate the passenger load. Critical information,
such as the option of dropping the copilot in the event of an overweightaircraft
condition, was never provided to the chartered company. The pilot, who was the
final decision maker, wasputin the position of having to balance the conflicting objectives of operating the aircraft within the prescribed weightlimits andsatisfying
the customer’s demands. He wasrelatively inexperienced on the Piper PA-31-350
aircraft, having flown less than 100 h in it, and he was unfamiliar with its daily
flight routine because he had notpreviously flown for the operator.
The TSB determinedthat the aircraft was inadvertently flown into trees and the
ground in controlled flight and dark ambient conditions during a night departure
because a positive rate of climb was not maintained after takeoff. Factors contributing to the accident were the pilot’s concentrating on blue-line speed rather
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than maintaining positive rate of climb, the dark ambient conditions, a departure
profile into rising terrain, an overweight aircraft, and crew resource mismanagement.
2.

Cessna 172 Dark Takeoff (1998)

On 15 December 1998, a pilot and passenger departed Shearwater, Nova Scotia,
at 18:43 local time in a Cessna 172 on a night VFRflight to the Liverpoolairport
for a touch-and-go before a return to Shearwater. About two hoursafter departure,
an emergency locator transmitter signal was reported, and a search wasinitiated.
The wreckage was foundthe next day. The aircraft had crashed in heavily wooded
terrain 2 n miles (3.7 km) west of the Liverpool airport. The two occupants were
fatally injured,andthe aircraft was destroyed. This synopsis is based on TSB Final
Report A98A0184.
This wasa time-building flight in preparation forthe pilot’s upcoming commercial flight test. The aircraft was equipped with an altitude reporting transponder,
and a review ofthe radar data indicatedthat the aircraft approachedthe Liverpool
airport from the east, turned south across Runway 25/07, and joined the circuit
for Runway 25. Theaircraft disappeared from radarat 1100 ft (336 m) above sea
level while on final to Runway 25 and reappeared on radar at the samealtitude
just west ofthe airport 1 min and 27 s later. Radar coverage continued for another
47 s, during which the aircraft climbed to 1300ft (397 m), leveled off, and then

descended to 1100 ft (336 m) before disappearing from radar.
The pilot was issued his night endorsement in July 1998 and, at the time of
the occurrence, had about 187 h total flight time. He had recently flown to the
Liverpoolairport on four occasions. Three of the flights were conducted at night

with either an instructor or other pilot onboard; the accident flight was the first

night flight without anotherpilot on board. Thepilotflew with his instructor on the
morningof the occurrenceand slept several hours in the afternoon before returning
to the Shearwater airport for the night flight.
At the time of the occurrence, the Liverpool area was underclear skies with no
restrictionsto visibility and no possibility of icing at lower levels. The moon was
below the horizon atthe time of the accident, and pilot reports indicated that darksky conditions existed; hence, there would have been fewer visual cues present
that night than there would have been during the mishappilot’s previous flights
to Liverpool. A local resident, who was using frequency-scanning equipmentfor
recreational purposes, heardthe pilot transmit his intentions and reported that there
was no inflection in the pilot’s voice to suggest he was experiencing difficulty.
The aircraft descended into trees about 3.7 km beyond the departure end of
Runway 25, on a magnetic heading of 270 deg. Theaircraft was in a wings-level,
30-deg descent angle whenit struck the trees. Propeller strike marks ontrees along
the wreckagetrail were consistent with the propeller being poweredat impact. The
flaps werein theretracted position. The elevator trim tab position was consistent
with a slight nose-downtrim setting, normal for final approach for a touch-and-go
landing. The engine was examined, and there was no indication of a preimpact
mechanicalfailure.
All undamagedlight bulbs were examined by the TSB. Thelight bulbs for the
aircraft’s overhead instrumentflood light, cabin domelight, compasslight, andtail
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navigation light were retrieved from the wreckage. With the exception of those for
the domelight, these bulbs would normally be illuminated duringa nightflight. The
analysis determinedthat the instrumentfloodlight bulb was illuminated at impact.
The remaining lamps were either off at impactor had notreceived sufficient force
to distort the filament.
The TSB conducted a representative night flight to the Liverpool airport in a
rented Cessna 172 at a time whenlighting and sky conditions were similar to those
on the night of the occurrence. The purpose wasto identify the visual references
available to a pilot when flying a Runway 25 approach and departure/go-around.
Theairportis located in a sparsely populated area wherethereislittle peripheral
lighting. The runwaylights were observed clearly on approach and during the goaround phase,andthe aircraft passed over a road about2.8 km westofthe airport,
where there was somestreet lighting in an area of houses. Beyondthe roadthere
were few externalvisual cues, and the horizon wasnot easily discernable. The TSB
flight was recorded onradar, allowing a comparison between the radar data for the
occurrence flight and the TSB flight. The TSB flight included four approachesto
Runway 25, with two touch-and-go landings and two go-arounds. A comparison
of elapsed time during a touch-and-go vs a go-around indicated that the mishap
pilot had conducted a go-around.
Whenvalid visual cues provided by the Earth’s horizon are not present(such as
whenthe horizonis obscured by darkness or weather), or whenthepilot’s attention
is distracted from the primary flight instruments, the pilot’s sense of orientation
might be dominated by inputs from the inner ear—a very inaccurate source of
attitude information during flight. In such a condition the pilot will most likely
encounter SD. Knowledge and experience are the key determinants of a pilot’s
success in overcoming SD,and a pilot’s only defense against SD is to develop
the ability to override natural vestibular responses through training and practice
and to always use visual information from the instruments to maintain spatial
orientation and situation awareness. The environmental conditions on the nightof
the occurrence and the limited outside visual ground references in the vicinity of
the Liverpoolairport were elements conducive to SD. During the go-around,it was
possible for the pilot to experience both the false horizon and false pitch illusions.
At low altitude there is minimal time for a pilot to recognize an illusion and take
the appropriate corrective action. The impact angle of the aircraft was consistent
with the assumption of nose-downpitch attitude becauseof the false-pitchillusion.
The complex skill set that a pilot requires to be able to recognize and counter
SD is developed throughflight-instrument training, experience, and practice. In
the end the TSB determined that during the climb-out following the approach
to the airport, the pilot probably lost situational awareness as a result of spatial
disorientation and unintentionally flew the aircraft into the ground.

VI.

Summary

Spatial disorientation mishapsare a unique subsetof flying accidents influenced
by human factors that involve a normal physiological response to the abnormal
environmentofflight. To recognize the presence of SD ina mishap,theinvestigator
must determine the level of human factors involvement, possess an understanding
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of applicable physiological mechanisms andbeproficientin convincingly presenting those dynamicsto pilots and investigative bodies. More consideration should
be givento all human factors elementsin the searchfor the root cause of a mishap.
Several well-established humanfactors models are available to aid the investigator
in focusing on the HF element, and numerous techniques have been developedto
assist in specifying the orientation misperceptions that are involved. Correlations
between types of SD and accidenteventscanalert the investigator to the probability
of SD as a mishapfactor.
It would be of great advantage to standardize the terminology and investigative
techniques used around the world so asto allow pooling of mishap data from all
sources and better scrutinize SD mishapsfor possible new factors or changesin
trends. Unfortunately, methods of categorizing and evaluating mishap data across
the different flying communities are as varied as the communities themselves.
It is quite possible that the role of SD in military and civilian mishapsis vastly
underreported because of miscategorization or incomplete coding brought about
by several issues. For example, the contribution of SD to a mishap can belost by
focusing on various attention-managementfactors that lead to loss of situational
awareness or controlledflight into terrain. The result could be that the mishapis

coded as LSA or CFIT, with no reference to SD whatsoever.

In spite of the limitations posed by different classification systems, code definitions, and managementpriorities, evaluation of reported data yields some useful
information toward understanding and preventing SD mishaps. Currentdata indicate that in both military andcivilian operations SD continues to produce a high
percentage offatalities, claiming nearly three times as many lives as non-SDrelated mishaps.
The incidence of SD mishapsin the military seemsto be ontherise, or at best

unchangedat about 10-20% ofall major mishaps and 30-40% ofthose involving
fatalities. The greatestthreat of a military SD mishapoccurs 1) during unrecognized
SD, 2) in the fighter/attack population, and 3) among experienced pilots. However,
significantlosses oflife and aircraft have occurred from trainer and transport SD
accidents and in VMCas well as IMC. Lighting conditions are not predictive
of the occurrence of SD mishaps, as they are generally evenly divided between
nighttime and daytime. Nonetheless, there is some indication of the probability of
a helicopter SD mishap being higher at night. Most SD mishaps in rotary-wing
operations are caused by nonstandard visualillusions involving undetected drift
and misjudged distance from obstacles.
In the civil-aviation sector the frequency of SD accidents appears to have decreased significantly since 1983, although this perceived reductionis likely a matter
of mishap codingas indicated by anoffsetting rise in accidents categorized asaircraft control not maintained. General aviation suffers the highest percentage of
the civilian SD accidents (94%), of which 90% are fatal. Increased age, flight
hours, and numbersofpilots with an instrumentrating all seem to have hadlittle
or no affect in reducing the occurrence of SD mishaps. In commercial aviation
air-taxi pilots are most prone to experience a SD-related accident. SD mishapsin
air Carrier operations are extremely rare, yet commercial air carriers suffer most
of their fatalities from mishapsclassified as controlled flight into terrain and loss
of control inflight, both of which are directly related to SD. Of civil mishaps
coded as SD, 2/3 occur in IMC, with no prevalence (50/50) arising between
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those that occur in IMC on a dark night and those in IMC ona bright day. Ofthe
SD mishaps that occur in VMC, 2/3 take place on dark nights and 1/3 in bright
daylight.
Spatial disorientation will continue to be a threatto flight safety given the underlying maladaptation of the human vestibular system to the aerospace environment
even when no excessive accelerations or unusual maneuvers are present. Consequently, SD precursors shouldbe particularly and carefully sought by investigators
facing otherwise inexplicable and seemingly benign events. Modern investigative
techniques can be used to uncover and documentthefailures of human—machine
interactions and help guide development of corrective and preventive measures.
Those techniques draw upon data captured by sophisticated onboard and groundlinked recording devices, as well as more crude sources of information. Straightforward calculations of the gravitoinertial force vector can effectively predict the
impactof aircraft motions onthe pilot’s sensory mechanismsand his or her perception ofaircraft attitude. Additionally, the use of visual reconstruction methods

has the benefit of creating dynamic graphical materials that can be used to teach
investigators and pilots about basic SD mechanismsandlikely mishap scenarios.
Flight simulators can provide a similar capability in recreating the effects of visual
and somevestibular illusions that may have contributed to a mishap. Successfully
combating SD requires a full-spectrum safety approach that contributes to and
builds upon the mishap investigator’s knowledge and experience.
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Chapter 6

Nonvisual Illusions in Flight
Bob Cheung*
Defence Research and Development Canada, Toronto, Canada

I.

Introduction

T HEinadequaciesof the sensory systems during sustained accelerations and in
altered gravitoinertial environments contribute to incorrect perceptionofattitude, position, and motion. As described in Chapter2, the threshold and dynamic
characteristics of the semicircular canals are such that angular accelerations of
sufficiently small magnitudeare not perceived. Also, the perception of prolonged
rotation gradually subsides with time, and at the termination of the prolongedrotation, an after-sensation of rotating in a direction opposite to the initial direction
is perceived. The otoliths cannot distinguish between gravitational force and the
inertial reaction force to linear acceleration and, thus, interpret the resultant grav-

itoinertial force vector as the apparentvertical. As a result, neither vestibular nor
somatosensory information can be relied upon in flight, and use of this information often results in sensory illusions. A given set of angular or linear accelerations
can produceillusory sensations underoneset of conditions and not under another
similar set of conditions, for example, adequate external visual references can

suppress certain illusions. On the other hand, someillusions are so compelling
that they can overcometheinhibiting influence of even the most adequate external
visual reference.
Anearly in-flight study! reported that nonvisualspatial orientation is subject to
the gross limitationsof the vestibular sensory system resulting in false sensations of
movement. Whendevoidofvision, the perception of turning andtilting to the right
or left appears only after a considerable lag from the onset of the maneuver. The
direction and amountof bank and turn are markedly erroneous. Perceptions of both
tilting and turning are transient and disappear before the aircraft recovers from the
turning attitude. The recovery is accompaniedby sensation of tilting and turning
away from the direction of the preceding turn andpersists into the periodofstraightand-level flight. The percentageof spatial disorientation (SD) involving nonvisual
This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis not subject to copyright protection
in the UnitedStates.
*Senior Defense Scientist.
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factors varies between surveys and accident investigation reports, for example,
nonvisualillusions constitute approximately 41% ofall SD incidents.” Amongthe
nonvisualfactors, vestibular illusions predominate; 36% are directly related to the
inadequacies of the vestibular system.” Other studies indicated that 34% ofall
illusions experienced by a group of experiencedinstructorpilots are of vestibular
origin,’ and 28% of all SD implicated accidents involve the vestibular system.* In
the Royal Netherlands Air Force (RNLAF) 37% ofillusions experienced in the
F-16 and 29% of those in the F-5 are said to be ofotolithic origin, whereas 39%
in the F-16 and 41% in the F-5 originated from the semicircular canal.>
This chapter discusses a numberofillusions involving false sensations of motion and body position stemming from the inadequacies ofthe vestibular system in
the aeronautical environment. The nonvisualillusions to be discussed have been
studied extensively in the laboratory, and in somecases under carefully controlled
conditions in flight. They fall roughly into three categories: illusions primarily

based on the stimulation of the semicircular canals, illusions based on the stim-

ulation of the otoliths, and illusions based on the combination of semicircular
canalandotolith stimulation. Illusions related to psychologicalfactors such as the
break-off phenomenonare discussed in Chapter 4, Sec. VI.
II.
A.

M[lusions Primarily Involving the Semicircular Canals

Somatogyral Illusions

Whereasangular rotation of moderate intensity and short duration,as commonly
experienced in our daily life, gives rise to appropriate perceptions of motion and
compensatory eye movements, rotations of very low intensity or long duration
give rise to erroneous perceptions of rotation and inappropriate eye movements.
Illusions stemming primarily from the inadequacies of the semicircular canals as
reviewed in Chapter 2 are classified as somatogyral illusions—the false sensation
of rotation,or absenceof rotation, which results from misperceiving the magnitude

and direction of an actual rotation. As mentionedearlier, in the RNLAF 39% of

the F16 and 41% ofthe F-5 pilots reported some form of somatogyralillusion.>
A classic example of the somatogyralillusion is the graveyard spin, which is a
false sensation of rotation aboutthe vertical (yaw or dorsoventral) axis. This false
sensation could result during hover, when movementofthe helicopteris at a rate
that is not perceived bythe aircrew:
A pilot attempted to land the helicopter on a spot lighted by four flashlights.
Becauseof the extreme denseness of the fog he was unabletofind the spot. As he
circled to attempt a second landing apparently he becamedisoriented. While he
was in a vertiginousstate, he circled to the right but thought he wasturningto the
left, although he was on instruments he does not rememberaltitude orairspeed.
Ashe crashed hestated he became just a passenger and rodeit in (Ref.6, p. 66).

1.

Graveyard Spin

Whentheaircraft inadvertently enters into a spin, the pilot perceivesthe initial
angular accelerationsin roll and yaw correctly. As the spin continues, the sensation
of angular motion gradually subsides as the cupulae of the affected semicircular
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a)
Fig. 1 Two somatogyralillusions: a) graveyard spin—somatogyral effect about the
vertical axis: initial spin and when the pilot succumbs to the somatogyralillusion
during recovery (pilot’s false perception is coded by dashed line) and reenters the
spin. b) Gillingham illusion—somatogyral effect about the longitudinal (roll) axis.
(Figure a reproduced from Ref. 56; Figure b modified from Ref.8.)

canals return to their neutral positions. Whenthe pilot attempts to recover from the
spin, and the rotation is slowed or stopped, the canal-endolymph-cupula system
deflects the cupulae in the direction opposite to theirinitial deflection. This second
cupulae deflection givesrise to a sensation of spinning in the direction opposite the
initial spin. If the pilot succumbsto this false sensation of rotation, he or she might
correct for this sensation by making control inputs opposite to it and, thereby, reenter the spin in the original direction (Fig. 1a). It has been reported that in the normal,
erect spin, recovery quite suddenly becomes considerably more difficult after the
first five turns at 3 s per turn as a result of the cupula mechanism just described.’
A similar illusion (described in the next section) can occur about the longitudinal
(roll or nasooccipital) axis, and the misleading sensation can be very severe after
a rapid and continuous roll of 3-6 rotations. Additionally, the inappropriate eye
movements that accompany prolonged spins (as discussed in Chapter 2, Sec. [X)
can complicate the problem ofspin or roll recovery. Compensatory nystagmusto
vestibular and optokinetic stimuli will initially maintain a stabilized retinal image,
but this decreases progressively as rotation continues until correct interpretation
of visual orientation cues is impossible. Upon stopping the rotation, postrotatory
nystagmus will induce an apparent sensation of rotation of the horizon and the
visual surroundingsin the opposite direction.
2.

Gillingham (Postroll) Ilusion

Whereas the graveyard spin is concerned with the rotation effect about the
vertical axis, a similar effect called the Gillingham postroll illusion can be produced whenrotation is about the longitudinalaxis of the aircraft. (The Gillingham
illusion is named in memory of Dr. Kent K. Gillingham in recognition of his
lifetime contribution to spatial disorientation research and aerospace medicine.)
In a survey investigating the characteristics of disorientation in flight, Clark and
Graybiel® noted that 67% of pilots reported that, “When they leveled off after a
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bank, they had a tendencyto overbank in the opposite direction.” A recentinflight
study conducted by Ercoline and colleagues® observed that whenpilots rely on
their nonvisual perception of bank followingthecessationof a sustainedroll they
inadvertently increase their bank in the direction of the previous roll (Fig. 1b).
The detailed procedure involves having a pilot make, for example, a right roll to
establish a desired bank, then stoppingtheroll at the desired bank andneutralizing
the stick force to maintain the bank. Subsequently, the pilot unknowingly applies
further right stick pressure as a result of the false perception of roll reversal or
decrease in bank. This perception can be explained by the following mechanisms:
1) When the pilot stops the roll at the desired bank, the cupulaeare initially
deflected through angles equal but opposite to the original angularvelocity of the
roll (1.e., they generate illusory banking to the left). The pilot might succumb to
the false sensation of bankingto theleft and apply contrarystick pressure, thereby
increasing bankingto the right.
2) To maintain the desired bank, the pilot wouldneutralizethe stick by releasing
pressure to the right (stick movesleft, back to neutral position), which might
reinforce this false sensation of rolling to theleft.
3) The relatively short time constant (approximately 4 s) of postrotational decay
aboutthe roll axis can also contribute to this illusion (see Chapter 2, Sec. II.F).
For example, in a roll from 80 deg left to 80 deg right in 4 s (40 deg/s), the apparent
angular velocity just before stopping would have fallen to approximately 21 deg/s
(using a short time constant of 4 s). On completion, it would seem tothe pilot that
he had only rolled through 117 deg, which would leave him or her an apparent
37 deg angle of bank further to go to the right. The pilot might succumbto this
apparent bank insufficiency and resumerolling to the right, which might then put
the aircraft in a dangerousattitude.
B.

Coriolis Illusion
While in the procedure turn (2,500 feet), the rubber band holding my let-down
chart to the knee board broke and down wentthe chart to the cockpit deck. I
reached downto pick it up and my nextlook at the instruments broughta chill
of horror. The needle wasagainstthe left peg, the gyro-horizon was showing an
eight ball, and the altimeter was plummeting downward.I felt as though I wasin
a right bank and pulling G (Ref. 6, p. 68).
The Coriolis illusion, also named as the Coriolis reaction, the Coriolis phe-

nomenon,or Coriolis effect, was named after Gustave Gaspard de Coriolis (17921843), whofirst described and quantified the Coriolis acceleration. The Coriolis
accelerationis the linear acceleration a experienced by a bodythat movesata linear velocity v while exposedto rotation with velocity w about an orthogonal axis
such that a = 2vw. Analysesof the instantaneous Coriolis accelerations that occur
in cross-coupled motion enable the derivation of the resulting angular acceleration. In general, Coriolis effects are used to describe the vestibular effect oftilting
the head during whole-bodyrotation. The term Coriolis effect was introduced by
Schubert’ to describe the stimulus to the semicircular canals by integrating the
components of Coriolis accelerations, acting parallel to the canal walls, around
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each endolymphring. Becausethe stimulus can be calculated from vector algebra
as the vector cross product, or cross coupling, of the w; and w2 velocity vectors,it

is also namedthe cross-coupled effect.'°

The Coriolis illusion is the sensation of angular motion in responseto tilting
of the head (angular velocity, w,) while the head is undergoing passive rotation
(angular velocity, w) about an axis not aligned with the head tilt axis at some
angle 9. With few exceptions the sensation of the apparent rotation is in the same
direction as thatof the precession of a wheel spinning aboutthe w2 axis in response
to a torque about the headtilt axis,'! that is, about an axis approximately orthogonal
to the headtilt axis and the passive rotation axis. During natural head movements
and when the head motion is of short duration, angular acceleration about the
headtilt axis alone yields essentially no aftereffects. The strength of the Coriolis
accelerative stimulus is determined by the angular velocity of the platform w2 and
the angle 6 through which the head is moved. Whenthe head motionis prolonged,
it is the w; w2 cosine 6 componentof the total angular acceleration that provokes
unpleasant and nauseogenic sensations.
The illusion has been explained solely by the action of Coriolis accelerations
on the semicircular canals. Comprehensive mathematical analysis can be found

in a numberof publications.!*"!* For ease of explanation, let us assume that the

three semicircular canals (lateral, superior, and posterior) align perfectly with the
Cartesian (yaw, pitch, and roll) axes (Fig. 2). Consider a subject who has been
rotating clockwise as seen from abovethe subject’s head, at w2 in the plane of
the lateral semicircular canal (yaw) long enough (30 s or so) for the cupula to
return to the neutral position and the sensation of rotation about the yaw axis to

p = pitch
r = roll
y = yaw

a)

Fig.2 Example of Coriolis cross coupling. During passive clockwise (right) rotation,
if the headis actively tilted to the right a sensation of pitch up and counterclockwise
(left) yaw is experienced: curved arrows, true motion; and ---, perceived motion.
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have ceased (Fig. 2a). If, in the dark, the subject’s head is now passively rolled
to the right to 90 deg at w , the superior canal (pitch) acquires the angular momentum,since it has been broughtinto the planeofrotation (Fig. 2b). The torque
required to impart this change in momentum causesdeflection of the cupulae
and a sensation ofrotation, equivalent to an angular velocity of w, in the pitch
plane. Although the angular momentum ofthe subject’s rotating head is forcibly
transferred at once out of the old plane of rotation relative to the head, the angular momentum of the endolymphin the horizontal (yaw) plane is dissipated
more slowly. The cupulae in the lateral canals are deflected by this deceleration, and they indicate counterclockwise rotation about the yaw axis of the head

(Fig. 2b). Furthermore, during the lateral canal deceleration, it signals a contin-

uousrotation, but the utricular and saccular maculae indicate that the head has

not, in fact, succeeded in changing its orientation with respect to gravity. The
transient cross-coupled acceleration induces a pitch-up sensation during the head
roll and an unpleasant sensation of rotation in the counterclockwise direction.
Similarly, in real life the combined effect of cupula deflection in all three semicircular canalsis that of a suddenly imposed angularrotation in a plane in which
no angular acceleration relative to the subject has occurred. Theresulting Coriolis
illusion experiencedis oneof pitching up and yawingtotheleft. In naive subjects,
the resulting illusion causes almost as much confusion in its discussion as in its
experience.
In flight the Coriolis illusion is usually experienced whenthe pilot executes head
movements during a constant rate turn of w. After a certain period the cupulaein
the pilot’s semicircular canals (in the plane of aircraft rotation) have returned to
the neutral position. When pilots move their heads about a secondaxis notaligned
with w, they can experience a sensation of rotation and tilt about a third axis,
whichis approximately orthogonalto w and the headtilt axis. Therefore, when an
aircraft is in a sharp right turn (clockwise rotation when viewed from above), if the

heador bodyis rolled to the right shoulderrelative to the aircraft, a false sensation

of climb with high velocity but very little displacement is experienced. This can
be extremely dangerous, especially if it occurs at low altitude. A pilot whotries
to correct for this illusion by easing the pull on the control stick could very well
descendintoterrain.
In the preceding example, if the pilot’s head is kept tilted long enough for the
semicircular canals to equilibrate to the imposed angular velocities, moving the
head backto the upright position would produce a diving (pitch-down) sensation
with great apparent displacement but no unusual velocity.!’ In other words, an
asymmetrical sensation with respectto the initial tilt and return movementof the
head is experienced. The asymmetry of the sensation might be caused bythe difference in orientation of the gravity vector in the two headpositions. It has been
shownby Bensonand Bodin!® that the thresholdandrate of decayofpostrotational
responsesare greater when the gravity vector is coplanar with the stimulated canals
and least when it is normalto the plane of the canals. In the latter case, signals
from the otolithic maculae indirectly modify the ampullary responses. Similarly,
asymmetry with respect to tilting and righting movements of the head wasalso
reported in the visual illusion perceived during Coriolis stimulation. Subjects reported that the velocity of a target light viewed during the Coriolis illusion was
not always appropriate to the apparent displacement,thatis, the target might have
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appeared to movefast without getting very far. The asymmetric response and the
apparent discrepancy betweenthe rate and displacementsuggestthe participation
of nystagmus because the induced nystagmus is more intense and of longer duration when the angle between the gravity vector and the plane of the stimulated

canal increases.!’
C.

Physiological Studies on the Coriolis Effect

Studies on the Coriolis effects include the symptom complex of motion sickness
and autonomic responsessuchas heart-rate variability’? and forearm blood-flow
changes.!? The results on heart-rate measurement are controversial. Most studies have found very small, variable, or inconsistent changes, despite substantiate
symptomsof nausea anddisorientation experienced by the subjects. For example,
the average heart rate increases during head movements, whereasnot rotating was
Statistically indistinguishable from that observed during Coriolis stimulation.”°
However, provocation of nausea, accompanied by an increase in forearm blood
flow without changesin blood pressureor heart rate, appears to be more consistent.
The cardiovascular effects of Coriolis cross coupling were highlighted by Sunahara and colleagues.!? They demonstrated that Coriolis cross-coupling effects
caused significant increases in forearm blood flow as measured by venous occlusion strain-gauge plethysmography. In subjects with low tolerance, there was
an immediate two- to three-fold increase in forearm blood flow within 2 min of
head movements and concomitantreports of nausea. Theincrease 1n forearm blood
flow suggests a decrease in sympathetic activity to the forearm vascular bed. However, in subjects with high tolerance there were no significant changes in forearm
blood flow. This effect of forearm blood flow increase was later confirmed by
Sinha,*! who reported that the latencies to blood flow increase were 60-100s in
subjects with low tolerance. In general, the magnitude of the change in forearm
blood flow correlated with the severity of motion sickness symptoms with definite nausea being the endpointforall of these studies. Vasodilatation in the limbs
impairs orthostatic tolerance, particularly if blood flow is shownto increase simultaneously in the lower limbs, whichraises the possibility that G tolerance might
also be impaired during subsequent increased high-G exposure.
Because the venous occlusion technique does not allow continuous data sampling, the time course of blood-flow changes might be underestimated. Recently,
Cheung and Hofer?” (2001) extended previous findings, using laser Doppler
flowmetry (providing real-time monitoring of cutaneous blood flow), to investigate how the time course of the blood-flow changescorrelates with the subjective
reports of symptoms of motion sickness. During Coriolis cross-coupling stimulation, significant forearm and calf cutaneous blood flow were foundto increase
simultaneously. The temporal sequence of the peak increase in forearm and calf
blood flow was consistent within subjects from trial to trial but varied across
subjects. Latency to blood flow increases ranged from 14—90 s after stimulus onset, without overt symptoms of motion sickness. However, peak increase of blood
flow in both forearm and calf occurred when the subject reached definite nausea.
In other words humans might have different sensitivity to these Coriolis-induced
vascular changes. As already mentioned, blood-flow increase in the lower limb
might compromisethe ability to withstand orthostatic stress. These findings might
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confound previous reports on reduced G tolerance using ground-based simulators/centrifuges to produce hypogravity-to-hypergravity transitions, where simultaneous Coriolis stimulation was unavoidable becauseof cross-axis rotation of the
centrifuge gondola. In subjects with low tolerance to Coriolis cross coupling, is
the observed G-tolerance impairmenta partial response to Coriolis stimulation,to
hypogravity-hypergravity G transition, or both? Thepertinence of these findings
to the inflight setting is unclear.
In ground-basedstudies the minimum angular velocity capable of producing the
Coriolis effects varies among studies, largely because of the different conditions
and methods under whichthe investigations were carried out. However,as a gross
comparison, at a head velocity w; of 3.4 deg/s, the constant angular velocity a
in the centrifuge that can induced the Coriolis effect was 57 deg/s (Ref. 23) and
46 deg/s (Ref. 24). On the other hand, using a rotating chair, the mean threshold
values were 14.7 deg + 2.04 deg/s w2 when the forward bending head movements
took 0.2 s (Ref. 25). Other researchers foundthat the threshold velocity of rotation
in the pitch-and-roll planes that can provoke the Coriolis sensation to be on the

order of 12 deg/s (Ref. 11). On the other hand, Gillingham” reported a Coriolis

threshold of 1 deg/s w2 with an estimated head velocity w, of 300 deg/s. Results
from this latter study suggest that the threshold in the detection of constantvelocity
rotation in the yaw plane is lower than someflight maneuvers. For example, in
the F-4 aircraft a 2-G turn with a radius of about 3.22 km is associated with an
angular velocity of 4 deg/s. This suggests that G loading, the axis of rotation of
the inducing stimulus, and other factors such as vibration and noise might affect

the detection of vestibular Coriolis effects.
In high-performanceaircraft the sustained turn rate of fixed-wingaircraft is not
often of sufficient magnitude to generate a strong cross-coupled stimulus to the
semicircular canals during head movements,”’ especially during the commencement of the turning maneuver. It has been suggested that when a head movement
is executed during an angular acceleration in the initial phase of a turn or roll the
vestibular effect is not likely to be disorienting or nauseogenic despite the fact
that a cross-coupled stimulus to the semicircular canal is present. However, when
decelerating from a steady turn the disorientation and disturbing effects of the
cross-coupled stimulus are exacerbated.!° Under high-G and rapid-G transition
the physical magnitude of the cross-coupling effect would be more intense and
disorienting. Also, it is rare for the aircraft to execute maneuversinvolving angular
motion without associated changes of gravitoinertial force. It has been suggested

by Benson’® that, in flight, the SD produced by head movements during turning

and spinning is probably a combination of cross-coupled (canal-mediated) and
G-excess (otolith-mediated) effects (see Sec. III.B). It has also been suggested
that Coriolis reaction and G-excessillusions can be inducedin high-agility aircraft without head movementsfrom thepilot.”? This combination of stimuli might
be expected to influence cardiovascular function, particularly impaired orthostatic
tolerance. Whether Coriolis-inducedperipheral pooling occursin flight remains to
be investigated. The relative importanceof canal and otolith influencesin the disorientation caused by head movementand in cardiovascular compensation has yet
to be resolved, but head movements are undoubtedly a potent cause of perceptual
error in flight.
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Illusions Primarily Involving the Otoliths

Somatogravic Illusions

In Chapter 2, Sec. III.G. it was discussed that the weight of the otoconia, as
a result of the otolith membrane displacement whenthe headistilted, bends the

cilia of the hair cells. Sustained bending of the cilia towards a specific direction
is relayed throughthe sensorycells to the brain as a head tilt. Consider that if the
headis held vertically and accelerated forward the cilia of the hair cells will bend
in a similar fashion (as whenthe headis tilted backwards) owingto the inertia of
the otoconia. When headtilt and acceleration are experienced simultaneously in
the samedirection, the interpretation is that of a tilt greater than the headtilt itself.
Whengravitational forces combine with the inertial reaction forces produced by
acceleration in three-dimensional space, a resultant gravitoinertial force vectoris

produced.In the absenceof visual information,a pilot cannot distinguish between
the true vertical and the resultant gravitoinertial vector. The false sensation of body
tilt that results from perceiving the direction of a nonvertical gravitoinertial force as
being verticalis classified as a somatogravic illusion. Forhistorical interest Ernst
Mach made the observation that one perceives the resultant gravitoinertial force

as vertical over a hundred years ago*” (Chapter 1, Sec. II.A). The misperceptions

of the magnitude and/or direction of gravitoinertial forces as the true vertical are
responsible for a numberof SD illusions. Both novice and experiencedpilots are

equally susceptible to these illusions.*!
1.

False Perception ofAttitude During Turns

Figure 3 depicts the two misperceptionsofattitude that can occur when turning—
one in a coordinated turn and the other during uncoordinated flight. When entering
a coordinated-banked turn, angular motion will stimulate the semicircular canals
correspondingto the roll and yaw axes. Once the rate of turn and bank angle are
established, the resultant gravitoinertial force is aligned with the pilot’s z (spinal)
axis and is perpendicular to the longitudinal and transverse axes of the aircraft,
yielding a sensation of sitting erect. A similar situation can arise when pilots
enter a coordinated turn withoutrealizing it (Fig. 3a). The degree of disorientation
is determined by the angle of bank. On the other hand, during an unperceived
flat, (uncoordinated) turn, pilots might feel that they have rolled in the opposite
direction, because the resultant gravitoinertial force vector is not perpendicular to
the transverse axis of the aircraft (Fig. 3b).
2.

False Sensation of Pitch
A DC-9 onfinal approach, at the Charlotte/Douglas airport in North Carolina,
encountered wind shear and heavyrain. Both pilots elected to go around when
significant variation of airspeed was noted. During the go-around, the cockpit
voice recorder indicated that the captain ordered, “down, push it down”to the
first officer. Seconds later the low altitude warning device could be heard and
the aircraft crashed shortly afterwards. The captain might have experienced an
excessive pitch up illusion caused bythe acceleration ofthe aircraft as power was
applied, which caused him to commanda pitch downin attitude.*”
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Fig. 3 False perception of attitude during turns occurs whenthepilot interprets a
sustained resultant vector as the earth vertical: G, gravity; F, centrifugal force; and
R, resultant force.
a) During a coordinated turn, the centripetal acceleration producesF, yielding R that
is aligned with the z axis of the aircraft; hence, the pilot perceives that the aircraft is
wingslevel.
b) During a flat, uncoordinated turn, the aircraft skids, and R is no longer perpendicular to the transverse axis of the aircraft. Sensation is of turning in the opposite
direction.

During a go-aroundor a missed approachat night, or when a high-performance

aircraft accelerates down a runway andtakesoff into clouds, the inertial force

resulting from the forward acceleration combines with the force of gravity to
create a resultant gravitoinertial force directed down and aft (i.e., rotated backward). The resultant G vector is at an angle that will generate a pitch-up sensation to a nose-high attitude well beyond the angle of attack of the aircraft
(Fig. 4). If visual cues are minimal, the pilot perceives down to bein the direction of the resultant gravitoinertial force and feels the aircraft is in an excessively
nose-high attitude. The pilot might, therefore, attempt to correct for this pitch-up
sensation by pushingthe stick forward. This action will increase the forward acceleration component G, and increasethe illusion of climbing. The influence of a
curvedflight path (during bunting) can increase the deviation of resultant vectors
(see Sec. III.A.3). If there is lag in the altimeter and vertical speed indicator(as in
older aircraft), the loss of altitude might go unnoticed until it is too late to avoid

ground contact. All too often, the aircraft is flown directly into the ground under
fully controlled flight.

This false sensation of climb wasidentified by Collar*? as a contributing factor

for many accidents during World War II. Morerecently, two CF-18 fatal crashes
involving afterburner climbs into an environment devoid of an analysis of external visual cues* listed somatogravic illusions as the primary contributing factor.
However, this illusion also occurs in tanker/transport/bomberaircraft as indicated
in the preceding example.” For a transport or commercialaircraft accelerating at
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Fig.4 False sensation of pitch during acceleration and deceleration: G,force of gravity; F, inertial force caused by acceleration or deceleration; and R, resultant force.

0.1 G, the vector angle is displaced backwards by about6 deg. It was reported that
in 27% ofair transport flights that were involved in dark takeoff accidents between
1950-1965, false sensation of pitch was considered as a contributing factor.*4 Similarly, it was suggested that false sensation of climb might have been a contributing

factor in 64% of Australian general aviation night takeoff mishaps.*°

One group ofpilots most susceptible to this illusion are those whotake off from
aircraft carriers. They can experience a 2-4-s pulse acceleration of approximately
+3 to +6G, (chest to back), which results in a pitch-up sensation for 30-60 s
(Ref. 28 and 36).The G, acceleration experienced by the pilot is combined with
gravity by vector addition, and the combined gravitoinertial acceleration vector
is increased rapidly in length and rotated as the catapult forces are applied. The
utricular otoliths detect a componentof specific force in the G, direction. Simultaneously, as the pilot is pressed against the back of the seat, pressure cues on the
back also increase. In the absence of external visual cues, the pilot is normally
unable to differentiate the catapult launch forces into their separate inertial and
gravitational components. It has been estimatedthat, for an acceleration of +4G,,
the inertial and gravitational components of the catapult launch produce a 76-deg
net rotation of the gravitoinertial vector that is increased in length by more than

four times.’ It has also been suggested that in modern fighteraircraft with 1:1

thrust: weight ratio at takeoff, the resultant acceleration vector is 1.4 G at 45 deg

aft from the vertical.*®

Furthermore, the resulting oculogravic illusion (subjective eye levels are ele-

vated during the launch) causesthe pilot’s visual scene, both within and external

to the cockpit, to rise (see Chapter 7, Sec. II.B.4). This can intensify the illusory
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perception of a pitch-up changein attitude, but the visual cues are paradoxical
for objects in the external visual scene move downwards with an actual increase
in pitch. It is, perhaps for this reason that the somatogravic and the concomitant
oculogravic illusionarelikely to influence the pilot’s control of the aircraft when
external visualcuesare absent, as whenflying in cloud orat night. In the centrifuge
the change in subjective eye level was foundto persist, in some cases,for as long as

3 min after the simulated launch sequence was completed.*© When combined with

the actual pitch up associated with takeoff rotation, the continued forward acceleration enhancesthe perceived nose-high attitude. As the landing gearsare raised
and the flaps are retracted, the subsequentincreasein airspeed further compound
the tendency to lowerthe nose.
Whenthe aircraft decelerates, the pilot experiences the opposite effect; the aircraft appears to pitch down(Fig. 4). This can occurin straight-and-levelflight, with
the application of speed brakes or on reducing power. Theresultant gravitoinertial
force is at such an angle that the pilot might havea sensationofbeingtilted forward
in a nose-downattitude. The pilot might correct for this sensation by pulling on the
control stick and, depending onthe pitch angle, might leadtheaircraft into a stall.
A pilot whois subjected to deceleration resulting from the application of the speed
brake might also observe the instrumentpanel andthe entire visual scene to move
downward, which can potentiate the sensation oftilting forward. A recent survey
of 141 pilots attending U.S. Air Force Advanced Instrument Schoolrevealed that
the percentagesof pilots experiencing a false pitch-up sensation from acceleration
and a false pitch-downsensation from deceleration are 27 and 22%, respectively.”
The preceding discussion focuses on cases wherethe shearing forceacts parallel
to the utricular plane. A recent study reported that when subjects weretilted to
60 deg, so that a shear force was parallel to the saccular membraneanda vertical

compression force was acting onthe utricle, subjects also reported a pitch-down

sensation.°”? However, similar illusions have not been reported in flight during

coordinated turns (assumingthat the pilot’s head remainedaligned with the vertical
axis of the aircraft). The resultant shear force might be insufficient, and the paucity
of the numberof sensory hair cells in the saccule might have contributed to the
lack ofthis illusion reportedin flight. Further investigation into the contribution of
saccular input to false perception of pitch is required. There have been a numberof
attempts investigating visual influences on the magnitude of somatogravic illusion
(see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.D.1). The somatogravic illusion is a phenomenonthattruly
cannotbe prevented becauseofthe very natureofflight, but the effects can perhaps
be minimized through education and awareness. Frequent reminders should serve
as reinforcementto aircrew.
3.

Inversion Illusion

During an in-flight study, it was reported that transition from hypergravity
(>1 G,) to hypogravity (<1 G,) causes disorientation; subjects had the sensation
of flying in an inverted position, although no negative acceleration waspresent.*?
This is probably the first report of inversion illusion. More than 10 yearslater,
while free floating during the microgravity phase of parabolic flight, Lieutenant
B.C. Neider,Jr., U.S.N., also reported a reversal of personal orientation with regard

to up and down.*! Hefelt upside downin relationto the aircraft or that his body
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Fig. 5 Inversion illusion. When the resultant GIF (R) rotates backward pointing
away from Earth,a false sensation of being upside downis experienced.

and the aircraft were inverted. Other reports were from Soviet cosmonauts who
reported feelings of being inverted during orbital flight. Graybiel and Kellogg*!
indicated that while subjects with an intact vestibular apparatus experienced this
inversion illusion, labyrinthine defective subjects did not, leading to the postulate
that the “reversal” is of vestibular origin. A purely visual inversionillusion is also
possible and is discussed in Chapter 7, Sec. II.A.3.
In high-performance aircraft, the inversion illusion can occur when the resultant gravitoinertial force vector actually rotates backwards so far as to point away
from, rather than towards, the Earth’s surface (Fig. 5). This maneuvergivesrise to
a sensation of being upside downas experienced bythe pilot. A theoretical model
of this mechanism was proposed by Martin and Melvill Jones.*? Typically, this
illusion can be encountered when a steeply climbing high-performance aircraft
levels off, more or less abruptly, at the desired altitude. The aircraft and pilot are
subjected to a —G, centrifugal force (radial acceleration) resulting from the arc
flown prior to level off. As the aircraft levels off, the aircraft tends to pick up
speed, adding a +G, tangential force to the overall force environment. Adding the
—G,centrifugal force and the +G, tangential force results in a net gravitoinertial
force vector that rotates backward and upwardrelative to the pilot. This stimulates the otolith in a manner similar to the way a pitch upward into an inverted
position would. The otolith organs respond as if an inside loop to an inverted position had been carried out. The pilot has the sensation of tilting over backwards
until nearly inverted at the apex of the climb. Pushing the control stick forward to
counter the perceived pitch up typically worsens the situation by reducing the
net +G, and increasing the G, component. Money et al.*? demonstrated the
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inversion illusion in a T-33 at a speed of 260 kn (481 km/h) and climbrate of 3000ft
(915 m)/min. The aircraft was buntedso that the effective G changed from +1 G,
to —1 G, in 3 s, and the —1 G, was held for 3 s. The authors attributed the backward somersault percept to the orientationof the utricule, which slopes downward
from front to back when positioned in the normal upright posture (as described in
Chapter 2, Sec. III.G). Similarly, in-flight demonstration of the inversion illusion
was confirmed by McCarthy andStott*® in the Hunter and Hawktrainer jet. Of
30 maneuvers, 14 produced a sensation of inversion. This frequent occurrence
appears to be associated with the flying proficiency in high-performanceaircraft.
Their data also suggested that other enabling factors such as individual susceptibility, experience, arousal, workload, oculogravic illusion, turbulence in the air, trim

change, or thrust increase can also increase the pitch-up sensation. Although the

postulated backward rotation wasoften not perceived, McCarthy and Stott®® pro-

vided an explanation why somepitch-up illusions on applying power can progress

to an inversion illusion, as predicted by Martin and Melvill Jones.*2
4.

Elevator Illusion

The apparent displacementof a real target or afterimage can be elicited by a
changein the magnitudeof the resultant gravitational forces acting on the observer
without changing the angle betweenthe resultant gravitational force and the longitudinal axis of the observer’s body. This phenomenonwasfirst referred to as the
“elevatorillusion” by Niven etal.“ and canleadto a specific type of oculogravic
illusion. In an elevator, while viewing a real target or a visual afterimage, subjects
with normal vestibular function perceived an apparent downward movementof
the real target when G < 1 and an upwardshift when G > 1. Forvisual afterimage
viewing the relationships were reversed. Labyrinthine-defective subjects did not
perceive apparent movementofthe real target at any time. Weightlessness preceded by positive or negative accelerations also triggers the elevator illusion.
A sudden +G, drives the eyeballs downward, giving a sensation of climbing. A
climbing sensation can also occur during the >1-G, experienced during a coordinated turn and can lead to a feeling of descending during the subsequentrollout(see
Appendix E in Chapter 8). A pilot on a long descending approach whorapidly levels off will also have the eyes driven down by +G,. An impression of climbing can
ensue, and the response mightbe to push the nose downinto the ground. Fulgham
and Gillingham*®reportedthat blindfolded pilots also tendto reestablish a descent
after an abrupt level off from a previous sustained descent. This finding suggests
that vision is not essential for the generation of the elevator illusion, althoughit
contributes to the expression.
5.

Linear Translation and SD

Certain types of SD are peculiar to rotary-wingaircraft. The helicopter is capable
of rotational acceleration in the roll x, pitch y, and yaw z axes. Ina controlled hover
itis also capable of linear acceleration along these three axes. For example, during
straight-and-level flight and hover, small aircraft movements from turbulence and
the aerodynamic responseofthe helicopter can stimulate the proprioceptive and/or
vestibular apparatus abovetheir threshold, and the pilot experiences a mixture of
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vestibular and proprioceptive stimuli, which might be more difficult to interpret
than those experiencedin fixed-wingaircraft. It has also been reported that, under

minimal visual cues, forward (+G,.) acceleration is less conducive to SD than

backward (—G,), lateral (+G,, —Gy,) or vertical (+G,, —G,) acceleration.*” The
inaccuracy in estimating the direction of oscillatory motion along the dorsoventral
z axis has been discussed in Chapter2, Sec. III.G.2. In addition, pilots often report
the sensation of backward (—G,) motion, especially in a night low-altitude hover
over water, to be particularly disorienting. This scenario often leads to unusual
altitudes. Similar false perception is experienced during straight-and-level deceleration when deprived of unambiguousvisual cues. Oncestraight-and-levelflight
is established at 90 kn (166.5 km/h) into wind,if the helicopter is then slowed
to below 30 kn (55.5 km/h) within 30 s without change of headingoraltitude,
the deceleration associated with attitude change usually convince the pilot (deprived of unambiguousvisualcues) that less of a climbis taking place. A common
maneuver employed by helicopter pilots when disoriented is increasing forward
airspeed and flying straight-and-level long enoughto regain spatial orientation.
Similarly, motion-sickness threshold is lowest when acceleration is in the —G,
axis.4® Presumably, we are well adapted to changing z-axis acceleration (such as
walking and jumping)but are less adapted to x-axis acceleration, especially in the
negative direction.
B.

G-Excess Effect

The sortie involved an experienced and well-briefed pilot on a routine sortie in
good weather conditions. Immediately prior to the accident, he was flying along
the left side of a valley at 120 feet above ground level. Aware of higher ground
ahead,he initiated a 3G turn to theleft, toward his next waypoint, using maximum
dry power and 60° angle of bank. Towardthe end of the turn, he saw a potential
threat aircraft in his 9 O’ clock position, but he decidedto waituntil completing the
turn before taking any further action. Onthe roll out he was aware ofthe ground
blooming in the cockpit and,despite taking evasive action, impactedtrees on a
lightly woodedridge. Theaircraft sustained irrecoverable damage but remained
airborne long enoughforthepilot to eject without injury. Later inspection of the
impact site showed a 450 feet swath of damagedtrees, reduced in height from
10-20 feet to 40 inchesin places.

In lookinginto the coordinated turn and underhigh G,the perceivedpitch will be
greater than accounted for by the head movementalone and may be perceived as
an increase in aircraft pitch. The pilot may attemptto correctfor this by relaxing
the pull on the stick. The perceivedinclination of the head opposite to the aircraft’s
bank could be interpreted as an underbank,the pilot may attempt to correct by
increasing the bank. The combinationof increased bank and reduced pitch rapidly
translates into lossofaltitude. (Ref. 49, p. 57.)

In spite of its descriptive name,this illusion is not a false perception of excessive
G force on theaircraft or pilot. Instead,it is an excessive effect of G force, which
yields a false perception of aircraft attitude. The G-excesseffect is an exaggerated
sense of bodytilt that occurs when the sustained G loadis greater than that experienced in a normal 1 G environment. Simple trigonometry (Fig. 6) dictates that
execution of a headtilt to 30 deg from the vertical at 1 G results ina 0.5G (1G x
sin 30 deg = 0.5 G) pull on the utricular otolithic membranes. If the headistilted
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Fig. 6 G-excess effect—an exaggerated sense of body tilt occurring when G > 1.
Under1 G thepilot experiences a 0.5G (1 x sin 30 deg) pull on the utricular otolithic
membranes when the headis tilted 30 deg off the vertical. At 60 deg of headtilt, the
pilot experiences a 0.87G (1 x sin 60 deg) pull on the otolithic membrane. Under a 2-G
environment, whenthe headistilted 30 deg off the vertical, a 1-G (2 x sin 30 deg) pull
occurs on the utricular otolithic membranes, causing the illusion that the head/body
is tilted at greater than 30 deg from thevertical.

to 60 deg from the vertical, it will result in a 0.9-G (1 G x sin 60 deg = 0.87 G)
shearing force on the otoliths. When the headistilted to 30 deg from the vertical
in a 2-G environment, the resulting shearing force on the otolithic membraneswill
be 1 G(2G x sin 30 deg = 1 G). Therefore,at 2 G the perception of a 30 deg head
tilt should theoretically be slightly greater than a 60-deg headtilt at 1 G. However,

the preceding is a mathematical estimate. Experimental study on six subjects”

suggested that the equation of perceived body position and shear force is not exact
and could be because of nonlinearity or other factors that might have biased the
postural judgment.
The G-excess effect has also been demonstrated in a number of centrifuge

studies.>!-52 Pitching the head while in an excess +G, environment can cause

an illusory sensation of excessive pitch if the head is forward, but head pitch
translates to the roll axis as the head is turned towards the shoulder. Headtilts in
the —30 to +46 deg range and with acceleration up to +4G,can causeillusionary
tilts of up to approximately 10 deg (Ref. 53). However, the transient illusory
perceptions produced by moving the head in hypergravity are confounded when
using a ground-based centrifuge because the high angularvelocity inducesstrong
Coriolis cross-coupling effects on the semicircular canals, whichis likely to mask
a concomitanttransient sensation engenderedby the otoliths.
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Using high-performanceaircraft that could achieve at least +2G, while maintaining subthreshold angularacceleration, Gilsonet al.*’ reported a 100% occurrence of the G-excess inducedpitch illusion. The plane of the apparentattitude
change wasconsistent, but the magnitude and direction of the apparent attitude
change varied acrosssubjects. It was also demonstrated that head movementsproduced transient perception of target displacement and velocity at levels as low as
+1.3 G, (Ref. 54). Repeated head movements in hypergravity generate nausea by
mechanismsdistinct from cross-coupling Coriolis effects. Guedry and Rupert»
suggested that a distinction between immediate transient G-excess effects and
steady-state effects should be made asit has potential implications for different
countermeasures. The transient component comprises confusion that might require
momentary thought when head movementsare voluntarily executed. The transient
percept might also depend on the experience of the pilot. This speculation was
based on the observation that an experiencedpilot wasrelatively unsusceptible
to the immediate G-excess effect, but was not immuneto false sensation of pitch

during repeated head movements.>°
The G-excesseffect is believed to cause pilots to falsely perceive that they are
underbankedif they look in the direction of the turn and raise their heads. This
posture causes them to experience a backward tilt sensation that is interpreted to
be the aircraft rolling in the direction opposite to the actual bank attitude (Fig. 7).
As a result, they might overbank and inadvertently descend.°° Common mishap
scenarios possibly related to the G-excess effect include formation flying during
bankedturns, which requires a pilot to maintain an upward gaze and yaw his head
towards one shoulder while looking up at a lead aircraft. During a coordinated

Fig.7

G-excess effect during turns. (Reproduced from Ref. 56.)
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turn (for example, left), the gravitoinertial vector remains perpendicular to the
aircraft’s wing line. When looking into the turn, the pilot’s head is turned to
the left, pitched up, and inclined to the aircraft’s right (opposite the aircraft’s
bank). Underincreasedacceleration, G-induced excessive movementofthe pilot’s
otolithic membranescausesthe pilot to feel an extra amountof head and bodytilt
toward the back of the head and towardtherightside of the aircraft. Consequently,
the perceived excessive inclination of the pitched head opposite to the aircraft’s
bank is interpreted as being underbanked. In the absence of unambiguousvisual
orientation cues, the pilot might then increase the bank angle and inadvertently
allow the noseto drop, resulting in a consequentlossofaltitude. It is believed that
the G-excess effect has contributed to low-level controlled flight into terrain,”?

althoughthere arelittle flight data to support this conclusion.

IV.
A.

Illusions Involving Semicircular Canals and Otoliths

False Sensation of Banking—The Leans
The leans is one of the most commonillusionsthat pilots experience. An early

survey>’ indicated that of 24 SD items on a check list the item most frequently

marked by [75% of] jet pilots was: “I thought I wasin a left turn but on checking
my instruments I saw that I was flying straight-and-level.” In the rotary wing
91% of 104 active naval helicopter pilots reported to have experienced leans.*”
A survey of 1 Air Division of the Canadian Forces indicated that approximately
50% of pilots experienced disorientation, the majority of occurrences involving the
leans.* Finally, a recent survey of students attending the U.S. Air Force Advanced
Instrument School indicated that 94% had experiencedthe leans.’
Duringlevel flight in visually degraded conditions, a false sensation of banking
can occurif pilots direct their gaze away from the instrumentdisplay. Sufficient
time could pass so that one wing could drop at a subthreshold rate, which would
inadvertently roll the aircraft into a bank without the conscious knowledge of the
pilot. Upon checking the flight instruments, the pilot would, in most cases, simply
correctthe aircraft attitude by reference to the instruments. However,if the pilot
returns to a wings-level attitude at a suprathreshold rate, the acceleration in the
opposite direction added to the initial perception of apparent wings-level leads to
the perception of a bank in the direction ofthe correctingroll. Pilots tend to align
their head and/or trunk with the perceived vertical and consequently lean in that
direction; pilots are then physically experiencing the leans (Fig. 8).
There are other causative factors for the leans. A suprathreshold change in
roll followed by a subthreshold return to wings-level also induces the leans, as
does recovery from a sustained coordinated turn under instrumentflight rules
(IFR). After a prolonged bankinto a turn, the cupulae in the appropriate canals
would have returned to their neutral positions. When the initial sensation ofroll
rotation ceases, the resultant gravitoinertial force vector is directed perpendicular
to the floor of the aircraft providing a false sensation of vertical (upright). When
ambiguousvisual cues are present and without cross-checking instruments, a pilot
can easily succumbtothe sensationofflying wings level. Uponrolling out of the
turn, as if the pilot adjusts the aircraft’s bank angle to match the true horizon at
the end ofthe turn, a sensation of being in an opposite bankarises. Pilots usually
keep the aircraft level but tend to lean to correct their own discomfort. Another
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Fig. 8 Leans—pilot physically leans body in direction of perceived vertical while
experiencing false sensation of bank in the opposite direction.

possible causeofthe leans is the misinterpretation of a sloping false horizon (see
Chapter 7, Sec. II.A). In some casesthe inherent perceptual directional asymmetry

in the pilot’s ability to detect changein roll°*>? might also contributeto the leans.

The leans can diminish gradually or persist until unambiguous external visual
references becomeavailable.
B.

Graveyard Spiral

A prominentillusion stemming from both canal and otolith inadequacies is
the graveyard spiral. In this illusion, the pilot loses the sensation of turning after

reaching constant velocity, as well as the sensation of banking, because the grav-

itoinertial force (GIF) points towards the floor of the aircraft. Graveyard spiral
accidents are reported to be commonin general aviation (100 deaths a year in
the United States), relatively rare in military aviation (less than six a year), and
rarer still in commercialairline operations.©’ However, it has been reported that
a numberof highly experiencedairline pilots flew their aircraft into a spiral dive
by moving and holding the controls to the very endin the reverse direction of that

required for recovery.°!

During a prolonged turn with a moderate amount of bank, the pilot loses the
sensation of turning because the canal-cupula-endolymph system doesnot respond
to constant angular velocity. The perception of being bankedasa resultoftheinitial
rolling to the bankedattitude also decays with time as determined by the relatively
short effective time constantin roll rotation (see Chapter 2, Sec. III.F). In addition,
the net GIF vectoris directed toward the floor of theaircraft during a coordinated
turn. Whenthe pilot attemptsto stop the turn byrolling back to wingslevel, there
is a sensation of turningin the direction opposite to that of the original turn and a
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Fig.9 Graveyard spiral. The pilot loses the sensation of turning after being in a prolonged, constant velocity turn, and also the sensation of banking, becausethe resultant
gravitoinertial force points towardsthefloor of the aircraft.

sensation of bank in the direction opposite to that of the original bank. The pilot
then succumbsto these false sensations and while attempting to achieve what was
perceivedas wingslevel, rolls back into the original bankedturn. If there is a loss of
altitude, the pilot might pull back on the control stick and add powerin an attempt
to regain the lost altitude, which tightens the turn. Theaircraft then continues to
descendin a tightening spiral toward the ground.(Fig. 9)
The graveyardspiral illusion is sometimes exacerbated by the control-reversal
error®®3 resulting from misinterpretation of the gyro-display horizon, after entering into spiraling turns. As an example, less than 10 min from touchdownat
Pittsburgh, a Boeing 737 jetliner crashed into the groundin a near-vertical spiral
dive at a speed of 301 miles per hour (485 km/h). The crew’s control inputs were
suspected to have been influenced by control-reversal error.°! The error is caused
by confusing the movinghorizonbarofthe attitude display indicator andthe fixed
airplane symbol whenpilots find themselves suddenly and unexpectedly to be in
an unusualattitude (see Chapter9, Sec. III.A.1). When the aircraft is bankingto the
right, the moving horizonrolls to the left, while the airplane symbol remains fixed
(Fig. 10). During perceptual and cognitive confusion, which can be exacerbated
by fatigue, there is a frequent tendency to control the part of the display thatis
moving (i.e., to fly the artificial horizon back to level by moving the control stick to

the right), which increases, rather than reduces, the bank. This action then tightens

the turn into a near-vertical spiral dive.
In summary, major nonvisual sensory illusions described earlier are tabulated
in Table 1.
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Fig.10 Horizon control-reversal error. Misinterpretation of the gyro horizon ina left
bankasa result of confusing the moving horizon barof the attitude display indicator
with the fixed airplane symbol.
a) How the horizonindicator appearsto the pilot moving asthepilot banksthe aircraft.
Thefixed aircraft symbol on the instrument appearslevel, because the wingsof the
aircraft symbol always maintain the samerelative position to the pilot.
b) How thepilot must interpret the horizon’s motion—horizon indicator remaining
in a fixed position with respect to the Earth, while both the fixed aircraft symbol on
the instrumentand the actualaircraft revolve around it. Control is reversed when b)

is not visualized.

Table 1
Illusion

Somatogyral illusions
Coriolis illusion
Somatogravic illusions

Inversion illusion
Elevatorillusion
G-excess effect
Leans

Graveyard spiral
Giant hand

Major nonvisual sensoryillusions
Result

Graveyard spin
Gillingham (postroll) illusion
False perception of attitude during turn
False sensation of pitch
pitch up from acceleration
pitch down with deceleration
Upward movement when G > 1
Downward movement when G < 1
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V.

Visual and Audio Correlates of Somatic Illusions

There is a complement of interesting visual and audio errors related to the
somatogyral and somatogravicillusions that can be demonstrated in the laboratory.
Oculogyral and oculogravic illusions are the visual correlates of the somatogyral
and somatogravicillusions, respectively. The oculogyral illusion usually occurs
after a sudden stop from a constant rotation. Subjects sense an apparentrotation
in the opposite direction, as objects in front of the test subjects appear to move in
the opposite direction. The oculogravicillusion is the apparent displacementof a
real target or afterimage as a result of a change in the angle between the direction
of the resultant gravitational force on the observer and the longitudinal axis of
the observer’s body. The oculogyral and oculogravic illusions will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 7, Sec. II.B.4.

Interesting errors madein auditory localization during motion stimulation have
been demonstrated in the laboratory. For example, following rapid angular de-

celeration, subjects tend to locate the sound sourceasif it were displaced in the

direction of the preceding rotation and in the direction opposite to rotation during
acceleration. The phenomenonis termed the audiogyral illusion.™ To localize a
sound with respect to the midline of the body, a subject must take into accountthe
position of the head with respect to the rest of the body. There is some evidence
that indicates that rotatory acceleration changes the apparent position of the head
with respectto a fixed reference point.® This implies that sound displacementthat
occurs during yaw rotation is caused by a changein the position ofthe head thatis
felt as straight ahead. Similarly, when a stationary subject on a human centrifuge
is exposed to centrifugal force the subject will tend to reorient in conformity with
the resultant of the centrifugal force and the force of gravity. It has been shownthat
underthe preceding condition localization of a sound source in terms of Cartesian
space and frontal plane of reference is influenced by the change in direction of

the resultant force. This phenomenonis termed the audiogravicillusion.®° Under

static conditions and in the absenceofvisual cues, the subject judges the position
of the auditory stimulus with reference to a point on the horizon. Theestimation of
the horizontal and vertical axes depends on the vestibular and somatosensory cues
that orient the subjectto the direction of gravity. Under conditionsof acceleration,
the subject orients identical sensory cuesto the resultant force rather than Earth’s
gravity. Although the subject is stationary within the gondola of the centrifuge,
there is a changein the angle between the body axesand the resultant force. The
egocentric localization ofthe vertical and horizontalaxes aligns with the direction

of the resultant force but not with the true vertical. Therefore, the localization

of a point source of sound within the new frameof reference causes the subject
to misperceive the true position of the stimulus. It is suggested that the errors
in sound localization are to be attributed to the complex interactions of sensory
systems andthat the resultant perception is the subject's reaction to the situation.
Mostrecently, it has been shownthat head-centric auditory localization is affected
by azimuthalrotation and an increase in GIF magnitude.®’ Soundlocalization is
shifted in the direction opposite to GIF rotation by an amountrelated to the magnitude of the GIF and its angular deviation relative to the median plane, thereby
confirming the existence of the audiogravic illusion. Audiogravic and audiogyral
phenomenamight compromisethe use of three-dimensional audio orientation cues
in high-performance aircraft (see Chapter 11, Sec. IV.B.1).
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Illusions Contributed by the Somatosensory System

With increasing gravitoinertial force, whenthepilot is pressed against the back

of the seat, pressure and contact cues on the back increase and become more promi-

nent. When devoid ofvision, the intense periodic touch and pressure stimulation
to the body surface determines the apparentorientation of the body and can override contribution from the otolith receptors. Miller and Graybiel® observed that
the egocentric visual localization of the horizontal, in both labyrinthine-defective
(LD) and normal subjects, was found to deviate from the gravitoinertial horizontal
as a function of the GIF magnitude. However,the directions of the perceived apparent rotation between the two groups were different. The interpretation of this
difference is limited by the fact that there were only two LD subjects tested. Nevertheless, it appears that the somatosensory system plays a majorrole (perhaps even
dominant) in the somatogravic illusion as postulated by Collar?? in his analysis of
night takeoff accidents. In a similar study in which five normal and five (deaf) LD
subjects set a luminousline to the perceived horizontal in a rotation room,it was
shownthat there were nosignificant difference between the two groups suggesting
that contact information from the feet and kinesthetic information from the legs
and body were adequate for the LD group to makeaccurate settings.
Other evidence of a somatosensory contribution to SD can be noted in the
following casestudy:
Case 72: SH-3, night ASW,no moonorhorizon.In a night dip ... (I) wastrying to
keep the aircraft into the wind . .. became confused as to where the wind was from
... the indications of wind in windowsand air speed indicator seemed to disagree
...L added rudder pedalcorrection . . . but aircraft began to drift and whole world
began to spin ...I gave the aircraft to the pilot. (Ref. 47, p. 389.)

The precedingnarrative suggests that wind entering throughthe right cockpit window producesa subjective sensation thattheaircraftis drifting right, when in fact
that the aircraft might be in a stable hover. A sensation of apparent self-motion
can be induced by stimulation of the somatosensory system without correspond-

ing vestibular sensation. For example, a sensation of linear self-motion can be

induced in a blindfolded stationary subject, who keeps contact with a linearly
moving platform.’? The preceding discussion provides further evidence that the
interactions between the somatosensory and vestibular systems are similar to the
visual-vestibular interaction.
VII.
A.

Incapacitating Illusions

Giant HandIllusion

Thegianthandillusion is the false perception by a pilot that the aircraft controls
are forced into an extremeposition andthat they appear to be held there against

the pilot’s effort to direct them in the desired direction,as if by a giant hand.7!-7

A fighter pilot physician’? first described the illusion as occurring when he was
in a left climbing turn andfelt that the control stick was being pulled from him
as though by a “giant hand.” Whenhetried to center the control stick by pulling
with both hands and both knees, it was unsuccessful. Uponreleasing his grip on
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the control stick, it appeared to float back to the central position by itself. For
several minutes afterwards he was able to control the aircraft by grasping the
control stick with thumb and forefinger. The incident occurred at night in a heavy
snowstorm, and a rapid head movementprecipitated the loss of control of the
aircraft.
The incidenceofthe giant-handillusion amongfighterpilots has been estimated

between 7% (Ref. 5) and 16% (Ref. 71) and 14% in rotary-wing pilots.’”* The

illusion is not always overwhelming. Milder episodes of this phenomenon have
occurred in whichthe pilot was able to recover. Malcolm and Money” suggested
four commonfactors leading to the illusion: 1) the pilot is aroused or in state
of anxiety; 2) the pilot is distracted from the task of controlling the attitude of
the aircraft; 3) the resultant GIF vector is rotated forward; 4) the control of the
aircraft involves a motor task of one or both hands. It is proposed that the giant
hand phenomenonis the result of a postural reflex response to a combination of
psychological and physiological conditions affecting the pilot. Specifically, the
vestibulospinal reflex was proposed as one of the potential contributing factors
to the phenomenon (see Chapter 2, Sec. X). Koren and Lessard*” reported that
both flexor and extensor muscles show increased activity during G loading when
the saccule is exposed to vertical acceleration and the utricles to compression
forces. This rigor type of muscle activity might be part of the activation of the
vestibulospinal reflex that contributes in part to the giant handillusion.
A numberof remediesfor the giant handillusion have been proposed: for example, letting go of the control stick or pushing the controlin the desired direction of
pull, or maneuvering with a thumb andforefinger grip.’> The last strategy attempts
to use a corticospinal motor strategy (control offingers) to bypassthe influence of
the ventromedial system, including the vestibulospinal reflex pathway, which in
turn mediates the control of proximal musculature (see Chapter 2, Sec. X). More
recently, the thumb and forefinger grip approach was shownto be ineffective in
overcoming a visual analogue of the giant hand illusion.” However, a visually
induced giant handillusion might not be a true representation ofthe illusion experiencedin flight, and it might involve different neurophysiological mechanisms
because the subconscious motor responseof the formeris driven by a visual rather
than a vestibular stimulus. In addition, the laboratory environment simply cannot
reproduce the emotional stress that might precipitate the giant hand phenomenon
in the aircraft.
B.

Vestibulo-Ocular Disorganization

It has been reported that upon recovery from a rapid aerodynamic roll or spin,

pilots becamedisoriented and lost control of the aircraft.’°’” The pilots could

neither fixate upon the instruments nor upon the external visualfield at a higher
rate of rotation (> 200 deg/s). Basic understanding ofthe vestibulo-ocular reflex

(VOR) (Chapter 2, Sec. IV) leadsto the postulatethatat certain stages during, and

upon recovery from aerodynamic rotation,the vestibulo-oculomotor system fails
to maintain the intermittent stabilization of the retinal image that normally occurs
in everyday life on the ground. In the initial stages of the rotation, compensatory
eye movements driven by the VORwill be appropriate in the yaw,pitch, and roll
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planes for objectsfixed in space outsidethe aircraft but not for cockpit instruments
that have fixed orientationto the pilot. As the effective canal signals decay with
their respective specific time constants—16 s for yaw, 7 s for pitch, and 4 s for
roll’’—involuntary eye movements can arise with a considerably greater error
in response to rotational stimuli in pitch and roll than in yaw. In addition, the
optokinetic followingability of the moving visual sceneis inadequate (especially
in roll) whenthe relative angular velocities are higher than the opposing vestibular
signals. On recovery to straight-and-level flight, the misleading vestibular signal
invokes an inappropriate oculomotor responsethat cannot be suppressed by visual
fixation. In other words, optokinetic stimulation predominates over the vestibular
influence in the yaw plane, whereasthe reverse relation holds for the roll plane
where vestibular influence is dominant. These findings were subsequently verified

in the laboratory.’? Therefore,the induction of involuntary eye movementssuitable

to follow the outside world might have prevented the pilots from reading the
instruments and might have degradedvision for instrumentsand the externalvisual
scene on recovery from sustained angular motion. Therateofrotation might have
been too great for compensatory eye movements to allow fixation on the outside
world. As a result, vestibulo-ocular disorganization can contribute to SD induced
by rapid rotation in flight.
C.

G-Vector Induced Positional Vertigo

An F-16 pilot of apparent good health experienced sudden onset of severe
near-incapacitating vertigo (see Chapter 1, Sec. I) following the completion of a
“check-six” (looking back over the shoulder) maneuver over his left shoulder
during a +7—-8 G, turn (Ref. 80). Upon landing, physical examination revealed
that forward headtilt and rotation produced vertigo with SD predominating. A
presumptive diagnosis of benign paroxysmalpositional vertigo was made. In benign paroxysmalpositional vertigo, affected patients typically complain of brief
episodesof vertigo precipitated by change of head posture, as in turning over in
bed, looking up to a high shelf, or backing a car out of the garage. It is thought
that degeneratedutricular otoliths are detached and cometo rest on the cupula of
the posterior semicircular canal. It is speculated that the sudden onset of vertigo
is precipitated by exposure to negative G and possibly off-axis +G, in flight.®°
It has also been documented thatthe dizziness experienced can be severe when
pilots turn their head and canpersist for three weeks or longer.®! Anecdotalreports
suggest that this condition has also been noted bycivilian aerobatic pilots and is
referredto as the “wobblies” or “vector related vertigo,’ which can be precipitated
by high levels of +G, (Ref. 82). Although the symptomsare similar to benign
paroxysmalpositional vertigo, the apparent etiology is unknown. The syndrome
couldjust as well be explained by a possible mechanism involving the brain stem,
as it is near the main acceleration axis. In view of next generation ofagile aircraft
(see Chapter 11, Sec. III), intensive research is required to delineate this condition. In the interim the condition is best managed clinically by recognition and
by allowing time for spontaneous recovery. The likely persistent symptomsafter
landing suggests that assisted exit from the aircraft is prudentand pilots should
avoid repeated “insults.”
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VIII.

A.

Inner-Ear Problems Contributing to SD

Alternobaric Vertigo (Pressure Vertigo)

Changes in atmospheric pressure during or soon after ascent and descent have
been knownfor a long time to cause suddenincapacitation. The initial sensations
of spinning, rolling, or pitching are intense and are accompanied by nystagmus
and apparent motion of the visual scene. Although this phenomenonis usually
short lived and dies away in 10-16 s, some aircrew have reportedless intense but

persistent vertigo that lasted for minutes.”® Melvill Jones’ first applied the term

“pressure vertigo” to the aforementioned symptom complex. He reported that
approximately 10% of a group of 190 pilots interviewed had experienced vertigo
immediately following changes of middle-ear pressure incurred by rapid ascent
and descent. Lundgren®? coinedthe term “‘alternobaric vertigo” in his description
of a diving hazard. His surveysonaviators indicated that 17% of pilots experienced
alternobaric vertigo at one time or another.** There are a number ofcase studies

by Melvill Jones,’ Enders and Rodriguez-Lopez,** Brown,® and Wicks,°®° who

concludedthat alternobaric vertigo is probably not as uncommonan occurrence in
pilots as previously suspected. Wicks* further suggests that, dependent upon the
cabin/ambient pressure relationship, the prevalence of alternobaric vertigo will
increase as aircraft become more sophisticated and capable of significant climbing
rates.
Few experimental studies of this phenomenon in humanshave been published.
It is generally assumedthat the vertigo is caused by an overpressure (positive pres-

sure) in the middle ear, which can affect the inner ear without requiring movements

of the tympanum andthe ossicles. Although the actual mechanism is unclear,it
has been suggested that false sensations of movement might be precipitated by
pressure changes transmitted from the middle-ear cavity to the labyrinth via the
round window. As a consequence, suddenfluid flow can occur between the round
window and oval window, generating eddy currents that could conceivably displace the utricular and saccular maculae and the cupulaeof the semicircular canals.
The ensuing vestibular stimulation then gives rise to disorienting sensations.
Theincreasein pressure caused byfailure of ventilation of the middleear on descent is gradual andis usually not adequate to produce any symptoms. Tjernstrom?’
made the observation that pilots usually do not clear their ears actively during descent but wait for the ear to equilibrate passively when the relative overpressure
(middle-ear pressure relative to ambient pressure) has increased enough for their
Eustachian tubes to be forced open. Experimentsin an altitude chamberindicated
that alternobaric vertigo could occur despite only moderate pressure changes. The
vertigo was notinduced at the momentofpressure regulation, but during the period of asymmetric middle ear pressure caused by different forcing pressures (the
pressure when the Eustachiantube is passively forced open). It also occurred when
the pressure in the not-cleared ear reacheda certain level. In aircraft capable of
rapid rates of climb, or with the sudden additional pressure created by the performance ofa forceful Valsava maneuver, the increase in pressure can be sufficient

to exacerbate this asymmetry. Normal subjects who seem to have high forcing
pressures on one side are more susceptible to alternobaric vertigo than others.
Susceptibility to pressure vertigo increases during conditions of respiratory tract
infection. Mild congestion and inflammation asa result of a common cold increase
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the difficulty to equalize the middle ear pressure, especially when the Eustachian
tubes are edematousor dysfunctional.
B.

Alcohol

Drugs and alcohol can seriously increase our susceptibility to SD (see Chapter
4, Sec. IID). Simple prescription and over-the-counter medicationsare potentially
lethal in the flying environment. Most antihistamines cause drowsiness and slow
response times. Antibiotics such as streptomycin affect the inner ear, and cumulative dosages can be ototoxic. Many cough compoundscontain alcohol and even
codeine. It is well known that the aftereffects of alcohol (hangover) adversely
affect an individual’s general ability (see Chapter 4, Sec. II.D). After the blood
alcohol concentration (BAC) has been raised high enough and the alcohol has
subsequently disappeared from the blood, it continues to have measurable effects

on the brain, vestibular system, and in somecases blood sugar.®®:89

Alcohol has a physical effect on the semicircular canals as revealed by positional alcohol nystagmus (PAN) andbysensation (e.g, vertigo). An historical
description of alcohol nystagmus as symptomsof alcohol intoxication is provided by Aschanetal.,?° who indicated that alcohol nystagmus might change in
its direction when the direction of the head is altered. The VOR is manifested
as PAN I (positional alcohol nystagmus phase I), which persists for some time
(3.6 h) after the BACstarts falling. If the headis positioned left side down, the slow
phase of the horizontal nystagmusisto the left and the fast phase to the right. At
approximately 6 h after ingestion, PANII (positional alcohol nystagmusphase II)
appears and lasts for another 3 h (10-11 hoursafter initial consumption)or until
alcoholis no longer detectable in the blood.If the headistilted left side down, the

fast phase of the nystagmusis in the direction opposite to that in PAN I.?! PAN II
persists for several hours after the BAC has fallen to zero. During the period of
PAN,certain orientations of the headrelative to gravity, increased acceleration, or

turbulence can all be expected to provoke apparent sensations of rotation. How-

ever, the otolith and somatosensory systems indicate that no motion has occurred.

It has been suggested that PAN II canpersist up to 34 after drinking” and longer
still under >1-G, (Ref. 93).
Whenthe BACreaches approximately 0.04% (i.e., 40 mg of alcohol in 100 mil
of blood), which can occurafter a single ingestion (1 g per kg of body weight), an
area of low density (a “light spot”) forms on the endolymphring in the semicircular

canals.”*?> Whenthis light spot is present, linear acceleration or gravity causes

the endolymphring to rotate relative to the canal wall, which elicits a sensation
of apparent rotation, and postural and vestibulo-ocular reflexes. Similar effects
are observedafter ingestion of heavy water, but in the opposite direction to those

producedbyalcohol.”®

The mechanism of PANis explained by the density differences caused by the
diffusion of alcoholinto the inner ear.”4 Their data suggestedthat alcohol does enter
the perilymphand the endolymph. Alcohol appearsto act in the semicircular canal
to make the cupulae lighter than the endolymph until the alcohol concentration
in the endolymphrises sufficiently. PAN II probably results from the presence of
alcohol in the endolymphafter alcoholhas largely disappeared from the cupulae.
Residualalcohol in the innerearis a factor in the production ofthe hangovereffect.
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It should be obvious that pilots flying with alcohol in their semicircular canals
are at increased risk of disorientation (see Chapter 4, Sec. II.D) and increased

susceptibility to motion sickness.”!

The eight-hourrule is quite inadequate for heavy drinking because there would
still be significant concentrations of alcohol in the blood. (Heavy drinking is defined as having a BAC of 0.16% amongoccasional drinkers in a social setting.)
Under some circumstances there are measurable decrementsof pilot performance
even at 14 h after a peak BACofonly 0.1% (equivalent to 4-6 drinks depending on
the individual and speedof ingestion). Furthermore, inappropriate eye movements
can degrade vision especially at night. It has been reported that at concentrations
as low as 0.027% alcohol impairs the ability to employ visual fixation to suppress

inappropriate vestibular nystagmus.”””° It has also been shownthat alcoholaf-

fects the visual feedback of target position during voluntary and involuntary head
movement.” In most cases, depending onthe individual and the speedof ingestion,
fourto six drinksis sufficient to raise the BAC to over 0.1%, which is certainly high
enoughto affect visual feedback. However, the time course of the effect on visual
pursuit and suppression of the vestibulo-ocularreflex follows that of BAC. There
is no “post” effect as with PAN.Lastly, aircrew that are susceptible to airsickness
have observedthat their susceptibility to airsickness is increased by even moderate
amounts of alcoholin the previous 24 h (Ref. 100). This effect of alcohol has also
been observed on tolerance to cross-coupled stimulation during desensitization
treatment.!°! Of course, excessive consumption of alcohol can result in vomiting
even without provocative motion.
C.

Pathological Predisposition to SD

Spatial disorientation in flight is a normal physiological response to altered
gravitoinertial environments in the absence of any underlying pathology. However, a numberofcase studies have indicated that pathologic causes involving the
perceptual consequences of vestibular anomalies can predispose pilots to experiencing SD. For example, individuals with vestibular directional preponderance
(greater amplitude of postrotatory nystagmusin one direction over the other) on
the ground suffered from strong, persistent illusions of rolling and turning to

the affected side when external vision was inadequate or absent.>”:'°* Another

study!°3 reported that, when deprived of external visual references, pilots with

defective VOR sometimes experienceddifficulties in maintainingaircraft control.
There are other isolated cases where pilots exhibit abnormal perception underaltered gravitoinertial forces, which predispose them to SD despite normalclinical
findings. The range of clinical conditions with symptoms of vertigo is rarely
revealed by problems in flight. Most affected individuals have symptomsonthe
ground.

However, unlike the visual system, the vestibular system of pilots is seldom

investigated becauseofthe lack ofa practical, reliable test and the lack of normative
data for comparison. Currentclinical assessmentsof vestibular integrity are time
consumingand are primarily based on the examination of eye movements induced
by caloric stimulation or induced by passive rotation at frequencies below 2 Hz.

However, during natural movements, head movement frequencies between 1—4 Hz

are most commonly generated. In spite of considerable research, vestibular and
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equilibrium testing procedures are not standardized or uniformly accepted from
one laboratory to another. A basic vestibular functiontest battery has been proposed
as the fundamental groupoftests requiredfor all clinical evaluations of vestibular
integrity and for selection of groups in special occupations, suchas pilots.!°4 This
test battery includes an electrooculographycalibration, a saccadetest, spontaneous
and gaze-evoked nystagmustests, ocular pursuit test, positioning test, positional
test, and the caloric test. Such extensive testing would be extremely costly and time
consumingforthe initial medical screeningofall pilot candidates. What is needed
is a preliminary vestibular screening test that could indicate whethera full battery
of clinical evaluations is warranted. For example, the dynamic visual acuity test

(oscillopsia test) is a useful screening test of visual-vestibular interaction.!° For

equilibrium testing, the tandem gait test and sharpened Rombergtests in the dark
are often used. Detailed recommendationsfor the timing and types of vestibular
assessments are listed in Appendix A.

IX.

Summary

This chapter has described a numberofillusions involving sensations of motion and body position, stemming from the inadequacies of the nonvisual spatial
orientation systems. Amongthe nonvisualillusions, vestibular illusions predominate and are directly related to the limitation of these semicircular canals and the
otolith systems. These illusions have been studied extensively in the laboratory
and under controlled conditions during flight tests. The vestibular illusions are
discussed under three broad categories, the first being illusions primarily involving the semicircular canals or somatogyralillusions aboutthe yaw (graveyard spin)
and roll axes (Gillingham illusion). The somatogyralillusionis the false sensation
of rotation, or absence of rotation, which results from misperceiving the magnitude and direction of an actual rotation. The vestibular Coriolis cross-coupling
illusion stems from the sensation of angular motion in responseto an inclination
of the head while the head is undergoing a passive rotation about an axis not
aligned with the tilt axis. The second category ofillusion primarily involves the
otoliths and is termed somatogravic, which is the misperception of the magnitude
and/or direction of a gravitoinertial force as the true vertical. These phenomena
are responsible for the false sensation of bank, false sensation of pitch, and the
sensation of flying inverted. In addition, an exaggerated sense of body tilt occurs when the sustained G load is greater than that experienced in a normal
1 G environment (the G-excess effect). The final category of illusion involves
both the semicircular canals andthe otoliths and includes the leans and graveyard
spiral.
In addition, illusions contributed by the somatosensory systems and the incapacitating effects of the giant handillusion were also discussed as to their SD
impact. The contribution to SD of a numberofclinical vestibular factors such
as involuntary nystagmus, reducedsensitivity of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, Gvector induced positional vertigo, alternobaric vertigo and effects of alcohol on
the semicircular canals were also described. Finally, a summary ofpractical recommendations for flight surgeons andaircrew wasprovided as an importantspatial
disorientation countermeasure.
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Appendix A: Assortment of Practical Recommendations
for Flight Surgeons

The interim measures to prevent SD mishaps includes improvement of groundbased and in-flight training methods for demonstrating to pilots the potential
for SD and the means of coping with it. Specific SD countermeasures training
for aircrew are discussed in Chapter 8. Based on the abundantscientific and
accident investigation data, various investigators have suggested a number of
practical SD countermeasures for providing advice to flight surgeons and air-

crew over the years.%78106-108 A summary of these practical measuresare listed
here:

|

1) Be well informed about the inadequacies of our sensory systemsin flight.
Understand that SD is a normal physiological and psychophysical response to an
unnatural force environment and that it can occur to anyone regardless of skills
and experience.
2) An individual should not fly unless he feels fit and well rested. Do not go
flying when you are hungover, have an upset stomach, have an upper-respiratorytract or middle-ear infection, or are mentally debilitated. Recent illness, stress,

and fatigue all adversely affect an individual’s general ability in the air. They also
makeoneproneto airsickness, especially during turbulence.
3) Clinical assessmentof vestibular function. As there is no “gold standard”for
vestibular function test, a quick and simple screening procedure for pilots could
include the dynamic acuity test, Halmagyi test, and post-head-shake nystagmus
test. Abnormalresults from any of these tests would not indicate that the candidate
is abnormal, but would indicate that additional tests should be performed. Details
of these proposedclinical tests are discussed in the next section.
4) Trainees should discuss any SD experience immediately and openly with the
flight instructor, colleagues, flight surgeons, and/orflight physiologists to dispel
any misinterpretation and regain confidence. Early discussion will reduce anxiety,
facilitate recovery, and provide an understanding of whenthe effects of SD decrease
an individual’s performance.
5) Learn to reject bodily sensations as unreliable; do not trust or fly by the
“seat-of-the-pants” sensation.
6) Avoid unnecessary interchange between flying visual meteorological condition (VMC)and instrument meteorological condition (IMC). Transfer to instrumentflying well before entering cloud.
7) Be aware of conditions that are conducive to SD.
8) Pilots are often told to “believe your instruments,” especially during reduced
visibility. However, it is important to be sure that the pilot does not simply indulge
in an attempt at changing their perception whendisoriented. Pilots should be told
that in case of disorientation “control the aircraft to make the instruments read
correctly.”
9) After a prolonged absence from flying, ensure thatthe first series of familiarization flights are performed usingvisualflight rules and then gradually regain
and maintain the proficiency of flying on instruments.
10) Realize that a pilot’s instructions about what to do in case of SD are useful only in dealing with recognized Type I (recognized) SD. Unrecognized SD
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(Type II) should be dealt with by avoiding situations that are prone to induce
disorientation. Aircrew should be taught to recognize conditions that can lead to a
loss of orientation.
11) Abstain from drinking alcoholforat least 12 hoursprior to flying and in no
case less than eight hourspriorto reporting for duty. The current recommendation
for commercial airline pilots is 24 hours after a blood alcohol concentration of
0.16 % before flying. For those taking antimotion sickness medications, it is important to note the increased sedation from alcohol.
12) Pilots should be aware that often disorientation is misperceived as a failure in
the flight instruments,suchasin theartificial horizon,or an aircraft control system.
Therefore, when failure in a flight instrumentor control system is “suspected,”
the pilot should be skeptical and must verify the correct diagnosis of the problem
before reacting.
13) Flight surgeonsshould assist in implementation of a formal and standardized
SD awarenesstraining program.
14) Lastly, many problemsofdisorientation can be solved by usingthe autopilot
or by passing control to another pilot (when available) whois not disoriented.
Recommendations for the pilot are summarized here.
1) Educate yourself about the mechanismsof SD.
2) Do not goflying unless you are physically and mentallyfit.
3) Have a properclinical assessmentof yourvestibular apparatus.
4) Be frank about your SD experience, and share this information with others.
5) Do notfly by the seat of the pants. Use your instruments.
6) Avoid unnecessary interchange between flying VMC and IMC
7) Be aware of conditions that are conducive to SD.
8) Believe your instruments but also control the aircraft to make the instruments
read correctly.
9) Maintain proficiency in instrumentflying.
10) Recognize conditions that precipitate SD.
11) Abstain from alcohol for at least 24 hourspriorto flying.
12) Verify all instrument failure before reacting.
13) Assist in a formal and standardized SD awareness training program.
14) Whenin doubt, use autopilot or anotherpilot, if available.
A.

Vestibular Screening Tests

The following tests are recommended for the Canadian Forcesasinitial screen-

ing for pilots who are unusually susceptible to airsickness.! Similarly, before

entry to initial flight training, individuals with episodes of disequilibrium could
benefit from the following screening tests. Abnormal findings indicate additional
tests should be performed.
I,

Dynamic Visual Acuity Test

a) Measure the subject’s best-corrected visual acuity with an acuity chart with
headstill.
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b) Measure acuity with head passively rotated first horizontally, then vertically
at a frequency of 2 Hz (to prevent visual following to stabilize the eyes).
Rotation should not stop at the turn around point
c) Normal individuals might lose one line of acuity.
d) Subjects with complete loss of labyrinthine function usually lose about five
lines.
2.

Post-Head-Shake Nystagmus (HSN)
a) With Frenzel goggles (magnifying glasses with light source to illuminate
the eyes) in place, the patient is instructed to shake his head vigorously but
carefully about 30 times side to side (rotating about the dorsoventral axis)
with the chin pitched slightly down (about 20 deg).
b) Nystagmus following the head shake is sought. (If Frenzel glasses are not
available, one shouldstill be able to observe any nystagmus.)
c) Normal individuals have at most a beat or two of HSN.
d) With a unilateral loss of labyrinthine functions, there will be a vigorous
nystagmuswith slow phasedirectedinitially toward the lesion side followed
by a reversed phase with slow phase directed towardthe intact side.
e) Post-head-shake nystagmus after head shaking in vestibular patients reflect
the decay of activity within the velocity storage mechanism.

3.

Halmagyi Maneuver
a) This is a head-only impulsive rotationtest.
b) It is characterized by a rapid passive, low-amplitude (10-20 deg),
intermediate-velocity (120-180 deg/s), high-acceleration (3000-4000
deg/s*), unpredictable rotation of the head with respect to the trunk.
c) They are delivered by an examiner whoholdsthe patient’s headfirmly, and,
at random,rapidly rotates the patient’s head eitherto theleft or right. The
patient’s task is to fixate on a target at approximately 1 m away.
d) To examine contribution from COR(cervical ocular reflex) or visualreflex,
the compensatory eye movementresponses that occurred in the first 150 ms
after the onset of head acceleration are analyzed.
e) Plots of horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex (nVOR) gain are noted. (Eye velocity is plotted as a function of head velocity.)
f) In normal subjects the mean hVORat 120 deg/s head velocity is 0.94+0.08.
g) In patients with unilateral vestibular deficits, the hVOR in responseto ipsilateral head impulsesis severely deficient.
h) Eye-velocity gain decreases with increasing head velocity and appears to
saturate at about 0.2 Hz.
i) hVORin responseto contralesional impulse is only mildly deficient with a
maximum velocity gain of 0.92.

B.

Vestibular Test Battery

Pilots who develop persistent and recurrent in-flightillusions, especially during
instrumentflight, and pilots who are involved in SD mishaps should be subjected

to a full battery of vestibular functiontest, which includes 1) a detailed medical
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history; 2) a general neurological examination; 3) evaluation of the presence of
spontaneous nystagmus, gaze-evoked or positional-induced nystagmus (Hallpike
maneuver); 4) evaluation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex—the dynamic illegible E

test'!® and the caloric test!'!; and 5) evaluation of the vestibulospinal reflexes—
Romberg tests and past pointing.
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Chapter 7

Visual Illusions in Flight
Fred H. Previc*
Northrop Grumman Information Technology, San Antonio, Texas

I.

Introduction

F the creatures that fly, only bats can successfully fly and navigate without
visual inputs. Accordingly, visual illusions comprise a substantial percentage
of mishaps and safety incidents attributable to spatial disorientation (SD). Visual

illusions can occur both underfull daylight conditions, when distorted or ambient

visual cuesare present, as well as nighttime or otherwise degradedvisual conditions
in which ambientvisual cues are insufficient. In some cases the visual illusions
correspond closely to illusions of motion, such as those described in Chapter6.
Manyvisual illusions of flight are of a general nature and are similar to those
experienced on Earth, whereas others are morespecific to the aerial environment.
The percentage of SD incidents in which insufficient or misleading visual references play a major role ranges from 29% in an early postwar survey,! to 63
and 83% among F-5 and F-16 fighter pilots in a Netherlands SD survey,” and
~50% in a recent Army helicopter survey.’ In terms of SD mishaps, the percentage of cases in which insufficient or misleading visual cues werecritically
involved ranges from 61% in a 1994 study of U.S. Air Fore (USAF) mishaps* to
29% in Braithwaite et al.’s 1998 report. [Actually, Lyonset al.* listed only 15%
of their mishaps as caused by visual illusions. However, they listed an additional
38% and 8% as related to misperception of position and distance, respectively,
which would presumably involve visual factors because nonvisual senses do not
register such1parameters (see Chapter 6).] It is not unreasonable to conclude,as did
Gillingham,> that visual factors contribute to ~50% ofall SD mishaps, whereas
the other half are mainly of nonvisual origin. However,the relative contribution of
visual factors might be even greater for rotary-winged flying communities that experiencerelatively smaller G-forces but more low-levelflying in poor weather with
night-vision goggles (NVG).° Visual factors can also play a largerrole in nonfatal
SD incidents than in SD mishapsper se becausepilots are more likely to recover
This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis not subject to copyrightprotection

in the United States.

*Senior Human Factors Specialist.
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from visual illusions.° Because both visual mishaps and Type I SD mishaps are
more common amonghelicopter pilots,°’ it might be inferred that visual illusions
contribute more to Type I SD than Type II SD; however, no conclusive evidence
exists for this conclusion, and certainly visual illusions can contribute to Type ISD
mishaps.
Most visual illusions would be expected to occur at night or under conditions
of poor visibility, when ambient vision is absent. In fact, most reports suggest
that equal numbers of SD mishaps occur in the day vs night.°’ This is partly
because there are many visualillusions that occur even in broad daylight, as will
be described later in this chapter. However, it is also true that most flying, even
in this age of aided night vision, is performed during the day. When equated for
flying hours, the prevalence of nighttime SD mishaps is many times higher than
during the day.® For certain maneuverslike helicopter descent to landing, the SD
incidence can be up to 50 timesgreater at night. The nighttime preponderance
of SD can mostly be attributable to impoverished visual cues, but fatigue andits
facilitory effect on certain visual illusions, such as the autokinetic phenomenon

(see Sec. II.B.4), might also be a factor.’

One wouldlikely expect most visual illusions to occurat night or under conditions of poor visibility, when ambientvision is absent. Although this supposition
might seem obvious,it could be brought into question by a preponderanceofreports that suggest equal numbers of SD mishapsoccurin the day vs night.®’ Two
facts bring aboutthis parity—manyvisualillusions occureven in broad daylight—
as will be describedlater in this chapter—and mostflying, even in this age of aided
night vision, is performed during the day, which increases the opportunity fora SD
mishap to occur during those hours. However,there is not true equity between day
and night SD mishaps. When equatedforflying hours, the prevalence of nighttime
SD mishaps is many times higherthan duringthe day.° For certain maneuvers like
helicopter descent to landing, the SD incidence can be up to 50 times greater at
night.® Nonetheless, care must be taken to avoid over stating the correlation between illumination and the occurrenceofvisual illusions. Although the nighttime
preponderance of SD is probably mostattributable to impoverished visual cues,
fatigue andits facilitory effect on certain visual illusions, such as the autokinetic
phenomenon(see Sec. II.B.4), can also be a factor.”
Just as the aerial environmentis notorious for the many motionalillusions that
derive from sustained turning and/or frequent misalignment between the gravitoinertial and gravity vectors (see Chapter 6), it is also very conducive to visual
illusions. One reason visual illusions are so commonin flight is that perceived
optical flows and angular perspectives can hold different meanings from their
presentations in the ground environment. Whereas optical flow and perspective
provide rather unambiguous information on the groundas to our motion in space
and the slant of the visual world relative to us, this is not the case in the aerial en-

vironment. Theconflict arises from optical-flow speed and perspectival splay both
being dependenton our height above ground (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV). Specifically,
optical-flow speed (for a constant groundspeed) and perspectival splay are both
reduced as weincreaseouraltitude above ground and, conversely, are increased as
altitude is reduced. This relationship can lead to misperception of height or speed.
In the case of optical flow, we cannot tell whether weare flying low and slow or
high andfast (see Fig. 1). In the case of perspectival splay, we cannot determineif
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Fig. 1 Conflicting perceptions from optical flow: top panel, optical flow rate while
flying slow at high altitude; bottom panel, faster optical flow rate can represent higher
speed at the samealtitude as above or loweraltitude at the same speed as above.

weare flying high relative to a level ground planeor flying low relative to a slanted
one (see Fig. 11 in Chapter3).
Anothervisual problem largely confined to the aerial environmentis the false
horizon. There are many sources of Earth-horizontal information in the terrestrial environment (e.g., buildings, roads, etc.), and we usually do not have to

worry about our altitude above ground. In the aerial environment, on the other
hand, pilots tend to rely heavily on the distant horizon for roll as well as pitch
and altitude information. Unfortunately, false horizons can frequently occur in
the aerial environment. Sloping cloud decks are a classic example of false horizons that occur in roll, and flying straight and level over a receding shoreline
at night can create the illusion of pitching upward against a stable horizon (see
Sec. II.A).
An additional reason whycertain visualillusions are more prevalentin the aerial
environmentis that the greater motional freedom allows for visual perceptions
that would not be normally experienced on Earth. A prime example of these are
inversion illusions, which are almost never encountered in persons without brain
damage on Earth because ourfeet are firmly planted on the ground, and werarely
if ever experience anything more than a brief absence or reversal of our normal
1-G, force field. During flight, however, fighter pilots know that they canroll
their aircraft through 360 deg and can experiencereversals of the 1-G, force field
during certain maneuvers, such as leveling off from a climb. Thus, whenever a

reversal of the normal luminance gradient occurs or merely in situations where
the pilot’s vision is totally focused on and dominated by a lead aircraft in front
of them (as during aerial refueling or formation flight), a pilot can easily begin
to feel inverted. In addition, degraded visual flying environments can lead the
pilot to experience visual illusions specifically linked to the abnormal acceleratory
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environmentof flight (see Chapter 6). Prolonged acceleration and turning in one
direction—neither of which frequently occurs in the terrestrial environment—are
knownto lead to the somatogravic and somatogyralillusions, respectively, and
these illusions have visual counterparts knownas the oculogravic and oculogyral
illusions (see Sec. II.4).
Yet another major contributorto visual illusionsin the aerial environmentare the
optical devices through which pilots must view the world. The most widespread
of these optical garments are NVGs, whose wearis associated with a much higher
rate of SD mishaps than normal daytimeflying.® Night-vision goggles not only
frequently serve to magnify visual illusions experienced with unaidedvision, but
they can also produce a number of NVG-specific visual illusions, as will be further
described in Sec. II.C.1. Other optical devices that might, for various reasons,

pose problems for the pilot include forward-looking-infrared (FLIR) displays,
collimated optical devices such as head-up displays (HUD) and helmet-mounted
displays (HMD), andaircraft windscreens (see Sec. III).
Finally, overall visual attentional demands are much greater in the aerial vs
terrestrial environment. As noted in Chapter 4, Sec. IV.A, the workload of pilots can sometimesbe so great that they can suffer from a coning (‘“‘channeliza-

tion”) of their attentional field,!° also referred to as tunnel vision. (This is not

to be confused by the narrowing of the functional visual field produced by the
reduced blood flow at high levels of G,.) Moreover, whereas we typically have
a view of at least part of the ground plane when outdoors atall times, the pilot must often transition from out-the-windowto instrument flying, as whenflying through broken cloud decks. This transition process is the source of a large

percentage of the SD that occurs in flight,®!! as vividly described by one F-16
pilot:

After a while I suggested to break off and set up a new intercept, and when we
cameclear of the clouds, under a 90° angle, we were lookingat the radar to find
the target. Then I felt that something was wrong. The sky was rather dark and the
white spots turned out to be wavetops. The sensation of climbing out of the top
of the cloud layer was soon changedforthe reality of a 90° dive. We pulled to
9G, to recover at an altitude of 1000 ft [305 m] (Ref. 2, p. OV-E-2).

II.

Specific Visual Illusions of Flight

This section will present the major knownvisualillusions of flight, with examples drawn from actual mishaps and incidents. The general subdivision of the
visual illusions can be made onthe basis of whether ambient vision is available
but distorted vs merely inadequate, resulting in a failure of visual dominance and
an overreliance on focal visual or nonvisual inputs in the latter case. In actuality,

the distinction between having adequate vs inadequate ambient visual references
is not clear-cut in many instances. As a generalrule, an illusion is more likely to
be attributed to misleading ambientvisual cues undervisual meteorological conditions (VMC; mostly during the day), whereasthe illusion is more likely to be
attributed to the lack of ambient cues under instrument meteorological conditions
(IMC) and impoverished nighttime conditions. A list of the most prominentvisual
illusions is includedin Table 1.

VISUAL ILLUSIONS IN FLIGHT
Table 1

Classification of SD-related visual illusions and problems

Illusions

Characteristics

Caused by distorted ambientvision
Polar lights
Nighttime roadway
Receding shoreline
Declined horizonat high altitude
Ground-sky confusion caused by
lights or terrain features
Sloping cloud deck
False surface planes
Rising terrain
Foreground ridges
Crater illusion
Low sun angle over water
Inversion/luminance
Misperception of moonposition
Lean-on-Sun
Hovering over water, snow
Vertical/optical-flow
Rotating lights
Airspeed—attitude confusions
Misperception of vegetation height
Misjudgmentofterrain features
Terrain-density illusions

False horizons

Caused by absent ambient vision
Featureless terrain
Whiteout
Brownout
Haze/fog
Vection IMC formation flight
Dip illusion
Nighttime landings
Approach/runwaylightillusions
“Black-hole” approach
Runwaysize/slope, illusions
Surrounding terrain illusions
Illusory motion offixed targets
Oculogyral illusion
Oculogravic illusion
Elevatorillusion
Autokinetic illusion

Day IMC

Refractive

Collimated flight displays
Night-vision devices

Display related
Windscreen magnification
Spectacle distortions
Color impairments caused by
tinted sunglasses and visors
Accommodative micropsia
Mandelbaum effect
Cognitive capture
Reduced visual acuity
Reducedcontrast
Reduced depth perception
False brightness cueing
Shadowingillusions
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Visual Illusions Caused by Distorted Ambient Vision

Theillusions that are caused by distorted ambientvision include false horizons,
false surface planes, inversion and other luminance-gradientillusions, vection and
otheroptical-flow illusions, and misjudgmentofterrain features. Of the preceding
illusions, false horizons constitute the most serious of all sources of visual SD

problems.”'”!? For example, 63% of the 141 experienced instructor pilots sur-

veyed by Sipes and Lessard’? reported SD caused by “blending of earth and sky,”
and 52% of them listed “sloping cloudsorterrain” as a source of SD. In Matthews
et al.’s survey'* of over 2000 USAF pilots, ~67% reported having experienced
SD caused by a sloping horizon and about 25% of them reported it as occurring
frequently on sorties. These percentages were similar to reports of SD caused by
“lost” horizons. Misjudged terrain altitude was also shown in Matthewset al.’s
survey to be a majorvisual factor contributing to SD, being reported by about 50%

of pilots. !?
1.

False Horizons

False horizons can be categorized into two main types: false bank horizons and

false pitch horizons. Oneof the most prevalent sources of false horizons, either in

pitch or bank,are nighttime groundlights, with 33% ofhelicopterpilots in Tormes
and Guedry’s 1975 survey® reporting a misperceived horizon as a result of such
lights.
False horizons in bank are known to cause a visual form of the “leans,” an
illusion that is more widely associated with nonvisual factors, such as a rollout

from an undetected bank (see Chapter 6). One surprisingly common false bank
illusion is caused by the polar lights (auroras), which are experienced at extreme
latitudes (Fig. 2a).!3 Another distortion of ambient vision is created bythe lights
of an isolated highway veering off into the distance (Fig. 2b), which in onepilot
created a vivid sensation of being banked while breaking from a cloud layer in
IMC:
I was flying through scattered clouds at 1200 feet (366 m) during a dark night
approach under Instrument Meteorological Conditions IMC). Whenthe plane
got free of the clouds my attention wasstrongly attracted by an illuminated road
that ran at a strange angleto the aircraft. Because I was looking through my Headup Display, my whole peripheral visualfield was filled with this line, which acted
like a false horizon. The illusion that I was flying with much bank and pitch was
so strong, that I got scared and broke off the approach. This happened a second
time, before I managed to get hold of myself and could land safely (Ref. 2,
p. OV-E-2).

False horizonsin pitch are also very commonly experienced. Theclassic false
horizonofthis type is the nighttime shorelinethat is mistaken for the actual horizon
(Fig. 2c). When a pilot flies over the shoreline, a strong percept of climbing can
occur as the shoreline recedes beneath the aircraft if it is misconstrued as the
actual horizon. Perhaps the most notorious situation in this regard is taking off
from Anderson Air Force Base (AFB) in Guam;even in daytime the recedingcliff
beyondthe runwaycangivean illusion of climbing. The receding shoreline illusion
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Fig.2 Iustration of four false horizons: a) the Northern Lights (aurora borealis); b) a
highwayveeringoff the left; c) a nighttime shoreline (Reproduced from Ref. 14); and d)
an aircraft crash into a desertfloor that resembled the sky abovepreviously flown-over
mountains. (Reproduced with permission of USAF Flying Safety magazine; Ref. 15,
pp. 12-15.)

is especially dangerous when combined with the gravitoinertial shift resulting
from the forward acceleration during takeoff, which addsto the pitch-up/climbing
sensation (see Chapter 6). Flying over mountains can also mislead the pilot as
to the true elevation of the ground plane and horizon. During a bombing run at
dusk, one pilot flew into a desert floor that contained a layer of darkened terrain
sandwiched between two lighter regions of the desert floor (Fig. 2d). The pilot

evidently mistook the darkened terrain for a mountain and the moredistant, lighter

desert floor for some clouds. His mistake was probably precipitated by his having
just flown into a setting sun prior to circling for the bomb drop and perceiving
a lighter sky directly above darkly shadowed mountains.'> Misjudgment of the
true elevation of the horizon and ground plane can also occur whenevera hill or
mountain blocksthe view ofthe horizon; this situation will be discussedin greater
detail in conjunction with nighttime landingillusions (see Sec. II.B.3).
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The same visual conditions can produce false horizons in pitch or bank, depending on the flight path of the aircraft. For example, an isolated, lit roadway
can give a false sense of bankat certain angles (see preceding quote), butit also
gave one squadron of F-15s the illusion of climbing into a loopasit flew overthe
roadwayat night.!° It is also knownthat, at extremely high altitudes, the actual
horizon is displaced several degrees lower than it would be at a normalaltitude
range; for an aircraft flying level at an altitude of 15 km, the horizon appears
4 deg lower than the normal horizon.'* From the forward view this could lead to
a pitch-up sensation, but a side view could lead to an opposite wings-low bank
percept. (Fortunately, the high altitudes required for a declination of the horizon
also prevent the false horizon from posing as a major safety hazard.) A potentially
more devastating false horizon occurring in either pitch or bank results from the
confusion of star and groundlights. This illusion was the leading visual illusion
reported by Vinacke' and the second-mostprevalentvisualillusion in the survey
of Sipes and Lessard,'* but it was reported by a much smaller percentage (5%)
of F-16 pilots in Kuiperset al.’s survey.” Star-ground light confusion can occur
whenevera pilotflies over a desert or otherwise thinly populated region where the
density of groundlights approachthatofthe stars in nighttime sky. In one situation
a pilot flying overa fishing fleet at night actually inverted his aircraft because of
the illusion thatthat the fishing lights represented starlight from above.* Although
a false horizon canresult from this situation, another possible outcomeis that no

horizon can be ascertained, thereby making it more of an “absent” ambientvisual

illusion. Blending of Earth and sky can also occurin conditions of haze, brownout,
and whiteout, as discussed in Sec. II.B.1.

2.

False Surface Planes

False surface planes can occurin either pitch or bank and tend to produce SD
illusions that resemble those produced by false horizons. The most prominent
surface effect that causesa bankillusionis the sloping cloud deck, whichtypically
results from a weather front movinglaterally relative to the path oftheaircraft
(see Fig. 3). Almost half of the pilots surveyed by Tormes and Guedry’®reported
experiencing a visual illusion caused by a sloping cloud bank. When encountering
a cloud deck that slopes from left to right, it is common to level the aircraft with
reference to the deck rather than the true ground plane. Onthe other hand,distant
cloud decks that slope parallel to the flight path can lead to a pitch illusion,as
might have occurred in one mishap whenthepilot allegedly sensed a false sense
of straight-and-level flight as he actually descended at 1160 m/min (3800ft/min)
into a large lake.!> This example points to the fact that even though cloud deck
illusions can occurataltitude, the SD they produce can lingerto the pointthat the
pilot loses too muchaltitude to be able to recoverthe aircraft.
It is more serious when a false ground plane is created. As shown in Fig. 11
of Chapter 3, an especially dangerous false ground plane occurs whenthe pilot
misinterprets the narrower perspective information from a slanted ground plane
as lying along a flat plane that is viewed from a higheraltitude, thereby leading

* Personal communication with Dr. Alan Benson, Oct. 2000.
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Tendencyto fly level to a sloping cloud deck. (Reproduced from Ref. 14.)

to an altitude misjudgment. Mishaps involving rising terrain contributed to a large
proportion of the > 150 USAF mishapsthat occurred during low-level flight in the
1970s and 1980s (Ref. 16). One such representative mishap occurred in 1990 when
a T-38 pilot flew too low over a canyon that containedrising terrain leading up to
it and clipped a powercableat less than 200 ft (61 m) above the ground.Thepilot,
whosurvived the incident and flew his damagedaircraft back safely, reportedly
felt his altitude was approximately double his actual one just before impact.
Rising terrain in the form of foreground ridges can pose special problems because of distance parallax and shadowing bythe sun. Parallax refers to the geometrical phenomenonthat nearby ground objects might be closerin altitude to the
aircraft than more distant ground objects, even though the nearby objects appear
at a lower angle than do the distant objects (Fig. 4a). Parallax might have been a
contributing factor to the crash of a jet fighter at a training exercise in Nevada in
the early 1980s (Ref. 17). The jet impacted a foreground ridge that appeared to be
much lower than the distant ridge, when it was actually 6.1 m (20 ft) higher than
the latter (Fig. 4b). The effects of shadowing by the sun are especially dangerous
when the pilot faces the sun, in which case total shadowing of the foreground
ridge occurs, and whenthe sun angleis directly behindthe pilot, in which case no
shadowing of the ridge occurs (see Fig. 5). A major contributing factor to rising
terrain mishapsis the sparseness of the surrounding terrain, which removes many
of the crucial size and density texture gradients normally used in judging distances
(see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.C.2). Also, aerial perspective is of reduced effectiveness

in dry, high-altitude locales where the air is thinner. Theoretically, the presence
of a foreground ridge could be separated from a more distant one using motion
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b)
Fig. 4a_ I[llustration of how visual declination angle can be greater for a foreground
ridge, despite its greater altitude.
Fig. 4b Photo showing the impact (in box) of an F-4 aircraft against a foreground
ridge (dashedline). (Photo reproduced with permission of Dr. Bob Kellogg.)

parallax cues, but the ability to detect motion discontinuities at safe distancesis

problematic for sparse andirregular textures.!®

A false surface-plane illusion that occurs under nighttime conditions is the
“crater” illusion, which has been reported by helicopter pilots using NVGs.° This
illusion is caused bythe position of the landing light being too far underthe nose of
the aircraft, rather than pointing ahead to the intended landing site. Evidently, the

reflections on the surface immediately below and the sharp shadowingaroundit
makethe surface appear further away thanit actually is, resulting in the increased
likelihood of a hard landing.
3.

Inversion and Other Luminance Illusions

An extreme distortion of ambient vision occurs whenevera pilot feels inverted
while flying because of visual factors. Usually, this is caused by a reversal of the

a)
Fig.5 Effects of shadowing by the sun. A simulated view of a foreground ridge when
viewed with the sun a) positioned behindthe aircraft and b) positioned to the right of
the aircraft.
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b)

Fig. 6 Two simulated views of sky—water demarcation while facing a weather front
at a low sun angle: a) an inverted view and b) an upright view. Either view can be
interpreted as upright (or inverted).

normal luminance gradient featuring a lighter sky against a darker background.
Little data exist concerning the prevalenceofvisualinversionillusions, but they are
believed to have contributed to several SD mishapsin the past. The purely visualinversion illusion should be differentiated from the inversion illusions experienced
by pilots during level off from a climb and other maneuvers in which the G vector
is reduced or even reversed in magnitude (see Chapter 6, Sec. III.A.3), as well

as from inversion illusions experienced by astronauts in the 0-G environment of
space. (However, there is sometimes a visual componentto the latter illusion, in

that astronauts might more readily experience it when looking out the window and
seeing the Earth above the dark sky below it.)
Perhaps the most commontype of inversion illusion occurs when a pilot flies
over water while the sun is at a low angle and a weatherfront is approaching.
In this situation, shownin Fig. 6, the water reflects the sunlight and can appear
lighter than the sky as dark clouds block the sun’s rays. The longer-wavelength
light of the sun might additionally appear to represent a distant shoreline, thereby
strengtheningthe illusion. Anotherinstance in which inversion illusions can occur
is at night when a full moonreflects off a low cloud deck.In this situation the cloud
deck might appearso bright that the pilot of the aircraft actually perceivesit to be
a ceiling deck rather than a floor deck, particularly when wearing NVGs because
the image intensification makes the reflection of the moon appearbrighterstill.*
Sipes and Lessard! reported that 8% of their pilots experienced a false-vertical
SD illusion from the position of the moon.A vivid description of one such mooninduced inversion illusions was providedby a research colleague who wasalso an
experienced combatpilot:
After a short period of perhaps 10 minutes offlight time, I raised up out of the
cockpit again and looked out and downat what I thought should be the lights of
Seoul [the capital of Korea], and lo and behold there was the moon—abright,

* Personal communication with Dr. Chuck Antonio, July 2000.
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full moon—below me, which immediately indicated that I was flying upside
down...and was now looking up at the mooninstead of looking downat the
lights of Seoul. And,in a panic reaction believing I was upside-down,I rolled the
airplane sharply 180° to put myself in the right-up position and promptly fell out
of the sky. It wasn’t until I had actually entered into the undercastthat I realized
that what I had seen was the moonreflecting off the top of the clouds!’*

The lean-on-sunillusion, reported by 10% ofpilots,!? is another example of how

altered luminance gradients can disorient the pilot. When flying through clouds,
the direction of the brightest portion of the visual world will vary depending on the
time of day, as only during the middle of the day will the sunlight emanate from
above. Hence,pilots whoorientin relationship to the normal luminancegradientof
our world might end up banking their aircraft when the morning or afternoon sun
is at a low angle. Luminanceinversions can also occur at extremely highaltitudes
(>30,000 m), and this has been associated with the break-off phenomenon(see
Chapter 4, Sec. VI.A).
4.

Vection and Other Optical-Flow Illusions

A final type of ambient visual illusion foundin the aerial environmentinvolves
vection and other optical-flow illusions. Vection is not routinely perceived during most phases of fixed-wing flight for two reasons. First, most visual motion
experienced by pilots occurs in the context of actual motion. More importantly,
the typical optical-flow speeds are too low to experience vection at mostaltitudes.
Below 100 m, however, optical flow is clearly experienced, and below 15 m (50 ft)

a strong sense of “ground rush” occurs.!’ Vection-relatedillusions are perceived
in certain instances and were reported by about 5% offighter pilots in the survey
of Kuipersetal.” By contrast, over 90% of U.S. Coast Guardhelicopterpilots had
experienced vection in the survey of Ungs.!°
The most frequent situation causing vection in helicopterpilots is hovering over
water, especially at night. In such a visually degraded environment, the downwash
created by the rotor action of the blades creates a divergent optical flow that can
actually subtend a very large visual angle (Fig. 7). Directly in front ofthe helicopter,
the movementis perceived as forward flow that givesrise to the illusion of drifting
backward”? and a consequent tendency to movethehelicopter forward. Rotor wash
can also lead to vection in blowing snow conditions and during hovering overtall

waving grass, particularly when wearing NVGs.7°?!

The normal vection experienceof helicopter pilots is not to be confused with the
effects of rotating blades or rotating anticollision lights. Such effects are associated with a phenomenon knownasflicker vertigo, which was reported by 25-30%

of all pilots in the surveys of Johnson?” and Sipes and Lessard!’ and by an even

higher percentage (70%) in the survey of Tormes and Guedry.*® Whereas vection
can occur in response to such motions, the major effects of such stroboscopic

motion are headaches, dizziness, and other disorientating symptomsthat represent

more of an annoyance ordistraction to the pilot than a source of vection perse.
Anticollision lights can occasionally lead to bizarre visual illusions, as when the
reflection of a red rotating anticollision light off salt spray during a low-altitude

* Personal communication with retired USAF Col. Dan Fulgham,Sept. 1998.
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Fig. 7 Illustration of the linear motion stimulus created by the rotor wash ofa helicopter. (Photo reproduced with permission of Art Estrada.)

hoverled a pilot to falsely perceive a fire in one of his helicopter engines.® Althoughflickering lights can also in rare instancesresult in photosensitive epilepsy,
there are no reports that this symptom has contributed to an actual SD incidentin
flight.
Asnoted in Sec. I, optical flow is an inherently ambiguouscuein the aerial environment because global optical-flow speed is influenced by both forward groundspeed as well as altitude (Fig. 1). Lowering one’s altitude ordinarily increases
the optical-flow rate by decreasing the distance to objects, but decreasing one’s
forward airspeed counteracts this effect. Hence, optical-flow ambiguity should
be suspected whenever low-level maneuvers result in a ground impact and the
aircraft’s airspeed prior to impact was unusually slow. Such was the case in the
aforementionedcrash in Nevada,becausethe aircraft’s airspeed was only 288 km/h
(150 kn) just prior to impact.!’ A similar visual situation might have contributed
to the crash of a B-1 bomberin 1997 over the Western United States.
Besides the vection and optical-flow illusions that occur in day VMC, there are
other types of vection that occur primarily during formation flight in IMC, as will
be discussed in Sec. II.B.2.
5.

Terrain Misjudgments

Misjudgmentof terrain features and a consequent overestimation or underestimation of altitude can occur even in day VMC andeven with flat terrain. This
problem is encountered most frequently during low-level (nap-of-Earth) flightin
helicopters. Thus, theseillusionsare to be distinguished from the altitudeillusions
that occur at night and/or in IMC ortheillusions associated with rising terrain
described in Sec. II.A.2.
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Misjudgmentof terrain elevation can occur whenever the size or density of
groundtexturesis different from what is normally encountered or expected, which
requires whatin pilot jargon is referred to as a “recalibration of the eyeballs.” This
often occurs when pilots transition to flying in a desert environment, where the

terrain is sparser and the vegetation is smaller.7>*4 Sparse terrain can lead to an
erroneous perception of a lower-than-actual altitude, whereas oversized and un-

dersized vegetation can lead to an underestimation and overestimation ofaltitude
respectively. An example of an underestimation of altitude occurred when a helicopter aircrewman almost jumpedout of a plane at 9.1 m (30 ft) above ground
because whathe thought wasa paper cup turnedoutto be a king-size fried-chicken
carton.!© Conversely, larger-than-expected vegetation can lead to an underestimation of altitude and too high an approach upon landing,as in the case of an Indian
Air Force pilot who wasusedto flying over tea plantations and underestimated the

heightofthe tall eucalyptustrees while landing in a different region ofthe country.”

Misperceived vegetation height can prove especially devastating when the vegetation is smaller than expected andthe pilot unknowingly lowersthe altitude of
the aircraft, especially during an approach to landing (Ref. 14, Fig. 17). This can
occur not only in a desert or semi-arid environment but also in extreme latitudes
like Northern Norway and the Aleutian Islands, where pine and birch trees tend

to be smaller on average than in the Continental U.S. and Europe.”° Anothervisual situation that can give rise to an overestimation ofaltitude is the presence of
elongated shadowing at low sun angles, which can give the impression that trees
might be taller than they actually are.!© Sometimes the misperceived height of
nonliving objects, such as small rocks perceived as large boulders at a correspondingly greater distance, can also affect one’s judgmentof altitude.'© Conversely,
one pilot so severely overestimatedhis altitude that he mistook a beehive lying on
the ground for a campervehicle.*
Flying over a sparse terrain is often dangerous becauseofthe lack of regular
texture spacing, but a low texture density can also sometimespreventa pilot from
flying too low becauseit can lead to an underestimation of one’s actualaltitude, as
noted in Chapter 3, Sec. IV.C.2. Conversely, flying over denseterrain can in some
cases lead to an overestimation ofaltitude; in simulators, pockets of dense terrain

often lead pilots to fly too low when asked to maintain a constant altitude.’ As

noted in Chapter 3, Sec. [V.C.2, dense vegetation on hills can even help to disguise

an upslopingterrain.
To minimize the likelihood of perceiving a visual illusion during low-level
flight in day VMC, pilots should be made aware through preflight planning of
the terrain topography, vegetation height, and sun angle. During thesortie, pilots
should 1) be alert for impending terrain changes,2) increase their terrain-clearance
altitude as their workload increases, 3) make properuse oftheir altitude warning
and terrain-avoidance systems, and 4) never lose sight of the horizon for more
than a brief instant while turning at low level and then only to quickly cross
check their instruments.”’ Indeed, any turning and looking away from the horizon
should always be accompanied by slight climb of the aircraft. Finally, it has

* Personal communication with Wing Cdr. Roger Matthews, Oct. 2003.
T Personal communication with Dr. Rik Warren, June 1991.
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been shown that extensive training at maintaining altitude under various lowlevel terrain conditions can improve the subsequent ability to maintain proper
clearance.”® This is especially true of low-level NVG training programs, whose
emphasis on aggressive out-the-window scanning and increased attention has led
to benefits even while flying at low level in daytime.*
B.

Visual Illusions Caused by Absent AmbientVision

In IMC and nighttime VMCsorties, visual illusions are caused not only by
a distorted ambient visual scene but also by an absent one. A reduction in the
amount and quality of ambient vision can occur whenusing various night-vision
devices (NVD), (see Sec. III.C) as well as in four main unaided viewingsituations:
1) day IMC conditions (flying over water and other featureless terrain, whiteout,
brownout, and haze/fog), 2) formation flying at night or IMC, 3) nighttime (blackhole) landings, and 4) nighttime flying in which apparent movements of small
spots occur even though they are actually stationary relative to the pilot (as in
the oculogyral, oculogravic, and autokinetic phenomena). In predominantly fixedwing flying communities the mostseriousof the preceding SD trapsis the nighttime

landing, in which 79% ofthe pilots in Sipes and Lessard’s!? survey and over 50%
of pilots in Matthewset al.’s'* survey experienced SD.This is consistent with the

high prevalence of actual mishaps occurring during landing.
I.

Day IMC Illusions

The day IMCillusions are very dangerous because the absence of good horizon
and/or terrain information is frequently compounded bypooroverall visibility in
such cases as whiteout (blowing snow), brownout (blowing sand or dust), and haze
or fog. The reductionsin visibility tend to result in an overestimation of altitude
above ground,”° partly because loss of contrast usually occurs with increasing
distance, as in aerial perspective (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.C.2). As reported by

Sipes and Lessard,!* brownout and whiteout were experienced by 64 and 42%,

respectively, of the pilots in their survey.

Featureless terrain mainly takes the form of desert, water, snow, or tundra. As

with loss of visibility, lack of terrain information in these cases generally results

in a tendency to fly too low, unless flying on instruments.?? Although horizon

information mightbe available, it is not attended to always. Close to the ground,

the aircraft might appear to fall below the horizon, and a feeling of engulfment
can occur.'© A well-known near mishap caused by flying over water occurred in
1985, when an F-15 plunged nearly 4570 m (15,000 ft) in less than 10 s when

the pilot did not realize he wasflying straight toward the ocean. Only the sound
of his rapidly diving aircraft alerted the pilot that he was in a steep descent, and
he managed to recoverhis aircraft less than 100 m abovethe ocean. In a UH-60
helipcopter simulator,flying over water was associated with a greater misjudgment

of altitude and more frequentcrashesthanflying over land.?? However, rough seas

with waves and whitecapscancreate sufficient texture for judging altitude, as can
a helicopter’s rotor wash in somecases.

* Personal communication with Dr. Chuck Antonio.
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Whiteout represents an SD trap both because ofits potential for obscuring the

horizon, as well as its effect on overall visibility. Atmospheric whiteout factors,

such as cloud formations, mainly pose a danger because they obscure the horizon.
Large, omnidirectional cirrus cloudsgive the illusion of being in a fish bowl, even
though immediate visibility might be quite good.” Intermittent clouds can blend
in with snow-covered terrain, as happened in one near mishap in which pilot
mistook a snow-covered hillside as a cloud after flying low through intermittent
cloud cover.!® On the other hand, whiteout caused by blowing snow, which can be

caused by the rotor wash of a helicopter, can represent an even more dangerous
problem becauseit hinders overall visibility, can lead to undetected drift or bank,
and even create vection.
Brownoutis an analogoussituation in which blowing dust or desert sand obscures both horizon and terrain features. Brownout can also be caused by rotor
wash, and it was reputed to be a very serious problem for U.S. Armyhelicopter
pilots during the Persian Gulf conflict in 1991. Even inthe bestof situations, desert
sands can pose unique problemsforaviators in that the dunes do not remainstable
over time but rather shift in location and heightas a result of the desert winds.
2.

Formation Flying in IMC

Formation flying during IMC conditionsor at night is both a frequent source
of SD incidents and, in somecases, mishaps. Although only 25% of Tormes and
Guedry’s® surveyed helicopter pilots reported experiencing SD in formationat
night, other studies!* point to much higher SD incidences during night formation
flying, with somepilots confessing to getting spatially disoriented virtually every
time they fly in a wing position. Loss of position and distance relative to other
aircraft constitutes a prime source of visual SD mishaps,’ and several examples
of mishapsspecifically related to formation flight are described in Gillingham and

Previc.!4

There are three general factors associated with formation flight that makeit
especially conducive to SD whenflying at night or in instrumentconditions. First,
the lack of an ambient visual reference requires that the pilot get his or her visual
orientation information from the movementofthe lead aircraft, which is inadequate
for determining motion and position of the pilot’s ownship relative to Earth-fixed
space. Evidence of the pilot’s reliance on aircraft-referenced rather than Earthreferenced cues is the absence of an optokinetic-cervical reflex during formation

flight in IMC.*° The psychological demandsof maintaining position relative to lead
can result in an attentional coning that suppresses peripheral visual information,

even whenit is available. As noted earlier, the lack of ambient orientation cues leads

to areliance on cues such as familiar size, which can result in illusory perceptions
concerning the distance and velocity of other aircraft (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.C.2).
Second,the lack of a good visual referenceresults in a failure of visual dominance
and an opportunity for erroneous nonvisual orientation information to influence
the pilot’s orientational percept. The preceding twofactors are then amplified by a
third consequenceofflying close formation—an extendedperiod of time in which
the pilot’s instrument cross check is broken, thereby preventing updates using
synthetic orientation information. Even a few seconds of broken cross check can
be disastrous, as unfortunately discovered by an F-16 pilot who had to suddenly
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break formation to avert a collision with lead and then unknowingly overbanked
his aircraft into the ground,all within a period of 6 s. (Fortunately, the pilot ejected
just in time.) A vivid illustration of the problemsofflying in formation is contained
in the following account:
We launched from the carrier and joined beneath a 500 foot (153 m) overcast,
then penetrated the cloud deck on our wayto a target... That was the last time I
wasto see any visual reference for the next 1.2 hours. During the intervening time
we were vectored into Vietnam andto variouslocationsby severalair controllers
hoping to find a clear area in which to let down so wecould deliver our ordnance.
After a short time I asked lead if he was doing any hard maneuvering, to which he
answered, “‘No, only gentle turns.’ However, I felt as if he was doing acrobatics
and would have sworn at one time he wasdoing a barrel roll, as I could feel the

Gs andtherolling motion. It took every ounce of concentration to stay on his
wing, and occasionally I struggled to keep from turning away. We werefinally
vectored to a target drop area where we could release our ordnance. I stepped a
little away from his aircraft during this maneuver, whichI did not wantto do, asit

was moredifficult to stay in position whenfurther away. I remembervery vividly
when lead’s bombsdropped from his aircraft. Even though we werestraight and
level, they appeared to go at a strange angle relative to the ground becauseat that
time I had no idea of my position relative to the horizon.*

Two specific formation-flight illusions are especially noteworthy. One of these

is the vection illusion, which refers to the relative movement betweenthepilot’s

ownship and the lead aircraft. This illusion can take many forms, butit results in
the erroneous perception of ownship motion that can affect perceived distance and
closure rate toward the lead aircraft. For examples, an increase in the leadaircraft’s
airspeed can result in a perception of a decrease in the wingaircraft’s airspeed, or
a bank to the left by lead can result in a wingman’s perception of banking to the
right. Vection illusions are very commonduring high-altitude and IMC flight and
during aerial refueling, where manypilots have reported rolling to a completely
inverted position while their aircraft is actually upright. In the survey of Sipes and
Lessard,!* 43% ofall pilots experienced a vection illusion while in formation. One
suchillusion wasrelayed to me by a pilot who erroneously perceived he wasclosing
in on an aircraft whose twotaillights were diverging; in reality, he was maintaining
constant separation distance from twoaircraft that were themselves separating.
Anotherspecific illusion reported during formation flightis the dip illusion, '* experienced by 22% of USAFpilots respondingto the survey by Sipes and Lessard.!?
This illusion, discovered in the early 1990s by, and originally named for three
USAFflight surgeons—Demitry, Ingari, and Prater—occurs when a pilot in a
trailing aircraft attempts to preserve a constant angular relationship to the lead
aircraft while slowing behindthe leader(e.g., maintaining 1 deg below lead, with
lead referenced to the center of the windscreen). [The discoverers introduced a secondary descriptive moniker for the dip acronym—distant illusion phenomenon!
but it appears that convention hasestablishedthe illusion to be referenced only by
the suggestive definition of the word “dip,” as in dipping belowtheleadaircraft’s
* Personal communication with Dr. Chuck Antonio, July 2000.
" Personal communication with Col. Pete Demitry, Feb. 2003.
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Fig. 8 Illustration of the dip illusion, in which a trailing aircraft that maintains a
constant viewing angle to the leader lowers its altitude as separation distance from
lead increases.

altitude.] As the trailing aircraft increases its separation distance, maintaining the
same visual angle on the windscreen will require a drop in altitude because of the
increased distanceto lead (Fig. 8). For example, an aircraft must drop almost 100ft
(30 m) in altitude for every additional mile of separation distance to preserve a
1 deg angular relationship to lead. In this respect the dip illusion bears similarity
to the Nevada fighter crash described earlier in Sec. IJ.A.2. Both are affected by
monocular parallax. The problem of maintaining orientation relative to a small
fixation target is not limited to formation flight, and someof the general aspects
of target-fixation SD illusions will be discussed in the next section.
In many respects a disoriented pilot in formation can be more dangerous than
a disoriented pilot flying alone because the latter can focusall of his efforts in
regaininghis or herspatial orientation. The issue of what proceduresto follow when
spatially disoriented in a flying formation—suchas the lost-wingman procedure—
is discussed in Chapter 8, Sec. II-E.1.
3.

Nighttime Landings

A large percentage of SD incidents and mishaps occurduring the landing phase
of flight. In commercial aviation 70% ofall controlled-flight-into-terrain (CFIT)

accidents occur during the landing phase.*! In USAF* and U.S. Navy’ studies,

approximately 12 and 25%, respectively, of all SD mishaps occurred during landing, with most occurring at night. As already noted, the majority of pilots have

experienced SD illusions while landingat night.!*°

There are many reasons whylanding at night is conduciveto visual illusions,
above and beyondthe problem ofnonvisible terrain surrounding the runway. Many
SD incidents have occurred because of nonstandard or malfunctioning approach

lights.7°3233 Problemsin clearly demarcating the approach and runwaylights can
lead to landing short,”°* strobing lights can lead to vection sensations,!° overly

brightlights allegedly cause afterimagesin helicopter landings,** and unevenlylit
runwaylights (i.e., one side brighter than the other) can cause bank illusions.”°
Nonstandard runway width and slope can produceillusionsor height and distance,
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as will be discussedlater in this section. Fog or haze can render nighttime landings
still more dangerous, usually by reducing runway-light intensity and creating an

illusion of approaching too high,”° but sometimes by producing the opposite result

if the fog is very low and the runway lights appear larger than normal.!> The
preceding factors are more likely to cause an SD illusionif a pilot is flying into an

unfamiliar runway.**

Even when flying into a standard runwayat night, pilots tend to make too low

an approach (also known as a “duck-under” approach).**—*’ The lack of terrain

information surrounding to ruanway—which producesthe illusion of landing in
a black hole—is mainly responsible for the low-approach tendency because the

latter also occurs when landing over water or featureless terrain.*°*4 Indeed, 40%

of all commercial CFIT landing accidents occur when the surroundingterrain is

not highly textured.*!

Most theories of the black-hole illusion have focused on the pilot’s perceived
form of the runway and the misjudgmentof perspective that results therefrom.
Runway form, with its perspective and compression cues, can reliably signal approach angle. Indeed, runwaysize and shape are the two most important cues used
by pilots in landing their aircraft.*? Changesin approach angleresult in an increase
in form ratio (FR), using the equation
FR = tan@ x L/W

(1)

where 6 equals the approach angle and L and W representthe length and width
of the runway,respectively. It has been shown that perceived FR corresponds
very closely to simulated approach angle in laboratory simulations.*? This high
correlation is to be expectedif size and shape constancywereto hold (see Chapter 3,
Sec. IV.C.3) and changesin the projective image of the runwayareinterpreted as
changesin ourorientation anddistancerelative to it. Thus, misjudgmentof runway
form clearly contributes to the tendency to fly a low approach in the black-hole
situation.
One leading theory of the black-hole illusion is that pilots base their visual
approach angles on the width of the runway while landing at night, whereas during
the day they base their judgments on the true perspective angle (which extends
beyond the lateral edge of the runway). This relationship is shown in Fig. 9,
for daytime (left) and nightime (right) landing situations. Perrone*’ argues that
by using the runway half-width (x,) at night, rather than the correct distance Y,
results in a FR (in essence, perspectival splay) that conveys a steeper approach
than is actually the case. Using the formula:
tan 6 = 2DL siné@ tand/W(D + Lcos@)

(2)

where tan f is the perceived approach angle, D is the distance of the pilot’s eye
to the aimpoint, 6 is the actual approach path, and W and L are the width and

length (from aimpointto endline) of a normal sized runway [W = 61 m (200ft);

D = 1830 m (6000 ft), Perrone*’ calculates that the perceived approach angle
for an actual 3-deg slope will be approximately doubled at night. To perceive a
normal 3-deg glide slope, Perrone predicts that pilots would haveto fly an actual 2
deg slope, which matches data from Mertens and Lewis.”Interestingly, Perrone?”
predicts that no black-hole illusion should occur for runways with a D: W ratio
ry
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Fig.9 Calculation of approach (slant) angle during a) daytime landing and b) nighttime landing. (Reproduced with permission of Perrone; Ref. 37.)

of 16:1. Hence, if the runway width in Eq. (2) were doubled to 122 m (400ft) the
low-approach tendency would disappear.
|
Perrone’s theory predicts the glide slope within a few miles of the runway, but
doesnot holdfor larger distances and mightnot be capable of explaining the blackhole illusion in its entirety. For example, we have specific distance tendencies,
particularly in terms of spatial memory, that might place the ground farther away
than is actually the case whenit is no longer visible (Fig. 3 in Chapter3).
Because the form ratio increases (and perspectival splay decreases) with narrower, slanted runways, a stronger illusion would be predicted (andis, in fact,

obtained) from such runways.”°*>-*° In Eq. (2) a narrow runwaydecreasesthe de-

nominator, and an increasing approach angle 6, caused by an up-sloping runway,
would increase the numerator. An illustration of how narrow runwayscan yield
a higher perceived approach angle (and, therefore, greater elevation) is shown in
Fig. 10. The left photo (Fig. 10a) showsa view of a runway at Shaw AFB, South

a)
Fig. 10 Effect of runway size on perceived runwaydistance: a) view of a runway at
Shaw AFB, South Carolina, from a mile out and 350 ft above touchdown; b) view of a
runway at Ramstein AFB, Germany, from the samedistance and height; and c) view
of the same runway at Ramstein AFB from 1000 ft out and 120 ft above touchdown.
(Photos reproduced with permission of Lt. Col. Robert Johnson.) Note the essentially
samevisual perspectives of a) and c).
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Fig.11 Effect of different runway slopes on runwayperspective on thepilot’s actual
approach (——) and perceived approach(---). (Reproduced from Ref. 14.)

Carolina, from approximately 1 mile (1.61 km) out and 350 ft (107 m) above
touchdown,while the middle photo (Fig. 10b) shows a view of a much narrower
runway at Ramstein AFB in Germany from the samealtitude and distance. To
achieve the sameperspective angle as in Fig. 10a whenflying into Ramstein AFB,
a pilot must be 1000 ft (305 m) from, and 120 ft (37 m) above, touchdown (Fig.
10c)—a dangeroussituation if the pilot assumesthe aircraft position to be at the
higheraltitude.
In contrast to up-sloping and narrow runways, wider and down-sloping runways increase perspectival splay and result in a tendency to make too high an approach. The effects of runway slope on approach tendencyareillustrated in Fig. 11.
Even the slope of terrain leading up to flat runways can affect approach angle,
with up-sloping foregroundterrain resulting in a lower than desired approach,
and downsloping foregroundterrain producing a high approach.”° Both of these
tendencies are shownin Fig. 12.
The effects of up-sloping terrain are even more pronounced whenthe up-slope
occurs beyond the runway.This feature, often in the form ofcity lights on a hillside,
occurs at many commercial and military airports and tends to increase the lowapproach tendency associated with normal nighttime landings. One explanation
for this effect is that the decreased perspectival splay associated with the upsloping hillside increases the distance of all elements of the scene, including the
runway. However, the effect of up-sloping terrain appears to lower the position
of the runway even more than the hillside lights. Hence, another explanation for
this effect is that pilots erroneously move the unseen or implicit horizon in the
same direction as the top of the surroundingrise, that is, toward the top of the
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Fig. 12 Effect of a) downsloping and b) up-sloping foregroundterrain on the pilot’s actual approach (—) and perceived approach(---). (Reproduced from Ref. 14.)
Corrections to perception in a) will result in a steeper than desired approach angle,
whereascorrections to that of b) will result in a low, dragged-in approach.

scene. If such a false horizon is created, then the approach angle appears to be
too high (Fig. 13), thereby further contributing to the pilot’s descent to a lower
approach angle.
The feeling of approaching too high while landing at night is compoundedstill
further by certain weather effects. The most well-known of these effects is fog,
which typically reduces the brightness of runway lights and makes them appear

more distant.7°*4 The fog effect, which can make objects appear paradoxically

both larger and farther away, appears to be directly related to fog density. Rain
on the windshield is another weather effect that can cause the runway to appear
overly distant, as a result of prismatic effects.”
When one combines two or moreof the just-described runway and weathereffects, the perception of the true distance and slope of the runway can be extremely
distorted. In Fig. 14, for example, the normal daytime runway(Fig. 14a) has been
replaced by a nighttime runway(Fig. 14b); a narrow nighttime runway (Fig. 14c);
a narrow, up-sloping nighttime runway (Fig. 14d); a narrow, up-sloping nighttime
runway with an up-sloping hillside beyond (Fig. 14e); and the same runwayas in
Fig. 14e that is now dimmedbytheeffects of fog (Fig. 14f). Scrolling from Fig. 14a
to Fig. 14f reveals a dramatic progression of these effects. Perhaps the closest any
actual aircraft has come to this combined situation occurred in a dramatic C-5

flight into Davis Field at Muskogee, Oklahoma.** A sequence of three C-5 air-

craft attempted to land within 45 min of each other at night into an unfamiliar,
fog-shrouded runwaythat contained three additional illusory cues: a narrow runway width, a slightly up-sloping terrain in the foreground, and rising terrain
beyond the runway. The landing difficulties were compounded by an unusual

Fig. 13. Use of an implicit horizon when the actual one is obscured resulting in
a
perceived approach angle that is greater than the actual one. (Reproduced with permission of Lintern and Liu; Ref. 41.) The pilot will tend to correct for the perceived,
too high approach by descending to a lower-than-desired approach.

f)

Fig. 14 Comparison of the daytime runway view with various
nighttime landing
simulations: a) runway in daytime; b) same runwayat night; c) narrow
version of
preceding runway; d) narrow, up-sloping version of runway in
b); e) narrow, upsloping version of runwayin b) with up-sloping backgroundterrai
n; f) same runway
as in e) as seen through simulated fog (dimming).
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pattern of landinglights that effectively fused the overrun andlandinglight patterns.
All three aircraft landed short of the runway, with the last pilot landing almost
1500 m short of the runway and causing major damagetohisaircraft.

Illusory Visual Motion of Small Targets Resulting from Aircraft
or Self-Motion
One of the most common SD incidents pilots experience while flying at night
involvesthe illusory perception ofaircraft or Earth stationary visual spots (whether
they be distantstars, reflections from cockpit lights onto the windscreen,or fixed
groundlights) as moving. Reflections on a windscreentend to be the most disorientating, as reported by 36% of helicopter pilots surveyed by Tormes and Guedry.
Vinacke! reported the autokinetic phenomenon(to be described later in this section) as accounting for almost one-quarter of the visual illusions experienced by
pilots in his survey, and Sipes and Lessard!? reported that 54% oftheir pilots experiencedillusions broadly defined as autokinetic. (Oneof the pilots in the Sipes and
Lessard!3 survey reported over 100instancesof autokinetic illusions while flying.)
In someaircraft such as the F-16—which hasa large bubble canopy thatat night
contains prominentreflections from inside the cockpit—entirefields of reflected
light might appear to move, in what has been termed the “Star Wars” effect.” All
of these illusions pose a big danger for pilots if they mistake the movement of

4.

these fixated lights as movementrelative to other aircraft, which they then follow.

Oneof the more dramatic examples of such confusion was a case where the pilot
nearly tracked a train light (which he thought to be a lead aircraft, and which
was probably actually moving at the time) into the ground. Fortunately, most of
the “target-motion”illusions are categorized as Type II SD, from whichthe pilot
eventually recovers.
There are three majorsituations in which small, stationary lights that are fixated
appear to move (Fig. 15). Two of these situations occur while the pilot is experiencing angular motion or linear acceleration, along with their aftereffects, and
produce what are termed the oculogyral and oculogravic illusions, respectively
(Figs. 15a and 15b). In these illusions any lights that are fixed with respect to the
aircraft will appear to move in conjunction with the pilot's motion percept. The
other majorillusory situation occurs after a prolonged fixation lasting at least 10s,
in a phenomenon knownasthe autokinetic illusion (Figure 15c). One related SD
trap that has proven dangerousinthepast is the prolonged fixation and orientation
to a moving flare dropped from an aircraft while attempting to keep the flare in
sight(i.e., the “moth” effect). Although rotary-winged pilots continue to use aerial
flares for marking targets and otherpoints of interest on the ground,laser illuminators have largely supplanted aerial flares in fixed-wing aircraft; consequently,
this illusion was rarely mentioned in recent surveys of predominantly fixed-wing

pilots. !*

The oculogyral illusion, which wasfirst described by Graybiel and Hupp,”
refers to the illusory movementof an observer-fixed visual field or objects lying
within the field during stimulation of the semicircular canals (Fig. 15a). Thisillusion has both a static component (i.e., target displacement in the same direction as
the
the perceived angular rotation) as well as a dynamicone(i.e., target rotation in

scene,
samedirection as the perceived rotation). It can occur for both a structured
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c)
Fig. 15 Threeillusions in which a fixated target appears to move: a) oculogryal
illusion during perceived right rotation; b) oculogravic illusion during perceived
pitching
upward; and c) autokinetic illusion with head stationary. (Arrowsin thought
balloon
represent motion percept.)

as well as for a small targetlight, but the oculogyralillusion is much stronger
and

lasts much longer when viewing a small target.*34 Essentially, the oculogyral

illusion represents, like the various oculogravic illusions, a failure
of the static

visual image to achieve visual dominanceover the motion percept.
The oculogyralillusion can occur during both the acceleratory (perrotatory)
and deceleratory (postrotatory) phases of a turn. The threshold for the oculogyr
al
illusion—aslittle as 0.3 deg/s* (Refs. 26 and 45)—has been shownin many
studies
to be less than the threshold for the perception of bodily rotation (see
Chapter2,
Sec. III.E); hence, during the perrotatory phase,this illusion mightactually
help

to detect the initial turning motion.*© Becauseoftheir inertial lag,
however, the

semicircular canals no longersense a sustained turn and can actually signal
rotation
in the opposite direction once the original turn is stopped. In this postrotat
ory
Situation, knownasthe somatogyralillusion (see Chapter 6,
Sec. II.A), a pilot can

fly straight and level but feel the aircraft to be turning and banked. Anylight
s that
are fixed relative to the pilot (or aircraft) will usually appear to move
in the same
direction astheillusory turning. This is certainly true of cockpit lights,
and even
imagesof stars can appear to move because they are so distant that
they ordinarily
remain stationary with respect to the pilot in space, at least during
pure linear
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motion ofthe aircraft. Although the movementoflights in the oculogyral illusion
is paradoxicalin that the lights appear to move withoutsubstantial displacement,
the illusion is sufficient for the pilot to begin to track the lights or fly the aircraft

in relation to them. Becausethe illusion continues, even as the pilot flies toward

the lights, the pilot thereby can enter a prolonged, descending spiral without being
aware ofthe fact that the tracked light is not actually moving in space.
The oculogravic illusion,first studied by Graybiel,*’ refers to the illusory movementof a visual target that occurs whenthe resultant gravitoinertial force vector
deviates from the direction of gravity (Fig. 15b). As such, the oculogravicillusion
represents a visual analogue of the already described somatogravic illusion (see
Chapter 6, Sec. III.A). It is related to, but not dependent upon, normal otolith
functioning because the somatosensory system is also capable of signaling the
direction of the gravitoinertial force. It can occur in response to gravitoinertial
shifts caused by either G, (longitudinal) or G, (lateral) forces. However, the G,
situation is less relevant in the aerial environment becausepilots usually maintain
their aircraft in alignment with the resultant force vector during coordinated turning, which otherwise would produce substantial Gy from the inside of the turn and
lead to a perceived “skidding”of the aircraft. The threshold for experiencing the
oculogravic illusion in the upright position is about 1.5 deg, which is comparable

to the threshold for perceiving actual bodytilt.“®

Whenexposed to +G,, forces during the acceleration accompanying takeoff, or
—G, forces during the deceleration accompanying landing, target lights that are
fixed relative to the aircraft will appear to pitch in the samedirection asthe pilot’s
whole-body somatogravic sensation. This is especially true of objects lying within
the subject’s frame of motion, such as cockpit instrument lights. The pitching
movementof cockpit lights can confirm the subject’s illusory pitch sensation, and
the pilot might also attempt to orient his or her aircraft relative to the illusory
movementof lights that lie outside of the cockpit. A relatedillusion is the elevator
illusion, which results in the upward displacement of a small light as a result of
excessive shearing of the otolith organs even when the resultant gravitoinertial
direction does not markedly differ from vertical,*? as can occurin a level off from

a descent. (The reverse can also occur when a person is exposed to a < 1 G force;
(see Chapter 6, Sec. III.A.4). The upward target movements occur partly because
exposure to a >1 G, force in the upright position is similar to a backward headtilt
in that both increase the shearingof the otolith organs. [The utricle does notlie
perpendicularto gravity but is rather upwardly sloped at its anterior end by about
25 deg (see Chapter 2, Sec. III.G.1). Because of this slope, a certain amount of
shearing of the otolith occurs even in the upright, 1-G position, which is increased
still further beyond 1 G, andis decreased as G, falls below 1 G,.]
There are two major explanations as to why the oculogyral and oculogravic
illusions occur. One explanation is that in orderto fixate a small target subjects
attempt to suppress the nystagmus resulting from either the canals (in the case of

the oculogyralillusion) or the otoliths (in the case of the oculogravic illusion).°°->!

During the oculogyralillusion, the illusory turning is accompanied by a slow-phase
nystagmus in the opposite direction; hence,an efferent voluntary-pursuit command
in the direction of the turn must be addedto suppress that nystagmus and maintain
fixation on a target. This pursuit drive leads to the perception of target movement
and
in the samedirection as the turning sensation. In the case of the oculogravic
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elevator illusions, +G, inertial forces and excess +G, forces, respectively, both
produce a downward slow-phase nystagmusof the eyes, as would occur during
a backward headtilt. This rotation, known as the “doll’s eye” reflex, must be

suppressed by an upward pursuit drive, which,in turn, gives rise to a perceived
upward movementof a fixated target. Unfortunately, the nystagmus-suppression
hypothesis is contradicted by a numberof pieces of evidence, especially in the
case of the oculogyralillusion. For example, the perrotatory oculogyral illusion

dissipates long before nystagmusceases during prolonged turning,”°-45 and the

oculogyral illusion ends before nystagmus ceases in the postrotatory period.
Also, the oculogyralillusion occurs even in individuals whose eye muscles are
damaged and cannot produce nystagmus.” Finally, an afterimage that remains
Stationary on the retina—thereby eliminating the need for a pursuit drive—also
appears to movein the samedirection as the movement ofthe outside scenein the

oculogyral and oculogravic illusions.4>}47

Analternative hypothesis to the nystagmus-suppression oneis that the oculogyral, oculogravic, and elevatorillusionsareall related to whatis perceivedto lie
within the pilot’s frame of motion.If a pilot feels himself or herself to be rotating
ortilting, it would seem only naturalthat objects lying within the pilot’s frame of
motion(i.e., that are fixed relative to his or her body) would also appear to move
in the same direction. This would include cockpit lights and anything else that
appears fixed relative to aircraft; indeed, when one experiences the oculogravic
ilusion from the cabin during takeoff in a commercial airplane, even the bulkhead
of the aircraft appears to pitch up. On the other hand, apparent motion of visual
imagesthat appearto be part of Earth-fixed space (e.g., the runway and surrounding terrain, as viewed from inside the aircraft) is less likely to occur. Smalllight
s
that appear to lie outside of the pilot’s frame of motion but are not perceived
as
Earth-fixed—suchasthe lights of another aircraft—might also appear to move.
The final illusion to be considered in this section is the autokinetic illusion
(Fig. 15c). This illusion, which wasfirst reported by Von Humbolt in 1850
(see
Refs. 26 and 45), is caused by prolonged fixation (>10 s) of a small, dim
light
in a darkened environment. The velocity of the illusory target motion
has been
estimated as high as 10 deg/s, and the total distance “traversed” by the
target
can range from a few centimeters in central vision to several meters
when the

target is viewed peripherally.*° The role of eye movements in the generation

of the autokinetic illusion is somewhat more supported than in the
case of the
oculogyral and oculogravic illusions. Although eye movements are notofsuff
icient
magnitude to account for the entire distance traversed by the spot,
involuntary
ocular drifts begin to occur with a similar latency range, and in opposite
direction

to, the movement of the target.>! It is believed, therefore,
that the attempt to

suppress this drift—by imparting an efferent visual pursuit command
opposite to

the drift—producesthe illusion oftarget motion.2%

Although the autokinetic phenomenon wascited as a leading visualill
usion in
the surveys of Vinacke! and Sipes and Lessard,!? it is likely that
many illusory
target motionsattributed to the autokinetic illusion actually occur during
aircraft

motions and shouldbe classified as oculogyral or oculogravic
illusions. If, in fact,

a pilot stares at a distant star or otheraircraft for longer than 10 s,
the autokinetic
illusion can prove extremely dangerous if the pilot starts to
track the illusory
movement with the aircraft. Thus, pilots should be careful to
avoid prolonged
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out-the-windowfixation by cross checking appropriate spatial orientation displays
at least once every 9 s and preferably more often.
III.

Optical-Device Distortions and Illusions

Manyvisualillusionsin the aerial environmentare attributable primarily to the
effects of optical devices. Included amongsuchdevicesare 1) transparent refractive
surfaces such as aircraft windscreens, 2) spectacles and visors worn bypilots, and 3)
collimated viewing displays that contain primary flight information such as HUDs,
HMDs, and NVDs.

Refractive and Other Effects of Transparencies and Spectacles
There are several transparent surfaces in an aircraft, including windscreens,
canopies, and windows. Becauseof their thickness (typically a couple of centimeters), an aircraft windscreen can be considered a refractive surface forlight passing
throughit at an oblique angle. Thus, most objects will appear to be magnified when
viewed through a windscreen. Fortunately, the typical effects of high-quality windscreens are very small—less than 0.5 deg of magnification for objects beyond 5 m

A.

(Ref. 26). For irregular windscreens and other transparent surfaces, however, the

optical distortions can be muchgreater. As noted earlier, windscreen visibility is
considerably degraded bythe prismatic effects of rain, which when it Sweeps across
the windscreen can result in a more distant appearanceofthe outside world.”° Optical distortions can also be caused by windscreen heating devices. Finally, coatings
on windscreens and canopies(particularly older ones) can create special problems
for pilots wearing NVGby blocking much ofthe infrared light required for optimal
NVGperformance.
Spectacles worn bypilots can alsoalter the perceivedsize and distanceof objects
on the ground. This is a problem even in military aviation, where about 40% ofall
active-duty USAFpilots use corrective lenses, about half of which are multifocal.°?
TrediciZ? lists several incidents in which a changein the optical correction of an
aviator’s spectacles, the improperuseofbifocal lenses, ora failure to wear properly
prescribed lenses might all have contributed to a landing or other low-altitude
mishap. Even worse is the unauthorized use of wide-angle camera lenses, which
can distort the projective geometry of the terrain and has been implicated in at least
one USAFmishap. The use of wavelength-selective sunglasses posesa different
visual problem forpilots: loss of color vision. Many sunglasses and visors with

short-wavelength absorbing filters—worn byat least 25% of all USAF pilots->—

diminish the amountof transmitted blue light, which severely distorts color vision”
and can impair the visibility of aircraft against the sky, the demarcation of the
sky—water horizon, and runway markings. For example, oneaircraft almost crash
visors
landed on a blocked runway because the pilots were wearing blue-bocking
and could not see the yellow X against the whiter runway.>> Laser-eye-protective
color
devices that are being fieldedin variousflying communities can also distort
incident.
SD
an
with
associated
been
et
nonehasy
space somewhat, although
The best adviceto aviatoris to only use prescribed, officially sanctioned glasses

to be aware of
and other optical devices in the aircraft and, even in these cases,

their optical properties.
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Collimated Flight Displays

The adventof collimatedflight displays in the 1950s (see Chapter 10) ushered
in a long debate abouttheir effects on visual perception of the world outside of the
cockpit. The main concern has been whether collimated devices (specifically
head-up displays or HUDs)alter distance perception through a change in accommodation. This concern has been most forcefully expressed by Roscoe and

colleagues,°°—>8 who claim that an inward shift of accommodation produces a

minification of objects (accommodative micropsia) (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.C.1)
and an illusion that the pilot is at a higheraltitude thanis actually the case. Although other researchers have dismissed many of Roscoe and colleagues’ specific

tenets,””°° viewing the world through the HUD haslong been acceptedas a source
of SD in pilots.°*®!

It is generally agreed that, despite their infinity optics, collimated HUD and
other virtual flight displays do not actually pull the pilot’s accommodation outward to infinity. Generally, pilots’ accommodation distance will lie beyondthat
of their resting accommodation, thatis, slightly >1 m in the dark and closer to

2m in clouds.°®™In viewing outsideterrain in the daytime,pilots tendto redirect

their accommodation inward to a few meters when viewing through a HUD.°®
This inward accommodation shift might be even greater in the case of monocular
viewing through a helmet-mounted display.® The mostlikely causes ofthe inward
shift in accommodation are the proximity of the viewing frame surrounding the
collimated display and the mere cognitive association of the HUD as lying within
the space of the pilot or cockpit. (For instance, the same auditory target appears
closer if fixed with respect to the pilot or the aircraft than ifit is fixed relative to
the distant terrain.*)
Subject to more disputes are the consequencesof the inwardshift of accommo-

dation. Roscoeand colleagues argue,°°—°8 based upon data from studies by Hull
et al.and Iavecchiaet al.,°° that inward accommodativeshifts result in micropsia

and a tendencyto overestimatethe distance to the ground. Roscoe™” arguesthat the
discrepancy between these measurements and those ofother studies that have not
found a significant accommodative micropsiarelate to the smaller distances used
in laboratory studies. However, Marsh and Temme>? disputed Roscoe’s analysis
based on both mathematical and empirical grounds and instead claim that size
judgments are distorted by at most 1-2% as a result of accommodation. Moreover,
Newman’ argues that Roscoe’s findings are not applicable to the actualaircraft
landing situation, where manyothercuesare availableto pilots. Indeed, he reports
that there is improved landing consistency when flying with HUDs, counterto the
assertion of Roscoe that long, hard landings result from HUD viewing (see also
Chapter 10, Sec. III.A.3).
Althoughthe amountof size distortion caused by HUDs and HMDsis debatable,
it is generally agreed that it might be more difficult to detect runway objects
and
other small targets through such displays. Thiseffect is caused by two major (and
possibly interrelated) factors. One of these is a blurring of distant objects caused

by the inward focusshift, known as the Mandelbaum Effect; this has been
shown

to produce increased detection latencies and errors for more distant targets.°?
* Personal communication with R. McKinley, Nov. 1997.
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The other source of the problem in detecting distant targets might be caused by a
proximalattentional focus because the deficit extends to even reasonablysized outthe-windowtargets that would beless affected by blurring. This phenomenon,
knownas cognitive capture (see Chapter10, Sec. III.A.5), is tied to accommodative
distance by the general linkage of eye position andattention butit might even occur
when accommodation remainsdistant. A converse phenomenon can sometimes
occur when night-vision goggles are worn while viewing a HUD—the reduced
acuity through the NVG canaffectthe visibility of the HUD against the background
terrain.* This is not true of HUD symbologiesthat are overlaid directly over the
NVGandcanessentially be considered HMD symbologies(see Sec. III-C).
Because primary flight symbologies on HMDsare currently fixed with respect
to the head, they can pullthe pilot’s attentional distancestill closer into the cockpit.
On the other hand, HMD symbologiesand visual imagesthat remain fixedrelative
to the aircraft can introduceother seriousvisual problems, such as temporallags and
relative motion effects (see Chapter 10, Sec. IV.A.2). This is a particular problem
for forward-looking infrared images on HMDs, whosenarrowfield of view forces
pilots to make frequent head movementsto achieve a full angle of regard.°’ Despite
these and other problems, collimated flight displays are undeniably successful
in allowing pilots to maintain an out-the-window vantage, thereby reducing the
amountof costly visual transitioning into and outof the cockpit.
C.

Night-Vision Devices

NVDshave revolutionized military aviation. According to one expert, “The
total impact of NVDshas probably been greater than that of any technological
advance since the developmentof the jet engine.”°* The two major types of NVDs
are FLIR images from aircraft sensors and NVGs. The twodiffer considerably in
their transmission characteristics. An illustration of FLIR and NVGviewsof the
same scene is shownin Fig. 16.
Despite their advantages, NVDsare also a source of many visually based SD
incidents and presumed SD mishaps. Approximately 3% of USAFpilots who have
flown with NVGshavehadan inflight accidentor seriousincident that was reportedly caused by the operational limitations of NVGs.>° According to Braithwaite
et al..° the rate of SD accidents in helicopters when pilots are using NVDsis
9.0 per 100,000flight hours as compared to 1.66 with unaided daytime vision and
3.87 with unaidednightvision. Although a comparison of unaided and NVD-aided
night flying is misleading because the missions flown are more dangerous in the
latter case, the high number of NVD-related SD accidents can be traced to many
visual factors, some of which do notnecessarily involve visual illusions. Most
NVD-related SD incidents in the U.S. Army occur during clear night conditions,
especially during a new or quarter-moon.”? The most dangerousstatic visual1]lusions involve erroneous judgments of height above ground, while the leading
dynamic visualillusion (at least in rotary-winged pilots) is undetected orillusory

drift.2° There does not appear to be muchof a difference between NVGs and

FLIR imagesin termsofthe likelihoodof suffering from visual illusions and other

problems.”°

* Personal communication with Dr. Chuck Antonio, July 2000.
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Fig. 16 View of the same scene as seen in a) a FLIR imageand b) through
NVGs.
(Photos reproduced with permission of Dr. Chuck Antonio.) Note the
differences in
transmission characteristics, and the strengths and weaknesses of each
view.

Several general NVD visual problems have been described by Antonio,23:©
Berkley,°* and Crowley,”° amongothers. Visual problems caused by both NVGs

and FLIR imagesinclude 1) a relatively narrow (20—40 deg)field of view (FOV),
whichleadsto a loss of ambient vision and a greater-than-normal amounto
f head-

scanning; 2) reduced contrast sensitivity, which increases the likelihoo
d of Earth—

sky blendinganddistorts the normalcontrast(aerial perspective) information
used
in monocular depthjudgments; 3) reduced visual acuity (no better than 20/40
under
operational flying conditions), which can impair the visibility of power
lines and
other man-made objects and alter monocular depth perception; 4) aberrant
color
vision in the form of a monochromatic appearanceof the image, analtere
d spectral
transmission that distorts the relative brightness of objects, and color adaptatio
n;
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and 5) problems in judging depth binocularly at near distances because of the
displaced camera view in the FLIR image andthe optical-infinity focus of the
NVGtubes.
The result of most of these general NVD problemsis an exacerbation of the
visualillusions commonly experiencedin unaided vision.In addition to the general
problemsassociates with NVDs, there are specific visual problems and illusions
associated with each major type of NVD, as discussed in the following sections.
1.

Night-Vision Goggles

NVGsintensify the image through phosphorscontainedin tubes covering each
eye, which transmit in the 600-900 nm range. They are designed to adjust their
transmission (gain) based on the brightness of the background image and offer the
advantage of presenting the image from the same viewpoint as unaided vision and
of being relatively insensitive to thermaleffects.
Becauseoftheir intensification process, gain control, and spectral transmissivity
range, NVGscan produce a numberofspecific visual illusions. For one, NVGs
transmit well through humidity andlightrain, so that pilots might not be aware that
they are entering a cloudorthick fog until they have proceededdeepintoit. Second,
because NVGsrespond to red and near-infraredlight selective image intensification
of red beacons on aircraft can produce an illusion that another aircraft is closer
than it actually is, whereas shorter-wavelength lights can appear dimmer and farther
away. Third, NVGs can only respond when a certain amount of light is already
presentto intensify, and they respond poorly under extremely dim (new moon)
conditions. Fourth, spatially uneven or transient gain changes can occur, which
can reducethe visibility of large areas of the image. For example, point sources of
light such as are foundin urban areas mightappearto have halos, which effectively
enlarge their size and might even lead them to be mistakenly combined with other
lights to appearstill larger (and closer in distance). In addition, the brightness of
a large object in the scene, such as a full moon just over the horizon, can lower
the overall NVG gain and washoutthe rest of the scene or create extremely dark
shadows. Conversely,flying into a shadowedarea can produce an abrupt increase
in NVGgainand, consequently, tend to reduce image quality through a honeycomb
scintillation pattern. The general loss of detail in NVG images, especially when
there is a large amountof particulates in the air (e.g., as during brownout) can
prove especially dangerous by obscuring the terrain or making it appear further
away than normal. Even under night VMC, pilots tend to overestimate distance

and maketoo steep or low an approach onlanding while wearing NVGs.2°! (One

somewhatrare problem occurs whenthe gains of the NVG tubes in front of each
eye are unequal; this can lead to the classic Pulfrich illusion ofelliptical motion in
depth for objects actually moving normalto the direction of aircraft motion andat

a constant depth.72)

The issue of how much NVGsaffect depth perception, particularly those mediated by binocular cues, is a complicated one. In a recent USAFsurvey, approximately 29% of the NVG complaints involved reduced depth perception,’ and

Crowley”° reported depth perception impairments among 11% of U.S. Army he-

licopter pilots. Clearly, the direction of the optical focus of NVGstoward infinity
impairs depth perception at less than 8 m and could be a factor in some aerial
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refueling mishaps with NVGs.7! Laboratory studies suggest that little stereopsisis
present with NVGsandthat subjects tend to underestimate the depth of objects in

sparse environments.’”’' However, the strength of binocular depth cues declines

with distance andis oflittle value beyond 50 m (see Chapter 3, Sec. IV.C.1), andit

has been shownthat performancein avoiding obstacles at large distances (>70 m)
while driving along the groundis similar using NVGsor unaided vision.’”° Thus,
the misjudgmentofterrain and ground-object distances reportedby pilots wearing
NVGsis morelikely to be caused by distorted monocular luminance and contrast
cuesrather than distorted stereopsis per se.”! There mightalso be long-term (after)
effects of NVG viewing on depth perception, as prolonged NVG use inat least
one study has shownto leadto a lateral phoria (horizontal deviation of one eye

relative to the other).72
2.

Forward-Looking Infrared

This technique involves thermal imaging with a camera typically attached to
the front of the airframe. Thermal imaging transmits information in the 3—5 jm
or 8-12 wm (infrared) ranges. Because of the weight of the camera and its need

for maximal slewability, the FLIR view is from outside the cockpit and does

not depict the world from either the pilot’s viewpoint or even the heading of
the aircraft. Despite its relatively narrow FOV (20-30 deg at a maximum), the
FLIR image has the advantage of a 360-deg field of regard because the camera
can be slewed inall directions. However, FLIR imagesare always viewedby the
pilot with a certain amountof parallax, which can be very disorienting. Because

the camera can be zoomed, FLIRscan process more details than NVGsbut do not

possessthe unity magnification that NVGsdo. There are two major types of FLIRs:
targeting and navigational. Targeting FLIRs are usually controllable by the pilot
and present a high-resolution imageofa relatively small region (1 deg) surrounding
or approaching target, usually on a head-downdisplay. By contrast, navigational
FLIRsare presented on HUDsoreven as head-slaved images on HMDs.
Someofthe specific visual problemsandillusions associated with FLIR images
derive from their lack of registration with the pilot’s line of sight, delays in slaving
the imageto the pilot’s head (when they presented in an HMD), and distortions
caused bythe infrared transmission band.Because they measure thermaltransmission, FLIR images are much better than NVG imagesat low illumination, but
they are much moreeasily disrupted by high humidity and moisture(e.g., rain or
snow), more so using an 8—12-~4m bandwidth than a 3—5-um bandwidth. Infrared
imagesare also affected more by diurnal crossovereffects, involving the relative
cooling and heating of objects caused by the rising and setting of the sun, or the
presence of clouds. For example, many objects whose temperature is determined
by the sunlight reach the same temperatureas the background becauseof coolingat
dusk, thereby reducing their contrast. Other thermal aberrations include the presence of exhaustor other heat longafter a vehicle has moved on andthe effects of

thermal winds, which can create large shadows. Relative to NVGs, however,
FLIR

images have the advantage of being less disrupted by dust and otherparticulates

in the air as well as by cultural lighting.

A majorissue involving NVG and FLIR imagesis their integration, both with

each other and with other cockpit instruments. As noted earlier, NVG use
canaffect
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the ability to attend to and read HUD symbols, and cockpit instruments must be
designed to be compatible with NVGs. Pilots mustbe trained to scan aggressively
to utilize fully the NVGfield of regard and thereby update their mental modelofthe
outside world, while returning to their head-downinstrumentsat regularintervals.
Pilots must also learn to coordinate NVG and FLIR imagesandto rely more on one
than the other, depending on the particular environmental conditions (e.g., FLIR
at higheraltitudes and under low-illumination conditions). Registration of FLIR
targeting information with NVG navigational information also requires extensive
training. The readeris referred to Antonio” for a detailed discussion of these and
other NVDintegration issues.
To counteract the visual decrements associated with NVDs, various training
programshave beenestablished (see Chapter8, Sec. II.E.3). Meanwhile, technological advancementcontinues to improve the capabilities of NVDs. For example,
a prototype panoramic NVG (PNVG)has been developed by the U.S. Air Force
Research Laboratory to expand the 40-deg FOV of current NVGsto almost 100 deg
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Fig. 17 Representative view through a) a current 40 deg x 40 deg NVG and b) a
prototype panoramic NVG with a near (38 deg x 95 deg) FOV. (Photos reproduced
with permission of Col. William Berkley.)
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(Fig. 17), and the addition of primary flight symbology to NVDs might eventually ease manyof the problemsin transitioning between the imagery and flight
instrumentation.

IV. Summary
This chapter has attempted to show that visualillusions in flight are a natural
consequence of the reductions and distortions in the ambient visual cues that
are crucial to our perception of self-motion and position relative to the terrain
and other aircraft. Although the nighttime visual environment is Statistically the
most dangerous, particularly wearing NVDs, daytime SD illusionsare also quite
prevalent and can betracedto specific visibility and terrain factors. It is no longer
Justified to relegate SD to IMCornightflying, as was formally done by the USAF
prior to the mid-1980sandis informally done by manyflight surgeons eventoday.
Because of the comparable rates of visual and nonvisual SD mishaps, SD visual
training should be madeanintegralpart of a well-designed SD training curriculum
(see Chapter 8). Moreover, designers of primary flight displays should be on the
alert for any SD traps that mightincrease the risk of visual illusions or otherwise
compromise the pilot’s view of the outside world.
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“Physiological training is the main weapon against spatial disorientation at the
disposal of the flight surgeon and aerospace physiologist.”!
“Strong aeromedical and aviation training programs remain the most important
defensive measure for spatial disorientation.’2
I.

Introduction

O NE of the generic aims of those with a responsibility for flight safety and
operational effectiveness is to impart newfound knowledge to the user, the

aviator, and commanders. Without an understanding of the nature and effects
of

spatial disorientation (SD), the aviatoris poorly equippedto deal with the problem
when it is encountered. Previous chapters have discussed the significant impact of
SD onall types of flying. This chapter and those that follow are concerned with
what can be doneabout it. It is hopedthatthis chapterin particularwill be of value
not only to those involved in aviation medicine and physiology but also to those
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responsible for training aircrew for their operational task, be it military or civilian.
The objectives of this chapter are as follows:
1) Describe the variety of methods and apparatuses employedin instructing
aircrew that range from educational material to behavior-modifying techniques.
2) Provide practical advice to aircrew flying modern aircraft whether they are
military or civilian, or fixed or rotary-wing.
3) Discuss the requirement to demonstrate the effectiveness of training.
A.

Instruction, Demonstration, and Training

These three termsare often used interchangeably. However,wefeel that there are
important distinctions among these terms, and weoffer the following definitions
so that readers can consider which of the methodsthey are currently applying. The
Oxford English Reference Dictionary’ defines “instruction” (synonymous with
“teaching” and “education”) as “the provision of systematic (methodological—
according to a plan) information about a subject or skill”” The same reference
defines “demonstration” as “showing evidenceof, or proving the workingof,” and
“training” as “to bring or come to a desired state of efficiency or condition of
behavior by instruction and practice.”
Although all of the SD countermeasures thatare being discussed in this chapter
fall within the instruction definition, we suggest that training comprises didactic instruction and the learning and subsequent demonstration of competence in
handlinginflight disorientating circumstancesandillusions, for example, recovery from unusualattitudes and/or inadvertent entry to instrument meteorological
conditions. Demonstration of SD essentially consists of the demonstration of the
limitations of the orientation senses both on the groundandin flight. Studies of the
outcome of demonstration andtraining will be required to determineif trainingis
actually accomplished. Theseissues are explored furtherin Sec. V.
B.

Need for Training

Countermeasuresto SD primarily fall into two categories: technologyandtraining. Although training countermeasures might not necessarily be applicable to
all situations, they are probably more readily applied than technological initiatives. Training is, therefore, the first prerequisite in the control of SD. Because
it is relatively low tech, it might notattract the sort of attention that it deserves.

Despite the acknowledgement!-*° that training in SD is an essential part of the

prevention of this ubiquitous hazard in aviation, there is little evidence from the
peer-reviewedliterature that best or even common practices have been achieved.
Several publications*®’ have attemptedto collate the recommendedpractices, but
their audience has been heretofore limited. This chapter aims to bring the previous
work up to date and to impart the lessons learnedto the public domain.
“Spatial Disorientation Indoctrination” courses for aviators have been in place
at least since the late 1920s,° and their value in controlling the SD hazard has
since been emphasized by Bending.? A comprehensive review of orientation/
disorientationtraining of flying personnel was undertaken in 1974 (Ref. 4), and it
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included many recommendations for the enhancement ofall aspects of training.
Since then, and mainly following accident analyses in both military and civilian
aviation, both general and specific recommendations have been made. Similarly,
surveys ofthe aviator’s SD experienceare important so that the data can be used to
direct resources to the appropriate areas of SD training. Salient points from these
sources and collated symposia and general reviews are summarizednext, and further discussion of specific recommendations will be made in following sections.
Studies that have assessed the effectiveness of training programswill be discussed
in Sec. V.

Kirkhamet al.'° highlighted the inadequacy of the SD training program for

general aviation pilots. They made a comprehensive series of recommendations
that covered the range oftraining options from lectures through demonstrations
to requiring flight-test examiners to assure themselves that pilot applicants have
a good awareness of SD andthat their students demonstrate their competence to
cope with SD conditions. Although SDtrainingisstill not mandatory for general
aviation,it is heartening that general aviation pilots are now strongly encouraged
to participate in SD training.
U.S. Naval aviation SD accidents were reviewed in 1992 (Ref. 11). The knowIedge gained from this analysis assisted in the development of SD type-specific
training regimes with the aim of ultimately reducing the number of mishaps.
Holland and Freeman'* reviewed 10-year accident data from the U.S. Air Force
(USAF) and recommended implementation of enhancedlossofsituational awareness (LSA) and SD awareness programsfor aircrew. Cheunget al.,!? observed
that remarkably little rigorous research exists concerning the optimal ways in
which to prepare aircrew against SD. Durnfordet al.!4 provided a review of U.S.

Armyhelicopter accidents, which was followed by three associated reviews. 5-7

All four papers recommended that both aircrew training and crew coordination
training should be targets for improvement and that a coordinated effort by the
research,training, and safety organizations to consider potential solutions would
be of great benefit. Althoughtraining to recover from unusual attitudes, groundbased demonstrations, and periodic refresher training are all intuitively appealing,
more research must be devoted to defining the role of each training element in
a
holistic SD training strategy.
Other periodic reviews of accidents that have focused on training countermeasures as part of their recommendations to reduce the SD accidentrate are
Steele-

Perkins and Evans,'* Edgington and Box,!9 Vyrnwy-Jones,"-! and Braithwaite.22

Eveninvestigations into single-aircraft accidents have produced recommendations
for enhanced training. An excellent example is the report by the National
Transportation Safety Board”? on the loss of a McDonnell-Douglas DC-8, in
which
unusual attitude training for flight crews was emphasized.

A survey of F-15C pilots who hadflown during Operation Desert Storm24 pro-

vided invaluable SD knowledge from which USAF research,
training, and oper-

ational communities were able to reap significant benefit. Following a
review of
the SD incident experience ofpilots attending the USAF Advanced Instrument
School, Sipes> recommendedthat training programs for SD countermeas
ures be
developed. In particular, the recommendation was madethat a prior
knowledge
and anticipation of SD illusions and how to counter them can save
lives.
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Prior SD Training Symposia and Working Groups
Part 3 of the AGARD Conference Proceedings on Spatial Disorientation in

flight?® reiterated the recommendations made in the 1974 AGARD publication.*

This conference stimulated the developmentof training devices by the U.S. Navy
and Royal Air Force and initiated the production of training videos. It is perhaps
disappointing that little progress appears to have been made in the intervening
six years. In 1993 a combined Aviation Medicine—Safety Center Symposium
on Spatial Disorientation was held at Pensacola Naval Air Station (proceedings
unpublished). Many recommendations about training and cooperation among the
three U.S. military services were made. However, although matters progressed
in the research field, standardization of military aircrew training in SD was not
immediately forthcoming.
Following somelocal training initiatives by the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL) and the U.S. Army School of Aviation Medicine
(USASAM), the first Triservice Symposium on Spatial Disorientation in RotaryWing Operations washeld in September 1996. This symposium sought to address

three main areas: 1) the seriousness of the SD hazard; 2) current methodsto control

the hazard; 3) and associated safety and risk management concerns. The proceed-

ings of the symposium are reported in Braithwaiteet al.*’ The symposium was con-

sidered to be a successin raising the awarenessof the impact of SD on rotary-wing
flying operations in the military aeromedical and safety communities. It was made
clear that SD imposesa particular hazard to rotary-wing operations that differs in
many respects from that experienced by fixed-wing operators. There was unanimous agreementthatinitiatives to overcome the problem must be made. Further
work was recommended in education,training, research, and equipmentprocure-

ment, and these are summarized in Murdock”® and Murdock and Braithwaite.””

Underthe auspices of the U.S. Military Triservice Aeromedical Research Panel,
a Technical Working Groupfor Spatial Orientation and Situational Awareness coordinates interaction and information exchange betweenthe services. This group
realized that technological initiatives that address SD require a great deal of effort and money to implement. However, it concluded that training enhancements,
where appropriate, could be morereadily achieved and therefore addressed immediately. Therefore, in January 1997 a subgroup was established to review and make
recommendations on SDtraining. The charter of the subgroup wasto review current procedures fortraining aviators and associated aviation personnel concerning
SD and to make recommendations for improvement. Muchofthe information in

later sections of this chapter is based on the subgroups’ initiatives.*”*!

At the 69th meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association in 1998, a panel
entitled “Countermeasures to Spatial Disorientation—International Initiatives”*”1
included a triservice review of SD training requirements for military aviators.
All aspects of training were addressed. The NATO Research and Technology Organization (RTO)also included a comprehensive discussionofthe recent advances

in all types of SD training*’ andspecifically those rotary-wing aircraft.*4

Since 1996, the Air Standardization Coordinating Committee (ASCC)hasproduced several documents on SD training within the ASCC nations: Australia,

Canada, New Zealand, United Kingdom, and the United States. These documents

are authorized for general release through military flight agencies.
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Didactic Instruction

There can belittle argument that classroom presentation to aviators of didactic
material on SDis the prerequisite first step in their awareness training. Although
many publications, films, and more recently computerpresentationsthat provide
information on SD are to be commended, in thepast there has been a tendencyfor
these to concentrate upon the mechanismsandeffects of SD without giving much

practical advice on how to deal withit.!

The specific objectives of this information-dissemination type of SD training

are as follow’:

1) Familiarize the aviator with those factors that contribute to effective spatial
orientation in the flight environment.
2) Familiarize the aviator with the various conditions and flight operations that
can lead to SD.
3) Inform the aviator about different manifestations of SD and howto detect the
onset or existence of SD.
4) Explain the mechanisms by which SDis produced, and discuss the normal
limitations of sensory functions
5) Inform the aviator how disorientation can be overcome, and develop the

necessary skills to cope with SD whenit occurs in flight, even when the pilot is
subjected to mental and physicalstress.
A.

SD Mechanisms

Benson* described a comprehensive academic syllabus of the orientation and
disorientation mechanisms, prominentSD illusions, and thefactorsassociated with
SD. There is no better original source, and so, in order to disseminate the advice

to a wider audience,it is reproduced in Appendix A.Thisis augmented from more
contemporary publicationswith additionaltopics that have become importantin the

intervening quarter of a century.’°"° The syllabus should be regarded as a guide

and should be amendedaccordingto the experience of the audience and reviewed
periodically as new advances (and data) becomeavailable. An ASCC Advisory
Publication*® provides a compendium oftraining curricula of the ASCC nations.
B. Practical Advice to Aircrew and Procedures to Prevent
and OvercomeDisorientation

Overthe years, those involved in the operational aspects of SD have madevarious

recommendationsto prevent and overcomeSD in flight.!> To a certain extent, this

advice has concentrated upon ways todispel conflicting sensations (Type II and

Type III SD). However, someofthe recentliterature!>'®!7-30 suggests that Type I
SD (unawareness of an erroneous sensory input) is probably a more important

cause ofloss ofaircraft, lives, and mission effectiveness (see Chapter 1, Sec.
III

for definitions of TypeI, II, and III SD). This section attempts to advise aircrew
on analyzing and preparing for the risk of SD as well as coping with it whenit
occurs. Someofthe validated strategies from existing publications are reproduced

verbatim. In addition, analyses of SD accidents and incidents over recent years—

particularly since the adventofflight with night-vision devices (NVD)—provide
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specific recommendations for the types and phasesofflight mostassociated with
the hazard of SD.
Gillingham and Previc’s' overriding principles for preventing and coping with
SD are as follows: 1) minimize the likelihood of SD by frequent and systematic monitoring of the flight instruments or primary flight reference, 2) expect to
become disoriented, 3) when it does occur, recognize it, and act to 4) make the

instruments readright. Thelastprinciple has evolved over the years from the rather

less instructive statementof “believe your instruments.” Money*® and Cheung””

expand theprinciple as follows: it is important to be sure that the pilot does not
simply indulge in an attemptat belief of perception whendisoriented. Pilots should
be told that, when disorientation threatens, “control the aircraft to make the in-

strumentsreadright.” Cheung”’ also emphasizes the importantdifference between
unrecognized and recognized SD andnotes that a pilot’s instructions about what
to do when disorientated are useful only if the disorientation is recognized. Unrecognized disorientation can be dealt with by avoiding situations that are prone
to induce disorientation, and aircrew should be taught to recognize conditions
that can betraps to a lossof orientation. Some examples, provided by Cheung,°”
are to 1) avoid approaches overnonilluminatedterrain or over smooth surfaces;
2) avoid head movements under conditions greater than 1 G (when feasible);
3) avoid removing the gaze from flight instruments when in clouds and main-

tain a good instrument cross-check; and 4) avoid alcohol for 24 hours before

flying.
Cheung”?also stresses that pilots should be aware that SD can sometimes be due
to the unrecognizedfailure of the flight instruments, such as the artificial horizon,

or a failure in an aircraft control system. Therefore, when a failure in a flight
instrumentor control system is suspectedthepilot mustverify the correct diagnosis
of the problem before reacting. This often means confirmingthe instrument reading
with another independentinstrumentreading, for example, comparingthe turn rate
indicator with the attitude indicator if a false bank is suspected.
Spatial disorientation can often be resolved by using the autopilot or passing
control to another pilot (when available) who is not disoriented. Abandonmentof
the aircraft (if possible) is the final course of action. Although in some respects
this last point is an admission ofdefeat, any attemptto regain controlofthe aircraft
should not be prolonged to an extent that safe escape becomes impossible. It is
for this reason that due attention should always be paid to the altimeter in those
situations wheredifficulties are experiencedas a result of SD.”
Someadditional general principles based on recent advancesofaviation training
may be added as follows’: 1) conduct an appropriate analysis of the risk of SD
before flight and periodically throughoutthe flight as circumstances dictate; 2) be
aware of your personalskill limitations especially with respect to currency and
competencyat that particular task; 3) maintain good crew-resource-management
(CRM)procedures; and 4) avoid becomingdistracted from the task of flying the
aircraft.
It is important to realize that the foregoing are general principles. There are
many factors unique to the type and model of aircraft and the way in which
they are used. Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures (SDCM)instructors are
therefore encouraged to apply these principles to their specific requirement. Of
utmost importance is the development of an awareness of the potential for SD
during flight briefingsprior to flight involving night, weather, or conditions where
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visibility is significantly reduced. When SD doesoccur, aircrew should be encouraged to recognize the SD problem early andto initiate corrective actions before
aircraft control is compromised. To illustrate how official publications regarding
in-flight procedures are disseminatedto pilots in an effort to prevent SD mishaps,
an excerpt froma U.S. Army Field Manual (FM 3-04) is reproduced at Appendix B.
The advantage of disseminating educational material in this way is that it reassures pilots (particularly in military air forces) that the “executive” realizes the
limitations of human performance.
C.

Instructional Materials

Didactic material for SD training is available in many types of media from
textbooks through video films to interactive computerized lessons. The choice of
material is dependent upon the instructor’s preference and its availability. Many
contemporaneous information and teaching aids are currently available on the
coordinated Website.* The incorporation of SD training during CRM training is
discussedin Sec. II.E.4. Examples of SD actually experienced by aviators who have
lived to tell the tale are of considerable importance in emphasizing the vulnerability
of all who fly. These can be either prepared in advance orsolicited from the
audience, especially during refreshertraining.
D.

Timing of Training

The timing of initial didactic SD training within the overall flight-training syllabus varies considerably among military air forces,° and there remains an absence
of mandatorytraining for general aviation pilots in many countries. However,various civilian aviation authorities do strongly encourage pilots—especially instructor
pilots and those seeking an instrument rating—to attend training courses on physiological topics.*! There are clearly constraints upon instructors when suchtraining
can be programmedwithinflight training programs,but authorities generally agree

on the following principles of SDCM training®:

1) A basic course in aviation medicine/physiology (including SDCMtraining)
should be programmedearly in the flying course.
2) If there is a significant period (> eight weeks) betweentheinitial course and
the commencementof instrument-flying training, a short refresher period on SD
should be incorporated.
3) Prior to the commencementofflying training with NVDs,the limitations of
these devices on spatial orientation should bestressed.
4) Special-to-type SDCM training should be included whena pilotstarts flying
a significantly different aircraft (especially if converting from fixed to rotary-wing
and vice versa).
5) Refresher didactic training, with the emphasis on case-based experiences,
should be conducted periodically (at least every 4 to 5 years) and should be a
“currency” requirement.
6) If there is a significant SD event involving a particular type of aircraft, the
lessons learned from this individual occurrence should be rapidly disseminated.
* Data available online at http://www.spatiald.wpafb.af.mil [cited Oct. 2003].
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Specialized Didactic Instruction

In their technical report Gillingham and Previc! provide details of conditions
conducive to SD. Many environmental and behavioral circumstances(e.g., confusion of light sources andtarget fixation) are commontoall formsof flight and
have been covered in preceding chapters. The particular types and phasesofflight
associated with an increased risk of SD have been noted in these chapters and
other publications (Refs. 7, 13, 42, and many others referenced in this section).
These specialized circumstances, which should be emphasized during didactic
instruction, are summarized in the following paragraphs.
1.

Formation Flying

Formation flying and air-to-air refueling, particularly at night, have been associated with an increased risk of SD. The leans are readily experienced when
flying with referenceto a leader’s wing, and breaking in and out of clouds can be
particularly disorientating. The following general advice is extracted from a report

by Gillingham and Previc!:

Separate aircraft from the formation under controlled conditions if the weather
encountered is either too dense or turbulent to ensure safe flight; A flight lead
with SD will tell the wingmenthat he/she has SD and to comply with single-ship
procedures. If possible, wingmen should confirm straight-and-level attitude and
provide verbal feedback to lead. If symptomsdo notabate in a reasonable time,
terminate the mission and recover the flight by the simplest and safest means
possible.

In specific reference to a two-ship formation, Gillingham and Previc! recommend the following steps: 1) wingman will advise lead when he or she experience significant SD symptoms; 2) lead will advise wingman ofaircraft attitude,
altitude, heading, and airspeed; 3) the wingman will advise lead if problemspersist, and then if so, lead will establish straight-and-level flight for at least 30 to
60 s; 4) if the preceding proceduresare not effective, lead should transfer the flight
lead position to the wingmanwhile in straight-and-level flight, and once assuming
lead, maintain straight-and-level flight for 60 s; and 5) if necessary, terminate the
mission and recover by the simplest and safest means possible. If there is a large
formation, Gillingham and Previc! argue that the leader should separatetheflight
into elements to more effectively handle a wingmanwith persistent SD symptoms
and establish straight-and-level flight. The element with the pilot with SD should
remain straight-and-level while other elements separate from the flight. When a
disoriented pilot separates from the formation, this is known as a lost wingman.
Gillingham and Previc! offer the following specific advice and caution during the
lost wingman procedure.
The lost wingman procedure must be made as uncomplicated as possible while
still allowing safe separation from the other elementsof the flight. Maintaining a
specified altitude and heading away from theflight until further notice is an ideal
lost wingman procedure in that it avoids frequent or prolonged disorientationinducing turns and minimizes cognitive workload. Often, a pilot flying wing
in bad weather does not lose sight of the lead aircraft but suffers so much
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disorientation stress as to make the option of going lost wingman seem safer
than that of continuing in the formation. A commonpractice in this situation
is for the wingmanto take the lead position in the formation, at least until the
disorientation disappears. This procedure avoids the necessity of having the disoriented pilot make a turn away from theflight to go lost wingman,a turn that
could be especially difficult and dangerous becauseof the disorientation. One
should question the wisdom of having a disoriented pilot leading the flight, however, and some expertsin the field of SD are adamantly opposedto this practice,
with good reason (Ref. 1, p. 96).

2.

Low-Visibility Helicopter Flight

Pilots of helicopters (and tilt-rotor aircraft) are particularly susceptible to disorientation because of the ability of their aircraft to move along, as well as about,

lateral and vertical axes. Recent research in rotary-wing operations!*!®!737 has

shown that SD caused by the misperception of motion in a low-G environmentin
conditions where good visual cuesare absent is very common.TheseSD illusions
primarily comprise subthreshold drift and, to a lesser extent, subthreshold rotation in the hover and low-speed maneuvers. Specific advice on coping with SD in
rotary-wing flight (particularly during low speed and hoveroperations) is given
next.

a. Recirculation of dust and snow. In all but the safest and most familiar
surroundings, rotary-wing pilots must always expecttheir visual reference with the
ground to be obscuredinthefinal stages of the approach to land. The maintenance
of some forward ground speed during the approach, followed by a run-on landing
(should terrain conditions allow) or a “zero-zero” (speed andaltitude) landing,will
keep a recirculating dust or snow cloud behind the aircraft and mitigate against
the loss of visual reference of the landing point. If visual references are lost, the
previously planned overshoot must be initiated without delay. This disorientating
hazard is no longerrestricted to helicopter flight. A vectored thrust ortilt-rotor
aircraft such as the V-22 Osprey is just as capable of obliterating all visual cues
close to the landing point.
b. Inadvertent entry to instrument meteorological procedures. Most helicopters have significantly less power available, and they fly much nearer to the
ground than high-performance fixed-wingaircraft. Therefore, the time to correct
a control error and the ability to clear unseenterrain is less. Consequently, rotarywing aircrew should be prepared to more quickly initiate inadvertent instrument
meteorological condition (IMC) procedures whenvisual referencesarelost.
c. Geographical aspects. Unfamiliarity with the terrain over which a pilot
flies, particularly during low-level or nap-of-Earth (NOE)flights, can often impose
an increased risk of SD. Pilots tend to become familiar with the visual perceptual
contrasts in their owntraining areas, especially during flight with NVDs, in which
the significance of altered cues must be learned.If they are then deployedto an area
of operationsthat is radically different to their normal experience, for example,
from flat, dry desert training environmentto a mountainous, temperate area, they
are at risk of misinterpreting the orientation information provided bythe terrain.*
In particular, thermal-imaging devices can provide them with diametrically opposite information in these two extremes as the thermal crossover phenomenon
occurs (see Chapter 7, Sec. ITI.C).
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Flight with NVDs and Helmet-Mounted Devices

Flight with image-intensifying night-vision goggles (NVG) has significantly
enhanced the capability of military flight operations. Although compared with
unaidedvision they significantly improve a pilot’s visual capability, they do not turn
night into day, and they have manylimitationsto orientation of which the pilot must
be aware. When compared with normaldayvision, these include a reducedvisual
acuity, the absence of color and other depth perception cues, and a severerestriction
of the visual fields (see Chapter7, Sec. III.C.1). The image intensification process

also tends to intensify normal daylight illusions, for example, illusory motion.”
The limitations of both NVGsand thermal imaging aids have been shown to be

a significant contributor to SD accidents and incidents.!®!73"4° Awarenessof the

limitations and proficiency in their use is the key to successful completion of a
NVD mission; consequently, the increased risk of SD during flight with NVDs
should be stressed during both training and operations. Examples of NVG-specific
course materials are contained in Antonio.4°*’
a. Fixed-wing flight with NVGs. Prevention of SD when using NVGsbegins
with adequate mission planning, emphasizing weather,terrain,illuminationlevels,
and the high risk of task saturation.
Awareness ofthe limitations of NVGs and demonstrationsbyinstructorpilots
of both the degradedperception of visual cues and visual illusions is of paramount
importance in the prevention of SD. Compensation for the narrow field of view
(FOV) of NVGsis achieved by employing a constant, aggressive scan to enlarge
the total field of regard. An effective scanning technique is essential for maintenance of good situational awarenessand spatial orientation, including altitude

awareness. For example, a dramatic loss of altitude awareness can occurif the scan

is interrupted (e.g., if the neck is “splinted” during a high-G maneuver). Experience has also shown that improving scan techniqueis one of the mosteffective

methods for overcoming a misperception orillusion that has already occurred.-*°

Additionally, proper preflight adjustment of the NVG iscritical. Personal factors
that could contribute to SD are low experience and inadequate currency in NVG
flying, fatigue, and other stressors. One mustbe preparedto transition to instrument
flight at any time, and one, therefore, must maintain an aggressive instrumentcross

check complementary to the NVG scan. Aside from the potential SD traps common
to anyone using NVGs,such as misperception of motion anddistance cues, terrain
contour, or elevation, there are two SD traps that might be more importantto aircrew
in fast jets. Because of their operating airspeeds, changes in perception of scene
flow can prove illusory. For example, transitioning from a cultural landscape to
water, such as crossing a coastline, could give a sensation of a sudden deceleration

in ground speed or changein altitude. Another SD problem is unperceived flight
into IMC, with concurrentloss of horizon signaled by only subtle cues in the NVG
image such as a decrease in scene detail or increased scintillation (Brown,D. L.,
“Preventing and Avoiding Spatial Disorientation During Fast Jet Flight,” personal
communication, Royal Air Force Centre of Aviation Medicine, Henlow, England,

U.K., 2001).
Overcoming SD while using NVGsis no different than any other instance of
SD. First, one must recognize the SD, with the immediate needto ascertain aircraft

orientation by reference to the appropriate flight instruments. At the same time the
aviator must overcome the urge to maintain visual orientation using NVGs—the
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reason why SD occurred inthefirst place. The phase offlight is important, with
more urgency at a very low altitude or during a rendezvous with anotheraircraft
than when operating as a single ship at a medium-altitude level. A prepared pilot
will rehearse reactions to SD by knowing exactly what instruments to use for
spatial orientation, how to coordinate with other crewmembers, and by practicing
different scenarios in a simulator. Safe execution of the mission is enhanced by

knowledge and preparation and tempered by practice.*®

b. Helicopter low-level and NOE flight with NVGs. This subsection concentrates on NOE operations, including ground cushion maneuvers. It is strongly
recommended that only helicopters equipped with a functional radar altimeter
(preferably one with an audio low-altitude warning alarm) be flown during NVG
operations. An audio warning on the radar altimeter was the most frequently
cited technological requirement to control the hazard of SD during military flight

operations'®'7>” and is considered by the authors to be a prerequisite for the

effective maintenance of height awareness during rotary-wing NVGflight. Standard operating procedures should be developed and practiced using this device.
A constant aggressive scanning technique***’ and good CRM are perhaps even
more important for rotary-wing operations than they are forfixed-wing flight because operations are conducted muchcloser to the ground, and the margin for
error is therefore less. An inadequate scanning technique and poor CRM were
attributed to the genesis of 79.7 and 68.6% of U.S. Army helicopter accidents,

respectively.!®!7,37

The following recommendedstrategies are primarily preventive, but suggestions
on dealing with SD onceit has been recognizedarealso given. Just as with daytime
flight, flight with NVG requires aircrew to perceive adequate visual cues in order
to be safe and effective. Spatial disorientation occurring during rotary-wing NOE
flight with NVG is essentially caused by a failure to acquire or recognize the
visual cuesthat are essential to the maintenanceofspatial orientation in the NOE
environment.
Generally, the closer one is to the ground the better are the available visual
cues, as long as they exist in the first place. Anticipation of a visually degraded
environment, and thus the techniquesthat will be required to maintain orientation,
is essential. A commonproblemisthe failure to appreciate whenthereislittle or no
contrast or ground texture, two of the most reliable depth cues during NVGflight
whenclose to the ground given that manyof the three-dimensionalvisual cues are
lost during NVGflight (see Chapter 7, Sec. III.C). Therefore, the best advantage
of the resulting two-dimensional environment must be taken to prevent SD. For
example, it would be recklessto plan an approachto a single visual reference point
in a snowfield while wearing NVGs. The crew shouldplanto follow known“solid”
line features such as hedgerowsratherthan transit across open spaceswithlittle or
no orientation information available. In these circumstancesit is also advisable in
side-by-side helicopters for the pilot who is immediately adjacent to the feature to
take control. Flying with NVGsis a skill that is easily lost, and therefore currency
and competencyare significant factors affecting orientation. The moreskilledpilot
should therefore undertake the more difficult task.
Although many NVGstandard operating proceduresallocate flight instrument
monitoring duties (particularly speed andaltitude) to the nonhandlingpilot, two
pairs of eyes directed “outside” the cockpit are strongly advisedin the final stages
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of the approach to land and during hovering maneuvers. The specific characteristics of an individual pair of NVGs andthe external illumination conditions also
contribute to SD. If the NVGsare not functioning properly,orif flight is planned
for a particularly dark night, the pilot is already placing himself or herself at a
disadvantage. The fixed-wing lost wingman procedure can be adopted during helicopter NVG flight at transit altitude. However, transit flights in helicopters are
usually at a significantly loweraltitude than fixed-wing flights, and so, as the visual scene is more likely to be “cluttered” by terrain features, the technique of
sky-lining the lead aircraft by slightly reducing altitude is a useful way for the
wingmanto maintain or regain his/her orientation within the formation.
When in NOEflight, military helicopters tend to operate as a single ship in a
group, and so the strategies for overcoming SD need only concern that particular
aircraft (providing the pilot has a good situational awarenessof the location of the
otheraircraft in the mission). As far as coping strategies are concerned, a handling
pilot who loses visual reference should immediately inform the nonhandling pilot. If the nonhandling pilot has maintained visual references, he or she should
take control immediately. If both pilots have lost visual references, the previously
planned overshoot mustbe initiated. If solo, the pilot must initiate the previously
planned overshoot without delay, based on a lower threshold of uncertainty than
in a two-seat aircraft. The majority of rotary-wing accidents andserious incidents
that have arisen suggest that aircrew did not appreciate the particular environmental and equipmentlimitations and subsequently failed to modify their visual
scanning technique. The importance of maintaining excellent visual reference with
the ground and neighboring obstaclesat all times cannot be overstressed.
c. Helicopter flight with monocular helmet-mounted devices. The Apache
helicopter’s integrated helmet and display sighting system (IHADSS) presents
peculiar circumstancesin that it incorporates a monocular display in which visual
image from a forward-looking infrared (FLIR) sensor is combined with flight and
target-acquisition symbology and presented to the pilot’s right eye during night
flight while vision in the left eye remains unaided. Once again, the emphasis must
be upon avoidance of SD, and most of the recommendations made in the NVG
section are pertinentto flight using FLIR.*’ The primary advantage of the Apache
IHADSS over the NVGis the inclusion offlight reference symbology (although
projecting symbology into NVGshasrecently been introduced in some military
aircraft). However, the scanning technique is both within the HMD—moving the
eye(s) around the display—as well as moving the eyes and head aroundthe cockpit
and external environment. Recovery from SD can therefore be assisted by this
technology, and it is possible (with appropriate training) to control the aircraft
to make the instruments read right even during NOE andhoveringflight. When
HMDsare used in the modern Apachehelicopters (U.S. Army AH-64D and the
British Army’s Apache AH Mk1), recognized SD copingstrategies once visual
cues are lost at any stage of flight are as follows:
1) Use the aircraft visible light source (landing lamp).
2) Use the secondary FLIR sensor. There is both a FLIR pilot’s night-vision
system (PNVS) and target-acquisition and designation system (TADS), although
the latter’s resolution and lateral slew rate is not as good as the former.
3) Handover control to the otherpilot.
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UH-1

CH-47D

OH58A/C

OH-58D

UH-60

AH-64

All types

Fig.1 Percentage of U.S. Army SD accidents in which poor CRM wasconsidered to
be a factor. (Reproduced with permission of Braithwaite et al.; Refs. 16, 17, and 37.)

4) If both aircrew havelost references, executethe vertical helicopter instrument
recovery procedure (VHIRP). This is summarized as follows: 1) apply collective

powerto initiate a vertical climb using the HMD’s instrumentreference; 2) declare
to the other pilot that one is executing VHIRP; 3) ensure that the climbis vertical
and when clear of obstacles, transition into forward flight; 4) select the flight

page onthe left-hand multipurpose display so that the unaided left eye now has

an instrument reference, whilestill using the HMD’s instrument reference; and

5) change instrumentreference from the HMDto the multipurposedisplay flight
page and continueasa traditional instrumentrecovery.
4.

SD and Crew Resource ManagementInstruction

Poor CRM hasbeencited as an important factor leading to an increasedrisk of

SD in manyaircraft accidents and incidents. '°'”.3”-48 Figure 1 showsthe percentage

of episodes in which poor CRM wasconsideredto be a factor in a series of U.S.
Armyrotary-wing accidents. The results of an aircrew survey*? showedthat there
was significantly increasedseverity of the worst-ever SD episode if poor CRM
had either contributed to the generation of the incident or had hampered recovery.
In many accidents better allocation of crew duties, for example, onepilot attending
inside and the other attending outside the cockpit, might have meant that at least
one crew member would have escaped SD. Conversely, results from the same

survey suggested that good CRM attenuates the severity of the SD incident (see
Fig. 2). In the accident studies one of the most frequently cited enhancements to
controlling the SD hazard was improved CRM. Allied to better crew coordination
was another frequently identified potential solution: improved scanning both inside
and outside the cockpit.
In a study ofloss of situational awareness and SD in the USAF from 1980-1999
(Ref. 12), it was demonstrated that the introduction of CRM programsresulted in
a dramatic decreasein the loss of aircraft from these causes.
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Good CRM prevented

Poor CRM contributed to

incident from becoming worse
(83.2%)

incident (11.4%)

~—

Poor CRM hampered
recovery (5.4%)

Fig.2 Relationship between CRM and outcomeof U.S. ArmySDincidents, according
to aircrew survey. (Reproduced with permission of Durnfordetal.; Ref. 49.)

According to a review of the CRM syllabi of U.S. forces,°? SD appearsto be

mentioned in CRM courses, but there is no standardized syllabus, andtraining is
very dependenton the instructor and the type of airframe. The recommendation
was madethat each service should examine its own greatest SD threats, list them,

and provide the information to CRM trainers and mission plannersfor inclusion in
these processes. There is anecdotal evidencethat this initiative is helping to raise
the awareness of SD as a continuing significant aviation hazard, but definitive
analyses are yet to be published.
5.

Instruction Directed at Instructors and Nonaircrew

It must be rememberedthat the problem of SD is not just the pilot’s concern.
Most military flights are authorized, and the authorizing officer has a responsibility
to ensurethat the crew are best prepared for their mission. This fact is also pertinent
to civilian agencies. In their review of general aviation accidents, Kirkham et al.!°
recommendedthatit is importantfor examiners(and authorizing)officers to satisfy
themselves that the pilot has a good awareness of the SD hazard andrisk andis
competent at the strategies to prevent and overcome SD. Training in SD should
not be confined to aircrew. Air traffic controllers have also contributed to SD
mishaps (see Chapter 4, Sec. II.F) and require a basic awareness of SD in order
to appreciate the physiological limitations that are experienced by the pilots they
control, especially because most of them are not pilots themselves.
III.

Ground-Based Devices

Because SD-related aircraft mishaps continue on their steady pace, perhaps even
increasing,°° it makes sense for all program managers to review current groundbased training practices and to determine if something can be done to reduce
the number of SD accidents. Studies have shownthe potential positive impactif

ground-based devices are used to teach certain aspects of SD.'°!)°* This section

aims to provide the reader with an overall understanding of issues to consider
whenselecting a ground-based device for SD countermeasures training, some of
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the different types of devices available, their capabilities, and where more detailed
information can be found. Theselection of a particular device should be considered
in the context of the overall flight training program goals and budgets, and
we
do not advocate one device over another. Regardless of the type of device one
considers, we feel strongly that all flight-training programs should incorporate
a
device designed to safely exposepilots (or pilot trainees) to the vestibular
and
visual conflicts associated with SD inflight.
A.

Past Devices for SD Demonstration/Training
Previc and Ercoline*’ summarize an historical account of past spatial disorientation devices developedforthe sole purpose of demonstrating SDillusions. They
foundthat overthe past 70 years these devices evolved from simple rotational-only

chairs, like the Baranychair, to complex machines with wide FOV;collimatedvi
-

sual systems; reprogrammable glass cockpits; cockpit motionin pitch,roll, yaw,
and planetary orbit (each axis is associated with a degree of freedom); andpilotin-the-loop controls (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Evolution in spatial disorientation demonstrators/trainers
from the 1920s to
the 1990s: a) Baranychair c. 1920, with Ocker box containing
rudimentaryinstrumentation, rotates only in yaw;b) flight simulator—caliber USAF
Advanced Spatial
Disorientation Trainer (ASDT) capable of producingvariable gravitoi
nertal force and
360-deg motionin pitch,roll yaw and planetary rotation; c) ASDT
reconfigurable cockpit with wide FOVvisualscene, allowingpilot-in-the-loop control.
(Photos reproduced
with permission of USAFSAM,Brooks City-Base, Texas.)
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The Ruggles Orientator, a device well rooted in the history of flight simulators,
seems to have been an exception to these early devices (see Fig. 3 in Chapter 1). It
was developed in the very early part of the last century and provided full motion
(360 deg) aboutthe pitch, roll, and yaw axes, while the subject in the seat could
control the response with a type of aircraft controlstick. Actually designed andfirst
usedforthe selection of candidatesfor pilot training, it never reachedits designed

intent and was soon abandoned.® However, as far as motion for a ground-based
trainer goes, it was aheadofits time. Wheneventually modified, it provided the

workingsof the first knownpilot-in-the-loopflight procedures trainer—the beginning of the flight simulator business. [Carl Crane, who collaborated with Co. Ocker
in research andtraining in SD and instrumentflight during the 1920s and 1930s
(see Chapter 1), claimed to have patented a modified Ruggles Orientatoras thefirst
flight simulator. Because ofrestrictions placed upon military personnel regarding
owningpatents, Cranegavehis patentrights to Edwin Link, whoeventually developedthe Blue Box,thefirstflight simulatorused in training throughout the world.*
Previc and Ercoline>? also found that devices developed for teaching SD countermeasures were usually used as demonstrators. Measuring the effectiveness of
the training rarely seemedto be an issue, mainly because the devices neverrealistically had the capability of a flight simulator. This changed with the advent of
the Gyrolab 2000 around 1993. The device, first known as the USAF Advanced

Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator (ASDD) during its development and now
as the Advanced Spatial Disorientation Trainer (ASDT), set a new standard for
combining presentation of SD illusions and flight simulation (see Fig. 3). This
device was built to provide the pilot with the capability to fly into and out of
SD illusions—profiles were actually developed that could be integrated into the
simulator’s dynamic modelof the aircraft. The pilot could now conduct realistic
flight tasks in the flight simulator, respondtoflight situationsor illusions via the
aircraft controls, and experience Type I and Type II SD. Basic SD profiles were
developed and tested in 1995, and the results were very much in support of this

type oftraining.”

Issues to Consider for Selecting a Device
Dowd® summarizes six issues to consider when defining a spatial orientation
trainer: similarity, reproducibility, recovery capabilities, training, safety, and costs.
Although weagreewiththe intentof these six criteria, we prefera setoffive similar
factors or issues for consideration when trying to decide on a device.

B.

Ability to Demonstrate CommonIllusions
The primary goal of any SD countermeasures program should be the ability to
safely demonstrate manyof the illusions associated with SD related-mishaps. Because this is almost impossible to doin flight, the next best thing is a ground-based
the
device. So, the primary feature of any ground-based device is to demonstrate

1.

y responsible
most commonillusions, assuming that those illusions are ultimatel

2500
for most SD-related aircraft accidents. Based on the responses of more than
USAFpilots when asked about the SD illusions they experienced, the leans was
*Personal communication with Carl Crane, 1975.
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by far the most commonin-flight SD illusion.** In addition, pilots reported experiencing a wide variety of the other knownillusions, but most did not consider
these to be as threatening as the leans. Almostall pilots reported experiencing the
leans at one time or another, and demonstration of this illusion should be a basic
requirement for any acceptable ground-baseddevice.
In addition, the device should havethe flexibility to be programmedto reproduce
other SD illusions when anillusion is found causalin a mishap. It is recommended
that a thorough review of the SD-related mishaps be studied before selecting a
device. This will also help in deciding the fidelity of the device needed to generate
the illusions. Exactly how the illusion is produced(an issue discussed next) can be
a point of contention, but the idea of being able to at least demonstrate most of the
most common illusions remains a desirable quality in ground-based SD devices.
2.

Reproducibility and Consistency of an Illusion

Reproducibility is another way of determining how well the feel of an illusion
on the ground simulates the sensation as it occurs in the aircraft. This is often
difficult to quantify because of the many psychological factors that influence SD
and the individual variability found across subjects. However, knowing a rough
approximationofthe range of sensory responses, and mostof the conditions used to
generate the sensations, will help define the specifications for the range of motion
and quality of visuals needed in the ground-based device of choice. One must
considerthe pilot population for which the deviceis being usedtotrain.It is likely
that more experienced pilots will require a higherfidelity. There are two major
waysto reproduce motion-related SD illusions.
The first approach requires at least a four degree-of-freedom (DOF) motion
platform (one DOF being the planetary arm movment) and a fundamental understanding of how to control the direction of the net force vector, also known as
the net gravitoinertial force. It also requires a simplified model of the vestibular
system,or at least an understanding of the vestibular responses of the semicircular
canals and otoliths (see Chapter 2). The philosophyis to match the movementof
the device’s attitude indicator with the actual movementof the cab. Control of
the net force vector is fundamental in accomplishing this relationship—termed a
“true-reading” attitude display. Ercolineet al.°° applied this philosophy when developing the five basic SD demonstrations introduced with the ASDD. Even when
using this philosophy with the most sophisticated SD ground-based motion system
of its type at that time, slight deviations from this procedure werestill required to
generate robust SD illusions. Exactly how far ground-based devices can go before
overcoming these limitations has yet to be determined.
The second approach is muchless expensive.In this case the pilot experiences
the illusion by tilting the cab to generate the somatosensory perception(e.g., bodyseat pressure). This philosophy uses gravity to makethe pilot feel the illusion as
if in flight, although the actual display of the attitude indicator mightnotreflect
the true orientation of the cab. As long asthe pilot feels the force consistent with
the illusion, and the attitude indicator is not required to reflect the actual attitude
of the cab, then a form of reproducibility has been achieved. Becausea planetary
arm is not required, this approach might be adequate for the demonstration of an
illusion, and it might very well turn out to be all that one can afford. It is yet to be

shown whether there are any learning differences between the two approaches.>”
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Instructor—Pilot Interaction

The control station should providethe instructor with the capability to changein-

strument readings andorientations of the cab. As mentionedearlier in this chapter,

modern technology and the developmentof training devices have madeit possible
to allow pilots to practice the skill of making the instruments read right, but the
instructor must have somecontrol to keep the pilot unaware of the next SD event.
This capability will allow pilots to practice Type ISD (usually accomplished with
the use of visual traps like channelized attention or task saturation; see Chapter4),
as well as experience a recognized conflict (for the practice of Type II SD) while
applying flight procedures to maintain safe control of the aircraft. This feature
also allowsthe instructor to vary the level of difficulty associated with each SD
illusion.
4.

Training Capability

Currently, this can be considered the weakestlink in judging existing devices.
No one really knows how well these devices train (see Sec. I.A and V). Training
capability implies a capacity to changepilot behavior througha positive transfer of
training between the SD deviceandthe aircraft. There are a few reports where the
quality of training experiencedbythe pilot in an SD motion demonstrator has been

perceived as valuable, but this is only a subjective measure.>*>° Becauseofthis,

there are those whofeel that nonmotion devices are adequate trainers for learning
of skills to cope with SD illusions. It is hard for the authors to imagine a device
for the demonstration or training of SD countermeasures without a motion base in
at least pitch, roll, and yaw. A fourth DOF, planetary movementis encouraged if
it can be afforded.
5.

Costs of Devices

Costs of SD countermeasurestrainers with reasonable motion and visuals can
range from ~$100K to the more advanced systems that exceed several million
U.S. dollars. The differences in the costs are usually associated with the following
factors: 1) the level of fidelity and range of motion, 2) the level of resolution and
FOVofthe visuals, 3) the level of flexibility and interaction required by the pilot
and operator, and 4) the level of support to maintain the device.
One should consider two types of costs when deciding on the appropriate training
device, that is, initial costs and recurring costs. Initial costs, those costs associated

with the actual purchase and installation of a device, are best found by direct
communications with the manufacturers listed in Table 1. Recurring costs, those

costs associated with the maintenance of the device, are difficult to predict, but
Table 1

List of known SDCM demonstrator/trainer

manufacturers

Company name
AMST (Austria)

ETC (USA)
Wyle Laboratories (USA)

Website
www.amst.co.at

www.etcusa.com
www.wylelabs.com

Phone
43 7722 892-0

215-355-9100
310-322-1763
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they must take into account the costs of computer upgrades, general maintenance
of the device, and visual scene modifications. This is usually driven by how fast
technology changes and by how manynewfeatures comeon the market.
In summary, the issues to consider for selecting a device should include number of demonstrations, reproducibility of illusion, instructor—student interaction,

training capability, and costs. Each of these five aspects can vary in the level
of sophistication, but it is appropriate for a flight-training manager to be aware
of each. The devices now on the market can satisfy most of these needs with a
wide variety of flexibility. Each program should lookatits training objectives and
its budget when trying to decide which device is most appropriate for its needs.
Consideration should also be given to the relative merits of a ground-based device
vs the developmentof a worthwhile in-flight demonstration sortie (see Sec. IV).
C.

SD Illusions and Ground-Based Requirements

Whendiscussing the types of SD illusions that can be generated with groundbased devices, one should remember the fundamentals of spatial orientation. As
described in Chapter1, Sec. III, there are three types of SD: Type I (unrecognized),
Type II (recognized), and Type III (incapacitating). Type I is usually associated
with a breakdownin the instrument scan, whereas TypesII andIII are associated

with actual recognized conflicts between two or more sensory systems.! Type III
SD, an overwhelming breakdownin aircraft control, has yet to be adequately
demonstrated or consistently induced in any ground-based device(e.g., Ref. 58).
Any ground-based device capable of making a positive influence on preventing
Type I SD will need a realistic instrument panel and a visual system to generate
a significant amount of workload to distract the pilot away from the instrument
crosscheck. For preventing Type II SD, a motion baseis needed,in addition to the
requirements for preventing Type I SD. Table 2 providesthe user with a listing of
several named SD illusions and the motion and visual systems considered necessary for their demonstration. SD termslike somatogyral, somatogravic, oculogyral,
and oculogravic are not included because these terms are not widely used in the
operational world. We consider a wide-FOV visual essential for a high-quality
display ground-basedtraining device(i.e., at least 100 deg horizontal and 50 deg
vertical). It is desirable to have wraparoundvisual scenes, but the current cost to

support this requirementis very high. For current systemshigh resolution is important within the central 40 deg of FOV and becomesless important as information
is displayed further into the periphery.
As mentionedin Sec. III.B, there are two motion philosophies to apply when
trying to produce manyofthe SD illusions. The difference between philosophies
will dictate whatis required of the motion base. Let us use the dark-takeoffillusion,
which involves the somatogravic illusion, to apply both procedures.
Underthe philosophy ofnot requiring the attitude indicator to match the orientation of the cab, tilting the cab backwards producesthe feeling of being pitched
up. The minimal motion neededis pitch. Here the sensation felt by the pilot in the
cab is one that can be interpreted as accelerating down the runway. Theforce of
gravity acting on the pilot’s back produces the feedback (i.e., pressure from the
cab against the back of the body), informing the pilot of an acceleration or climb.
In this approachthe pilot is usually showna visual scenethat depicts thepilot in a
level attitude while translating down a runway,but verbal instructions can produce
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Table 2

Types of SD illusions and the generalized motion and/orvisual
requirements

Nlusion
Coriolis
Autokinesis
Graveyard spin
Graveyardspiral

Gillingham illusion

Motion
Continuous yaw
Continuous yaw
Limited pitch and roll and
planetary motion
Continuous pitch and yaw

Leans(visual)
Leans(vestibular)

Continuous

pitch

y

yaw andlimited

Visual
Point light source
——
——
Wide FOV
(>40 degrees)

——

Limited pitch and planetary
motion
Black-hole approach
Dark-takeoff illusion

Pitch

Wide FOV
Wide FOV

Planetary motion
False horizon

Giant hand

Elevator illusion
G-excess illusion

Subthreshold motion
DIP
Runwayheight
misperception—high
flare

Inversion illusion

Wide FOV

Unknown
Continuous yaw, limited
pitch, and planetary motion

Unknown
——

Limited pitch, limitedroll,

Wide FOV

and planetary motion
Pitch,roll, yaw, and/or
planetary motion
—-

Continuous yaw, limited
pitch, and planetary motion

Narrow FOV
Wide FOV
——.

a similar mental state. This visual flow will look as if the pilot is accelerating in
a level attitude while in actuality the cab is tilted in pitch. If the attitude indicator
were shownto the pilot, it would have to be scaled (1.e., not a true representation
of the cab) to reflect the visual depiction of level pitch. The pilot’s sensory conflict
would be generated by the difference between the pitch of the cab as shown on
the level attitude indicator (a false reading) and the sense of being pitched up by
the tilt of the cab (a true perception). This approach requires the attitude indicator
to be incorrectly oriented when compared to the cab’s actual orientation. (Use
of this technique is commonly exploited throughout the flight simulator community. Actually the subject does not perceive a pitch up ina simulator, but rather
acceleration.)
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Underthe desired outcomeof the second motion philosophy,the attitude indicator must be true reading; therefore, the demonstration of the pitch-up illusion must
be generated in a way similar to that encountered in flight. The attitude display
must indicate level (a true situation) while the cab matches the attitude indicator
(also true). In this case planetary motion (1.e., radial acceleration, see Chapter 1,

Sec. IV.A.2) is needed to generate an inertial force on the back of the pilot. The
pitch-up sensation comesfrom centripetal force generated by the angular velocity
of the cab and the force of gravity. The net gravitoinertial force produces a perceived pitch approximately equal to the inverse tangent of the ratio of the radial
force to the gravitational force. There is no requirementto scale the pitch of the
attitude indicator because it reflects the true pitch of the cab. The pilot not only
sees an accurate display of pitch but also can apply forces to the control stick to
makethe attitude instrument behaveasin flight. The negative side of this approach
are the costs neededto generate these radial forces (planetary arm), the presence of
suprathreshold angular motion, and Coriolis stimulation of the semicircular canals
when head movements are made.
D.

Types of SD Demonstrators/Trainers

Devices for demonstrating SD,ortraining to counter SD, comein several shapes
and sizes. The three major types of devicesare listed next. The taxonomyusedis
the authors’ way of organizing the variability across the devices. As mentioned in
the preceding section, the level of fidelity, objectives of the training program, and
amount of moneyavailable for purchasing a device will ultimately determine the
machineto be deployed.
1.

Nonplanetary Devices

These devices are the least expensive and the mostplentiful. Theyarerelatively
easy to move because they are lightweight and their motion platform does not
require a permanentfixture in the floor. They range from a simple, single-DOF
(yaw) motionbase attached to a cockpit that incorporatesa virtual helmet to a more
sophisticated, three-DOFdevice (limited pitch and roll, and continuous yaw) used
by Oklahoma State University. Examples of a three-DOF device are shown in
Fig. 4. Some recently developed devices have included another DOF—vertical
heave. Costs of nonplanetary devices range from less than $100Kto slightly more
than $500K, depending upon the number of DOFsandthefidelity of the visuals
incorporated within the cab.
Collimated visual scenes can be found on devicesthat transmit the outside scene
to the pilot via a curved mirror or collimating lens. Although the use of multiple
monitors could increase the FOV to more than 40 deg, we have not found any
device currently on the market that uses more than one visual display monitor.
2.

Constant-Radius, Planetary Arm Devices

These devices are much less commonthan the nonplanetary systems, probably
because they are more expensiveto purchase and maintain,and they requirefacility
modification or construction to house the device. They usually contain a four-DOF
motion base (see Fig. 5), with some devices capable of adding heave (vertical
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b)

Fig.4 Four examples of three-degree-of-freedom (limited pitch and roll, continuous
yaw), nonplanetary devices: a) DISO by AMST, b) GAT II by ETC, c) GYROFLIGHT
by ETC, and d) GYRO IPT I by ETC.(Photos reproduced with permission of manufacturers.)

motion) as a fifth DOF. Depending on the length and speed of the arm and the
fidelity of the visual scene requirement, these devices can cost several million
U.S. dollars. The authors feel that simple devices with planetary motion and no
other DOF do haveutility in demonstrating somato/oculogravic illusions.
3.

Variable-Radius, Planetary Arm Devices

Although the concept of moving the cab along the planetary arm has been
successfully used for acceleration training and research,it is arelatively new feature
for SDCMtraining devices. It was applied to this application to reduce some of
the vestibular cross-coupling sensations produced bythe planetary motion devices.
Theillustration in Fig. 6 of the Desdemona, under development by AMST, shows
the integration of vertical (heave) and variable-radius planetary motion, along with
pitch, roll and yaw (six DOF).
4.

Summary of Types of Training Devices

Any of the ground-based devices can enhancethe capabilities ofa flight-training
program. Their full use might be dependent upon the knowledge of the profile

Fig. 5 Example of a constant-radius planetary device: the GyroLab 2000 by ETC,
shown here as the German Air Force Flight Orientation Trainer (FOT). The Gyrolab 2000 has four degrees of freedom: pitch, roll, yaw, and planetary orbit. (Photo
reproduced with permission of manufacturer.)

Fig. 6 Illustration of an example of a variable-radius planetary device: the Desdemona, under development by AMST.(Illustration reproduced with permission of
manufacturer.)
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List of some current SD demonstrators. The planetary arm of the Desdemonadevice
can vary with the radiusof the cab (+)
Pitch/
roll

Plane
-tary

Heave

CGI
visuals*

HDD®°

Pilot in
theloop

Flight
simulator

x

x

x

—

—

x

x

—

xX

x

—_-

——

x

xX

xX

xX

x

x

—

——

X-+*

x

x

x

xX
x

x
xX

—
x

x
—

x
X+°

x
X+

x
x

x
xX

xX

x

x+!

xX

x

xX

x

x

Device

Yaw

Vertifuge

GAT II
(ETC)
DISO
(AMST)
GyroIPTIL(ETC)
Gyrolab
2000
(ETC)?
Desdemona
(AMST)*

(Wyle)

4CGI = computer-generated imagery for external visuals.
DHDD = head-down displays (might or might not be computer generated).
©CGI external visual scene of DISO and Gyro 2000 are collimated (+).
dGyrolab 2000 visual system can provide a separate head-up display (+).
“Device not completed at time of publication.
Planetary arm of Desdemonadevice can vary with radius of cab (+).

designer, and notjust the available technology. Several features to consider when
looking into the use of such a device should include the following: 1) full 360 deg
of yaw movement; 2) limited pitch and bank motion (continuous 360 degis
not required for these axes); 3) flight stimulator movement features (washout,

washback, and scaling in pitch and bank), with the capability to enter and exit
whenspecified; and 4) computer-generated out-the-windowvisuals (the widerthe
FOV the better), linked to motion response times of less than 150 ms(a timedelay response required of most flight simulators); 5) head-down cockpit instruments (and possibly head-up and helmet-mounted displays); 6) planetary motion
and heave; 7) pilot-in-the-loop control in both flight simulation and SD illusion
modes; and 8) control station instructor operation over instruments, visuals, and

sound.
A device with these features will be capable of producing most SD illusions,
and, at the sametime, producerealistic flight simulation and situation awareness.

Table 3 provides a simple comparison of capabilities across the SD devices in
use and under development. A preference of one over another will depend on the
desired level of training for the program.
E.

Flight Simulators as Ground-Based Training Devices

The use of a flight simulator to provide SDCM training in place of a device
designed specifically for SD demonstrationsis alwaysa topic for discussion. Flight
simulators have already been successfully used for the demonstration of certain

rotary-wing SDillusions.'®!7>” With the exception of someof the motion-related

illusions, the flight simulator presents an excellent opportunity to capitalize on
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this training device to enhance awareness and coping strategies for helicopter
operations. A synopsis of the U.S. Army experience and further enhancements
to this type of training is included in Appendix C. There are a few SD illusions
that are not possible in a traditional flight simulator.°? These illusions, usually of
the somatogravic or somatogyral type, require special motion platforms and an
understanding of the causes of SD.
An FAA approved flight simulator is a device that is a full-size aircraft cockpit
replica of a specific type ofaircraft. It includes the hardware and software necessary
to mimic the aircraft both on the groundandintheair, and it typically uses a sixDOF motion system.It also uses a visual system for eachpilot that providesat least
a 45-deg horizontal FOV and a 30-deg vertical FOV. Finally, the system mustbe
evaluated and approved by the FAA.Eachsimulatoris then further characterized
by fidelity, as defined by visual characteristics or range and speed of motion.
The FAA requires a flight simulator to have a motion base. This 1s not the case
for many military flight simulators—a point of debate that has yet to be fully
resolved.°! The fighter-type simulators do not use motion systems, whereas the
large cargo and passenger-type simulators do. Unfortunately, the regulations do not
define a SD demonstrator or SDCM simulator. The most exposure to SD required
of USAFpilot trainees is to experience a motion-related vestibular illusion with
either the Baranychair or the Vista-Vertigon,if available.It can only be assumed
from this requirement that mostflight-training program directors feel the training
received via the current devices is adequate. If an organization doesnot have access
to a SD demonstrator, we then encourage them to evaluate the possibility of using
flight-training simulators to demonstrate SD illusions.
F.

Organizations Performing Ground-Based Demonstrations/Training

Within the past several years a few flight-training programs around the globe
have taken an interest in SD demonstrators. In 1974 the United Kingdom Royal
Air Force (RAF) flight physiology program beganusing a spatial-disorientation
familiarization device (SDFD) that provided planetary rotation and enabled the
demonstration of the somatogravicillusion.*° The SDFD hassince been replaced
by two Gyro IPT 1 systems. The German Air Forceusesa flight orientation trainer
(FOT) as a spatial orientation trainer for a select group of pilots. The German FOTis
basically the same device as the USAF’s ASDT,whichare both versionsof the ETC
Gyrolab 2000. The USAF ASDTispresently being usedto train instrumentflying
instructor pilots at the USAF Advanced Instrument School. Several Middle and Far
Fast countries use various versions of the Gyrolab 2000. The Royal Netherlands
Air Force physiology refresher program currently incorporates the AMST DISO
for spatial orientation training, and this organization is playing a significant part
in the development of the Desdemona. The FAA recently purchased two portable
spatial disorientation demonstrators and plans to use these devicesto reach general
aviation pilots with a SD awareness program. Oklahoma State University has
just purchased a new GAT II(spatial orientation and flight trainer) device. The
U.S. Navyoperates a unique system, the Multistation Disorientation Demonstrator
(MSDD)at the Navy Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Pensacola, Florida. This

device has been used to simultaneously demonstrate a variety of SD illusions to as

many as 10 people.® The U.S. Navyis currently pursuing acquisition of a more
advanced SDCMtrainer.
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Fig.7 Vertifuge by Emro (now Wyle): an example of a constant-radius, planetary arm
device. (Photo reproduced with permission of USAFSAM,Brooks City-Base, Texas.)

Overthe past three or four decades, the U.S. Navy and Air Force successfully
used a constant-arm planetary device called the Vertifuge (see Fig. 7) for research
and limited training. The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine used one of these
devices for research as recently as 1993 whenit was replaced by the ASDD. AIthough we do not know of anyonestill using a Vertifuge, we feel it appropriate
to mention that lessons learned from it have good application to any SD countermeasures training program. Those who usedof the Vertifuge set the stage for
advancing the concept of more sophisticated SD demonstrators.™
IV.

In-Flight Demonstration and Training

One of the most important SD countermeasures is the aviator’s awareness of
his or her physiological vulnerability to SD and the operational circumstances
and phasesof flight in which SD is most likely to occur. There are many distinct
advantages to conducting SD demonstrations in the environment in which aviators operate (see Sec. V), not the least of whichis to allow the aviators to discover
personally that their sensory system is inadequate to maintain orientation when deprived ofvisual cues.* Afterall, the aircraft is the perfect dynamic flight simulator!
A.

Historical Perspective

Crawford and Davis® and Henning® developed series of flight maneuvers for

the induction and demonstration of SD for the U.S. Navy and USAF,but there was
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only minimal follow-throughofthis initiative, and the procedures were discontinued. However, a specific rotary-wing SD demonstration sortie was developed by
the British Army and has been conducted since 1982 (Refs. 19 and 67). Student
pilots experience the demonstration duringtheir initial flying training course and
every five years thereafter. The rotary-wing SD demonstration sortie has since

been adopted by the U.S. Army?’ and the Canadian Forces, and it is hoped that
it will be standardized across the ASCC nations.® Furthermore, following an
ASCCinitiative, a high-performance fixed-wing version of the demonstration has

been redeveloped’ (Brown, D. L., “The Fixed Wing in Flight Spatial Disorien-

tation Demonstration,” Royal Air Force Centre of Aviation Medicine, personal

communication, Henlow, England, U.K., 2000). The fundamental procedures of

both demonstrations are summarized next and describedin detail in Appendices D
and E.
B.

Rotary-Wing Demonstration
In the ideal version of this demonstration, three students are flown on eachsortie.

Each experiences one or more forward flight maneuvers and a hover maneuver.
The sortie should not be flown with less than two students, as there are distinct
benefits from observing the reaction of peers as well as experiencing the maneuvers
themselves. Duringthe transit to the demonstration area, the physiologyofthe orientation senses1s briefly reviewed. A series of forward flight and hover maneuvers
are then conducted.In turn, students are instructedto sit free of airframe structures

other than the seat, note the aircraft’s initial flight parameters, close their eyes and

lower their dark visor, and, as the “subject” for that maneuver, to give a running

commentary on their perception of the aircraft’s flight path. In this way the subject
is deprived of vision, so that the unreliability of the nonvisual orientation senses
can be demonstrated. The other two students (observers) are asked to observe but
not commentuntil after the maneuveris complete. A verbal debrief is conducted
immediately after each maneuver.
I.

Illusions Demonstrated

The following illusions are demonstrated: somatogyral illusion, the contribution
of suprathreshold and subthreshold vestibular and kinesthetic stimuli to SD, and
the absenceof veridical information on altitude and airspeed in conditions of poor
visibility. Full details are described in Appendix D.
2.

Conduct of the Demonstration

The option of who is to conduct the sortie and the type of helicopter must be
determined. These are addressed next, enabling trainers to choose the situation
which best suits their needs and resources. Three standards are presented, and
their advantages and disadvantagesare presented in Table 4. The gold standard,in
whichthe pilot is an expert on SD, mustbe regardedasthe preferred solution. The
bronze solution, in which only an instructor pilot and students are present, is the
absolutely acceptable minimum andshould only be acceptedif a higher standard
is not possible. The British Armyis the only service to have had comprehensive
experience of this demonstration over the last 20 years. Their flight surgeons are

Standard
Gold

Pilot

SME*

Flight surgeon (FS)

FSisalsothe
pilot.

OSE

Rotary-wing demonstration standards
Advantages

The pilot-FS intimately knowsthe “desired”
response to each demonstration.
FS is available to explain/debrief any nuances
that mightarise.
FS can make immediate minor modifications to
the demonstration.

Disadvantages
FS mustalso be a pilot.
Helicopter must be qualified for
single pilot operations.

Asan IP is not present, for ab initio students, this

appears as a nonthreatening demonstration and
not a “check-ride.”

Three (the optimum number) students can be

flown in most small helicopters and is therefore
also cost effective.

Silver

Instructor pilot (IP)

FS

Bronze

Instructor pilot

Nil

@SME = subject matter expert.

Is acceptable for nations/services whose FS arenot
pilots.
FS is available to brief/debrief each demonstration.
Could be just acceptable when theaircraft
passengerloadis limited to 3 (IP plus
2 students).

Both IPs and FS require training.
FS musttrain IP in the conductof
each demonstration.
Not as “flexible” as Gold standard.
IP must be trained in the conduct
of each demonstration and in
the correct briefing/debriefing
procedures.
Theleast desired and flexible option.
Asonly the IP is present, might be
perceived by students as a further
check-ride.

“WW La SLIVMHLIVYSE “DW

Table 4
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also pilots who both fly and conduct the sortie, and the demonstration has been
fully validated when conducted in this manner. Many other organizations have
flight surgeons whoare not rated aviators. As an alternative, an instructor pilot
could therefore fly the sorties—the silver standard. However,it is highly desirable
that a flight surgeon should conductthe sortie, preferably from the other front crew
seat. The flight surgeon will have performedthe ground-basedtraining and should,
therefore, be on hand to explain the mechanics of SD. This is possible as evidenced
by the introduction of the SD demonstration sortie to U.S. Army Aviation in 1995
(Ref. 37).
The type of helicopter used to conductthis sortie should be capable of carrying seated, forward-facing passengers in the rear cabin and enable them to have
a reasonable view of both the instrumentpanelandthe outside terrain. Those experiencing the sortie should not face backwards or sideways because they would
not be exposed to the same direction of accelerative forces with which they are
familiar as front-seat crew members. Ideally, the aircraft should be qualified for
single-pilot operations.
Flight surgeons experienced in this demonstration can readily train their colleagues as well as instructor pilots. Experience from introducing the sortie to

U. S. Army Aviation,!®°’ in which the flight surgeons were notrated pilots, was

that training and practice sessions for each instructor pilot were performed individually and took approximately 1.5 h. This training time could be reduced
if several instructor pilots were shown the sortie simultaneously. The core of
aeromedical training expertise should continue to be at an aeromedical training
center, with new flight surgeons being trained as they attend the flight surgeon
course.
There is good evidence from the British Army Air Corps’ experience”? that
the initial SD sortie is best flown just before students learn instrument flying in
helicopters. To aid understanding and awareness, the period since students last
attended aeromedical lectures on SD should not be too long (less than eight weeks
is suggested). The sortie should also be flown every 4—5 years as part of refresher
training in SD.
Although inclusion of this demonstration sortie in a rotary-wing flight syllabus
entails an additional flight to be programmed(for every three students), the authors
believe thatthere is a positive cost-benefit relationship.®’ Both internal and external
validation of this demonstration is discussed in Sec. V.
C.

High-Performance Fixed-Wing Demonstration

To date, this demonstration has only been flown in the Hawk T Mk training
aircraft of the United Kingdom’s Royal Air Force (Brown, D. L., “The Fixed
Wing in Flight Spatial Disorientation Demonstration,’ Royal Air Force Centre of
Aviation Medicine, personal communication, Henlow, England, U.K., 2000), but

it is being assessed by other air forces and in other airframes. A combination of
somatogravic and somatogyralillusions convincingly illustrates how inaccurately
the humansensespredict orientation relative to the Earth’s surface. Eachillusionis
outlined in Appendix E, followedby a description that can be used bytheinstructor
pilot to explain the illusion, where in flight it can occur, and the consequencesof
succumbingtothe illusion.
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Illusions Demonstrated

The following eight illusions are demonstrated (full details are described in
Appendix E): pitch misperception, elevator illusion, false climb in a turn, diving
during turn recovery,the leans, postroll effect (Gillingham illusion), tilt with skid,
and Coriolis.
2.

Conduct of the Demonstration

High-performancefixed-wingaircraft have a maximum oftwoseats. In contrast
to the rotary-wing demonstration, this demonstration must therefore be performed
one-to-one and implicitly must be conductedbyeither a flight surgeon-pilot or an
enlightened instructorpilot. Hopefully, once a knowledgebaseis established within
the training organization, the properinstructor training can be readily prepared.
Contrary to the rotary-wing demonstration,it is suggested that no extra training
sortie be required to perform this demonstration. The eightillusions can be flown
in a total time of about 20 min either en route to a training area or returning to

base. Alternatively, a few can be demonstrated on several sorties. However,it is

essential that the training objectives be established.

D.

In-Flight Training Procedures

Having experienced a formal demonstration of the limitations of the orientation senses in flight, it is imperative that the student pilot be trained in both the
prevention of SD inflight and the strategies to overcome SD whenit occurs. Specific
didactic instructions for coping with SD during various formsof flight and circumstances were providedin Sec. I.E. This subsection will cover the general principles
of inflight training, in particular the importanceofsetting training objectives.
Cheung’’ emphasized that the practical understanding of SD is best attained
through exposureto visual and vestibular illusions in an actual flight environment
in a well-planned and controlled manner. In-flight training ideally leads to an
enhanced SD awarenessand a behavior modification through personal experiences
gained during actual flight. These experiences, in turn, encourage avoidance of
future SD situations and enable the pilot to recover from SD. In-flight training in
SD has generally beenrestricted to instrumentflying training, including procedures
to be taken upon inadvertententry into IMC, and to recovery from unusualattitudes.
Whereas it cannot be refuted that these skills are important, there is an apparent
lack of consistency in the way that procedures are taught.!° Furthermore, there
is increasing evidencethat the traditional methods are not as effective as they
should be in overcoming SD in flight.* The establishmentof training objectives
can improveboth.
I.

Instrument Flight Training

Currency and competencyat flying with reference to flight instruments has long
been the recommended mainstay of coping with SD.' Military aviation authorities have recognized this fact since shortly after World War I, and procedural
instrument flight is the normal method employed by commercial aviation. There
is also now a much greater emphasis on encouraging the general aviation pilot to
achieve and maintain an instrumentflying rating.!° However, there appears to be
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a tendency for a large proportion of instrumentflight training to be conducted in
flight simulators rather than in the actual aircraft. Althoughit is realized that this
decision is resource-driven, flying-training authorities should question whether a
positive transfer of training is really being achieved. Flying by instrumentsis a
moredifficult psychomotor task than flying by external visual reference andis thus
more susceptible to impairmentby task load, anxiety or otherstresses that might

raise the level of behavioral arousal above the optimum.**7!

Therefore, to become moreproficient when actual IMC conditions are encountered it is most important that instrument-flying training should include as many
additional stressors as are compatible with flight safety. A graduated syllabus of
increasing imposed difficulty as the students progress through flying training is
recommended, as is frequent refresher training andtesting.
2.

Inadvertent Entry into IMC

Althoughtraining objectives to achieve competency in general instrument flight
will be aircraft type and modelspecific (because of differences in flight-control
and managementsystems), it is possible to define a generictraining objective for
inadvertent entry to IMC. The following is extracted from an ASCC publication”
to provide a commontraining basefor aircrew on joint and combined operations.
Training is to be conducted during both elementary and advanced (including operational conversion) flight training, and also during conversion to each specific
aircraft type. An assessmentof skills should also be made during revalidation
of an instrumentflying rating. The following are the MINIMUM requirements
for whicha training objective is to be stated. During a training flight in visual
meteorological conditions (VMC), the instructor will announce a simulated inadvertent entry to IMC. If the aircraftis appropriately rated, the procedureis to
be performed during both day and nightflight. It will also be performed during
flight with NVDsif the aircraft is appropriately equippedandthe studentis rated
on NVDs. Thestudent will correctly perform the procedures for inadvertent entry to IMC, i.e. immediate reversion toflight by reference to the primary flight
instruments. Indicated airspeed and vertical speed are to be appropriate to the
aircraft type. A climb to the safety altitude is to be achieved. Flight Instructors
are to be taughtto perform andassess these procedures during their owninstructor
training.

3.

Recovery from UnusualAttitudes (Positions)
If pilots fail to maintain their desired orientation inflight but recognize that they
have becomedisoriented, they must be able to effectively recoverthe aircraft to
within safe operating limits. This is a rare, but not unknownevent in commercial
flying”? yet is common in both high-performance and helicopter operations in
military flying,*?” andis extremely commonin general aviationflying, particularly among those pilots who do not have an instrument rating.'° It is, therefore,
an essential proficiency at which the pilot must become and remain skilled.
Most military air forces include unusualattitude recovery in their training syllabi, but there is evidence that the standards and periodicity with which they are

performed is extremely variable.®’’ By definition, pilots are required to recover

from a circumstance in which they have recognized that they are disorientated and
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therefore, more emphasis on Type II SDCM training is required. A suggestion
is to routinely allow the student pilot to enter an unusualattitude by flying with
his/her eyes closed for a period of time and then recover from it with eyes open,in
addition to the more traditional method in whichtheinstructor places the student
into an unusualattitude.
Although flight instruction manualsare aircraft specific in the execution of these
exercises, a generic training objective is possible. Appendix F contains an extract
from an ASCC publication’” to provide a commontraining base for aircrew on
joint and combined operations. A more detailed description of specific unusual
attitude recognition and recovery proceduresis described in Chapters 9 and 10.
Attitude recovery training is rare in general aviation, but there is an increasing
trend in commercial aviation to include the teaching and practice of recovery
from unusual attitudes (“airplane upsets”) during both initial pilot training and
duringrefresher sessions. Programs range from classroom lectures complemented
with ground-based demonstration through demonstration and training in flight
simulators to employing small aerobatic aircraft to train novice pilots in handling
extreme attitudes. Despite the appeal of such training among pilots who have
received it,’*’> there is some concern that the ground-based simulation might
provide false or improper cuesand lead to negative transfer of training’° and that
the aerobatic experience mightnot equateto that of a large commercialaircraft. To
date, no formal evaluation of the effectiveness of existing airplane-upset training
programs has been conducted, although NASA andthe Airplane Upset Training
Aid Consortium are currently planning such a test. Nevertheless, major commercial
airlines (e.g., American, SAS, US Airways) appear committed to enhancing the
competenceoftheir crews through this enhancedtraining.
V.

Efficacy of Demonstration and Training

The systems approach totraining (SAT) requires organizations to monitor the
efficacy and validity of training. This section examines the available evidence for
the benefits of existing SD training programsandinitiatives and providesthe reader
with some suggestions as to how to monitorthe effectiveness of SDtraining.
Validation of SD training effectiveness is the process of determining 1) whether
training has achieved the specified training objectives (internal validation) and
2) whetherthe training objectives reflect the operational flying requirements(external validation). Continuous and systematic validationoftraining 1s necessary to
establish that training is effective and to ensurethatit is adjusted to meet changes
in flying requirements. Such changes might be caused by the introduction of new
or modified equipment, by new techniques, or by the restructuring of the flying
demandsto include new tasks or exclude old ones.
Oncethe decision to perform SD training has been taken, consideration of the
most cost-effective means of carrying outthe training is necessary (i.e., efficiency).
Assessmentof SD training effectiveness is a principal concern of instructors. Mea-

sures of SD training efficiency, on the other hand, are the concern of others besides

the instructor and arelikely to involve consideration of budgetary and other factors
beyond the competence of those immediately concerned with training. It must be
stressed that these processesare particularly importantin the prevailing climate of
fiscal constraint and limited resources.
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Validation allows training programs to meet changesin the job requirements.
This is extremely important in aviation. General aviation aircraft are becoming
more diverse—some more sophisticated, whereas others arguably simpler than
before (e.g., microlights or ultralights). In the military field, despite advances in

control and instrumenttechnology, aircrew certainly do not have a lesser number

of tasks, but these tasks have significantly changed in nature overthe years. Asfar

as training in SD is concerned,it is reasonable to make the following statements

with respect to the SAT process: 1) the job can be generally defined as the optimal
performanceof thepilotin his/her duties, and specifically as the prevention and/or
control of the hazard of SD; 2) training objectives must be established for SDCM
training; 3) where they have beenset, the training objectives must be designed
to result in an improvementin flight safety and an enhancementin mission effectiveness. That is, training must prepare the pilot to be more aware of the SD
hazardto prevent himself/herself from becoming disoriented and to recognize and
to overcome SD.
The metrics that should be used to determine the effectiveness of SD demonstration andtraining are difficult to define, and different studies have used different
outcomes. The extremes range from usersatisfaction to training at the “soft” end
of the effectiveness continuum to a demonstrated reduction in the SD accidentrate
at the “hard” end. The formercanreally only be regarded as a measureofinternal
validation, whereasthe latter goes muchof the wayto being an externalvalidation
assessment. However, eventhe latter is fraught with problems because of the differences in both the analysis and subsequentclassification of the SD accident.It is
even more difficult to measure the effectiveness of SD training in preventing the
SD incident that compromises mission effectiveness. It is well established that SD
incidents that“just frighten”the pilot are grossly underreported, possibly because
somepilots still feel that they should be invulnerable to SD. Unless open reporting
procedures can be encouragedandinstituted, incident reports can only be useful as
training aids and not as an appropriate measure for the effectiveness of SD training.
Despite previous recommendations that ground-based and inflight training
methods should require validation to ensure that the implemented trainingis likely
to be effective,’’ there have been few formal reports addressing this issue, and
most of these have only been concerned with internal validation. The following
paragraphs summarize the available evidence.
Collins et al.”* analyzed the responsesof 674 students attending Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA)-certified and ground schools concerning the conduct of SD
training. More than 1/3 evaluated the training as inadequate, primarily from a lack
of appropriate training materials. Recommendations were made for improvements
and are summarized in a review of SD in general aviation pilots.!° This is a good
example of external validation, albeit in the user-satisfaction category, leading to
an enhancement of the training. Although a follow-up study could not be found
in the openliterature, the SDCMtraining ofgeneralaviation pilots has since been

significantly enhancedas a result of the earlier survey.*!

Walsh’? surveyed 131 USAF undergraduate pilots by meansof a questionnaire
that requested details of their in-flight SD training experience and opinionson its
efficacy. In particular, the extent and degree of success of in flight training was
analyzed. Alarmingly, over 53% hadreceived neither inflight demonstrations nor
classroom discussions. Althoughthe effectiveness ofthe inflight demonstration of
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Fig. 8 Distribution of USAF aircrew responses on the value of SD training: 1 = no
value, 4 = satisfactory, 7 = excellentin all respects. (Reproduced with permission of
Matthews; Ref. 48.)

the leans was regardedassatisfactory by 91%, only 31% considered the graveyard
spiral demonstration to be effective. The survey concludedthat there was a need for
a well-defined, validated set of demonstration proceduresto elicit specific illusions
in flight. This study clearly identified a lack of training objectives resulting in either
the omission of demonstrations to a large proportion of students or an ineffective
execution of the training.
In the largest-ever survey of USAFaircrew concerningtheir experiences of SD,
in which over 2500 responses were received, Matthews*®asked specifically about
satisfaction with SD training. The distribution of responses is shownin Fig. 8.
Generally, aircrew were happy with the training they had received as shown
by the 92.9% whorated their training as satisfactory or better. The satisfaction
level was higher amongpilots whohadreceived training from a variety of sources
(lectures, ground-basedtraining devices, and in-flight training) as compared with
pilots who hadreceived limited training opportunities. S. R. Holmes (“A Spatial
Disorientation Survey of UK Aircrew,’ Defence and Evaluation Research Agency,

personal communication, Farnborough, England, U.K., 2001) has performed an

identical survey in the United Kingdom,andthe preliminary responsesare similar
to Matthew’s findings. These surveys demonstrate that from an operator’s viewpoint, SD training is generally regarded as being satisfactory. However, there is
little direct evidencethatthe training is proving effective in reducing the incidence
or severity of SD in flight. Until this can be proven, the existing data provide a
good argumentthatfurther training enhancements are still required.
There have been several recent user surveys of the more sophisticated groundbased demonstration devices. An evaluation of the ASDD demonstration profiles
was performed” which assessed the illusion effectiveness (for Type I SD) and
the ability to generate visual-vestibular conflicts (Type II SD). Thirty-four of 40
subjects provided overall commentsof their ASDD experience on the postsession
survey. Representative comments (edited and condensed) included: “excellent at
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showing the affects of SD”; “just experiencing the symptomsin a controlled environment will place mostaviators in a position of realizing they aren’t perfect and
that it can happen to them’; “a great improvement over other means of demonstrating SD”; “SD training should be incorporated in both undergraduate pilot
training as well as periodic (annual) simulator rides throughout career”; “I derived
the biggest benefit from the visualillusions which I have experienced routinely in

operational flying.”°* The study concluded that the ASDDis feasible to demon-

Strate to aircrew how to recognize and manage SD,thereby providing internal
validation ofits training. However, the capability of the ASDD (now ASDT)to
conduct SDCM training hasyet to be fully evaluated.
Winfieldet al.’? questioned RAFaircrew undergoing aviation medicinetraining
abouttheir in-flight SD experiences, with the aim of improving the demonstration
profiles in a Gyro IPT 1©° demonstrator. Their data enabled them to develop the
software and training programs to matchtheillusions and provocative conditions
that were being experienced in flight. Consequently, the quality of SD groundbased training was improved, although as yet there has not been a concomitant
reduction in the RAF SDaccidentrate. Again, internal validation measures are
required to fine-tune the SD profiles and demonstrate their acceptability to the user

community.””

The introduction of SD flight simulator scenarios has been mentionedin Section
III.E and Appendix C to this chapter (see also Ref. 80.). Their potential benefit
to increasing pilot awareness of the SD hazard was assessed by questionnaire
following demonstrations to 30 experienced volunteeraviators.®! For 15 of the 18
scenarios, the mean scores based on scale of 1 (extremely poor) to 5 (excellent)
were 4.5 or above for the question, “How do yourate the effectiveness of the
scenario for training aviators.’ Of particular note was that the highest ratings
came from the instructor pilot subgroup. The ability to convince these particular
personnel that this enhancement to training was worthy was a most significant
achievementandassisted considerably in the program’s implementation not only
as SD training butalso as continuation training for CRM.
An assessmentof the rotary-wing SD demonstration sortie as part of the U.S.
Army’s Initial Entry Rotary-Wing (IERW)course wasassessed in a similar fashion
to the simulatorscenarios. Forty-five aviators andtraining personnel experienced
the sortie and gave their opinion in questionnaires. The maneuvers performedin

the SD demonstration sortie, as well as the sortie overall, were extremely effec-

tive at demonstrating the limitations of the orientation senses. Indeed, when the
subjects were asked to compare the SD sortie with their previous SDinstruction,
demonstration, and training experiences, it attracted a significantly higherrating
in its effectiveness (see Table 5). The survey demonstrated thatintroductionof the
sortie into the IERW training syllabus would distinctly enhance the SD training
of aviators and associated personnel andthat the introduction of the sortie into
refreshertraining in field units would also be desirable.
The majority of the studies already mentioned have been concernedwithinternal
validation. Whatis lacking in mostcases is the external validation: Has the training
prepared them for the mission they perform? The only knowntype ofspecific
SD instruction for which this process has been applied is the rotary-wing SD
demonstration sortie in the British Army. Its value was assessed by a questionnaire
administered to all Armyaircrew, most of whom had flown for sometimeafter
they
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Table 5

Ratingof the effectiveness of previously experienced types of SD

instruction, demonstration and training, and the SD demonstration sortie’®”’
Numberof
responses

Type of instruction*
Classroom instruction
Discussion of SD accidents/incidents
;
Baranychair
Other SD demonstration devices
Recovery from unusualattitudes in an
aircraft
Recovery from unusualattitudes in a
flight simulator
SD demonstrationsortie®

Median
rating”

25-75 percentile
range

43
33
33

7.0
7.0
8.0

6.0-10.0
6.0-10.0
6.0-10.0

16
3]

10.0
10.0

5.0-12.0
7.0-11.0

33

10.0

9.0-12.0

45

13.0

12.0—-13.0

ANotall subjects had experienced all of the types of SD instruction, demonstration, and training.
Rating range: 0 = extremely poor, 7 = adequate, 13 = excellent.
¢ Significantly higher rating score than all of the other formsofinstruction (by Wilcoxon matchedpairs
signed rankstest, p = 0.001).

had beentrained by this method.’° A total of 347 questionnaires were received,
reflecting a response rate of 79%. The results, based on a five-pointscale, are
shown in Fig. 9. The wholehearted support of the aircrew for this demonstration
was most reassuring and confirmsthat they at least thought that they had been
adequately trained for their jobs.
An objective analysis of the rotary-wing SD demonstration sortie assessed the
benefits in terms of operational outcome—its effect on the SD accidentrate in
“TT

FO

98.7%

Frequency

2.3%

Rating

Fig. 9 Distribution of British Army helicopter aircrew responses on the value of the
SD demonstration sortie: 1 = no value, 3 = satisfactory, 5 = beneficial in all respects.
(Reproduced with permission of Durnford; Ref. 70.)
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the British Army.°’ The SD accidentrate for the 10 years (1971-1982) before the
demonstration was introduced (2.04 accidents per 100,000 flying hours) was compared with a similar period (1983-1993) followingits introduction (0.57 accidents
per 100,000 flying hours). A Poisson regression analysis revealed a significant
difference between both the two accidentrates [chi-square (df = 1) = 5.86; p=
0.02] and the type of accident in the two periods [chi-square (df = 1) = 73.97:
p = 0.0001]. Thus the data show a highly significant reduction in the SD accident
rate after the SD demonstration sortie was introduced.
However, there are several confounding factors in this analysis. Some factors

have tended to reducethe orientation error accidentrate, including 1) the introduction of aircraft with automatic flight control systems andstability augmentation in
the late 1970s; 2) the installation of additionalaircraft flight instruments(e. g., radar
altimeters) in the early 1980s; and3) the phasing out of predominantly single-pilot
operationsin the mid-1980s. Onthe other hand,a counterbalancing factorthat has
tended to increase the SD accidentrate is the much greater use of NVGssince
the mid-1980s. Although it might be reasonable to assert that the SD demonstration sortie, through raising aviator’s awarenessof the limitations ofthe orientation
senses, has contributed to reducing the accidentrate in which SDis involved, there

is yet no proofthat this is so. It is hoped that other services that have introduced
this method of demonstration will conductsimilar analysesin the future. Perhaps
future studies should focus on the enhancement of mission effectiveness (albeit a
no less “noisy”statistic than accidentrates), as this is an areathat gets the attention
of those who control training and technology resources.
VI. Improvements in SD Education
A recurring theme during reviews of SD trainingis that the quality of training
varies considerably andis, in part, dependent upon the competence and knowledge
of the trainer. Some suggestions on how the quality of teaching and professional
knowledge ofthe instructor can be enhanced, are given here:

1) A coordinated Internet Web site for SD,* which includes up-to-date educational information, should be consulted regularly.
2) Regular promulgation of “lessons learned” from individual SD accidents
and incidents should be disseminated at the earliest opportunity. Information to
enhance awareness is most often derived from periodic reviews of accidents or
aircrew opinion, by whichtimeit has lost a significant amountofits educational
impact. Althoughit is realized that information on an accidentor incident cannot be
released until the enquiry is complete, safety centers can play a majorrole by succinctly summarizingthe salient points as soon as possible thereafter. A vehicle for
promulgationof information ofthis type exists in someair forces (e.g., Israeli) and
has been proposed within the NATO Research and Technology Agency forum.®”
3) Aircrew should be encouraged to share their personal SD experiences during
refresher training sessions. These case-based vignettes are most powerful educational tools andserve to reinforce the fact that all aviators are vulnerable to SD and
*Data available online at http://www.spatiald.wpafb.af.mil [cited Oct. 2003].
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to demystify someofthe problems. If this effective benefit to training is employed,
it is implicit that aircrew must be assured by their authorities that no blame will
be attributed to them.
4) If some of the in-flight demonstration and training is to be performed by
instructor pilots, it is most important that they are trained in the execution of
the SD maneuvers, the psychophysiological response of the student, and what the
student must do to both recognize andrectify the situation. As mostinstructorpilots
are, by definition, experienced pilots, there has often been a long periodsince they
were trained in aviation physiology. Therefore, a physiological training session 1s
required in instructor pilot courses both as a refresher and as an aid to what the
instructorpilot will tell his/her students. Theinstructoris then better able to provide
a flexible approachto the individual student whose susceptibility to SD is extremely
variable. If this is not done, there is a real danger that in-flight demonstration
and training will become too impersonal, and so the intended enhancement of
awareness and skills to recognize and deal with SD will not be achieved.
5) A feedbackrelationship should be established between the research andtraining communities, particularly as new and technologically advanced ground-based
flying training devices are introduced. Examples of cooperation include avoiding
the designation of a particular device solely for training or research andincluding
trainers and researchers in device planning meetings. Miller®> states that, “it is
of utmost importance that the leaders of the research community ‘connect’ with
the leaders of operating forces as well as aviation’s resource sponsors to focus
development and deploy the commonsolutions to SD.” A forum for discussion
has been established at the SD Web site mentionedearlier.
VII.

Summary

This chapter has attempted to be comprehensive in its approach to education
as a useful countermeasure to the hazard of SD and has emphasized manyof the
recentinitiatives. In summary, the following conclusionsare highlighted:

1) Pilots that have experienced SD in flight are better able to appreciate its
significance.
2) Ground-based andinflight instruction, demonstration, and training are vitally
important, and all should be incorporated into a flight-training program.
a) Instruction must comprehensively cover the physiological and psychological aspects of SD and bespecific to both the aircraft and types of
mission that the aviatorflies.
b) As a minimum, ground-based demonstration of SD illusions should be

conductedatleast in a basic rotary device.
c) Consideration should be given to the use offlight simulators for groundbased training.
d) In-flight demonstration is valuable and need not require additional flight
time as it can be readily incorporated during the transit time from base to
training areas.
e) In-flight training in coping with inadvertent entry to IMC and recovery
from unusualattitudes should be mandatory.
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f) Training objectives for all types of instruction mustbeset.
3) In the military there is an increase in the amountofnightflying. This trend
will eventually filter into general aviation. Therefore the increased hazard of
SD that occurs with night-vision devices mustbe seriously considered.
4) There have beenrecentinitiativesin the private and commercialsectors to encourage general aviation pilots to undertake SD training and demonstration.
However, although some SD scenarios are discussed during line-oriented
flight training it is still not mandatory for commercial aviation pilots to attend additional SD training.
5) Training in SD should not be confinedto aircrew.Air traffic controllers also
require a basic awarenessof SD.
6) The relatively small additional cost of procuring and maintaining demonstration and training equipmentand instituting effective training programs
must be weighedagainst the cost incurred from mishapsandloss of mission
effectiveness.
7) Whenselecting a SD demonstration/training device or program, flyingtraining authorities should always question whether a positive transfer of
training is being achieved.
8) Finally, training countermeasures might not necessarily be the ideal solution to the SD hazard or appropriate to every circumstance, but they are
the most readily applied once the authorities are convinced to implement
them.

Appendix A: Didactic Syllabus of the SD Mechanisms
This is a syllabus based on Benson‘ with additionaltopics(in italics) that have
become important in the intervening quarter of a century.
I. Introduction
A. Definition of spatial orientation in flight, hence spatial disorientation

(SD)

1. The ASCC agreeddefinition ofSD is based upon Benson’ asfollows:
A term used to describe a variety ofincidents occurring inflight where
the pilot fails to sense correctly the position, motion, or attitude of
the aircraft or of himself within the fixed coordinate system provided
by the surface ofthe Earth andthe gravitational vertical. In addition,
errors in perception by the pilot of his position, motion, or attitude
with respectto his aircraft, or of his own aircraft relative to other
aircraft, can also be embraced within a broader definition of spatial
disorientation in flight.
B. Importance of correct perception of orientation in aircraft control
C. Operational andflight safety importance oforientation. SD jeopardizes
flight safety (and mission effectiveness) because of the following:
1. Control based on false perception leads to loss of control and the
orientation-error accident.
2. Conflicting orientation cues or abnormal sensations can heighten
arousal and performance might be impaired.
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D. Aircrew need to know the following:
1. Typesofillusory perceptions occurringin flight
2. Flight conditions and maneuverslikely to induce SD
3. How to cope with disorientation if and whenit occurs
iI. Mechanism of Orientation in Flight
A. Dependent upon correct integration and interpretation (perception) of
sensory information from the following:
1. Eyes. Anatomy andphysiology ofthe eye. Psychophysiology ofvision.
Focal and ambient vision. Depth perception.
2. Inner ear, especially vestibular part. Anatomy and physiology of the
vestibular apparatus.
3. Other receptors in skin, capsules, or joints and supporting tissues
respondingto the force environment.
B. In the absence of veridical information provided by technological enhancements, vision is the only reliable channel of information using
either:
1. External visual cues, whenflying in visual meteorological conditions
(VMC)
2. Internal visual cues from instruments, whenflying in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC)
C. The aviator has to learn how to interpret cues. Interpretation of instrument cues is a more recently learned and moredifficult task than interpreting external cues; proficiency has to be maintained by practice.
Nonvisualcues are frequently either inadequate or erroneousand do not
allow the aviator to maintain a correct perception of aircraft orientation.
They do, however,assist the pilot in sensing transient changesinaircraft
attitude and motion and hence with visual cues can contribute to correct
orientation in flight.
Ill. Mechanism of Disorientation in Flight
A. Caused either by:
1. Erroneousor inadequate sensory information transmitted to the brain
2. Erroneousor inadequate perception of sensory signals transmitted to
the brain
B. Input error
1. External visual
a. Cues inadequate as when flying at highaltitude, at night, in cloud
or other poorvisibility conditions
b. Cues erroneous (i.e., departing from expectancy), e.g., sloping
edge of a cloud bankor auroral display
2. Instruments
a. Inadequate sensitivity to displayed variable
b. Erroneous signal caused by malfunction or dynamiclimitations
c. Vision impaired by nystagmus, glare, flash,etc.
3. Vestibular and other receptors:
a. Fail to indicate change in angular velocity or direction of gravity
when stimulus below threshold
b. Semicircular canals do not signal sustained rotation.
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c. Erroneoussignals are generated by linear and angular acceleration stimuli that differ in time course and/or intensity from those
to which the body is normally exposedon the ground,e.g., postrotatory phenomena, somatogravic illusion, stimulation of semicircular canals by pressure change,etc.
C. Central error
1. Limitation of span of attention—coning ofattention or fascination
2. False perception of cues because of the following:
a. Error in expectancy(e.g., cloud leans, somatic autokinesis)
b. Disturbed cerebral function consequentto the following:
¢
e
¢
¢
e
e

High arousal (anxiety)
Low arousal
Alcohol and other drugs
Hypoxia and hypercapnia
Illness
Fatigue

3. Dissociative sensations, e.g., break-off phenomenon
IV. Commonly Described Illusions
A. False perception ofattitude:
1. Leans (subthreshold acceleration)
2. Somatogravic illusions—pitch-up on acceleration, pitch-down on deceleration, inversion during bunt(“‘jet-upset”’ incidents)
3. Misinterpretation of visual cues—false-horizon reference, ground—
sky confusion,“Jean-on-the-sun”illusion
4. Cross-coupled and G-excessillusions
B. False perception of motion
1. Somatogyral illusion—on recovery from prolonged angular motion
2. Subthreshold accelerations
3. Cross-coupled (Coriolis) stimulation
4. Pressure (alternobaric) vertigo
5. Flicker vertigo and otherillusory sensations induced by moving visual
stimuli (waterfall effect in helicopters)
C. Dissociative sensations
1. Break-off phenomenon
2. Magic-carpet illusion (flying)
V. Causal Factors
A. Flight environment
1. IMC—in particular on transfer from external visual to instrument
cues.
2. Night—isolated light sources enhance probability of oculogravic,
oculogyral, and autokinetic illusions-ground—sky confusion.
3. High altitude—dissociative sensations; false horizontal reference;

Also break off in helicopters at lower altitudes or on crossing escarpment
4. Flight over featureless terrain—false perception of height
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5. Hazard of SD during flight with night-vision devices (NVDs)—
image-intensifying night-vision goggles (NVG)andinfrared systems
. Flight maneuvers
1. Prolonged acceleration and deceleration in line of flight and catapult
launches—somatogravic and oculogravic illusions.
2. Prolonged angular motion—sustained motion not sensed, somatogyral illusions on recovery, no sensation of bank during coordinated
turn, cross-coupled, and G-excess illusions if head movement made

while turning
. Subthreshold changesin attitude—the leans induced on recovery
. Workload offlight maneuver—high arousal enhancesdisorientation
and reducesthe ability to resolve perceptual conflict
. Ascent or descent—pressure vertigo.
. Cloud penetration—VMC/IMCtransfer and attendant problems, es-

pecially when flying in formation or on breaking formation; Leanon-the-sun illusion
7, Low-altitude hover—dust, snow, or water can obscure external cues
(VMC/IMCtransfer)—waterfall illusion
. Aircraft factors

1. Inadequate instruments
2 . Inoperative instruments

3. Visibility of instruments

4 . Badly positioned displays and controls—head movementrequired to
see and operate

5 . High rates of angularandlinear acceleration, high maneuverability

6. View from cockpit—lack of visible aircraft structures enhances
Break off, poor visual frame of reference

. Aircrew factors

Flight experience
Training, experience, and proficiency in instrumentflight
Currency and competencyofflying practice
Mental health—high arousal and anxiety increases susceptibility to
disorientation
5. Physical health—upper-respiratory-tract infection and pressure vertigo
6. Alcohol and drugs—impair mental function and ability to suppress
nystagmus

1.
2.
3.
4.

Appendix B: Example of Disseminated Advice on Managing SD
ACTION:Identify the measures that help preventspatial disorientation.
CONDITION: While serving as an aircrew member.
STANDARD: In accordance with FM 3-04 (2000).
1) Develop the aviator through the following:
a) Training: Training is the most important measure to reducethe possibility
of spatial disorientation. Through training, an aircrew member learns
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the hows and whysofspatial disorientation. An aircrew member must
understandthe limitations of the sensory mechanisms, theparticular flight
maneuversthat can lead to spatial disorientation, and the conditions where
errors in perception are mostlikely to occur.
b) Instrumentproficiency: Instrument training must be performed on a regular basis in order to maintain proficiency. It also reinforces the skills
necessary for a good instrument cross-check.
2) Fly theaircraft:
a) Nevertry to fly both VMC and IMCat the sametime. If you lose sight
of the ground orsignificant objects, transition to the instruments, and
perform the emergency IMCprocedures.
b) Neverfly without visual reference points (either an actual horizon or an
artificial horizon). Always have a way of confirming the horizon position
with other instruments.
c) Utilize continuous scanning techniques during the day and during night
operations. Neverstare (eitherat lights or objects).
3) Instrumentation:
a) Trust your instruments.
b) Cockpit design: Position new equipment within the cockpit in areas that
reduce the necessity for head movements. Ideally, instruments should be
as easy to interpret as external cues.

4) Avoid self-imposedstressors. Theyirritate sensory illusions.

ACTION: Identify the corrective actionsto treat spatial disorientation.
CONDITION: While serving as an aircrew member.
STANDARD): In accordance with (IAW) FM 3-04 (2000).

1) Transfer controlofthe aircraft if there are two pilots. (Seldom will both pilots
experience disorientation at the same time.)
2) Delay intuitive reactions.
3) Refer to the instruments immediately upon losing the horizonas reference.
4) Develop and maintain an instrument cross-check.
MAKE THE INSTRUMENTSREAD RIGHT!

Appendix C: Use of Flight Simulators for SD Training
1) Atthe U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory (USAARL), flight scenarios were developed in the UH-60 simulator.®° Actual SD accident summaries from the U.S. Army Safety Center (USASC) were reviewed, and
those that could reasonably be replicated in a visual simulator wereselected.
The research data collected following comprehensive demonstrations indicated a very favorable responseto this methodoftraining. The result was that
aviators receiving SD scenariotraining increasedtheir situational awareness
of the conditions and events that lead to SD. In addition, the scenarios providedtraining to assist aviators in overcoming SD onceit was encountered.
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Additional benefits from this method of training were found to be the reinforcement of crew resource management elements and the developmentof
decision making, risk assessment, and judgement skills. Once the scenario
had been recorded and the simulator programmedtoits initial condition, the
outline procedure wasasfollows:
a) The studentflies the scenario and gets disoriented.
b) The IP debriefs student, explaining that this was a SDsituation.
c) The IP then instructs “how to prevent SD.”
d) The IP then instructs “ how to overcome SD.”

An example of one of the scenario “scripts” is given here:
a) The Instructor sets the simulatorinitial conditions(type offlight—NVGin
this case, location—an airfield in this case, weather conditions,visibility,
etc. ).

b) The student is assigned the role ofpilot in command, and the instructor
pilot (IP) plays the role of the scenario IP.
c) After takeofffrom the airfield, the IP turns to a heading of 090 andflies at
70 knots at 100ft above ground level (AGL). The IP simulates a local area
orientation flight and points out different geographical points to keep the
student’sfocus outside the aircraft. Approximately 1 min after takeoff, the
IP allowsthe aircraft to ascend to 140ft. After another minute or so, over
terrain with limited contrast and visibility, the IP places the aircraft in
an undetected 200-ft/min descent andallowsit to descend.As the aircraft
descends through 30 ft, the IP asks, “Where’s the ground? You have the
controls!”
d) Debriefing points:Tell the student, “That was spatial disorientation. The
situation wejust experienced actually occurred andresultedin an aircraft
mishap. The following is a summary of the actual SD accident.” (READ
TO STUDENT): While in cruise flight, on an NVGlocal-area orientation
trainingflight late in the duty day, the IP, who was onthe controls, noted
that he was 140ft AGL. The IP began a descentto return to an altitude of
100ft AGL as plannedfortheflight. The IPfailed to arrest his descent and
impacted a 22-ft high sand dune approximately 5 ft from the crest. The
aircraft impacted the groundat 69 kn and at approximately 200ft/min rate
of descent in a near-level attitude. None of the crewmembersnoticed the
descent or saw the sand duneprior to impact. All crewmembers sustained
injuries, and the aircraft was totally destroyed.
e) Ask the student:
“Why did this happen?”(Solicit feedbackfrom student.)
“Whatfactors madethelikelihood of SD worse in this situation?” (The
followinglist is not exhaustive):
Lack of or poor visual cues
Crew resource managementfailure
Perception of linear motion below threshold (rate of descenttoo low to
perceive)
Probable visual illusion (underestimating height above ground)
Poor awarenessof the risk of SD in flight conditions
Fatigue
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“Howcould this be prevented?” Suggestions are as follows:
Perform proper crew resource management. (The nonhandling pilot
should assist the handling pilot by monitoring the radaraltimeter.)
Perform tasks and maneuversin accordance with the Standard Operating Procedures applying appropriate environmentalconsiderations.
Follow published guidance and regulations, to include crew rest/duty
day restrictions.
Maintain situational awareness.
Be familiar with potential visualillusions.
“How could this be overcome?”
By performing proper aircrew coordination
f) Demonstrate the preventive action by performing proper aircrew coordination.
g) Demonstrate the corrective action by increasing altitude (collective) as
soon as a descentis detected by any crewmember.
h) The student completes the internal validation questionnaire.
USAARLconcluded that these scenarios provided valuable training material that will have a positive impact on reducing SD mishaps.8! USAARL’s
liaison with the U.S. Army Safety Center (USASC)has ensuredthat the scenarios reflected the actual accident as muchas possible andthatthe scientific
background to the scenarios and the associated debrief were sound. Eighteen scenarios have been validated in the UH-60 simulator andthe majority

adapted for the AH-64 Combat Mission Simulator.°4 USAARLcontinues to

monitor the training package to assess the impact on attitudes and practice
after distribution. It is vital that the scenarios are not viewed in isolation, but

3)

as the central part of a complete training package that is part of the larger
training process. The intention is that the scenarios will be reviewed periodically in consultation with the USASC andother agencies. USAARLwill
continue to produce new scenarios and scripts in response to the Army’s
accident trends, ongoing research, and evaluation of the training package’s
practical use in thefield.
Organizations that are responsible for SD training, and do not have access
to a SD demonstrator/trainer, are encouraged to evaluate the usefulness of

flight-training simulators to demonstrate SD situations. If further training by
this method were employed, an economyof resources would soon berealized. Scenarios should be weapon-system specific, including components
of previous accidents, high-risk phasesofflight, or system anomalies. They
should also be multitask, high workload with a console operator capable of
instructing in the maintenance of ongoingorientation. Examples of potential scenarios (Brown,D. L., “Preventing and Avoiding Spatial Disorientation During Fast Jet Flight,’ Royal Air Force Centre of Aviation Medicine,

Personal Communication, Henlow, England, U.K., 2001) are as follows:

4)

a) low-level abort into weather, b) maneuvering over water with a hazy
horizon, c) tanker rendezvous/rejoin at night with reduced visibility, and
d) cockpit distraction or novelsituation such as CRT and mission data computer failure while on NVGs.
The primary purposeis to place aircrew in a situation where there is a high
risk to becoming disoriented and then train them to always know wherethey
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are in space, while operating the weapon system.In essence, the conceptis
to rehearse high-risk profiles to amplify the mental model and free up shortterm memory during real flight. Such a syllabus should be required at the
following points: a) advancedflying training, b) operational flying training
units, c) upgrade to flight lead or instructor pilot, d) conversion to a new
aircraft, e) standardization/evaluation check rides, and f) annually.

5) Finally, research initiatives such as simulator eye tracker systemscan be utilized during training to provide feedback to the student aviator. An efficient
and effective scan pattern is critical to the maintenanceofspatial orientation,
and it is known that the scan can be affected by experience, skill, workload,

and fatigue. Eye tracking provides real-time objective evidence of missed
cues in maintaining spatial orientation or situational awareness. Such feedback is invaluable as a training aid, especially early in a training course
on a new weapon system (Brown,D. L., “Preventing and Avoiding Spatial
Disorientation During Fast Jet Flight,’ Royal Air Force Centre of Aviation
Medicine, Personal Communication, Henlow, England, U.K., 2001).

Appendix D: Rotary Wing In-Flight SD Demonstration
A.

Level Turn

Straight-and-level flight is established at 90-100 kn. After a few seconds, a
gently increasing (suprathreshold)roll to 30-deg angle of bank is commencedwhile
maintaining airspeed and altitude. This is stabilized, and, on completionof a turn
between 180 and 360deg,the aircraft is rolled wings level againat a suprathreshold
rate. Subjects are told to open his eyes once they perceive themselves againflying
straight and level.
Debriefing points: The onsetofthe roll is normally detected, but as the semicircular canal response decays a false sensation of a return to straight-and-level
flight is perceived. Asthe roll to level flight is made, a sensation of turning in the
opposite direction is perceived. The limitations of semicircular canal physiology
are discussed.
B.

Straight and Level

Straight-and-levelflight is established at 90-100 kn,and oneofthe otherstudents

is asked to close his/her eyes. Theaircraft is flown with no alteration of altitude,

heading, or airspeed.
Debriefing points: Because of small aircraft movements from turbulence and
the aerodynamic responseofthe helicopterthat stimulate the vestibular apparatus
and/or the kinesthetic receptors above their threshold, students perceive climb,

descents, or turns in unpredictable and varying amounts. The erroneoussensations
producedbybrief stimulation of the kinesthetic receptors and vestibular apparatus
are discussed.
C.

Straight-and-Level Deceleration
Straight-and-level flight is established at 90-100 kn into wind, and once the

subject has closed his eyes the helicopter is slowed within 30-40 s to below 30 kn
(55.5 km/h) (preferably a free-air hover) with no change of heading or altitude.
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Debriefing points: The deceleration is rarely perceived to the extent to which
it has occurred. The nose-up pitch associated with the attitude changein thefinal
stages of slowing the aircraft usually convinces the subject that a climb is taking
place.In addition,a turn is often falsely perceived when balancevariations are made
to keep straight. The absence of accurate physiological perception of airspeedis
discussed.
D.

Inadvertent Descent

This maneuver is commencedfrom about 500 ft (152.5 m) above ground level.
Straight-and-level flight is established at 90-100 kn, and the student closes his
eyes. Whileinitiating a descent at below 500 ft (152.5 m) per minute, a series of
turns is commenced. Whenthe aircraft is establishedin flight below 50 ft (152.5 m)
AGL,the subject is asked to report his heading, height, and airspeed and then open
his/her eyes.
Debriefing points: The descent is not usually perceived, and because of the
proximity of the ground at the end of the maneuver this demonstration forcibly
and convincingly demonstrates the dangerof inadvertent descent.
E.

Hover Maneuvers

As the helicopter has a unique ability to accelerate about, as well as along,
orthogonal axes,the final series of demonstrations started from a 5- or 6-ft hover.
In turn, the students are exposedto a variety of linear and rotational movements
while maintaining hover height. The students are promptedto continue a running
commentary (to occupy channels of attention) and so exacerbate the onset of SD.
Within these exercises various maneuvers are “hidden” so that when the student
openshis eyes, a dramatic end pointis evident, for example, climbing backwards
at 10-15 kn, landing without the subject realizing it, and a gentle transition to
forwardflight.
Debriefing points: Most aircrew are able to maintain their orientation for
10-15 s before losing it. These exercises have a most educational effect upon
the subject and observing students. The poor ability to detect subthreshold linear and angular accelerations is discussed, and the relevance of physiological
orientation limitations in the context of snow, sand, and night operations is
emphasized.

Appendix E: Fixed Wing In-Flight SD Demonstration
A.

Pitch Misperception

The studentis instructed to close his/her eyes. The instructor pilot (IP) accelerates the aircraft from 150 kn (277.5 km/h). The student is then askedto estimate
the perceived pitch change. Alternatively he/she is given control of the aircraft
(with eyes still closed) and instructed to maintain level flight. The result is either
a perceived pitch-up sensation, or the student pushes the nose over if he/she has
been given control.
Debriefing points: This illusion results from the linear acceleration acting on
the otoliths of the inner ear. The resultant vector from the linear acceleration and
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normal gravity gives the sensation of an increase in pitch. Such an illusion can
occur in a phaseofflight of sustained acceleration, such as on takeoff, particularly
in afterburner or catapult launches. To overcome the sensation of an increasing
pitch attitude, the pilot will pitch the nose down and, if notattentive to the actual
aircraft attitude, will result in controlled flight into the terrain (CFIT).
B.

Elevator Illusion

The student is instructed to close his eyes. The IP establishes a constant rate
climb/descent and then levels off. The student is given controlofthe aircraft (with
his/her eyesstill closed) and instructed to maintain level flight. The result is that
the student reenters a climb or descent.
Debriefing points: This illusion can occur during a constantrate climb on a standard instrument departure (SID) with an intermediate level-off, or during descent
on an instrument approach with an intermediate level-off. The pilot misperceives
the resultant G vector associated with the pitch angle and,if not attending to the

attitude indicator uponleveloff, will tend to resumethe climbor descent to achieve

the same“seat-of-the-pants” feeling. At best, the pilot will be violated for busting
a hard altitude; at worst, a stall or CFIT will happen.
C.

False Climb in a Turn

The studentis instructed to close his eyes. The IP slowly (< 2 deg/s) achieves
45-deg bank angle. The student is asked whatattitude he/she perceives and is
given control of the aircraft (with eyes still closed) and instructed to maintain

level flight. The result is that the student perceives a climb, lowers the nose, and

descends.
Debriefing points: This is another somatogravic illusion that can subtly occur
anytime during flight, in VMC or IMC, if the pilot is not attending to the actual
aircraft attitude. If one unknowingly allows a subthreshold turn to occur, especially
in level flight, the pilot will sense the increased G and,thinkingthat the aircraft
is still wings level, will sense that the aircraft is climbing. The natural corrective
control input would be to lower the nose. If operating at low altitude, the result
would be disastrous.
D.

Diving During Turn Recovery

The studentis instructed to close his eyes. TheIP sustains a 1.5-G turn and then
recovers to straight-and-level flight. The student is asked for his/her perception
of the aircraft’s attitude during recovery. The result is that the student perceives a
nose-downpitch change with recovery to the 1-G environment.
Debriefing points: This somatogravic illusion is opposite to the preceding one.
In this case the pilot is in a knownsustained turn with the associated increase G
level. If not attending to attitude and performanceinstruments,the pilot will sense
the lesser 1-G environmentuponrollout and feellike the aircraft is descending. The
tendency will be to raise the nose of the aircraft. This often occurs, for instance,

whena student practicing steep turns climbs during turn reversal because of the
decreased G passing through level flight.
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Leans

Students are instructedto close their eyes. The IP conducts a 270-360deg of turn
at a 30-deg bank andthen recoversto straight-and-level flight (at a suprathreshold
rate). The students are then asked to describe the aircraft’s attitude. The resultis
that the student perceives a turn in the opposite direction.
Debriefing points: Every instrumentratedpilot has experienced this somatogyral
illusion. During IMCflight, a suprathreshold roll in the opposite direction from
an established turn (which feels like level flight) sets up the appropriate rotatory
stimulus in the semicircular canals. Now thepilot feels the aircraft is in a turn in
the opposite direction, even thoughtheattitude indicator showsstraight and level
flight, hence,the leans.
F.

Postroll Effect

The student is instructed to close his/her eyes. The IP establishes 45-deg bank,
and then rolls 90 deg in the opposite direction. The studentis given control of the
aircraft (with eyes still closed) and instructed to maintain theaircraft attitude. The
result is that the student increasestheroll and allows the noseto drop.
Debriefing points: This illusion, possibly prominentin several low-level CFIT
accidents, is primarily somatogyral in origin, although there could be a somatogravic component. Duringroll reversal, the pilot can sense roll in the opposite direction and compensate by increasingtheroll in the direction of turn.If
not attending to the real aircraft attitude while attempting to maintain the same
seat-of-the-pants sensation,the pilot simultaneously allowsthe noseofthe aircraft
to drop. The increasing roll rate and decreasing pitch attitude will result in an
unusual attitude at cruising altitudes and possible impact with terrain at low level.
G.

Tilt with Skid

The studentis instructed to close his eyes. The IP puts in full ruddertrim, and
then the student is asked to describe the aircraft’s attitude. The result is that the
student perceives a sensationoftilt.
Debriefing points: When cross-controlling an aircraft (admittedly rare in modern
fast jets), a pilot could get a somatogyralinput aboutthe yaw axis thatis interpreted
as a tilt or perhaps a roll. The reaction would be to input controls to counter the
perceived aircraft motion. This can happen when applying rudder to counter a
crosswind condition. If in IMC,the pilot could enter an unusual attitude.
H.

Coriolis

With the student’s eyes open, the IP performsat least four continuous aileron
rolls. The studentis then instructed to move his/her head out of the rotating plane
(forward or to one side). Theresult is that the student perceives a tumbling sensa-

tion.

Debriefing points: From the time that weenteredpilot training, we haveall been
cautioned about moving our heads in the cockpit because of the Coriolis effect.
Although a rare occurrenceduringflight, continuousaileron rolls effectively induce
somatogyral motion aboutthe longitudinal axis. Once the pilot places his/her head

out of plane, a tumbling sensation ensues, whichis short lived.
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Appendix F: Training Objective for Recovery from Unusual Attitudes”
During a training flight in simulated IMC conditions (blackout screens/visors
fitted to the aircraft/student) and with the instructor acting as safety pilot, the
studentis to be instructed to close his or her eyes while still on the controls (see
note 1). Whentheaircraft has significantly departed from stable flight (see note 2),
the studentis to be instructed to openhis or her eyes andreturn to the originalflight
parameters(altitude, heading, and airspeed). If this procedure fails to induce an
unusualattitude (UA), or significant departure from the original flight parameters,
the instructor is to fly the aircraft into a UA while the student sits free of the
controls with his or her eyes closed. The instructor will then hand control back to
the student whois to recoverthe aircraft to the original flight parameters
Notes:
1) Automatic flight control system andstability/trim control can be released to
assist departure from the stable flight parameters.
2) Significant departure will be dependent uponaircraft type. Suggestionsare a
changeof heading ofat least 30 deg.
Objective: Both the techniques to regain both proper controlof the aircraft and
a return to the original flight parameters are to be performed correctly. Although
the precise proceduresare aircraft dependent, the generalprinciplesare as follows:
wingslevel, pitch level, apply appropriate powersetting, return to originalairspeed,
altitude, and heading.

The unusualattitudes to be achieved can be specified in the Instrument Rating
Test documents. An example for helicopters is 1) an autorotative turn at low indicated airspeed and not more than 30-deg angle of bank and 2) a descendingturn at
high-indicated airspeed and not more than 30-deg angle of bank. Flight instructors
are to be taught to perform andassess these procedures during their own instructor
training.
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Flight Displays I: Head-Down Display Topics
for Spatial Orientation
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I.

Introduction

Aircraft displays are the pilot’s window on the world of forces, commands, and
information that cannotbe seen as naturally occurring visual events or objects.!

O the uninitiated, aircraft displays hardly look like the windowreferenced in
the preceding quotation. The instrument panel of almost every aircraft cockpit

contains knobs, switches, buttons, levers, lights, and displays of one or more func-

tions (Fig. 1)—not quite what one would imagine being a window on the world.

Nevertheless, a window is exactly whatit is. It is not a transparent pane,but, rather,

a variably translucent portal to perception that beginsto clear after extensive training and effort. Successat the task of making sense of the information ontheaircraft
displays(i.e., using them asif they were a windowto the world) is dependent upon
the creativity of instrument designers, the ingenuity of flight training instructors,
and the proceduralfortitude of pilot trainees. After weeks of groundtraining, about
30 hours of practice in the aircraft, and a proficiency evaluation ride, an average
student pilot is judged proficientin the skill of interpreting these displays for basic

This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
*Senior Scientist.
‘Human Factors Engineer.
*Member, Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures Research Team.
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Fig. 1 Low-tech, fighter-type cockpit instrument panel comprised of many headdown displays from which the pilot contrives a mental view of the world of forces,
commands, and information. A single display is used to present one particular type of
flight data. (Photo courtesy of Gateway and Kaiser Electronics.)

flight. Reaching instrument-flying proficiency is more challengingstill and might
well be the mostdifficult psychomotortask a pilot trainee will ever accomplish.
In addition to demanding precision maneuvering of the aircraft, instrument
flight is made difficult by its requirement to assimilate a multitude of data from
a myriad of sources. All of the information on the displays is important at one
time or another, and the level of priority for each changes from task to task and
flight to flight. This fluid operating environmentrequires the pilot to perform a
constant scan for the necessary information. Adding to the difficulty is the fact
that, for the mostpart, the displaysare notintuitive.” Specifically, they do not look
like the real world as it appears when viewed on a clear day through the cockpit
windscreen. Because of this abstraction, the pilot trainee does a lot of “chair
flying” (1.e., imaginary mental exercisesof flight) in order to better grasp just what
each display is telling him or her and howto apply the displayed information to
precise instrument procedures. This composite process of harmonizing concrete
and abstract cognition with coordinated physical motor functions makes the skill
of instrument flight both art and science. The pilot must paint the picture in his
or her mind, while exercising precise manipulation of some of the world’s most
sophisticated machinery.
Likewise, the job of the display designer (and his or her close companion,or
possibly alter ego, the researcher) is complex and,to a degree, even moredifficult.
The display designer must understand the task of the pilot, know howthepilot
interprets the instrument information, how the display symbology behaves, and
how to make instrument improvementsto be costefficient. The designer must know
almost everything with which a pilot must cope and must apply this knowledge
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to an environment of unusual forces and motion. Consequently, he or she faces a
difficult challenge in attempting to improve uponexisting displays and mustlearn
from the experience of those who have gonebefore. In addition, the designer must
understand the science of human factors engineering and be willing to gain an
understanding of the unexpected perceptions the pilot experiences when engaged
in flying an aircraft.? (The medium upon which the symbology is presented is
mostly irrelevant to this text, although some characteristics are addressed later in
the chapter regarding specific design features.)
Toward the end of producing effective spatial-disorientation countermeasure
displays, this chapter sets about the broad purpose of building a bridge between
the needs of the pilot and the needs of the display designer. The two communities succeed in combating spatial disorientation only by working togetherasit
requires true teamworkto providefor the pilot’s demandfor visually dominant, operationally relevant displays and the designer’s bent toward mechanicalefficiency
and physical practicality. The chapter is generally directed toward enlightening
the designer and researcheras to correlations betweenbasic flight parameters and
their display constituents and typical display mechanizations.
To eliminate ambiguity in the discussion, the terms cockpit instruments, aircraft
displays, and instrument displays are equated. The subject of instruments or displays are those that present basic flight information to the pilot through some type
of symbology (e.g., numbers, letters, lines, figures, colors, etc.) on one or more
media embedded in the cockpit instrument panel. The many other cockpit instruments that impart ancillary information such as fuel state, cabin environmental
conditions, etc. are not addressed. Because the pilot must look essentially downward into the cockpit to see the instruments, the term head-down display (HDD)
is used to categorize them.
Although the head-downarrayhistorically has been considered the foundation
for providing flight informationto the pilot, in today’s aircraft other options might
be desirable. Additional or alternate display locations might include above the
panel (head-up display or HUD), in the top portion of the panel (head-level display),
on the pilot’s head (head-mounted display or HMD), or anywhereelse technology
permits. These other types of displays have their ownattributes and limitations
and must be appropriately integrated with the HDD. Theyare discussed in more
detail in Chapter 10. However, several references to studies and lessons learned

regarding HUDsare included in this chapter to provide background information
and perspective on the characteristics of numerous HDDfeatures.
This chapter focuses on the pilot-machine interface factors that promote basic
instrumentflight skills and identifies HDD design issues that pertain to improving
the displays’ usefulness for spatial orientation (SO). The chapterspecifically concentrates only on those HDD characteristics that relate to the prevention of Type I
(unrecognized) spatial disorientation (SD) and recovery from TypeII (recognized)
SD.
The chapter contains two major sections: piloting topics and design topics.
Piloting topics are associated with the organization and location of displays used
for instrumentflight, the manner in whichpilots use these displays, and the impacts
of the pilot’s visual scan both inside and outside the cockpit during instrument
flight. The HDDsused forspatial orientation are identified, and the term primary
flight reference (PFR) is defined. Also, the PFR’s relevance to SD is described.
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Symbology modifications and design features that have been applied to those
instrumentscrucial to the pilot’s maintenanceof spatial orientation are discussed
in the design topics section. Thosecritical displays primarily include the attitude
indicator, the airspeed indicator, and the altimeter. Lastly, the section reviews the

performance metrics traditionally employed when evaluating various symbology
modifications to these displays. The reader should keep in mind that although the
performance metrics are includedin this chapter on HDDs,they could also be used
on any typeof display, that is, HDD, HUD, HMD, or those developedin the future.
Throughout the chapter various physical dimensions are cited for perspective and context in describing a particular display or flight maneuver. They are
not provided for scientific precision. Also, because of the diverse nature of the

cockpit symbology and display design business some dimensions given are not
consistent with those of other publications on the topic. For simplicity, the most
commonly accepted dimensionsare used, for example, feet, inches, etc., and the

metric system (or MKS) equivalent is provided in parentheses immediately followingthe units for easier application to readers more accustomedto their use. For
the most part this chapter addresses display issues that are relevant to both fixedand rotary-wingaircraft. However, some explicit differences exist between the two
types, and, where appropriate for perspective, the two are separately mentioned.
Nonetheless, some rotary-wing issues are omitted, as it is beyond the extentofthis
discussion to delineate each difference. Similarly, a description of all the HDDs in
the cockpit and the numerous display issues associated with each is well beyond
the scopeofthis text.
To gain an appreciation of the function of the complete expanse ofthe design of
all instruments for instrumentflight, one should reference one or more ofthe leading human factors or aviation psychology texts. Examples of these texts include
HumanFactors in Engineering and Design by Sanders and McCormick,* Human
Factors in Aviation by Wiener and Nagel,” and Display Technology—HumanFactors Concepts by Stokes et al.? As one studies these texts, one will likely find it

somewhat surprising to learn about the numerousideas that have been researched
(many of which have shownpotential for enabling more intuitive HDDs) and then
realize how few of these ideas have been actually implemented. There are many
reasons for this situation, but the discussion of them is also beyondthe intent of
this chapter.
II.

Piloting Topics

Previous chapters have established the physiological and psychological challenges presented to the person who has beenthrust into the three-dimensional
world of flight. When pilots move about in this three-dimensional world, they
must extract artificial information from instrumentdisplays in order to maintain a
properspatial orientation. It is impossible to adequately extract this artificial information from the world beyond the cockpit instrument panelby just looking outside
the windscreen. To judge parameters suchas airspeed andaltitude in that manneris
particularly difficult, and although judgingpitch and bank by viewingthe real world
is much moreaccurate, it is made dramatically more difficult by visual limitations
such as fog or darkness.°’ Consequently, the pilot must refer to the instrument
displays in both good and bad weather conditionsin orderto fly the aircraft safely.
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The need for displaying spatial orientation information during all phases of
flight was not immediately appreciated in the early days of instrumentflying. It
wasa lesson learned the hard way, throughtrial and error. Manyofthe early pilots,
all of whom were chosenfor their supposed innate ability to function in the new
airborne environment, were slow to accept that an erroneous perception of spatial
orientation was a normal phenomenon.® Learning to cope with misperceptions
required trust in “artificial” information—a proposition that initially met much
resistance. Also, compoundingthe difficulty of providing orientation information
wasthe fact that instrument design was not deemed as importantasit is today.
It was considered more important just to have the information available—in any
format.’ Designingit for ease of use or interpretation was often a nonissue. While
somepilots of today still believe design is not important, the apparent disregard
is not as prevalent as in the early days of flying. Maybe progress has been made?
Nonetheless, even with more sophisticated display mediums and technologies
available in the present time (e.g., the glass cockpit) too manypilotsstill fail to
perform the seemingly simple task of looking at and interpreting the instruments
as frequently as they should. Some mishapresearchersattribute this difficulty to a
relationship between age and the changing technology,'® i.e., the older the pilot,
the greater the challenge in adapting to new presentations, but it might be that the
task is not as simple as it seems. The aircraft mishap rate caused by humanerror,
and in particular the mishap rate associated with SD,is the single most signifi-

cant problem facing aviation safety today,'!!? and suggests a more deep-seated

issue relating to what the pilot perceives from the instruments (see Chapter 5).
Let us now look at the spatial orientation (SO) terms associated with aircraft
flight.
A.

Axes of Motion and Controls

Effective interpretation or designing of any SO display begins with an under-

standing of how anaircraft is maneuveredin flight, that is, how it moves within

the planes or about the axes of motion (see Fig. 16 in Chapter 1). As an aircraft

rotates about the three axes of motion (lateral, longitudinal, and vertical), it sub-

tends a spatial angle relative to the Earth’s surface. That spatial angle is termed
aircraft attitude and is the central theme ofa spatial orientation display’s design
and function. To cause the aircraft to assumea particular attitude, the pilot must
actuate the control stick (or wheel or yoke) and the rudder pedals and produce a
rotation about the various motion axes.
Moving the stick changesthe positions of the ailerons and elevators relative to
the airflow, and determinesrotational movementofthe aircraft about the lateral and

longitudinal axesof the aircraft. These rotational movements are more commonly
termedpitch and roll,'* respectively. Forward and backward movementofthe stick
producesaircraft pitch, which is motion aboutthe lateral axis of the aircraft. Leftto-right movementofthe stick producesaircraft roll, which is rotational motion
about the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. The specific attitude angles achieved
from pitch-and-roll motion are most properly termed elevation and bank, respectively. However, it is commonfor the elevation idiom to be interchanged with the
expression pitch, as will be donein this chapter. The rudder affects motion about
the aircraft’s vertical axis and is controlled by the pedals at the pilot’s feet. That
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rotational movementis termed yaw.In positively stable aircraft (as virtually all are
now days) yaw motionis constantly being opposed by air pressure on the rudder.
That pressure attempts to return the rudderto zero deflection, which would result
in Zero yawing motion. Yaw angle, or yaw attitude,is the angle subtended between
the two orientations of the longitudinal axis of the aircraft when yaw is introduced
and whenit is neutralized. If the aircraft is in level flight, a change in yaw attitude
will also equate to a change in compassheading. A constant yaw angle, other than
zero, can be attained only by either an asymmetric thrust or drag condition or the
rudders being constantly deflected either by positioning the rudder pedal or other
aerodynamic controls designed for that purpose,1.e., trim systems, which will be
addressed in Sec. II.C.1.
The aircraft’s yaw attitude plays an importantrole in preventing and recovering
from spins, compensating for asymmetrical poweror thrust after engine loss and
in enabling smooth turns that produce neither a slipping nor sliding force vector. In-depth understanding of the use and necessity of yaw can be gained from
textbooks on aerodynamics, but for the purposesof this discussion the readeris
encouraged to accept that most yaw inputhaslittle effect on spatial orientation
in conventional, fixed-wing aircraft. It has much more relevance to helicopter and
advanced, vectored-thrust aircraft. It is included here for the sake of academic
completeness, and becausethe slip indicator, which presents yaw angle information, is still presented on many primaryinstrument displays. Yaw-attitude displays
are further discussedin Sec. II.B.1.a.
B.

Principal Categories of Instrument Displays

The spatial precepts just described are incorporated into the displays that enable the pilot to effectively produce aircraft attitude and motion. Aircraft motion
is often found grouped into three basic categories: one for aircraft control inputs,
one for aircraft performance outputs, and oneforaircraft navigation. The resultant
information is displayed by any of several means—on many instruments, a few
instruments, or, more recently, a single cockpit instrumentdisplay. This concept of
control, performance, and navigation displays is familiar to any instrument-rated
pilot, and display designers should also understandit. Instrument organization
is taught to the pilot during the ground portion of instrument training, andit
allowsthe pilot to mentally compartmentalize the displays into the three majorareas of flight information. Grouping the displays in this manner organizes them as
they relate to immediate (aircraft control) inputs and the expected, time-delayed
aircraft responses resulting from those inputs (see Table 1). This taxonomy is
used throughoutthis chapter, but an alternative method of organizing instrument
information is mentionedin Sec. II.C.1.
Ocker and Crane’ appearto havefirst described these three functional groups
of HDDs,but they did not use the exact expression of “control, performance and
navigation.” Navigation at the time was called “avigation” to avoid confusion
with the term used for sea or ground guidance. The specific terms of control,
performance,and navigation probably evolved around World War II (WWII) when
official instrumenttraining programs were implemented to help stem the numerous

SD-related mishaps occurringat the time.!°
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Control Instruments

Control instruments comprise the displays of aircraft attitude and power. They
directly reflect the responseof the aircraft to stick, rudder, and throttle inputs. The
pitch-and-roll rotational motions resulting from stick movementare displayed
via the attitude indicator (AI), which is discussed later in the chapter. Either the
heading indicator or the inclinometer displays the yaw rotational motion. The
inclinometer, or slip/skid indicator, registers displacement of a woodenball in a
liquid-filled tube. It is simply termed the “ball” and basically informsthe pilot of
the degree to whichtheaircraft is in coordinatedflight. Aircraft power is displayed
via an engine instrument, usually either a tachometerthat is sometimes called the
rpm gauge or a temperature gauge that reflects thrust capabilities. This display
normally showsthe pilot the approximate output of the engine(s) as compared to
the amountof output available.
a. Attitude displays. During the early years of aviation, pilots tried to use
external visual cues for maintainingattitude.'° Instruments wereat times present in
the cockpitfor altitude, airspeed, and heading, but control of the aircraft’s rotational
motion aboutits lateral and longitudinal axes wasleft to the pilot’s perception. At
night or in clouds these aviatorsrelied on their natural instincts or gravity to keep
the aircraft upright—a decision that wasall too often a fatal mistake. It was not
until 1926 when Ocker conceived and constructed the first demonstration of how
a turn indicator could prevent misperceived bank and turn motionthat pilots and
designers began to realize the necessity of providing orienting instrumentation for
flight.? Although Ocker highlighted a pilot’s normal physiological shortcomings

throughuseofa ship’s turn needle (designed andbuilt by E. Sperry!”) in a ground-

based demonstrator, it soon became apparentthat actual “blind flying” required
another type of instrument.
The solution to the blind-flying problem wasfinally realized in 1929 when the
national challenge was made for someoneto fly the first blind sortie from takeoff
to landing, without looking outside. The term blind refersto the fact that the pilot
would not be allowed to see outside of the cockpit, requiring him or her to rely
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Fig. 2 Mechanical attitude indicator with flight director bars in view. Sky is represented by light color (blue or white), while ground is much darker (usually brown or
black). A white sky pointer and bankscale are displayed on the case. The knob with
the white arrow is for adjusting the pitch of the attitude sphere to align with level
flight. (Photo courtesy of NASA AmesResearch Center, Moffett Field, California.)

solely upon instrument information displayed in the cockpit. Therefore, with the
exception of the artificial world displayed via the symbology in the cockpit, the
pilot wasflying blind.
Oneof the new displays used in this cockpit was the artificial horizon attitude

indicator, which simultaneously presentedthe pitch and bankofthe aircraft.'’ The

basic design, as directed by project lead Jimmie Doolittle and his distinguished
colleagues, contained a gyro-stabilized sphere displaying pitch and bank.It was
so well accepted that this HDDattitude indicator of 1929 survived virtually unchanged for the next 70 years (see Fig. 2). Modern, digital signal-input displays
have permitted the attitude information to be displayed via an electrooptical system (see Fig. 3), replacing the old mechanical device, but the mechanization of
pitch and bank movement has not changed. Other methods of displaying attitude informationare possible, but this basic display of pitch-and-bank information
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Fig. 3. Illustration of an electro-optical attitude indicator (and other instruments)
as displayed with a liquid crystal display (LCD). A cockpit with these displays is
commonly referred to as a “glass cockpit.” (Courtesy of NASA AmesResearch Center,
Moffett Field, California.)

has become standard. (A notable departure from the standard mechanization as
described was incorporated in Russian aircraft.) The attitude indicator was, and
continuesto be, the foundation of “blind flying.” However, its design has not been
without controversy and has been considered a cause orcontributing factor in many

SD-related mishaps. !®-?°

Althoughpitch and bankare the primary emphasisof attitude displays,the presentation of yaw or slip/skid must briefly be touched upon. Asalready mentioned,
yaw normally is less relevant to spatial orientation thanare pitch or bank,butdisplaying the result of rudder inputcanstill be critical to aircraft control. Pilots of
multiengine aircraft, especially those with noncenterline thrust, are requiredtoreference the ball when an engine fails. Evaluating the amountof rudder input made
in an attempt to maintain coordinated flight can make the difference between a
successfulvs a failed recovery. Yaw holdssignificant importanceforhelicopter and
unconventionalaircraft operations, such as with the vectored-thrust Harrier jump
jet. It has special relevance in highly maneuverable aircraft like the Comanche
Helicopter and the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. The display of yaw/rudder/pedalinput could become even more important as SD problemsarise in the new flight
regimes usedby theselatter aircraft. However,at present, yaw attitude is generally
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not a parameter to which a fixed-wing pilot must attend in order to maintain or
re-acquire spatial orientation.
b. Power displays. Aircraft power is changed bythrottle or thrust lever manipulation andis usually displayed via the engine instruments. These instruments
include the tachometer (rpm), the exhaust gas temperature (EGT), the nacelle inlet
temperature, or any of a variety of other available engine output displays. Thepilot
is alwaysinterested in available power becauseit relates to the aircraft’s capability
to generate airspeed andaltitude. Pilots control the performanceof the aircraft by
changing both powerandattitude, but power changesare less frequentthan attitude
changes. With practice, pilots develop a feel for the approximate powersetting by
referencing either the location of their handrelative to the throttle quadrantor the
sound of the engines, or both.

There have been only a few known SD-related mishaps resulting from poor
throttle management. One such accident involved an instrument approach that
led to a go-aroundat night. The pilot failed to increase power during the missed
approach and apparently did not realize the subsequent decreasing airspeed. The
investigating personnel felt the pilot failed to cross-check either the power indication or the indicated airspeed—all of the while thinking the throttles were
advanced to go-around power. The investigators also mentionedthat the “quiet”
cockpit in this specific aircraft design did not provide the normal sound heardin
other cockpits when advancingthe throttles during a go-around.In this case the
quiet design, meant to improvethepilot’s ability to attend to more information,
might have contributed to the mishap.
2.

Performance Instruments

Performanceinstrumentsare thosethat display the aircraft’s response to control
inputs (i.e., attitude and power, Sec. II.B.1). These displays generally require a
small delay after the control input before they reflect the current state (or changing
state) of the aircraft. The complete category of performance instrumentstraditionally includes the airspeed indicator, the altimeter, the vertical-speed indicator
(also called the vertical-velocity indicator), the turn andslip indicator, the heading
indicator, and the angle-of-attack indicator.
Some instruments display instantaneous changes in certain performance parameters, for example, vertical speed or absolute (radar) altitude. This capability
is derived from using a combination of source inputs that is processed through
an air data computer. Such sources can includeinertial measurementunits, global
positioning systems, and/or physical pressure and temperature ports and probes.
The ability of these instruments to display instantaneous changesoften blurs the
differences between control and performance displays becausethe pilot can actually control the aircraft via these performance displays. Even with this apparent
advantage, manytraining programsstill teach the traditional organization of these
instantaneous displays as performance information, perhaps caused, in part, by
the fact that most trainer aircraft are not equipped with instantaneous displays.
As current technology trends continue,it is expected that even most general aviation pilots eventually will be provided instantaneous information, and the distinction between control and performance information will not be as evident. For
the remainderof this section, noninstantaneous meansof providing inputs to the
performance displays will be described.
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a. Airspeed displays. Airspeed measurementsare generally a comparison of
pitot (ram) pressure to static (ambient) pressure. The difference between these
two parameters is differential (dynamic) pressure. Conventional airspeed indicators measure this dynamic pressure through a mechanical linkage to a diaphragm
located in a static-pressure chamber. The linkage then movesanindicator against a
fixed scale that is calibrated in either nautical miles per hour (knots) or statute miles
per hour (mph). Electrooptical (glass) displays can convert this analogue position
to a digital electrical signal and display both the scale and indicator on an optical
display surface. This presentation is sometimes made in conjunction with,or replaced by, a digital readout of the airspeed value. This fixed-scale moving-pointer
design is very popular and found useful as a display design in manysituations of
high workload.
There are several types of airspeed that can be presentedto the pilot (indicated,
calibrated, equivalent, true, and Mach,as well as ground speed), and eachis defined

in the glossary. In general, pilots are most concerned with indicated airspeed,
as it directly relates to generating lift and enabling maneuverability. However,
whenposition over the ground becomesa priority, then awareness of groundspeed
increases in importance. Thepilot is responsible for knowingthe differences among
the various types of speed and how eachis measured, whereasthe display designer
is responsible for making the interpretation of the information aseasyaspossible.
A typical airspeed indicator is shownin Fig. 4.
b. Altitude displays. There are many waysto physically measurethe altitude
of an aircraft. The most common is with a barometric altimeter, which incorporates the physical law of pressure in the Earth’s atmosphere decreasing as height

Fig.4 Typical single-turn-pointer airspeed indicator with color-coded normal (usualy green), caution (usually yellow), and warning (usually red) operating ranges; clockwise movement indicates an increase. (Courtesy of NASA Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, California.)
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above the Earth increases. Barometric altimeters are designed to display altitude
relative to the pressure difference outlined on a standard atmospheric pressure
chart. The pressure differentials on the chart correlate to pressure exerted byvarious heights of columnsof mercury and are representedon the altimeteras a function
of change from a reference setting. For example, if the barometric scale is referenced,or “set” to 29.92 in. (760 mm) of mercury (sea level, standard conditions,

one atmosphere) and the instrumentis supplied with a static pressure of 20.58 in.
(523 mm) of mercury [pressure at 10,000 ft (3049 m) as found on an atmospheric
chart under standard conditions], then the altimeter will indicate 10,000 ft. This
reading results because the pressure difference on a standard day betweensealevel
(29.92 in./760 mm) and 10,000 ft (20.58 in./523 mm) is equivalent to the pressure
exerted by a 9.34-in.-high (237-mm) column of mercury. Any timethe altimeter
senses this pressure difference between the barometric scale setting and the actual
static pressure supplied to the instrumentto be 9.34 in. of mercury; it will indicate
(i.e., display) 10,000 ft. A typical mechanical altimeter face is shownin Fig. 5.
Again, the fixed-scale moving pointer is found in manyofthese displays. It is not
unusualto see both the airspeed andaltitude displayed in the similar formats.
Note: Becausethe actual height of these standard pressure levels varies slightly
with atmospheric conditions, the altimeter rarely indicates true height because a

Fig.5 Typical mechanical altimeter with barometric pressure setting window at the
three o’clock position. Large white pointer indicates hundreds, and small white pointer
indicates thousands. A ten-thousands pointer can be seen in somealtimeters, as well
as warningstripes for low altitude (usually below 10,000 ft). (Courtesy of NASA Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California.)
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standard day is not very common. Therefore, the indicated altitude of 10,000 ft
might not be the actual altitude. This seemingly dangeroussituation does not cause
any aircraft separation problem forair-traffic-control purposes becauseall aircraft
flying in the sameareaare similarly affected. However, undercertain conditions, as
whenflying in mountainousregions, terrain clearance can be a very real problem.
Ultimately, it is the pilot’s responsibility to maintain terrain clearance, but an
informative display, such as a good radaraltimeter, will help.
Similarto airspeed, there are several typesofaltitude (absolute, pressure, density,

indicated, calibrated, true, and afew more); and to makeit even moredifficult, there

are several typesof altimeter settings (e.g., QNH, QFE, and QNE)used throughout
the flying community. Again,the pilot is responsible for knowing and applying the
differences, butthe display designer can help by makingit clear as to which type of
altitude and setting is being displayed on the altimeter. Unfortunately, there have
been many tragic cases where pilots have read the wrong altimeter information
correctly (an issue for pilots) and, even worse,read the correctaltimeter information
wrongly (an issue for display designers). Manyofthe altimeters used today are of
the Kollsman design as used by Doolittle onthe first blind sortie.!’
c. Vertical speed displays. Vertical speed displays present the time rate
of change of altitude, usually reflected in feet per minute. They have been
called vertical-velocity (vertical-speed) indicators and rate-of-climb indicators.
Generally, they use the rate of change ofstatic pressure in measuring barometric
altitude changes. The display providesthe pilot with an accurate depiction of both
the magnitude of the changerate (displayed with reference to a moving pointer
against a fixed scale) and the direction of the vertical change (indicated by the

location of the pointer in either the top-half or the bottom-halfof the scale); hence,

the term vertical velocity. Vertical velocity, when coupled with forward motion,
as is common in fixed-wing aircraft, is extremely difficult to judge by looking
through the windscreen or canopy even whenthevisibility is good. Reasons for
this difficulty can be found in Chapters 3 and 7, where explanations are presented
for some of the visual illusions associated with flight, for example, estimating
the landing location from the visual field.*! It is far more effective to take a quick
look at the vertical-velocity/speed indicator (VVI/VSIto correctly interpret the
rate-of-altitude change than to determine the rate from either the movement of
the altimeter or the outside visual-flow pattern. Many SD-related mishaps have
beenattributed to pilots failing to monitor (or become aware of) a change in the

altimeter reading.*”*? See Fig. 6 for a depiction of a typical HDDvertical-speed

indicator.
d. Heading, angle of attack, turn rate displays. These performance displays
are includedin this discussion becausethey are important to consider for mostflight
tasks and often commanda significant amount of instrument scan dwell time.?>
They are grouped togetherin this chapter because oftheir collectively lesser role
in the direct maintenanceof spatial orientation andrelatively limited application
to combating and recovering from SD. Figure 7 illustrates an arrangementofall
the contro] and performancedisplays.
Heading primarily deals with geographic orientation rather than spatial orientation, whereas the information displayed by the angle-of-attack (AoA) indicator and turn-rate indicator (turn needle) are essentially derivatives of the basic
control and performanceinstruments already mentioned. Somepilots place great

Fig. 6 Typical vertical-speed (or vertical-velocity) indicator with the neutral state
index at the nine o’clock position. When the pointer is above the index, the display
represents a climb, whereas a displacement below this position indicates a descent.
Movementin the clockwise direction indicates either a climb or a reduction in descent
and vice versa. Color is sometimes used to aid with ease of interpretation. (Courtesy
of AF Flight Standards Agency; Ref. 24.)

Fig. 7 Representative grouping of control and performancedisplays (although not
the most ideal arrangement). (Courtesy of General Dynamics AdvancedInformation
Systems.)
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emphasis on the AoAandturn-rate indicatorsin order to help maintainsituation and
spatial awareness. In high-performanceaircraft—military fighters, in particular—
AoAcan assumea critical role, and the display can actually be used as a control
instrument. However, the general consensusof most basicflight training programs
still considers airspeed, altitude, and vertical speed to be the primary performance
displays for spatial awareness.
3.

Navigation (Geographic Orientation) Instruments

The navigation instruments include various types of course, range, and glide
slope indicators, bearing pointers, and waypoint depictions. These displays indicate the position of the aircraft in relation to a selected navigation facility or a
physical waypoint(or fix) over the ground, sometimes with respect to a given
coordinate system, suchas latitude and longitude. Theyare primarily associated
with geographicorientation. These displays are usually depicted from a plan, or
overhead, view that is sometimesreferred to as the “God’s eye” view. However,

they can be oriented from other frames of reference, as well. The navigation displays are mentioned here because manyof the neweraircraft combine them with
the spatial-orientation displays on the same display surface or medium, which
can elicit confusion. Additionally, these displays are important to overall situation awareness.”° Caution must be exercised when combining the two types of
displays. Unless implemented and integrated with all three dimensions in mind,
a single display used for both spatial and geographic orientation symbology will
depict information from two different perspectives, that is, one perspective from
above looking downward and another from inside the aircraft looking forward.
The conflict between the two perspectives might contribute to SD.
Presenting a single perspective from a ‘“‘God’s eye” view (see Fig. 8) can also
contribute to the pilot’s being unawareofthe spatial orientation situation. When a
navigation display presents only geographic parameters, for example, a horizontal
situation display that depicts the aircraft position relative to a desired course,
the pilot receiveslittle, if any, spatial orientation information from it. This type of
single-function display has been associated with SD as a compoundingfactor, most
notably by increasing the visual task loading neededto interpret the information,
whichhasledto the pilot not realizing a changein spatial orientation. Symbology
features for enhancingnavigation, or geographic orientation displays, are discussed
in detail in many of the humanfactors display textbooks and in several human

factors publications.?”-78
C.

Instrument Cross-Check

Blind flying means just one thing: flying an airplane while unable to see the
natural instrument(whichis visual referenceofterrestrial or astronomical objects)
sufficiently in detail to establish a plane of reference that bears a knownrelation
to the earth’s surface, whichis the means by whichevery pilot controlshis craft.
There are other aids to manualflight control, but there is no substitute for visual

reference.”?

The procedure for gathering information from the instrument displays has been
termed the instrument cross-check or instrumentscan. Exactly when the concept
wasfirst established is anyone’s guess, but it was well rootedin the workof Doolittle
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Fig. 8 Two navigation displays: a) the conventional, bearing pointer format and,b)
the more modern “glass”horizontalsituation display, showinga plan view of waypoints
and courselines. This newer technology usually incorporatescolor along with a variety
of symbols and alpha-numeric characters. (Courtesy of NASA AmesResearch Center,
Moffett Field, California.)

and Sperry in 1929 (Ref. 17) and that of Ocker and Crane about the same time
period.’ Becauseall of these early display pioneers and pilots found instrument
flight to be one of the most demandingactivities to perform with anaircraft, they
workeddiligently in arranging the instrumentsto ease their workload. While their
efforts to establish and then improve upon the crosscheck did not eliminate SD,

they did make it more manageable.
The instrument cross-check is simply the visual scan pattern the pilot employs
whenreading,thatis, interpreting, the various displays in the cockpit for any given
instrument task (see Fig. 9). From this scan the pilot pieces together information that reflects the current state of the aircraft and projects its future state—a
condition also knownas situation awareness.*”*! Therefore, to satisfy the need
for situation awareness, generally, and spatial orientation, specifically, the pilot is
challenged to always be scanningfor the critical flight parameters and to apply
that data in predicting changesin theaircraft’s orientation.If the pilot loses spatial
orientation, the pilot also loses situation awareness (although the reverse is not
always true). Developing a well-defined, standardized scan procedure to integrate
and assimilate this information is a part of every instrument-rated pilot’s training.
1.

Procedures

There appearsto be two waysto teach a novice pilot candidate howto perform an
instrument cross-check. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has adopted
the pattern knownasthe primary/supporting concept, whereas military flighttraining programs have adoptedthe control/performance conceptof instrument flying.
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Fig. 9 Arrowsillustrate the typical instrument cross-check pattern with individual
instruments. Depending uponthe flight task, the frequency and dwell time on each
display can vary.

The control/performance concept and can be organizedinto foursteps:
1) Establish an attitude or powersetting onthe control instruments that would result in the desired performance. Known or computed approximateattitude changes
and approximate powersettings will help to reduce the pilot workload.
2) Trim until control pressures are neutralized. [Trim refers to eliminating counterpressure on the aircraft control surfaces and thereby also on the controlsticks
and/or rudder pedals. Trim is not usually associated with the display of spatial

orientation information, but it is essential for precise aircraft control. Also, it can

indirectly contribute to SD, especially Type I (unrecognized), by causing inadvertent, subthreshold control inputs or by introducing excessive resistance to normal
control inputs. See Glossary for more details about trim.] Trimming for hands-off
flight is essential for smooth,precise aircraft control. It allowspilots to divert their
attention to other cockpit duties with minimum deviation from the desired attitude.
3) Cross-check the performance instruments to determineif the established attitude or powersetting is providing the desired performance. If a deviation is
noted, determine the magnitude and direction of adjustment required to achieve
the desired performance.
4) Adjust the attitude or powersetting on the control instruments as necessary.
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Somepilot training programs might teach slight variations of this constantly
repeated sequence, but the basic four-step procedure is essentially standard
training practice throughout many of the flying communities mentioned. To apply this procedure effectively, the pilot must become intimately familiar with the
representations on the control and performance instruments and understand the
predictable affect of the magnitude of a specific control input. Thus a display
designer must consider both the resolution and the movementofthe display. At
times the design of one parameter might very well influence the design of the
other.
As mentioned, the FAA mandates another scan philosophy called the pri-

mary/supporting concept.** This procedure focuses attention first on the most

important performance parameterfor a particular phase of flight and then directs
that adjustments be made by reference to the applicable supporting instrument
that provides confirmation of the correction. At times, the AI, for example, can be
the primary or a supporting instrument, depending upon the parameter in question
and might or might not receive the majority of the dwell time. In the procedure
of either the control/performance or primary/supporting cross-check,it is always
necessary for the pilot to realize that only the AI and powerdisplays represent
physical changes madeto aircraft systems, whereas the other displays indicate
the results of those changes. The difference between the two instrument crosscheck philosophies relates more to the FAA’s concern over low-proficiencypilots
not becoming aware of deviations from assigned or desired parameters than to a
disagreementover the nature of the function of a display.*
Regardless ofthe procedure used, instrumentdesign playsan integralrole in the
effectiveness of the display. If the pilot is to make meaningful adjustmentsbyreferenceto the instruments, then those instrument displays must contain symbology
that enables him or her to correctly assess the current state of the aircraft and to
make quantifiable (precise) changes that will produce the desiredfuturestate (e.g.,
resolution and movement). Precisely flying an aircraft is a never-ending processof
interpreting symbology and makinginputs, followed by series of ever-decreasing
adjustments. (The mechanization of the HDD symbology and the aerodynamic capabilities of an aircraft have a direct influence on the pilot’s ability to precisely
control the aircraft. This implies that the inherent characteristics of a display for
one particular type of aircraft might not be the same for another aircraft with a
different aerodynamic response.)
2.

Cross-Check Efficiency
The physical arrangement of the displays and their individual symbology—
especially the onesfor spatial orientation—can havea direct bearing ontheefficiency of the instrument cross-check. As the reader has undoubtedly deduced,the
pilot’s ability to rapidly locate and interpret the displays has a significant influence on how well he or she maintains situation awarenessandspatial orientation.
Cross-check efficiency also determines how quickly a pilot reaches instrument
proficiency and, most importantly, how smoothly andeffectively the pilot returns

the aircraft to a desirable spatial orientation condition if SD is encountered.*°

Whenfollowing the control/performance concept,instructor pilots teach their
studentsto refer to the AI for the vast majority of the time, albeit in brief segments
while alternating across the other displays. The actualtime a pilot spends looking
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at each instrument can vary significantly from
the amount spent by anotherpilot;
however, it appears that when following the
control/performance convention certain instruments are scanned about the same
amountbyall pilots while performing
a given task. The AI consumes approximat
ely 50% of the visual time the pilot
spends when employing the control/perform
anceinstrument cross-check.34 All of
the other instruments combined receive the remai
ning time. Individual dwell times
vary slightly across these other displays, depen
ding on the task, but the altimeter,
vertical-velocity indicator, and airspeed indic
ator each receive about 10% ofthe
remaining time. Evenif the pilots were flyin
g an instrument approach with course
guidance present on a HDD display, then
the separate course guidance indicator
receives about 10% ofthe cross-check time.
The AIstill receives about the same
amountof visual time as before. These result
s Suggest that three instruments (the
attitude indicator,
the altimeter, and the airspeed indicator)
cons

ume the vast majority of the time a pilot spends scanning the
displays during a flight in instrument
conditions. Of course, the dwell times will
likely changein visual conditions be-

cause of external information being readily avail

able.22[t follo

ws then that from
wherethe pilotelects to visually acquire the
informationis a function of the degree
of ease in locating and interpreting it. Conse
quently, the arrangement and design
of these three displays (or four, if one consi
ders the vertical-velocity indicator)
will have a direct impacton instrument cross
check efficiency, situation awareness
and, ultimately, spatial orientation.
Because of these fundamental requirements,
the arrangementof these principal
instruments, which are needed for almos
t all flight tasks, has been established
for many years. Typically, the attitude indica
toris located in the center of the
instrument panel directly positionedin fronto
f the pilot at the controls. The airspeed
indicator is located to the left of the
AI, while the altimeter and vertica]
speed
indicatorare situated to the right of the AI,
making level row across the middle
of the head-downinstrument panel. The
navigation information is traditionally
located directly below the AI, makinga vertic
al column with the attitude indicator.
This arrangement has been termed the T
cross-check arrangementbecause ofits
resemblanceto theletter T. During the devel
opmentofthe instrument panel for the
first blind flight in 1929 (Ref. 17), Doolittle
established the basic T as the easiest
arrangement for integrating critical SO
information, although the vertical speed
indicator can be seen directly to the right
of the attitude indicator (assumed more
important for the task of judging height
abovefield elevation or touchdown).
It is mentioned at this time that a relatively
newly observed head response to
horizon movement has been identified in
the research. The response, termed the
OKCR oroptokinetic cervical reflex, is descr
ibed both in this chapterand in several
of the other chaptersin this book. Its findi
ng can have major implicationsto instrument design once thoroughly understood
. Up until this finding, most researcher
s
have assumedthepilot maintains a fixed
-head orientation (aligned with the nose
of the aircraft). It appearsthis is not the
case when a wide horizon can be seen.
A
short description of the OKCR and its poten
tial impact follows.
3.

Outside Visibility

Conditions of in-flight visibility will
have an impact on the pilot’s workload
,
susceptibility to SD, and maintenance
of situation awareness. It is important
for
he display designer, when considering
symbology features that counter SD,
to
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tions affecting the pilot’s actions
appreciate the various in-flight visibility condi
visibilities.
light
sin-f
and the reflexes resulting from variou
an upright posture when banking
ain
maint
to
t
taugh
been
For years pilots have
thought to be the natural head
the aircraft. This practice maintained what was
ial force vector. Recently,
oinert
gravit
orientation, that is, aligned with the net
visible during a turn the
is
on
horiz
real
the
Patterson2© has shown that when
with the horizon (up to 15 deg of
pilot will subconsciously align his or her head
bank experienced. Patterson and
bank), regardless of the increased G forces and
light is conducted by reference
Whenf
.
colleagues term this responseas the OKCR
e pilot naturally maintains
andth
place,
take
not
does
to the instruments, this effect
tation of the cockpit. Thus, when
an upright head position aligned with the orien
(IMC) the perceived orientation
viewed in instrument meteorological conditions
well be different than that
might
Al
an
on
on
and movementof an artificial horiz
on in the same orientation viewed
which would havebeenperceivedofthe true horiz
rson and colleaguesbelieve this
in visual meteorological conditions (VMC). Patte
report experiencing Type UJ
pilots
dichotomy can partially explain why many
can become disoriented
They
s.
cloud
of
out
and
(recognized) SD whenflying in
AI does not correctly mimic the way
becausetheartificial horizon ofthe traditional
on movement and control response
they perceive the true horizon. Apparent horiz
cial horizon.
artifi
to it has been a design issue since the first
l orientation and the instrument
spatia
to
ntary
Because the horizon is eleme
its movement impacts his or her
cross-check, how well the pilot can interpret
display. (Further discussion of the
overall performance while using a particular
ion and movement in an attitude
posit
on
importance andeffectof perceiving horiz
r.) Consequently, when evaluating
display is contained in Appendix of this chapte
researcher must take into account
a displayfor its affect on spatial orientation, the
on. This variable can be quite
horiz
the degree to whichthe pilot can discern the
s ability to see the horizon
pilot’
The
s.
studie
elusive to control during empirical
most in-flight studies that ability 1s
is easily controlled in a laboratory, but in
tions. Although mostpilots describe
highly variable as a function of flight condi
and

visual flight rules (VER), IMC,
their visual environmentin terms of VMC,
s mustuse care in applying these acronyms

instrumentflight rules (IFR), researcher
nitions of each of these acronyms
inorder to avoid confoundingstudyresults. (Defi
For example, a pilot can technically
are included in AppendixB in this chapter.)
might not beable to see the actual
yet
be flying in VFR conditions, or VMC, and
on mightnot bevisible. Therefore,
horizon. Even on somecleardays, the true horiz
s of pilot responses to HDDs it is
to ensure validity of comparisons during studie
the pilot the exact visual conditions he
important for the researcher to elicit from
SD.
or she experienced when encountering

tation
Fundamental Displays for Spatial Orien
sense of any of the flight parameters
“Spatial disorientation is an erroneous
ormance instruments” (Ref. 37, p. 297).
displayed by the aircraft control and perf
ip is postulated involving the terms
In the preceding definition a clear relationsh
eous

D.

ormance instruments, and the erron
spatial disorientation, control and perf
tional definition

sense of the parameters displayed by those

instruments. This opera

and,
performance instruments as important,
of SD considersall of the control and
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Table 2a Relationship between flight motion andflight
instruments: angular flight parameters
Axis

Position

xX

Bank
(AT?

Roll rate
(AD)

Y

Pitch
(AD)
Heading

Pitch rate
(AD)
Turn rate

Z

(Comp)?

Acceleration

Velocity

(Comp/needle)‘

Changeinroll rate
(AI)
Changein pitch rate
(AI)
Change in turn rate

(Comp/needle)

aAT = attitude indicator (pitch and bank).

Comp = compass.
©Needle/ball = turn needle or ball on turn-and-slip indicator.

Table 2b

Relationship between flight motion and flight
instruments: linear flight parameters

Axis

Position

Velocity

xX

Lat/long
(Nav)?
Lat/long
(Nav)
Altitude
(Alt)*

Airspeed
(A/S ind)°
Slip/skid rate
(Ball)
Vertical speed
(VVI/Alt)9

Y
Z

Acceleration
Changein airspeed
(A/S ind)
Changein slip/skid rate
(Ball)
Changein vertical speed
(VVI/Alt)

aNav = navigation (INS, HSI, etc....).
A/S ind = airspeed indicator.

Alt = altimeter.

VVI = vertical-velocity indicator.

indeed,they are during their respective tasks. However, to address a comprehensive
countermeasure to SD these two categories of instruments must be resolved into
the minimum neededto enable the pilot to construct an adequate mental model of
the aircraft’s spatial orientation, regardless of the task. This refinement requires a
closer examinationofthe relationship between the motionoftheaircraft (and pilot)
and the taxonomyofthe fundamentalcontrol and performanceinstruments. A more
generalized, internationally accepted definition of SD identifies SD parameters as
those that relate to the motionsofthe aircraft about the two primaryrotational axes
(pitch androll) and the vertical position and motion oftheaircraft relative to the
Earth.® The instruments that traditionally display rotational position and motion
and vertical translation are annotated in Tables 2a and 2b with the major axes
depicted in Fig. 10.
Tables 2a and 2b reveals that the primary instruments for displaying spatialorientation information of position and motion are the altimeter andthe attitude
indicator. In addition, airspeed must be included because flight would not be possible withoutit, and the aircraft’s potential for maneuveringcorrelates directly to
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Fig.10 Major axes betweenflight motion andflight instruments. (Courtesy of USAF;
data available online at http://www.af.mil/photos/fighters.)

the magnitude of the airspeed. In sum,airspeed displays the longitudinal motion
needed to generatelift, the altimeter displays height abovethe surface ofthe Earth,
and the attitude display providesthe aircraft’s orientation with respect to its two

major axes of movement. Therefore, the minimum,critical information the pilot
needs in order to maintain spatial orientation is attitude, airspeed, andaltitude.

These fundamental parameters mustbe displayed somewherein the cockpit on the
HDDs, either separately or integrated. Studies have shown that whenthis information is not provided complete loss of control will occur in approximately than

2 mins.*?

Without the critical information available to build the correct mental model,

the pilot is guaranteed to experience the most dangerous type of spatial
disorientation—Type I (unrecognized). Even with the fundamental spatial orientation information provided and viewed, the pilot can still experience TypeII
(recognized) or TypeIII (incapacitating) SD. To combat any type of SD,he or she
must be able to recognizethe situation and then apply the correct control inputs
to maneuverthe aircraft to a knownspatialorientation in spite of other sensations
experiencedatthe time. Therefore, the degree to which the design of an instrument
display compels the pilot to appropriately respondto its information iscritical to
the success of the pilot-machine interface. Unfortunately, even with the advent
of the advanced displays of today, SD-related mishaps continue to occurafter the

pilot recognizes SD andisstill unable to safely recover the aircraft.4°
E.

Primary Flight Reference

As already suggested, the term primaryflight reference (PFR) could conceptually apply to one, a few, or many instruments in the cockpit. The challenge to the
pilot and display designer is to understand what informationis considered primary,
whenit is needed, and howbestto display it during any giventask. In the logic of
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the preceding discussion on fundamentaldisplays, the assumption is madethat the
primary spatial orientation information mustbe displayedatall times. Technically
speaking, any of the navigation, engine performance, or general awarenessdisplays that have been discussed can contain informationthatis of prime importance
at a given moment, but those displays will never be offirst importance all of the
time. The displays that contain fundamental spatial orientation information will
alwaysbe offirst importance in order to ensure constant maintenanceofaircraft
control.
During the mid-to-late 1980s, when the U.S. Air Force (USAF) realized a potential mismatch between the displays used in current instrumenttraining programs
and the rapid influx of new technologies into the more modern aircraft cockpits,
the definition of PFR reached a high level of concern. This concern eventually
spawned a research programthatcalled for an endorsement of the head-up display
(a new technologyat the time) as the PFR during instrumentflight. It also encour-

aged standardization of all displays, including HDDs, wheneverpossible.*! The

outcome of the USAFproject established primacy of certain flight information
that would be considered the basics of the PFR.Interestingly, it was found that
no official endorsement process wasin place for any of the military instrument
displays. Because of this and other related regulatory shortcomings, the following official statement was included in the guidance document governing display
symbology of military aircraft: “A primary flight reference (PFR) is any display,
or suite of displays or instruments, that provide all required information for flight
and complies with the requirements of this standard for information content and
presentation” (Ref. 42, p. 6).

Although the process began with endorsing the HUD as a PER, the term soon
applied to HDDsas well. Consequently, PFR requirements now apply to any display or display suite considered as primary. Those requirements are specific and
must, at a minimum,include the critical parameters mentioned for each task (see

Table 3) identified in MIL-STD 1787C, Table 1 (Ref. 42). Not surprisingly, the
terms of pitch (or flight path for a head-up display) and vertical velocity, bank,
airspeed, and altitude are required to be displayed during all maneuvers. This information can be represented on separate displays (a suite of instruments) or on
a single display, but the information must be displayedat all times. The primary
purpose of MIL-STD 1787Cis to ensure that the information is displayed, and
less so how it is displayed. The display designer must determine what features
and symbology to use (e.g., color, size, movement, location, arrangement, etc)
and determine some of the metrics with which to measure the display’s effectiveness. With the MIL-STD 1787C requirement an official link was established
between the operational definition of SD and the cockpit displays neededforits
prevention.
III.

Design Topics

Preceding sections have established a relationship between the information a
pilot must obtain in order to perform any given flight task and that which he
or she needs to maintain or regain spatial orientation. The following sections will
approachthetopic ofspatial orientation displays from the designer’s view and will
suggest display enhancements that hold promise in reducing thepilot’s workload.
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Precise pitch angle
Climb/dive angle‘
Precise bank angle
Approximate bank
Barometric altitude
Airspeed
Heading
Horizontal flight path*
Bearing
Distance
Lateral deviation
Vertical deviation
Flight director
Timing

Climb

<7

Required information

Instrument
takeoff

aX — always required for this maneuver.
Replaced by pitch and vertical velocity when the climb/dive markeris invalid or unavailable.
“Vertical velocity is added to the display whentheaircraft is in a high AoA, CDM-limited condition.
R = strongly recommendedfor this maneuver.
©Required only on displays which are designed to conform to an outside visual scene or display (e.g., HUD, FLIR,or radar imagery overlays).
S = required only if these data are not in view elsewhere in the cockpit (single-medium PFR).
&M/G = Required only for MLS or GPS curvedpath procedure.
" Abeclute altitude generally refers to above ground level (at current location), but altitude relative to a reference (such as the end of the runway) can be used.
1Required only for aircraft that utilize these data caused byaircraft limitations such as asymmetric drag/thrust.
JNot required for PAR approaches.
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Table 4 presents a comparison of the spatial-orientation information attained
from observing the real world vs that derived from instrument displays. At first
glance, one might wrongly deducethat the instruments present a much moreprecise
and useful view of the world than that extracted from mere estimated parameters of
the actual environment. Although the information presented on the instrumentsis
usually more precise, its usefulness is affected by the increased mental processing
time required forits interpretation.
In setting about the task of designing SD-resistant displays, one will discover a
large amountof data pertaining to the humanresponseto different types of visual
information.** Even if a review ofthe literature is limited to the displays used for
instrument flight, the amount of informationis still almost overwhelming.’ Narrowingthis latter informationto only those displaysthat provide spatial-orientation
information is something that can be adequately addressedin the next several pages,
but still contains quite a bit of information. Toward that end,this section focuses
on the display designer’s areas of primary responsibility in combating SD, namely,
attitude, airspeed, and altitude. It does not take into account a type of “bail-out”
technology knownas ground-collision-avoidance automation. This technology appears to be on the horizon,and the challenging task of integrating it with the more
traditional visual aircraft displays is yet to be realized.
In focusing on these three essential elements of flight information, it seems
appropriate to review several time-tested humanfactors principles of instrument
design that were established by Fitts** when display development was beginning
to receiveits first serious emphasis. Manyofthesetenetsstill apply to the spatialorientation features mentioned in the rest of the chapter.
1) Every display should be designed for quick perception.
2) Every display should be designed so that the meaning of the indication is
immediately apparent.
3) A display should provide information that is precise and complete.
4) Single displays and entire display systems should be as simple as possible.
5) Different displays and controls should be easily distinguishable.
6) Displays that provide related information, or to which are referred in rapid
succession, should be grouped.
7) Controls and instruments should be designed so that they movein the “expected”direction.
8) Controls should be designed to permit the required speed, precision, timing,
and/or smoothnessof operation.
9) The modeofaction, location, and arrangement of controls should provide
for overall simplicity of operation and movementefficiency.
10) Equipmentshould be designed for use by operators who have only a moderate amountof training, whoare less than average in skill, and who will use the
equipment under adverse conditions.
11) Equipment should be designed so that continued operation for a numberof
hours results in minimum fatigueor loss of operatorefficiency.
12) Principal aspects of design, arrangement, and location of displays and
control equipment should be standardized.
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Comparison of SO information between the real world and the instrument
displays

State
Attitude
Pitch

Bank

Airspeed

Altitude

Changeinaltitude

Extracting from the real world
Estimated angle between
the real horizon and the
imaginary extension of the
longitudinal axis of the aircraft

Estimated angle between
the real horizon and the
imaginary extension of the
lateral (transverse) axis of the
aircraft

Estimatedrates of relative

motion of nonmoving objects
on the Earth’s surface or the
estimated relative motion of
clouds. Changesof airspeed
are estimated by the change
of the visual flowfield.
Estimation of apparentsize,
shape, and brightnessof objects
on the surface of the Earth

Estimation of changes in
the apparent size, shape, and
brightness of objects on the
surface of the Earth

Extracting from the instrument
display (artificial world)
Fairly precise angle that can
be interpreted by comparing
the nose of a miniature aircraft
symbol againstthe pitch lines
displayed on the sphere of the
attitude indicator
Fairly precise angle that can
be interpreted by comparing
the sky pointer and the bank
scale that is displayed around
the perimeter of the attitude
indicator. Markings are shown
at 10-deg increments, and then
in 30-deg incrementsafter
the first full 30 deg. The
approximate bank angle can
also be estimated by
comparing the miniature
aircraft symbol against the
horizontal attitude pitch lines.
Precise numerical reading that
can be interpreted the location
of a pointer along a scale
ranging from 0 to a maximum
airspeed ORreaddirectly
from a digital readout.
Precise numerical reading that
of a pointer along a scale can
be interpreted by pointer along
a scale ranging from 0 to
100,000 ft; usually requires
different levels of sensitivity to
showall full range of vertical
motion OR digital readout
Estimated by the rate of
changeof the altimeter scale
OR directly by comparing a
pointer against scale
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Attitude Information

“I sketched a roughpicture of the dial for an instrument which I thought would
do the job and showedit to Elmer Sperry, Sr., a great engineer and inventor who
had established and headed the Sperry Gyroscope Co. and who wasveryinterested
in aviation” (Ref. 17, p. 345).
The preceding quote describes how the forerunner of the modern attitude indicator was created in 1929. Along with its wide success, this attitude display also
has been the most controversial display in the cockpit. The source of dispute lies
in its most basic feature—how it moves.
1.

Attitude Indicator Movement
Though extremely rare among instrumentrated pilots, it is possible—even for
airline pilots—to confuse the moving horizon bar of the gyroscopic attitude indicator and the fixed airplane symbol whenthey find themselves suddenly and
unexpectedly in an unusualflight attitude. Whenthis occurs, the initial reaction—
to fly the horizon bar back to straight and level flight—will increase rather than
reduce the bank angle (Ref. 20, p. 1).

The principal issue pertaining to AI movementhas been that of the indicator’s

owninternal movement, sometimes termed “‘mechanization.” There also have been

indications that abnormal roll maneuvering ofthe aircraft can cause visualdistor-

tion of the artificial horizon,!’ but this concern is minimal compared to the con-

fusion sometimes presented by the mannerin which the major components of the
AI moverelative to one another. It is the latter issue that will be addressed here.
Becausetheattitude indicator is an integrated displayofaircraft pitch and bank, the
problemsassociated with its movementcan be best understood byfirst examining
the depiction of each of those two elements. Pitch movement, as discussed in Sec.
II.A and outlined in Table2, refers to the rotation aboutthe aircraft’s lateral axis, and

pitch attitude is the angular displacement betweenthe noseofthe aircraft and the
horizon. On a typicalattitude indicator—a gyro-stabilized sphere, rigidly mounted
in space, and which appearsto rotate within its case—pitch is displayed by means
of the relationship of the aircraft symbolto a set of moving, sequential, horizontal
lines. The horizontal lines are marked on the rotating sphere and representdiscrete
pitch-angle values, usually in 5- and 10-deg increments. Theattitude display’s
design represents the real world asif the pilot were looking through a smallportal.
For example,as the pilot pulls back on the control stick and raises the nose of the
aircraft then the artificial horizon (O-deg pitch line) appears to declinein the visual
field just as would the real horizon if the pilot were looking at the real world.
Bank,as presentedin Sec. II.A and Table 2, is the angular displacement between
the horizon and the aircraft’s lateral axis, and roll is the rotational motion about the

longitudinal axis. Bank is most often displayed by a “sky” pointerat the top of the
instrument case against a circular bank scale that is fixed and indexed around
the circumference of the attitude display. This indexed bank scale is normally
graduated to reflect precise bank angles in 10-deg increments for the first 30-,
15-deg increments up to 60 deg and then 30-deg increments thereafter. On occasion,
a “ground” pointer has been usedin lieu of a sky pointer and is depicted in the
bottom half of the display case against a scale markedin the sameincrementsas the
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Fig. 11 Depiction of typical western-world attitude-indicator concept integrating
pitch and bank.Theinsertin the lowerright depicts the world as the designer expects
the pilot to perceive the world when viewing it through the attitude indicator (insideout concept). (Courtesy of U.S. Air Force Flight Standards Agency; Ref. 24.)

sky pointer. A pilot also obtains a general sense of bank by reference to the angle
produced betweenthe horizon line (andessentially all of the pitch lines together)

and the center of the instrument case (or more technically correct, the wings of the

miniature aircraft symbol). A determination of direction and rate of roll motion is
madefrom the rotation of the pitch lines and the sky or ground pointer.
A major point of contention in depicting bank, and to a lesser degree pitch,lies
in the perceptual model of how pilot perceives the motion of the pitch-and-roll
indications on the display. Figure 11 presents an example of an attitude indicator
that is designed to depict an integrated modelof both pitch attitude and bank and
how the display designer imaginesthe real world to be represented on the AI. In
this example, it is presumed that the pilot will interpret the representation as if
looking from inside the aircraft to the outside in the same mannerasif looking
out the windscreen. However, as mentioned in Roscoe’s preceding statement,this

artificial display can sometimes produce a problem in the perceptual transfer from
artificial depiction to actuality.
The conflict that arises betweenreality and the pilot’s mental modelis reflected
in the question, While flying, do pilots perceive the horizon line to move (“insideout” orientation), or do they perceive the aircraft symbol to move against a stable
horizon line (“‘outside-in” orientation)?* Figure 12 illustrates these two orienta-

tion concepts.
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Fig.12 Illustration comparingthe depiction of a) left bank with an inside-outattitude
indicator to b) right bank with an outside-in turn indicator. (Courtesy of NASA Ames
Research Center.)

In addressing the question of which concept is most effective for recognizing
attitude, one soon discovers that the dominant problem elementis bank interpretation. Previc and Ercoline*® accomplished a review of manyof the researcharticles
on the subject of bank perception and howto best display this parameteron the AI.
They found that novice subjects always performed better with a moving-aircraft
symbol (outside-in) attitude indicator than with a moving-horizon symbol(insideout) attitude indicator. Experienced pilots achieved about the same results with
both types of displays, presumably becauseoftheir training and experience.
A third type of motion of an attitude indicator, termed the frequency-separated
attitude display, is foundin the literature and is briefly mentioned here.*’ This AI
was found to produce fewererrors in roll interpretation than either the inside-out
or outside-in orientations. On the frequency-separated AI the artificial horizon
movementis determined by the frequencyofthe roll rate. During the initial part
of a rapid roll, the aircraft symbol movesas in an outside-in display. After this
initial movement, and when theroll rate decreases, to a predetermined amount,

the artificial horizon begins to move, and the aircraft symbol becomesstationary as on the inside-out display. Evaluations of these three mechanizations have
tended to focus on “correctness” of the subjects’ inputs, most often measured
in the numberofroll reversals. Roll-reversal errors are generally those that are
associated with incorrect initial movements the pilot executes in responding to
an attitude that requires immediate adjustment. They often occur during unusual
attitude (UA) recognition and recovery tasks and are easily recorded while measuring performance of a display. (A detailed description of the UA recognition
and recovery task is given in Sec. III.D.1) More importantly, roll reversals are
associated with SD mishapsin that critical time to recoveris lost, and an already
dangeroussituation is exacerbated when thepilot rolls the aircraft in the wrong

direction.7°°*

The importance of minimizingroll reversals notwithstanding,the careful display
designer must consider more than just UA recognition and recovery when developing an effective AI. After resolving the correctness aspect for reacting to a UA,
the designer must then preserve a display’s utility for precision tracking, which
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will be necessary during otherflight tasks. Although onlytheclassic inside-outor
outside-in concepts are currently used on Als today, with the “inside-out” being,
by far, the most prevalent throughout the world, both formats pose problems of
significant concern. Interestingly, the frequency-separated display has remained
only a concept, in spite of research indicating that it presents roll better than the
inside-out attitude indicator and enables moreprecise attitude tracking than the
outside-in attitude indicator.*’ Reasonsare not knownfor the frequency-separated
format having been abandonedas an enhancementto the AI, butit is in the authors’
opinions that adherence to conventionis a likely factor.
Despite the popularity of the inside-out AI motion concept, not all design spe-

cialists have been convincedof its benefits. Ocker and Crane? and Roscoe” feltit
wasatthe root of many SD mishaps, and the noted Russian humanfactors special-

ist Dr. Vladimir Ponomarenko*””® strongly encouragedits replacement with the
outside-in attitude display. During Ponomarenko’s work at the former Soviet In-

stitute of Aviation Medicine, Moscow,he and his colleagues wereableto establish

the outside-in display conceptas the mosteffective for reducing SD and convinced
the appropriate authorities to implement the design as the standard for the AI in
Soviet-madeaircraft. Russian manufacturers continue to use the outside-in AI for
head-downattitude displays in the majority of their aircraft.
The Russian studies cite the superior attribute of the outside-in presentation
as that of reducing the pilot’s cognitive effort. They ascribe the increased mental
efficiency as being a result of a direct correlation to how pilot understandshis or

her spatial relationship with the actual horizon. Ponomarenkoand colleagues*’~>*

state that a pilot learns from early training to maneuveranaircraft in reference to
a Static horizon and earth’s surface, rather than the reverse concept depicted on an
inside-out display. He quotes a former USSRpilot, P. Bananov, as saying, “Not
a single pilot thinks for a momentthat during aerobatic maneuvers the earth or

horizon moves.” More objectively, Ponomarenko** demonstrated that reversals in

pitch and bank were dramatically reduced with the outside-in AI for both novice
and experienced pilots.
Roll-reversals with the inside-out AI appear to be attributable to the strength
of the pilot’s spatial model of the connection betweenstick displacement and the
perceived resultant movementof the aircraft symbol vs the actual movement of
the pitch-and-bankcues. Thatis, if a pilot intuitively makes a connection between
the pitch-and/or-bank symbols while movingthestick, he or she will perceive the
direction of the symbol movementas being oppositethat of the stick and in conflict
with the desired motionofthe aircraft. For example, when pushingthestick to the
left (counterclockwise, creating an aircraft left roll) the pilot might perceive the
stick action as causing the horizonto rotate to the right (clockwise) rather than
the aircraft symbol to rotate to the left (counterclockwise). Because the desired
aircraft motion1s to the left, the pilot then experiencesa conflict from the perceived
movementto the right. This conflict sometimesleadsto reversalin the pilots’ roll
input. In the context of reacting to an undesirableattitude, the pilot might deduce
that to return the horizon to level whenit is slanted right (left bank) requires a
movementofthe stick to the left. That action would increase rather than decrease
the bank angle. Consequently, to correctly use the inside-out display pilots must
project themselvesinto the aircraft symbol. Referenced studies suggest that this

projection is particularly difficult in high-workload scenarios.**
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The reader might be temptedat this point to decry the inside-out AI design as
contradicting the seventh of Fitts’ basic design principles outlined earlier, thatis,
controls and instruments should be designed so that they move in the expected
direction. However, one must keep in mindthat if the pilot were able to assumea
properorientationinside the aircraft symbol as just described, he or she would not
experience any discontinuity, and the display would indeed movein the expected
direction. This appears to be supported bythe results from the OKCRstudies. An
interesting aside to this topic is the observation that although the aforementioned
incompatibility issue applies to perceived pitch movement as well as to bank,
pitch-reversal errors do not appearto be as prevalentas roll-reversal errors. The
reasonforthis is still unclear (perhaps the OKCR?). One of the authors (William
Ercoline) noted while conducting unusual attitude recovery studies that pilots
consistently attempted to makeroll inputs prior to pitch inputs. This seemed to be
the case even whenthe pilots were given instructions to make pitch changesfirst.
Onepossible contribution to such prioritization might be standard unusualattitude
training practices, which are described as a performance metric in Sec. II.D.1.
Some insight into the pilot’s perception of pitch-and-bank movement can be
obtained by considering the effectivenessof the attitude indicator symbologyrelative to the robustnessofthe artificial world depicted on the display. The inside-out
concept appears to work well when flight symbology is superimposed over a
sensor/virtual image or whenit is truly conformal to the out-the-window environment, as with the HUD. It appears that in these cases the pilot is easily able
to insert him or herself into the inside-out orientation and overcome the incompatibility between stick and symbology movements. Conversely, incorporating an
outside-in presentation on a real-world display produces some unique challenges.
For example, the depicted bank angle between the real horizon of a space- or
Earth-stabilized video image and a superimposedaircraft-stabilized outside-in attitude display would be twice the actual bank of the aircraft. Regardless of this
potential spatial orientation problem, the Russian approach to providing attitude
information on a HUDstill employsthe outside-in bank concept in an effort to

directly correlate head-down and head-up data.”

From available evidence one might deem that adopting the outside-in approach
would be a foregone conclusion for other than virtual or real-world displays.
However, legitimate concerns over such a proposal have been expressed. One such
alarm regards the possibility of negative transfer of training. This psychological
dynamic usually stems from residual effects found whena persontransitions from
one design philosophyto another.It supports the fear that there are too manyinsideout displays already in use to permit changing to another concept. Additional
uneasearises overviolating the principle of standardization that would result from
simultaneous implementation of two concepts so diametrically opposed to each
other. German Air Force (GAF) researchers expressed this apprehension during
the reunification program between East Germany and West Germany because they
had pilots who were uncomfortable transferring between the two concepts.°> After
a good deal of debate, the GAF decided to control their pilots by restricting any
from crossing betweenthe two displays.
Thus, although it appears that there are better ways of designing the movement
of the attitude indicator than the inside-out concept and new information as to
our understanding of perceptual spatial orientation, changing the current method
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Table 5

Recommendedcolor-use chart from MIL-STD 1787

(Ref. 42)

Function
Warnings, warning-level flight envelope or
system limits, and dangerous military threats
Cautions and other information with cautionary
level of impact, such as unknownaircraft

Color required
Red
Yellow and Amber

tracks, TCASthreat advisories, and scale

marksindicating approach to abnormal/out
of tolerance conditions
Sky-on-attitude indicator
Earth-on-attitude indicator
Advisories
Selected menu options or captured modes,
question marksfor missing data, and status
“normal”
Pilot-selected navigational information or
subsystem values(i.e., joker fuel, bingo fuel,
or altimetersetting)

Blue
Brownor Black
Blue or Green
White or Green
Magenta

of displaying bank information can present more problems than anyone wants to
accept. The remaining discussion ofattitude displays presents some less controversial design features of the artificial displays.
2.

Color

The first attitude display used by Doolittle incorporated a contrasting color
schemeof white in the top half of the attitude sphere and black in the bottom half.
This black-and-white feature was used for many years, with some occasional and
notable departures, such as the military’s all-black J-8 AI. In the 1960s the Collins

AI combined a brown bottom half representing the ground and a bluetop that
represented the sky in order to depict a perspective more in tune with the actual
world. With the advent of multicolor electronic displays in the 1980s, designers
recognized the advantage of using various huesto enhanceattitude recognition.”
As with manyother aspects of electronic symbology, the options were restrained
only by the imagination of the manufacturers and designers and a few physical
limits of the technology. Ad hoc industry standards evolved, but little regulatory
guidance was issued. Recommendedcolor schemesfor military application were
established and are described in MIL-STD 1787C (Ref. 42). They are reproduced
here as Table 5.
In addition to selective tones, changes in color intensity or density have been
employed on several attitude displays, and the technique seems to improve the
pilot’s ability to quickly recognizethe aircraft orientation during unusual attitude
recoveries.°’ As the pitch either increases or decreases, the shade becomeslighter
or darker, respectively, which helps to alert the pilot as to pitch magnitude. This
intuitive presentation appears to reduce cognitive processing time comparedto that
required to read and interpret the numbers nextto the pitch lines. For example, the
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brown shading for nose-down pitch changes from a light-brown shade for 30 deg
of nose-downpitch to a much darker brownat 60 deg of nose down. Theintentis

to command moreofthe pilot’s attention with a dark, more ominousshadeas the

pitch angle approachesa potentially dangerous value.
Although coloris well established as providing added perceptualinformation, 8
its use is not mentionedin Fitts’ design principles. However, his first two principles support the use of colorin using the terms“quick perception” and “immediate
recognition.” Its importance is essentially uncontested in this day in time, butit
can present technological challenges. For example, the use of light filters (sunglasses or laser eye protection) could cause certain colors to becomedifficult to
see, especially in diminished illumination as when using night vision devices.””
These situations are usually found during covert military operations. As always,
it is important to consider the entire human-cockpit integration continuum when
developing displays for spatial orientation.
3.

Location

The location of the attitude indicator is critical in expeditiously alerting the
pilot of an unexpectedattitude. If placed too far from the center of the cockpit or
field of view, it will be referenced too infrequently and require excessive time to
visually acquire. Fortunately, the attitude indicator is usually found in the center
of the instrumentpanel and central to the T instrument arrangement. Nevertheless,
a few aircraft have the HDD AIlocatedin a less than optimal place. This reclined
seat and cockpit layout almost requires the HUD to display the spatial-orientation
symbology. It is recommendedthat, at the very least, the attitude indicator be
placed as centrally as possible in the predominantfield of regard for a given
flight task in order to require the least amount of head and eye movements (see
Fig. 13). This tenet is important for two reasons: 1) the attitude indicator is the
instrument scanned most during instrument flight, and 2) head movement can
produce vestibular illusions that lead to SD. As with mechanization,little direct

guidance exists for AI location within the military. However, the FAA requires
central location for passengercarry, and the sound philosophyofcentral placement
can also be found in MIL-STD 1787C, which defines the general arrangement and

area to locate the primary flight reference—the display or displays that include
essential attitude information.
4.

Other Attitude Indicator Symbology Modifications

Becauseofthe inflexibility of the mechanicalattitude indicator, few substantive
changesto it were contemplated or studied over the years other than its perceived
movement by Roscoe and colleaguesandthe use of color by many others. However, since the advent of multifunctional displays (MFD)there have been numerous
symbology design modifications that attempted to make the AIpresentationreflect
visual cuesas seen in the real world. In addition to the already mentioned colorapplications for pitch, there have been manyother format changes and enhancements
that make the spatial orientation task of the pilot easier, such as combiningall the
information on to one display. Someof the more important individual symbology
ideas are mentionedhere.
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Fig. 13 Typical arrangementofthe flight instruments emphasizing the central location of the attitude indicator.

a. Shape of the pitch lines on the attitude display. Most attitude displays
contain a series of parallel lines at regular intervals in the center of the display
to represent incremental angles of pitch. When these lines are referenced to the
aircraft symbol, the pitch of the aircraft can be determinedto fairly precise degree, but that determination often requires significant mental effort, especially in
dynamic, high-workloadsituations. Several design techniques have been used to
makethe job of interpreting the extent of pitch easier. Some of these enhancements
have includedinserting words like “climb” or “dive” between the pitch lines, or
adding thickness to the lines as the pitch becomesgreater. Another modification integrates symbologythatflashes or blinks when bankangles exceed a predetermined
amount, for example, greater than 60 deg of bank. Burns and Lovering®? demonstrated better spatial awarenessby adding arrowscalled “teeth” to each pitch ladder
line. The teeth grew in length as the pitch becamegreater. All of these concepts
have produced improved performance for a variety of flight tasks and have received positive feedback. One shape symbology knownasarticulation—involving
increasing the slope or bend of the pitch lines at large nose-downattitudes—has
met with mixed user acceptance (see Chapter 10).
b. Size of the bank indication. For attitude information the axiom “biggeris
better” generally holds true. However, most cockpits have a limited amountof“real
estate” set aside for the AI. Designers learned long agothatit is difficult to expand
the display of pitch or bank without impacting on the space needed for displays
of geographic orientation or other flight information. Nevertheless, creativity has
sometimes overcomephysicalbarriers.
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Onetechnique that attempted to use existing cockpit space to provide the pilot
with a large visual cue for bank wasthe peripheral-vision horizon display, sometimes known as the Malcolm Horizon.*! The display consisted of a laser beam,
oriented to reflect the true horizon, which was projected across the instrument
panelof the aircraft. The purpose of the peripheral horizon line wasto take advantage of the ambient portion of the visual system (see Chapter 3). It was postulated
that when the horizon line moved, pilots would sense the motion with peripheral
vision, regardless of the direction of their focal gaze.In light of what is now known

about response to the OKCR,it would have been interesting to note the behavior

of the subject’s head during these studies.
The Malcolm Horizon concept worked well in several ground-based studies, but significant technical issues arose in flight when the aircraft was at extreme pitch angles. In those severe situations the horizon line moved away from
the instrument panel and became a nuisance to the pilot as it was reflected
off the windscreen and canopy. Additionally, the laser line becameirregular when
the light reflected off instruments of varying depths.°In spite ofthe difficulties, the
concept showed promise and wasadopted for limited use in the SR-71, but it never
garnered widespread acceptance. The authors have heard recently that the device
was reevaluated in the Sea Harrier in Australia and was foundto be potentially
helpful. One potentially fruitful medium for peripheral attitude indicators might
be the helmet-mounted display. A helmet-mounted display would allow for a wide
projection of an artificial horizon line without it being affected by the physical
restrictions of the instrumentpanel.
c. Compression and expansion. ‘These two conceptsrelate to the global facet
of pitch presentation. It is well established that pilots interpret gross attitude more
accurately and quickly with displays that present an overall global or “big-picture”
view. Conversely, minute attitude changes are most accurately controlled with a
small-scaled display. The two perspectives must be weighedagainst requirements
for both spatial orientation and precision instrumentflying; therefore, the following
discussion addresses both of those aspects of displaying pitch.
The term compressionrefers to the space provided betweenthepitch lines. It directly affects the span of pitch that can be seen at any one timein the display’s field
of view. The amount of compression can range from none, which wouldreflect
pitch angles conformalto the out-the-window scene as on a HUD(Fig. 14a), to a
portrayal of all 180 deg at once (90 deg up and 90 deg down). Mostof the current
HDDpitch scales display either about + 40 deg or about + 20 deg (Fig. 14b). Possibly these normalrangesof scales have beenhistorically selected in compromising
between providing enough space for precise interpretation of a specific angle
and the need to cover a range sufficient to provide a global picture. Whenlarge,
5-in.-diam attitude director indicators were commonly installed, for example,
USAFcentury series fighter aircraft, the + 40-deg range seemedto be the norm.
Decreased sizing of the instrument seemed to bring decreased compressionranges,
as well—again, mostlikely in an effort to provide maximum precision while retaining effective global perspective. Typical electronic flight instrumentation systems
(EFIS) attitude displays tend to use the approximately + 20-deg range (Fig. 14b).
Another argument against a 180-deg span (full compression) might betheresultant slower movementofthe display, which can detrimentally maskthe rapidity
at which the pitch is changing. As compression increases, the movementof the
attitude indicator’s pitch lines necessarily decreases. Full compression can also
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a)

b)

Fig. 14 Comparison of noncompression and compression on pitch/climb—dive-angle
representations.
a) Noncompressed horizon andpitch lines on a HUD conform to the real-world scene
and provide the highest level of precision. (Reproduced with permission of USAF
Flight Standards Agency.)
b) Typical + 20-deg compression on an electronic attitude director indicator (EADI)
providesbetter global perspective from the 40-degfield of view (in pitch) vs the 18-deg
range through the HUD. (Courtesy of Maj. Rick Fullmer, USAF Advanced Instrument
School.)

present some drawbacks if overlaid on conformal displays, such as a forwardlooking infrared (FLIR) image,in that apart from the horizonline pitch lines will
not represent actual pitch angles against the real world (see Chapter 10). Nevertheless, there are no knownstudies that have demonstrated an advantageofeither
limiting or not limiting the compression ofthe pitchlines.
A few endeavors have been madeto increasethesensitivity of the conventional
+40-deg pitch attitude scale (i.e., expanding the scale) to aid in precision flying.
Oneattemptat a higherfidelity AI modified the pitch scale by expandingthefirst
5 deg of pitch over the space normally used for the 10 deg of pitch range.In
this case the pitch scale movedfaster when in the +5-deg window,andit provided
the pilot with better sensitivity and response during instrument approaches. The
remainderofthe scale incorporated normal (+40 deg) compression for increased
global spatial orientation. Although improved performance during instrumentlanding-system (ILS) approaches was shown with this arrangement, there is no
knownaircraft using the technique on the HDD.
Similar modifications aimed at simultaneously improving precision and spatial
orientation have been explored with HUDsand mightfind utility in the head-down
environment. Someof these ideas, which will be discussed further in Chapter 10,

include using a variable compression ratio that increases as pitch magnitude increases and variable gearing, which slows downthe scale movementasthe pitchchange onset rate increases.©* As with the expandedscale, no studies are known
that have addressed the application of these concepts to HDDs.
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Fig.15 Example of the ghost horizon. The dashing (ghosting) alerts the pilot that the
horizon symbol is not superimposed uponthereal world. Whenthe (true) horizon line
is fully in view and matchesthereal horizon, the horizon symbolis solid. (Courtesy of
General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems.)

d. Ghost horizon andsliver. Another design concept developed to aid the
pilot in quickly recognizing the pitch of the aircraft was to provide a constant
horizon reference whenthe pitch attitude exceeded theattitude indicator’s field of
view. Two techniques have found favor with avionics manufacturers and have been
studied to various degrees. One of the techniques displays an imaginary “ghost”
horizonline, and the otherretainspart of the pitch depiction (a smallsliver of color).
These two design features have been implemented to enhancethepilot’s ability to
accomplish unusual attitude recoveries. The ghost horizon has been shownto be
effective,°> while benefits of the “sliver” remain underinvestigation.
The ghost horizonis a dashedartificial horizon line that remainsin the depicted
field of view of the attitude indicator when the primary horizon line departs from
view (see Fig. 15). With this design the pilot is still required to read the pitch
scale to determine the precise pitch angle, but it does provide a quick reference of
the shortest direction toward the real horizon. This conceptoriginated during the
HUDstandardization effort and is a required display element when the HUDis

considered to be the PFR.””

The“sliver” is similar to the ghost horizon inthatit retains a small portion of the
climb—dive color demarcationat the edgeofthe attitude indicator display when the
horizon departs from the depicted field of view. The remaining colorin the large
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Fig. 16 Potential confusion from thesliver. This design maintains a small portion of
the horizon information in the field of view, even if the proportional position of the
horizon is beyond the display range. Both figures depict a bank of roughly 130 deg,
but the figure on the left depicts a dive of about 25 deg, whereasthefigure on the right
depicts a dive of more than 70 deg. Actual dive angles can be seen with the smaller
AI in the lower left of each photo. (Courtesy of Col. Lex Brown, USAF School Of
Aerospace Medicine, Brooks City-Base, Texas.)

part of the display gives the impression of climbing(if blue) or diving (if black or
brown) and provides an immediate reference toward the horizon. This feature has
produced mixedresults. Although the method seemsto help in gross recognition,
it might not inform the pilot as to the extent of pitch beyondthe displayed amount;
instead, it can lead the pilot to think the pitch angle is not as great as is actually
depicted by the pitch ladder (see Fig. 16).
e. Aircraft reference. The aircraft symbol (sometimes referred to as the
miniature aircraft symbol) is central to interpreting the AI, butit is hardly standardized. It has taken on several different shapes from the conventional W to various
angled bars to the “wedge” on the Collins attitude director indicator (ADI). Each
has its own positive and negative characteristics, most of which were determined

by physical and mechanicallimitations of the instrument.
Asnotedearlier, the way a pilot reads the AI to determinethe precise pitch angle
is to reference the aircraft symbolin the center of the display against the horizontal
lines of the attitude-indicator’s pitch scale. Similarly, one of the quick methods of
determining bankis to interpret the vertical alignment of the pitch lines relative
to the aircraft reference. In both applications the effectiveness of these aspects of
the pitch-and-bank displays in enabling precision flying and spatial orientation is
dependentupontheinteraction of their elements with the aircraft reference symbol.
It follows that this symbol should be meticulously designed.

In one study Ercoline and DeVilbiss® comparedthe traditional W shapeof the

aircraft reference with an opened step configuration (see Fig. 17). This design
technique cleared the middle of the symbol, thereby allowingthepilot to see the
pitch scale’s horizon-pointing attributes. The step design improved the subject
pilots’ abilities to recognize and recover from unusual attitudes andis indicative
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Aircraft Pitch Reference(HUD)

Aircraft Pitch Reference (HDD)

Fig. 17. Two miniature aircraft symbols commonly used for the attitude indicator
pitch reference. The term “miniature aircraft symbol’’ has been usedto identify any
of the symbologies used to depict the aircraft pitch angle and is often termed the pitch
reference symbol.

of how seemingly subtle alterations can produce profound improvements. The
aircraft reference symbol has undergonepreciouslittle other study to optimizeit
with regards to countering SD.
f. Longitudinal acceleration cue and speed worm. The longitudinalacceleration symbol (LAC) and speed worm are products of HUD symbology development
and depict energy available and airspeed error. As with many other HUD symbols,
they hold promise for improving HDDsbyincreasing cross-checkefficiency. The
symbols are included within the attitude-indicator display and are usually found
to the left side of the aircraft reference. In addition to reducing overall workload,
especially during critical maneuvers such as approach andlanding, they help the
pilot control stick inputs when encountering unexpected windshearor turbulence.
These design features have shownfavorable results during HUDflighttests®’ and
are being considered in new aircraft development and modifications, such as for
the F-22 and T-38C.
The LAC, also termed the acceleration caret, denotes the potential energy available at any given time and represents the capability of the aircraft to changeits
energy state, that is, gain or lose airspeed or gain or lose altitude. This symbol
movesrelative to the aircraft reference and displaces upwardfor acceleration and
downward whentheaircraft is decelerating. Its index of steady-state flight (neither
acceleration nor deceleration) is the wing tip of the miniature aircraft symbol.
The speed worm is a direct reflection of the difference between current and
commanded (sometimescalled “set” or “bugged”’) airspeeds. Its desired-state index
is also the wing tip of the aircraft reference symbol, and the worm “grows” out
of the wing tip to roughly indicate the magnitude ofthe error. The worm extends
above the wing tip to indicate a fast condition and below to portray being slower
than commanded speed. The speed worm can be mechanized to indicate AoA
relative to on speed for a given aircraft configuration or maneuver. However,if
done so, caution is advised to ensure that a low AoA continues to displace the
worm abovethe aircraft symbol wing tip, which would indicate a fast or above
optimum speed condition.
Together, the LAC and speed worm display the total energy state of the aircraft.
Altering the power or changingaircraft attitude moves the speed worm and the
LACin tandem andin directly proportional amounts (Fig. 18). For example,if the
speed worm symbolis 0.25 in. (6.35 mm) below the wing tip—a representation
of being slower than commanded speed—then placing the LAC 0.25 in. above
the wing tip (by adding power or reducing pitch) will bring the aircraft up to the
commandedspeed andthe desired velocity.
Sometimes alternative symbologyis used in lieu of the LAC and speed worm.
In addition to the different mechanizations of the speed worm,it is not uncommon
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Fig. 18 Longitudinal acceleration cue and speed worm. In this case the aircraft is
below commandedspeed (worm below the wing), but accelerating (accelerating symbol
above the wing tip). Because the displacement distance of the acceleration cue is the
sameas the length of the speed worm,current pitch and powersettings will eventually
result in neutral acceleration. The symbols can also be used to indicate the relative
state of desired angle of attack (AOA). In that case, the worm would indicate deviation
from reference AOA.

to find it replaced altogether by an AoAerror bracket symbol. The AoA bracket
is similarly presented in relation to the aircraft reference symbol.
With the increasedefficiency of the cross-check that has stemmed from use of
the longitudinal acceleration cue and speed worm (or AoAerror bracket) on HUDs,

it is reasonable to expect these concepts to eventually be widely incorporated into
HDDs, as well. The correlated elements essentially reduce the several aspects of the
control performance conceptofflight to manipulating only two or three symbols—
aircraft reference and AoAerror bracket, or aircraft reference, LAC, and speed

worm—all located within only millimeters of each other. Additionally, because the
response of these symbols is normally quite rapid, pilots sometimes tend to make
flight control and powerinputs by moving them instead of the tachometers and/or
attitude symbology. Such use of multifactorial elements of a display further confoundsthe distinction between classic control and performance instrumentation—a
blending that is becoming moreprevalent as technology advances.
g. Flight-path vector and climb—dive marker. The flight-path vector (FPV)
symbol is another carryover from the HUD (see Fig. 19). It is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 10; however, its function and application to the HDDis quite
relevant to this chapter. The FPV represents the aircraft’s actual flight path vector,
that is, the direction the aircraft is moving in three-dimensional space. It is important to realize that where the aircraft is pointed (both vertically and horizontally)
and whereit is actually going can be completely different (see Chapter 1). For
example, the aircraft might be in a 5-deg nose-upattitude andstill be descending
on a 3-deg glide path. Displaying the aircraft’s descent on that 3-deg dive angle
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Flight Path Marker/Velocity Vector

Fig. 19 Flight-path vector symbology. The climb-—dive marker (CDM)indicates the
vertical componentof the aircraft velocity vector andis limited to vertical motion only
on the display. The flight-path marker (FPV) is sometimes called the velocity vector
and representsthe direction of the total velocity of the aircraft. It moves vertically and
horizontally on the display. Neither of these symbols representsaircraft pitch.

directly on the AI reducesthe pilot’s workload by eliminating his or her need to
calculate the resultant angle by using a combination ofpitch attitude, verticalvelocity, and ground-speed information.If the pilot has a need to know the angle
of descent and the FPV is not present, such calculation is required. Consequently,
when establishing and maintaining an instrument or visual glide path the flightpath vector is especially useful in determining whetheror notthe aircraft is on the
proper descent path. Not only is it easier, but also it is more accurate to set and
maintain the precise, required descent angle with the FPV than to approximateit
with pitch attitude constantly adjusted for changing groundspeed.
The FPV is another example of the blurring between control and performance
instruments brought about by newertechnology.It can serve as a control instrument
in establishing a desired flight path (as long as theaircraft is not in a flight regime
where powerrequired exceeds poweravailable), but it can also act as a performance
instrument. For example,it provides an intuitive display of altitude change (climb
or descent) and savesthe pilot from having to lookat the vertical velocity indicator,
unless an exact rate of change is needed.In the horizontal plane the FPV can be used
for alerting the pilot of lateral movement withouthis or her having to look at a yaw
indicator or geographic orientation display. In one suchuselateral displacement
of the symbol gives immediate indication of the direction and gross magnitude of
a crosswind.
Whereas display of the lateral component is especially useful on the HUD,
on HDDs the FPV symbol typically presents only the vertical component of the
flight-path vector, so as to maintain constant referenceto the pitch ladder. (In laterally limited mechanization the FPV is more appropriately termed the climb/dive
marker, but for simplicity will not be referred to as such here.) A fully functioning
FPV,utilizing the lateral component, becomes much more importantif climb/dive
information is presented on a sensoror virtual display of the outside scene.In that
case the value of pitch-ladder referencing must then be weighed.
The benefit of the FPV to precision flying is obvious, butits significance in countering SD is not as clear. No research was foundthat proves a distinct advantage
from incorporating the symbol on the HDDattitude indicator. However, it does
satisfy Fitts’ principles of quick perception, precision, completeness, and simplicity. Its use on the HUD1scritical to both precision flying and spatial orientation
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by easing the pilot’s workload. That advantage is possibly transferred to HDDs,
as well, but more study is needed to confirm the benefit. Perhaps whenintegrated
with a sensor display that replaces the traditional HDD attitude indicator, the FPV
symbol will be found to have moredirect use for maintaining spatial orientation.
B.

Airspeed and Altitude

Unlikeattitude, airspeed andaltitude are only accurately depicted when looking
at the displays (see Chapter 7). Most would agree that obtaining awareness of
these two components of spatial orientation requires the use of an instrument
display. They are grouped togetherin this section for several reasons—theyare,
as previously established, the two mostcritical performance instruments; they are
scanned about the same amountof time during the instrument crosscheck,** and
they are generally studied together when evaluating displays to counter SD.
Although no research was found to support the idea that the airspeed indicator
and altimeter should look alike and behave in the same way, both of these displays
are often found matchedin format and function on the newer MFDs(seeFig. 20).
Although this design likeness seems to opposeFitts’ fifth principle that states
that different displays and controls should be easily distinguishable, it is possible
that physical separation and conventional location on the instrument panel might
sufficiently distinguish the two displays. In addition, continuity of design can
actually lead to a decreased cognitive workload that could otherwise increase
from assimilating different formats. However, this want for visual balance must be
blended with the displays’ movementattributes. Maybe the balanced approachis
as good as any, but it does cause one to wonderif some kind of mixture of formats,

or a completely new design for either or both parameters, might prove superior.
Little work has been doneto determine a preferred motif.
I.

Movement

The movement dynamicsof the airspeed indicator and altimeter are not nearly
as controversial as with the AI. The authors speculate this contentment is because
of the familiarity of these rather conventional displays. Most pilots are generally
acquainted with knobs and dials and are adept at interpreting gauges in other
walksof life. However, there are some axioms of mechanizing moving indicators
that should be considered when developing airspeed andaltitude presentations.
Sanders and McCormick* discuss such movementin their text. A few of their
pertinent conceptsare listed here:
1) A pointer moving againsta fixed scale is generally preferred.
2) If numerical increase is typically related to some other natural interpretation
(e.g., up or down), it is easier to interpret a thermometer scale with a moving
pointer.
3) Do not normally mix types of pointer-scale (moving-element) indicators
whentheyare used for related functions—to avoid reversal errors.
4) If manual control over the moving elementis expected, there is less ambiguity
between the motion of the control and the display if the control movesthe pointer
rather than thescale.
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Fig. 20 Typical MFD integrating manyofthe traditional flight instruments onto one
display surface. The display can take advantageofcolor, size, and density of information. Note that the airspeed tape (second from the outside ontheleft) is similar in form
and function to the altitude tape (second from the outside on the right). (Courtesy of
Gateway and Kaiser Electronics.)
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5) If slight, variable movements or changes in quantity are important to the
observer, these will be more apparent if a moving pointeris used.
With few exceptions, such as purely digital or numerical displays, the display
format ofairspeed and altitude movement has come downto two designs—circular
(fixed scale with moving pointer) and vertical (moving scale with fixed pointer).
The driving factor in selecting one or the other seems to be economy of space
on the instrument panel and on the display itself. There are several versions of
both designs that incorporate combinations of numerical readouts (counters), no
counters, moving andfixed scales, and movingandfixed pointers. Regardlessof the
arrangement, iterations are generally classified as either counterpointer (informally
termed round dial) or vertical tape.
The counterpointer formatis a fixed circular scale with a moving distal pointer,
and the vertical tape is a moving,vertical linear scale with a fixed pointer. In the
case ofthe latter design, the exact quantity is usually digitally displayed in a small
window within the confines of the fixed pointer. The same design techniqueis
often used in the circular format, with the precise value digitally displayed in the
center of the circular scale. The counterpointer format is shown as an altimeter in
Fig. 21. Associating this design concept with the control element of the aircraft,

Fig. 21 Counterpointer altimeter. This altimeterillustrates the concept of clockwise
and counterclockwise movementto indicate increasing and decreasing values, respectively, using a moving pointer with a fixed scale. Some counterpointer altimeters use
multiple pointers. The digital value is displayed in the window to the left of center.
(Courtesy of General Dynamics Advanced Information Systems.)
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the movementof the altimeter pointer would correspond to the movementof the
stick or yoke (e.g., stick comes back,altimeter displays an increasing value).
Althoughairspeed andaltitude displays can be of the same basic design (circular
or vertical), their scaling might or might not be the same. The objective for both,
as with the AI, is to present as much rangeaspossible to provide an overall, global
view that will intuitively provide trend information while preserving enough fidelity for precision maneuvers. The physical space of the aircraft cockpit often
determines how muchscale can be displayed. The display of altitude requires a
much greater range of motion than doesairspeed. The typical displayed range of
airspeed is from 0 to 1000 units, and the rangeofaltitude is from 0 to 100,000

units. Because of the significantly smaller scale for airspeed,its indicator 1s often
designed in a logarithmic format that includes the entire range of the scale as a
meansof achieving both the global view and precision interpretation. Accomplishing these dual purposes is moredifficult for the altimeter because of its required
greater range. In the mechanicalvertical tape format, adding a second vertical-tape
columnincreases the range, whereas in the circular scale design it is sometimes
accomplished by adding multiple pointers of different shapes. As long asclutteris
not a major concern, these additional symbols pose no problem. However, when
they are superimposed oversensor, real, or virtual images, the degree of clutter
mustbe taken into account.
It is conventional with vertical tapes for the altitude scale numbersto be oriented
in ascendingorder, but for airspeed formats the scale has been found in either an
ascending or descending arrangement—somethingthatat first seems confusing,
but persuasive humanfactors rationale exists for both methods. One philosophyis
to have both scales movein the samedirection in responseto a pitch change. To
envision this movement, one mustfirst appreciate that in mostflight maneuversthat
require the stick to be pulled back, and no power added,altitude simultaneously
increases as airspeed decreases. In such a maneuver, an opposites scale format
(altitude in ascending orderand airspeed descending)results in both scales moving
downward in the display field of view to present a larger numberforaltitude and
a smaller numberfor airspeed. Caution must be exercised, however, as in certain

other maneuvers, such as an accelerating climb (takeoff) or decelerating descent
(ILS glideslope, while slowing to final approach speed), the scales can actually
move in opposite directions.
The other philosophy, of arranging both airspeed and altitude scales in ascending order, centers on the convention of placing larger numbersat the top of vertically oriented percepts, such as with floors in a building, and as suggested by
McCormick.®® Also, a benefit has been suggested in correlating movementofthe
throttle with the direction toward the desired airspeed value. For example, pushing
the throttle forward, or up, would increase airspeed up, or toward the top of, the
scale. However, the gain in intuition for locating the target value or determining
appropriate throttle movement might be negated bythe perceptionof the tapeitself
moving downwardand contrary to the expectedshift.
Another objection to the dual-ascending schemelies in the potential for it to
contribute directly to a visualillusion. If both scalesare oriented in ascendingorder,
a perception can occurof the tapes moving in opposite directions during the change
in attitude describedearlier. In that scenario, while holding a constant powersetting,
the airspeed tape will move upward, and the altitude tape will move downward.
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That opposite motion of the two tapes has been hypothesizedto elicit a rollvection illusion and to, thus, be disorienting.©’ No studies were found to support
one schemeofordering vertical scales over the other, and both methods have been
fielded on HUDs and HDDs. It is obvious an optimal solutionis nottrivial.
With scaling and movementissues being quite different for airspeed andaltitude
displays, one might reasonably question whyit is so prevalent for their designs to
be essentially identical. Notwithstanding the cognitive workload factor suggested
earlier, the authors theorize that the matching style is based more onaesthetics
than performance. The available research reveals that each of the two basic types
of airspeed andaltitude displays (circular and vertical) has its own positive and
negative traits and that someattributes are specific to the medium used. Roscoe”
studied the effects of a vertical scale, a circular scale, separated counters, and

separated circular scales on commandaltitude, predicted altitude (1 min out),
and current altitude. All displays were mechanical indicators. The study showed

fewererrors andless interpretation time using the vertical scale. However, a more

recent study suggested the use of a counterpointer design as an improvement
over a HUD-like vertical tape scale.’' The HUD-like vertical scale was not the
same vertical scale as the one studied by Roscoe. That HUD version was an
electrooptical image, used as a HUD display of airspeed and altitude, and did
not include predicted and commandaltitude. It also displayed a smaller range of
altitude than wasavailable on the mechanical tape of the Roscoe study. As a matter
of interest, it was one expert’s opinion that vertical scales were adopted head up
(and later carried head downto electrooptical media) because of their acceptance
on HDD mechanical tapes (Lovering, personal communication, 1990). He warned
that optimal performance while using tapes might not occur on the HUD medium
becauseofthe different characteristics of the displays; however, their use continues
essentially unabated, especially in commercial HUDsandis a standard feature on
commercial HDD EFIS. There are no knownstudies comparing EFISvertical tapes
to EFIS counterpointers.
As technology has improved in recent years to provide more space on headdown electrooptical displays, the capability to incorporate counterpointers on
those media has correspondingly increased. With one of the primary concerns of
transferring counterpointers to electrooptical HDDs now being removed,it leaves
cause to consider an importantattribute of the counterpointer that was identified
by Hall et al.©* During these researchers’ work at Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Bedford, United Kingdom,to establish an improved HUD format (see Chapter10,

Sec. IIJ.A) they received comments by subject pilots that overwhelmingly
supported counterpointers. These pilots considered the counterpointers as being
not only a less-cluttered design, but also a powerful contributor to spatial orientation.
The subjects suggested that the rotating movement of the pointer was more
readily noticed in the peripheral vision and was moreeasily interpreted as to the
direction and gross rate of the parameter’s change than the movementof vertical tapes (and certainly more salient and intuitive than changing digits in a numerical display). Presumably, the winding motion of the pointer in a familiar
clockwise/counterclockwise fashion simplified its understanding. The apparently
lower-level, cognitive deduction process seemed to provide a nearly constant,

rapid, intuitive means of discerning changesin aircraft attitude and performance
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in all conditions, but especially during aggressive maneuvering. Changesin attitude
could actually be deduced from counterpointer motion noticed in the peripheral
visual field.
In his role as a memberof the USAF Instrument Flight Center (IFC) instrumentation standardization team, one of this chapter’s authors (Richard Evans) experienced an in-flight demonstration in the trial simulator and aircraft and concurred
with the subject pilots’ assessments. The total of these subjective data formed
the basis for the IFC team’s suggesting counterpointers for the standard USAF

HUD.After validation from objective results of several other studies,*! "!~” the

counterpointer format was included in MIL-STD 1787asthe preferred method of
presenting airspeed andaltitude (Hughes, personal communication, 2002).
A final point must be made regarding formatting of airspeed and altitude displays. In addition to the circular-vertical comparisons, it has been shownthat the
fixed scale with moving pointer type of display has been particularly useful when
the information is continually changing, such as with altitude.* It follows that in
certain scenariosthis finding could apply to airspeed, as well, and is doubly relevant when considering small-spectrum presentations, such as those of airspeed on
a single-turn indicator and radaraltitude.
All the just-cited studiesillustrate that, as with any display, determining the
mostefficient design for airspeed and altitude must take into accountthe specific
flight task to be accomplished, as well as the general type of display medium to
be used.
2.

Color

There have been manystudies showing the benefits of the use of color for

information displays.*:”4 However, with the exception of color being used toalert

the pilot of preset airspeed and altitude values or recommendedairspeed ranges,
there is limited use of color in any of the current altimeters and airspeed indicators.
One might presumethat because color has been shown to improve performance
in attitude awareness its use in airspeed indicators and altimeters might prove
beneficial as well.
3.

Location

Overtime, the location of airspeed andaltitude information appearsto be pretty
much standard (Fitts’ 12th design principle)—airspeed onthe left side of the Al
andaltitude on the right. Along with the attitude indicator the airspeed andaltitude
media are located directly in front of the pilot and define the top portion of the
T instrument cross-check described earlier. Although the standard T arrangement
has become convention over the years, it might also be justified by the natural
distribution of visual attention.” That prioritization of attending first to stimuli
immediately in front of oneself, followed by those upward andto the left of the
visualfield, then by those upward andto the right, melds perfectly with the generally accepted priority of attending to attitude, airspeed, and altitude in maintaining
spatial orientation. The authors are aware of only one exception to this conven-

tional arrangement, which is found in the RAH-66 Comanchehelicopter. In that

aircraft airspeed is placed on the right and altitude on the left of the AI. Thus

far, no performance issues have surfaced with this exception. However, in order
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to preclude transfer of training problems, caution should be exercised in using
inconsistent arrangements acrossaircraft.
4.

Additional Symbology Modifications

A few additional symbology modifications have been applied to the airspeed
indicator and altimeter overthe years, but not nearly as many as with the AI. A few
of these design alterations will be discussedin this section. Oneidea that will not
be discussed in depth, but deserves mention is the implementation of numberless

symbologyforthe displays of airspeed andaltitude.’8 Since the proposalofthis

idea almost 20 years ago, it has never been implemented, most likely because of
its dramatic departure from convention. Because of its extreme novelty, it seems

unlikely that the concept will be used in aircraft cockpits in the foreseeable future.
5.

Rate of Changein Altitude (Vertical Velocity/Speed)
The rate of change in altitude, termed vertical velocity or vertical speed, has
long been an importantpiece of information for instrument flight and spatial orientation (see Sec. II.B.2.c). Until recently, vertical velocity/speed has always been
presented on a separate,large, circular, display; however, the advent of multifunction, single PFR displays has encourageddesignersto integrate vertical speed with
the altimeter. This grouping approachfollowsFitts’ sixth design principle that encourages the clustering of similar kinds of information. Several approaches have
been taken to provide the mostefficient arrangement. The challenge has been to
properly weigh the benefits and losses from changing the format andsize of the
traditional vertical-velocity indicator.
One design feature aimed at reducing clutter eliminates the display altogether and incorporates the digital-readout altimeter in presenting vertical velocity through the pilot’s observing the rate of change of the numbers. Although
no research is knownthat supports this position, anecdotal commentsfrom pilots
suggest this concept might be acceptable, especially for certain phases of flight.
Others have expressed concern that this method does not commandthepilot’s attention quickly enoughanditis ineffective for establishing a precise value during
instrument maneuvers. Onceagain,as with the variousattitude display movement
concepts and airspeed andaltitude formats, the quandary has surfaced over how
to present enough global information from which to derive a trend, while also
supporting precision flying.
The amountof precision displayed on the VVI has varied over the years, with
no clear recommendation specifying an optimal amount. The most common VVI
scales on the traditional round dial display a range of 0 to 6000 ft per minute
(Fig. 6). A vertical speed beyondthis limit places the needle (pointer) at the top or
bottom ofthe scale, where the pilot can no longer extract the exactrate of climb or
descent. Fortunately, or unfortunately (depending on the nature of the magnitude),
for most aircraft the pilot has little need to know how muchtherate exceeds
6000 ft per minute. Within the first 1000 ft per minute range,the scale typically
is graduatedto reflect 100 ft per minute incrementsforthe sake of precision, but
this scaling can vary depending uponthe performanceoftheaircraft.
Along with the analog pointer and scale, some electrooptical displays provide
a digital readout of vertical velocity, which depicts the actualrate at all times. In
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VVI Worm

Counterpointer altimeter

Fig. 22 Illustration of the VVI worm, showing vertical speed changes referenced
to the counterpointer altimeter scale. The arc of the worm grows out of the nine
o’clock position in a corresponding direction to the movementofthe altimeter pointer
(clockwise = climb) and approximates the magnitudeofthe vertical speed by reference
to a value assigned to the altimeter tic marks.

an effort to reduce clutter, some of those designs present digital readout alone.
These numerical counters offer ultimate precision and are unrestricted as to the
maximumrate that can be displayed; however, without the analog elementthey are
difficult formats with whichto interpret trend. Consequently, for certain maneuvers
a combination of an analog presentation and a digital readout might be best. At
other times the mere representation of a climb or a descentby pictorial portrayal
might be sufficientto alert the pilot of an unwanted aircraft condition or to simply
confirm an acceptable, general rate of change. A pictorial presentation might also
adequately support the objective to reduce clutter.
One method that successfully combines these scaling and graphic attributes
on electronic displays is the use of an expanding and contracting arc, sometimes
called “the worm” (not to be confused with the speed worm). The worm VVI
grows aroundthe perimeter of the counterpointer altimeter and changes length
based upon the magnitudeof the climb or descent.’ It is referenced to the altimeter
scale markings to indicate magnitude of vertical velocity. This design feature (see
Fig. 22) was developed to provide intuitive trend information and reduceclutter in
spite of the symbology being in close proximity to the altitude information.It has
shown improved performance and is accepted as the standard display of vertical
speed on the MIL-STD HUDanditis incorporated on a few HDDsaswell.
C.

Integration

To this point in the chapter, each parameter of spatial-orientation information
has been addressed as a separate entity. That approach is useful when describing
specific attributes of displays and modification efforts, but it fails to give the
full perspective needed to understand the integrated function of primary flight
displays. In the dynamic and fluid environmentofflight, any one spatial-orientation
component can be crucial at a particular time, and each of the components takes

on relevance only in conjunction with the others. Consequently, if pilots are to
maintain spatial orientation, then they must obtain an integrated awareness of
all spatial orientation parameters. Providing that awareness from information on
instrumentdisplays is a significant challenge for the display designer, since until
relatively recently totally integrated formats have been virtually nonexistent.”
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Fig. 23 Early attempts to integrate flight information into one display. (Courtesy of
Pam Crane.)
a) The Flight Integrator (from Ocker and Crane). Note the symbolism of clouds and
terrain.
b) The FliteGage, test flown by manypilots, including one of the authors (William
Ercoline), and patented by Carl Crane. The advent of computers and electro-optical
displays has made this once complex mechanical integration a simple programming
effort.

Actually, Ocker and Crane’ introduced the concept of integrating spatialorientation information in the cockpit by incorporating several of the basic flight
parameters into one display, which they called the FliteGage (see Fig. 23). This
apparatus presented pitch, bank, airspeed, and altitude all on one mechanical format, but for unknownreasons was never adopted for wholesale use. (Crane and
his heirs maintained the patent to this design concept until 17 years after his
death whenit expired in 1999, but they were never able to spur enoughinterest to place the idea into production.) Perhaps the advent of the flight director
eliminated the need for improvedprecision ofthe aircraft during approaches and
landings.
The philosophy of independentdisplays continued until the early 1970s when
the head-up display rose to prominence. [The Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) approved standard for many years wasa cluster of six separate displays
that indicated airspeed,altitude, attitude, vertical speed, heading, and course guidance.] The advent of the HUD technologyledto a true integration of fundamental
spatial-orientation displays. At this point designers were motivatedto presentat-

titude, airspeed, and altitude information on one medium in a compact formatthat

overlaid the outside scene. Their scheme not only met the primary objective of
enabling pilots to direct their attention outside the windscreen but also had an
additional beneficial effect by economizing the pilot’s cross-check. Pilots appreciated havingall of the crucial information readily available, immediately before
their eyes, and beganto use the integrated HUD informationas the primary source
of flight data in certain scenarios. Consequentto its great acceptance, this novel
amalgamation concept was soon transferred to the head-down environmentas
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cathoderay tubes (CRT) andflat-panel displays rapidly replacedthe economically
infeasible mechanical indicators.
The new technological capabilities of computer-driven media dramatically expanded the options available for providing the pilot with a holistic approach to
obtaining spatial-orientation information. The major challenge became how to
balance the temptation to simply duplicate conformal HUD symbology on HDDs
with the obligation to provide the most effective presentation. A few problems
have been mentioned that are inherent to direct replication of HUD symbology
on a HDD, such as with the airspeed and altitude tapes and the conformal pitch
ladder andflight-path symbol. In addition to those concerns,the effect of clutter
must be taken into account. As a generalrule,theless clutter the better, especially
when symbology is superimposed on sensor imagery, as long as global perspective
or completeness of information is not sacrificed for the sake of reducing clutter.
The same dilemmaoccurs in weighing the importance of compatibility between
head-up and head-downformats. Total compatibility is obtainable throughstrict
duplication of the HUD symbology on the HDD (Fig. 24); however, doing so can
exact too high a price by denying or degrading trend and intuitive information.
It is incumbent upon the designer and the operator communities to determine the
necessary degree of replication for each application. Although compatibility is
extremely important to enable ease oftransition and prevent negative transfer of

ee
Fig.24

ee

An example of replicating the HUD format on an HDD medium.
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training, it does not necessarily equate to duplication. As the tendency for integrating elements of SO increases, a word mustbe said regarding standardization.
In short, it is strongly encouraged wheneverpossible. If informationis not standardized, negative transfer of training is likely to occur—especially under high
workload conditions—andpilots’ time will be wasted in training programsas they
unnecessarily learn new formats. Certainly it would not be practical or wise to
completely standardize all cockpits—at a minimum eachtypeaircraft’s unique
flight tasks would prevent such action—butit makes good senseto standardize the
primary spatial orientation array.
The appeal for standardization having been made,the authors recognize and encourage developmentof innovative improvements that will enable the pilot to be
constantly spatially oriented—mainly because there remains too many SD-related
accidents. Improvements must be made. At somepoint, perhaps once wesolve the
SD problem, steps toward an improved standard will be taken. However,for the
time being the frontier of totally integrated displays is replete with opportunities
to build a better standard, especially in the area of combining SO and mission
information. Following are some of the more noted integration concepts that arrange all of the spatial-orientation parameters on onedisplay in conjunction with
geographic (navigation) and tactical awareness information.
1.

Global Displays

The term global has been used before to denote an overall perspective when
discussing specific flight parameters. In this section the term is used to designate
a type of integrated display. In general, these displays incorporate all spatial,
geographic, and tactical information in a pictorial representation (see Fig. 25). The
conceptrequires either a large, single, MFD ora tight, seamless grouping of MFDs
that appear as one. Global displays have shown improved performancein tasks

associated with situation awareness and tracking.®°:8! As technology continues

to advance, cockpits might eventually contain one large, continuous, graphical
display surface forall instrument information.
2.

Highway in the Sky

This concept (also knownas pathwayin the sky) has been researchedfor several
years and shownto benefit the pilot’s primary spatial orientation.®* This concept
is similar to a flight director system in providing lateral course and climb and
descent path guidance for a desired three-dimensional track. [The authors recommend reviewing “Display Technology (1990)? for a more detailed explanation
of commandsteering displays.] The highway in the sky (HITS) is different from
a flight director in that it uses a symbolic path or roadwayto represent the desired vertical and horizontaltrajectory relative to the Earth’s surface as opposed to
commandsteering bars or a single commandsteering cue.It appears more like the
real world than currentflight director systems and has received many subjective
accolades from novice and experiencedpilots alike.*! The primary shortfall of
HITSis its difficulty in guiding the pilot back to centerline once the relatively
restrictive parameters have been exceeded—a problem similar to what is experienced with the flight director whenit reachesits limits of operation. This problem
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Fig. 25 Global display. Information of the many traditional head-downdisplaysis
integrated into only a few.Asefficiency and effectiveness of tactical and othersituation
awareness displays is increased, designers and pilots hope this integration results in
a more complete and intuitive depiction of the aircraft’s spatial orientation as well.
(Courtesy of Gateway and Kaiser Electronics.)

can be solvedwith a type of director arrow pointing to the correct path. The HITS
concept is being studied as a potential PFR for future general aviation aircraft.” It

is also being analyzed for use on the HUD,®as well as for HDDs during ground
taxiing. An example of the HITS is shownin Fig. 26.
3.

Novel Flight Instrument Display

Anotherinteresting display concept was designed and developed bythe British
researchers Braithwaite and Durnford while they were stationed on exchange duty

at the U.S. Army Aeromedical Research Laboratory in Ft. Rucker, Alabama.”
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Fig. 26 Highwayin the sky (HITS)display. HITSis a digitized version of an imaginary airplaneasit flies through the virtual world of a highway. This example incorporates counterpointer display of airspeed and altitude. The concept has recently
shown promise for high-workload, special operations military missions. (Courtesy
of Dr. Mike Snow, USAF Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio.)

This display, which they termed the Novel Flight Instrument Display, presents
the primary spatial orientation components in a comprehensive, purely symbolic
(nonpictorial) format andintegratesattitude, altitude, airspeed, heading, and vertical speed. The pilot has the option of selecting specific limits for each spatial
orientation element and then performsa tracking task to maintain desiredflight
parameters (see Fig. 27). The presentation also allowsthepilot to recognize and recover from an unusualattitude. Flight performance with this display has indicated
a reduction in pilot workload.
4.

OZ

The OZ display’® is the latest and mostintuitive integrated design found by the
authors. The display breaks from tradition in virtually eliminatingall alphanumeric
characters andscales(except for heading) andreplaces them with discrete symbols,
colors, and shapes. The information is distributed throughout the entire display
screen and contains a much larger compressed, visual field. The pilot does not
need to cross-checkanyofthe other flight instruments in order to maintain precise
aircraft control (and does not haveto turn his/her headto see out the side). Power
symbologyis provided implicit with the other control, performance,and navigation
symbology (see Fig. 28). Still and Temme’® report that novice pilots quickly grasp
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Fig. 27 Novel Flight Instrument Display. Primary spatial orientation components
are presented in a comprehensive, purely symbolic (nonpictorial) format. (Courtesy
of Braithwaite and Durnford; see Ref. 77 to fully appreciate the symbology and design
philosophy usedin this device.)

Fig. 28 OZ display: a) aircraft metaphor explained; b) computer screen shot of
all symbology. (See Ref. 78 to fully appreciate the design and detail of the symbology, especially color attributes; illustrations courtesy of Drs. David Still and Leonard
Temme.)
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the meaning of the unique symbology and can maintain a safe level of spatialorientation and navigation parameters with verylittle training. Most impressively,
novice and experienced subject pilots performed exceptionally better with OZ
during multiple tasking and adverseflight conditions than with a traditional display.
Several of Fitts’ design principles are implementedinto the strategy of this futuristic
display.
D.

Performance Measurement

To ensure the efficacy of any improvement to SO displays while continuing to
preserve the valuable lessons of the past, a new design should always produce an
improvementin performance. There are several subjective means of measuring a
pilot’s performanceusing primaryflight displays, and severalof these have been optimized for specific flight tasks.°4 The readeris highly encouragedto appropriately
apply those methods,but no further discussion of them will be included here. Accordingly, the focus of this section will be on three popular objective measures.
These metrics were developed during the USAF HUDstandardizationeffort in order to evaluate flight performancedirectly related to the pilot’s spatial orientation
(see Appendix C of this chapter). They include an unusualattitude recovery task,
precision instrumentcontroltask, and an instrumentlanding system approach. The
metrics have been used to compare HUD and HDD symbologyand are easily used

for evaluating any HDD.”
I.

Unusual Attitude Recognition and Recovery Task

An UAisdefined as any aircraft attitude that the pilot has notintentionally set or
expected. By this definition the entrance into a UA necessarily occurs with Type I
(unrecognized) SD. Encountering a UA canlead to a situation ranging from merely
annoying to deadly, depending uponthe setting in which it occurs (VMC, IMC,
day, night, clear, weather, formation, low altitude, etc). Because of the potential
for catastrophe to occur asa result of the pilot’s encountering a UA,the designer
must ensure that every primary flight reference enables adequate performancein
the face of any unusualattitude. Fortunately, there are some performancestandards
available with which to assess that capability.
MIL-STD-1787C, in its specifications for a PFR, addresses the capacity of

a display to inform the pilot of the aircraft’s orientation and to afford him or
her the ability to effectively correct an undesirable attitude. Specifically, it first
requires the PFR to provide sufficient cues to enable the pilot to maintain fulltime attitude awareness and minimize potential for spatial disorientation. The
standard then mandatesthat all PFRs provide an immediately discernable attitude
recognition capability that fosters a safe and effective unusual attitude recovery.
In addition, acceptable performance of the display is defined as supporting the
initiation of recovery from unusualattitudes within 1 s and producing a minimum
correct response rate of 95% (Ref. 42, para. 4.1.1.1). Evaluating recognition of
and recovery from an unusualattitude has been a method employed manytimes

whenstudying the effectivenessof a spatial-orientation display.®?

Thefirst step is to gain awarenessthat an unusualattitude condition exists. This
action is traditionally accomplished by interpreting a source of pitch and bank,
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such as the primary or secondaryattitude indicators, to determinethat the attitude
is different than expected. Performance instruments like the airspeed indicator and
altimeter should also be usedto verify the situation and help rule out instrument
malfunction. With flight-path-oriented displays the airspeed indicatorand altimeter
must alwaysbe referenced to properly respondto the attitude condition.If outside
visual cues are available, they should be usedas well. Regardless of how the unusual
attitude is recognized, the condition should be confirmed before beginning the
recovery procedure. The easierit is to recognize the spatial-orientation parameters,
the soonerthe pilot can commencethe recovery procedure. If not done soon enough,
or if the attitude is incorrectly interpreted, the resulting recovery maneuver could

lead to an excessive loss ofaltitude at best, or a controlled flight into the terrain at
worst.

The secondstepis to perform the recovery. The purposeof all unusualattitude
recoveriesis to return the aircraft to a knownspatial orientation(ideally, wingslevel
with a slight climb) with minimumlossof altitude. For purposes of measurement,
this ideal attitude is often established to be +10-deg pitch and +5-deg bank, both
held for 3 to 5 s. The recovery procedure varies depending upon whether the
aircraft is in a dive or a climb.If diving, the pilot rolls to a wings level, upright
attitude, and then correctsto levelflight while adjusting power(and,possibly, drag
devices) as deemednecessary. The pilot should not add backpressure on the stick
until achieving less than 90 deg of bank. If backpressure is applied too soon, the
aircraft will lose more altitude than desired.
If an UA is recognized as a climb, then the pilot is to use power as required
and bank as necessary to assist pitch control and to avoid negative G forces. The
vaguenessin the preceding procedure implies that the pilot has multiple options.
Depending upon aircraft performance capabilities, the pilot could either roll the
aircraft inverted and pull the nose toward the horizon or maintain, slightly increase,
or decrease toward 90 deg the present bank and allow the noseto fall toward the
horizon. (The latter would be the technique for aircraft not designed for inverted
flight.) As the aircraft reference symbol on the display approachestheartificial
horizon, the pilot should adjust pitch, bank and power to complete the recovery
and establish the desired aircraft attitude—once again, wings level with a slight
climb, or for study purposes, +10-deg pitch and +5-deg bank held for 3 to 5 s.
The varied options for rolling the aircraft from an inverted climb condition
present the researcher with a significant challenge in assessing whetheror not a
correct response was made to the UA. Consequently, in order to achieve standardization for recovering from all UA conditions and reduce ambiguity when
evaluating the intuitiveness of a display, researchers often instruct and train subjects to alwaysroll toward the horizon when confronted with a climb and attain
inverted flight if necessary to ensure positive nose tracking toward the horizon.
The authors note that it is generally considered poor practice to either achieve
or continue inverted flight in IMC; however, using this single recovery technique for research purposes will aid in properly assessing roll-reversal inputs and
time to recover (should the latter be considered an important parameter to measure).
This technique allows collapsing of data across all UA conditions. As a means of
countering subject bias against inverted maneuvering in IMC, two of the authors
(Ercoline and DeVilbiss) have successfully employed the technique of training
the subjects to a 70% accuracy rate before initiating trial runs. Suggested setup
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Table 6

Performance metric for the unusual-attitude

recognition-and-recovery task

Maneuver
Unusual-attitude recognition
and recovery

Event, deg?

Rating elements—each event

QO pitch
60 bank
O pitch

Pilot initiates recovery
toward correct horizon and
altitude within 1 s

135 bank
+30 pitch

Minimalloss of altitude and
airspeed (subjective)

30 bank

Full time horizon reference

—30 pitch
150 bank

Full timeattitude (pitch and
bank) reference

+50 pitch
45 bank

No more than 10% errors in
roll reversals

—50 pitch
—120 bank
“Pitch and bankcanvary with aircraft type.

parameters for the unusualattitude recognition and recovery metric are specified
in Table 6.
2.

Precision Instrument Control Tasks

A precision instrument control task (PICT) addresses basic aircraft control maneuvering that is common tovirtually all instrumentflying. It can be any basic
instrumentflight maneuver, but a commonly used, broadly encompassing PICTis
a selected variation on the vertical S series of maneuvers. Thevertical S series is
used in manyflying training programs to improvea pilot’s instrument cross-check
and control inputs and consists of four similar maneuvers labeled “alpha” (A),

“bravo”(B), “charlie” (C), and “delta” (D) (Fig. 29).

The baseline maneuveris the vertical S A, which is a continuousseries of climbs
and descents flown at a constant rate and airspeed while maintaining a constant
heading. The amountof altitude change at whichthe vertical direction is reversed
and the rate at which the maneuveris flown should be compatible with the specific
aircraft involved—typically a 1000-ft (305-m) changeat a 1000 ft per minute (fpm)
rate. Usually the altitude reversal point is selected to be on a 1000 ft interval or
500 ft interval on the altimeter for ease of reference. The maneuver requires an
efficient cross-check throughout and constantly changing controlinputs during the
reversals. Such maneuveringis typical of descents on final approach and climbs
on a missed approach.
The other vertical S maneuvers build upon one another and become incrementally more difficult. The B adds a constant bank angle, that is, 30 deg; the C reverses

the bank in the opposite direction as each descent is begun; and the D reverses
the bank at each changein vertical direction. The intent is to makeall transitions
smooth and coordinated so as to achieve wings level and zero pitch at precisely
the zenith and/or nadir of the climb/dive, respectively, while continuing without
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Fig. 29 Variations of vertical SD maneuver, sometimes knownasprecision instrument control task. Refer to Ref. 24 for more complete description of the other three
vertical S maneuvers. (Courtesy of the AF Flight Standards Agency.)

hesitation into the next attitude. Meeting this goal requires precise lead-point calculation and forces a continuous cross-check and interpretation of all parameters.
The HUDstandardization effort utilized a PICT consisting of vertical S A and D
and analyzed the root-mean-square (RMS) errorthat resulted from deviations from
the predetermined conditions. Some researchers have added a random perturbation
function (a series of sine functions with different phases) to the task to make these
routine maneuvers even moredifficult.
3.

Instrument Landing System Task

The ILS approachis used to evaluate practical application of new symbology.
It is a specific task performedin the final phase of flying under instrument conditions. A brief description of the navigation system, approach design, and a typical
instrumentdisplay follows.
An ILSis providedat an airport to enable pilots to descend in instrument conditions along precise horizontal and vertical paths and arrive at a point from which
they are able to visually acquire the runway environmentand then to land.It basically consists of two separate transmitters located near the landing runwaythat
emit radio energy of two different frequencies on opposite sides of the optimum
path.
Onetransmitter is calibrated to align with the runway centerline and the other
to a normalglide path, usually at approximately 3 deg from horizontal. Standard
nomenclature for the horizontal and vertical paths is localizer course (or simply
localizer) and glide slope, respectively. Three other radio transmitters of single
frequencies, called marker beacons, are used to highlight progress toward the
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runway and are placed along the localizer course. The localizer and glide-slope
paths meetat the decision point, where the pilot must decide to continuethe descent
to landing or execute a missed approach.
Receivers on the aircraft measure frequencystrength on eitherside of the course
and glide slope. Cockpit displays interpret the relative magnitude of each and
indicate deviation from center. Those displays are termed the course-deviation
indicator (CDI) and glide-slope indicator (GSI). The CDIis usually placed on
a horizontal navigation display that includes heading information, and the GSI
normally is on the attitude indicator. Often the GSI is included on the navigation
display, and sometimes CDI-like information is added to the AI. Flight directors
are commonly incorporated with the AI symbology suite to commandcorrection
toward the appropriate course. In that case the AI becomes anattitude director
indicator, or ADI. The directing symbols are normally vertical and horizontallines
termed bank steering andpitchsteeringbars, respectively, or a single wedge-shaped
device toward whichthe aircraft symbol is flown. Sometimessingle or multiple
crosses or boxes (in conjunction with a flight-path vector symbol) are usedin lieu
of the traditional steering bars or wedges. An expanding(rising) runway symbol
is also often included for precise course guidance and grossperspective of glide
Slope andvertical speed. Pros and consexist for each steering bar design.
The basic challenge of an ILS approachis to keep the course deviation and glideslope indicators centered. Sometimesan additional element is added in which the
pilot must intercept the course from an oblique angle and, likewise, the glide
slope from below. The pilot must then continue the approach to the decisionpoint.
The researcher can readily measure roll-and-pitch direction and amplitude during
the interception, as well as deviation from course and glide slope once they are
intercepted.
Thorough testing of a candidate symbol or symbology suite can be accomplished by using the unusualattitude recognition and recovery task, PICT, and ILS
approach metrics. These tools adeptly evaluate utility and effectivenessof critical
aircraft control and performance displays for both basic maneuvering andinstrument approach environments. A flight display’s usefulness during these three tasks
can be reasonably interpolated to almost every instrument-flying event. In addition, it is prudent to collect subjective comments from the pilot subjects regardless
of the metric used for analysis.

IV.

Conclusion

This chapter establishes the foundation of the pilot’s abilities to maintain SO
and counter SD asa correct perception of the three flight parameters that define
the meaning of SO—attitude, airspeed and altitude. An HDD PFR must provide
an intuitive, efficient presentation of these parameters, and, indeed, every cockpit
display should be designed with foremost consideration given to preserving that
capability. Nonetheless, enabling the pilot to be aware of these three fundamental
flight parameters does not necessarily eliminate the risk of SD. Even while scanning the PFR, the pilot is susceptible to experiencing Type II and Type III SD.
The important conceptto realize is that the proper display of fundamental spatial
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orientation information will lessen the likelihood of Type I SD and will enable the
pilot to more effectively deal with a Type II or Type II SD event.
Great emphasisis placed on the lessonsof the past. The primacy of SO informa-

tion was established when thefirst blind sortie was flown, and the design of each

instrument should be approachedwith the same fervor and thoughtfulness used by
the display pioneers that brought that milestone about. This should not discourage
endeavors to introduce unorthodox displays, but rather encourage new approaches
that continue to uphold established tenets. Some examples of integrated displays
are includedin the discussionto illustrate how new thoughts can build upon established concepts. It is the authors’ contention that even the most unorthodox
design can and should hold to the basic principles established by Crane, Ocker,
Doolittle, and Fitts (to name a few design pioneers). It is also important to consider
the impact of new ideas like the OKCR andits potential effect on display design.
Just as fresh ideas can build upon old models, a new approach could simply be
nothing more than the modified reintroduction of an old one. As the saying goes:
seldom are there new ideas, only forgotten ones. Several good design features that

were studied over the years and implemented,and then several others that were not

implemented, were presented. Perhaps resurrecting some of these forgotten ideas,
and using the improved technology now available to employ them, can breathe
new life into the pursuit of preventing display-related mishaps. Or maybea better
approach would beto start from scratch and design with a better understanding of
what we knowoftoday.
Perhaps the time will come when the pilot will be less of a factor in preventing SD,and visual display design will be moot. Automation or other technology
might very well solve the problem. Asaircraft become more expensive and new
flight regimespresentincreasedrisks from allowing the pilot to maintain constant
control, there is a distinct possibility that aircraft will incorporate anartificial intelligence capable of automatically preventing controlled flight into terrain (see
Chapter 11).

V.

Summary

This chapter presents a basic discussion of the head-downflight instruments
and flight symbology required for a pilot to maintain spatial orientation. Piloting
Topics, the first major section, discusses the various displays, the way in which
a pilot learns to organize the information, how the information is used to prevent
spatial disorientation, and some of the terminology needed to better understand
the use of the cockpit instruments. In the second major section, Design Topics,1s
offered a more focused approach towards the symbologydesign issues that enable
the pilot to better interpret the information presented on the flight instruments.
_ Basic concepts are introduced with details provided regarding the many methods
of using these time-honored guidelines. The chapter also touches lightly upon
some of the newer concepts that are rapidly replacing the cockpit displays almost
universally found merely a generation ago. The reader 1s then encouraged to seek
additional references for more details on the mechanization and integrated concepts
already on the market and to investigate the impact of new research findings
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on instrument display design. Lastly, three appendices are provided to assist the
reader with a deeper appreciation for terms and conditions commonly used by the
flying community when applying the art of instrumentflight for the prevention
of SD.

Appendix A: Perceiving Horizon Position and Movement
The importance of perceiving the “correct” position and movementofthe horizon from an SO display cannotbe overstated. As described in Chapters 3 and 7, the
horizonis the basis from whichthepilot determinesspatial orientation,i.e., aircraft
positioning and motionrelative to the Earth’s surface (definition of SO Ref. 38). To
adequately maintain SO,the pilot must remain constantly aware of the horizon’s
position, and the pilot’s interpretation ofthat position is the foundation upon which
all maneuveringis built. Correctly or incorrectly, the pilot determines fundamental
aircraft positioning and motion by referencing the movementin the windscreen of
whatevervisual feature he or she associates with the horizon. These discernments
can be equally powerful when produced from either dedicated concentration on
the visual scene or from just a fleeting reference to the scene in the “corner of the
eye” while attending to other tasks within the cockpit.
Visual illusions notwithstanding, the most significant problemsin spatial ori-

entation arise when horizon motion (or, more accurately, the aircraft’s movement

relative to the horizon) cannot be detected from an outside-the-cockpit scene and
must be determined from its depiction on a display, requiring corroboration with
the pilot’s perception. In other words, without a visual horizon, the pilot must
decide whatthe orientation oftheaircraft is vs simply sensing its orientation from
a visual horizon reference. Presenting a compelling horizon reference on an HDD
with which to make a sound decision is a formidable challenge, and the success
of the attempt depends upon the mental processthe pilot applies in interpretingit.

While there are certainly innumerable, individual iterations of the method of

mentally developing a perception of orientation—thatis, there can be more than
one “correct” strategy for determining SO—there can be only one “correct” presentation of the horizon on a display. That correct representation indicates the true
relationship of the actual aircraft to the actual horizon. As has already been establishedin this text, the pilot may not perceive, or possibly accept, the accuracy of
a display in replicating the real world—a misperception or reluctanceattributable
to his or her possessing a faulty mental image of what the display should indicate
based upon expectancy and physiological stimuli. Therefore, in order forthe pilot to attain a factual perception of horizon position and motion when the outside
scene 1s not visible, he or she mustuse spatial strategy, or mental modelthat takes
into account conflicts between reality and the mental “image.” In other words, the
strategy or model mustallow for correcting a flawed visualization.
Several authors have established that a mental modelis developed from pilot’s
training and experience. For example,a pilot learns early in his or herflying career
that in a conventional aircraft, with all other variables being constant, airspeed

will decrease and altitude will increase when raising the nose of the aircraft.
Similarly, he or she will learn to expect the nose to “fall” after introducing a
roll, as lift on the wingsis lost in the bank. In the context of horizon movement
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in the latter example, the horizon will shift upwards in the windscreen, and the

movement will becomeassociated with the effects of rolling the aircraft. These
correlations become “natural” and are inserted into the mental model. Thepilot
then uses the model to either produce an expectedresult from a given control input
(confirmed by reference to the outside scene or the instrument display) or create

a presumedstate of orientation developed from the last perceived physiological
stimulus (hopefully, also confirmed or corrected by reference to the instrument
display).
If the pilot is distracted or experiences an illusion that masks or alters the
learned, correlated factors, he or she may notinsert the appropriate information
into the SO model. For example, if the aircraft were rolled at a sub-threshold

rate, the unnoticed, lowered pitch attitude that resulted would not be taken into

accountin building the mental imageofpresentattitude. Consequently, the created
mental “picture” of aircraft attitude would not match with the displayed attitude—
a conflict that may prove verydifficult to overcome. Overriding a false expectancy
will require significant power in the display characteristics. Specifically, if the
horizon reference is not sufficiently salient and intuitive, it will not overrule the
expected orientation that the pilot’s mental model yielded. In the case of a subthreshold roll, the pilot’s perception of being “straight and level” will be more
powerful than the angled bank reference on the display. Therefore, the strength
of the display is proportional to the ease with which the pilot manipulates the
mental model to arrive at an acceptance of the true, correct horizon position and
movement. Which model is chosen may be the determining factor as to whether
or not the pilot safely controls the aircraft.
Each pilot formulates his or her own habit patterns and techniques for gaining
overall spatial orientation. However, there are only two prevalent mental models
with which to derive an appropriate response to displayed horizon position. These
models have been termed “inside out” and “outside in.” The “inside-out” approach
considers the display as a window looking out towardthe real world. In this model,
the horizon reference will move in the display FOV in the same mannerin which
the real horizon would “move” in the cockpit windscreen,1.e., down as the nose

is raised; up whenit is lowered. On the “outside-in” display the horizon reference
remainsin a constant position in the display FOV,andthe aircraft reference symbol
movesrelative to it. The perspective is as if looking at the aircraft from afar,
or “outside,” as the Earth remains in its stable position, and various angles of
perspective from the aircraft symbol can be presented.
There is someindication that while “inside out” is the natural model for functioning in the visual scene environment, “outside in” may be moreeffective when
no visual scene is present. This dichotomy could beattributable to the relatively
less compelling visual stimulation of the horizon line on an “inside-out” display. To
date, no HDD “inside-out” horizon reference extendsthe full width of the cockpit,

as doesthe true horizon. The pilot must project himself or herself “into” the small
FOV “window” of the “inside-out”attitude indicator and respond to the horizon
reference as it moves within thatrestricted “window.” Consequently, the position
and motion of the horizon reference on a conventional, “inside-out” AI may not

be nearly as strong a visual stimulant as the centrally located, movingaircraft
reference symbol of the “outside-in” display. The OKCR study*° just described
in Sec. II.C of this chapter suggests this correlation to be true, because pilots
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had difficulty transitioning between the visual and nonvisual environments using
“inside-out” attitude references. Further research is neededto validate that theory.
Based upon the potency of the OKCRand the knownsuperior strength of influence of visual characteristics in the “natural” outside environment, the authors

postulate that to be most effective, the horizon reference on an HDD should provide strong stimulation to the intrinsic, subconscious sensory systems, such as

ambient vision. In the absence of such stimulation,orif it is inadequate, alerting

features must be used to draw the pilot’s attention to the salient characteristics of
the horizon reference.

Appendix B: Visibility Definitions

1) Visualflight rules (VFR): The useofthis term meanstheaircraft is being flown
underthe regulatory guidanceof those rules that govern flight in visual conditions.
For example, in most of U.S. airspace, a pilot operating under VFR must remain
500 ft (152 m) below or 1000 ft (305 m) above and 2000 ft (610 m) horizontally
away from a cloud whenin controlled airspace below 10,000 ft (3050 m) MSL
and mustensure the in-flight visibility is at least 3 statute miles. VFR is also used
in the United Statesto indicate weather conditionsthat are equalto or greater than
the minimum VFRrequirements specified in federal aviation regulations (FARs).
For example, one wouldrefer to 3-mile visibility as “VFR weather” whenrelating
to the respective operations. Notice there is no mention as to whetheror not the
horizon is discernible when referring to VFR.Finally, pilots and controllers use
the term VFRto indicate the typeof flight plan filed in the air-traffic-control (ATC)
system, but that usage is not germaneto this text.
2) Visual meteorological conditions (VMC): The precise use of this term, per
the FARsand Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM), relates to conditions equal
to or better than minimum VFR requirements. A pilot must be operating in VMC
in order to be in compliance with VFR. For example, in an airport traffic area
the conditions must be at least 3 miles visibility and a 1000-ft (305-m) ceiling
to enable a pilot to operate under VFR. Again, notice no mention is made of the
pilot’s being able to see the horizon. The preceding describes the precise, correct
use of the term VMCbutdoesnotallow for pilot convention.Pilots often state they
are VMCto meantheyare clear of clouds, but not far enough away from them,
and/ornot able to see far enough ahead, to comply with VFR. Althoughthepilot’s
declaration of being VMCis not correct in those conditions, one should assume

that he is at least able to incorporate somevisual reference outside the aircraft—an
ability that could be either helpful or detrimental depending uponthesituation.
3) Instrumentflight rules (IFR): Here the pilot must be under the guidanceof
an air traffic controller and follow specific proceduresspecified by air regulations.
Most ofthe time the procedures are quite restrictive as to aircraft maneuvering, but
sometimes the procedures include nonspecific maneuvering freedom within general airspace or time parameters. Per FAR/AIM operating under IFR has nothing
to do with visibility. The visibility could be zero or it could be clear. However, in
the International Civil Aeronautical Organization (ICAO) application, IFR always
refers to operating in less than VMCand,of course,still requires compliance with
specific air traffic control procedures. As with the term VMC, pilots often misuse
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the term IFR to meanthey are in the weather. In that case, rather than stating they
are IFR, they should more precisely declare they are IMC.
4) Instrument meteorological conditions (IMC): These conditions are any that
do not meet the minima specified for VMC. Technically, the pilot could actually
be clear of cloud, see the ground and horizon,andstill be in IMC, for example,
distance from cloud and visibility values would be below VFR requirements (see

conventional misuse of VMCjust discussed). However, as just stated,if a pilot

describes his state as IMC it is normally assumed that he orshe is in the weather
and cannot see much outsidetheaircraft.
Although each of these terms is important to safe and orderly flight, they can
easily be a source of confusion to the display designer. Each means something
specific to the pilots and might or might not be used in a technically correct
manner, especially when relating to visibility. Additionally, none of the terms
guarantees the presence or absence of the horizon. Because both visual contact
with the Earth’s surface—and especially awareness of the horizon—are critical
elements in determining a pilot’s spatial orientation, some practicality must be
introduced into this discussion. For that reason it is suggested that the terms VMC
and IMC be used when addressing a display’s utility. In other words, the display designer whois considering the use of an instrument should be concerned
with the visual conditions present, that is, flight visibility and the discernibleness
of the horizon, not necessarily whether or not the pilot is operating under VFR
or IFR.

Appendix C: Performance Standards”
Table C1
Maneuver
Takeoff/departure

Basic flight performance parameters
Event

Rating

Fly X radial, @ X DMEturn
heading X,altitude X, airspeed X
Enter holding,altitude, airspeed

Airspeed + 10 KIAS
Altitude + 200 ft
Heading + 5 deg

Instrument approach

Arc from holding,partial
configuration on arc, altitude
(step down), airspeed
Intercept final approach
course (precision and
non- precision), step
downaltitude, airspeed
@ PAF,final configuration to
MAP

Precision
Course + 1 dot
GS + 1 dot
Airspeed + 5 KIAS
Nonprecision/radar
Course + 5o
Airspeed + KIAS
Altitude + 100ft

Missed approach

Follow missed approach
procedure,altitude, airspeed,
clean configuration

Airspeed + 10 KIAS
Altitude + 100 ft
Heading + 5 deg

Landing

Transition to land, airspeed

Safe position to land from

Navigation

(evaluate clutter)

FAF, MAP; landvisually
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Table C2

Unusualattitude recognition and recovery performance
parameters

Maneuver

Event

Unusualattitude

recognition and
recovery

Rating

O-deg pitch?*
60-deg bank
O-deg pitch
135-deg bank
+30-deg pitch
30-deg bank
—30-deg pitch
150-deg bank
+50-deg pitch
45-deg bank
—50-deg pitch
— 120-deg bank

Pilot initiates recovery toward correct
horizon and altitude within 1 s.
Minimal loss ofaltitude and airspeed
(subjective)
Full time horizon reference
Full time attitude (pitch and bank)
reference
No more than 10% errorsin roll
reversals

4Pitch and bank can vary with aircraft type.

Table C3)

Dynamic maneuvering performance parameters

Maneuver

Event

Vertical SB

Climb: 1000 ft; 1000 fpm 30-deg bank then
Descend: 1000 ft; 1000 fpm; 30-deg bank in
the samedirection
Recoverto original altitude and airspeed
Climb: 1000 ft; 1000 fpm 45-deg bank then

Vertical SD

Descend: 1000 ft; 1000 fpm; 45-deg bank in

the opposite direction
Recoverto original altitude and airspeed

Rating

Airspeed + 10 KIAS
Bank + 5 deg
VVI-=+ 200 fpm (once
established)

Altitude + 100 ft
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Chapter 10

Flight Displays II: Head-Up and
Helmet-Mounted Displays
Richard L. Newman*
Crew Systems, San Marcos, Texas

Loran A. Haworth!
Federal Aviation Administration, Seattle, Washington

I.

Introduction

| N this chapter we will review selected head-up display (HUD) and helmetmounted display (HMD) properties contributing to spatial orientation/
disorientation and HUD and HMDresearch. Wewill then discuss whatthe design
engineer should consider to minimize any adverse display effects on the pilot’s
ability to maintain spatial awareness. For more general issues related to HUDs and

HMDes, the readeris referred to Weintraub and Ensing! or Newman.”

Pilot spatial disorientation (SD) has been a persistent problem sincethe first
flight into (and probably spiral dive out of) a cloud. In the early 1980s HUDs
were blamedas contributing to SD,andthis reputation haspersistedto the present,
but this criticism is not necessarily still warranted. The HUD SDissue wasfirst
identified by Barnette? who surveyed U.S. Air Force (USAF)pilots flying HUDequipped airplanes and found that approximately 30% of the pilots reported an
increased tendency towards SD. Newman‘reported similar findings. HUD-induced
SD wasreported to occur within one of several Scenarios, the most common

of which is flying in and out of clouds. Other disorienting situations included
extreme maneuvers suchas night pull-ups from a target, air combat maneuvering
(ACM), and recoveries from unusualattitudes. These are conditions under which
SD tendencies are most likely to occur with or without a HUD.
The preceding studies were performedshortly after the first HUDs became operational. Thesefirst HUDswere primarily intended as weapon-aiming devices with
limited flight data included in the HUD symbology, as HUDs were not developed
This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentandis not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
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as flight instruments nor were they tested as such. A later survey by Newmanand
Foxworth? found a reduced tendency to SD reported by F-18 pilots, and no Dassault Mercure pilot reported an increased tendencyto disorientation. Newman and
Foxworth? attributed this improvementin spatial orientation to better cockpit/HUD
integration and better HUDtraining.
II.

Basic Characteristics of HUDs and HMDs

To understand the shortcomings of existing head-up display designs, some understanding of HUDprinciples is needed. This section discusses the basic optics
associated with HUD design. More detail can be found in Gard® or Newman.” Optical Design’ is a very informative source book, but was unfortunately cancelled
in 1986.
A.

Types of Optical Arrangements

The cathode-ray-tube image in most HUDs is driven by a HUD computercalled
the symbol-generator. The symbol-generator takes input data from a mission computer or flight management computer and converts the data into symbology to
convey meaningful information to the pilot. The symbology appearsasa virtual
image, with the HUD symbols appearing to float in space overlying the real-world
view. The virtual imageis created by a backwardsextension of the rays impinging
on the pilot’s eye. The virtual image does not exist in the sense that it can be
detected by a photographic plate. It appears only when viewed through another
lens (such as the lens in a human eye or a camera).
1.

Conventional HUDs

The traditional HUD uses a refractive optical design with a combining glass
(Fig. 1) to superimpose HUD symbols onthe real-world view. In a system ofthis
type, the image of the symbologyis passed through a collimating lens (orseries
of lenses) to producea parallel set of rays. Often, the light rays are reflected in a
“folding mirror” to allow for more room in the instrument panel. These parallel
rays are reflected by the semitransparent combining glass backto the pilot's eyes.
The view from the external scenepassesdirectly through the combiningglassto the
pilot’s eyes. In this type of HUD, the generation ofthe parallel rays of light takes
place in the final collimating lens—the combiner contributes no optical power.
Because the collimation is based on lenses using the principle of refraction, this
type of HUDis often called a refractive HUD. Thisis the general arrangement of
most early HUDs.
The exit aperture of the collimating lens will limit how much of the virtual
imageis visible at a particular pilot eye location and creates what has been termed
the porthole or knothole effect.? Only part of the virtual image—the instantaneous
field of view (FOV)—canbe seenat a time. If the viewer’s eyeis shifted,all of the
image can be seen,but only part at a time (see Fig. 1). The instantaneous FOVis
a function of the exit aperture and the exit aperture-eye distance. The total FOV is
the combinedvisualarea that can be seen by the viewer by movinghis or her head.
Figure 2 showsthe knothole effect and the difference between the instantaneous
FOV and total FOV available as the pilot moveshis or her head.
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Reflective HUDs

A second HUDoptical arrangementuses a curved combiner. In such a HUD the
curvature of the combiner generates the parallel rays of light.!° It is necessary to
shape both surfaces of the combinerto allow the rays from the external scene to
pass through withoutbeingdistorted. This type of HUDisreferredto as a reflective
HUD. Reflective HUDs combinethe exit aperture with thetotal reflecting surface.

As a result, the instantaneous and total FOVs are identical. There is a downside

to this: the HUD symbology can suddenly disappear as the pilot moveshisor her
head out of the eyebox and outof the total FOV.
3.

Disparity

If the incoming rays are parallel, the eyes accommodate as if the symbology
imageis infinitely far away. In fact, most HUDsdonot quite achieve perfect collimation. Typically, the maximum disparity is about 2.5 mrad, which correspondsto
an image about 25 m infrontofthe pilot. The larger problem with incoming rays
not being parallel is that the location of the symbology can differ from one eye to
the other. This binocular disparity will cause the two eyes to converge or diverge

slightly and might cause eye discomfort, particularly for long-duration flights.”

4.

Eye-Reference Point

Each HUD hasan eye-reference point where the design is optimized. Asthe
pilot’s eye is moved from the design eye-reference point, optical performance
(distortion, accuracy of symbol location, etc.) can degrade. Because the pilots
constantly move their heads during flight, it is better to speak of an “eyebox”
volumerather than a single eye point. The performance specifications should be
met at any location within this eyebox,rather than at a single point.
As the pilot moves his or her head beyond the limit of the eyebox,the view
of the symbology will be lost. With a conventional or refractive HUD, this will
happen gradually, whereas with a reflective HUD—withits identical instantaneous
and total FOVs—the symbology will vanish abruptly. Particularly in an air-to-air
engagement, for example, pilots can movetheir heads outside the eyeboxto keep
the adversary in view. With a conventional, refractive HUD the symbology will
usually remainvisible as pilots move their heads and will thus aid in returning their
gaze to the eyebox. With a reflective HUD symbology can be “Jost” and require
additional pilot effort to regain the symbology.
B.

Primary Flight Symbols

Early HUDspresented symbologysimilar to head-downinstruments. Generally
they displayed some form of pitch reference with a backgroundscale in addition
to weapon-aiming symbols. The early HUDs were intended for use as weapon
sights, and collimation was added primarily to eliminate parallax. Eventually,
other flight information was added to improve performance: airspeed, altitude,
heading, etc. Figure 3 shows an example of suchearly symbology. New symbols
showing the aircraft’s trajectory or flight path were added later. The display of
flight-path information was a natural additionto a forward-facing display, which
allowed simultaneous viewing of the external scene.
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1.

Pitch Ladder

The pitch ladderis the scale against which the various pitch and flight-path
references are measured. In most HUDs and HMDsthepitch ladder consists of a
series of lines parallel to the horizon, usually at 5-deg intervals. The pitch ladder
maintains its orientation relative to the horizon and provides a stable frame of
reference for instrumentflight.
2.

Pitch Marker

The pitch markeris a fixed reference on the HUD representing the extension of
the fuselage reference line. Its projection against the pitch ladderis the aircraft’s
pitch attitude. It is sometimescalled the waterline.
3.

Flight-Path Marker

Theflight-path marker (FPM)is the projectionof the aircraft’s flight path. When
viewed through the HUD (or HMD),it shows where the airplane is going. Some
pilots refer to it as the location of the “smoking hole.’ The FPM moves both
vertically (showing the flight-path angle) andlaterally (showing either drift or
sideslip angle). Some HUDsallowthepilot to “cage” the FPM orconstrain it to
the center of the FOV.In this caseit is referred to as a climb—dive marker. The
early term for the FPM wasthe velocity vector. This term should be avoided to
prevent confusion with the hover vector in helicopter HMDs.
Flight-path markerscan beeitherinertial or air mass derived. Inertial FPMs show
the flight path relative to the world, whereas air-mass show the flight path relative
to the air through whichtheaircraft is flying. Each depiction has its advantages and
disadvantages. Inertial FPMs show the actual trajectory and will indicate directly
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whetherthe airplane will miss a ridge or will impactit. On the other hand,air-mass
flight-path informationallowsthe pilot to directly assessthe aircraft’s aerodynamic
performance. Further discussion is found in Sec. VIL.D.

4.

Ghost Horizon

If the aircraft maneuvers in such a mannerthat the horizon line leaves the
HUD FOV, some HUDsleave a ghost-horizon line to indicate the direction of
the horizon. Current U.S. Federal Administration Agency (FAA)policy requires
a ghost horizon onall electronic flight instruments. !?
C.

Conformality

Conformality means having the same angular relationship in relation to the
outside world. In HUDs or HMDsit meansthe pitch ladder and related symbols
have the same angular relationship to each other as the real world, that is, the
symbols overlie the real world objects they represent. For example, the spacing
of 5-deg conformal pitch-ladder lines subtends 5 deg of the background world in
which they are superimposed. Somedesigners use contact analog as a synonym
for conformality. This is incorrect; a contact-analog display or symbollookslike

the real world, but need not be the samesize. A related term is world fixed, which

refers to a symbolthat retains its orientation relative to the outside visualscene.
D.

Electronic Display Characteristics

1.

Clutter
A visually cluttered display can prevent the pilot from interpreting the cues
needed for prompt recognition and recovery from unusual attitudes. The 2.5-deg
pitch line spacing on early F-16 HUDshasbeencriticized as distracting clutter,
as has the presentation of excessive data on this and other HUD displays. In an
extreme unusual attitude almost complete declutter might be desirable until the
airplane has beenstabilized. Clutter presents an additional problem for HUDs and
HMDsin flight tasks requiring a view of the real-world cues—excessive clutter
blocks the pilot’s view of the real world and might prevent detection of ground-

based obstaclesor other aircraft.!°
2.

Digital Data and Rate Information

Somepilots havecriticized the HUD’s all-digital displays because they make
the determination of airspeed and altitude-rate informationdifficult. This seemsto
be more of a problem with airspeed than altitude, because the flight-path marker
provides altitude-rate information. Incorporating a flight-path acceleration cue,
for example, could assist the pilot in airspeed control. Recent HUDsincorporate
circular scales with a pointer and reference marks surroundingthe digital airspeed

and altitude displays.!*!> When either airspeed or altitude change,the circular
motion of the pointer provides the pilot with rate information.
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Pitch-Ladder Precession Passing Zenith or Nadir

Manyearly electronic displays rolled their pitch ladders 180 degas the airplane’s
pitch passed through 90 deg nose up or nose down,in whatis termed precession.
This was required in early mechanicalattitude indicators (AI) because they were
mounted on gimbal rings with axes oriented to allow free rotation. If the gimbal
axes became aligned, the inner axis could lock (called gimbal-lock), and the display would no longerfunction correctly. The controlled precession preventedthis,
allowing the display to move freely. Early electronic displays incorporated a roll
motion in their design to emulate the familiar behavior of mechanical instruments,
even though it was not required.
At best, this rotation in the reference frame during precession makescontrolled
flight difficult during nose-up or -downattitudes; at worst, it creates disorientation.
In one F-15 unusualattitude incident the negative effect of this HUD feature was
apparent.!° Thepilot stated that he rolled wings level and pulled, when viewing of
the videotape frame by frame showsthatthe airplane actually pulled through from
the inverted position in a split-S recovery. Thus, the apparentroll was actually the
display’s controlled precession. Fortunately, such precessionis no longera feature
in current displays.
4.

Automatic Declutter

Someelectronic attitude indicators remove “unneeded” information during extreme attitudes—a process designed to enhancethe ability of the pilot to use the
display for recovery without distraction. This removes mode awarenessfrom thepilot and was thoughtto have contributed to acrash of an Airbus A-330at Toulouse.!”
During the accident sequence,the flight controls automatically switched to a mode
that removed somepitch limits. The AI symbology was automatically decluttered
by excessive pitch attitude at about the same time. This declutter was intended
to remove all unnecessary information during an unusual attitude. In this case,
however, this declutter prevented the pilot from detecting mode information that
might have prevented to the accident.*
Ill.
A.

HUD Symbologyand Spatial Disorientation

Current HUD Limitations

HUDs and HMDsare see-through displays. Although HUDs and HMDspresent
collimated symbology or images superimposed on the external visual scene that
will ideally lead to improvedsituation awareness, such see-through displays have
some characteristics that can impose increased difficulty in interpreting certain

orientation cues when compared to conventional AIs, as discussedin the following

sections.

I.

Ability to Distinguish Uprightfrom Inverted Flight

Conventional Als use black (or brown) and blue(or light gray) hemispheresto
depict Earth and sky. These hemispheres help the pilot distinguish upright from
*Personal communication with H. B. Green, FAA, Seattle, WA, Aug. 1994.
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inverted flight. Many Als also provide patterns on one or both hemispheres to
represent ground texture or clouds. The HUD AI, on the other hand, has been
limited to monochromatic lines and by design avoids textures and patterns that
might block external visual cues. This might partly explain why the percentage
of roll reversals during recovery from an unusualattitude using a typical HUD is
slightly higher than usinga traditional AI.!° It is unlikely that HUDswill be ableto
incorporate color with sufficient contrast in the foreseeable future. Regardless of
technological advances, it might not be practical to use blue and brownto depict
sky and ground. Blue symbols would not be clearly visible against the actual
sky, and brown symbols would not sufficiently contrast with someterrain. (There
is developmental work currently underway for color HUDs, but generally these
programsare developing two colordisplays, not full color HUDs.) Consequently, a
numberof shape and size cues, as well as directional cues, have been incorporated
into the pitch and/or climb—dive ladder of HUDsto aid in the recognition of unusual
attitudes (see Sec. VII.C.).
2.

Full-Scale Pitch Angles

It can be difficult to assess aircraft pitch attitude with the HUD’s full-scale but
limited FOV display. The conventional Als compressed, pictorial format makes
aircraft attitude interpretation easier during dynamic maneuvering (Chapter 9,
Sec. III.A.4.c). The compressedpitch scales slow down the angular rates on the
display, and the depiction of a wider FOV keepsthe displayed horizon in view. An
extended discussion of how display scaling, including pitch-compression,affects
attitude recognition and recovery is included in Section VIIL.D.
3.

Accommodation Traps
The issue of HUD accommodation traps has been raised by Roscoe!?~7! and

Iavecchia.2* They maintain, with justification, that the pilot’s eyes during HUD

viewing accommodate inward to near the plane of the HUD frame,in spite of
the HUD symbology being collimated to optical infinity. It is asserted that as the
pilot shifts between HUD symbols and real-world objects the accommodation
shift will induce SD (see Sec. II of Chapter 7). HUD studies have not supported
this accommodation concern, however. Randle et al.7* used the accommodation

argumentto predict HUD landing approachesthat are much shallower and more
dispersed than non-HUDapproaches, yet every study to date has indicated more
precise control of approach angle and tighter touchdowndispersion using HUDs.?
In any event the accommodation distance of the HUD would beatleast as far as
that of conventional instruments, and HUDsshould be no worse than head-down
displays in this regard. The inward shift of the pilot’s attention might be more
problematic for perceiving the outside world properly than the inward shift of
accommodation, as discussed in Sec. III.A.5.
4.

Framing
Another concern is the sense of combinerstructure or, in some HUDs, by the

symbology itself.2* During the F-15 incident discussedearlier in Sec. II.D.3, the

airplane was rolled 90 deg whilethe pilot thought he was wingslevel. As observed
on the videotape, the 90-deg orientation of the altitude and airspeed tapes led to
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this sense of verticality. The edges of the pitch ladder,lining up in horizontal rows,
helpedto create the apparent wings-levelattitude. Many of the conventional headdown Als are round, thereby avoiding part of this problem. Many Als also have
pitch lines that lengthen as they extend further below the horizon. Asa result, the
edgesof the pitch lines do not form parallel rows, and a false sense of horizontal
does not occur whentheairplaneis rolled 90 deg.
5.

Attentional Capture

The inability to detect outside ground and air objects using the HUD hasbeen
noted for more than a decade.!° This tendency has been repeatedly demonstrated
in laboratory and simulator studies and is believed to have resulted in several
near misses in the air.!? There are many reasons forthis, including the excessive
salience, clutter, and difficulty in interpreting HUD symbologyalong with the in-

ward optical and attentional shift of the pilot.!’ There is also a two-dimensional

attentional capture caused by the HUD,in that pilots tend to restrict their head
movements and ocular scanning to the HUD rather than the rest of the cockpit

and peripheral visual world.!’-7> Somesolutions to this problem include mak-

ing HUD symbology more intuitive, more widely spaced (by meansof larger
HUDsand declutter options), and even making some HUD symbology scene
fixed.
6.

Flight Path Control—Flight Path vs Pitch

The tendencyofpilots to use the HUD FPMasthe primary control symbolrather
than pitch attitude during unusualattitudes can lead to inappropriate control inputs
for recover. Particularly at large angles of attack (AoA), applying nose-up elevator
(pulling on the control stick) can result in descent, the opposite to that of normally
expected flight control response. Such a “backside” condition can occur during maneuvering at extreme angles of attack or during vertical-short-takeoff-and-landing

(VSTOL)operations. Klopfstein?’ developed HUD symbology to emphasize the

angular pitch/flight-path/angle-of-attack relationship. Klopfstein’s format wasnot
widely accepted becauseit used an early symbol-generator, which could only producea set of straight lines and intentionally showed noairspeedoraltitude data.Its
critics admitted, however, that a pilot could use the AoA presentation well enough

to allow forprecise pitch and airspeed control.® Klopfstein’s format is shown in

Fig. 4.
B.

Novel Designs

Many new display designs are departing from the traditional attitude display
or its cousins. Some of these displays have characteristics that can interfere with
unusual attitude recognition and recovery.
1.

Pathway in the Sky
The various pathway (also knownas “tunnel” or “highway’”’) formats, some of

which are described in Chapter 9, Sec. III.C.2, are intended to serve as intuitive,

natural displays. These displays are being proposed by a numberof researchers

for HUDs.”?~** They have also been proposed for HMDs™and for head-down
displays.*°~°?
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A limited numberof studies have shownthat the pathway displays offer many
advantagesin terms of maintaining a properflight path, including altitude, airspeed,
and heading performance(see Ref. 40 for a review). Nonetheless, all such displays
contain a multitude of line segments, which can conflict with attitude awareness.
Tunnel or pathway formats are very compelling and can overwhelm the background
display of attitude information. Figure 5 showsa typical pathway format.
2.

Other Attitude References

Several global attitude awareness cues have also been proposed. These are intended to provide a small cue to enhanceattitude awareness on the part of the
pilot—preventing unusualattitudes, not merely helping in their recovery. Theattitude cues are usually presented full time and are generally nonconformalso as
to appear more intuitive to the pilot. One of the most promising of these global
attitude symbologies is the arc segmented attitude reference (ASAR), which is
also referred to as the “orange peel.” The ASARis an attitude cue surrounding
the aircraft reference symbol. The ASARhasa thick circle that rotates to show
roll angle and expands and contracts to show downward and upwardpitch,respectively. Figure 6 shows the mechanization of this symbology. The ASAR has
also been proposed as a global symbol surrounding the entire display near the
edge of the HUD FOV andis knownas the “grapefruit” in this case. Another

global attitude symbol that has been actually flown is the French /e boule,*' a

small attitude ball located in the lowerleft corner of the HMD FOV. Anecdotal
reports indicate that le boule is a very effective orientation aid.* Global displays
*Personal communication with Capt. Scott Horowitz, USAF, July 1992.
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such as the ASAR,le boule, and the theta ball*” depict the aircraft’s attitude using

an inside-out, moving-horizon format, whereas others portray a moving-aircraft

attitude symbol.*? A recent modification to the ASAR that includes more dis-

tinct horizon andflight-path and bank-angle discrimination shows promise with
the HMDaspart of Geiselman’s nondistributed flight reference (NDFR) (see
Sec. VI.D.1) and the advanced NDFR being developed by Jenkins and Havig.*
3.

Enhanced Vision

Enhancedvision is the presentation of sensor imagery in the primaryflight display, regardless of whereit is located (ona HUD, HMD,or HDD). Forward-looking
infrared (FLIR) or millimeter-wavelength radar has been commonly proposedfor
use with HUDs and HMDs. Theproblems with FLIR and other night-vision devicesare discussed in Chapter 7, Sec. IIIL.C, but millimeter-wavelength radar images
also provide misleading visual cues when comparedto the normal out-the-window
scene. The image processor converts angle/azimuth data (B-scan)datainto a perspective view (C-scan). Because of the range characteristics, the imageis usually
confined to a bandacrossthe lowerhalf of the display with a false horizon somewhatbelow the out-the-window horizon, as shownin Fig. 7. The result is a display
that can challengethepilot’s ability to maintain orientation.“
4.

Synthetic Vision
Synthetic vision is the presentation of a computer-generated picture of the ex-

ternal scene and, as with enhanced vision imagery, can be overlaid with flight
*Personal communication, March 2002.
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Fig. 8 Synthetic vision display with superimposed HUD symbology. (Reproduced
with permission of NASA Langley Research Center.)

symbology(Fig. 8). Synthetic vision displays, which are a type of virtual display,
are created from an onboard computer database in much the same fashionasis a
computer-generated simulator scene. The fidelity of the image can be extremely
high, approaching photographic or video quality; but, although the presentation can
contribute greatly to spatial orientation, it can still contain SD-producingattributes.

Although photorealistic images would seem to beintuitive, Kruket al.*° indicate

that extreme realism seemsto detract from the pilot’s ability to detect ridgelines. In
mountainousterrain, as with the actual out-the-window visual scene, the true hor-

izontal might be hidden. Consequently,if the synthetic view ahead ofthe aircraft
is used in lieu of an attitude display it must be presented such that correct attitude information is conveyed. Few studies have been performedto assesspotential
difficulties with synthetic displays.
IV.

HMD Symbologyand Spatial Disorientation

Helmet- (or head-) mounted displays share many of the same characteristics with
their HUD cousins; however, HMDsare “in your face,” creating a greater visual

dependency on information displayed in the HMD.*In addition to characteristics

held in common with HUDs, other HMD-unique characteristics discussed in the
following sections appear to exacerbate SD.
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A.

HMDCharacteristics

I.

Conflicting Frames ofReference

Haworth and Seery*’ and Newman‘reported pilotdifficulty with the Apache

hover symbology (a fixed, symbolic plan view) superimposed on a direct view of
sensor imagery. Such a combination of coordinate systems was difficult for pilots
to interpret, especially during recoveries from unintentional sidewaysflight. The
pilots were observedprimarily attending to the dynamicsofthe symbology rather
than the sensor imagery becauseof the difficulty in interpreting the symbology.
Walrath”’ reported similar forms ofvisual bias when symbology overlies dynamic
video. Ercolineet al.>° also noted greatererrorsin recovering from unusualattitudes
when virtual scene conflicts with the attitude depicted by the HMD symbology.
However, the frame-of-reference conflict caused by head movementsrelative to
the view depicted by the symbologyis not debilitating if an outside sceneis not

visible.°’ And, a conflict between a fixed forward view in the symbology and a

different view of the outside world might be better than attempting to produce a

fully conformal HMD symbology.*”
2.

Head-Tracker Shortcomings

Key concerns for any head-tracker system are the accuracy, repeatability, and
latency of the measurements. Unwanted motionof the symbology because ofhead-

tracking deficiencies has also been reported.°*-* Generally, the accuracy of the

pointing should be commensurate with the need for imageregistration. Accuracy
requirements at present are driven by weapon-aiming requirements, not by the
need to avoid SD.
The head tracker mustalso follow the pilot’s head without excessive lag. No specific requirements have been determined,but the responses shouldbe fast enough
to minimize display image lag if head-tracked flight symbols or head-steered images are used. Based on the normalrule of thumb of sampling at four times the
observed frame time, a preliminary latency requirement of 20 ms (50 Hz) should
be a first estimate. The head-tracker system should also be able to respond to head
movements as high as 120-240 deg/s (24 rad/s) (Ref. 55).
3.

Head Orientation

There are normally four dynamic degrees of freedom (DOF)for the pilots’
head: three rotations (elevation, azimuth, androll tilt) and onetranslation (leaning
forward). Leaning forward is considered in many HUD designsthat define an alert
eye position somewhatforwardofthe design eye position. Additional DOFs might
be required as well. Lateral translation might be important if the cockpit geometry
requires leaningto the side to see out. Vertical translation can be significant under
+Gz load.
Some head-tracking systems have ignoredheadtilt in roll. These systems have
not usually presented symbologystabilized in either aircraft or world coordinates.
Asaresult, there was thoughtto belittle effect of roll headtilt, especially with the
presentation of sensor imagesthat do notalign with the real world orthe aircraft.
When using aircraft- or world-stabilized symbology or sensor imagery, as in the
virtual HUD (see Sec. IV.B), ignoring pilot head tilt can lead to visual conflicts as
the pilot looks through the HMD.
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Pilots are also subject to losing head-referencedorientation cues in those HMDs
that prevent a direct view of the cockpit because oftheir optics and video overlay.
Pilots have returned from flights with disturbed vertical orientation, particularly
with HMDs thatlack roll-tilt correction (Pat Garman, U.S. Army, personal com-

munication, 1996). There appears to be a need for additional head-orientation
symbology to assist in maintaining a normalvertical orientation. Proposals for
addressing this issue include displaying virtual cockpit structure (cockpit rails)
and the addition of head-tilt compensation in the headtracker.
4.

HMD Symbology Location

Unlike the HUD, the HMDhasan extremelylarge field of regard, for presenting
stabilizing flight information. This poses a situation where the necessary flight
information can be located outside the instantaneous FOV of the HMD. For example, if the horizonline is visually stabilized on or near the real-world horizon,the
horizon line will be outside the FOV whenthe pilot looks away from the horizon
line (up or down). Whenthepilot looks from side to side, the aircraft water-line
symbol and FPM,normally overlaid on or near the noseoftheaircraft, might again
be outside the display FOV. Although this creates a situation where the information
is cognitively easier to interpret becauseit is in the correct frame of reference,all
flight information cannot always be observedat the same time.
Other HMD symbologydisplay strategies include stabilizationofall of the flight
information at the same screen location (screen fixed), usually near the center of
the display. The pilot then can observe all of the flight information all of the
time [as in night-vison goggle (NVG) symbology], but cognitive interpretation
of flight information and orientation becomes moredifficult because the overlaid
spatial information (symbology) must be cognitively corrected to the visual frame
of reference that the pilot is observing through the sensor. This decreases the
pilot’s ability to remain oriented because the horizon line is not a true horizon
line; directional hover information is not oriented in the direction of flight, etc.

Screen-fixed symbology canalso result in a cluttered display.

5.

Binocular Rivalry

Some HMDspresent the display to a single eye. This is desirable from a cost
and weight standpoint. If the HMD is a monoculardevice, such as in the Apache
helicopter, then both symbology and imagery will be shown to one eye while the
other has an unaided and unobstructed view of the real world. Monocular display
of symbology along with binocular intensification of outside images has also been

incorporated in some NVGs.>°

Gopheretal.>’ performedstudies with pilots who performedtracking tasks with
flight-control symbols presented to one eye and reference imagesto one eye. There
was nosignificant degradation (compared to binocular viewing) if both symbol
and reference were presented to the same eye; however, when the information

waspresented to different eyes, performance deteriorated. Cohen and Markoff™®

performed an experiment where a target was presented to one eye and an aiming reticle to the other. They examined simultaneouspresentation and sequential
presentation (hypothesized to minimizerivalry) and concludedthatrivalry is negligible in HMDs. However, it must be remembered that their application was for a
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helmet-mounted sight. Page and Frey***4 evaluated a monocular HMDin an F-16

flight-test program and reported intermittent binocular rivalry issues, including
eye strain and diplopia.
Binocular viewing can causea variety of problems, including improper accommodation and misconvergence and reduced visual acuity wheneverthere is an
inability to fuse the images from the eyes.*? The issue of flight with dichoptic
vision wasraised as a possible cause of a recent accident involving a commercial
MD-88 in which the pilot wore different contact lenses in his eyes, correcting

for near vision in one anddistantvision in the other.©-®! These and other visual

problemsinvolving flight displays are also reviewed in Chapter 7, Sec. III.
6.

Field-of-View Limitations

The effect of HMD FOV limitations on SD are more pronounced than those
reported with the HUD because the HMDislocated on yourface, unlike a HUDthat
is fixed in the cockpitlike other instrument displays. No longer doesthe pilot have a
direct and unobstructed view of the cockpit for both flight and system information
and the outside world. This extreme FOV limitation decreasespilot orientation cues
and negatively impacts the ability to subjectively access maneuvering performance.
7.

Parallax

Video presented on the HMDcanoften originate from a sensor displaced from
the pilot’s eye position, as in HMD-mounted FLIR imagery. This sensor can be
located a half-meter or more forward and aboveor belowthepilot. The displacement of the sensor (called parallax) creates an unusual situation where by the
pilot must constantly interpret his or her physical position and orientation based
on this remote viewpoint. Often, the video from a displayed eye point presents a
God’s-eye view from the sensor without visual reference to any airframe structure. Both conditions reducethe pilot’s ability to quickly and accurately interpret
vehicle orientation, especially during low-altitude, low-airspeed (nap-of-Earth)
helicopter flight. (Parallax has also been reported to be an issue with fixed-wing

HUDsdisplaying enhanced vision images.™)

B.

Virtual HUD

The virtual HUD is the concept of allowing a HMDto perform the function
of a forward-facing, conformal HUD. The virtual HUDisattractive to designers
because it eliminates the need for a dedicated HUDin addition to the HMD. In
the virtual HUD, HUD-like symbologyis presented on the HMD with aircraftstabilized positioning whenthe pilot looks forward from the design point of what
would otherwise be an actual HUD. Asthe pilot turns his or her head to the side
(or looks up) within the viewing angle of the HUD,the flight symbology remains
superimposed on the center of the windscreen. Oncethe pilot’s head has moved
outside the normal viewing cone of the HUD, a different set of nonconformal

symbologyis presented that is designed to maintain the pilot’s spatial orientation.
Difficulties with current virtual HUDsare mainly a result of inadequacies of the
headtracker.If the pilot’s line of sight cannot be determined accurately enough,
the virtual HUD mightnot provide sufficient accuracy for many tasks. From an
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orientation viewpoint unwanted symbol movement (jitter or “swimming”) can
detractfrom thepilot’s ability to use the display. Head-tracker lags can also produce
unwanted symbol movementif the pilot moves his or her head rapidly. Page and
Frey>>>* reported such unwanted symbol movementin a flight-test evaluation of
a virtual HUD.
C.

NVG Characteristics

Night-vision goggles can be thought of as, in most cases, a special case of an
image-only HMD wherethe sensor is worn on the head. These have been used
for several years to aid pilots in flying at night and have provideda greattactical
advantageto pilots in this respect. However, manyorientation problemsexist with
NVGs,including difficulties with judging size and distance, poor resolution, and
limited FOV(see also Chapter7, Sec. III.C.1). From the standpoint of symbology
and orientation information, NVGsalso pose many problems suchas the needto
scan different types of visual information (below the NVGsfor flight instrument
readings and extra head scanningto increase thefield of regard beyond the 40-deg
FOV typical of most NVGs). One solution has been to superimposeprimary flight
symbologyoverthe intensified image, whichleads to a head-fixed, nonconformal

attitude symbology.®*-®© The efficacy of such a symbology format has not been

formally studied. Most NVG symbology evaluations have concentrated on mission

performanceor on subject pilot assessments.

To date, NVG symbologies have not been head tracked. This should lead to

conflicting frames-of-referenceissues as found in the Apache HMD.**°° Other authorities have expressed concern over possible situation-awareness problems.°”*

However, pilots in Piccione and Troxel’s survey°® report an overall improvement
in situation awareness.
V.

Development of HUDs and HMDsand Their Standards

It is important to review the historical development of HUD and HMDdesigns
before discussing how to improve them. Many of the developments follow from
the research described in the preceding section.
A.

First Step—F-18

The F-18 HUD wasthefirst operational HUD intendedforuse as a primaryflight
display and is shown in Fig. 9 (Ref. 69). No formal documentis available to cite
approval for the HUDasthe primaryflight display; however, it was (and remains)
the only primary flight display installed on the airplane other than the standby
attitude indicator. Prior to the F-18, HUDs were developedforspecific flight tasks,
usually weapon-aiming or approach-monitoring and were not designed or tested
for use in routine flight tasks.
The F-18 HUDincorporatedarticulated pitch-ladderlines, also knownas “bendy
bars.” These pitch lines are inclined at half the pitch angle forminga series of Vs
pointing to the horizon; hence, the Vs are more compelling the further away they
are from the horizon. The F-18 HUDalso allowed the pilot to select a caged
or uncaged flight-path marker. The caged flight-path marker, later known as the
climb—dive marker, was constrainedto the center of the FOV. Whenthe flight-path
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marker was caged, a ghost marker was drawn to indicate where the airplane
trajectory was going. The F-18 also used digital airspeed andaltitude cues.
B.

Royal Aircraft EstablishmentFastJet
In the 1980s the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE) at Bedford developed the

FastJet HUD symbology for the Harrier and Tornadoaircraft.”° The FastJet sym-

bology is shownin Fig. 10. The goal of the FastJet format wasto ease the pilot’s task
in routine and dynamicflight tasks. The major features are a tapered pitch ladder
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with variable scaling, a full-time caged climb—dive marker, pitch-rate quickening
for the climb—dive marker, and counterpointer scales as well as digital readouts
for airspeed andaltitude.
Thepitch ladder incorporated scaling that ranged from 1:1 when the climb—dive
markeris within 5 deg of the horizon andvaried linearly to 4.4:1 at the zenith and
nadir of the pitch-ladder. (The value of 4.4 was an accidentofthe field of view of
the Harrier HUD. Early on, a decision had been madeto use 5-deg pitch spacing
up to 30 deg, and 10-deg spacing thereafter. A second, independent decision was
madeto set the scaling to ensure that three lines were present in the HUD FOVat
any time. These two decisions, when matched with the 15-deg field of view of the

Harrier, led to 2:1 scaling at an angle of 30 deg. This extrapolates to 4.4:1 at the
zenith and nadir.*) The FastJet pitch-ladder tapers as the angle from the horizon
increasesto give a sense of attitude awareness. The pitch ladder was scaled around
the climb—dive marker. Thus the climb—dive marker overlay the point of impact
exactly in spite of the pitch scale compression.(The flight dynamics HUD,on the
other hand, compressesaroundthe waterline. As a result, its FPM doesnot overlay
the “point of impact when operating with a compressedpitchscale.””!)
The FastJet flight symbol is a caged climb—dive markerwith no option to uncage.
A flight-path marker (a small diamond) showsthetrajectory, but this is not intendedto be an aircraft control symbol. No pitch marker is shown. Becauseofthe
elimination of the pitch reference, the climb—dive marker incorporates pitch-rate
quickening based on Harrierflight characteristics.
In the 1980s the U.S. Air Force inaugurated a program to develop a standardized
HUD symbology. Theresult, shown in Fig. 11, was heavily influenced by the RAE
FastJet symbology, with the addition of some navigation and guidancecues.!>
*Personal communication with John Hall, RAE, Bedford, England, April 1991.
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In the recommendations of the MIL STD 1787, the pitch ladder was changed
from tapered (as in the FastJet) to an asymmetric format—articulated (angled)
below the horizon and tapered above. The climb-—dive marker and flight-pathmarker symbols were changed and traditional course deviation indicator symbol
overlaid on the climb—dive marker for lateral deviation. A conventional glideslope indicator andsplit-axis flight director cues were added, as were a numberof
digital readoutsfor acceleration, groundspeed,andvertical velocity. Quickening of
the climb—dive markerwasretained, andtheinitial standard mandated the Harrier
algorithm forthis feature. [Quickeningrefersto the additionof integrated predictor
terms to a control display to provide the operator with immediate knowledgeof the

results of his own actions.” Quickening eliminates the need for the operator(i.e.,

pilot) to integrate the displayed values and eases the task load.] Recent airplanes
that can reach extremely large AoAshave had to modify the quickening to prevent
the presentation of misleading data at the extreme values.*
C.

Civil HUD Development

In the 1980s, Flight Dynamics’! developed a HUDintended for manually flying
Category IIIa ILS approaches. The symbology, shown in Fig. 12, was developed
from the NASA HUDstudiesof the 1970s (Ref. 72). Alaska Airlines was the launch

customer, flying the display in their B-727aircraft.’> This HUD wasintendedfor

use only during instrument-landing-system (ILS) approaches,althoughthere is no
proscription against its use during otherflight regimes.
The Flight Dynamics pitch ladder is oriented around the pitch marker, not the

flight-path marker normally used in military HUDs. The airspeed, altitude, and

*Personal communication with Kevin Greeley, Lockheed Martin, April—Aug. 2001.
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vertical speed cuesare digital readouts arranged around the FPM,and heading is
shown on the horizon. The pitch ladder is quite understated when compared with
military HUDs. The pitch scaling is 1:1 until the horizon leaves the HUD FOV.
Aspitch is increased, the scaling is adjusted to retain the horizon line within the
FOV. Additional discussion of the unusual-attitude mode of the Flight Dynamics
HUDcan be foundin Section VILC.
D.

Military Transport HUD Development
The C-130J HUD (Ref. 74) was developed using features from the FastJet,

MIL-STD-1787 (Ref. 15), and Flight Dynamics’! symbologies. The pitch lad-

der was kept at 1:1 during normal operations, with no tapering or articulation.
(None of these distinctive unusual-attitude features would be discernible during
C-130 operations.) A climb—dive marker referenced format was intendedto be the
usual mode for operation because of the general lack of directional stability of the
C-130. (The C-130 exhibits a significant degree of directional instability because
of lateral oscillations in sideslip, which make instrument flight with an uncaged
FPM difficult.) Because of initial concerns about Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA)certification, the original design allowed logic switching betweena flightpath marker and a climb—dive marker(a laterally caged FPM). The pitch ladder
rotated around the climb—dive marker or FPM asappropriate. Following developmentand certification testing, the climb—dive marker was accepted by the FAA
Atlanta Aircraft Certification Office and adopted as the standard for the C-130J.
Figure 13 shows the C-130J HUD symbology.
The C-130J HUD switches automatically to an unusual-attitude mode when
pitch or bank exceeds trigger values. This mode is pitch based, with the pitch
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ladder rotating around the pitch marker. During nose-low unusual attitudes, an
Augie Arrow is drawnat the pitch marker. During nose-high unusualattitudes, the
Augie Arrow is omitted, but extra cues are addedto the pitch ladder emphasizing
the recovery. The C-130J unusual-attitude modeis discussed further in Sec. VII.C.
E.

Military HMD Standard

The only HMDstandard that has been published is MIL-STD-1295 (Ref. 75),
describing the AH-64, Apache helicopter HMDsystem. Almostall Apache HMD
symbols are screen fixed and are not adjusted for head movements. However,
MIL-STD-1295A does show oneaircraft-fixed symbol representing the forward
direction to help orient the pilot. Two modes, hover and cruise, are shown in

Figs. 14 and 15. The third mode,transition, has a symbology similar to the hover
mode,differing only in scaling.
This HMD appearsto have been adapted from what would have been presented
on a fixed display. Altitude is shown both digitally and with a thermometerscale.
Vertical speed is shown as a movingcaret. All altitude information is on the right.
Airspeed is showndigitally on the left. Aircraft heading is shown as a conventional
tape and lubberlineat the top of the display. Sideslip information is shownin a ballbank format at the bottom of the display. The hover symbology depicts a screenfixed plan (God’s eye) view of the scene. The hover-velocity vector (hereafter
termedthe hovervector) is shown emanating from reticle. There is also an aiding
cue (a small circle) showing acceleration. The hover vector is scaled such that
full length corresponds to 6 kn (11.1 km/h) ground speed. The transition-mode
symbology is similar to the hover symbology, except for scaling of the hover
vector and the addition of a screen-fixed horizon line. The scaling of the hover
vector is 10 times the hoverscaling[1.e., full length equals 60 kn (111 km/h ground
speed] in this mode.
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Spatial Disorientation Research Related to HUDs and HMDs

Most in-flight and simulator evaluations of effects of displays on SD have concentrated on the speed and accuracy of recovery from unusualattitudes (see also
Chapter 9, Sec. III.D.1). The typical scenario involves placing a pilot (known as
the evaluation pilot) in an unusualattitude and measuring the reaction time to
the first correct control input and the numberof reversals during the recovery.
Some researchers measure the full recovery time, but this seems to be more a
function of the initial conditions than of the recovery itself.’° By necessity, the
evaluation pilot is expecting the unusualattitude; as a result, unusual-attituderecovery tasks do little to measure directly the ability of a flight display to
prevent SD.
By comparison, there have been fewer studies of the entry into SD. Bryan

et al.’”” studied the entry of noninstrument-rated pilots into simulated instrument

conditions. They removed external visual cues from the evaluation pilot’s view and
monitoredthe entry. The average timeto loss of control was 178 s after loss of visual
cues. Newman and Quam’® introduced unexpected attitude-indicator failures in
a light airplane, forcing pilots to revert to the standby turn-and-slip indicators.
Eight of nine evaluation pilots maintained control, defined in the experimentas
a deviation of less than 300 ft (91.5 m) in altitude. The ability to maintain a
proper flight path—including the ability to maintain airspeed andaltitude, two
important componentsof spatial orientation—has been investigated in numerous
studies related to flight displays and symbology(e.g., Ref. 40).
Several experiments have been reported in which military pilots were forced
to switch from a formation task in visual conditions to an instrument task (lost
wingman). In thefirst study”’ the evaluationpilot flew as wingman in the rear seat
of an F-100F andhadthe instrument hood lowered without warning. Uponlosing
reference, the evaluation pilot was to turn 30 deg away from the lead aircraft’s
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heading. Thetimeto perform this task ranged from 19 to 36 s (Ref. 79). Recently,

Pattersonet al.°° and Smith etal.®! studied the optokinetic-cervicalreflex (OKCR)

andits relation to headposition andattitude interpretation in fixed-wingpilots. This
reflex causespilotstotilt their heads in an apparentattemptto align their eyes with
the horizon. Their studies indicate that pilots maintain orientation with reference
to the aircraft during flight in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), but
tend to align their heads more to the real-world horizon during flight in visual
meteorological conditions (VMC). The observation was made that the OKCR
could be a cause of SD duringthe transition from instrumentto visual conditions.
Two studies of potential difficulties during the entry into instrumentflight were

carried out in simulators.8°°! Merryman and Cacioppo®? concludedthatthis effect

could be conducive to SD as a pilot moves his or her head duringflight andthat this
effect must be taken into account during the designofattitude displays for HMDs.
Findings from these studies should be considered when makingflight symbology
modifications.
A.

HUD Studies

A comparison of unusual-attitude recoveries with HUD and HDDattitude displays was reported by Kinsleyet al.** Both a static format and a fixed-base simulation of F-18 airframe dynamicswereusedfor the evaluations. Their results show
that use of the HDD ATball resulted in faster reaction times and faster overall
recovery times than with the HUD format. They foundthat the visual background

interfered with recoveries using the HUD. Guttman®** compared the F-18 HUD
with an electronic AI during unusualattitudes in a fixed-base generic simulator.
His results also showedthat an electronic head-downattitude indicator produces
superior recoveries than does a HUD.

Recovery from unusual attitudes was studied by Newman!®”° using an F-14

simulator at Patuxent River Naval Air Station (NAS). (Although this study was
conducted at Patuxent River NAS, it was sponsored by the Flight Dynamics Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.) A numberof variations on a
modified F-18 HUD symbology werestudied separately. Several modifications
were recommendedto enhancespatial awarenessor to ease of recovery from unusual attitudes, including 1) pitch scale compression (2:1), 2) automatic change
from 1:1 to compressed pitch (2:1) during unusualattitudes, 3) adding an arrow
(Augie Arrow) to indicate the recovery direction, and 4) F-18-style slanted pitch
lines (bendy bars).
Some modifications offered slight improvements, but not significant enough to
warrant recommendingtheir inclusion: 1) six-to-one pitch scale compression (both
full time and changing automatically on unusual attitude entry), and 2) vertical
asymmetry in the pitch ladder (different line arrangement above and below the
horizon).
Various styles of bank scales (sky pointers or ground pointers) were evaluated.
No effect was noted. Laterally asymmetric pitch ladders were tried (“rungs” on
one side only), but proved to be extremely disorienting.

Deatonet al.8° examined the effect of various HUDpitch ladders on unusual-

attitude recovery and onthe ability of the pilot to detect outside visual targets.
They proposed an enhancedpitch ladder with slanted pitch lines and sharksteeth
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at extreme nose-low angles. A subsequent study®® also examined the effect of
orientation cues embedded in the HUD symbology. They found the Augie Arrow
developed earlier’® to be effective in aiding the pilot during recoveries from unusual

attitudes. Chandra®’ and Chandra and Weintraub®® foundsimilar results.

In 1989, researchers at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine reported the
results of static evaluations of various pitch-ladder formats on orientation recognition. Ercoline et al.®’ compared articulated bars vs a combination of bendy
bars below the horizon andstraight lines above. The combined format waspresented in three versions: all lines of equal length, lines becoming shorter as the
angle from the horizon increased (tapering), and lines becoming thicker at extreme negative pitch angles. The results for pitch recognition favored bendy bars
and increasing the thickness of the pitch lines as the angle from the horizon
increases.

For bank orientation,®’ the conclusion was drawn that lateral asymmetry fa-

vored bank recognition. This result differed from that of the earlier Patuxent River

study, which found that lateral asymmetry promoted disorientation.'®’° The dif-

ference was one of degree of asymmetry. Newman used a pitch ladder drawn
on one side only, which was described by the evaluation pilots as lopsided and
promoted a tendencyto bankthe airplane. Ercolineet al.®? used a subtlerlateral
asymmetry.

Later studies, however, concluded that articulated pitch-ladder lines created

problems with bank recognition during unusual attitudes. In 1990, the United
Kingdom studied alternative pitch-ladder formats for the multinational European
Fighter Aircraft. This HUD wasto have used F-18 style pitch-ladders, which Penwill and Hall”? evaluated with the tapered pitch lines of the FastJet. The simulation
was conducted on a simulator that had large-amplitude motion cues and aninflatable seat cushion to simulate G forces. The results showed a clear subjective and
objective preference for tapered pitch ladders over the articulated pitch ladders.
Several pilots made 180-deg errors in judging bank with the articulated lines and
rolled the wrong way during recoveries. This observation was supported by a
USAF-sponsored study by Weinstein etal.!® They noted that control errors during
unusual-attitude recoveries were about twice as likely with articulated vs tapered

lines in the bottom of the display. Weinstein et al.?! also evaluated airspeed and

altitude scales, comparing conventional tapes with various formats. The task was
maintenance of airspeed and altitude in the presence of disturbances. Theresults
indicate that digits plus counterpointers are preferred. Vertical tapes tended to
promote moreincorrect responses than counterpointers.
The primary flight display on HUDsin civilian aircraft must be shown to
display the correct attitude throughout 360 deg of pitch and roll by orienting

the attitude gyro on a tilt table prior to flight tests.2* There is no formal re-

quirement for unusual-attitude recovery studies to be performed for HUDs on
fixed-wingcivilian aircraft, although most HUD developmentprojects do evaluate

unusualattitude recoveries.!? To be approved for IFR flight, primary flight sym-

bology on rotary-wing aircraft is required to undergo an unusual-attitude recovery

evaluation.?*** Normally, the most cluttered navigation format should be used

during unusual-attitude recoveries. Automatic declutter of navigation data
during unusual-attitude recoveries has been incorporated in some HUDsto avoid

a cluttered format.”°
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B.

HMDStudies

I.

Fixed Wing

There have been limited numberof studies dealing with a variety of HMD SD
issues. Experiments have compared the use of HMD symbologyto no symbology,
the use of Earth-fixed symbology to nonconformal symbologies, and the advantage
of specific attitude and other primary flight displays.
Jonesetal.°” hadpilots fly simulated air-to-air missions with two different types
of HMDprimary flight symbology formats. There were moreattitude judgment
errors with an Earth-fixed (conformal) symbology rather than one that always
depicted the horizon movement from a forward view of the aircraft. Pilots also
preferred the forward-view symbology by a margin of7:1.

Osgoodet al.”° and Geiselman and Osgood*”,9’-developed a symbology
(theta format) to aid in unusual-attitude encounters. Osgood et al.?° compared

using a HUD with a combination of HUD and HMDforattitude control and
concluded that the combination of a HUD and HMDwassuperior. Geiselman
and Osgood® studied several fixed-wing symbologies designed to convey aircraft orientation while the pilot was looking off axis. They determined that ownship attitude information enhanced the ability of the pilot to spend more time
looking off axis (and presumably looking for targets). Geiselman and Osgood*”
found that the theta ball (a miniature version of a virtual world with a climb-—
dive marker in the middle ofit) and the orange peel (ASAR)version both proved
superior to the traditional climb—dive ladder in maintenance of spatial orientation and avoidance of groundcollisions when pilots were subjected to turbulence.

Geiselman!”° followed this line and developed the NDFR, which used the ASAR.

Geiselman’s symbologyis flight-path basedto better presentaircraft energy state to
the pilot.

DeVilbiss et al.'°' addressedthe effect of off-axis targeting and unusual-attitude

recovery. In their experiment the pilot was required to acquire a target and then
recover from an unusualattitude. They found that whenpilots were lookingoff axis
with no flight instrumentationin their view recoveries from unusualattitudes were
delayed by about 0.5 s—the time necessary to look at the HUD to begin recovery.
They found that by displaying (screen-fixed) information on the HMDrecoveries
could begin sooner. This study did not evaluate the usefulness of screen-fixed
symbology on mission performance,only on unusualattitude recovery.
2.

Rotary Wing

Haworth and Seery*’ examined several improvements on AH-64 (Apache) he-

licopter symbols. Their test results indicate that pilots perform significantly better
when using Earth-fixed symbology over the standard Apache screen-fixed symbol set. Haworth and Seery noted that both the standard and modified symbology
caused incorrect cyclic inputs during hover tasks while looking off axis. They
recommendedfurther improvements 1n hover symbology

Haworth et al.' studied the effect of different stabilizations based on AH-

64 symbols. The performance improved with Earth-fixed flight path marker and

horizon line combined with screen-fixed nonspatial data (airspeed, etc.). The best

symbolset appearedto be that of the Longbow Apachebut with an uncompressed
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pitch ladder, compassrose, and ownship symbol with the horizon Earth-fixed and
visible off axis.
C.

Pathway Displays

Nontraditional symbologies, such as pathwayin the sky, are being developedfor
use in HUDs, HMDs, and head-downdisplays (HDD)(see Chapter9, Sec. II.C.2).
The use of both sensor imagesand database terrain imagery are also being proposed
for inclusion into flight displays. Several studies have evaluated the effectiveness
of these displays on spatial awareness and unusual-attitude recovery.
Reising et al.°° compared unusual-attitude recoveries using twotraditional HUD
symbology formats and a pathway format. In this experiment the pathway display
commanded the recovery in accordance with standard USAF procedures. Nevertheless, the average reaction time was significantly slower (by about 100 ms)
with the pathway than with either HUD symbology. Following the experiment, the
pilots were given five days of practice with the pathway and were able to reduce
their reaction times. The conclusion seems to be that the intuitive pathway still
requires training or practice to meet the unusual-attitude recovery performance of
standard HUD symbology.
On a HUD, Faddenet al.*° reported superiorlateral andvertical tracking performance with a pathway compared with conventional ILS formats. This advantage
was presumably causedbythe predictive flight information provided by a threedimensional view of the intended trajectory. Fadden et al.*° found little cost in
detection of airplane-related events, although there was someevidenceofatten-

tional tunneling with the pathway format. Fadden etal.*° also demonstrated the
optimal use of a pathway display is on a HUD as opposed to a HDDpanel.
VII.

Unusual-Attitude-Recovery Techniques

An overall reassessment of unusual-attitude (UA)-recovery techniquesis essential at this point in time, particularly with HUD- and HMD-equippedairplanes.
In a critical UA the airplaneis likely to be in an extreme nose-high or nose-low
attitude, and the rotation about one of more or its axes can be quite high. In this
situation immediate recovery is imperative. Fortunately, the typical unusual attitude is not critical. Most UAs are noticed whenthe airplane has just begun to
depart from level, unaccelerated flight. Recovery from these mild unusualattitudes
can be accomplished using normal instrument techniques. Most instrumentflight
manuals direct their UA recovery techniques to these mild excursions. If an UA is
allowed to develop, the recovery technique mustbe rapid and instinctively clear
to the pilot, who might be confused, disoriented, and possibly incapacitated by G
forces.
A basic issue concerning HUD symbology design has been whetherits primary
objective should be to keep the pilot oriented or to facilitate recovery from an
unusual attitude. Although maintenanceofspatial orientation is clearly a priority,
pilots will occasionally enter extreme UAsattitudes regardless of the symbology,
in which case rapid recovery is then paramount. A slightly nonoptimum symbology
in termsof orientation maintenance might be a small price to pay for faster reaction
time during a critical UA. With HUDdisplays, particularly those with 1:1 or near
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1:1 pitch scaling, the lines and symbols might be movingtoofast for a pilot to

assess aircraft attitude easily. In the midst of a UA, the pilot should not have to

decide whether the aircraft is nose high or nose low, upright or inverted—the
display in use should clearly indicate the recovery. Judicious declutter of data
not needed for recovery should be considered, although FAAregulations do not
support this. However, important information, such as type of symbologyset (mode
annunciation), should remain available. (This can be an argumentagainst excessive
mode annunciations on the primary flight display.)
A.

Tactical-Aircraft Recoveries

The UA recovery technique practiced with traditional gyroscopic artificial horizons on tactical (e.g., fighter and attack aircraft) remains the basis for unusualattitude recoveries with all monochromeelectronic displays (HUDs and HMDs)
(see also Chapter 9, Sec. III.D.1). This technique calls on the pilot to roll to the
horizon and does not require a decision about whethertheairplane is upright or
inverted. In adapting this UA recovery technique for a HUD-equippedairplane,
the pilot would roll the aircraft to wings level, position the horizon at the top of
the display, and then pull the aircraft’s nose to the horizon. In the morecritical,
nose-low situation the effect of this recovery will be to roll upright and then pull
to the horizon. In the nose-highsituation the initial roll will lead into an inverted,
nose-high position and a subsequentpull downto the horizon, leavingthe aircraft
in an inverted attitude. Such a stabilized inverted attitude is not considered to be a
problem in a tactical or traineraircraft.
A compressed pitch ladder, tapering of pitch lines, and an Augie Arrowall
provide valuable information for attitude recovery. During an unusualattitude, the
pilot need only roll toward the arrow and then pull to the horizon. Although the
pitch ladder might be movingtoofast to read during the roll, once the airplane is
wingslevel, its motion should be slow enoughforthe pilot to assess the attitude
and assistin the pull to the horizon. Bendy bars onthe pitch ladder should also help
in recovery, althoughthe rapid display motion during theinitial recovery probably
prevents full use of this cue.
B.

Transport Recoveries

The UArecovery technique just described might not be suitable for transports
or helicopters. Alternative techniquesthat do not lead to inverted recoveries from
nose-high unusualattitudes should be considered for transports. Appropriate recovery techniques will depend on the pilot recognizing the difference between a
nose-high and a nose-low unusual attitude. Obviously, interpretation of the display to makethis nose-high/nose-low determination will slightly delay the start of
the recovery. For a transport the HUD should display the Augie Arrow only for
nose-low unusualattitudes, as is done in the C-130J.

One of two nose-high recovery techniques should be followed, probably dependent on the type ofaircraft: 1) roll to a near-90-deg bank, with a slice back
to a near-level pitch attitude and a subsequent recovery to a wings-level upright
position; or 2) roll to a wings-level, nose-high attitude followed by an easing back
to a level pitch attitude. The nose-low recovery technique should be the samefor
transports as for tactical aircraft, with a roll to upright followed by a pull to the
horizon.
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HUD Symbology Features Relevant to Unusual-Attitude Recognition
There are a number of symbologyfeatures that can assist a pilot in recognizing
and recovering from an unusualattitude. The pitch ladder andits reference are
the most common symbology components that are used in spatial orientation.
Both articulated pitch lines and tapered lines have been used. Most HUDsuse a
flight-path symbol, either in the form of a FPM or a climb—dive marker. Since
the mid-1980s, military standards used climb—dive markers and pivoted the pitch
ladder around the climb—dive marker. Civil transport HUDs, on the other hand,
pivot the ladder aroundtheaircraft pitch symbol. Thisis based on the requirements
of the civil airworthiness requirements requiringaircraft pitch as the primaryflight

C.

reference!”

Theoriginal HUDfor the B-727 (Ref. 71) did not have an unusual-attitude mode
as such.It did provide pitch scale compression based on keeping the horizon line
within the FOV. Figure 16 showsthe unusual-attitude-recovery formatfor the Flight
Dynamics’ mostrecent design, the HGS-4000 (Ref. 104). This format mimics the
standard head-down AI familiarto all pilots, thereby taking advantage ofpilots’
previous head-downexperience. No heading,sideslip, or flight-path information
is shown.
Anothercivil transport HUD, the BAE Systems Visual Guidance System (VGS)
HUD,enlargesthe pitch marker during unusualattitudes. This HUD also changes
its pitch-ladder format during unusual-attitude recoveries. The bottom portionpitch
ladder mimics a ground plane to emphasize the difference between above-horizon
and below-horizonattitudes, as shown in Fig. 17. It retains the heading scale (on
the horizon) as well as flight-path information.
The C130J HUD uses a commercial off-the-shelf design that also complies
with the FAA’s pitch-centered attitude requirements. During normal attitudes,its
HUDshowsa pitch ladder pivoting around the climb—dive marker. During extreme

attitudes, however, the HUD automatically reverts to the unusual-attitude mode

(Fig. 18), in which the HUD uses a fully pitch-referenced ladder. In addition,
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the pitch ladder becomesenhanced to improveattitude awarenessand, during noselow recoveries, a roll-recovery arrow (Augie Arrow) directs the pilot’s actions.
Table 1 gives a summaryof the features of HUDs applicable to unusual-attitude
recognition and recovery.
D.

Display Scaling and Unusual-Attitude Recovery

Scaling (or compression) is the apparent size of the display. There are three
aspects of scaling: gain, FOV,andregistration. Gain is the amplitudeof the display
motionrelative to airplane motion. Indirectly, it is the amplitude of display motion
for a given control input. The predominanteffect of gain determinesthe ease with
which the pilot can close the loop and control the airplane. The primary effect
of FOV is situation awareness; large FOVs generally favor improved situation
awareness. This is primarily because of the presentation of a more global picture.
Registration means the HUD symbol overlaysthe out-the-window scene. These
parameters are all intertwined; for example, variations in the FOV are directly
related to changesin gain for a given display, and perfect registration automatically
implies a 1:1 gain in pitch movementof the display relative to the outside world.
Display gain affects the ability of the pilot to control the aircraft through the
display. Generally 1:1 (unity) scaling has been used for precise tasks, with more

compression used for dynamic tasks, such as UA recovery.!47°-76 1!Walters!°6

reported improved instrument tracking with gains of the order of 1.5:1 or 2:1.
This is in contrast to Roscoeet al.!°’ who found that improved performance was

found with display gains less than unity. Recently, Comstock et al.!°° showed no

significant performance effects for various scalings on head-down image-based
displays. They did show a pilot preference for unity or near-unity gains for several
display sizes.
Many HUDdesigners have insisted on conformality, so that all symbol icons
representing the real world exactly overlie the out-the-window scene. The definition of conformal means that angular representations in the out-the-window
scene andin the display are identical, meaning that conformality is always associated with 1:1 pitch scaling. If matching the out-the-windowsceneis notessential,
then there is no particular reason to insist on 1:1 scaling. There have been many
HUDsdesigned without conformal symbology. Newman’describesthese as pitchreferenced nonconformal HUDs. Other HUDshave used compressed scaling for
specific flight regimes, usually during acrobatic maneuvers or UA recovery and
involving non-ground-referenced symbols. Although no unconventional nonconformal symbologies have been used on the HUDsuchasthe theta ball or ASAR,
they have been tried with some success on HMDs, where conformality is less

desirable.>?

If a ground-referenced symbolis required for a compressed display, such a symbol can be displayed overlying its out-the-window counterpart. This will require
that the compression be made aboutthat symbol. Thisis the case in the RAF FastJet

symbology’* and in the MIL-STD-1787 symbology,” in which the compression

center is the climb—dive or flight-path marker. Thus, the aircraft trajectory will
overfly the projected flight path as seen out of the windshield. Civil HUDsusually
program the compression aboutthe aircraft’s fuselage reference line (the waterline) and adjust the compression to keep the displayed horizon line just within the
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display’s FOV. Unfortunately, this virtually guarantees that no symbolwill register
over its out-the-window counterpart.
E.

Air-Mass Flight-Path Data

If the flight-path cue is based on motionrelative to the air mass instead of motion
relative to the world, the angular difference betweenpitch and flight path is equal
to the AoA.
Although most modern HUDsuseinertial flight-path cues, air mass cues have
significant benefits in terms of maintenance of airspeed and AoA awareness. In the
mid-1960s, Klopfstein’’ proposed the air-mass-derived HUD symbology shown
in Fig. 4. He reported superior airspeed andattitude-tracking duringflighttests,
even with nonpilots. Figure 19 shows modified Klopfstein?’ symbology with a
dashed line showing air-mass flight path (denoted y). The figure shows how the
pilot can compare the air-massflight path with the desired approach AoA (qe,
shown by the A symbol). Figure 19 also shows a fast approach with the AoAless
than aprr—the flight-path line is above the A. Figure 20 shows an on-speed AoA
conditionwiththe flight-path line just touching the A. Figure 21 showsthe airplane
at a stall position with the flight-path line touchingthestall limit (shownas an area
of slanted lines). The Mercure HUD symbologyusesa pitch reference depressed
at the desired AoA for a landing approach. This approach was developed from
Klopfstein’s original HUD symbology. Althoughthe resultantscaleis a “fly-from”
index, it appears to promote AoA awareness. If airspeed is slow, the AoA becomes
too great, and the index appears below the flight-path symbol. Anecdotal reports
suggested that airspeed and flight-path control are very precise with Klopfstein’s

and related formats, but unfortunately no hard data are available to substantiate
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AOAscale on that airplane.*

Newmanetal.'"” proposed a HUD symbologyfor general aviation emphasiz-

ing air-mass data for airspeed awareness. Their approach changed the airspeed
counterpointer from a multiple-revolution dial with a central digital airspeed to a
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single-revolution dial, still with the digital readout. The scaling is such that the
pointeris at the half past one o’ clockposition at 1-G stall speed,at the three o’clock
position at approach reference speed, and directly upwardat the red line.
VIII.

A.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Display Issues

Head-up displaysdo not, by themselves, cause SD. They do have somefeatures
that can be improved to provide pilots with more help during UA recoveries.
Overall, the advantages of HUDs far outweigh any disadvantages, and several
decades of HUD research have produced a numberof benefits, notably improved
symbology, improved attitude-recovery standardization andpilottraining, as well
as the inclusion of unusualattitude recoveries as part of certification testing.
Unfortunately, the net advantage of HUDscannotbe ascribed to HMDsatthis
time. The current level of HMD technology development is about where HUDs
were in the mid-1980s. Some questions need to be answered:
1) Does the HMD promote SD? There is some evidencethat conflicts between

out-the-windowand display orientation cues, as well as head-trackerlimitations,

contribute to the onset of SD.
2) Is there a clear understanding of the best techniques to use to recover from
an unusual attitude using a HMD?
3) What primary flight symbology should be used in HMDs?
Despite the promise shown by novel displays such as pathway displays and
synthetic vision displays that are being proposedforall three display instruments
(HUD, HMD,and HDD), SD and unusual-attitude issues must be addressed with
the same care that was taken with HUD evaluationsin recent years. Several questions must be addressed:
1) Doesthe use of a realistic scene help or hinder spatial awareness?
2) Do the geographical awarenessbenefits of a terrain- based background,with
possible false horizons, outweigh the potential for SD?
3) Do the manylines associated with the pathwayin the sky interfere with spatial
orientation?
The NASAsynthetic vision program is currently investigating general aviation
applications with a heavy emphasis on inadvertentloss of control in IMC. Simulator
experiments have been completed and should bereportedin the near future.!!°
B.

Design Recommendations
Display designers must consider the likelihood that pilots will encounter SD

and must therefore incorporate cues to enhance recognition of, and recovery from,

unusualattitudes.
Althoughflight-path data surely enhance tracking performanceand generalsituation awareness, loss of attitude awareness can lead to SD. Including a pitch
reference in the basic HUD symbology should maximizeattitude awareness. Although there are reasons for omitting the pitch marker, such omission should be
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done with care, as the flight-path marker can provide misleading recovery cues

once in an unusualattitude. It is recommended that an enhanced pitch reference,

similar to that on the HGS-4000 or the C-130J HUD,be displayed at least during
an unusualattitude.
Conformality carries some advantages, but a unity pitch gain during air combat
maneuvers, acrobatics, or unusualattitudes can be disorienting. The HUD designer
should consider the use of pitch scale compression during such phasesofflight.
Certainly, pitch compressionis appropriate for an unusual-attitude mode and might
even generally improve performanceon instrumenttasks. !°
Directed recovery cues, such as the Augie Arrow, can enhancethe recognition

of, and recovery from, unusual attitudes. Unusual-attitude-recovery cues are generally mechanized to appear whenthe horizon disappears from the display’s FOV.
Directed recovery cues shouldbeorientedto pointto the sky, which will allow their
use as a simpleroll-to-and-pull attitude-recovery cue. Because of this, a horizon
pointer is preferred to a pointer mechanized to point to the sky. For manyaircraft,
such as transports and helicopters, this means that the Augie Arrow should only
be displayed during nose-low unusualattitudes. Because unusual attitudes can be
associated with unreliable flight-path information, reversion to a pitch reference
will be likely. For this reason the directed recovery cue should be designed to work
well with the pitch marker.
C.

Research and Evaluation Issues

Researchinto the mechanismofaircraft control during the transition betweenvisualflight and instrumentflight is needed to supplementunusual-attitude-recovery
studies currently employedfor display evaluation. Peripheral cues are likely to be
important. They will affect both the visual flight prior to entering instrument conditions and the transition from visual to instrumentflight. Good peripheral cues
shouldbe provided during visualflight conditions, at least during follow-on experiments. It is especially importantto record pilot-fixation points and to document
the presence or absence of the OKCRandthe role of the OKCR on symbology
development. Finally, it is important to consider aircraft dynamics, particularly
spiral divergence. Aircraft dynamics mustberealistic and representative of the
aircraft being considered.
Any design of a new display or display symbology must includetestingforits
effect on SD and other elements of situation awareness. This normally means an
evaluation of the display’s effect on unusual-attitude recoveries. These tests should
be conducted using the most cluttered formats available for display. Newman and
Greeley!!! outline the procedures for conducting these tests and are summarized
in Appendix A (see also Chapter9, Sec. III.D). (Test methods are coveredin detail
in Appendix A.)
Appendix A: Flight-Test Techniques
There are several so-called standard flight and simulator techniques used in
spatial-disorientation evaluations. These are unusual-attitude recoveries, attitude

awareness evaluations, and studies of entry into loss of control. Of these, the

unusual-attitude recovery is the most commontest.
Following some general considerationsfor the selection of evaluation pilots and
data recording issues, we will outline test procedures for unusualattitude recovery
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studies, failure detection, and attitude awareness evaluations. Further details can

be found in Newmanand Greeley.!!!
A.

|

Choice of Pilots

A significant issue is what type of pilots should be used to perform the display evaluations: test pilots or operational pilots? The chief advantage of using
operational pilots is their recent mission experience. A second advantageis the
ability to obtain a range of experience levels from recentpilot training graduates
to experiencedpilots.
One problem with using operational pilots is that each pilot is often overtrained on a particular display and might be predisposed to that display—F-16
pilots prefer F-16 symbology, F-18 pilots prefer F-18 symbology,etc. Ideally, one
should use operational pilots with no symbology background. Unfortunately, this
is not possible. To avoid this problem, the experimenter must ensure that no particular symbology is overrepresented and that the subjective data are used with
care.
Arguments favoring test pilots include having trained evaluators. Test pilots
are used to rate airplane handling and should be familiar with rating scales such
as the Cooper—Harper-type of walk-through ratings. Test pilots are also skilled
at communicating with engineers and can provide insight into display or control
problems. The specific choice between operational andtest pilots should be based
on the particular test issues.
The choice of numbers of evaluation pilots is driven by the desire for a large
statistical sample and the cost/schedule constraints of flight test. Generally, simulator evaluations using a fairly large number (10-25) of pilots are used to provide
a statistical sample. Flight testing is then performed to validate the simulator results. For most flight evaluations of displays, six evaluation pilots is a reasonable
compromise between a sufficient statistical sample and the typical cost and time
constraints associated with a display evaluation program.
B.

Data Consideration

1.

Objective Data

Table A.1 shows typical data that should be recorded as functions of time.
Sampling rates should be frequent enoughto ensure that the bandwidth ofinterest
is recorded. The basic rule of thumbis to sample at 2—4 timesthe highest frequency
present in the data. As a matter of practice, however, sampling will be driven by
the data bus rates. Digital data will be sampled from the data busat the busrate
(or its submultiple).
Sampling at too great a rate can lead to storage problems and excessive
posttest processing requirements. Sampling at too small a rate can lead to loss of
high-frequency data. The flight-test engineer must ensure that neither occurs.
Table Al showstypical data sampling rates. Specific aircraft and system issues
might require greater samplingrates.
2.

Subjective Data
Pilot ratings are an integral part of these evaluations. Both preference-based

scales!!* and subjective ratings Cooper—Harper!!? ratings have been used.
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Table A.1

Typical data sampling

Type of data

Normal sampling rate, Hz

Indicated airspeed
Pitch
Heading
Bank
Elevator control position
Aileron control position
Rudder control position
Radaraltitude
Display image
Event markerindicatingstart

4
20—40
20
20-40
20—40
20-40
20
4
30
10

Preference ratings must be used with caution.!!4 Haworth and Newman!!5 devel-

oped display ratings based on the Cooper—Harperscales. Their display readability
and display flyability ratings measure both the ease of reading the display and the
ease of controlling the aircraft. Additional details can be found in Newman and
Greeley.!!! Normally, subjective ratings are hand-recorded. Voice recording can
be used to indicate the start of the maneuver and to supplement the hand-recorded
data.
There are two aspects of flight displays that must be considered: 1) can the
pilot determine the value of a specific parameter, such as airspeed? and 2) can the
display be usedto control that parameter? These two questions must be answered
in the context of a specific task scenario.
Becauseof the widespread acceptanceofthe handling qualities rating scale!!3 in

the flight-test community, Haworth and Newman!constructed two flowcharts to

rate the readability and the controllability of displays. Like the handling qualities rating, these display evaluation ratings are flight task dependent and require the evaluatorto rate his or her ability to determine parameter values with
desired/adequate accuracy or controlthe aircraft in the context of the flight task
being performed.
a. Display readability rating. The display readability rating (DRR)is a subjective assessment of how well the pilot can determine the values of parameters
shownonthe display in question. The display readability chart is shownin Fig. A.1.
It requires the evaluatorto rate his or herability to determine parameter values with
desired/adequate accuracy in the context of the flight task being performed. The
DRRcanalso be appliedto the ease of overall maintenanceof situation awareness
(SA). However, such ratings are only a subjective assessment of SA.
Display readability ratings are normally expressed on a 1 (=good) to 10 (=bad)
scale are often divided into several levels:
1) Level 1 (DRR = 1-3):
2) Level 2 (DRR = 4-6):
3) Level 3(DRR = 7-8):
4) Level 4 (DRR = 9-10):

Satisfactory without improvement
Acceptable, deficiencies warrant, but do not
require improvement
Unacceptable, deficiencies require improvement
Unacceptable, display cannot be interpreted

READABILITY OF
DISPLAY DURING
SELECTED TASK OR
REQUIRED OPERATION*

PARAMETER
CHARACTERISTICS

DEMANDSONTHE PILOTIN
SELECTED TASK OR
REQUIRED OPERATION

PILOT
RATING

a

for
a

deficiencies

for desired
for

Deficiencies

without
improvement?

warrant

Yes
Is
adequate
performance
attainable with a

Major deficiencies

maximum tolerable pilot compensation. 7

Deficiencies
require

Il SAW1dSI0 LHOMsA

Is it

Is it readable?

Ability to clearly read and interpet parameter during a
of flight phase and/or required operation.

Fig. A.1_

Display readability rating.

Source:

Haworth and Newman,
NASA TM-103947
Army TR-92-A-006

68V

*
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b. Displayflyability rating. Thedisplayflyability rating (DFR)is a subjective
assessment of how well the pilot can control specific parameters using on the
display in question. The display flyability ratings follow the Cooper and Harper!
original handling qualities rating decision tree closely. The difference between the
display flyability rating and a handling qualities rating is the requirement that the
evaluation pilot consideraircraft control using the display for information. The
flowchart is shownin Fig. A.2.
The DERisessentially a handling qualities rating of the airplane handling qualities in series with the display control laws. This rating will be expected to vary
from aircraft to aircraft for a given symbology. Like the handling qualitiesrating,
the DFRsare flight task dependent. Careful attention must be paid to ensuring
that the flight tasks are appropriate and that proper performancecriteria are established. The DFRs require the evaluator to rate his or her ability to achieve
desired/adequate performance goals and the amountof compensation required to
correct for deficiencies in the contextof the flight task being performed.
The ratings are normally expressed on a 1 (=good) to 10 (=bad) scale and are
often divided into severallevels:
1) Level 1 (DFR = 1-3):

2) Level 2 (DFR = 4-6):

3) Level 3 (DFR = 7-9):
4) Level 4 (DFR = 9-10):

Satisfactory without improvement

Acceptable, deficiencies warrant, but do not

require improvement
Unacceptable, deficiencies require improvement
Unacceptable, control cannot be maintained

c. Display data cards. Wehavealready stated that a deficiencyin theseratings is the amountof time it takes for an untrained evaluator to learn to use the
scales. This is a minor concern forflying qualities or handling qualities evaluations
because the evaluators are trained test pilots. It can be a significant concern for
display evaluations because of the large numberof issues being evaluated and,
perhaps more important, because of the need to use operationalpilots.
For this latter reason, programsin the past (such as Ref. 116) have broken the
logic diagrams down and constructed data cards that asked the questions for the
various choices in the Cooper—Harperlogic trees and indicated the desirable and
acceptable performancecriteria. These data cards have, for example, constructed
the DFR from the two questions shownhere:
Could you read airspeed to an accuracy of
(_) 2 kn (desirable?)
(_) 5 kn (acceptable?)

(_) —_ kn

(_) couldn’t read airspeedat all
How much compensation or effort was required to read the airspeed?
(_) none
(_) minimal
(_) moderate
(_) considerable
(_) intense

Excellent
Highly Desirable
Good

Deficiencies
warrant
improvement

Is it satisfactory

without

improvement?

adequate
performance
attainable with
a tolerable

No

Deficiencies
require
improvement

No
Is parameter
controllable?

Improvement
mandato

*

DEMANDSONTHE PILOTIN
SELECTED TASK OR
REQUIRED OPERATION

Pilot compensation not a factor
for desired performance
Pilot compensation not a factor

1

Negligible deficiencies
Fair -- Some mildly
unpleasant deficiencies

for desired performance
Minimalpilot compensation required
for desired performance

Minor but annoying
deficiencies
Moderately objectionable
deficiencies
Very objectionable but
deficiencies

Desired performance requires moderate
moderate pilot compensation
4
Adequate performance requires
considerable pilot compensation
5
Adequate performancerequires
extensive pilot compensation
6

Major deficiencies

Adequate performancenotattainable
maximum tolerable pilot compensation. 7
Parametr controllability not in questions
Considerable pilot compensation

Major deficiencies
Major deficiencies

Majordeficiencies

is required for parameter control

Intense pilot compensation
is required for parameter control

Pilot cannot complete task.
uncontrollable

Definition of required operation involves a description
offlight phase and/or required operation.

Fig. A.2

PILOT
RATING

Display flyability rating.

Source:

2
3

8
9

Il SAWIdSIG LHDIMs

PARAMETER
CHARACTERISTICS

10

Haworth and Newman,
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Army TR-92-A-006
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From these questions the actual DRR canbe constructedafter the flight without
requiring the evaluation pilot to memorize the logic chart or constantly refer to
it. The safety pilot or flight-test engineer can ask these questions and mark the
answers on a data card. For example, if the evaluation pilot checked the first block

on question 1 (2 kn) andthe third block on question 2 (moderate), the DRR would

be 4. A second advantage is that it requires the evaluation pilot to state his or
her achieved performanceexplicitly. This will become useful later in the situation
awarenesstesting.
It has been suggestedthat stating the acceptable and desired performance goals
creates a bias on the part of the evaluation pilot. This might be true, butit is
important for the pilot flying a particular task to know his or her performance
objectives. It is difficult to conceive of an operationalpilot not trying to maintain a

target level (i.e., performance not achieved, but workload very low). Forthis reason

the preceding questionnaire states the performance goals. Newman and Greeley!!!
present sample data cards.
3.

Performance Criteria

Cooper—Harper and Haworth-Newmanratings both require that the evaluator
compare actual performancewith desired and acceptable standards. It is important
that the performancecriteria be explicitly stated as part of the experimentalbriefings for the evaluation pilots standards. The main function of performance criteria
is to provide the evaluation pilot with performance targets. However, they also
serve to aid in pass/fail decisions. For display evaluations intendedforaircraft or
display certification, the performancecriteria will normally be established by the
certification authority. The normalpass/fail threshold is 95% oftest points meeting
acceptable performance. In manycasesthe evaluation might be intended to compare several display concepts. The researcher might wish to modify thesecriteria

to aid in this evaluation. Recommendedcriteria from Newmanand Greeley!!! are
given for each test described in Secs. A.3.9.4, A.3.9.5, and 4.6.

Criteria should reflect the intended operational use of the aircraft or display.
A good source for performancecriteria is the training syllabus for the aircraft in
question (or for a related aircraft). The pass/fail standards for trainees should be
used for the adequate performancecriteria. Desired performancecriteria should
be one-half to two-thirds better than the pass/fail standards.
C.

Unusual-Attitude Recovery

Unusual-attitude recovery is the most commontest used for determining the
effectiveness of a display in providing orientation cuesto the pilot. In these evaluationsthe aircraft is placed in an extreme UA,andthe evaluation pilot is asked to

recoverto straight and level. Recoveries should be evaluated in simulators and in
flight. The simulator evaluation should encompassall unusual attitudes (including
the more extremeattitudes), followed by enough aircraft unusual attitudes to ensure a valid statistical sample. Unusualattitudes should go beyond 90 deg of bank
in all aircraft (at least in simulated flight).
There are usually oneor both of the following objectivesfor this test: 1) to check
the adequacyofthe attitude display; and 2) to determinethe utility of the display
to allow the pilot to recognize and recover from unusualattitudes.
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Conductof the Test

Unusual-attitude recovery tests require a fully functioning display and a means
to preventthe evaluationpilot from viewingthe externalvisual scene. It is important
during display evaluations that the complete range of display declutter options be
investigated—fromthe basic, fully decluttered format through the complete display
with all navigation and auxiliary scales present. Some early HUD unusual-attitude

studies did notallow for declutter, and redesign was required followingtesting.''*

Difficulties with cluttered displays haveled to the use of automatic declutter during
UAs.
A predetermined number(eight is typical) of pitch-and-bank attitudes should
be established covering the range of unusual attitudes to be flown. These will
vary depending on the type ofaircraft. Fighter aircraft and general aviation airplanes should coverattitudes through 180 deg ofroll and at least 45 deg of pitch
(30 deg for light airplanes). Transport airplanes and helicopters should include
banks beyond 90 deg andpitch angles of 30 deg. A numberofreplications are
usually performed.
With the aircraft in straight-and-level flight, the evaluation display should be
blanked. The safety pilot flies the aircraft into a predetermined UAat which point
the display is restored and the flight controls are given back to the evaluation pilot
forrecovery. Recentflight-test programs have programmedunusual-attitude entries

into the autopilot.°*+!!” This program makesthe entries much more consistent but

is probably only available for variable-stability fly-by-wire aircraft.
During simulator evaluations, the operator normally simply resets the simulator
to the desired unusual-attitude entry conditions. An alternative simulator entry has
the pilot fly in trail to a lead aircraft, which then performsa series of maneuvers
covering the desired envelopeofattitudes. At an unexpected timethe lead aircraft
is removed from the simulator scene, and the pilot recovers to straight and level.

This approach wasused by Gallimoreet al.'!® This entry technique should be more

realistic than the conventionalresetinitialization.
Regardless of the entry procedure, once the desired attitude has been reached,
the evaluation pilot recovers to straight and level using standard procedures(see
Refs. 119 and 120).
2.

Choice of Pilots

A combination oftest pilots and operational pilots should be used for unusualattitude-recovery evaluation. Test pilots bridge the gap between handling qualities
testing, which might be importantif the display or aircraft dynamics are in question.
Operational pilots bring mission experience and provide a spectrum of experience.
The operational pilot experience should include diversity of experience, which is
important for operational display issues.
3.

Data

The following aircraft performance data should be recorded as a function of

time: 1) airspeed, 2) barometric altitude, 3) heading, 4) pitch attitude, 5) bank

angle, 6) sideslip, 7) bank control input, 8) pitch control input, 9) yaw control
input, and 10) throttle input. Also, subjective pilot ratings should be obtained for
each replication.
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PerformanceCriteria

Typical performancecriteria are listed here. Thecriteria for desired performance

are reaction time to initial correct control input <0.7 s, no initial control reversals,

initial control input in accordance with published standards, and no overshoots on

recovery. (Published standards include instrumentflight manuals!!9—!2!or aircraft

flight manuals.) The criteria for adequate performanceare reaction timeto initial
correct control input <1.2 s, single initial control reversal, initial control input
in accordance with published standards, and single overshoot on recovery. Some
experiments have used total time to recovery, altitude lost, or altitude gained as
performance measures. These have generally been more sensitive to the entry
conditions than to the display characteristics.
5.

Safety Considerations During Flight Tests

These flight tests involve a hoodedevaluation pilot. Adequate scan of the external
visual scene bythe safety pilot is essential. Care must be taken to ensure that the
vision restriction for the evaluation pilot does not impair the vision of the safety
pilot. The unusualattitudes flown in flight must be within the safe capability of
the aircraft. More extremeattitudes should be performed in the simulator.
D.

Attitude Awareness

Attitude awareness testing complementsthe standard unusual-attitude recovery
where the pilot is placed in an unusual attitude and tasked to recover. Thistest
is designed to evaluate the ability of the display symbology to convey spatialorientation awarenessto the pilot. The objectives are to evaluate the ability of the
display and symbologyto conveyspatial-orientation awarenesspilot and to evaluate the display’s cues that allow pilots to recognize and recover from inadvertent
unusualattitudes.
1.

Conductof the Test

The attitude awarenesstest should be flown in ground-based simulators in appropriate aircraft configurations. It should be performed in all display modes,
including decluttered. The evaluation pilot should be tasked to follow another
aircraft in trail formation. The lead aircraft or symbol will fly a series of maneuvers within the capability of the aircraft under evaluation similar to the method of

Gallimoreet al.!!®

The evaluation pilot will be instructed to follow the aircraft but not to exceed

normal limitations in bank and pitch angle, minimum and maximum airspeed,

and minimum altitude. These values should be clearly defined. The lead aircraft
will, during the course of the test, approach these limits and periodically exceed
them. When anylimit is exceeded,the pilot will be instructed to makea verbalcall
and recoverto straight-and-level flight using standard procedures from instrument
flight manuals or other published standard. Following recovery, the pilot should
complete the subject display ratings. If the evaluation pilotfails to note penetration
of the envelope limits, the lead aircraft will be removed from the scene after 2 s,
forcing the pilot to initiate an unusual-attitude recovery. Several replications of
these flight envelope limit test points will be required.
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Choice of Pilots

Pilots used in these evaluations should be current in the mission or a similar
mission. These tests are embedded in mission scenarios, and it is important that
operational crews be used. Normally, test pilots would not be appropriate for
these evaluations. It is important that there is a diversity of experience among the
evaluation pilots.
3.

Data

The following aircraft performance data should be recorded as a function of
time: 1) airspeed, 2) barometric altitude, 3) heading, 4) pitch attitude, 5) bank
angle, 6) sideslip, 7) bank control input, 8) pitch control input, 9) yaw control
input, and 10) throttle input. Also, subjective pilot ratings should be obtained for
each replication.
Pilot estimates of bearing should be obtained from his or her initial course
decisions. Once established on the new course, the safety pilot/simulator operator
should ask for estimates of distances and course line aspect.
4.

Performance Criteria

Performancecriteria for attitude awarenessare similar to those used in unusualattitude recoveries. Thecriteria for desired performanceare as follows: abandoned
pursuit at aircraft limitations [+5 kn (9.5 km/h), +10-deg bank tolerance], abandoned pursuit at altitude floor [4100-ft (30.5-m) tolerance], reaction timetoinitial
correct control input <1.5 s, no initial control reversals, initial control input in accordance with published standards, and no overshooton recovery. [These reaction
times are somewhatlongerthat those for the simple unusual-attitude recovery (see
Sec. C.4). This reflects the difference between an expected unusual attitude and
an unexpected one(as in this test).] The criteria for adequate performanceare as
follows: abandonedpursuit at aircraft limitations [£10 kn (18.5 km/h), +20-deg
bank tolerance], abandoned pursuitat altitude floor [=—500-ft (151.5-m) tolerance],
reaction timeto initial correct control input <2.0 s, single initial control reversal,

initial control input in accordance with published standards, and single overshoot
on recovery.
5.

Safety Considerations During Flight Tests
These tests are flown in the simulator because of the hazards involved with

aggressive formation flight in instrument conditions.
E.

Failure Detection

Failure-detection tests are intended to measuresituation awareness during display evaluation. They are meansofintroducing unusualattitudes in a morerealistic
fashion than the traditional UA recovery. The tests shown here are based on the
presumptionthat the best measure of SA is the effect on pilot performance.
These tests are designed to verify that the pilot can recognize critical failures
and take appropriate corrective action while maintaining aircraft control. They
should be flown in conjunction with other evaluations, particularly the mission
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task testing. Navigation, sensor, and display system failures should be introduced
during mission-related tasks to determine the reaction time and responsesofthe
pilot. Appropriate procedures for operating the aircraft following these failures
should be established prior to conductingthese tests.
I.

Conductof the Test

Typical failures (and representative simulation means) include 1) navigation
failure (pull circuit breaker); 2) attitude gyro failure (software simulation of both
hardoverand slow failures); 3) flight director failure (software simulation of both
hardover and slow failures); 4) compass failure (pull circuit breaker or software
simulation); 5) airspeedor altitude transducer (pull circuit breaker or equivalent);
or 5) head trackerfailure (pull circuit breaker or software simulation).
A special software version might be requiredto allow theflight-test engineer to
introduce some system failures such as simulating attitude gyro failures. If such
software versions are used, the response of the system to the simulated failure
should be verified prior to conducting these tests. For tests involving operations
in instrument conditions, the evaluation pilot should be hooded or otherwise prevented from using outside visual cues. System failures should be introduced during
operations at unexpected times bythe safety pilot or flight-test engineer.
Upon recognition of the failure, the evaluation pilot should take appropriate
action as described in the aircraft/system-operating procedures. The evaluation
pilot will be briefed to make a verbal call upon recognition ofall system failures
as a meansof determining detection time. Following recovery, the evaluation pilot
should complete display ratings.
2.

Choice of Pilots
Pilots used in these evaluations should be current in the mission or a similar

mission. These tests are embedded in mission scenarios, and it is importantthat

operational crews be used. Normally,test pilots would not be appropriate for these
evaluations. A wide range of pilot experience should be used.
For flight evaluationstest pilots will normally serve as safety pilots and have
in-flight responsibility for ensuring that test conditions are met. For multicrew
airplanes the test pilot can serve as the copilot. For simulator evaluations only
operational crewmembers should be used.
3.

Data

Aircraft performance data should be recorded as functions of time: 1)

airspeed, 2) barometric altitude, 3) radar altitude, 4) heading, 5) course devia-

tion, 6) glide-slope deviation, 7) geographical position, 8) signal indicating start
of failure, and 9) system parameters as appropriate. Also, subjective pilot ratings
should be obtained for each failure introduced.
4.

Performance Criteria

Generally, the criteria depend on the type of failure introduced. Examples for
attitude failures and heading failures are shown in Table A.2. The pilot should
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Performancecriteria for failure detection testing

Failure detection performance

Attitude failures

Headingfailures

Desired performance
Failure detection time
Maintain altitude
Maintain airspeed
Maintain heading
Pilot actions

Less than 1 s
Within +200 ft (61 m)
Within £10 kn (18 km/h)
Within +10 deg
In accordance with
published standards

Less than 2 s
Within +100 ft (30.5 m)
Within +5 kn (9.25 km/h)
Within +10 deg
In accordance with
published standards

Adequate performance
Failure detection time
Maintain altitude
Maintain airspeed
Maintain heading
Pilot actions

Less than 2 s
Within +500 ft (152.5 m)
Within £20 kn (37 km/h)
Within +20 deg
In accordance with
published standards

Less than 5 s
Within +200 ft (61 m)
Within +10 kn (18.5 km/h)
Within +20 deg
In accordance with
published standards

detect an attitude failure faster than a heading failure, although he or she will

likely have larger excursions while coping with the failure. Slowly developing
failures, such as autopilot softovers might require more time to detect. In such
casesit is better to describe performancein termsofflight-path deviations rather
than time.
5.

Safety Considerations During Flight Tests

Forflight tests suitable precautions must ensure that the safety pilot’s systems
are not affected by these simulatedfailures for the evaluationpilot. The safety pilot
must also ensurethatair-traffic clearances are not jeopardized.
F.

Geographic Awareness

Geographic awarenesstests evaluate scenarios duplicating situations encountered during normalflight operations, where the pilot must maintain geographical
orientation. Typical scenarios include 1) a deviation from a planned flight plan

caused by intentional deviations around weather, obstacles, or threats, followed

by a return to the original flight plan; 2) a deviation from a planned flight plan
causedbyintentional deviations around weather, obstacles, or threats, followed by

a modification to the flight plan (such as bypassing the next waypoint); 3) changing the flight-plan route; 4) changingto another, unplanned instrument approach;
or 5) diverting to an alternate.
These tests are intendedto determineif the navigation display permits the maintenance of geographical awareness. At the same time other parallel evaluations
should be conducted to ensure that the navigation display is suitable and the pilot can enter the necessary data to generate a new flight plan during those tests
which involve flight-plan modification. Geographic evaluations should be flown
in conjunction with other evaluations, particularly full mission simulations.
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Conduct of the Test

The pilot should be given a typical mission profile to fly. During the course of
flying this profile, he or she will be given diversion instructions by the safety pilot.
The diversions should be representative of normal operations. The evaluation pilot
should be hooded or otherwise prevented from using outside visual cues. Examples
of such instructions mightinclude the follwoing:
1) The first example is a series of heading instructions around a hypothetical
weather buildup, an obstacle, or a threat. The evaluation pilot will then be told to
return to the original flight-plan route.
2) The second exampleis a series of heading instructions around a hypothetical

weather buildup, an obstacle, or a threat. The evaluation pilot will then be told

to fly directly to a waypoint on the original flight plan. This need not be the next
sequential waypoint; some evaluations should involve flying to another waypoint.
These instructions should include terminal area navigation simulating air-traffic
radar vectoring followed by a clearanceto join the published instrument approach
procedure,either a planned procedure or an alternate procedure.
3) The third example is an instruction to fly directly to a subsequent waypoint,
bypassing the active waypoint.
4) The last example is an instruction to divert to an alternate destination.
2.

Choice of Pilots

Pilots used in these evaluations should be current in the mission or a similar
mission. These tests are embeddedin mission scenarios, and it is importantthat
operational crews be used. Normally, test pilots would not be appropriate for these
evaluations. A wide rangeof pilot experience should be used.
For flight evaluations test pilots will normally serve as safety pilots and have
in-flight responsibility for ensuring that test conditions are met. For multicrew
airplanes the test pilot can serve as the copilot. For simulator evaluations only
operational crewmembers should be used.
3.

Data

Aircraft performance data should be recordedas functionsof time: 1) airspeed,
2) barometric altitude, 3) radar altitude, 4) heading, 5) geographical position,
6) course deviation, and 7) glide-slope deviation. Also, subjective pilot ratings
should be obtained for each replication. It is important to ensure, for the purposes
of evaluating the display, that the evaluators rate the display and not the ease of
data entry (although such data-entry ratings are importantto the overall evaluation
of the cockpit). Pilot estimates of bearing should be obtained from his orherinitial
course decisions. Once established on the new course, the safety pilot/simulator
operator should ask for estimates of distances and course-line aspect.
4.

Performance Criteria

Generally, the criteria depend on the type offailure introduced and on the operational precision required (see Table A.3). For example, a failure during an

En route

Instrument approach

Ingressto target

Napof the Earth

+2 deg
+0.2nmile(0.37kn)
+0.1 nmile(0.19kn)
+5 deg

+5 deg
+600 ft (183.5 m)
+300 ft (91.5 m)
+10 deg

+5 deg
+0.5nmile (0.93 kn)
+0.2nmile(0.37kn)
+10 deg

+10 deg
+1200 ft (3366 m)
+600 ft (183 m)
+ 30 deg

Desired performance
Bearing to waypoint
Distance to waypoint
Distance to course line
Course-line aspect

+ 5 deg
+0.5 n mile (0.93 kn)
+0.2n mile (0.37 kn)
+10 deg

+2 deg
=+0.1nmile(0.19kn)
+0.1nmile(0.19kn)
+2 deg

Adequate performance
Bearing to waypoint
Distance to waypoint
Distance to course line
Course-line aspect

+10 deg
+1.0n mile (1.85kn)
+0.5 n mile (0.93 kn)
+30 deg

+5 deg
+0.5nmile (0.93 kn)
+0.2nmile(0.37kn)
+5 deg

Il SAW1dSI0 LHOMA

Maintain geographical awareness

Performancecriteria for geographic awarenesstesting
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instrument landing system (ILS) approach should have tighter tolerances than
failures during high-altitude cruise.
5.

Safety Considerations During Flight Tests

Thesetests have no particular hazard other than the high workloadfor the safety
pilot. Standard precautions for instrumenttraining flights should be observed.
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Chapter 11

Spatial Disorientation Countermeasures—Advanced
Problems and Concepts
Willem Bles*
INO Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

I.

Introduction

ITH the introduction of the next generation of fighter aircraft and helicopters, maneuverability is increased considerably. This is particularly true
of the poststall regime, in whichflight directions are not as closely coupledto the
longitudinal axisof the aircraft because of thrust vectoring. Because these maneuvers have their impact onthe pilot’s spatial orientation, they are dealt with in some
detail in this chapter. In flying those modern aircraft, pilots prefer a head-out concept. This requires innovative technologies for weapon andaircraft information
displays and controls. In this chapter display technologies like three-dimensional
audio and TSAS(tactile situation-awareness system) will be discussed in somedetail because ofthe implicationsof these systemsfor improvedsituational awareness
and spatial disorientation (SD) preventive capabilities. Automated systemslike
ground-proximity warning system (GPWS) ortraffic-alert and collision-avoidance
system (TCAS) and automated ground-collision-avoidance systems (auto-GCAS)
will find their application in the cockpit and likely affect the number of SD accidents. Finally, because SDis not restricted to the pilot in the cockpit the chapter
concludes withspatial orientation problems whenflying unmannedaerial vehicles
(UAV).
Over the last decade SD has been a majorcauseof flight accidents (see Chapter
5). Better insight into the causes of SD and better SD training have not always
resulted in a decrease in the number of SD accidents. Reasons for the apparent
ineffectiveness of pilot SD training are that the increased understanding of SD
over the years and the development of appropriate human-machineinterfaces do
not fully compensate for the ever-increasing maneuverability of the aircraft, the
increase of the pilot’s workload to almost unacceptable levels, and the increase

This material is declared a work of the U.S. Governmentand is not subject to copyright protection
in the United States.
*Senior Scientist.
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in the demandsof the flight conditions. Some examples include flying day and
night, flying more head downin the cockpit, flying formation, flying low level,
etc. It is therefore rather unfair to blame the SD community for not being able to
significantly reduce the risk of SD. Based on a review of advanced SD problems
and concepts, it is hard to predict whether the balance will turn in favor of a
decrease in the numberof SD accidents or whether SD will become an increasing
threat in the near future.
The bad news (from an SD point of view) is the development of supermaneuverable aircraft. This development adds new dimensionsto the spatial-orientation
task because of the increasing numberof degrees of freedom (DOF)ofthe flight
path. The more extensiveuseofall six DOFs, will therefore make the task more de-

manding andintroduce newillusionsto the flight environment,as will be discussed
in Sec. III.
The good newsis that some new nontraditional display tools are being developed

especially to counter SD, such as the TSAS, to be discussed in Sec. IV.B.2. Although additional features of these tactile devices, such as a directionally sensitive

threat warning system, might eventually becomethe primary reason for acceptance
of the device bythe pilots, their SD countermeasure potential would be a valuable
byproduct. Similarly, three-dimensional auditory displays are being developed to
enhance situational awareness and indirectly counter SD by diminishingthe burden of reading visual displays (Sec. IV.B.1). Together with head-mounted devices
with head tracking (HMD/T), which are being developedto extend the capabilities
of the head-up display (HUD) (Chapter 10), these displays are meant to improve
situation awareness.
Another developmentis the expansion of automation in the cockpit. Examples,
with respect to SD, are the systems introduced to prevent midair collisions or
controlled flight into terrain (CFIT). These systems are receiving more attention
and are discussed in Sec. IV.A. Althoughin the present versions of these systems
the pilot is still in command, methods to circumvent the pilot by taking over
command automatically are under consideration such as auto-GCAS. In the future
cockpit (Sec. IV), most of the preceding display and automation improvements will
be introduced, along with large graphic displays with synthetic vision. Despite the
developmentofalternative controls (Sec. IV.C), automation will ultimately expand
to an empty cockpit instead ofthe aircraft taking over command automatically from
the pilot. The pilot/operator of a UAV canbe positioned in commandas a supervisor
outside the aircraft.! With these unmannedaerial vehicles, spatial orientation will
remain an issue, as discussed in Sec. V.

Given the fact that operational considerationswill require a continuousextension
of the flight envelope, a desirable approach would be to involve human-factor
SD specialists at an early stage to analyze the consequencesof these extensions
for spatial orientation and to give adequate feedback to the engineers during the
developmentof flight envelope and human-machineinterfaces. This approach is
preferred over establishing SD shortcomings after the implementation of a new
technology. However,this requires a commonlanguage forall disciplines involved:

the operational strategists, the aircraft-design team, and human-factorspecialists.

Serious steps in this direction have been made, such as the publication of the
Engineering Data Compendium on Human Perception and Performance, edited
by Boff and Lincoln.” The next step for the SD community requires simulation
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of the pilot in the loop, taking into account the interactions amongthe different
sensory systems underrealistic flight conditions.? In Sec. II a framework will be
defined to facilitate the discussion of the provocativeness of future developments
in regards to SD.
II.

Modeling Spatial Orientation for Advanced Technologies

All of the illusions described in preceding chapters are, in fact, the normal
reaction of the human spatial-orientation system to an unusual environment. This
implies that if the human spatial-orientation system could be modeled then (new)
maneuvers with the proposedaircraft design could be evaluated to determine the
likelihood of SD problems in advance. In modeling spatial orientation, models

on motion sickness have proven to be very useful. This is no surprise because in
both cases there were problemsrelating the sensed orientation andthatof the real
environment. Just as with motion sickness, SD only makesits appearanceif the
equilibrium system is stimulatedoutside its normal operational envelope.*~° Many
researchers have been active in modeling spatial orientation and motion sickness
qualitatively and quantitatively (for reviews see Refs. 7-10). One such model, a
flowchart representing the process of spatial orientation and motion sickness, is
summarized in Fig. 1 (Ref. 11). This model describes the control of body motion,
and the control variable is the state of the body, attitude, and motion. This state is
the combinationoflinear and angular position, velocity and acceleration, where the
linear acceleration is composedof accelerations caused by motion and by gravity;
the resultant of the latter is also called the specific force or gravitoinertial force.
Thus, a desired body state results in the preparation phase in motor commands
that subsequently drive the muscles in our body to adhere to the desired state.
Together with external perturbations (e.g., motion of aircraft), this results in the
actual body state. This state is sensed by the sensory systems such asthe visual
and vestibular systems and to some degree also by the auditory system,all of
which would be included in the “sensors” block of Fig. 1. After some central
nervous system (CNS) processing and delay, this results in signals that can only
estimate the state of the body. Parallel to this primary path of signal flow,corollary
signals are supposedto be generated by a copy of the primary path, together called
an internal model or neural store, which is supposed to be created by previous
experiences. The input of this internal model is a copy of the motor commands
(called an efference copy). Here the basic output of the internal model should
be a better estimate of the body state as comparedto the output of the primary
path,andit is this estimate that is compared with the desired state to generate the
error signal that actually drives the controller. Optimally, the output of the internal
model should be equal to that of the primary path. The difference or conflict can
then give rise to an additional weighted feedback signal and can be used by the
internal modelto drive the difference towards zero. In terms of Kalmanfiltering,
this conflict is also called innovation.
Despite the fact that a complete quantitative modelas suchis notyet available,
analysis with the present model (limited in DOFs) corresponds quite well with

experimental data sets.'? From the model we see that SD occurs if the motion

input doesnot match the motionpercept. For details concerning the various sensory
systems in the model, see Chapters 2 and 3. According to the modelin Fig. 1, the
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram showing the main characteristics of the spatial orientation and motion-sickness model according to Ref. 11.
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sensed orientation and motion signals are matched with the outcomeof an internal

model (e.g., expectation),*> which is especially important when the pilot is in

the loop. The internal model depends highly on previous experience andtraining
(see Chapter 4). One current motion-sickness model is based on the conceptthat
the main conflict causing motion sickness is a difference between the vertical
determined from the sensory inputs and the vertical determined on the basis of
previous motion information, as is also shownin Fig. 1 (Ref. 5).
Unfortunately, the model as depicted in Fig. 1 is not sufficient to describe the
processofflying. One must realize that whenthe pilotis in the loop, thatis, there is
a human—machineinterface with the aircraft. Accounting for this interface results
in a model describing the visual-vestibular contribution to a pilot’s control output
as shownin Fig. 2, which should be combined with the model of Fig. 1 (Refs. 13
and 14).
With this approach, in which the human equilibrium system is incorporated to
the processof controlling the aircraft and perceiving the aircraft’s movementin its
environment, it is also possible to determine the necessary motion cueing algorithm
for a (flight) simulator to avoid negative learning effects caused by discrepancies

between real and simulated flight.'>

Figures 1 and 2 can be useful tools for operational strategists, engineers, and
human-factor SD specialists in evaluating new technologies, even before these
technologiesare realized. Although this is not easy to realize for the various new
developments as discussed in the subsequent sections, the models displayed in
Fig. 1 and 2 are helpful for qualitative judgments.

II.
A.

Supermaneuverability

Introduction

A prominent development in the operational environment occurred with the
introduction of the so-called superagile aircraft like the Sukhoi-27. Superagility
involves the ability to execute maneuversin the poststall regime, with controlled
sideslip and with an angle of attack (AoA) beyond maximum lift. In discussing
SD consequences, this supermaneuverability of the aircraft is the most relevant.
The motion of supermaneuverable flight is different from conventional aircraft in
that the pilot is confronted with motion along the x (longitudinal or chest-to-back),

y (lateral or side-to-side), and z (vertical or head-to-toe) axes.'® Slightly lower
+G, levels, shorter +G, duration, very high G-onset rates, high angular rates,

and multiple-axis G stress as compared to the conventional fighter environment
also characterize the high-agility flight environment. Only a few jet aircraft are
currently capable of this type offlight. Those aircraft that are equipped with thrust-

vectoring jet engines (MiG 29, SU-27, SU-37, Harrier, X-31, F-22, and F-35) are

capable of directing thrust in a direction other than along the longitudinal axis of
the aircraft. By directing the thrust up and down,the aircraft becomesagile in the
pitch axis. When the thrust is directed laterally, the aircraft has the capability to
yaw while traversing along a longitudinal velocity vector.
In terms of maneuverability, the differences betweenthese agile jets and modern
reconnaissance andattack helicopters like the RAH-66 Comanche become smaller
and smaller, restricting the messages of the following paragraphs not only to
fixed-wing aircraft but also to modern helicopters. Insight into the flight profiles
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of these aircraft is required in order to estimate the possible consequences for
maintaining spatial orientation whenflying these aircraft.
B.

Flight Profiles

Albery’® discusses typical superagile flightprofiles. They include the Cobra and
the Herbst maneuvers.
The Cobra maneuveris characterized by flight in the plane of symmetry of
the aircraft by pitching up of the aircraft more than 90 deg, while maintaining
approximate altitude and the aircraft’s original velocity vector direction. During
this maneuver, +G, is experienced because of pitch and drag. After a while, the
nose is pitched downagain towardsits original orientation (striking like a cobra).
In this phase —G, will be experienced, which will vary with the distance of the
pilot from the center ofthe pitch rotation. The Cobra maneuvercan be used to slow
the aircraft abruptly or to gain a lock on an adversary flying abovetheaircraft. The
maneuvertypically generates only +4 G, and somenegative G,.
The Herbst maneuveris a poststall maneuver, which requireslateral thrust vectoring. The aircraft is pitched up into stall; the thrust is laterally vectored as
the aircraft slows at the top of the maneuver. Thelateral force rotates the aircraft
about its yaw axis over approximately 180 deg, and the aircraft is directed back
along its original flight path but in the opposite direction. The Herbst maneuver
eliminates the need for a long turning maneuverof a conventionalfighteraircraft
attempting to reverse directions. The maneuverinvolves G,, G,, and G, exposures
in combination with pitch-and-yaw motion.
Complex maneuvers like the Herbst and Cobra maneuvers are combinations
of basic linear and angular motions. In most cases the maneuvers consist of a
complex flight path (with all of the necessary accelerations to accomplishthis path)
and superimposedattitude changes (nose pointing)oftheaircraft, also providing
additional accelerationsto the pilot. The worst-case range of the human complex
stress envelope in supermaneuverable flight, as derived from several data sources,
is Shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Maximum (changes in) G load and maximum
angular velocities and accelerations to be encounteredin agile
aircraft for the different body directions (from Ref. 17)

MovementProperties

Range

G,
G,
G,
Wyaw
Wpitch

+6.5/—6.5 G
+4/-4G
+9.5/-2G
+90/—90 deg/s
+180/—170 deg/s

Wroll

+90/-— 150 deg/s

dG,/dt (G/s)
dG./dt (G/s)

+2/—2 G/s
+5/—5 G/s

Ol yaw

Qpitch

rol]

+68/—68 deg/s*

+289/—253 deg/s?

+289/—253 deg/s?
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According to Welchetal.,'® it is expected that superagile flight will lead to both

a hyper-G environment,(i.e., +G, values of 9 to 15 G), as well as high —G,loading

(—3 to —6 G for routine missions, even up to a momentary —10 G,in avoidance
maneuvers). The amount of +G, and —G,experienced is the consequenceofthe
yaw rate and dependsonthe distance of the pilot in front of the center of gravity.
For angular motion the situation is more complicated: Theroll rate of the X-31 is
about 240 deg/s up to 10-deg AoA, 150 deg/s at 20-deg AoA, and 45 deg/s up to
70-deg AoA.Forthe pilot this means that he will experience primarily eccentric
yaw instead of roll motion at high AoA. Accordingto Le Blaye,!” the pitch agility
should be about 20 deg/s for the F-22 vs 5 deg/s for the F-16, whichis substantially

lower than that estimated by Repperger.'’

Exact values are apparently difficult to define, but for the discussion of the

SD consequences I will adhere to the values provided by Repperger,'’ with the

expectation that the Welch values remain futuristic.”°
C.

Spatial Orientation

The magnitudes of the angular accelerations shown in Table 1 are not beyond
the normal working range of the semicircular canals, and so there are no direct
consequencesof supermaneuvering for the semicircular canals. It is likely that the
canal stimuli during the Cobra, Herbst, or the other maneuvers performedbyagile
aircraft will result in percepts that accurately reflect the actual angular motion
becauseofthe fast rotations over a limited angle of displacement. The nystagmus
response will be adequate as well during most poststall maneuvering, based on
data from a 1-G environment. Although the magnitude of the force vector will be
varying, it will usually be much higher than 1 G, perhaps 3-4 G during poststall
maneuvering. At this G level the gain of the canal response in terms of nystagmus
or motion perception mightbe different from the optimal responseat 1 G, based on
available evidence from parabolic flight experiments.”! It is also unclear whether
suppression of the canal-induced nystagmus by visual fixation occurs normally
during these higher G loads. On the other hand, poststall maneuvers do notlast
very long, which might help regaining adequatevision shortly after the maneuver.

According to Table 1, the G loads encountered in supermaneuvers should

not impair the otolith system, as they are smaller than the G loads pulled in
conventional high-performanceaircraft. Sustained G, loads >3 G will generate
up-beating nystagmus (L nystagmus), which is not appropriate for maintaining

spatial orientation.?”? Thereis very little known aboutthe horizontal nystagmus

following sustained stimulation along the G, axis because of the unpleasant experimentation for subjects in conditions of G, >2 G. Evenless is known aboutthe
capability to suppress the L nystagmusby visual fixation. Wientjes and Marcus”
observed a decreasein visual search tasks during 3-G, stimulation, especially during vertical eye movements, whichtheyattributed to the latent presenceof L nystagmus. They indicated that this phenomenoncould bepotentially hazardous during
high-performance flight because of the much higher G loads involved. Cheung and
Hofer2> found a degradation of visual pursuit during 3 G,, which they assumeto
be caused by central hypoxia and to changed visual-vestibular integration in the

vestibular nuclei caused by the increased G loading. Cheunget al.*° found some

horizontal G, nystagmus during counter-rotation experiments. G, nystagmus has
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never been observed. The G loads in supermaneuveringaircraft are likely to be
different from those in conventionalaircraft in that they will affect the pilot from all
possible directions. Changes between the +G, and —G, componentare especially
prevalent (push—pull effect). These direction-changing G loads combined with
angular motion challenge the perception ofgravity (1.e., the subjective vertical),
which can easily provoke SD.
D.

Subjective Vertical and Spatial Orientation
The central vestibular system has problemsin accurately interpreting the otolith

input during a sustained G load*”’”® (see also Chapter 6, Sec. IID). Current mo-

tion perception theories proposed low-passfiltering of the otolith output to signal
gravity, while the canal response is also involved in the internal reconstruction

of the subjective vertical.*-*”*° In view of the increased G load and its changing

directions with respect to the pilot during supermaneuvering, it is obvious even
without a detailed analysis that this will easily result in a subjective vertical that
does not correspond to the gravity vector.
It can be assumed that the movementof the aircraft is more provocative for
the vestibular system when the head is fixed to the head rest during air-to-air
combat maneuvering than whenpilots try to keep their gaze (and consequently as
muchas possible their head) fixed on the adversary. In the latter case the angular
motion of the head is much more natural than the motion of the aircraft and
therefore probably more easily and accurately interpretable. It would beofinterest
to investigate the consequences of the head movements for spatial orientation
during supermaneuvering by comparing the output of the modelof Fig. 1 with the
aircraft motion as inputvs the output of the model with the pilot’s head motion as
input.
Nevertheless, whatever head motion takes place, the vestibular system byitself
will fail to indicate the flight path during supermaneuveringbecause of the G loads
involved. To maintain spatial orientation (SO) correctly, the orientation system
must therefore rely on visual information (provided no other technology is used
to supplement the required SO information).
E.

Vision

According to present models on visual-vestibular interactions, the poststall maneuvering should not pose insolvable problems for the data processing of the
various sensory systemsinvolved in maintaining spatial orientation. However, this
is only true as long as there is ample visual position and motion information
available. One might expect that especially maneuvering with a high AoA might
cause problems, buttest pilots did not report any problemsinthis respect (see also
Sec. III.F). However, test flights have been flown primarily under good visual
conditions with good visible horizons, and so generalization is difficult. Deployment, for instance, in a cloudy European combattheater is a completely different
situation for out-the-window handling/maneuvering.
For flying these supermaneuvers under closed-cockpit conditions, intuitive
instrument feedback about the flight path of the aircraft is essential to prevent SD,
whereas for navigational purposes additional HMDinformation with navigation
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forward-looking infrared (FLIR) and synthetic terrain imagery is necessary.
These requirements pose additional technical problems (see Chapter 10). Wider
HUDs, canopyprojection, or a head-mounted virtual reality system might also be

required.”

Off-boresight targeting can pose problemsin terms of a second visual frame
of reference, which will affect the situational awarenessofthe pilot. Because this
dependsalso on the visual information, off-boresight targeting can easily lead to
SD. Whether specific symbology in the HUD or HMDwill enable the pilot to
remain fully aware ofhis or her spatial orientation during such tasks remainsto be
investigated (see also Chapter 10).
F.

Pilot Reports

No additional human factors/physiological limitations were encountered while
flying the X-31 aircraft after flying F-16 or F-18 aircraft. Maneuvering was experienced to be very comfortable because the X-31 flight-control system wasset up
to provide poststall maneuvering with zero sideslip, resulting in only little Gy.
Spatial disorientation was not encountered. However, all maneuvering was in
daylight, (visual meteorological conditions or VMC) in the southwestern United
States, with good horizons present. One single episode, spiraling down into and
through a cloud layer, suggested that in intermittent instrument meteorological
conditions (IMC) with a poor horizon,transitioning to head-downconditions could
pose problems. Pilots preferred out-the-window handling/maneuvering, whichis
important in all fighter aircraft. Such maneuvering allowsfull attention to the
adversary and thetactical situation, without the need to monitor whether one’s

ownaircraft might depart its own control envelope. The reports of the pilots were
encouraging in view of the predicted problems caused by the complex sensory
stimulation. However,it appears that clear visibility is a prerequisite for achieving

superagile flight without SD.°?

G.

SD Countermeasures

In general, one could state that the SD threat in supermaneuverable flight is

a threat similar to the threat in conventional aircraft. Just as in normal aircraft,

SD in superagile aircraft is a threat because it can occur unexpectedly. During
supermaneuvering, Type I SD is unlikely to occur, but Type I! SD can occur
easily in bad viewing conditions. Although it is recognized easily, it might be
difficult to recover from because of the dissociation between the velocity vector
of the aircraft and the aircraft’s attitude. It is obvious that both normal procedural
training as well as additional skills training involving recovery from Type II SD is
required. Several of the items just discussed are presently under investigation. A
survey of the relevant items to be studied for supermaneuverableaircraft handling
would be useful, as would be joint research because in-flight research tools are
expensive and scarce.
Closely related to SD is motion sickness, as indicated already in Sec. II. During supermaneuvering, it is unlikely that the internal representation*? of a passive
observer can keep up with the sensoryside, giving sufficient conflict to provoke
motion sickness. Because expectancyplaysa large role in motion perception and
the pilot is in control of the maneuvers, this will enable the internal model of the
pilot to better keep up with the sensory side. Moreover,as indicated bypilot reports,
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the sorties flown so far have been in good visual conditions, thereby allowing the
visual system to correct for the vestibular insufficiencies in determiningthe vertical. These two factors should reduce the chance of motion sickness considerably.
Reports* that pilots do not appreciate the maneuvering anymore whentheyare out
of the control loop (e.g., gun tracking) are in agreementwith the precedingstatements. Clearly pilots should avoid conflicting frames of reference, for instance,
symbology on the HMD should be consistent with the out-the-window view during head movements. In general, dissociations among the reference framesof the
head,display, and airframe should be avoided. Additional three-dimensional audio
(Sec. IV.B.1) and tactile (Sec. IV.B.2) cueing could be helpful tools in maintaining spatial orientation during supermaneuvering and might consequently help to
prevent motion sickness.
Although motion sickness might be encountered in conventionalfighteraircraft,
supermaneuvering is expected to be much more provocative in this respect. Extensive training with these types of maneuvers should be considered using SDtrainers,
advanced centrifuges, inversion demonstrations, and with aerobatic aircraft. Un-

til more ground-based research is done on the effects of superagile maneuvering
on motion-sickness provocativeness, conversion to superagile aircraft should be
restricted to those pilots who havea history free of motion sickness. Demonstrations and training of supermaneuvers in ground-based devices are useful, as long
as those devices give responses representative of what is encounteredin the air**
(see also Chapter 8). Otherwise, an internal representation that does not correspond
to the real situation will be built up. Because the real conditions can cause motion
sickness as well, one should carefully differentiate between motion sickness and
simulator sickness in ground-baseddevices.
IV.

Future Cockpit

Calhoun*» concludes from an analysis of the agile aircraft that they have the

potential to provide enhanced speed, range, flexibility, and lethality. To be able
to exploit all of these abilities of agile aircraft, crew stations must enhance the

interaction betweensituational awareness, the maneuverability envelope, and the

cockpit information and control system. She anticipates that supermaneuvers go
so fast that conventional symbology in the cockpit is not adequate anymore. Decisions are expected to be made in what she calls microtime. For her, the challenge
of the cockpit design is to provide the right information at the right time. Because fighter pilots, including those flying agile aircraft, prefer out-the-window
maneuvering and handling, information could be provided by head-up display and
head-up control systems. The hands-on-throttle-and-stick (HOTAS) conceptfacilitates head-up control, by adding switchesto the flight controls enabling selection
of sensor systems, weapon systems, and navigation systems without the necessary
redirection of the pilot’s gaze point. This encouraged the design of head-up display and control systems. Some of these systemsare rather futuristic (Sec. IV.C),
but some others like head-mounted tracking systems, three-dimensional audio,
and vibro-tactile displays will be introduced in the new cockpits. On top of these
developments, there is also a push towards automated cockpit systems, which

“Personal communication with Dr. J. Linder, April 1999.
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Fig.3 Impression ofa future fighter cockpit. The Boeing Advanced Technology Crew
Station. (Reproduced with permission of David Snyder.)

are increasingly finding their place in the cockpits of airliners, small aircraft,
and military aircraft, depending on the envisioned applications of those aircraft
(Sec. IV.A). There is also a push to go to synthetic vision displays, which can
potentially ease the workload of pilots in civil airliners when flying at night or
in bad weather. In military aircraft, a need for flying closed cockpit is also observed becauseof the threat of directed-energy weapons. This might demand even
a complete new design of the cockpit.*° Some ideas about these developments
are covered in Sec. IV.D. A depiction of a future fighter cockpit is illustrated in
Fig. 3.
A.

Cockpit Automation

In modern airliners systems that make them safer in terms of averting midair
collisions and CFIT were installed. The TCASis a system in which neighboring
aircraft computers monitor each other to prevent a midair collision. A device in
one jet’s cockpit warns with an automatic voice “traffic” and then commands
the jet to climb, while the other jet is given a similar warning and commanded
to descend. Because of these systems, several near accidents ended safely.*” In
Sec. [V.B.1 several experiments are mentioned in which three-dimensional audio
shortened the timeto detect the intruding aircraft. Application of three-dimensional
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audio requires continuous wearing of a headset, which is commonin the military
environment, but not in civil aviation.

A second automated warning system is the GPWS. In its newest version GPWS
uses terrain databases to show the pilot on the computer screen where dangerous
mountain peaks ahead are located if it senses that the plane comestoo close to
the ground. Jets do have GPWSsetups, but in nap-on-the-Earth flying they are
useless. The problem is that these systems contain a warning some secondsearly
in an attempt to accountfor the pilot’s reaction time in recognizing the problem
and correcting it. It is this reaction time that causes the system, in many instances,
to issue a warning when the aircraft is not in danger. These early warnings are
nuisances to the pilot, and therefore the warnings are either ignored or turned

off.28 To circumvent this problem, Swihart and Barfield designed an auto-GCAS,

which eliminates the pilot reaction time. It is always in the background,allowing
the pilot to maneuverto all attitudes and altitudes without causing a recovery action
unless the aircraft is in danger of striking the ground. These authors determined
the points wherepilots normally react to avoid groundcollisions and designed the
system to activate after this moment. Auto-GCASutilizes a digital terrain system
with a terrain-referenced navigation algorithm to locate the aircraft spatially with
respect to the terrain. The terrain database aroundthe aircraft is scanned, and a
terrain profile is created. An aircraft response modelis used to continuously predict
the aircraft’s future recovery trajectory, and a recovery is automatically initiated
wheneverthe trajectory penetrates a preset distance from the terrain profile. The
flight-test results showed the benefits of such an automated system. It showed
that nuisance warnings were almost zero and that interference to the pilot was
nonexistent, leading the authorsto believe that pilot acceptance will be muchbetter
than in the past.7® It is obvious that all of these systems have a strong potential
to prevent CFIT SD accidents, and, as such, they deserve to be deployed within
all aircraft. According to Albery,* an updated GCASis under developmentfor the
SAABGripenfighter aircraft. It is ready for flight testing in test aircraft and will
later be operationally installed. The Gripen GCASfunction warns for impending
ground collision, and if no pilot recovery maneuvering occurs an automatic flyup is initiated at the last possible moment. In line with these developments in
which the flight performance is monitored to prevent an impact, techniques are
being developed that monitor somevital parameters of the pilot in order to see
whetherheorsheisstill actively engaged in controlling the aircraft (smart suit).
An example ofthis is the monitoring of breathing rhythm and head movements in
Russian pilots on their long-distanceflights across Siberia. If certain physiological
signals indicate that the pilot is falling asleep, the pilot state monitor might decide

to switch the control to an autopilot.°”

Additional developments that might enhancesituational awareness concern the
introduction of an intelligent user interface for cockpit information management,
such as the U.S. Army’s Rotorcraft Pilot’s Associate for the future attack/scout
helicopter. These developments will not be discussed in detail here and the reader

_ is referred to Miller and Hannen*® and Svenmarck.*! It is obvious that reduction
in workload will allow moretime for the real pilot’s task,(i.e., flying the aircraft),
thereby reducing the chance of SD.

*Personal communication with Dr. Bill Albery, April 1999.
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Nontraditional Displays

Spatial-orientation functionsoftraditional displays are discussed in Chapters 9
and 10. In view of the ever-increasing burden of the visual displays, researchers
have addressed alternative sensory systemssuch asthe auditory andthetactile ones.
The auditory system already plays an importantrole in the cockpit for communication and warning information, but with the developmentof three-dimensional

auditory displays a new set of applications are feasible and being explored to
determine whether this technique is advantageous in the modern cockpit (see
Sec. IV.B.1). A similar approach withtactile sensors attempts to provide the pilot
with three-dimensionaldirectional information. This approach wasprimarily initiated to address the problemsof SD, but this technology development might also
show itself to be usefulas a directional threat indicator, as discussed in Sec. IV.B.2.

I.

Three-Dimensional Auditory Display

a. Generaldescription. A three-dimensional auditory display presents sound
from arbitrary directions spanning a sphere aroundthe listener. Such displays have
becomefeasible through the developmentof techniques for creating virtual sound

sources using headphonepresentation.**** Theprinciple is shown in Fig.4.

Advantages of such displays in the cockpit, in addition to the information contained in the signalitself, are that relevant directional information can be conveyed
using the natural soundlocalization ability of humans. Because it is common in
high-workload tasks to present information primarily through the visual channel, use of the auditory channel can reduce pilot workload and shorten reaction
times.“44° Anotheradvantageis thatspatial separation of signals and noise sources
lowers the threshold at which signals can be detected and discriminated, thereby

improving the effective signal-to-noiseratio.*°*” This is also important for simul-

taneous discrimination of multiple signals. Thus, three-dimensional audio has the

potential to improveoverall situational awareness in the cockpit.
Virtual sound sources are created with headphone soundssimulating the acous-

tic effects of the listener’s shoulders, head, and externalears by linear head-related

transfer functions (HRTF). Because of interindividual differences, these HRTFs

real source

simulation

loudspeaker

-

*.,

head tracker

Fig.4 Directional hearing of a real sound source (loudspeaker)andof a virtual sound
source (earphones with corresponding HRTFs).
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are optimalif they are determined for each individual. To determine such HRTFs
requires recording of test signals from known directions with small probe microphonesplacedin the ear canals of that individual. Creating a virtual sound source
with a fixed direction, relative to the listener’s head, is accomplished by loading
the digital filters with the individual’s HRTFsfor that specific angle. Creating a
space-stable virtual sound source requires recording the head position and orientation with a tracking device to update the filters in real time with the HRTF
correspondingto that particular position of the sound source in space.
b. Experimental evidence. Wightman and Kistler*® found that localization
acuity of virtual and real sound sources in subjects with immobilized heads was
equally good (about 10 deg), when using the individual’s own HRTFsforthe virtual sounds. They used trains of noise bursts as stimuli. Confusions, which are
the refractions of the source position about the horizontal or vertical plane passing through the listener’s ears,” were about twice as high for the virtual sounds
(10.9%) compared with the real sounds (5.6%), however. In an identical setup
with nonindividualized HRTFs, these confusion percentages were much higher:
23.5% vs 6.0% for the real sounds conditions, if only those seven subjects were

considered with confusion percentages similar to those for the real sound conditions of the just-mentioned Wightman and Kistler study.-° This showsthe importance of individualized HRTFs. With speech stimuli instead of noise bursts,

Begault and Wenzel*! obtained similar results. They also observed that stimuli

were heard inside the head about 50% of the time, depending on the source position. Bronkhorst°? foundthat if head movements were allowed and signals were of
long duration localization acuity as well as confusion percentages were the same
for both real and virtual sound sources. Given the flight envelopeforfighteraircraft,
auditory localization accuracy undervarying levels of sustained +G, acceleration

is of interest as well. Nelsonet al.°> showedthat localization error did not signifi-

cantly increase between 1 and 5.6 +G,, although errors increased significantly at
7.0 +G,.
Several flight simulator studies have investigated the use of three-dimensional
audio for the TCASthatis installed in most commercialaircraft. (References 100—
103 are suggested for further reading) An example of a laboratory setup for such
experiments is shown in Fig. 5.
These studies used a three-dimensional auditory display for the aural TCAS
warning to convey the spatial location of an intruding aircraft to the pilots. All
studies showed that out-the-window visual search time for the intruding aircraft was reduced with three-dimensional audio, compared to monaural warnings
(reductions ranged from 8 to 47%)
In a study that compared different methods of directing attention to peripheral targets, target acquisition time with three-dimensional tones was less than
with other auditory signals (coded aural tone, speech cue, and three-dimensional

speech cue).°* Information from the auditory channel reduced searchlatencies

about 100—200 ms.
This advantage increased as the eccentricity of the target increased beyond
the limit of the central visual field.°> Subjects were able to detect targets with
less overall head motion and reduced head velocity,°° which might not only be
helpful in high-acceleration environmentsto reducethe risk of neck and shoulder
fatigue and injury, but also to prevent unnecessary vestibular stimulation. In actual
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Fig.5 Laboratory setup for experiments on three-dimensional audio in the cockpit.
Note the head tracker on the headphones.

Harrier flight tests, a three-dimensional audio system was particularly effective
for azimuth cueings. Aviators were able to discern targets separated by 12-20 deg
(Ref. 57).
In a series of simulator studies, Bronkhorst and Veltman performed three exper-

iments on three-dimensional audio in the military cockpit.*7°*©In their studies

subjects used individualized HRTFs and headtrackers to register head position.
All experiments included an intercept task, but the visual radar information was
different. A small plan-view or two-dimensionalradar display in the head-down

display (HDD) wasused in the first experiment.*” The authors found that perfor-

mance of the intercept task improved when the subjects were supported by threedimensional audio along with visual information. These findings were replicated

in the second experiment,>” but intercept performance with an advancedthreedimensional visual radar®! display was almost optimal, and, therefore, no further

improvementcould be obtained with three-dimensional audio. Performance on a
head-up display task was improved in the second experiment with both types of
radar displays, indicating that the subjects had scannedthe radar display less often
and, therefore, had more time to check the HUD when they were supported by

three-dimensionalaudio.In a third experiment, Veltman and Oving™ gathered eye

movementdata concerning the actual scan behaviorof the subjects. Subjects made
about 50% fewer downward eye movements to scan the HDD when they were
supported by three-dimensional audio, which might be helpful in close combat
situations. In some conditionsof this experiment, the positions of two independent
targets were presented by three-dimensional audio. Pilots were able to discriminate these targets adequately. Furthermore, extra information was added to the

sounds to reduce confusion. Pitch wasused to reduce front-back confusion. (Higher
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frequencies were used for targets in front of their own jet.) Update frequency was
used to reduce the above-below confusion. (Faster update rates were usedfortargets above the pilot’s own jet). No confusion wasreported in this experiment. In
sum, all three experiments showedpositive effects on primary and/or secondary
task performance when three-dimensional audio was presented. Similar effects

were foundfor three-dimensional audio added to a HMD.°®

Speechintelligibility and discrimination are also improvedbylocalizing speech
inputs. Small angular separation of messages (45 deg) is found to greatly improve speechintelligibility. Using three-dimensional communication separation,

the speechintelligibility levels were maximized.*°°’” A three-dimensional com-

munication separation system also worked well in Harrierflight tests, aiding dual

messagetraffic.?’

Calhoun*> proposed spatialized auditory cues to code system status information. For example, to aid the pilot in understanding a critical situation and add
redundancy to the messagea left engine auditory fire-alert message could be displayed, so that it appears to emanate from the left. The auditory space can also
be used to indicate the level of urgency of an auditory warning. The most urgent
warnings would be presented so they are perceived inside the head, whereas less

urgent warningsare perceivedto the sides.°?

In reviewing all of these three-dimensional audio experiments on situation
awareness, Calhoun concludesthat three-dimensional auditory signals have the
potential of being detected more quickly than visual signals and,at the very least,

might help to relieve the pilot’s heavy visual workload.*> According to Calhoun,

possible (agile) aircraft applications of three-dimensional auditory displays include 1) alerting pilots of ground or aerial threat locations and facilitating target acquisition; 2) enhancing situational awareness during air-to-air combat by
localizing voice communications; 3) segregating multiple channels of communication to improveintelligibility, discrimination, and selective attention among
audio sources; 4) providing an additional cue for location of urgency ofan aircraft
system malfunction. Calhoun*> concludesthat before these candidate applications
can be implemented further research is required to determine how bestto exploit
the capability to present auditory signals. Finally, she stresses the need to refine
the three-dimensional audio technique in order to diminish the large number of
front—back confusions whenever head movements are minimal. Until this confusion is controlled, application of three-dimensional auditory displays might best
be limited to serving as a redundantcue. This conclusionis in line with the findings

of Bronkhorst and Veltman.”®

c. Auditory induced self-motion and self-localization. In the preceding examples auditory information wasused to indicate the direction of a sound source
(e.g., a threat) with respect to the pilot’s position. This normalreflexive ability does
not require training as such.In the past few decades researchers have investigated
whetherthe auditory surround could play a role in spatial self-orientation similar
to that of the visual system. Experiments were 1n two directions: one wasto see
whether a sensation of rotation could be induced along with (audiokinetic) nys-

tagmus, whereas the other tried to demonstrate the auditory influence on posture
control. It was difficult to evoke audiokinetic circular vection or nystagmus with
rotating sound sources aboutstationary subjects.°’ The auditory system plays
only a minorrole in spatial orientation, if compared to the other sensory systems
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like the vestibular and visual systems.® For instance, subjects rotating at constant

velocity with steady sound sources in the room will continue to reportrotation,
despite the absence of any vestibular information. However, as soon as the chair
Starts to decelerate the vestibular sensation of turning into the opposite direction
overtules the sustained auditory sensation. In view of the visual dominance over
the vestibular system,it is clear that the auditory system is not as heavily involved
in self-orientation: this makes sense in view of the fact that sound sourcesare in
manycasesnot stable in space. (See also Chapter 2, Sec. XII.) Studies on postural
reactionsto auditory stimuli have also had negative results, because the reported
postural reactions observed at high sound levels look morelike shock reactions.%”
Of course, blind people process auditory position information muchbetter,butthat
requires continuousattention. Similar use of auditory signals for spatial orientation
can be seen with an auditory routing system to guide peopleto the exit in case of

low visibility in evacuating a building in caseoffire.© However,this definitely

requires controlled attention from the subjects.
Auditory cuesin the cockpit have long been used to supportspatial orientation
of the pilot, mostly in the form of single frequencies and voice communications,
presented monaurally. Lyonset al.’° investigated the effects of an acoustic orientation instrument that displayed airspeed as a sound frequency(repetitionrate),
vertical velocity by amplitude modulation rate (increase shownby increasedpitch),
and bank angle by right/left lateralization (louder signal on the side that was in
the same direction as the bank). This display was presented to pilots using earphones, after processing the auditory signal to mapto the actualaircraft flight data.
The result showedthat acoustic signals can be useful indicators of the orientation
of an aircraft in the absence of visual cues, with interaural intensity differences
(representing bank angle) particularly effective in this regard.
From the examplesjust given,it is clear that auditory orientation information
has proven to be useful in the cockpit for flying the aircraft. Continuous provision
of the acoustic information during flight” will not guarantee that the pilot will
maintain a correct spatial orientation and prevent SD mishaps, although it might
be that matchingthe auditory spatial-orientation information with the environment
eventually becomes automatic for pilots. In a Type I SD episode, the mismatch
between the auditory information and the pilot’s natural orientation percept will
then trigger the pilot to restore correct orientation. It is also feasible to provide
the information if the pilot requests it, for instance, when the pilot is in a Type II
SD situation. In that case, three-dimensional audio could be madeto indicate the

gravity vector, as is done with the tactile vest (Sec. IV.B.2). Perhapstactile and
three-dimensional audio information should be combinedin these cases, although
this requires more research, especially under complex vestibular maneuvering.
With a head-tracker system the auditory information might remain space stable
despite changes of head or body position, which is an important advantage of
three-dimensional audio overtactile body displays.
In conclusion, with respect to SD, three-dimensional auditory displays can reduce the pilot’s visual workload, thereby providing him or her with more time for
the primary mission tasks, which might thereby reduce the chance of SD. On the
other hand, more research is needed to determine if three-dimensional audio has

the potential to provide direct spatial-orientation information to the pilot in the
cockpit during fast maneuvering.
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Tactile Displays

a. General description. Craig and Sherrick’’ reviewed the early work on
dynamictactile displays. Tactile cueing was developed in the 1970s to overcome
visual handicaps by converting visual informationto patterns for the skin.’* A nice
example in this respect is a device containing a large series of vibrating tactors on
the backof blind subjects used to project the image of a video camera mounted on
the head of the subject. Although blind subjects after some training could learn to
interpret complex patterns, the skin is not an intuitive substitute for the eye, and
the interpretation required lot of attention. Anecdotal evidence pointed to reduce
fore-aft swaying of a subject when the experimenter was zoomingin and out with
the camera, showing incorporation ofthe tactile information in postural control.”
Also, detection of motion by stimulating subsequenttactors on the skin was shown
to demandlessattention.
b. Basic research. Van Erp andhis colleagues, initiated a series of studies
on the basic aspects of vibro-tactile stimulation of the torso with respect to the
perceptual characteristics in terms of the information processing capacity of the
torso.’* In their experiments onthe spatial resolution of the torso, they found that
the ventral part of the torso is more sensitive than the dorsal part for vibro-tactile
stimulation: the distance between two actuators needed to reach a 75% correct
localization performance being on the average 0.4 and 1.7 cm, respectively, as
shownin Fig. 6.
They also found that the sensitivity near the sagittal plane of the torso is about

two to three times better than to the sides.’© In another experiment Van Erp’
4
+
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Fig.6 Threshold for the minimum (center-to-center) distance between two actuators
needed to reach a 75% correct localization performance as a measure of the torso’s
spatial accuracy for vibro-tactile stimuli. (Reproduced with permission of Van Erp;
Ref. 75.)
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Fig. 7 Standard deviation of vibro-tactile responses as a function of stimulusangle,
with 0 deg as the midsagittal plane and negative angles to the left. (Reproduced with
permission of Van Erp; Ref. 75.)

investigated tactile direction discrimination of the torso. Again, several actuators
were attached aroundthe torso, and subjects hadto indicate the direction of that
tactile stimulus. The results showed that there wasnotonetactile ego-center, but

instead twointernal reference points: one for the left side of the torso and one for
the right side. When these internal reference points are determined as a function
of the body side stimulated, the left and right points are 6.2 cm apart on average
across participants. Further research showedthatthis finding was not causedby the
experimentalsetup,the visual system, the subjective location ofthe stimuli, or other
anomalies.’’ The variance of the responses depends on the presented direction:
performance in the front-sagittal region is very good with standard deviations
between 4 and 8 deg and somewhatlowerto the sides, as is shownin Fig. 7.

c. Tactile display systemsfor the cockpit. Visual displaysstill dominate cockpit design, the interest in auditory displays is growing, but only a few groups
have research programs ontactile displays. Sanneman’® used vibrating tactors
on a pilot’s chest successfully to provide airspeed and glide-path information,
and in the early 1990s twotactile navigation displays were developed. Gilliland
and Schlegel’? explored the use of the human head for a vibro-tactile information display to provide an egocentric view of the environment. This would allow,
for instance, for direction sensitive threat warnings. The relative accuracy (how
well can the subject designate the correct stimulus site) was almost 90% with 12
stimulation sites but it deteriorated with more stimulationsites.
A more interesting body locus for a tactile information display is the torso
becauseof its large surface, its three-dimensional form, and its possible egocen-

tric view. This approach was followed at the Naval Aerospace Medical Research
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Laboratory (NAMRL)in Pensacola, Florida, where the TSAS was developed as

a nonvisual tool to avoid SD.°°8! Arrays of small pneumatically activated tactile

stimulators in a vest are cued by the aircraft’s inertial reference system and are
designed to allow the pilot to sense the aircraft’s attitude even without checking
the instruments or the world outside. With the TSASsetup indicating the direction

of the gravity vector, pilots recover moreeasily from unusual attitudes.®* Coupled

with motion feedback from the aircraft, TSAS improvespilot performance in hovering operations, by reducing drifting (which, according to accidentstatistics, is a

very commoncause for SD accidents).®* Coupled with global-positioning-system

(GPS)information, tactile cueing can also be of value in direction cueing.
d. Flight experience with tactile display. In the first flight test in the TSAS
program in 1995, a flight surgeon flew maneuvers including straight-and-level
flight, standard rate turns, unusual attitude recoveries, and ground-controlled ap-

proaches as well as aileron rolls and inside loops.*':*? He wassitting in the back
seat without any instruments under the hood,to prevent viewing outside visualinformation, and received only limited torso stimulation located apart from auditory

cuesfor altitude, airspeed, and G force. The TSASprovidedaircraft pitch-and-roll

vectors to on the pilot’s torso. Stimulus frequency of a tactor increased with increasing pitch angle in discrete steps, enhancing the direction sensitivity of each
tactor. With 16 tactors encoded this way for pitch androll, the pilot in effect could
determine the direction of the Earth’s surface. The researchers commentedthat
unusual-attitude recovery was possible for the TSAS-equipped pilot, unless the
system was deactivated during setup maneuvering and not reactivated until the
moment the subject pilot took over control.®* This demonstrates that although
TSASmightbe intuitive (easy to learn) it also requires continuousattention.
With a comparable setup a secondsetof flight tests was performed in a UH60A helicopter, with similar maneuvers except for the aerobatic maneuvers. Two
research pilots deprived of vision performed the maneuvers with success. In a

third flight test with the same UH-60 helicopter, TSAS was used as a feedback

system for controlling drift velocity in hovering operations. Here, too, application
of TSASproved to be very helpful. Pilots appreciated the increase in performance

using TSAS feedback andat the same time experienced a decrease in workload.®

Aswith three-dimensional audio, the question remains whether a TSAS-equipped
pilot during normal operational flying could get into a Type 1 SDsituation or
whetherthe TSAS information would automaticallyalert the pilot to the impending
danger of SD. Experiments to answerthis type of questions are very difficult to
set up but have to be done.
The application of TSAS for directional threat cueing has also been proposed,
similar to three-dimensional audio. Together with GPS, TSAScan also give directional way-finding information for underwater operations, which can help to
prevent SD in that environment.
e. Relevant issues. At NAMRL mucheffort was devoted to increasing the
reliability of the tactile cueing system.®! One of the problemsofthe tactorsis
that it is very difficult to get information on the effective stimulus when used in
the cockpit environment, especially when pulling Gs. Van Veen and van Erp”
found in psychophysical experiments in a centrifuge that the perception of vibrotactile stimulation on the torso is not substantially impaired during high G-load
conditions, at least up to 6 G, which is very promising.
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Van Erp stresses that just adding tactile information does not automatically
enhance the human-machine interface or improve the user’s performance: the
results obtained so far are promising, butfilling the gaps of the required knowledge
is necessary before applications can be successful.’’ The nature ofthe interactions
betweenthetactile and other senses is only recently being addressed.
C.

Alternative Controls

There are two elements to the pilot-machineinterface: getting information to
the pilot through various sensory modalities and getting control commands from
the pilot to the aircraft. Most research has concentrated on improving the former,
but technological solutions that could improve the ease by which pilotcontrols
the aircraft are also needed. One advanced control technology already in use is
the already mentioned HOTAS, andseveral other technologies that have been
the subject of considerable research will be discussed here: eye-based, muscleand brain-based, and speech-based control. Foot control, an alternative control-

technology favored by Previc,** will not be discussed in this section.
I.

Eye-Based Control

One of the candidates for alternative controls is eye-based control. In combination with the head-tracker signal, eye tracking enables control of crew station

functions using the pilot’s line of sight.8°-8° Calhoun prefers the direction of eye

gaze to serve as a control input signal because the visual system is the primary
channel for acquiring information and because eye muscles are extremely fast and
respond very quickly. It is more efficient to use the pilot’s gaze to aim a weapon,
rather than align the head or manually slew a displayed cursor over the target. In
terms of SD, eye-based control can reduce head movements, whichis an advantage
in terms of the provocativeness of SD during flight maneuvers.
Eye-based control can therefore increase the envelope and speed of target acquisition with a HMD/T system. Pilots were very positive as to the increased
capability that could be realized with eye-based control. Moreover, eye motion
is more feasible under high acceleration conditions, compared to head or hand
movement. Eye-based control involves the use of a consent button, which could be
located on the joystick. The system is not yet flight worthy for supermaneuverable
aircraft, but it is anticipated that eye-based control will eventually be feasible for
agile aircraft and will be used to designate display areas subtending approximately
17 mrad (~1 deg) of visual angle.
2.

Electromyographic-Based Control

If electrodes are positioned on the surface of the skin to detect the firing of
muscle fibers, these electrical signals can be used to provide electromyographic
(EMG)-based control. Because these signals are very noisy, they can be used only
to generate a binary control input: one control action above a reference threshold
and another action below the reference level.®’ Important for implementation of
EMG-based control is to choose body movementsthat do not interfere with the
pilot’s normal functions. It is questionable whether applications will be possible
during supermaneuvering or when “straining” or pulling Gs.
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Electroencephalographic-Based Control

Electrodes integrated in the pilot’s headgear positioned over specific areas of
the scalp can providethe necessary signals to implement electroencephalographic
(EEG)-based control.8’ This type of control translates the electrical activity of
the brain into a control signal. In one approach, EEG signals are brought under conscious voluntary control with training and biofeedback. Another approach
harnesses naturally occurring brain responses to modulated stimuli. These brain
responses(so-called evoked responses) sometimes include components that modulate at the same frequencyas the evoking stimuli. Selectable itemsofa display are
modulatedat different frequencies. Detecting which frequency pattern is dominant
in the visually evoked brain activity can identify the pilot’s choice (gaze point)
between selectable items. This method would have the advantage over the normal
eye-based control in that the components of this EEG control are less expensive
and obtrusive. Further refinement of the method is required, however. In terms of
SD prevention, the same arguments can be made for ECG control as far as for
eye-based control (Sec. IV.C.1).
4.

Speech-Based Control

Speech-recognition technology allows the pilot’s speech signals to be used to
carry out presetactivities. A prerequisite is high recognition reliability; otherwise,
additional validation steps might be required. Use of speech inputhas the potential of rapidly accessing functions several levels down the hierarchical structure
of a multifunction control. On the other hand, manual selection of a dedicated,

frequently selected switch (e.g., the HOTAS concept) might be more rapid than
the mental processing involved in issuing a verbal command andthe time required
by the voice recognizer to process the signal. The performance of speech systems is degraded by high ambientnoise, vibration, stress level of the pilot, and
acceleration. To compensate for these shifts in speech caused by changes in the
environment, adaptation algorithmsare required in the speech processing as well

as noise-canceling hardware.*>83.8?

As for SD, speech-based control enables the pilot to remain head-out and requires less head movements, thereby helping to prevent SD.
D.

Virtual Cockpit

Asdescribed in preceding chapters and sections, much progress has been made
in presenting the pilot with information to update his or her situation awareness.

However, in mostaircraft this sort of advanced avionicsis not installed and will not

be installed in the next coupleof years. North”? cites a report from the Flight Safety
Foundation indicating that about 80% ofairline fatalities resulted from controlledflight-into-terrain and approach-and-landingaccidents. The biggest reason for such
accidents is pilots’ failure to make critical decisions or making wrong decisions
at crisis times. Lack of “geographical” awareness was the second leading cause.

North”? argues that current displaytechnologiesstill have the pilot reading and
interpreting letters and numbers, which they have to convert into a view of the
world outside the cockpit. North pleads to invest in the virtual cockpit, a cockpit
that does not rely on information displayed as letters and numbers but instead
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on synthetic vision displays. With the accuracy of global positioning systems
and the availability of vast digital terrain databases, the pathway-in-the-sky concept (see Chapter 9, Sec. III.C and Chapter 10, Sec. III.B) could be optimized.
These pathway-in-the-sky concepts have shownto be realizable in the work by

Mulder.”!

Flying closed cockpit, akin to flying under IMC, is considered by the military in
order to avoid the threat of a directed-energy weapon. The HDD and HUDofferin
principle enough informationto allowsafe flying. Fast maneuvering in military aircraft using only these displays would increase the chance of SD. Helmet-mounted
displays, which display synthetic terrain imagery or FLIR imagery,all try to provide the pilot with a pictorial view from the outside world. The ultimate display as
proposed by Hopper*! is in line with this reasoning. Although such HMDsallow
for a lot of what is known as “presence,” they make and provoke motion sickness and SD easily.?” Head movements mustbe detected beforethe visual image
can be adjusted, which brings about an inevitable delay. Even if predictor algorithmsare used, these velocity changes necessarily cause inadequaciesin the visual
presentation, which increases the likelihood of closed-cockpit scenes not being
able to achieve visual dominanceandtherebyfacilitating SD (see also Chapter3,
Sec. [V.D). Thus, fast head movements can cause discrepancies betweenthe physical head motion and the visual motion, which is accordingto all motion sickness
models provocative (see Sec. II). Therefore, technical improvements should be
directed to make this delay as small as possible. Interestingly, it has been found
that people adapt to these discrepancies by moving their heads more slowly after
a while, which minimizes these discrepancies and diminishes the likelihood of

motion sickness, but a restriction on the speed of head movementis not desirable

in military aircraft.??

Additional problemsarise if the HMD synthetic terrain is used to provide offboresight targeting. For example, FLIR images that magnify the area surrounding
a target make it more difficult for the pilot to keep track of his or her ownflight
path. Consequently, the chance of mismatches between the expected information
and the sensed information might grow,leading to a greater risk of SD and motion
sickness.
Becauselaser threats are not always present, one conceptualizes two solutions:
retractable protection whereby the pilot flies using visual flight rules (VFR) dependingonthesituation and the othera full-time enclosed cockpit with no outside

vision.*°

Borah™* summarizes the idea of the virtual cockpit as an extensionof the visually coupled system to its practical limit so that it could provide an integrated
and intuitive man—machineinterface for all of the tasks that make up the pilot’s

job. Borah”states that to enable operations in any external visibility condition,all

relevant head-out information for controlling the aircraft, navigating, finding targets, avoiding threats and maintainingtactical awareness should be superimposed
directly onto the pilot’s normal view of the world or, when that is unavailable,
the sensor-derived and computer-generated synthetic substitute for that view. Directional sound cues (and vibro-tactile cues) could reinforce the sensory inputs.
Notall technologies are at present mature enoughto realize such a virtual cockpit,
however.
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UnmannedAerial Vehicles

Another developmentin military aviation is the introduction of unmannedaerial
vehicles (UAV), either for reconnaissance or for combat operations, in which the
pilot becomesa distant operator, mostly in a ground control room. Becausespatial
disorientation is one of the issues of concern in operating UAVs, someattention is
given to this topic as well.
It is obvious that the orientation situation for the distant operator of UAVsis
not the sameasfor the pilot in the aircraft. In regard to the control system model
displayed in Fig. 1, the basic difference is that there is no UAV motion inputto
mechanically stimulate the operator’s orientation system. As long as the distant
operator does not experience vection by the UAV camera view on a large monitor,
the equilibrium system of the operator only deals with his or her orientationin the
control room.
Exchange of information with the UAV is delayed, which affects control in
time-critical tasks. Therefore, supervisory control! of the UAV is preferable for
the operator, which is a rather abstract way of flying (flying between waypoints).
Operating UAVsis, therefore, not a classical piloting task.
In one regard, the lack of direct motion feedback might be an advantage for
the distant operator because now UAVscan operate beyond human physiological
limits. On the other hand, the absence of direct motion feedback can be disad-

vantageousin that the distant operator might fail to experience changesin flight
performance induced by somestructural damage to the UAV.It is also possible
that the absence of motion feedback has other consequences. The operator can

manipulate the viewing direction of the camera onboard the UAV,butit is difficult

for the operator to maintain a correct orientation ofthe flight direction andattitude
of the UAV because the camera imageis seen on the monitorscreen straight ahead
of the operator. Many UAVshave been lost because of SD of the operator with
respectto the flight path of the UAV.” Therefore, an important issue is how the
spatial awareness of the operator can be improved.
The main issue is how to display the tactical and other situational information as adequately as possible to the UAV operator on the visual display. Support
of geographical orientation is possible with tunnel-in-the-sky displays, plan-view
(Gods-eye) displays, maps, and compass. Several display options to provide the
spatial information are possible, such as from a pilot-oriented reference frame

(heading up) or from a world-oriented reference frame (north up).”° In addition,

the viewpoint from the operator in the display can be egocentric (as in pathwayin-the-sky displays!) or exocentric (as in maps or a plan-view display”). In this
respect the difference between the concept of local guidance and global awareness is relevant.”° Local guidance can, for instance, be the estimation of a target
with respect to the pilot’s own aircraft, whereas global awarenessrefers to the
estimation of the relative position and distances between targets. Research has
shownthat egocentric information displays enhanceflight performance andsituational awarenessprimarily in local-guidance tasks. Exocentric displays providing
orientational andtactical information enhanceflight performanceandsituational
awareness primarily in global awarenesstasks. If the supervisory control task of
the pilot requires a combination of local-guidance and global-awareness tasks,
one would expect that a combined exo- and egocentric display would optimally
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support the pilot. However, this is not immediately evident in practice, and the

optimal display dependsonthe tasks involved.°®-

In the future we can expectthat the limited visual displays from the UAV cameras
will be enhanced to egocentric three-dimensionalvisual displaysin the operatorstation. Increasingthe field of view of UAV camera imagescan be accomplished with
computer-generated images of three-dimensionalterrain databases available from
satellites. By combining information from GPS andinertial navigation systems
(INS), wide-basestereo displays can becreated that highlight with high resolution
the region of interest with variable scaling. This enhancesthe spatial orientation
of the operator andfacilitates the search for targets. Tactical information will then
be superimposedonthe display.
It is likely that this sort of visual display improvementwill lead to a better
situational awareness of the operator of the UAV. However, as a consequence of
the increased visual display size and the better image quality, it is possible for
the operator to become “immersed” in the task, just as if he or she were piloting
an aircraft in a simulator. If so, then the visual system will provide the operator’s
equilibrium with some visually induced motion information. This should be no
problem for the human equilibrium system as long as the motion characteristics
of the UAV are modest. Some researchers have even considered supplying the
UAVoperator with actual motion in a motion based simulator. Because one of the
aims of the UAV was to go beyondthe physiological boundaries of the human
equilibrium system, the discrepancy between the visually induced UAV motion
and the motion of the simulator might be large, leading to simulator sickness.
Increasing the difficulty factor still further is the proposal for the navigator
to operate UAVs from the cockpit. Because of the superposed movements of the
navigator’s ownaircraft, this raises interesting SD issues. Just as is the case with the
distant groundstation, this operatorstation will probably not immerse the operator
into the UAV motion. However,his or her sensory systems will detect the motion
of the aircraft to create a self-motion sensation.It is an open question as to whether
or not such self-motion sensations might interfere with the UAV orientationtask.

VI.

Summary

Because the evolution of the human equilibrium system is not fast enough to
keep up with the quickly expanding motion characteristics of modern fighters and
helicopters, the possibility of inducing spatial disorientation remains. Because pilots flying these aircraft prefer head-up control of the aircraft, much effort has
been invested in the developmentof displays to enhance situational awareness.
In this chapter the options of vibro-tactile (TSAS) and three-dimensional audio
information displays are summarized. Based uponthis review, one can expectthat
TSASand three-dimensionalaudio will find an application in the cockpit. For specific task such as hovering, TSAS might be an ideal tool to help the pilot. TSAS
and three-dimensional audio will both be able to improvesituational awarenessin
tasks where three-dimensionalspatial informationhasto be displayed. However,althoughboth displays might help to maintain spatial orientation,it is not certain that
using TSASor three-dimensionalaudio will prevent a Type I spatial-disorientation
incident.
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New control concepts like gaze-based, speech-based or EMG/EEG-based controls allow for a head-out control of the aircraft. They might be of some help
in enhancing situational awareness, but before application of these novel control
concepts are realized a lot of dedicated research is necessary.
The development of automated systems (TCAS and auto-GCAS) that sense
impending head-on collisions or a controlledflight into terrain, and consequently
take over command automatically is a most promising development and might
have the biggest impact on preventing SD mishapsin fixed-wingaircraft.
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Glossary
acceleration—changein velocity over time, expressed in termsof meter/second
for linear acceleration and degree/second’ for angular acceleration
accommodation (optical)—changein the optical power(curvature) of the human
lens for different viewing distances, accomplished by contraction ofthe ciliary
muscles of the eye
acoustic orientation instrument (AOI)—device that presents auditory cues to
spatial orientation (such as interaural intensity differences to signal bank)
action extrapersonal system—brain system, coursing ventromedially through

the cerebral cortex, which is responsible for our orientation and navigation in

topographical (geographical) space
Advanced Spatial Disorientation Demonstrator (ASDD)—USAF spatial-

disorientation demonstrator, built by ETC, Inc., and generically knownas the

Gyrolab 2000, that features a four-degree-of-motion platform, flight-simulation
aeromodels, a wide-FOV computer-generated scene, computer-generated reconfigurable cockpit instruments, and a simulated head-up display
aerial perspective—tendencyof distant scene elements to appear reduced in contrast and more bluish, as a result of atmospheric scattering
agile flight—nontraditional fixed-wing aircraft maneuvers that includeflat turns,
lateral motion, and high angle of attacks (Cobra and Herbst maneuvers) that are
mostly a capability of vectored-thrust fixed-wing or rotary-wing aircraft (see
vectored thrust)
aircraft control not maintained—category used by the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board referring to a human-factors-related aircraft mishap other than
controlled flight into terrain [see controlled flight into terrain (CFIT)]
aircraft-fixed symbology—flight symbology that moves in synchrony with the
aircraft so as to appear‘fixed’ to the aircraft
airspeed indicator—primary flight instrumentthat provides information concerning the aircraft’s velocity throughthe air (see performanceinstruments)
alternobaric vertigo—angular sensations accompanied by nystagmus that can
occur with increased barometric pressure (as during landing), particularly when
a pilot has a middle-ear infection or some other predisposing condition (also
referred to as pressure vertigo)
altimeter—primary flight instrument that provides information concerning the
aircraft’s altitude above ground (radar altimeter) or altitude above sea level
(barometric altimeter) (see performanceinstruments)
ambient attitude indicator—type of attitude display that is situated in or extends
into the peripheralvisualfield in order to tap into ambientvision [see peripheralvision horizon display (PVHD) and ambient extrapersonal system]
ambient extrapersonal system—brain system that includes primary vestibular
cortex, nearby parietal-temporal visual and somatosensoryareas, the dorsomedial visual cortex, and subcortical projections extending from the vestibular
541
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nuclei; this system is involvedin the control of posture and orientation in
Earthfixed (gravitational) space andis synonymouswith ambient-modevision
angle of attack (AoA)—difference between the aircraft’s pitch angle and the
directionofits velocity vector in space(e. g., an aircraft that is pitched up while
descending has a high AoA)
arc-segmented attitude reference—attitude display designed for HUDs and
HMDsthat depicts aircraft attitude by means of an arc that fills upward in
pitch-downattitudes and retreats downward in pitch-up attitudes and rotates
clockwise or counterclockwise duringaircraft bank
articulation—symbology format, usually for HUD pitch ladders, in which the
negative pitch lines bend atincreasing dive angles toward theartificial horizon
of the attitude display
attitude—pitch or bank ofanaircraft (see pitch and bank)
attitude indicator (AI)—instrument or symbol that depicts the attitude of an
aircraft, also known asanattitude director indicator (ADI) when combined with
heading and commandsteering information (see control instruments)
Aubert (A) effect—tendencyto view verticalline astilted away from the direction oftilt, presumably caused by an underregistration of headtilt at largetilt
angles (>90 deg); this effect is opposite to the Muelleror E effect [see Mueller
(E) effect]
audiogravic illusion—illusory displacement and/or linear movementof a headfixed sound source in consonancewith a shift of the gravitoinertial vector (see
somatogravicillusion)
|
audiogural illusion—illusory displacement and/or rotatation of a head-fixed
sound source in consonance with an erroneously perceived rotation (see
somatogyralillusion)
Augie Arrow—roll symbol consisting of an arrow referenced to the flight-path
marker, which automatically appears during unusual attitudes and indicates the
roll attitude to aid recovery; the Augie Arrow was namedfor the late William
Augustine of the U.S. Air Force’s Flight Dynamics Laboratory
autokinetic illusion—illusion that a small stationary spot in an otherwise darkened
environment begins to move, usually after a period of 10 s or more of fixation
on it

automated ground-collision avoidance system (auto-GCAS)—system that automatically transfers control of the aircraft to a computer wheneverthe aircraft
is headed for an impact with the ground(see also ground-proximity warning
system)
bank—angular displacementofthe aircraft around its longitudinal axis, in reference to the horizon (see roll)
Barany chair—reduced-friction chair that is capable of near constant velocity
turning abouta vertical axis and is the most widely used round-based demonstrator for angular SD illusions
binocular disparity—depth cue relying on the offset between the right-eye and
left-eye imagesof objects that lie in front of or behind the fixation point
black-hole approach—landing approach to a runway at night, characterized
by a lower-than-perceived glide slope, when the terrain surrounding the runway is not highly visible; the low-approach tendency is enhanced when
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additional visual illusions caused by sloping or narrow runwaysor fog are

present

blind flight—term used early onin aviation referringto flight without the availability of outside visual references [see also instrument meteorological conditions

(IMC)]

blood alcohol concentration (BAC)—a measure of alcohol intoxication that is
commonly defined as milligrams of alcohol in 100 mlof blood.
breakoffillusion—SDillusion in whichthepilot feels separated from the aircraft;
this illusion typically occursat highaltitude in fixed-wing aircraft andis distinct
from the “flying carpet” illusion (see flying carpet illusion)

brownout—visual condition that occurs when blowing sand, dust, and other

groundparticulates reduces low-level flying visibility (see also whiteout)

central nervous system (CNS)—all of the structures and pathways comprising
the brain and spinal cord
centrifugal force—inertial force (reaction) resulting from a centripetal acceleration (see centripetal acceleration)
centripetal acceleration—acceleration of a body rotating around an external
point, such as a turningaircraft or a rotating gondola in a centrifuge, which
is directed toward the center of curvature (see centrifugal force and planetary
motion)
channelized attention—devotion of excessive amounts of mental effort toward
processing one piece orset of information, such as emergency warning messages
Class A mishap—serious aircraft mishap typically involving loss of life or a
major financial loss, which in the U.S. Air Force is defined as $1 million (U.S.)

or greater
collimation—presentation of a visual image using a parallel projection system so
that the image appears to come from distant space (optical infinity)
compression—tendency for lines that are perpendicular to the line of sight on
the ground to become more closely spaced in the distance; also known as
foreshortening
conformal symbology—flight symbology that movesin identical relationship to
the outside world, as is the case with all Earth-fixed symbologies [see Earthfixed (world-fixed) symbology|
control instruments—instruments that display immediate attitude and power
indications and that are calibrated to permit attitude and power adjustments
in definite amounts; control is determined by referenceto the attitude indicators

and powerindicators (see, by contrast, navigation instruments and performanceinstruments)
controlled flight into terrain (CFIT)—mishap in which there is no evidence of
aircraft malfunction or of any effort by the pilot to prevent the mishap (see
Type I spatial disorientation)
Coriolis illusion—illusion of angular motion (usually pitch or roll) that occurs
when the head is removed from the plane of rotation; this illusion is also known
as cross-coupling andis frequently associated with nausea, vomiting, and other
symptomsin naive subjects
corticospinal motor system—phylogenetically recent neuromotor system that
contains direct projections from the cerebral cortex to spinal motoneuronsthat
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are involved in voluntary skeletal movements, including those of the wrist and
hand (see, by contrast, vestibulospinal motor system)

crater illusion—illusion of landing in a crater, caused by the reflection of a heli-

copter landing light off a surface beneath
crew coordination—exchange of relevant information between and among aircrew to accomplish a given task
crew resource management—integrating the skillsofall aircrew to perform flying
tasks and enhanceflight safety
cupula—gelatinousstructure in the ampulla ofthe semicircular canals that moves
in response to the inertial lag of the endolymph during head accelerations (see
semicircular canals)
cyclovergence—disjunctive movementof the eyes that occurs when werotate our
eyes in opposite directions; knownas incyclovergence when werotate our eyes
inward and excyclovergence when werotate our eyes outward
degrees of motion—numberof angular and linear (translatory) motion axes in a
Cartesian coordinate system, usually associated with a motion base on a flight
simulator or SD demonstrator (also known as degrees of freedom)
design-eye reference point—design-eyereferenceis a single point designated by
the aircraft designer that allowsthepilot to reach all required cockpit controls
and an adequate external view
didactic instruction—SD teaching that is confined mainly to the classroom and
that can be supplemented by ground-based andin-flight demonstrations
dip illusion—tendency to lower one’s altitude when increasing separation distance to lead as a result of the tendency to maintain a constant angularrelationship relative to the lead aircraft; to maintain a constant 1 deg below lead,

for example, one must lose 91 m (300ft) for each nautical mile of separation
distance
Earth-fixed space—spacedefinedin relation to the surface of the Earth (and the
gravitationalvertical)
Earth-fixed (world-fixed) symbology—information on flight displays thatis fixed
relative to the surface of the Earth andshifts in parallel with (conformal to) the
outside scene whenthe aircraft or pilot’s head move (e.g., conformalpitch lines
on a HUD or HMD)[see conformal symbology, head-up display (HUD), and
helmet-mounted display (HMD)]
edge rate—rate at which texture elements flow past a moving observer, based on
a combination of optical-flow rate and texture density
elevation—angular displacement of the aircraft around its lateral axis axis, in
reference to the horizon (see pitch)

elevator illusion—illusion of climbing, as in an elevator, when a pilot is exposed

to a >1 G force, as occurs whenleveling off from a descent when the centrifugal
force from the bottom of the descent addsto the force of gravity; or addsto the
illusion of falling at <1 G; or the movementof small spots in accordance with
the perceived self-motion (see centrifugal force)
enhanced vision—naturalbutaided vision using optical devices that contain special sensors, such as FLIR or NVDs[see forward-looking infrared radar
(FLIR), night-vision devices (NVD), and night-vision goggles (NVG)]
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equivalence principle—equivalence between gravitational and inertial forces,
as noted by Mach and Einstein; this equivalence explains why inertial forces
resulting from sustained accelerations addto the 1 G force of gravity to produce
a combined gravitoinertial force vector whose direction is confused with that of
gravity (see gravitoinertial force)
Euclidean space—mathematical conceptthat parallel lines never converge,asfirst
described by the Greek mathematician Euclid
eye height—distance from the ground to the eye, which is used to scale optical
flow velocity (1.e., larger eye heights above groundresult in smaller optical-flow
velocities)
fascination—excessive fixation on an visual target or other object, either by voluntary allocation of mental resources (see channelized attention) or by a preconsciousvisual capture by the target (as in target-hypnosis)
field dependence—degree to which visual inputs are relied on to maintain one’s
orientation in space
field of regard—total amount of angular space that can be seen on a visual display
or through aided or unaided vision whenthe head or sensoris free to move
field of view (FOV)—amountof angular space that is visible, either on a visual
display or through aided or unaided vision
flicker vertigo—visual sensations(e.g., a false sensation or movement) and nonvisual sensations (e.g., dizziness) caused by flickering visual stimuli such as
reflections from a helicopter rotor blade (see vertigo)
flight director—avionics system that showsthe pilot whereto fly while navigating
to a certain point, such as a runway

flight path—direction of the aircraft’s movement in three-dimensional space
flight-path marker (FPM)—symbol on a HUD or HMD whoseposition indicates
the direction of the aircraft’s movement in three-dimensional spacerelative to
the ground or air mass; this symbol is also referred to as the velocity vector
and when its movementis constrained laterally, as the climb—dive marker [see
head-up display (HUD) and helmet-mounted display (HMD)]
flight simulator—device that is designed to reproduce the movementsofthe visual
world—aswell as the vestibular and other physiological sensations offlight, in
the case of simulators with motion devices—byrelying on a realistic model of
the aerodynamic response ofthe aircraft to control-stick inputs; such devices
range from simple visual displays to complex six-degree-of-motion systems
with wide-FOV, collimated visual displays
flying-carpet illusion—sensation offlying on top ofthe aircraft withoutits frame,
as is most likely to be experiencedin aircraft like the F-16 with its large glass
canopies and restricted viewsofthe terrain; this is similar to but distinct from
the breakoff illusion (see breakoff illusion)
focal extrapersonal system—brain system coursing dorsoventrally through the
cerebral cortex that is responsible for searching for and recognizing objects and
alphanumeric information (synonymous with focal-modevision)

force—product of an object’s mass ( m, a scalar) and its acceleration (a, a vector),

based on the formula F = ma
forward-looking infrared (FLIR)—thermal imaging technique for transducing
scene information in the 800-1200 nm region; the FLIR camera is mounted on
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a pod nearthe frontof the aircraft and is displayed on head-down, head-up, and
helmet-mounted displays (see synthetic vision)
frequency-separated display—attitude display that uses the frequency of the
control input to determine which symbol movesin bank, either the aircraft or
the horizon; typically, the rapid initial movementis of the aircraft and the slower
subsequent movementis ofthe artificial horizon
geographical disorientation—loss of orientation in geographical or topographical space, such as when a pilot lands perfectly but at the wrong airport or
runway
G-excess illusion—illusion that occurs when a pilot moveshis or her head in a
>1 G environment, which leads to excessive shearing of the otolith organs and
to an exaggerated sensation of head, body,oraircrafttilt
ghost horizon—attitude-display feature that allows the horizon to be seenat
all times even whenit is conformal to a real horizon that is not in the display space because of a large amount ofaircraft pitch; in the typical ghost
mode, the artificial horizon appears as a dashedline resting at the edge of the
display
giant-handillusion—illusion in whichthe pilot believes that the aircraft no longer
respondsto his or her control-stick inputs, as if a giant hand has grabbed the
wings of the aircraft and is preventing the pilot from moving the control stick
to level the aircraft (see Type ITI spatial disorientation)
graveyard spin—aircraft spin resulting in a continuing loss of lift and a descent
into the ground, which canbeattributed to the erroneoussenseof turning caused
by the inertial lag of the endolymph in the semicircular canals; in turn, the
illusory turning perceptleads the pilot to push the rudderin direction of the spin
rather than opposite to it, as would be needed to stop the spin (see inertia and
semicircular canals)
graveyard spiral—tendencyof the pilot following a prolonged turn to place the
aircraft into a greater-than-desired bank without realizing the increased bank
and the subsequent need to add backpressure to compensate for the loss of
lift; this tendency is believed to be caused by the combination of a decay of
turning sensation during the level turn and the alignmentof the gravitoinertial
vector with the vertical axis of the aircraft, which allows the pilot to feel level

whenactually bankedandrolled in the opposite direction whenleveling out(see
centrifugal force and inertia)
gravitoinertial force (GIF)—resultant force that represents of the sum of the
gravitational force vector and the inertial force vector created by the acceleration
of the aircraft (see equivalence principle)
ground-proximity warning system—system that senses an impendingaircraft
impact with the groundandprovidesan alerting cueto the pilot [see automated
ground-collision avoidance system (auto-GCAS)|
heading—angular displacementofthe aircraft trajectory in reference to the horizontal plane of the Earth’s surface and the direction of true north
head-downdisplay (HDD)—flight display that is part of the instrumentpanel that
lies in the cockpit space beneath the windscreen
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head-fixed symbology—primaryflight and other symbology that moves in synchrony with the head, such as the symbols on night-vision goggles
head-up display (HUD)—flight display lying directly abovethe glare shield in the
front of the cockpit, in which primary flight and other information is presented
in collimation on a see-through combinerglass (see collimation)
helmet- (head-) mounted display (HMD)—flight display that is presented using
fiber optics and a combiner surface to appear superimposed onthe pilots visor
at optical infinity (see collimation)
|
highway in the sky (HITS)—particular flight symbology that provides navigational and spatial orientation to the pilot by means of a three-dimensional
pictorial course indicator and a moving aircraft symbol (also known as the
pathway-in-the-sky) (see pathwaydisplays)
humanfactors analysis and classification system—system used by mishap investigators and researchers to classify and understand the human-factor contribution to aviation mishaps; this system addresses organizational influences,
unsafe supervision, preconditions for unsafe acts, and unsafe acts.

induced motion—llusion of a stationary visual object moving opposite to a moving background scene, as when the moon appears to move opposite to the
clouds
inertia—tendencyof objects at rest to remain at rest unless acted upon by a force or
torque, as exemplified by the lack of movement(inertial lag) of the endolymph
in the semicircular canals during the initial acceleration during turning of a
head
in-flight spatial-disorientation sortie—special flight designed to demonstrate
various SD illusions to aircrew of both fixed-wing and rotary-winged aircraft
inside-out display—attitude-display format that depicts a fixed aircraft against
a moving horizon, as would be seen from inside the aircraft (see, by contrast,

outside-in display)
instrumentflight rules (IFR)—set of regulations governing instrumentflight and

the conductof fight under instrument meteorological conditions; also, a term

used by pilots and controllers to indicate the corresponding type offlight plan
[see instrument meteorological conditions (IMC)]
instrumentflight training—specialized training that teaches pilots to become
proficient in understanding and processing the information from their flight
instruments
instrumentlanding system (ILS)—system providedat an airport to enablepilots
to descend in instrument conditions along precise horizontal (localizer course)
and vertical (glide-slope) paths to a point from which they are able to visually
acquire the runway; an ILS consists of two transmitters located near the runway
that emit at two different radio frequencies on opposite sides of the optimum
path, one of which is aligned with the runwaycenterline and the other to a
normal glide path (usually 3 deg from horizontal)
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC)—weather conditions expressed
in terms of visibility, distance from clouds, and cloud ceiling height that are
less than the minimaspecified for visual meteorological conditions [see visual
metereological conditions (VMC)]
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inversion illusion—SDillusion in whichpilots at least temporarily feel as though
they are inverted relative to the Earth; this illusion can be caused either by
gravitoinertial forces that are <1 G or byvisual factors (e.g., brighter water than
sky)
jerk—rate of change of acceleration, expressed in terms of G/s for linear motion
labyrinth defective (LD)—person who has a profoundloss of function in both
the left and right vestibular organs (labyrinths)
lean on sun—tendencyofpilots to fly as if the sun were directly overhead, which
can result in an unperceived bank whenthesunis at low anglesrelative to the
horizon
leans—feeling of being banked whenthe aircraft is actually upright and level; this
illusion can be caused by both gravitoinertial forces (e.g., leveling out from a
prolonged turn) or by visual factors (e.g., a sloping cloud deck)
loss of situation(al) awareness (LSA)—failure to maintain situational awareness
[see situation(al) awareness (SA)]|
lost wingman—procedure in which a pilot who has becomedisoriented or loses
sight of lead temporarily removes himself or herself from the flying formation
micropsia—tendency for objects to appear smaller than they actually are because
of oculomotor factors (accommodative micropsia or convergence micropsia) or
neuropsychologicalfactors
motion sickness—condition consisting of both peripheral symptoms(e.g., nausea and vomiting) and central symptoms(e.g., drowsiness) caused by certain
motions or conflicts involving the vestibular system
Mueller (E) effect—tendency to view a vertical line as tilted toward the direction

of tilt, presumably caused by an underregistration of headtilt at moderate angles
of tilt (<30 deg); this effect is opposite to the Aubert or A effect [see Aubert
(A) effect]

multifunction display (MFD)—computerizedflight display, usually presented on
a cathode-ray tubeor liquid crystal monitor located on the head-downinstrument
panel, which allowsthe pilot to switch between types of information [see headdowndisplay (HDD)|
nap of the Earth (NOE)—low-levelflight maneuvering by rotary-wingedaircraft,
typically at an altitude less than 30 m (100 ft)
natural orientation—spatial-orientation percept derived from outside (ambient)
visual cues or nonvisual (somatosensory and vestibular) sensory inputs (see, by
contrast, synthetic orientation)

navigation instruments—instruments (or displays) that indicate the position
of the aircraft in relation to a selected navigation facility or fix; these include course indicators, range indicators, glide-slope indicators, and bear-

ing pointers (see, by contrast, control instruments and performance instruments)

night-vision devices (NVD)—general term given to any devices used to aid
pilots in flying at night, including night-vision goggles and helmet-mounted
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FLIR images[see forward-looking infrared (FLIR) and night-vision goggles

(NVG)]

night-vision goggles (NVG)—device that uses a pair of image-intensifier tubes
in the near-infrared range (600-900 nm) to aid pilot visibility at night [see
night-vision devices (NVD) and enhancedvision]
nystagmus—involuntary reflex movementofthe eyes in responseto head or scene

movementsthat helpsto stabilize the visual world, consisting of both slow and

fast phases (beats) [see optokinetic nystagmus (OKN), vestibulo-ocularreflex
(VOR), and vestibular-ocular disorganization]
oculogravic illusion—illusory displacement and/or linear movementof a small,

head-fixed spot of light in consonance with a shift of the gravitoinertial vector
[e.g., an upward movementof a cockpit light can occurasthe pilot feels pitched
upward (see somatogravic illusion)]
oculogyralillusion—illusory displacement and/orrotation of a small, head-fixed
spot of light, usually in consonance with an erroneously perceived rotation as
during a postrotatory sensation (see somatogyralillusion)
optical flow—movementof the visual scene in response to self-motion, corresponding to the geometry of visual space
optokinetic-cervical reflex (OKCR)—tilt of the head in response to movements
of the visual scene, most notably in the roll plane

optokinetic nystagmus (OKN)—reflexive movement of the eyes in responseto
visual scene motion, in which the slow phase is in the same direction as the

visual scene andthe fast phase is opposite to it (see nystagmus)
oscillopsia—inability to stabilize the retinal image during movement, usually
caused by damageto the vestibular system or by abnormal vestibular stimuli
during flight (see vestibulo-ocular disorganization)
otoconia—calcium-carbonate crystals that lie on the otolithic membrane and move
relative to the endolymph in responseto linear acceleration and headtilt relative
to gravity (see otoliths)
otoliths—vestibular organs that include the maculae of the utricle and saccule,

which are responsible for detecting linear acceleration and headtilts relative to
gravity; the maculaeof the otolith organs contain an otoconia-laden membrane
and hair cells that project intoit; the otoliths are also referred to as the graviceptor
organs (see otoconia, utricle, and saccule)

outside-in display—attitude-display format that depicts a movingaircraft against
a stationary horizon, as would be seen from outside (behind) the aircraft (see,
by contrast, inside-out display)
out-the-window—referenceto the visual(e.g., terrain) information available to the
pilot while looking through the windscreen andto the pilot’s view in that situation
parallax—perceived changein visual angle to an object with different viewpoints
or distances, as when the elevation of a target or terrain feature erroneously
appears to descend asdistance increases
pathway displays—navigational displays that depict the desired path of the aircraft relative to the outside terrain, usually in the form of a movingset of
contours, e.g., a highway or tunnel[see highwayin the sky (HITS)]
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performance instruments—instruments (or displays) that indicate the aircraft’s
actual performance, which include the altimeter, airspeed, Mach indicator,

vertical-velocity indicator, heading indicator, angle-of-attack indicator, and turnand-slip indicator(see, by contrast, control instruments and navigationinstru-

ments)

peripersonal system—brain system that courses dorsolaterally throughthe cerebral cortex and handles our visuomotorinteractions within reaching space
peripheral-vision horizon display (PVHD)—attitudedisplay presentedby a laser
beam that extendsinto the peripheral visual field overlying the cockpit instrumentpanel; also knownas the Malcolm horizonafter its inventor (see ambient

attitude indicator)
perspective—geometrical tendencyfor parallel lines to appear to convergeas they
approach the horizon
pitch—angular motion around the lateral or left-right axis of the aircraft (also
referred to as the interaural or y axis for movements of the head and body).
Pitch often is used to describe the angular displacementof the aircraft around
its lateral axis, in referenceto the horizon,but the proper term forthis is elevation
(see elevation)
pitch compression—format used in the display of attitude on pitch-ladder displays, which shows a nonconformal > 1:1 mapping between eachpitch line and
its out-the-window referenceat large pitch angles (see pitch ladder)
pitch ladder—series of lines (usually evenly separated by a specified interval) that
reflect precise amountsof aircraft pitch movementon anattitude display; this
display is referred to as a climb—dive ladder whena laterally caged flight-path
markeris present on the head-up or helmet-mounteddisplay
pitch marker—aircraft reference symbolthatis fixed on the head-updisplay; also
knownasthe waterline [see head-up display (HUD)]
planetary motion—motion of an object around an external center of rotation, as
in the case of an aircraft in a banked turn or a gondola on a centrifuge (see
centripetal acceleration and centrifugal force)
plan view—aircraft map display that showsa two-dimensional world from above
(also known as a God’s-eye view); such a view can be contrasted with two-

dimensional side (profile) and three-dimensional (perspective) views
positional alcohol nystagmus (PAN)—ocular movements created by the effects
of alcohol ingestion on movementsof the endolymphin the semicircular canals
(see semicircular canals)
postroll effect—tendencyof a pilot to continue to apply bankto anaircraft in the
same direction as a previous roll once the original roll is stopped, presumably
caused bythe postrotatory responseof the cupulae in the roll plane; this effect
is also known as the Gillingham illusion (see postrotatory and somatogyral
illusion)
postrotatory—refers to the period following the cessation of rotation, which can
often be accompanied by a turning sensation opposite to the previous turning
direction
poststall maneuver—maneuver (e.g., yawing) that occurs after an aircraft has
reacheda pitch-up(stall) attitude of 30 deg or more, facilitated in agile aircraft
by vectored-thrust (see agile flight and vectored thrust)
primaryflight reference (PFR)—display or suite of displays that containsall
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of the minimum required control, performance, and navigation information to
permit the safe operation of the aircraft for a specific flight task
proprioception—sensory system, and receptors within that system such as muscle
spindles and Golgi tendon organs, that give rise to a perception of muscle and
joint movement(also knownasthe kinesthetic sense) (see somatosensation)
quickening—addition of integrated predictor terms to an aircraft control display
to provide the pilot with immediate knowledge of the results of his or her own
control inputs
rod-and-frame illusion—illusion that a small vertical rod is displaced opposite
to the tilt of a larger frame, resulting in the tendency of observersto set the rod
in the direction of the frame whenaskedto align it with the perceived vertical
(see field dependence andvisualvertical)
roll—angular motion around theaircraft’s longitudinal or fore-aft axis (also referred to as naso-occipital or x axis for movements of the head and body)(see
bank), Although bank androll are often interchanged, the former describes po-

sition in relation to the horizon, whereas the latter describes motion referenced

to the aircraft
roll-reversal error—control input by the pilot, usually caused by a misinterpretation of bank attitude, that changes the bankofthe aircraft in a direction opposite
to that required to level the aircraft
root-mean-square error—a measureof variability determined by calculating the
deviations of points from their true position, summing up the measurements,
and then taking the square root of the sum.
saccule—sac-like structure of the vestibular apparatus that contains the saccular

macula, whichis the less sensitive of the two otolith organs; it is oriented best

for the detection of vertical and fore-aft movementsandpitchtilt (see otoliths)
screen-fixed symbology—flight symbology that remains centered on the display screen during movements of the aircraft or pilot’s head (as on an NVG
HUD)
seat of the pants—sensationsasto the direction ofaircraft motion andtilt relative
to gravity that are conveyed bythe pressure receptors in the back and buttocks;
the term “flying by the seat of one’s pants” refers to flying based on natural
orientational sensations rather than instruments when thepilot is deprived of
external visual cues (see also naturalorientation and somatosensation)
semicircular canals—vestibular organs responsible for detecting angular acceleration, which are composedofa elliptical canal containing endolymph fluid
and a widened end knownas the ampulla, in which the cupula andhaircells
reside; the three canals knownasthe lateral, superior, and anterior canals are

orthogonalto each other (see cupula)
shape constancy—tendency for objects to appearrigid in their shape so that any
objective shape changeis perceived as a changein distance or orientation to the
object (see size constancy)
simulator sickness—symptomsthat developafter pilots have flown in visual simulators for a period of time, which are mainly oculomotor but«can include dizziness, headaches, and even nausea
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situation(al) awareness (SA)—perception of the elements in the environment

within a volumeof time and space, the comprehensionoftheir meaning, and the
projection oftheir status in the nearfuture [see loss of situation(al) awareness

(LSA)]

size constancy—tendency for objects to appear rigid in their size so that any
objective size change is perceived as a change in distance to the object (see
shape constancy)
somatogravic illusion—false sensation of bodytilt that results from perceiving
the direction of a nonvertical gravitoinertial force as vertical (see audiogravic
illusion and oculogravic illusion)
somatogyralillusion—false sensation of rotation or absence of rotation which
results from misperceiving the magnitude and direction of an actual rotation
(see audioguralillusion, graveyard spin, and oculogyralillusion)
somatosensation—sensory system comprised of mechanoreceptors suchas free
nerve endings, Meisner’s corpuscles, Merkel’s discs, and Pacinian corpuscles
that convey information concerning the motion of the body in space andits tilt
relative to gravity (see seat of the pants)
spatial disorientation (SD)—failure to sense correctly the position, motion, or

attitude of the aircraft or the pilot within the fixed coordinate system provided
by the surface of the Earth andthe gravitational vertical [see spatial orientation
(SO) and Type I, Type II, and Type III spatial disorientation]
spatial disorientation demonstrator/trainer—ground-based device whose
motion and visual scenes combine to reproduce common SDillusions and
demonstrate the limitations of the sensesin flight
spatial orientation (SO)—ability to sense correctly the position, motion,or attitude of the aircraft or the pilot within the fixed coordinate system provided by
the surface of the Earth andthe gravitationalvertical [see spatial disorientation

(SD)]

split-S maneuver—maneuverconsisting of a half-roll to the inverted position,
followed by a half-loop to upright flight in the opposite direction; during unusual
attitude recoveries, a recovery from inverted flight is made by using a half-loop
rather than rolling upright [see unusual-attitude recovery (UAR)]
suddenly unfamiliar—phenomenonin whichthe pilots can suddenly find themselves unsure as to which modetheaircraft is in, where the aircraft is in relation
to known landmarks, and with whom they might be communicating
synthetic orientation—spatial-orientation percept derived from the flight instruments, usually requiring more attentional resources than when orienting with
good outside visual references (see, by contrast, natural orientation)
synthetic vision—out-the-window terrain imagery that is created by digital
databases and presented on a computer-generated display
systems approach to training (SAT)—process to determine whether 1) aircrew
training has achieved both its specified objectives (internal validation) and 2)
the training objectives themselvesreflect the operational requirements (external
validation)
tactile situational awareness system (TSAS)—tactile orientation vest, developed

by the U.S. Navy, that stimulates various points on the body by meansof small
tactors to depict lateral acceleration and other flight parameters
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target hypnosis—effect of a visual target, such aslights in the distance, to mesmerize the pilot and capture hisor her attention (see channelized attention)
task saturation—high-workloadsituation in which the pilot is overwhelmed by
the amount and/or difficulty of the processing required by one or more tasks
(see workload)

temporal distortion—erroneous perception of elapsed time, usually caused by
changesin arousal
torque—rotational analogue of force, as in the torque exerted by head accelerations upon the mass of the cupula, which is defined as the product of the
rotational inertia of a body (J) and its angular acceleration a, or M = Ja (see
force)

torsional eye movements—conjunctive rotation of the eyes that occurs in response
to a lateral head tilt or visual roll motion (also knownas ocular torsion)
traffic-alert and collision-avoidance system (TCAS)—automated system for
alerting the pilot of other aircraft in the immediate environment anddirecting
the pilot as to which evasive movements should be performed
trim—‘neutral” control-stick setting in which pressures are minimized; proper
trim reduces inadvertent aircraft drift and allows for easier control of the
stick
turn-and-slip indicator (previously known as bank-and-turn indicator)—one
of the earliest flight instruments developed, which depicts the turn rate of
the aircraft and any deviation (i.e., slip) from the bank required to produce a
coordinated (level) turn
Type I spatial disorientation—“unrecognized” SD, whichis morelikely to cause
fatal mishaps such as CFIT [see controlled flight into terrain (CFIT)]
TypeII spatial disorientation—‘“recognized” SD,in whichthe pilot might realize
that some conflict exists among his or her natural spatial-orientation percept
and what is being conveyed by the flight instruments or the outside world;
accompanyingsensationsinclude vertigo (see vertigo)
Type III spatial disorientation—“incapacitating” SD, in whichthepilot is unable
to control the aircraft because of motor conflicts or uncontrollable nystagmus
(see giant-handillusion and vestibulo-ocular disorganization)
unmanned (uninhabited) aerial vehicle (UAV)—aircraft that is piloted or navigated by a person at a remote site, whether on the groundorin the air
unusual-attitude recovery (UAR)—process of returning the aircraft to near
straight and level from an unexpected bank and/or pitch angle (typically
>45-deg, although it can occur following any assumedattitude)
utricle—sac-like structure of the vestibular apparatus that contains the utricular macula, the more sensitive of the two otolith organs; it is oriented best
for the detection of lateral and fore-aft movements and roll-and-pitch tilt (see
otoliths)
vection—illusion of self-motion, opposite to a movingvisual scene,in a stationary
observer; it usually requires wide-FOV scenes and can be experiencedas either
translation (in which caseit is termed linear vection) or rotation, in which case

it is termed angular vection (or circularvection when experienced in yaw) (see
optical flow)
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vectored thrust—aircraft technology in whichthe thrust is movablein direction,
as in vertical short takeoff and landing (VSTOL)aircraft such as the Harrier
jumpyjet (see agile flight)
velocity—change in position over time, whose magnitudeis expressed in terms of
meters/second in the case of linear velocity and degrees/second in the case of
angular velocity
vergence—disjunctive movementof the eyes that occurs as fixation is changed
in depth; known as convergence when we moveour eyes inward to fixate on
near objects and divergence when we moveour eyes outwardto fixate on distant
objects
vertical-velocity indicator—instrument display that depicts the vertical acceleration (i.e., rate of climb or descent) of the aircraft (see altimeter)
vertigo—state in which the person and/or the outside world appear to spin or
otherwise be in some sensory conflict; aviator’s vertigo or pilot vertigo have
historically been used to describe SD events, mainly of the Type II variety, in
whichthe aviator might have experienced disorientation with or withoutvertigo
(see Type II spatial disorientation)
vestibular habituation—term used to describe the diminished response of the
vestibular system following exposureto sustained or repeated angularorlinear
motion
vestibulo-ocular disorganization—state in which the ocular nystagmic reflexes
that normally help to stabilize the world on the retina become excessive or
inappropriate (e.g., the nystagmusthat occurs during the postrotatory period
following a turn or during cross-coupled motion) and might even prevent the
pilot from adequately viewingthe flight instruments (see nystagmus)
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR)—teflexive movementof the eyes in response to
motionof the head, whichis controlled by a three-neuronarc from the vestibular
nuclei to the oculomotornuclei; the slow phase of the VOR movesin the opposite
direction to the head andthe fast-phase movesin the same direction as the head
(see nystagmus)
vestibulospinal motor system—portion of the neuromotor system that is stimulated by vestibular inputs and that innervates mostly the proximal (upper arm and lower leg) and axial musculature used in postural control and
whole-body locomotion (see corticospinal motor system and giant-hand
illusion)
virtual cockpit—totally enclosed cockpit in which a computer-generated visual
scene is used to represent the outside world to the pilot, usually by means of a
helmet-mounteddisplay (see synthetic vision)
virtual display—any visual display that depicts the outside world or elements
within it using a computerized format
visual dominance—normalability of an external visual scene to predominate over
vestibular, somatosensory, and proprioceptive cues in the perception of spatial
orientation
visualflight rules (VFR)—tules that govern the procedures for conducting flight
under good visual conditions (in U.S. airspace, for example, a pilot operating
under VFR must remain 500 ft below, 1000 ft above, and 2000 ft horizontally

away from a cloud when in controlled airspace below 10,000 ft mean sealevel
and must ensure the in-flight visibility is at least 3 statute miles); a term also
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used in the U.S. to indicate weather conditions that are equal to or greater
than minimum VFR requirements and bypilots and controllers to indicate a
corresponding type offlight [see visual meteorological conditions (VMC)]
visually perceived eye level—perception of where the eyesare located in elevation
as measuredbysetting a spot or line to the sameheightas the eyes

visual meteorological conditions (VMC)—visual conditions, typically associated with clear weather, that exceed the minimum VFR requirements[see visual
flight rules (VFR)]
visual transition—pilot’s switch from an out-the-window visual reference to a
reliance on flight instruments and vice versa
visual vertical—perception of where upright lies as measuredby setting a line to
vertical (see rod-and-frameillusion)
whiteout—visual condition that occurs when blowing snow reduces low-level
flying visibility (see also brownout)
workload—overall amountand difficulty of the tasks required to be performed at
a particular moment(see task saturation)
yaw—angular motion around the aircraft’s vertical axis (also referred to as
dorsoventral or z axis for movements of the head or body)
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